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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

ef. SCOPE OF BIBLIOGRAPHY

The Bibliography of Research Studies in Education, 1938-39, covers
the school year September 1938 through Augdst 1939 and lists 3,570
theses and studies reported by 174 institutions, several of which had
not reported previously. TI-1 thirteenth bibliography in the series
includes 460 doctors' dissertations; 2,840 masters' theses, and 269 studies
reported as faculty research.

Colleges' and universities granting graduate degrees in uluilation,
institutions carrying on graduate work in music and theology, and
some institutions in *hich only faculty members conduct research in
education, have reported the studies listed.

The entries give the author, title, degree, and date when the thesis
was completed, the name of the institution granting the degree, num-
ber of pages, and a brief descriptive note. The place and date of
publication are given wherever possible. Annotations for a number
of studies were made in this office others wei:e furnished by the persons
reporting the studies.

The bibliography covers many timely topics in the several fields of
education: Current educational conditions in the UnitedStates and in
foreign counfries, Federal and State aid for education, Civilian Con-
'servation Corps, training for the use of léisure time, curriculum mak-
ing and subjècts of the curriculum, the effect of current educational
and social conditions on education, the training and status of teach-
ers, the education of racial and exceptional groups, and the various
types of libraries and their use.

Many of the studies listed are available for consultation in public
and institutional libraries, while the printed material can generally
be obtained from the publishers. The U. S. Office of Education pub- ,1

lications can be obtained directly from the Superintendent of Docu-
ments, Washirrgton, D. C. Unpublished theses are indicated by the
abbreviation "ms." etes. the number of pages, signifying that thestudy is in typewritten or mimeographed form. An asterisk (*)
indicates theses, and kdagger ( f) the faculty studies which are ou.file

I Earlier bulletins In the series are : 1926-27, Bulletin, 1928, No. 2; 1927-28, Bulletin,1929, No. 36; 1928-29, Bulletin, 1930, No. 23 ; 1929730, Bulletin, 1981, No. 18 ; 1930-31,Bulletin, 193e, No. 16; 1981-32, Bulletin, 1933, No. 6; 1932-33, 'Bulletin, 1984, No. 7;1933-34, Bulletin, 1935, No. 5 ; 1934-35, Bulletin, 1986, No. 6; 1935-86, Bulletin, 1987,Nb. 6; 1986-8T, Bulletin, 1938, No. 5; 1987-38, Bulletin, 1989, No. 5.
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VIII L N TRODUCIVRY NOTE

in the library of the U. S. Office of Education, and which may
be borrowed through the interlibrary loan system. All masters' anbd
(joctors' theses received during the period covered by the bibliography
have been starred, indicating that they are available for loan, regani-
less of 'the date On which the degree was granted, or the 'date (if
publication. Except in a few cases where the thesis had not previously
been reported to the U. S. Office of Education, theses for years earlier
than 1938-39 are given without a descriptive note. Theses not on
file in this office may usu ly bé secured through interlibrary loan
directly from the inst it utio under whose supervision they were made.

Number of research studies in the various fields of education, 1988789

Subject I )0c-
tors'

1. Educationhistoryaand biography .

States2. Current educational conditionsUnited
3. Current educational conditionsforeign countiies
4. Educational theories, special methods....
5. Psychology, educational and child study, _ _ _ _
6. Testing and research
7. Curriculum studies, including subjects of the curric-

ulum
8. Elementary education, including preschool__ _
9. Secondary education and junior college....___

10. Higher education
11. Adult education, including parent education_ _

12. Teacher trainineand teachers, status
13. Administration of schools and school management .

14. School buildings, equipment, and janitors _ _ _

15. Sociology, educational
16. Racial groUps, education _

17. Exceptional groups
18. Libraries

Total

1111151

t ers'

27 132
10

14 32
21 91
15 36
24 106

149' 1, 139
17 63
15 159
18 84
11 39
29 108
64 512

5

0
12

13 86
6 70

Theses
received

33
8

12
19
12
13

131
16
19
20
22
23
70
9

15
13
16
3

460 2, 840 1 454

Faculty
research

8
20

4
5

65

61
4
7

34
2
8

21
5

4
7

269

Facult v

studifIs
recei.1.,!

6

3

3

4p;

1 t

1

3

The thesis collection in the library of the U. S. Office of *Education
now numbers more than 4,000 masters' and doctors' theses which have
been deposited by 71 institutions granting the degrees, and in a few
cases by the authors of the studies. Several institutions have made
this library a depository for all theta in education, in order that they
may be readily available for the u of students and other persons
interested in educational research.' The collection is in constant use
in Washington and in libraries throughout the United States. Theses
have also been loaned to libraries in foreign countries.

The U. S. Office of Education appreciates the cooperation of authors
and institutions of higher education in reporting theses and faculty
research, and in' depositing copies in the library. In order that the
collection may be as complete as possible from 1930 to date, the library
will be glade to receive copies of theses. especially doctors', completed
within that period, which have not already been deposited.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE IX

Copies of the form used in collecting data for this bibliography will
be sent on request. It i hoped that in addition to the theses completed
iii the schools of education of the various colleges and universities, all
theses dealing with any phase of editcat ion will be reported, including
those dealing with professional training, personnel problems of the
students, personality traits desirable for persons entering professions,
various problems of the professional schools, as well as the develop-
ment of the curricula of the graduate departments of the universities.

It will be appreciated if the library of the U. S. Office of Educa-
tion can be placed on the fnailing list to rtIceiveg abst.racts of theses
and of faculty research, for use in the reference work of the library.

RETURN TO

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH STUDY COMPLETED
(FILL IN ITEMS APPLICABLE)

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY

U. S. OFFICE or EDUCATION

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Author(s)-of study
Title of study

DATE

Position _

(Attach copy of study if available)
Institution or agency Location
Under direction of what department Year completed
If thesis, give Number of Number of typed or
college and degree printed pages ____ mimeographed pages
Publisher and date, if printed
Scope of study

Findings
411.

This report made by
(USE REVERSE SIDE nit NECESSARY)

6

.

0
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___________ _
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ABBREVIATIONS).-

The list of abbreviations, with the name and address of the insti-
tution to which each refers, is given Mow: * indicates institutions
from which theses were received during the school year 1938-39.

ABBREVIATION

Agnes Scott
Agr. and Mech. Coll. of

Texas.
Akro'n
Alabama
Alabama College_
Ala. Poly. Inst
Albion
Allegheny _

Arizona _ _

Ball St. T. C_ _

Ba0or_ _ _

Biblical Seminary
Birmingham-Southern.__
Boston Coll___
*Boston Univ_
*Bowling Green _

Bradley Polytechnic_
Brigham Young..
Brown_
*Buffalo _ _

*California_ _

California, L. A_ _

Carnegie Institute_ _ _

*Catholic Univ
Central St. T.

*Chicago_
Cincinnati
Clark_
College of Music
Coll of the Bible
Coll: of the City of N. Y_
Coll. of the Pacific__
Colorado
Colo. St.AColl.. _ _ _ _

INSTITUTION
Agnes Scott. College, Decatur, (la.
Agricultural and Mechanical. College of Texas,

College Station, Tex.
University of Akron, Akron, Ohio.
University of Alabama, University, Ala.
Alabama College, MontevallO, Ala.
Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Ala.
Albion College, Albion, Mich.
Allegheny College, Meadville, Pa.
University of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz.
Ball State Teachers College, Munciei Ind.
Baylor University, Waco, Tex.
Biblical Seminary in New York, New York, N. Y.
Birmingham-Southern College, Birmingham, Ala.
Boston College; Chestnut Hill, Nilass.
Boston University, Boston, Mass. ,

Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green,
Ohio.

Bradley Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill.
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah.
Brown University, Providence, R. I.
University of BuffaiO, Buffalo, N. Y.
University of California, Berkeley, Calif.
University of California, Los Angeles, Calif.
Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Catholic University of A.Merica, Washington, D. C.
Central State Teachers College, Mt. Pleasant,

Mich.
University of ChIcago, Chicago, Ill.
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Clark University, Worcester, Mass.
CoVege of Music of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio.
College (If the Bible, Lexington, Ky.
College of the City of New York:New York, N. Y.
College of the(Pacific, Stockton, Calif.
University of C9lorado, Boulder, Colo.
Colorado State College of Agriculture and Mechanic

Arts, Fort Collins, Colo.

11

,
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_ _
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XII ABBREVIATIONS

ABBREVIATION

*CO10. St. Coll. of Ed_
*Columbia
Cornell
Creighton___
partmouth
atayton___
Defiance
Delta St. T. C
Denver
De Paul
Drake

am. II. Me.

*Duke_ ___ _ _____

East Texas St. T. C

INSTITUTION

Colorado State Collegiof Education, Greeley, Colo.
Columbia University, New York, N. Y.
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.
Creighton University, Omaha,,Nebr.
Dartmouth University, Hanover, N. H.
University of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio.
Defiance College, Defiance, Ohio.
Delta State Teachers College, Clevehtnd, Miss.
University of Denver, Denver, Colo.
DePaul University, Chicago, Ill.

_ _ _ Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa.
____ Duke University, Durham, N. C.

East Texas State Teachers College, Commerce, Tex.
Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary, Phila-

delphia, Pa.
Eastern Illinois State Teachers College, Charleston,

Lion Elon College, Elon College, N. C.
Emory _ Emory University, Emory, Ga.

.*Florida__ University of Florida, Gainesville, Fla.
*Florida Southern Florida Southern College, Lakeland, Fla.
Fla. St. Coll Florida State College for Women, Tallahassee, Flá.
*Fordham_ ----- Fordham University, New York, N. Y.
Frainklin and Marshall Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster, Pa.

East. Baptist

East. Ill. St. T. C

.M4 .0. ag

*George Washington
Hamline
*Hampton_
*Harvard
*Hawaii_,
Hiram
Hobart..__
*Idaho

---- -

*Illinois
Ill. Coll
Indiana
Ind. St. T. C
*Iowa

Mb m. OM

George Washington' University, Washington, D
Hamline University, St. Paul, Minn.
Hampton Institute, Hampton, Va.
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii.
Hiram College, Hiram, Ohio.
Hobart College, Geneva, N. Y.
University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho.
University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.
Illinois College, Jacksonville, Ill.
Indiana University, Blòomington, Ind.
Indiana State Teachers College, Terre Haute, I
State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.

Iowa State Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.
Iowa St. T. Iowa State Teachers-College, Cedar Falls, Iowa.
Johns Ilopkins__ _ _ Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.
Jordan Conservatory_____... Arthur Jordan Conservatory *of Music, Detroit,

Mich.
University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kans.*Kansas

Kans. St. Coll

Kans. St. T. C., Emporia___
,Kans. SC T. C., Pittsburg_ _

Kentucky
Lawrence__ .= IM

Louisiana State__ _ Ob

*Louisville
Loyola

_

Kansas &Me' College of Agriculture and Applied
Sykenee,,Manhattan, Kans.

Kansas State Teachers College, Emporia, Kans.
Kansas State Tsachers College, Pittsburg, Karp.
University of IAntucky, Lexington, Ky.
Lawrence College, Appleton, Wis.
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, La.
reversity of Louisville, Louisville, Ky.
Loyola University, Chicago, Ill.
University .of Maine, Orono, Maine.

_ _

-

_

_

C.

"M. IND Ow
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_ _
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ABBREVIATION

Marquette
*Maryland.
lass. St. Coll___

Mercer_ _

Miami
Michigan..___ _

Mich. St. Coll
*Minnesota
*Missouri
*Montana

-0

Montana St. Coll__
Mount Holyoke
Mo Lint

Muskingum___
*Nebraska__
N. E. Conservittory
Sew Mexico_
*New York__ _ _ _ _ _ ___

MP 4OP POIM 4M.

---
N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach_ _

*Niagara
North Carolina_
N. C. St. Coll__ _

*North Dakota_ ___ _ _

North Texas St. T. C_
*Northwestern
Notre Dame
Oberlin
Oglethorp_ _

*Ohio State__

4M4 4.

Ohio Wesleyan..
Oklahoma_
Okla. A. & M. Coll__ _

Omaha,
Oregon
Oregon St
Pacific School__ _

*Peabody _

*Pennsylvania_
*Penn. State
Pittsburgh
Presbyterian Coll

OP 41M1

Purdue__
Redlands_ _ Ps.
Reed
Rochester _ .
*Rutgers_
St. Johns
Sam Houston St. T. C__ _ _

41M1 OP OM. 4M mr. .1w OPP

..... .= a al AIR

ABBREVIATIONS XIIi

INSTITUTION

Marquette University, Milwaukee,
University of Maryland, College Park, Md.
Massachusett8 State College, Amherst, Mass
Mercer University, Macon, Ga.
Miami University, Oxford-, Ohio.
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, :Mich.
Michigan State College,l,ansing, Mich.
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn..
University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.
Montana State University, Missoula, Mont.
Montana State Còllege, Bozeman, Mont.
Mount Hplyoke College, South Hadley, Mass.
Mount Mary College, Milwaukee, Wis.
Muskingum College, New Concord, Ohio.
University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebr.
New England Conservatory of Music, Boston, Mass.
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
New York University, New York, N. Y.
New York State College for Teachers, Albany, N. Y.
Niagara University, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C.
North Carolina State College, Raleigh, N. C.
University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, N. Dak.
North Texas State Teachers College, Denton, Tèx.
Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.
University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind.
Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio.
Oglethorp University, Atlanta, Ga.
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio. #s
University of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.'
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College,

Stillwater, Okla.
University of Omaha., Omaha, Nebr.
University of Oregon, Eugene, Oreg.
Oregon State Agricultural College, Corvallis, Oreg.
Pacific School of Religion, Berkeley, Calif.
George PeaLtody College for Teachers, Nashville,

Tenn.
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
Pennsylvania State College-, State College, Pa.
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Presbyterianf* College of Christian Education,

Chicago, 411.
Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.
University of Redlands, Redlands, Calif.
Reed College, Portland, Oreg.
University of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y.
Rutgers University, New Brunswick, N. J.
St. Johns University, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Sam Houston State Teachers College, Huntsville,

Tex.
Smith College, Northampton, Mass.

MI 7 .....

Mary___
__________

_
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XIV

ABBREVIATION

South Dakota___ _

S. D. St. Coll_
Southern Baptist

ENE - - - - -

ABBREVIATIONS

INSTITUTION
University of So h Dakota, Vermillion, S. Dak.
South Dakota State College, Brookings, S. Dak.
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Lexington,

Ky.
University of Southern California, Los Angeles,

Calif.
Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Tex.
Stanford University, Stanford University, Calif.
State College of Washington, Pullman, Wash.
state Normal University, Normal, Ill.
State Teachers College, Fitchburg, Mass.
Massachusetts State Teachers College, Ni)rtli

Adams, Mass.
Stephens College, Columbia, Mo.
Stetson University, Deland, Fla.
Stout Institute, Menominie, Wis.
Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y.
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York,

N. Y.
Temple University, Philatiqlphia, Pa.
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn.

_ _ University of Texas, Austin, Tex.
of Arts and Texas College of Arts and Industries, Kingsville,

Tex.
Texas State College for Women, Denton, Tex.
Texas Technological College, Lubbock, Tex.
Tufts College, Medford, Mass.
Tulane University, New Orleans, La.
Union Theological College, New York, N. Y.
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Va.
University of Washington, Seattle, Wash.
Wayne University, Detroit, Mich.
Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass.
West Virginia University, Morgantown, W. Va.
West Virginila State College, Institute, W. Va.
Western Kentucky State Teachers College, Bowling

Green, Ky.
- Western State College, Gunnison, Colo.

University of Wichita, Wichita, Kans.
College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, %a.
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.
Wittenberg College, Springfield, Ohio.
Woodstock College, Woodstock, Md.
University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyo.
Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

Southern California__ _ _ _

South. Methodist__
gtanford_____
St. Coll. of Wash_
State Normal
*St. T. C., Fitchburg_
*St. T. C., North Adams,.._

Stephens
Stetson
Stout _

*Syracuse_ 4m.

*T. C., Col.

*Temple
Tennessee
*Texas_ . _

*Texas Coll.
Inds.

Texas St. Coll. for Women
Tex. Tech. Coll_
Tufts _

EM.

Tulane
Union Theological
Utah
Vanderbilt
Virginia
Va. Poly. Inst
Washington
Wayne__
Wellesley
West Virginia
West Va. St. Coll__ 4M

West. Ky. St. 'I'. C.__

me OE 4ED dEM 4Elb IM

West. St. Coll__
Wichita
William and Mary____
*Wisconsin
Wittenberg_ ______ _
Woodstock
*Wyoming
*Yale
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION
1938-39

(Entries for masters' and doctors' theses are abbreviated. "Master's, 1938. T. C., Col.,Univ. rignifles a master's thesis completed in 1938 at Teachers College, Columbia Uni-versity, New York, N. Y. A complete list of abbreviations may be found on p. XI.)*Indicates theses on file in the U. S. Office of Education Library and available forinterlibrary loan unless they are printed in periodicals, I. P., Archives of Psychology andGenetic Psychology Monographs. fIndicates faculty research and other studies which areon file in the Library, where they may he consulted.
Unmarked theses and faculty research studies can probably be borrowed on interlibraryloan by writing to the institution in which the study was made.
Entries are included for each of the field studies in the series required in partialfulfillment of the requirements for the doctor's degree, I. e., Colorado State College ofEducat ion.

EDUCATION-HISTORY
1. Adams, lone. History of education in Purcell, Oklahoma. Master's, 1939.

Oklahoma. 124 p. ms.
Traces the history of education in l'urcell from the estnblishment of the town in 1887,through the period of the subscription schools in Indian territory, the passing of theCurtis act permitting tax-supported schools, and the development of free schools to tbepresent time.

42. Alexander, Theron, jr. The Covenanters come to East Tennessee. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Tennessee. 80 p. ms.

Covers the period from the settlement of East Tennessee to 1817 when the Synod ofTennessee was formed. Shows that among the early pioneers were well-educated Presby-terian ministers who converted and educated the Indians, preached to the frontiersmenand formed churches, and educated Negroes for ministerial work among thOr own people;and that they established schools that grew into Washington College, TIMM:MIMI College,the University of Tennessee, and Maryville College.

*3. Anderson, Miriam Sylvia. The history of secondary education in Waldo
and Piscataquis counties in Maine. Master's, 1939. Maine. Orono, University
press, 1939. 111 p. (Maine Bulletin, vol. 42, no. 4. University of Maine studies,
second.series, no. 48)

Traces the development of secondary education from its earliest inception to the presenttime, showing the influence of the historical, social, and political conditions of the variousperiods upon the eduéational attitudes and accomplishments of the people of thew twosections.

4. Arceneaux, Olive Isabel. A brief history of public-school education in
Louisiana, 1805-1845. Master's, 1938. Tulane. (Abstract in : Tulane university
of Louisiana. Abstracts of theses, 1938: 34--36)

Studies the laws pertaining to education in Louisiana from 1805 to 1845 to determinethe reasons for the slow growth of a system of universal education by means of State-supported free public schools.

5. Ashworth, Robert The history of education of Gregg counly. Master's,
1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university. Abstractsof theses . . . no. 7 : 4-5)

Traces the early hIstory of Gregg county, and education prior to 1893, from 1893 to1931, and development of public schools in the county since 1981. Shows that the
1
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earliest schóols were conducted in many of the homes ; that they were later maintains
hy local communities through subscription and tuition charges ; that later there wa .
great demand for schools owned and operated by private individuals. Describes the.
division of the county into school districts in 1893, the creation of the office of county
superintendent of schools. in 1906, and the school building program carried on after tlio
discovery Of oil in 1931.

6. Bailey, Elfie Savage. The education of women in the Middle Atlantic
States from 1750-1812. Master's, 1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: South-
ern Methodist university. Abstract of theses . . . no. 7 : 5-4;)

Surveys the theories of Martin Luther, Johann Bugenhagen, John Amos Comenius, and
George Fox on the education of women. Describes the transplanting of wily Protestant
education to America and the changes resulting from this new environment. Emphasizes
the Quaker schools in Pennsylvania. Describes Deborah Logan as a product of the educa-
tional system of the period. Gives the causes leading away from the strictly church
schools and relates the growth of the first academies for women. Describes the Youn..:
Ladies Icademy of Philadelphia as a type of late eighteenth century school for women.

7. Bailey, Milton A. A history of the public schools of Knox county.
Master's, 1939. Ind. St. T. C. 151 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana state teacher:
college. Teachers college journal, 10: 139-40, July 1939)

Traces the development of education in Knox County. Shows how the functions of schools
shift and how the support and control of education have changed from simple arrange-
ments to centralized and complex arrangements. Discusses educational ideals of the past
and describes current educational conditions in the county.

8. Barnes, Beryl Mary Anna. The trend in education as indicated by till.
resolutions of the National education association. Magter's, 1939. Tulane.
(Abstract in: Tulane university of Louisiana. Abstracts of theses, 1939: 5-6)

Studies the resolutions of the National education association from 1st57 to 1935. Indexe;
the resolutions and states the pdsition of the association on the educational issues of the
period.

9. Barnes, Richard Alan. The development of teacher education in Michigan.
Doctor's, 1939. Chicago. 208 p. ms.

10. Beck, Walter H. Lutheran elementary schools in the United States: A
history of the development of parochial schools and synodical educational policies
and programs. Doctor's, 1939. Temple. St. Louis, Concordia publishing house,
1939. 445 p.

Discusses Lutheran schools in the Colonial and early national period ; the organisation
and administration of the early schools; endeavors to extend and preserve the schools;
migration and the extension of church and school to the Middle West ; the founding of
the major system, the schools in the synod of Missouri, Ohio, and other States ; the early
educational developments in the German synods of Iowa, Buffalo, Wisconsin, Michigan,
and Minnesota ; education in the Scandinavian synods ; the period of major expansion. 1865-
1890the Ohio abd Missouri synods, Wisconsin, Iowa, and the Eastern synods; the first
campaign against public interference and control ; improvement and standardisation of the
schools; mission schools for Negroes, Indians, orphans, and defectives; the new Nor-
iimrian and the Slovak systems; legal battles for the freedom of Christian schools; and
retent developments and the present status of Lutheran elementary schools, including gen
eral and district school boards, district superintendents and supervisors, improvements in
teacher training and status, the elementary school curriculum, grade organization, enroll-
ments and distribution of schools. and synodical and state distribution.

11. Bell, John Wesley. The development of the public high school in
Chicago. Doctor's, 1939. 4'hicago. Chicago, University of Chicago libraries,
1939. 210 p.

DiFusses the development of an underlying theory of secondary education : the organiza-
tion of public high schools, including the evening and the summer high school ; the admin-
istration and supervision of the public high school : the problems of the high-school staff.
Including in-service problems, policies, and practices, and the high-school principal's
administrative and non-teaching staff ; the public high-scool buildings ; the program of
studies; and the curriculum during various periods from 1856 to 1939.
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12. Bennett, Hernando Gordon. History of education in Stephens county.
ohlahoma, from the earliest time to the present. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & I.

Coll.

13. Bonnette, Winsted John. History of the Jesuit high school of New
Orleans, Louisiana. Master's, 1938. Tulane. (Abstract in: Tulane university
of Louisiana. Abstracts of theses, 1938 : 6-8)

Shows that from 1847 to 1881 the school was somewhat patterned after the French
schools. but that since that time the school has been typically American ; that it is a
4-year high school with a modern physical plant ; and that it is primarily a preparatory
school for admission to.Loyola University.

14. Bradley, Bertha Jane. A brief history of teacher training at the Uni-
versity of Alabawe 1831-1910. Master's, 1939. Alabama. 62 p. ms.

15. Brasch, Irving. History of secondary education in the parochial schools
of Hamilton county, Ohio. Master's, 1938. Cincinnati

16. Briggs, Ardelle. Evidences of educational influence of women upon
Texas society before 1848. Master's, 1938. Texas St. Coll. for Women. 103
p. mS.

17. Britton, G. L. Wayne. History of Kansas state teachers association.
Master's, 1939. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 54 p. ms. (Abstract in: Kansas state
teachers college of Emporia. Studies in education, 17: 20)

Studies the history and pretent trends of the organization in respect to policies, mem-
bership, programs, service agencies, and other accomplishments.

18. Brockwell, Henry Buckius. History of secondary education in Peters-
burg, Virginia. Master's, 1939. Virginia. 310 p. ms.

*19. Bunce, Edgar F. The development of a unified program of tax sup-
ported, state controlled teacher education in New Jersey. Doctor's, 1939. New
York. 66 p. ms.

Studies teacher training in the New Jersey normal schools and teachers colleges from
1900 to 1938. Finds that teacher preparation from 1900 to 1"27 was unsatisfactory and
resisted change; and that new laws passed in 1927 made unification and coordination with
the public schools possible and actual.

0

20. Burk, Harry L. Historical background ¿Ind early development of the
normal school. Master's, 1939. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 114 p. ms. (Abstract
in: Kansas state teachers co6ge of Emporia. Studies in education, 17 : 24),

Sketches briefly the educational background of teacher preparation and discusses normal
school development in Germany, Switzerland, France, aud England, and the origin and
growth of the normal school in the United States.

*21. Burr, Henry L. Education in the early Navy. Doctor's, 1939. Temple.
Philadelphia, Temple university, 1939. 8 p.

Studies the education of United States na al officers from 1775 to 1845. prior to the
founding of the Academy at Annapolis, Md., and comments on that education in terms of
philosophy and present-day psychology. Discusses the philosophy of naval education, the
education of continental officers, midshipmen in the new navy, educational environment,
duties of midshipmen, the social aspect, teachers, education at sea, schools ashore, materials
and methods, character training, the need for new education, and the founding of the
AcademY.

22. Butler, M. Alene. A history of the Brockport collegiate institute, 1832-
1867. Master's, 1939. Rochester. 194 p.

Presents.a fairly typical picture of the privately managed and supported academy in
the middle of the nineteenth century.

23. Caldwell, C. D. The history of the development of education In the com-
munity of Lamed and Pawnee county, Kansas. Master's, 1939. Kansas.

285425-41 2
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24. Canaga, Ruth Hale. A history of West Virginia state teacher's associa-tion since 1913. Master's, 19381 Chicago. 109 p. ms.
*25. Carr, Howard Ernest. Washington college: A study 4 )f an attempt toprovide higher education in Eastern Tennessee. Doctor's, 1935. Duke. Knoxville,S. B. Newman and company, 1935. 282 p.
Traces the history of Washington college from its founding in 1780 hy the Rev. SamlioDoak as Martin Academy, and chartered as a college in 1795 : through its merger withTusculum College in 1816 and the Civil War reconstruction period through the estab-lishment of a self-help program, the rise of public schools and the decline of WashingtonCollege as a classical college. and the separation of Washington and Tusculum Colleges:through the Worlti War poriod and the reduction of junior college work, the developmentof the self-help department, and the incroase in the permanent endowment. Describe,the present administration of the college and its problems. its course of study whichcorresponds with that of a high ranking Tennessee high school, and its self-help workwith boys and girls who could not otherwi4e receive an education. Shows that no publichigh school can offer the advantages offered by Wnshington College.
20. Cato, William Hall. Secondary education in Greensville county, 'Virginia.

1780-1E39. Master's, 1939. Virginia. 168 p. ms.
27. Cervini, Therese Marie. Educational work of the American Jesuits if)the Philippine islands. Master's, 1938. Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordham uni-versity. Dissertations accepted for higher (Iegrees in the Graduate schOol ofarts and sciences, 1939: 77)

2s. Clairborn, Lavern. The development of education in Warren county,Illinois. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
29. Clasgens, Sixter Mary Gonzales. St. Peter Canisius and the founding ofJesuit colleges. Master's, 1939. Boston Coll.
30. Cobb, James L. History of the public schools of Newport, Kentucky.Master's, 1939. Cincinnati. 113 p. ms.
Traces the development of the public-school system from its beginning.4
31. Collins, Donnell. The history of secondary education in Oneida county,New York. Master's, 1939. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 187 p. ms.
t32. Converse, Florence. Wellesley college: a chroniele of the years, 1875-1938. Wellesley, Mass., Hathaway house bookshop, 1939. 311 p. (Wellesleycollege)
Discusses the founder and MR ideals, the presidents and their achievements, *the facultyand their methods, the students at work and piny, the fire, tbe alumnae. the World War, thesemi-centennial, the summer schools, the emeritus professors and their home, And Ellen FitzPendleton.

33. Conway, Mary T. History of education in the City of Newburgji. Mas-
ter's, 1939. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 85 p. ms.

34. Davis, Daniel I. The growth and development of the nonpublic school.Master's, 1939. Michigan.
35. Dey, John Harry, Jr. The history of education in Conecuh county, Ala-

bama, 1818-1838. Master's, 1939. Ala. Poly. Inst.
36. Doran, Young Maurice. The development of special education in theschools of Battle Creek. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
37. Douglas, Neil C. Contributions of philanthropic foundations to thedevelopment of secondary education in South Carolina. Master's, 1939. Duke.96 p. ms.
Studies the contributions of philanthropic foundations to the development of secondaryeducation from 1918 to 1937. Finds that these contributions directly influenced Negroecondary education and indirectly the secondary education program of the entire State.

O
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38. Edwards, Dorothy Louise. A ..tory of Tranylvania college from 16.1
to 1940. Master's, 1939. Kentucky. 148 p. tns.

Gives a brief sketch of the history of Transylvania College from its earliest beginnings to
1865, and a more detailed history from that date to 1940.

39. Elder, Fred Kingsley. Freedom in South Carolina as shown by church-
state relationships in higher equcation in South Carolina. Doctor':q, 1939. North
Carolina. (Abstract in: University of North Carolina record, no. 347: 59-60)

Shows that early in the history of the Carolina colony there was cooperation by church
and state in establishing means of education. but that higher education was not supported ;
that South Carolina College, the fi'rst State college or university to be completely built and
supported by State funds, was chartered in 1M)1 ; that in 1850 denominational colleges began
to appear ; that the question of conflict between science and theology was settled in the courts.

*40. Emmert, Beverly Agnes. The history of the private schools in Washing-
ton, D. C., 179E6-1845. Master's, 1939. George Washington. 110 p. ms.

Discusses the public and private schools in Washington. D. C.. for the period. the kinds of
private schools, coeducation. qualifications ofrivate school teachers, types of buildings in
which the private schools were held, size oflasses. ages of pupils curriculum, textbooks,
religious instruction, tuition fees, length of school year and of school day. theories of educa-
tion expressed by the teachers, and exafninations and reports. Compares the public and
private schools. Discusses private schools for Nf.groes, orphan education, and colleges estab-
lished in Georgetown and Washington.

*41. Evans, Henry Bascom. History of the organization and administration
of Cumberland Presbyterian colleges. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. Nashville,
George Peabody college for teachers, 1939. 9 p. Abstract of Contribution to
education, no. 237)

Shows that the Presbyterian church has sponsored 82 educational institutions scattered
throughout the central part of tilt. United States, the South-and Southwest ; that most in-
stitutions emphasize the moral and religious leadership, although the Cumberland College in
Kentucky initiated experimental agricultural teaching in the South, in 1825.

42. Ezzell, Elbert Monroe. Educational history of Motley county, Texas.
Master's, 1939. Tex. Tech. Coll.

Traces the educational history of the county from 1891 to date.
*43. Farrar, Joe. The development of public secondary education in Lou-

isiana, 1876-1908. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college
for teachers, 1939. 6 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education, no. 233)

Traces the foundation of education from the Colonial period to 1876, the development
of secondary education from 1876 to 1901, and the period of educational awakening in
Louisiana from 1904 to 1908.

*44. Farrington, Ervin Sylvester. so The history of education in Windsor,
Connecticut. Master's, 1938. Maine. 114 p. ins.

Traces 300 years of educational progress from 1614. the date of the earliest found
records, through the colonial period, the era of parish control of schools, and the period
of town and private control of schools.

45. Finney, Raymond Alfred. History ,of the private educational institu-
tions of Franklin county. Master's, 1939. Tennessee. 101 p. ms.

Shows that Carrick Academy was partially supported by the academy fund which
was provided for by the Compact of 1806 ; and that Mary Sharp College was the first
institution of higher learning in the United States to confer a bachelor's degree on a woman.

t46. Fitzpatrick, Edward A., Mary Dominic, Sister, and others. The auto-
biography of a college. Milwaukee, Bruce publishing company, 1939. 271 p.
(Mount Mary college)

Traces the histery of Mount Mary College from its beginning in 1929 to 1939. Dis-
cusses the aims, history and statistics, and the social creed of the college; its physicalplant ; administration and faculty ; the curriculum ; its Roman Catholic religious training
and philosophy; modern and classical languages and literatures; social sciences; matbe-
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matics and natural sciences; music and art ; professional and vocational training; physical
education; the library ; extracurricular activities and athletics; and the graduates of the
college.

47. Foster, Lee M. History of Harper county. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M.
Coll.

Discusses the early development of the count.y. its natural resources, irrigation, trans-
portation, educational development, and its economic development.

48. Filizier, Chalmer Haynes. The history of education in Floyd county,
Kentucky. Master's, 1939. Kentucky. 174 p. ms.

Gives a brief sketch of the history of education in Floyd County from its settlement by
white people to the present. and includes a brief statement of its principal geographic
features and principal Liam hl resources.

49. Frazier, James M. McKinley high schoq, Baton Rouge, Louisiana :

22-year period survey. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

50. Gabbard, Eugene Field. The history of education in Owsley county,
Kentugky. Master's, 1939. Kentucky. 165 p. ms.

Gives the historical and geographical background of education in Owsley County; traces
the history of education in the county from 1830 to 1939; and presents a constructive
program for improving the schools.

51. George, Leonard Franklin. The origin, development, discontinuation,
and influence on Oklahoma education of the "Old Willie ilalsell college", Craig
county, Vinita, Indian Territory. Master's, 1939. Okla.4. & M. (14111.

Finds that the college had a definite influence on the social pattern of the time as well
as on education in tbat region.

52. Gibbs, Clifford LeRoy. Establishment of Texas technological college.
Master's, 1939. Tex. Tech. Coll.

53. Gleason, Paul Francis. Schools and schoolmasters in Rhode Islat4
1760-1790. Master's, 1939. Brown. 114 p. ms.

*54. Graeff, Arthur D. The relations between the Pennsylvania Germans
and the British authorities (1750-1776). Doctor's, 1939. Temple. Norristown,
Pa., Norristown Herald, 1939. .271 p.

Discusses the early German immlgrants and factors which led to an attempt to check
German influence; the charity school movement ; literacy among the Germans; the first
schools organized; German attitude toward charity schools; Braddock's expedition; tlie
settlement by Germans on frontiers and lack of protection; relations between the Scotch-
Irish and the Indians; Indian attacks; reasons for German support of Quaker policies
before 1755; the building of frontier forts; declaration of war against the Indians; the
Forba expedition; the end of the French-Indian war; the Paxton boys and their attempt
to involve Germans in the crimes; petition for a royal province; preliminaries of the
American Revolution; and tbe effect of the Germans on the war for inslependence.

*55. Griffin, Stephen A. A history of education in the town of Livermore,
Maine. Master's, 1939. Maine. 107 p. ms.

Traces the settlement of the original town, 1710-1705; the developmegt of the town
and 6ie beginnings of schools, 1795-1820; the effects of state control on education, 1820-
1843; the further extension of state control from the division of the town to the abolition
of school districts, 1843-1891 ; and tlie transition from Abe town system to the union
system of supervision, 1891-1939.

56. Hamrick, Clyde S. A history of education in Jackson county, Missouri,
exclusive of Kansas City. Master's, 1939. Kans, St. T. C., Pittsburg. 41 p. ms.

57. Hamrick, Portia Jane. History of elementary education in West Vir-
ginia, 18634903. Master's, 1938. Cincinnati.

58. Hanson, Richard S. Augustana college, Canton, South Dakota, 1884-
1918. Master's, 1939. South Dakota. 48 p. me.
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'1'59. Harper, Charles A. A century of public teacher education. Washington,
D. C., National eduCation association, 1939. 175 p. ( State normal. university,
'Normal, Ill.)

Traces the beginnings in Massachusetts; the eastern normal schools. 1839-1S60 ; tho
western normal schools, 1850-1875; the natgre and contributions of the normal schools
1s60-1900; the transition to the State teachers college, 1900-1926 ; and the twentieth-
century teachers college.

60. Hart, Casper P. Founding of ie United States Naval academy. Mas-
ter's, 1938. Columbia.

61. Hartman, Cecil Lee. A history of West Central academy, Buckingham
county, Virginia. Master's, 1939. Virginia. 158 p.

*62. Hartman, Clifford D. Then and now in Millersburg public education.
liister's, 1939. Penn. State. 138 p.
Describes the early history of Millersburg, Pa., and the development of public educatio\1

in the town. Discusses the present school plant ; length of term; teacher personalifiee,
the tenure. number, preparation. certification. and salftry of the teachers, school revenues,
including State appropriation. tuition and miscellaneous sources 9f funds; population of
the town ; school enrollment ; school costs; bonded indebtedness; hrriculum ; organization;
extracurricular activities ;.and the use of the school as a community center.

63. Hayn, Lloyd F. The oldest continuous _state university in the United
Statès. Master's, 1939. Boston Univ.

64. Hays, Leslie 11. History of the public schools 9f Brown county. Master's,
1939. Tex. Tech. Coll.

COvers a 75-year period of the history of public schools of Brown County. Shows that
the number of small school districts increased during the first 50 3e:Irs the school
districts were consolidated and large rural high school districts were recently developed.
Indicates that local school support is giving way to State t-upport.

Heery, Chester R. The development and the educational contributions
of the National normal university, Lebanon, Ohio. Masterd's, 1939. Cincinnati.
97 p.

Attempts to list the educational contributions of the university from its beginning in
1855 to its dissolution in 1917.

66. Hickman, Mrs. W. P. Private schools of Houston from 1900 to 1936.
Master's, 1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university.
Abstracts of theses . . . no. 7 : 20-21)

Finds that a total of 112 private schools were listed in the city directories between
1900 and 1936 ; that of this number 63 were listed only once; 34 were listed from 2 to 10
times; and only 15 seem to have existed more than 10 years; that the numbe of faculty
members in each school ranged from 1 to 28, moAt of whom had college training and some
of whom had degrees; that the enrollment in the frwhools ranged from a few to 250
students; that boys nnd girls attended all the schools ; that the students as a whole
made good records when they. left tbe private schools for scligols of higher learning;
that many of Houston's prominent business an'frirrofessional men attended these schools.
Concludes that most of the schools closed with tbe death of the *founders.

67. Houser, j. H. The history of Wesley college, Greenville, Texas. Master's,
1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university. Ab-
stracts of theses . . . no. 7 : 21-22)

Describes Wesley College from its estal;lisbment in 1898 in Terrell, Tex., as the l'errell
university school to its closing in 4938.

68. Howard, Inez. The curriculum of the Chautauqua literary and scientific
circle, 1878-1898. Master's, 1939. George Washington, 84 p.

Shows the scope of the curriculum of the reading circle, the subject fields offered to
its readers, the textbooks and magazine articles in the required reading, and the signifi-
cant trends evident in the; gurriculnin of the literary and scientific circle.

.
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69. Humphrey. George Duke. Public education for whites in
Doctor's, 1939. Ohio State. (Abstract in: Ohio state university. Abstracts f)f
doctoral dissertations. no. 30: 59-68)

Traces the history of public education In Mississippi from .the arrival of the planter
class with its slaves and the arrival of the ¡rid pendent but poor farmer class, the early
attempts at establishing schools and securing funds for their maintenance; the academies
which after 1s70 wore largely superseded by publicly supported high schools; the different
tpes of secondary schools operating in 1920; ,vocational education; and the junior
ollere. Discusses the establishment of the University of Missksippi and other colleges
and universities. Offers suggestions for reorganizing the school system and raising its
standards which would unify the system, give direction to the program of public education
from the elementary schools through the higher institutions of learning, enable the Staff.
to build more firmly on present foundations. save money by avoidance of duplicated
efforts and misdirected energies. and give to vie people a school system more adequately
adjusted to the educational need's of the day.

70. Hunter, Margaret Adair. Education in Pennsylvania promoted by the
Presbyterian church 1726-1837. Doctor's, 1937. Temple. Philadelphia, Temple
university, 1937. 170 p.

71. Ingle, Wilbert C. Development of education in Grant county, Oklahoma.
Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Traces the development of education in Grant County from 1893 to 1938 tressing
4. the curriculum, salaries of teachers, consolidation of schools. valuation of school buildings,

and enrollment of students. Shows that the present tendency is toward a change tn
school curriculum from the college-preparatory courses toward a general education for
special vocational education. .1tresses the need for more consolidation of schools.

*72. James, May Hall. The educational history of Ohl Lyme, Connecticut.
1635-1935. Doctor's, 1936. Yale. New Haven, Yale university press, 1939.

259 p.

*T3. Jenkins, Frank Colbert. The development of the public, white high
school in Mississippi. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. Nashville, Oeorge Peabody
college for 'teachers, 1939. 6 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education, no. 245)

Traees the development of the public-. white high school in Mississippi from its beginning
to the close of the school year 1933- 34.

74. Johnson, Lloyd F. The development of school dislt units in South
Dakota. Master's, 1939. South Dakota. 70 p. ms.

75. Jones, Lewis Norton. Ghost colleges on the South plains. Master's,
1939. Tex. Tech. Coll.

Traces the history of nine, colleges established since 1880 in west Texas, and which
have since closed. Finds that they were denominational colleges, had little or no endow-
ment, and offered a conservative curricula which had a limited appeal.

76. Ke9n, Walter S. The history of Lowville academy. Master's, 1938.
Rochester. 349 p. Ms.

Gives the history of a private academy from 1813 to 1923 when It was absorbed by the
public-school system.

77, Kepner, Elizabeth Hooper. Education in Virginia under Dr. Joseph W.
Southall, 1896-1906. Master's, 1939. Virginia. 50 p. ma.

78. King, Eleanore Woodward. Elementary education in Virginia since
1870 with special emphasis on curriculum development. Master's, 1939. George
Washington. 146.p. ms.

Traces tht growth of elementary education in Virginia from the election of William
Henry Ruffner as superinteedent of public instruction in 1870, to date.

79. Klepinger, Gerald Cecil. A history of. the schools of Kingman county.
Kansas. Master's, 1939. Wichita. 130 p. ms.

8.
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*80. Kurtz, Dorothy Stockton. A history of the educational developments Of
Blair county, Pennsylvania. Master's, 1939. Peorge Washington. 5.5 p. ms.

Traces the development of education in Blair County from 1790 to the present day.
de.cribing the cultural background of the early settlers, and the different educational
movemvuts which developed through the years.

Si. Lecker, George Theodore. ALahainaluna, 1831-1.877C1 study of the history
of Hawaii's pioneer educational institution and its socio-ec()nomic influence at
home and abroad. Master's, 1938. Hawaii.

82. Lovell, Napoleon Broward. History of public-school eilueation in Marion
county, Florida. Mast s, 1938. Florfda.

83. McConnell,. Mo ey Walker. History and development of education in
Crosby county, Texas. Master's, 1939. Tex. Tech. Coll.

Describes the early histOry of the county and its educational history to 1936. Gives abrief history of the first school on the South plains. which later developed into a junior
college and was successfully operated by an early Quaker colony. Recounts the growth
of the schools prior to the coming of the railroad and their progress since that time.

*84. McGrath, Earl James. Ile evolution of administrative offices in insti-
tutions of higher education in the United States from 1860 to 1933. Doctor's,
1936. Chicago. Chicago, University of Chicago libraries, 1938. v. p.

85. McKay, Glenn Elisha. The development of public-school education in
Seminole county, Florida. Master's, 1939. Stetson. 1 1M p. ms,

86. McKelvey, Cecile Bell. A study of the American system of education as
conceived by Horace Mann. Master's, 1938. Texas St. Coll. for Women. 67
p. ms.

t87. Meyer, Adolph E. The development of education in the twentieth
century. New York, Prentice-Hall, 199. 406 p. (New York university)

Discusses historical influenceil affecting progressive education; moderifizing educational
theory ; various experimenta schools; modernizing the pW)lic school; comparison orthe oldor traditional and the new or progressive school ; outstanding foreign educators and their
influence on education'ahroad ; thq scientific movement in education ; tbe development of
the psychological movement ; educating exceptional chtldren ; individualizing education
through the Dalton plan; the Winnetka plan; the platoon cbool movement ; adult educationin the United States and abroad ; modernizing the college; education and international
relations; systems of education in England, France, Germany, Italy, Russia, and the United
States.

88. Minton, Hubert Lee. The evolution of Conway, Arkansas. Doctor's
1937. Chicago. Chicago, University of Chicago libraries. 1939. 68 p.

Traces the history and growth of Conway, and descrit.es the three colleges located thereand their contribution to the economic life of the city.

89. Monroe, Winston C. The history of the schools of Harper county,
Kansas. Master's, 1939. Wichita. 132 p. ms.

*90. Morrison, Vera Estelle. A history of higher education under Maryland
Protestant denominational auspices, 1780-1860. Doctor's. 1939. George Washing-.
ton. 389 p.

D wises political, social, economic, and educational conditions in Maryland related tothe establishment of colleges and seminaries ;, Protestant denominations in Maryland be-fore 1780; efforts of the Methodist Episcopal church, the Protestant Episcopal church, thePresbyterian church, and the Lutheran church to establish institutions of higher education.Compares the organization and control of higher education, objectives of the colleges, re-quirements for admission, curricula, faculties, physical equipment, finances, and expensesof the colleges.
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91. Morse, Frank Leander Staples. The history of secondary education in
Knox and Lincoln counties ill Maine. Master's, 1937. Maine. Orono, University-
of Maine, 1939. 86 p. (Maine bulletin, vol. 41, no. 12. University of Maine
studies, second series, no. 47)

Discusses the social, political, and eco4omic background of Lincoln and Knox countless;
the academy from 1S00 to 1860; the transition high school, 1S60 to 1873; the State-a
high school from 1873 to 1935 ; the high school of the present century ; and the academy
from 1860 to 1936.

92. Mosley, Ira Byrd. The "new education'''. a study of origins and develop-
ment. Doctor's, 1939. Stanford. (Abstract in: Stanford university bulletin,
vol. 14: 234-38)

Describes the evolution and development of the progressive education movement, repre-
sentative schools and their practice%t the Progressive Education Association, plans and
programs through which progressiveOrducation is put into practice, and evaluates progress .

sive education.

*93. Murphy, Catherine Ann. The Shaker movement in America. Master's
1939. St. T. b., Fitchburg. la4 p. ins.

Truces the growth, development, and decline of tbe Shaker movement. Anafhes their
system of organization, government, and industry. Describes the curriculum of the early
Shaker schools, in which the boys were taught for 3 months during the winter by men
teachers and the girls were taught for 3 months during the summer by women teachers.
Describes the effect of the free public schools on the education of Shaker children. Traces
the effects of industrial and economic changes in the United States on the Shaker
movement. ,

94. Neely, Robert Russell. A history of the private secondary schools of
Danville, Virginia. Master's, 1939. Virginia. 245 p. ins

95. Q(Brien, Timothy A. A history of education in three city school systems-
in Niagara county, New York : Lockpoit, Niagara FalI, and North Tonawanda.
Master's, 1939. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 95 p.

96. Outland, Ruth M. A history of Haddonfield Friends' school. Maser's,
1938. T. C., Col. Univ. 49 p. ins.

Traces the history of the school from 1782 to 1927.

97. Parker, Paul Ephlend. The development of education in Coconino county.
Master's, 1939. Arizona. 78 p. ms.

98. Pattison, Vane A. History of education in Chickasaw county, Iowa.
Master's, 1939. Iowa.

99. Peters, R. Worth. Secondary-education in Manassas,- Virginia, 1S69-
1935. Master's, 1939. Virginia. 175 p. ms.

100. Petrie, Charles John. The history of education in Christian county.
Master's, 1939. Kentucky. 269 p. ms.

Presents facts concerning the history of education in Christian County, Ky., and about
its geographic features, material resources, population, roads, railroads, industries and
occupations, and cities and towns.

101. Picketti, Louis Fulton. The development of the California State depart-
ment of education, 1913-1938. Master's, 1939. Stanford.

102. Powell, Mae McPherson. The history Of Texas Christian university
from 1895 to 1939. Master's, 1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern
Methodist university. Abstracts of theses . . . no. 7: 3344)

Traces. the history of Add-Ran College, which openend9n 1873 as a private institution,
and continued as such for 17 years ; its change of name in 1889 to Add-Ran Christian
University when it became the proPerty of the Christian churches in Texas; its removal
in 1895 from Thorp Spring to Waco ; its change of name in 1902 to Texas Christian Univer-sity ; and its removal in 1910 to Fort Worth.
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103. Price, Leon A. Development of education in Hancock county, Illinois.
Master's, 1939. Iowa.

104. Pritchett, William McCaddin. A history of secondary education in
Brunswick county, Virginia, 1715-1938. Master's, 1939. Virginia. 215 p. ms.

105. Quillen, Beveridge Tate. Secondary education in Dickenson county,
189&-1939. Master's, 1939. Virginia.

1013. Rankin, Mary Elmore. The 'historical development of elementary
schools in Bailey county, Texas. Mastir's, 1N19. '1'ex. Tech. Coll.

Studies the development of elementary saools from the establishment of the first
school in 1908 to 1939, discussing school legishjtion, increase in population and enroll-
ment, financial changes, administrative procedures, housing conditions, teaching standards,
and local problems influencing progress.

*107 Resh, Mary Sherman. Antecedents of ate Smith-Hughes Act, 1%62.-
1917. Master's, 1939. George Washington. 115 p. ms.

Discusses the causes for the development of the industrial education movement in the
United States; early private manual training schools in the United States; the Philadelphia
Exposition of 1875 and subsequent growth of manual traininz ; mithods employed in
manual training schools; conflicting views regardiríg the purpose of manual training;
agitation for public support of vocational training; and the Smith-llughes bill.

108. Riney, Carrie Saloma. The origin and development of the Federal indus-
trial institution for women, Alderson, West Virginia. Master's. 1939. Kentucky.

p. ms.
Evaluates the rehabilitation work of the institution by a study of the present condi-

tions in comparison win; those in other similar institlitions.

109. Rolston, Frances. HiRtory of education in Letcher county, Kentucky.
Master's; 1939, Kentucky. 117 p. ms.

Sketcher briefly the history of the region of Locher county from earliest pioneer times
to the present; describes the county's main geographic features and its chief nalikral re-
sources. Traees the develobment of private and public educational facilities in the county
to the present. and offers, suggestions for Improving these facilities through reorganiza-
tion and consolidation.

110. Rummell, Martha Bohart. A history of the movement for State- aid
to private and parochial education in ( )hio. Mttster's, 1938. Cincinnati.

111. Russill, Dean Hamilton. Secondary education in Warren county, Vir-
ginia, 1836-1939. Master's, 1939. Virginia. 128 p. ms.

112. Schafer, Charles Henry. The regional developmeni of the American
academy. Master's, 1939: Iowa. ,

113. Secrest, Frieda Virginia, Progressive educationits meaning and
development. Master."0, 1039. Oklahoma. 117 p. ms.

`.'Defines progressive education and discusses the principles of activty, individual dif-
ferences, gtowth, social values, and democracy and education. Reveald that the state-
ment of these principles may be recent but that eilucatioimii leaders in past centuries
orifinated them in different forms, mdvocated them, and that many educators applied these
theories. d

4

114. Sherman, Maxine Mary. The development of public secondary educa-
tion in New Orleans, 1840-1877. Master's, 1939. Tulane.. (Abstract'in: Tulane
university of Louisiana. Abstract of theses, 1639: g--10)

Traces the development of publicly supported secondary education in New Orleans and
shows its relation to the national developqmit of segolad,ary education duritig this period.

115. Shutts, Kenneth A. Albany in the mid-nineteéatit century. Master's,
193& T. C., Col. Univ. 65 p. ms.

Studies the political, economic, educational, and social conditions of Albany during the
middle of the nineteenth century.
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116. Simkins, Daniel Caldwell. The establishment of a school and com-
munity museum. Master's, 1939. Sans. St. T. C., Pittsburg.

Discusses the history and aims of school and community museums, and describes methodsof collecting, preparing, classifying, labelling, preserving, cataloging, and arranging exhibitmaterials.

117. Smith, Clustor Q. Senior colleges and universities in Texas, 1906 to
1936. Master's, 1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist
university. Abstracts of theses . . . no. 7 : 36-37)

4.knalyzes data relating to the growth, the status. and the tendencies of the 31 seniorcollegés and universities in Texas from 1906 to 1936, studying physical facilities, faculty,students, organization and administration, and trends in 1936.
118. Stansberry, S. M. History of the development of the school diiits of

Ohio. Master's, 1939. Ohio State.
Surveys legislative histories, school laws, and statisticiff,r.partif- Shows that the schoolsstarted as a part of a decentralized district system; tharby legislation creating the town-ship, city and village, and county units, and the State department of education, the admin .istration of schools has been centered in fewer and larger units.
119. Stevens, Calvin Roy. Survey and proposed plan of education for Bailey

county, Texas. Master's, 1939. Tex. Tech. Coll.
c.Describes the organization of the early school districts in the county, together with im-provements and llevelopment of the different independent districts and common schools tbthe present. Recommends the consolidation of the 13 districts of the county into 5 con.solidated units, using the county unit plan of organization.

120. Stevens, Thelma Lee. History of Bailey county. Master's, 1939. Tex.
rech. Coll.

Stresses ranch and farm development, population, schools, and railroads.
121. Strombo, Philip. A history of the Lane county high schools to 1938.

Master's, 1939. Oregon.

122. Stuelke, Therdn R. History of public elementary education' in the city
of Council Bluffs, Iowa. Master's, 1939: Iowa.

123. Swanson, Glenn G. Development of public education in Henry county,
Illinois. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

124. Taylor, Mary. The Memminger normal school, Charleston, S. C. Mas-* ter's, 1939. Peabody. 107 p. ms.
Traces the history of the school from 1858 to 1932.

125. Terrell, Bernece E. Historical development of the public schools in
Rawlins county. Master's, 1938. KansaN. 99 p. ms.

Describes the development of the public schools in Rawlings County from 1875 to 1937.
126. Thomasson, Lillian Franklin. Education in Swain county, North Caro-

lina. Master's, 1939. North. Carolina. (Abstract in: University of North
Carolina record, no. 347 : 63-64)

Shows that the period from 1871 to 1900 was one of pioneering; from 1900 to 1910showed an awakening of interest in education. which resulted in a building program andthe introduction of high-school work ; from 1910 to 1920 there was evidence of gradualgrowth with particular interest in high-school work ; and from 1920 to 1937 reorgatisationand consolidation of school districts took place. Indicates that inequality of educationalopportunity is still the greatest problem of education in the county. Shows tbat SwainCounty gained greatly when the State assumed complete support of its schools.
127. Torgerson, Helen. Support of common-school educatioN in the South,

1865-1890. Master's, 1939. George Washingtofi. 121 p. ma.
Discusses the condition of the schools at the outbreak of the Civil War, stressing il-literacy ; progress of education during the Civil War; reconstruction and hindrances to

z_
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EDUCATION HISTORY 13

educational progress; financial aid to southern schools by philnnthropic means, including
the Freedmen's bureau, the Peabody and the Slater Funds, the churches and private
individuals from 1865 to 1890 ; support of the common schools by public taxation during
this Period; revenue for common schools and their expenditures.

128. Walker, Ethel Lee. History of the Sophie B. Wrirht high school.
Master's, 1939. Tulane. (Abstract in: Tulane university of Louisiana. Abstracts
of theses, 1939: 11-12)

Traces the development of the original Girls' high school in New Orleans, in 1845, and
its change of name, and studies its present status.

129. Walsh, Anna Kathleen. The history of-thelíansas state teachers asso
elation, 1863-1938. Master's, 1939. Wichita. 240 p. ms.

130.. Walsh, Maurice Keane. A brief history of Brhlgewater academy. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Boston Coll.

131. Ward, Earl Robert. History of the private normal schools in Kansas.
Masters, 1939. Kans. St. T. C., Pittsburg. 97 p. ms.

Traces the history of the private normal colleges in Kansas from 1878 to 1919 when
tbe last one went out of existence. ;

132. Waskiewicz, Leon Stephen. Organized labor in special education in the
United States between 1880 and 138. Doctor's, 1939. Michigan.

133. Weinstein, Jess. A history of the fight for free public tax-supported
schools. Master's, 1939. Southern California.

134. Whitney, George S. The history of the ilungerford collegiate institute
at Adams, N. Y. Master's, 1939. Rochester. 107 p, ms.

Traces the history of a private academy from its origin in 1855 until it was absorbed
into the public-school system in 1926.

135. Williams, Margaret Mary. An outline of public-school politics In Lou-
isiana since the Civil War. Master's, 1938. Tulane. (Abstract in: Tulane
university of Louisiana. Abstracts of theses, 1938: 50-52)

Discusses the administrative and financial problems of the schools immediately after
the Civil War, the withdrawal of pupils from the schools, and the financial difficulties of
the poorly paid teachers. Shows that this period saw tile beginnings of a school system,
the setting of standards for teachers, and that during the latter part of the period enroll-
ments increased, and the State normal school at Natchitoches was established ; that in New
Orleans from 1880 to 1900 there was political strife and many school crises. Shows that
the development of a real school system in Louisiana took place after 1900 ; that therewas a gradual increase of school buildings until the World War, and a State-wide-high-
school system was organised; that the depression brought back many of the early problems,
and during the period of political dictatorship school funds were diverted to other pur-
poses, tenure of position became uncertain ,its political reprisals grew, school terms wereshortened; that from 1933 to 1935 schools were operated partly through the assistance of
the W. P. A.; and that after 1935 the improved economic status left the schools practically
free.

136. tVinliatt, Linton EMIT History of public education in Bishop. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Texas Coll. of Arts and Inds. 206 p. ma.

Describes all of the educational work carried on in Bishop, Tex., from 1910 to 1938.
Discusses the trustees, teachers, Janitors, bus drivers, pupils, finance, buildings, curriculum,
activities, and graduates under each of the six supyrintendents.

137. Wylie, Leland J. A history of Orland consolidated school, Lake county,
South Dakota. Master's, 1939. South DiAlrota. 58 p. ms.

r
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EDUCATIONAL BIOGRAPHY

138. Alexander, Philip Wade. John Eaton, jr., preacher, soldier, and educa-
tor. Doctor's, 1939: Peabody. 199 p.

Discusses his part in the establishment of the Department of contrabands; the organiza-tion of the Tennessee public-schoc4 thP-Ftahilization of the United States Bureauof Education; and in the improvement of the Puerto Rican school system.

*139. Antila, Signe. Studies from the professional career of Edwin A. Kirk-
patrick. Master's, 1939. St. T. C., Fitchburg. 114 p. ms.

Gives a brief sketch of Kirkpat rick's life, from his birth in 1862 to his death in 1937
Stresses his work as nn instructor nt the Winona, Minn.. State normal school where he
published his first book, and where he N% ns cretary of the Minnesota Child Study Assn.
elation ; his work as head of the department or child study at Fitchburg State Normal
School, and his publication of his most famous book, the Fundamentals of Child Study anda number of others on psychology, economies, and sociology ; his work as an exchan..:e
teacher at the State Normal School at Bellingham, Wash.; his work in mental hygieneat Fitchburg State Normal School; his courses of lectures at Boston University, and at
Rollins College, Florida. after his retirement.

140. Bair, Lawrence Emerson. The life and educational labors of James r)
Wickersham. Doctor's, 1939. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pitts-
burgh. Abstracts of theses, researches completed, and bibliography of publica-
tions, 15: 15-20)

Discusses his life, 1825-1891, his education. and his career as a teacher, principal, county
superintendent, founder of the Lancaster County Normal Institute at Millersville, Pa., which
was the pattern after which all of the State normal schools in Pennsylvania were fashioned.
Discusses his educational theories. his championship of the public schools, and his work as
Superintendent of Common Schools of Pennsylvania from 1866-1881. Shows that he advo-
cated greater uniformity of textbooks, compulsory sthool attendance, the lengthening of the
school term, and the establishment of high schools.

141. Bedford, C. A. A study of the educational background of 200 proprie-.
tors. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

142. DeJarnette, Reven S. Hollis Ellsworth Dann, music educator. Doctor's.
1939. New York. 155 p. ms.

Evaluates Hollis Dann as a pioneer in music education In America and as a great choral
conductor. Shows that to him may be attributed the revival of interest in choral shiging
following the World War.

143. Dillon, Mary Earhart. The influence of Frances Willard on the woman's
movement of the nineteenth century. Doctor's, 1939. Northwestern. (Abstract
in: Northwestern university. Summaries of doctoral dissertations . . . 7 : 88-91)

Includes the advance of women in education, the professions, business, politics, social
work, club work, and the manifold activities which opened to them after the Civil War in
the definition of the woman's movement. Compares the eastern with the western movement.Shows that Frances Willard was the leading spirit of the western movement.

144. Egan, Brother Charles Ambrose. Patrick H. Pearse, artist, educator,
and patriot Master's, 1938. Fordham. (Abstract in: Foraham university.
Dissertations accepted for higher degrees in the Graduate school of arts and
sciences, 1939: 70-71)

145. Ellman,' Shepard S. François Vetable, first professor of Hebrew in the
College de France (c. 1495-1547). Master's, 1938. Columbia.

146. Field, Faye Bunch. Influence of Charles William Eliot on education.
Master's, 1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university.
Abstracts of theses . . . no. 7: 16)

Studies the life and works of Charles William Eliot, his career, his contributions to second-
ary and to higher education, the value of bis philosophy, and the strength of his influence
in international fields.

ms.
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147. French, William M. Gideon Hawley, father of Now York's common
schools. New York history, '22: 153-60, April 1939. (Muskingum college)

Describes the educational services of the first superintendent of common st.hools in the
United States.

148. Hall, Janie F. Life and work of William Torrey Harris, Master's,
1939. Oglethorp.

Gives a brief insight into Dr. Harris's life nnd his contributions as an educator,
philosopher, and a United States Commissioner of education.

149. Jordan, Thomas F. Philipp Emanuel von Fellenberg: Catholic educator
and philanthropist. Master's, 1939. Catholic Univ. 65 p. ms.

150. Keys, John. The factors in the training and eikteat ion of dward
Everett accounting for his ability as a speaker. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

*151. Kilby. Clyde S. Horace Walpole :is literary critic. Doctor's, 1938.
New York. 423 p. ms.

Outlines Walpole's life and discusses him as a critic of the novel, of poetry, of Shake-
speare, of the drama, and of historical, epistolary. and ()the/. writing. Cumpares Walpole's
comments with those of Samuel Johnson and Thomas Gray.

152. Lockard, Tilman M. Calvin Milton Woodward: a biography. Master's,
1939. Ohio State. 218 p. ms.

Stresses his pioneering efforts on behalf of manual training.'

Ilk 1153. McCallum, James Dow. Eleazar Wheelock, founder of Dartmouth
college. Hanover, New Hampshire, Dartmouth college publications, 1939. 236 p.
( Manuscript series no. 4)

Discusses his ancestry, his work as a pastor and rev:valist, Wheelock and his parishiont4s.
and as a private citizen in Connecticut, the founding of Moor's charity school, his sending
missionaries and school masters to their posts, his consideration of a new site for the
school, his loss of his missionary post among the Six nations, the financing of Moor's
charity school, the founding of Dartmouth college, and the last decade of his life.

154. McNiff, Alice E. An intelligent woman's pdjustment to modern Ameri-
van life (au appreciation of Dorothy Canfield Fisher). Master's, 1939. Boston
Univ. 133 p. ms. ,

Pictures Dorothy Canfield Fisher's life and discusses her philosophy as shown by her
educational articles and by her books.

155. Moister, Jean Lawson. Daniel Read and higher education in the Mis-
sissippi valley, 1805-1878. Master's, 1939. George Washington. 94 p. ms.

Describes briefly Daniel Read's social background, his family. and his life, his under-
graduate training at Ohio University, his work as principal of the Preparatory department
at 01 Ito University, his teaching of Ancient languages at Ohio University from 1836 to48 when he accepted the chair of Ancient languages at Indiana State University ;
discusses his work at Indiana State University. at the University of Wisconsin, and at
Missouri State University.

156. Netting, M. Graham. Frank Nelson Blanchard as he appeared to his
students: Bios, 10: 131-35, 1939. ( University of Pittsburgh)

157. Pagel, Ruth Elaine. Factors in speech traini4 anti ed cation of
Charles Sumner. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

t158. Parsons, Francis. Six men of Yale. New Haven, Yale university press,
1939. 145 p.

Discusses Ells% Williams, Ezra Stiles, Benjamin Stillman, Edward J. Phelps, TimothyDwight, and Henry Augustin Beers, and their contributions to Yale University.

I I
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*159. Schoenschen, Gustav G. Eduard Burger and John Dewey : a compara-
tive study of Burger's Arbeitsschule and contemporary American activity schools
as representative of Dewey's educational philosophy. Doctor's, 1939. New York.
427 p.

Gives a brief biographical sketch of Burger's life. Discusses him as a historian ofactivity pedagogy and as its critic. Contrasts his philosophy with that of John Dewey.
160. Shaw, Winnie Frances. The contributions of Thomas Henry Briggs to

secondary education. Master's, 1939. South. Methodist (Abstract in: Southern
Methodist university. Abstracts of theses . . . no. 7: 85-36)

Discusses Thomas Henry Briggs' early life. his preparation for work, and his cducational. philosophy; his work in connection with the junior high school; his idea of the high-school principal, together with his duties as a gupervisor, relations with the superin-tendent and department heads, school board members, outsiders, and with the teachersConcludes that Briggs' inflitence on education is Nation-wide, but that it is impossibleat this time to give a final estimate of his work.

*161. Susseles, Ida Schaffer. Burke Aaron Hinsdale as educator. Doctor's,
1939. New York. 425 p. ms.

66-

162. Taylor. Eugene Jackson. Factors in the early training and speech
education of Robert Green Ingersoll accounting for his ability as an orator.
Master's, 1939. Iowa.

itia Tripp, Gilbert Allen. James Yadkin Joyner's contributions to education
in North Carolina as State superintendent of public instruction. Mastei's, 1939.
North Carolina. (Abstract in: University of North Carolina record, no. 347 : 64)

Attempts to give an accurate and general history of the period. 1902-1919, with adescription of education as it existed in 1900; and shows how the State was transformedinto a more progressive educational commonwealth.

164. VanDuyn, Robert G. Educational backgrounds of the signers of the
Constitution. Master's, 1939. Ball St. T. C. 434 p. ms.

Concludes that these men had a common educational background, most of them beingstudents of classical literature in the original Greek and Latin ; and that the introductionof foreign currents is perceptible in the education of those who studied abroad.
165. Waffle, Eugene Melville. Eben Sperry Stearns : pioneer in American

education. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. 983 p. ms.
Studies the... life of Stearns, 1819-1887, stressing his contribution to education from1841 to 1887.

166. Walker, Viola X. Sophie B. Wright : her life and work. Master's,
1939. Tulane. (Abstract in: Tulane university of Louisiana. Abstracts of
theses, 1939: 12-13)

Studies the life and work of Sophie B. Wright who was a philanthropist, a pioneer ineducation, and the founder of the first night school in New Orleans.
167. Windrow, John Edwin. The life and works of John Berrien Lindsley.

Doctor's, 1937. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for teachers, 1939.
8 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education, no. 231)

CURRENT EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS

GENERAL AND UNITED STATES

168. Armentrout, W. D. Educational method in a democracy. Social fron-ier, 5: 275-77, June, 1939. (Colorado state college of education)
Concludes that the only authority a democracy can recognise is that of ideas andneanings.

oP.
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169. lise, Elma Guest. A study of problem-solving in education. Master's1939. Smith. 221 p. ms.
Compares the descriptions of problem-solving given by various authors and describe,the essential features and conditions which would serve as a beginning for the study ofproblem-solving in education.
170. Ballantine, Francis. A follow-up study of GO pupils of the special clasffrom the Special education school of the Michigan state normal college.Master's, 1939. Michigan.
171. Bardwell, Richard Woleben. Measuring lay attitudes toward publi(education. Doctor's, 1939. Wisconsin. (Abstract in: University of WisconsinSummaries of doctoral dissertations . vol. 4 : 200-201)
Describes an experiment in which a scale of 46 statements concerning the importantissues and xalues in public-school services was administered to 640 people in nine repre-sentative groups.. Shows that the younger age groups are more liberal than the oldeiage groups; that non-parents are; more liberal than parents ; that those who had attendedpublic school were more favorable than those who had not.
172. Bayles, Ernest E. The relativity principle as applied to teaching. Uni-versity of Kansas. Bulletin of education, 4: 3-24, 33, February 1940.Discusses relativity, the teaching program, devilleng a competent outlook on life, de-veloping independent learning ability, criteria for oosing and handling teaching units.illustrative teaching units, spelling, grammar in the intermediate grades; a social studyfor intermediate grade level, plane geometry, high-school bookkeeping, high-school sewing,literature in high school, chemistry, high-school social studies, and testing.
t173. Beatty, John D. Personnel enhancement in school and industry. Pitts-burgh, Pittsburgh personnel association, 1939. 21 p. (Carnegie institute oftechnology)
Discusses 10 social-economic goals for individual Americans; the purposes of educationalsystems; the growth of personnel work in schools; the value of personnel work to schools ;the types of organizations used in personnel work ; professional and free-lance workers ; thesalaried worker ; follow-up and liaison work with graduates and industry ; growth of coop-erative attitude between school and industry ; relation between unemployment, employ-ment, stud progress; and the relation of personnel work to economic progress. Emphaziestbe scgbol's responsibility to help its graduates and to establish a cooperative spirit withbusiness.

174. Brooks, Glynn Austin. The Boulder (Colorado) public schools; theirdevelopment and present status. Doctor's, 1939. Colorado. (Abstract in; Uni-versity of Colorado studies, 26: 31-33)
Gives a brief history of the community and traces the educational development from thefirst private school in 1860 to the present. Studies the strong and the weak points of thepresent school system.
175. Brown, Alton Earl. Improving the schools of Earlsboro, Oklahoma.Master's, 1989. 'Oklahoma. 136 p. ms.
Studies the work of the board of education, their financial resources, ability and effort,the status of the teaching staff, and the ability and achievement of the children in theEarlsboro schools. Finds that the board of education conforms to approved principlesof practice; that Earlsboro ranks seventh from the highest among 16 cities in pupil.cost ;and that the pupils ranked well in achievement as compared with other schools.

176. Carpenter, W. W., and Capps, A. G. Defense against those forces thatdestroy free peoples. School and community, 23: 270-71, October 1939. (Uni-versity of Missouri)
Attempts to determine ways of combatting the enemies of democracy. Shows the re-sponsibility of the state tO establish a school system in which every boy aud girl may receivea satisfactory educatioi.
177. Cooper, Thomas G. Property and other rights affecting the people ofCalifornia from an educational standpoint Master's, 1939. Redlands. 90 p. ms.178. Davis, Mary Emma. An evaluation of pupil progress in the Tuskegeeschool system. Master's, 193a Ala. Poly. Inst.

.
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179. Dillon, Catherine Alicia. The scholastic analysis of education. This-ter's, 1939. Boston Coll.
180. Douglass, Harl R. Education for American life : the report of theNew York regents' inquiry. High school journal, 22 : 100-107, March 1939. (Uni-verstty of North Carolina)
181. Youth and the schools. High schooLjournal, 21: 201-10, October1938. (University of North Carolina)
182. Doyle, Margaret Quentin. Reconstruction policies in American educa-tion since 1933. Master's, 1939. Boston Coll.
f183. Edwards, Newton. Equal educational opportunity for youth:a nationalresponsibility. A report to the American youth commission. Washington, D. c.,American council on education, 1939. 189 p. (University of Chicago)Discusses the importance of education in the nations) life; social forces and the ex-pansion of American education ; differentials in reproduction and the imbalance ,in tlweducational load ; differentials in cultural resources and capacity ; distribution of chillipopulation in relation to income ; economic resources and educational task in ruralproblem areas ; relative ability of the farm and nonfarm population to support vdu-cation ; variations in ability of States and regions to finance education ; educationalimplication of differentials in fertility and migration ; educaton in relation to occupatonaltrends; and the national interest in education.
184. Fraser, James Anderson. Outcomes of a study excursion : a descrip-o tive study. Doctor's-r 1939. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college,Columbia university, 1939. 84 p.
Analyzes the outcomes of a study excursion to Tennessee and Georgia in 1938 of 20 boysand 26 girls in the senior class of the Lincoln School. Indicates that the study acursionresulted in a marked gain in information ; a change in the group's attitude toward un-limited individual initiative in farming, toward private ownership of utilities, and inability to generalize on specific items of farm management and of power production.Shows that the study excursion provided for exercise of the ability to think critically, foradjustment in personal relations, and for vitalization of the emotional content of the work.185. Furney, Lester C. The ranking of the State school system. Master's,1939. Ohio State. 68 p. ms.
Ranks the States according to fiv,e measures of efficiency and to five measures of expendi-ture. Finds the southern States and rural areas low in rinks for efficiency andexpenditures.

186. Garrett, James Francis. The work of (he National Catholic educationalassociation as revealed by the annual proceedings. Master's, 1939. Fordham.125 p. ms.
Finds that the authors of papers in the proceedings were usually in administrative posi-tions and that at least half of them held advanced degrees.
187. Graves, Frederick D. A survey of the district plan of education andthe county unit plan of education in West Virginia. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
188. Hall, Russell. The effect of Pittman Center on the community life.Master's, 1939. Tennessee. 97 p.
Studies the religious, recreational, economic, cultural, and educational life of the neigh-borhoods served by Pittman Center. Finds that the school has affected the lives of thepeople, but has done little to solve the urgent economic problem.
*189. Hammond, Maurice Stephen. The development of an edational ex-periment at Van Hornesville, New York. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 235 p. ms.Traces °the history of Van nornesville, Herkimer County, N. Y., and the history of the1-room school which was built in 1850. Discusses the youth of Owen D. Young, his educa-tional ambitions, and his education. Describes Ms influence in rebuilding the school, inextending its curriculum to include adult education, agricultural courses, and home eco-nomics ; and his work in rehabilitating the community. Shows the importance of acommunity-centered school run in a democratic way.

ms.
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190. Harney, Laura B. School and society in Matanuska Valley. Doctor's,
ni39. New York. 150 p.

Concludes that the climate of the Valley, the arability and productiveness of the land,
and the character of the 'yolonists" seem to justify the project and portend its ultimate
success.

191. Harris, Pickens E. The American schoola delinquent institution.
Pittsburgh, University of Pittsburgh, 1939.

192. Harrison, Mary E. Educational activities of Federal agencies under the
"New Deal" in North Carolina. Master's, 1939. Duke. 143 p.

Studies aid to school building construction, adult education, education in the Civilian
conservation Corps, aid to students to continue their education, and such other agencies
as public forums and local school units. Finds that the educational activities of "NewDeal" agencies are based on sound objectives; that the future of the program is uncertain
because of its political affiliations; that .the first motive of the program is to give employ-ment, while education is secondary. Finds a need for a more efficient reporting system,for long-time planning, and for more cooperation between the various agencies.

193. Hathway, Marion. Education for the public social services. compass,
21: 10-12, November 1939. (University of Pittsburgh)

194. Hoffman, Tennis Ward. A program for the establishment of better
community-school relationships of Kiowa, Colorado. Master's, 1939. Colorado.
(Abstract in: University of Colorado studies, 26: 73)

195. Holsomback, Mary Frank Edmond. An analysis of the children enter-
ing the De Pelchin faith home in 1933 and in 1938. Master's, 1939. Sam Houstan
St. T. C. 154 p. ms.

190. Hutton, James Baxter. The extent of participation in the Kansas im-
provement of instruction program by the second class cities of Kansas. Master's,
1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

197. lying, Lester S. What parents desire taught in schools. National edu
cation association journal, 28 : 194, October 1939. (Defiance college)

198. Jamieson, Helen Tilleman. A study of economic and social conditions
of the Royal school district and their influence on the work of the school. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Hawaii. 79 p.

199. Kielinen, Edna X. Instructional practices in schools in the hospitals of
Michigan. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

200. Knox, Louis P., Jr. A study of youth in lower Prince George's county.
Master's, 1939. Maryland. 62 p. ms.

Surveys the educational, vocational, recreational, social, civic, and health status of youthin lower Prince George's County, and compares the economic achievements of out-of-schoolyouth related to length of stay in school, age at leaving school, and course pursued in highschool. Concludes that the youth of lower Prince George's County make less use of theeducational facilities available to them than do the youth of Maryland or of the United Statesas a whole; that the health conditions are generally unfavorable in the county ; that recre-ational facilities are adequate in the school, but equivalent facilities are not carried .overinto communily life; that there is a high proportion of unemployment among out-of-schoolyouth; that of youth not in school those who pursued the academic course and remained inschool longer are enjoying greater economic achievement.

201. Lee,'Eva Hughes. Trends in education as shown by topics discussed in
the National education association. Master's, 1939. North Carolina. (Abstractin: University of North Carolina record, no. 347 : (12-63)

Gives a brief history of the association, and discusses upper schools, indui
ne%

rial education,Negro education, the curriculum, methods rural education, teachers, and developmentmin education. .
285425-41-8
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202. Lee, Harold Fletcher. A democratic educational program for a socially
backward American cultural region. Doctor's, 1939. Ohio State. (Abstract in:Ohio state university. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, no. 30: 77-84)

Formulates an educational program for Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,Florida, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, and Louisiana. Presents anoverview of the region, disclosing assets, problems, and conflicts. Analyzes and evaluatesthe present status of educational endeavor in these States. phows that several States aroattempting, by means of State minimum schedukes, to equalize.chool support and opportunityin each community of the State which, can not be realized by the impotent members of theregional community. Shows the need for a regional-Federal policy in educational financethat will encourage the full development of educational programs throughout the region ; thateconomic and social problems of the area must be solved ; that the social institutions andagencies must participate intelligently in the pr9posed educational program of democraticliving. Formulates an educational program which substitutes for the traditional forms nfeducational boards, individual county and State educational councils federated into a regionalcouncil representative of all auxiliary institutionalized agencies.
203. Lee, John J. Special schools and classes. Review of educational re-

search, 9: 180-84, April 1939. (Wayne university)
Enumerates and evaluates major studies on special education in the United States madebetween 1935 and 1938, inclusive.

204. Leigh, Willie Adicks. A study of the parent-teacher associations con-nected with the laboratory schools of the Texas state teachers colleges. Master's,
1939. Sam Houston St. T. C. 100 p. ms.

205. L'Eliscu, François. The significance in the declining birthrate and itseffect upon education. Master's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ. 214 p. ms.
Shows that the declining birth rate is affecting curricula, entrance, administration, plan-ning, and teacher training, and that the elementary schools are already affected.
206. Lewis, Richard Byrd. The educational attitudes of a selected group ofadults. Master's, 1939. Stanford.

*207. Lindsey, A. Margaret. A comparative study of the educational achieve-ment and personality development in progressive and traditional schools.
Master's, 1939. Penn. State. 51 p. mg.

Describes an experiment conducted with four groups of third-grade children and fourgroups of fourth-grade chil(lren from four selected public elementary schools of Altoona,Pa., to determine how :children of the progressive schools compare with those of thetraditional schools in such common academic subjects as reading, arithmetic, spelling,and language; in attitude toward school; in initiative; in personality development; andwhether one type develops more critical thinking habits than the other. Finds that theprogressive groups compare favorably with the traditional groups in achievement in theacademic subjects ; that the progressive group shows greater variability in achievement,develops a better attitude toward school, and develops more in personality and in criticalthinking.

208. Lippitt, Ronald. An experimental study of the effect of democraticand authoritarian group atmospheres. Mastees, 1938. Iowa. Iowa City, J.Iniver-sity of Iowa press, 1940. (University of Iowa studies, new series, no. 380.Studies in child welfare, vol. 16, no. 3. Studies in topological and vector psy-chology, 1: 43-195)

209. Low, Ethel Klavans. A program for a local parent-teacher association.Master's, 1939. George Washington. 81 p. ms.
Studies intensively the parent-teacher assOciation of the John Quincy Adams Schoolof Washington, I). C., and formulates a program to meet the needs and Interests of thatparticular group.

*210. Maure, Raymond. The educational problem of five independent schooldistricts in the town of Hempstead, Nassau county, N. Y. Doctor's, 1937. NewYork. 104 p. ms.

.L..!
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211. Monroe, Lynne C. The present status of cooperative education in

America. Doctor's, 1939. Missouri. 214 p. ms.

212. Murphy, Marian Bunyan. A comparison of the educational opportuni-ties in rural and city public schools in 10 parishes in northwestern Louisiana.
Master's, 1939. Ala. Poly. Inst.

ik

t213. Newlon, Jesse H. Education for democracy in our time. New York,
McGraw-Hill book company, 1939. 242 p. (Teachers college., Columbia univer-
pity)

Discusses education in an age of uncertainty; the nature of the social crisis; the promiseof American life; means and ends; education for democracy in our time; a social programfor the American school ; control and administration; equality of opportunity ; a socialprogram for the teaching profession ; and education for the future of American democracy.
1'214. Norton, T. L. Public education and economic trends. Cambridge,

Harvard university, 1939. 196 p. (University of Buffalo)
Discusses the nature of the modern economy; population trends ; the shifting pattern ofconsumers' wants; the progress of technology; the changing character of employmentopportunities; and the mobility of labor. Shows the need of education for consumptionand for production.

215. Parker, Wylie Afton. The historical development of Texas week from1931 to4938. Master's, 19:39. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Metho-dist university. Abstracts of theses . . . no. 7 : 32 4t3)
Describes the part played by the schools of Texas in Texas week, and gives a typicalTexas week program. Judged by the benefits to children and adults, and the adaptabilityof the program to both individual and thiiss instruction. it appears that Texas week hasa permanent place.

216. Preston, Carleton E. 4)1)jectives anti pract ices. High school journal,
21: 206-69, 278, November 1938. (University of North Carolina)

217. Pruitt, Nero, jr. Drill work in the Nash school, Nash, Texas. Mastees,
1939. East Texas St. T. C. 79 p. ms. (Abstract in.: Bulletin of the East Texas
state teachers college, vol. 22, no. 4:47-49)

Describes a typical day in the Nash School, and includes some of the ADOWE unitsexperienced by the individual pupils in a single day. Enumerates the advantages of theNash plan which eliminates numerous drill 'practices; gives more time for free activityfor pupils; creates a more wholesome school attitude; reduces cheating; stimulates indi-vidualized learning; and effects economies in State school expenditures.
218. Reedy, Clyde Everett. A study of county teachers' associations ofVirginia. Master's, 1930. Peabody. 60 p. ins.
Studies 56 county teachers' associations in Virginia.

219. Rivera, Vicente L. A comparative study of tN\educational system ofthe United States, Germany, at41 England. Master's, 1931). Michigan.
220. Roche, Sister Maria Ellenita. Parochial parent-teacher associations inthe dioceses of Trenton and Camden. Master's, 1939. Fordham. 111 p. ms.
Finds that the growth of parent-tencher associations has effected greater developmentin Roman Catholic education and child welfare; that moneys resulting from their activitieshave been expended for welfare work and educational projects.

t221. Sanchez, George I. The equalization of educational opportunity soluteissues and problems. Albuquerque, University of New Mexico press, 1939. 47 p.
(University of New Mexico bulletin, whole no. 347. Education series, vol. 10,no. 1)

Discusses education and democracy ; the administration of equalization ; measuring edu-cational opportunity; the issue of control.
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222. Sanders, Harry W. Organizing and using factual data in teaching.Blacksburg, Virginia polytechnic institute, 1939. 40 p. ms.
Shows that factual data should he organized on an enterprise basis, and according tothe jobs involved in each enterprise.
223. Smith, Elbridge X. Newspaper publicity as employed in certain villagesuperintendencies in New York state. Master's, 1939. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.45 p. ms.

224. Smith, Mary Elizabeth. The relationship between education and socialtrends as shown in recent research and literature. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
225. Smith, Phyllis Eugenia. An urban area Qnd its schools. Master's.1939. Ohio State. 150 p.

226. Spencer, Thomas M. Reorganization of the Thrall independent schooldistrict. Master's, 1939. Sam Houston St. T. C. 92 p. ms.
227. Streepy, Ola May. Some guidance techni s used by a selected groupof parents in the management of adolescent boy and girl relationships with someimplications for teachini. Master's, 1939.° Iowa State.
Attempts to discover techniques used by parents in guidance of adolescent boy and girlrelationships. Finds that the techniques centered around the need for early and continuoustraining in decision making and in sex education, development of mutual understandingof parent and adolescent points of view, recreation in the home, group planning, andrecognition of individual differences among adolescents.
228. Thoene, Alma Evans. A critical evaluation of the parent-teacher asso-ciation in Hawaii based on a survey of the movement. Master's, 1938. Hawaii.
229. Thurston, Lee M. Thompson plan. Nation's schools, 23 : 64, June 19::9.(University of Pittsburgh)
230. Tracy, SiNter Mary Loraine. Provisiotis for individual differences inthe schools conducted by the Sisters of St. Benedict. Master's, 1939. Marquette.190 p. ms.

231. Turney, A. H. Attitudes education. University of Kansas. Bulletinofeducation, 4 :2--21, April 1939.

232. Twente, J. W. Organization of State departments of education. Uni-versity of Kansas. Bulletin of education, 4:25-35, February 1940)
Gives charts showing the organization of departments of education in Kansas, Nebraska,Arkansas, Missouri, Wisconsin, Michigan, California, New Jersey, and Texas.
233. Uhler, Joseph M. A study of representative attitudes of the public oncertain pertinent school issues. Doctor's, 1939. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in:University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches completed, and bibliog-raphy of publications, 15: 387-96)
Analyses attitude's of 1,200 laymen as to adult education, amount of training requiredof teachers, consolidation of schools and merging of school districts, curriculum, employmentof home teachers, ethics of teachers, ¡learn] of school chilaren, married women teacher-.salaries of teachers, and teacher tenure.
234. Vickers, Elmer F., Jr. A survey of intercollegiate athletic conferencesand their contribution to education. - Master's, 1938. Arizona, (Abstract in:University of Arizona record, 32: 62)
Attempts to determine_ the exact plan of administration of the different athletic con-ferences, and to show how thvse various regulations protect the educational institutionsfrom forces which endanger their athletes physically and their institutions academically.and to reveal the methods by which conferences have proceeded to realise better educationaland social value from intercollegiate athletic competition.

ms.
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235. Wahlquist, John T. An appraisal of progressive education. Utah edu-

cational review, 22: 122, 1938. (University of Utah)
236. Watts, Harmon. The effect of the industrial growth of Houston on the

Aldine independent .school district. Master's, 1939. Sam Houston St. T. C.
68 p. m&

237. Weaver, Richard Lee. Conservation education in sonw Federal and
national agencies in the United States. Doctor's, 1938. Cornell. (Abstract in:
rornell university. Abstract of theses . . . 1938: 116-20)

Evaluates the conservation programs of seven Federal agencies and three national youthorganizations. DoTribes the work of the Biological Survey ; Extension Service; NationalForest Service; Soli Conservation Service ; National Park Service; Office of Education ;Civilian Conservation Corps; and the National Youth Administration. Shows the needtor strengthening the service in the Office of Education, Civilian Conservation Corps.Boy Scouts of America, and Girl Scouts.

238. Wilson, Martin L. The status of professional bodies advisory to public-
school authorities. Master's, 1938. Columbia.

239. Wynstra, Stanley Sydney. A plan of district organization for the com-
mon schools of Cowlitz county, Washington. Master's, 1939. Washington.
75 p. ms.

Recommends the reorganization of the counti into six dIstricts in order to equalizeeducational opportunities.

240. Young, Edgar Cyrus. An interpretation %program for the small schoolsystem. Master's, 1939. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies,26: 134)
Surveys the community and school system of Bayard. Nebr., and constructs an inter-pretative program conforming to the needs of the community.

SURVEYS

241. Bloom, William Howard. A comprehensive survey of the school systemat Fairbanks, Alaska. Master's, 1939. Washington. 99 p. I1113.
Finds a number of weaknesses in the system and offers suggestions for improving thequality of instruction.

242. Cocanougher, Hubert Anderson. Reorganization of public education in
Boyle county, Kentucky. Master's, 1939. Kentucky, 111 p. ms.

Presents a rather complete survey of the present school ,system and assembles import-ant facts concerning its history, geography, natural resotirces, industry, transportation,and communication.

*243. Eddie, George Alexander. An inventory survey of the one room rural
schools of Polk county, Minnesota, Master's, 1939. North Dakofa. 57 p. ms.

Analyzes data received from 154 of the 163 rural schools operating in the county in1938-39 to ahoy the differtnces among the schools in equipment and materials used bythe rural teachers. Discusses the readers, language textbooks, spelling books, historytextbooks, arithmetic texts, geographies, science texts and equipment, and the type oflibraries in the rural schools. Describes the training in music appreciation and instructionin Instrnmen)a1 music, and the types of playground equipment used. Recommends thatmore atjEton be given to the equipment needs of the rural teachers by the county super-thteijdte and by the teachers, and suggests a system of exchanging materials amongnearby schools as a means of improving conditions.
244. Fellbaum, Earl H. Au educational survey of Roosevelt county, Montana.Master's, 1938. Minnesota. 157 p. ms.
Presents the present weaknesses of th4 educational system and offers a reorganizationplan to remedy many of these weaknesses.
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245. Freeman, Adam Jefferson. A school survey of the Balt union highschool district. Master's, 1939. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Coloradostudies, 26: 57)
Finds the schools poorly equipped, orguized, and supervised; that the ability andeffort to support schools is near the average for the State. Outlines a program forimproving the schools without large increases in expendittfres.
246. Hatchett, Melvin Edgar. A comparative study of rural and urbanschools of Lincoln and Payne counties, Oklahoma, 1936-37. Masteies, itrm.Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Studies the equalities of educational opportunity in Lincoln and Payne counties as asample of conditions In general under the present educational system in Oklahoma. Findsthe educational system inadequate and that there are gross inequalities in the rural andurban school districts; that most of the rural schools find it difficult to operate due tolack 6f finances. whereas other schools have few or no financial troubles and are abb,to have a full term of school without a noticeable school tax placed on their district:that many of the wealthier districts have ex(ellent equipment and qualifies) teachers 1%:hilare well pabl\; th t many of the wenker school districts are operating without sufficientequipment, r uildings, poorly qualified teachers, and short terinewhile paying a4high a school ta as the law will allow. Points 'out the need for dialing the methodsof financing and managing the public schools of Oklahoma.
247. Irvin, Robert J. A plan for a survey of a small school system and itspractical application to the Barnard, South Dakota, schools. Master's, 1939.South Dakota. 88 p.

*21,8. Johnson, Charles A. Survey of school districts in Cavalier county,North Dakota with special reference to financial and population aspects andlibrary facilities. Master's, 1939. North Dakota. 151 p. ms.
Discusses the ability of the area to support schools, the enrollment, sources of schoolincome and school expenditures, and library facilities. Finds that current school supportwas derived from property taxes, the State equalization fund, State and county tuitionfund, and Federal aid in one district ; that expenditures based on average daily attendanceranged from $34.98 to $154.09; that population shifted considerably from the countrytoward tile villages and 8ch6ol enrollment decreased in the open country districts andincreased somewhat in the graded, consolidated, and classified schools from 1888 tb 1937;that schools were poorly located in many instances with respect to centers of populationwIstiiin the county ; that there were extreme variations in teacher load in the variousNéhools; tbat the classified schools exerted the greatest financial effort to keep their schoolsoperating; that school libraries had grown in size from 1893 to 1937; that the pupils'voluntary reading circle course was a valuable aid to foster a good reading program inschool. Recommends that a county libiarysbe established.
249. Knowles, J. Melton. An educational survey of Cirson county, Texas,Master's, 1939. Tex. Tech, Coll.
Surveys the 3 independent school districts and the 10 common school districts of CarsonCounty. Suggests a plan for the consolidation of the schools of the county with the 3independent school districts.

250. Litsheim, Theodore J. A critical survey of the educational system ofButte county, Bout? Dakoti. Mastetis, 1938. Minnesota. 95 p. ms.
Shows the inequality of educational opportunities in the county and offers recom-mendations for county and State adjustments in order to equalise educational opportunity.
251. McCarty, Douglas. A survey of educational opportunities and needs ofan area in eastern New York. Master's, 1989. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
252. Pfister, Emil R. A survey of Tuscola county for the purpose of reorgani-zation of school districts. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
253. Smith, Harry C. A study to determine the advisability of forming acommunity sthool at Sandusky, Michigan. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
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254. Albright, Sara Celeste. Education in tile French national assembly,
1789-1791. Master's, 1939. Vanderbilt. (Abstract in: Bulletin of Vanderbilt
university, voL 39, no. 10: 59)

Descritws Talleyrand's plan for eduuntion. pows that the Assembly provided one ofthe bases for the present French educational system.

255. Ali-Abadi, Ahmad. Higher olucation in Iran, its evolution, its trends,.

improvement.
,

Doctor's,and plans for its 1939. New York. 155 p. tns.
Traces briefly the political development of the country from the early history of Iranas a factor affecting her educational development. Describes the condition of educa-tion in Iran from the period of Zoroastrianfsm and Islam, showing the influence of thestate religions, Zoroastrianism and Islam upon education, .ps Icially ugon higher education.Points out the deficiencies of the present educatfunorf 'i . '7-fill proposes ro edies.'Lids contributions which,higher schools can make to the progreFs of the country.
256. Baskine, Mrs. Oortrude F. N-ew Francç in Canada : Abstract of educa-

tion in the Province of 'Quebec. Master's, 1939. T. C., Col. Utiiv. 57 p: gras. 4
'NI

257._Black, Harriet kite. The education of the child of the American nattiamil
in Venezuela. Master's, 1939. Hawaii. 70 p. ms. e

258. Booth, George Clive. The philosophy and techniques of indoctrination
of the Mexican SocialiOt school. Doctor's, 1939. Southern California, (Ab-
stract in: University ,,ot Southern California: Abstracts of dissertations . .
1939: 26-31)

Traces the history of Mexico briefly until the revolution of 1910. Discusses the Con-stitution of 1917 which, ant.ong other items, provided for a national system of free, laypublic schools; the conflict between tilt Roman Catholic church and the Mexican peoplefor control of the Rd10014 until 033 when the schools were Officially named the Socialistschools of Mexico. Shows that the school IR considered a social institution to preparethe younger generations for a new society ; that the teacher organizes laborers into guildsand unions so they can work for better laboring conditions; that the childrén are taughtto live and work together c.00peratively.withut thought of exploiting one another; thatacademic learning is incidentill to learntng socially useful techniques; that artistic train-ing is an integral part of the curriculum; that playgrounds are maintained for the enjoy-ment of citizens of all ages and 'Castle; that the idea of the school is to raise everXcitizen to the highest plane possible. Describes the elementary schools. and the traycultural missions set up to continue and supplement the training of teachers for therapidly 6xpanding school system, and the work with the Mexican Indians.

b.

259. Boyles, James R. A program of adult education for Twante, Burma.Master's, 1938. Denver. (Abstract in: Denver. University. Educational re-Fearch bulletin, 1: 11). 4

Proposes a program .of adult education to be carried out in connection with the Meth-odist school at Twatite, Burma, comprising lectures of general interest followed by eve-ning classes, special courses, and a type of opportunity chool during the vacation period.
280. Burr, Winpie A. An Analyst:Er-of the tunehings found in selected gov-

ernment-approvedi textbooks on ethics used in Dora academy .and suggestionsfor a program of worship. Master's, 1939. Pretibyteritin Coll. 90 p. ms.
Analyzes the teaghings found in the basic textbooks on ethics used in grades 3 to 11 inDora Academy for the sick In Chiengmal, Siam, and the chapters on discipline and methodsof teaching ethics in one teacher-training book in the normal-training department. Findsthat all of the areas of experience of--children and youth, except in the itelds of aestheticsand sex 'education, were fairly well covered by the teachings ; shows the need for motivation.
261 Campbell, Edward. Civil service for teachers in New Zealand and theImplications for such a system for Oregon. Master's, 1939. Oregon.

**262. Che3r, Soon Ju. A suggested commercial curriculum for the ChosenChristian college ih Korea. Doctor's, 1930. New York. 271 p. ms.
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2Q. Childs, Gladwyn Murray. Bantu kinship and character: being d!,
scription of the social structure and individual development of the Ovimbundu.
with observations concerning the importance for the enterprise of Christian mis-
sions of certain phases of th$ life and culture described. Doctor's, 1939. T. C.,
Col. Univ.

Studies the development and social structure of the Ovimbundu, a Bantu-speaking gri.0:;living in Portuguese West Africa. Describes the life of the village and the kinship
ings in detail ; evaluates the mission program ; describes the individual development andeducation from birth until adulthood.

204. Clayton, Helen Teresa. The influence of the arts and education on
Ireland ffnd its people. Master's, 1939. Boston Coll.

26.1. Cleveland, Marion Elinor. Lay leadership training for rural women (If
the China inland mission in West Szechwan. Master's, 1939. Biblical Seminary.

266. Currie, Anne.Elizabeth. Standards for short term schools for Christi:iti
women of the villages of the Punjab province, India. Master's, 1939. Wash-
ington.

Shows that the staff should be specialists as far as possible; that living quarters should
be considered an integral part of the program; that the schools should be located at mi..
sion compounds; that cooking arrangements should be considered an integral part of tbe
program; that sessions should be about 2 weeks long. with classes beld in May, June, orthe early part of July; that women and older girls should be preferred to other combina-
tions of student body personnel; that their needs can be cared for by a program contain-
ing: Devotions, reading. writing, arithmetic, Bible study, hygiene. sewing and knittinc.
handicrafts, and recreation ; that finances are an individual problem ; that uniform records
be kept; and that the schools have a central organivftion.

267. Dunn, Eric John. Prediction of freshman success in the University lit
,British Columbia. Master's, 1930. Washington, 50 p. ms.

Indicates that no basis of prediction is satisfactory, but that the high-school record isthe best single index and intelligence the worst.

*268. Edwards, Seth J. Au educational program of physical education flit-
schools and colleges of the United Provinces, Agra and Ondh, India. Doctor's,
1931. New York. 161 p. ms.

269. Freeman, William F. Public education in France during the Revolution.
Master's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ. 26 p. ms.

270. Furie, Williani B. A history of Jewish education in Poland before 176.
Doctor's, 1939. Boston Univ.

271. Halim, Belkis. Nasil Yazariz tabiat bilgisi sinif 4: a course of study in
science for the fourth grade of Turkish schools. Master's, 1939. Smith. 397
p. ms.

*272. Holbrook, Sara VanVleck. The new education in Italy : a social study.
Master's, 1938. New Yorlc. 33 p.

Discusses the government and education, and the church in education under tbe oldregime from 1859 to 1907; the Corrodini survey'in 1907 and changes in educational policyprior to 1922; the new education under Mussolini, including the Gentile reform in eio-
mentary, secondary. physical, and higher education and tbe rise in adult education; extra-curricular activities. clubs, and boys' and girls' activities. Studies the reactions in somelocalities upon Italian-Americans.

273. Hooshemand, Patoollah Amir. An analysis of child welfare and train-
ing ha Iran with proposals for their development. Doctor's, 1939. Pittsburgh.
(Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches com-pleted, and bibliography of publications, 15: 120-24)

gives a brief.kittory of education in Iran and discusses new trends in education; child
protection and the'rdiPortance of the pre-school period; modern concepts of child welfareand 'training; and public-school responsibilities for child development in Iran. Offersspecific recommendations for improving education in that country.
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274. Hubbard, Mabel Ellis. An experiment in teaching the Christian re1i;j411
by life situations in Fan Village, China. Master's, 1938. Oberlin. 87 p. Ws.

Evaluates an experiment in teaching the Christian religion by life siluations in a vîila
of 242 families in North China. Finds that Christianity can best tw taught by life situa
dons; that one learns to live the Christian life by living .it ; and the teacher of religion
can teach it best through every-day experience in living.

275. Hull, Fern Lane. Rural education in Cuba. Master's. 1.139.
Washington. 71 p. ms.

Sets forth the drastic changes made in rural education in Cuha since 1936. Describes
the Republic of tCuba ; the Cuban people and their socio-economic status ; the historical
background of education: the period of American intervention; the period of independence
to 1930; the period of political unrest, 19:X21-1936; and current educational conditions.
Discusses rural education and the civic-military schools. Evaluates the changes in rural
education since 1936.

276. Kant, Ali. The reconstruction of Persian education. Doctur's, 19:).
North Carolina. (Abstract in: University of North Carolina record, no. 347 :

60-61)
Describes Persia and the efforts being made to reconstruct Persian edu(ation in the light

of the Iranian conditions and needs. Gives a brief history of educatitIn and discusses tlw
State and local systems of education, the curriculum, education of women, extracurricular
activities, health education, coeducation, adult education, and other 'means of reducing
illiteracy.

277. Lien, Marie. The Scandinavian organizations for the promotion of home
industries in arts and crafts. Doctor's. 1939. T. C., Col. Univ.

Studies the activities of the home craft organizations in towns and cities of Norway.
Sweden, and Denmark ; their headquarters and sales shops ; their special schools, courses.
and exhibitions. Shows that the gradual development of an organized educational program
to cultivate handicraft appreciation and activity began with the forming of local State-
subsIdiad home craft societies which directed their energies towards providing opportunities
for the training of people of all ages and all leVels of society.

278. Lindsey, Elizabeth Prentiss. .Education in India : a study of secondary
and higher education for women. Master's, 1939. George Washington. 77 p. ms.

Describes the chief problems which condition the education of women in India and the

Georgst

way in which these probtems have been met by educators during the last 90 years.
279. Lunden, W. 4. The organization and control of higher education in

Sweden. Pittsburgh, University of Pittsburgh, 1939.

280. ?lack, Edward C. Public schools and British opinion, 1780 to 1860:
an examination of the relationship between contemporary Ideas and the evolu-
tion of an English institution. Doctor's, 1936. Columbia. London, Methuen
and company, 1938. 432 p.

281. litcHay, Wi11i4m Calvin. The new `education in Mexico. Master's, 1939.
South. Methodist (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university. AbstraCts of
thesis' . . . no. 7: 29-30)

DiscUsses the purpose and opetation of the Mexican government's new program of
education. Finds that the school readers contain selections and stories teaching the dignity
of labor, the sacredness of the home, the folly of imperstitions. sanitary living, and
patriotic devinion to tbe fatherland. Shows that all schools which are now allowed tofunctan in the Republic of Mexico are forced to conform to the regulations applying togovernment schools ; that no religious denonlination is allowed to control or exert any
influence toward the maintenance of any educational institution in Mexico; that teactersin tbe government schools are protected from arbitrary removal from their positions by atenure law. Concludes that the Mexican people as a whole have accepted the new educa-tional program.

282. Xakris, John A. A program in agricultural education for young farmers
in Macedonia, Greece. Master's, ow. Rutgers.

Presents &purses of study for the first six grades, and for young farmer groups 14-17and 17-20 years of age for the village of Ano Copnos.
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9

*283. Miller, Ernest Edgar. The problem of literacy in Central Provinces.and Berar, India. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 210 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the reason tbat only 6 percent of the population is literA.
284. Muchmore, Shirley McLaughlin. A program of trade 'and industrialtraining for Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 240P. ms.
Studies trade and industrial training needs for Winnipeg. Finds that the youth of tbecity were not rt'Iceiving training adequate to the needs of the city.
285. Nichols, Edward Genung. Religious education in rural churches inSouth India. Master's, 1939. Union Theological.
2s6. Roniger, Mother Stella Maris. Contributions of the missionary Sistersof the Sacred Heart to education in Italy and the United States. Master's, 1938.Fordham. ( Abstract in: Fordham university. Dissertations accepted for higherdegrees in the Graduate school of arts and sciences, 1939: 68)
28;7. Schaefer, Charlotte Skilling. Education in Canada. Master's, 1939.Indiana. 168 p. ms.
288. Schreiber, Morris. The schoolmaster in English literature of the nine-teenth century. Master's, 1939. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 135 p. ms. (Abstractin: College of the City of New York. Abstracts of theses . . . 1939: 108)Surveys the British educational methods and personalities as reflected in the noval.short story, biography. and personal essay of the nineteenth century. Concludes that toooften the schoolmaster of the nineteenth century lacked self-discipline as well as disciplinoover others; had little knowledge of educational principles; resorted to excessive flogging;had little regard for the individual needs cf his students; had an economic rather thana professional interest in teaching; and was but little interested in the social, political.and edutitional problems of the day.
289. Shipton, Charles Morgan. An analytical study of the schools of Bacacounty, Colorado. Master's, 1939. West. St. Coll. 70 p. ms.
*290. Singh, Ram Itaran. Communal educational institutions in India andtheir influence. Doctor's, 1939. Harvard. 482 p. ms.
Shows the need for education in India to bridge the differences between the differentraces and peoples of the country so as to enable them to face their common problems asa group. Discusses the purpose of education in India ; the problem of Indian nationality,including diversities in Indian life, geographical unity. unity of race, language and politics,the problems of caste. and of Hindu-Muslim relationships; the development of educationalpoiicy ; communal educational institutions in India and their growth; and questions whetherthere is a case for the communal institutions.
291. Stewart, Carl D. An educational sùrvey of the Isle of Pines and acomparison of its schools with those of Cuba and Denver. Master's, 1938.Denver. (Abstract in : Denver. University. Educational research bulletin, 1:21)Finds that the Isle of Pines is a cosmopolitan, though isolated, community whose popu-lation is made up of Anglo-Saxons, Negroes, and Cubans; that there are private, army. andpufilic schools on the island; that there is no unifying control over the schools. Showsthat the schools compare- favorably with those of Cuba, but are inferior in every 'way tothose of Denver ; and that it is difficult to develop rapidly an up-to-date school system onihe Isle of Knee because of the different racial groups comprising the Population, healthconditio s, economic circumstances, the scattered population, climatic influences, andlanguag difficulties.

292. S g, He. The development of a more effective tYpe of rural educationin Kunkoo county, Kansu Province, China. Master's, 1938. Cornell.
t 293. Swift, Fletcher, Harper. European policies of financing public educa-tional institutions: IV. Germany. Berkeley, University of California press, 1939.(University of California publications in education, vol. 8, no. 4, p. 345-.4)Discusses political and social factors conditioning educational policies; the organiza-tion and administration of Prussian educational institutions under the Weimar con-
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CURRENT EDUCATIONAL OONDITIONS 29
stitution; education as a national' and state expenditure; the financing of elementary
schools in Prussia; the financing of middle schools; tbe financing of secondary schools;
secondary school expenditures and sources of revenue ;"the financing of institutions of fili:her
instruction ; the expenditures and sources of revenue of German institutions of highe-r
learning.

t294. European policies of flilancing public educational institutiuns :

V. The financing of grant-aided education in England and \Vales. Berkeley,
University of California press. 1939. ( University of California publications in
education, vol. 8, no. 5: 695-972)

Discusses the organization and administration of educational institutions in Englandand Walesorigins of the present system; present system of national grants for education ;
education as a national and local public expendituresources 4 f revenue; financing the
costs of elementary education ; financing higher education under the board of educationsecondary education. technical and further education ; the financing of univ..rsity and agri-cultural education ; policies of financing accumulations and financial obligations. tea(hers'pensions, capital outlay, and loans.

t295.4rai1or, William Septimus, Education In England. Lexington, Uni-
versity of Kentucky, 1939. 138 p. (Bulletin of the Bureau of school service,
vol. 11, no. 4)

Discusses the nationi:l boas d of education, local education authorities. the examinationsystem in England. primary education. post-primary education. secondary schools. v4a-tional education. special schools for the physically and mentally handicapped, the educationof teachers in England, and the universities of England.
296. Timmons, Herman P. An analysis of the religio-cultural aspeets of th

Nova Scotia adult education movement. Master's, 1939. Catholic Univ. 49 p. ;Qs.
*297. Turner, Ivan Stewart. The training of mathematics teachers for sec-

ondary schools in England and Wales and in the United States. Doctor's. 1939.
T. C. Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1939. 231 p.Studies. for each country, the chief characteristics of secondary education ; tho emphasisgiven to mathematics as a secondary school subject ; the academic training in mathemativswhich prospective mathematics teachers receive ; and the professional training in educationand special mslipods which prospective mathematics teachers receive. Finds that in Eng-land and Wales a selected group relatively homogeneous in ability gains admission to sec-ondary schools, while the composition of the correspondipg group in the United Status isheterogeneous in ability; that in England and Wales v!rtually no election of subjects isgranted while in the United States the practice seems to t!e to offer the widest possibleelection of subjects; that mathematics occupies a much more important place in the cur-riculum of secondary schools in England and Wales than in the United States; that train-ing of prospective mathematics teachers in England and Wales is more intensive andcovers more aspects of advaced mathematics than in the United States; that more coursesin methods of teaching and in professional subjects are offered in teacher-training institu-tions in the United States, but more opportunity for a variety of experience in practiceteaching is offered in England and Wales.

298. Varney, W. Drew. Enriching the program of the American Baptist
mission training school, Bapatla, India. Master's, 1938. Columbia.

*290. Wade, Newman Atkinson. Post-primary education in the printary
schools of Scotland, 1872-1936. Doctor's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ. London, Univer-sity of London press, 1939. 275 p.

1300. Walker, T. Ashley. The philosophy of character education in English
public schools as portrayed in some representative English novels. Master's, 1938.Columbia.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

301. Bracken. John J. Activities of the League of nations' committee.Master's, 1938. New York. 86 p. ms.
Discusses the background of the League of Nations; its mechanics; the financial andeconomic committees, international transit and *filth, intellectual coop-eration, permanent mandates, opium, social questions, ernational justice, committees,and the International labour organisation.
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30 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

302. Hedges, Mary Frances. Education for internationalism in the ele-mentary schools of the United States. Master's, 1938. Chicago. 75 p. ms.
303. Senstius, Julia Taylor. Student rapprochement as a means of Ixtter

international understanding. Master's, 1939. Michigar.,

EDUCATION THEORIES AND PRINCIPLES
304. Almodovar, Lorenzo D. Some philosophical implications of the conceptof growth in education : fi search for tile educational meanings and values ofgrowth. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
305. Baldauf, Violet M. The religious implications of the philosophy ofJohn Dewey. Master's, 1938. New York. 70 p. ms.
306 13ixby, Herbert Dallas. Some concepts of individual differences with

instances of modern educational procedure. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 348 p. ms.
Studies concepts of individual differences as held by some of the early and some of thelater philosophers ; the modern concept of individual differences; and consistencies andinconsistencies between these concepts and educational procedures in schools of todaycalculated to Provide for individual differences.

1'307. Brubacher, John S. Modern philosophies of education. New York,
McGraw-Hill book company, 1939. 300 p. (Yale university)

30S. Byles, W. Esdaile. The educational philosophy of Louis Agassiz,Doctor's, 1939. New York. 155 p. ms. tp

Compares his educational views with those of Eliot, Spencer, Huxley, Dewey, Whitehead.and Ilutchins. Finds that science is taught much more generally in the schools, but thatthe definite educational aim on which Agassix insisted is lacking, and much of what he con-sidered issential in general education has been sacrificed.

309. Chinnock, A. Eugenie. Plato's educational views : a comparative study
of The Republic and The Laws. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 202 p. ms.

310. Chisholm, Hilda Hepperle. Wilhelm von Humboldt's ideal of humanity
and its relation to American education. Doctor's, 1939. Washington. 175 p. ms.

Discusses ilumbolt's philosophy and his reorganization of the Prussian educational sys-tem. Shows that the office of State superintendent of public instruction is based on thePrussian model; that the University of Berlin was the model for American graduateschools; and that Humboldt's philosophy of education has much in common with progressive education.

311. Courtney, Margaretta. Bronson Alcott as an educator. Master's, 1939.Michigan.

312, Crockett, Cora M. Didacticism in educational theory and in children sliterature. Master's, 1939. Duke. 97 p. ms.
Finds that didacticism has certain fundamental principles applicable to both educa-tion and children's literature.

*313. Dangler, Edward. The educational philosophy of F. W. Parker: Itsorsigins, contents, and consequences. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 258 p. ms.
Shows that the activity movement originates from a philosophy of idealism as well asof pragmatism.

47314. Dudley, Fred Adair. Matthew Arnold and science. Doctor's 1939.Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series on aims and progrets of re-search, no. 63)
Shows that Matthew Arnold's attitude toward science was on the whole friend; butcomplex and somewhat patronizing ; that in the field of educatAak and general culture, heheld that the schookoy must know something of the physical wait!, and that the intelli-gent modern man mist be informed of great scientific advances.
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315. Fenton, Rev. Ezra J. Educational theories in the De Regimine Prin.
ripium of Aegidius Colonna. Master's, 1939. Catholic Univ. 97 p. ms.

316. Gabbert, X. R. The philosophy of education of President I:. N. Hut-
chins. Pittsburgh, University of Pittsburgh, 1939.

*317. Gaudin, Albert Charles. The educational views of Charles Rollin.
Doctor's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ. New York city, 1939. 151 p.

Studies Rollin's educational views; shows how they were conditioned by his life andcharacter and by the educational trends of his time. 1661-1741. Determines the sinificanceof his work in the development of secondary education in France during the eighteenthand nineteenth centuries.

318. Gunkel, Natalie L. The origin and content of the pedagogy of Georg
Kerschensteiner in relation to contemporary experimental and progressive ethic fl
tion. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 399 p. ms.

Discusses the origin of his ideas, the influence of earlier edimitors on his ideas, and hisinfluence on modern education. Compares Kerschensteiner's ideas with those of JohnDewey, Ernst Meumann, Wilhelm A. Lay, and Julius Wagner.
*319. Hall, Mary Ross. Children can see life who1e: a study I if some pro-

gressive schools in action. Doctor's, 1937. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Associ-
ation press, 1940. 158 p.

*320. Hipp, Frederick L. .1n application of democratic princip;ots to Ameri-
can education. Doctor's, 1939. Syracuse. 165 p.

Defines an ideal democracy and shows tbe need for a clearer understanding of themeaning and implications of democracy as applied to teaching school ; that democracyis educationally meaningful to the extent tbat teachers live and work with a consciousnessthat tbey are living in a socialtrder which allows the greatest amount of participationfor each individual towards the interests and purposes of himself and others. Discusseschange as a challenge to American education; democarcy as a challenge to eduction in achanging world; the democratic ideal ail. a way of life ; curriculup and method ; andthe democratic teacher.

321. Hoban, James Henry. The Thomistic concept of person and some ofits social implications. Doctor's, 1939. Catholic Univ. Washington. Catholic
university of America press, 1939. 97 p. (Catholic university of America
philosophical studies, vol. 43)

DifIC1186e8 the principle of individuation in material substances; the concept of personaccording to St. Thomas Aquinas ; the position of the person in the universe ; the socialaspect of man; principles governing the relation of the person to the state; the personin the theories of individualism and collectivism ; and the person in the philosophyof education.

322. Hobbs, Nicholas. Determinants of ideology : a psychological interpreta-
tion. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 170 p. ms.

323. Holden, Jessie Fern. The educational views of Domingo Faustino Stir-
miento in relation to his life and times. Master's, 1939. Colorado. (Abstract in:
University of Colorado studies, 26: 73)

Shows that SA -0 lento implanted in South America all the fundamental trends of moderneducation ; that in tbe administration of schools, he forced education from the loWeststage to a higher level ; and that in the long run, his extraordinary activity had effectsfar beyond the boundaries of the particular localities in which he worked.
324. Hope, Richard. Gorging: or the purpose of education. Personalist, 20 :

384, 1939. (University of Pittsburgh)
825. Judd, Adah Richard. Mr. H. G. Wells' views on education since theWorld War. Master's, 1988. Smith. 63 p. ms.
Discusses the means advocated by Mr. Wells for evolving a World State througheducation.
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326. Kantz, Paul T. A survey of some of the works of Edward Lee Thorn-dike with special emphasis upon those that pertain directly to certain problemsof the school administrator. Master's, 1939. East Texas St. T. C. 301 p.(Abstract in: Bulletin of the East Texas state teachers college, vol. 22, no. 4:27-29)

327. Mein, Milton M. William Livingston : exponent of public education.Master's, 1939. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 225 p. ms. (Abstract im: College ofthe City of New York. Abstracts of theses . . . 1939: 107)
Reviews educational developments in the province of New York to about 1750; andanalyzes Livingston's educational views in relation to his political and religious ideas.
328. Lemmer, Helen H. Henry David Thorequ : his views on education.

Master's, 1939. Michigan.

329. McElroy, Howard C. Bentham's educational policies. Doctor's, 1939.
Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, re-searches completed, and bibliography of publications, 15 : 216-23)

Describes Jeremy Bentham's life, 1748-1832, and his intellectual background; his generaltheories 6n education ; his plans for the education of the poor and for the education of thewealthy. Discusses his influence on education in England.

330. O'Hara, Sister M. Jane Frances. Thè educational philosophy and
methodology of Hery Clinton Morrison. Master's, 1939. Catholic Univ. 79p. ins.

331. Purtell, Mother Aileen. The teacher ideal of St. Madeleine Sophie Barat.1Master's, 19: arquette. 81 p. ms.
332.

193

Rathbn. Lois X. The Dalcroze theory of eurhythmics in education.
Master's, 1938. Smith. 140 p. MR.

Presents a brief history of the inception of Dalcroze eurhythmics, the growth and spreaaof the method, an explanation of rhythm as the basis of life, and the relation of this prin-ciple to bodily movement to art and to education in general. Discusses the application ofthe Dalcroze theory of eurhythmics to education, with the-psychologkal and physiologicalprinciples which are Involved.

333. Redick, Joseph Pierce. French literature and the literary theories ofDomingo Faustino Sarmiento. Master's, 1939. Colorado. (Abstract in: Uni-versity of Colorado studies, 26: 109)
Shows that Sarmiento thought it necessary for the South American states to acceptliteraryvas well as political and educational ideas from abroad, particularly from Franceand thai his knowledge of French literature was astonishingly broad.
334. Roberts, John Palmer. A philosophical evaluation of the testhetics ofHegel and Bernard Bosanquet. Master's, 1938. Columbia.
335. Robinson, Jane Mollie. The education of the prince: a comparativestudy of Machiavelli, Fénelon, and Wieland. Doctor's, 1938. Stanford. (Ab-stract in: Stanford university bulletin, vol. 14 : 60-65)
Examines the ideas of the three men on the methods and goals of the education of theprince, compares their theories showing the historical relationships, and suggests possibleapplications of these ideas to current affairs.

336. Shea, Daniel J. Development of educational philosophy of public edu-cation in New York City. Doctor's, 1939. Fordham.
Analyzes the development of public educational philosophy with reference to alms, methods,and teacher training as compared with that of a sound philosophy of education.
3S7. Silva, William Hirsh. A critical interpretrition of Herbert Spencer'sSynthetic Philosophy. Master's, 1939. Tennessee.
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338. Singer, Fanny K. 'Me contribution of Cecil Reddicip to the new school

movement. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 358 p. ms.
Investigates Reddie's educational philosophy, its sources and its iniluencetz. Its application

to tbe organization and administration of his school, Abbotsholme.

t339. Smith, Martin. John Dewey and moral education. Washington, I).
Guthrie lithograph company, 1939. v. p. (Woodstock college)

Studies the philosophical bases of John Dewey's theory of moral edrication. Concludesthat John Dewey offers an inadequate foundation for a system of moral education due to
his exaggerated social theory of education combined with a naturalistic philosophy of life.
an experimentalist view of knowledge, and a pragmatic concept of morality.

340. Strong, Georgia Leora. The contribution of Walter Scott Athearn to the
philosophy of religious education. Master's, 1939. Pacific School. 177 p.

341. Wieland, Clara ?dadaline. The contribution of Henry oparnard
modern education. Master's, 1939. Southern California.

to

*342. Williamson, Miriam. Evidences of progressive tendencies in theory
and practice in American education before 1888. Master's, 1939. George Wash-
ington. 74 p. ms.

Attempts to show by questions from educational periodicals of the nineteenth century,that progressive thought and action have been a part of the American educational programfor more than a century.

SPECIAL METHODS OF INSTRUCTION AND ORGANIZATION

HOMOGENEOUS GROUPING

343. Alexander, Paul. Survey of classification methods in the elementary
schools. Master's, 1939. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies,26:20)

Discusses the development of homogeneous grouping in the elementary schools. Recom-mends a heterogeneous grouping arrangement, with short-time ability groups within thelarger class groups.

344. Bryant, Charles N. Study of literature on homogeneous grouping.
Master's, 1939. Cornell. 145 p. ms.

345. Hyde, bicFreeman. Ability groupinga device for the supervision of
instruction. Doctor's, 1939. Kansas. (Abstract in: University of Kansas. Bul-letin of education, 4:36-46, February 1940)

Compares the achievement of two groups of eighth-grnde pupils, alike in all respectsexce4t the system of grouping, one group divided homogeneously into three sections and theother groups divided heterogeneously into the same number of sections. Represents thefirst attempt to adapt the program of instruction to all ability levels of pupils in the schoolpopulation and to compare achievement after a period of instruction. Indicates that abilitysectioning tends to produce better results in teaching academic subjects to junior highschool pupils.

346. Lindly, Edith Ricks. Is homogeneous grouping of elementary school
pupils possible? Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Studies children in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades of an elementary school in Still-water, Okla. Finds that groups are homogeneous in only one characteristic at a time;that groups which are homogeneous according to one characteristic are heterogeneous whenother characteristics are considered; that the need of pupil adjustment differs little in theheterogeneous and hypothetically selected homogeneous groups. Indicates that attemptsat homogeneous grouping have little value.
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34 REsEARCH SrTUDIF,..%4 IN EDUCATION

ACTIVITY PROGRAM

347. Bock, Dan Allen. The activity program in the elementary school.
Master's, 1939. Washington. 145 p. ms.

Describes an experiment conducted in the first grade of three elementary schools Inwhich the Cole-Vincent school entrance tests were given to the first-grade pupils, and inwhich an activity program in reading was carried on in one school while the other twoschools carried on the regular reading program, and the Devault primary reading testwas given to pupils in the three schools in the spring to check the reading ability of thepupils. Shows that pupils taught by the activity plan made as much progress in readingas those taught by the more tradition& methods, and that the activity plan could be usedsuccessfully with large groups. Indicates that the greatest gains were made in tbe socialielationships and that in developing leadership, initiative, creative ability, and cooperation,the activity program was superior to the traditional method.
34S. Brownlee, Irene Jeanette. Evolution arid evaluation of activity teach-

ing. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

349. Riggs, Sally W. A qualitative study of teachers' verbal directio r s to
children during free activity indoors. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

350. Robinson, Margaret. An experiment in an activity program. Ma ter's,
1939. Tennessee.

Describes an experiment with an activity program in English and reading in the seventhL.:rade of an ell mentary school in the realm of the TVA, and its relation to ruralincluding trips, problems in science, survey, construction work, creative expression in oraland written language. appreciation study of literature, social studies, and moral issuesFinds that the children did not suffer in language skills and abilities, but made more progressthan the national norms exhibit in a six and one-half-month period ; that they enjoyed theirwork ; that they developed an interest in reading and .'an understanding of the relationof government to 10(0 problems ; and developed a greater appreciation of their county.State, and country.

351. Rovner, Ruth. Study of the activity programs used in summer play-grounds situated in metropolitan areas. Master's, 1939. New York. 38 p. ms.
Studies activity programs for boys and girls ranging in age from 2 to 15. Finds thateach age group has its favorite activities; that the programs offered by the various citiesdo not differ greatly except in the amount of emphasis placed on a particular type ofactivity ; that each age group has individual differences ; and that these differencesmust be considered when planning an activity program.

*352. Stanford, T. Sherman. The effectiveness of the activity unit procedureversus the textbook recitation method in teaching. Master's, 1939. Penn. State.50 p.

Describes an experiment conducted with equated groups of pupils in the chemistryclasses of the Ridgway, Pa., senior high school, in which the experimental group wastaught by the activity unit method, and the control group by the textbook recitationmethod. Indicates that the students taught by the textbook recitation method surpassedthose taught by the activity unit method; that the interests and attitudes of the experi-mental group bad a greater range than those of the control group and that the experi-mental group outdistanced the control group in the number and variety of outside classactivities.

353. Story, Mildred. To develop an activities program for the early monthsof first grade with a view to achieving a more effective transition from the freespontaneous activity of home life to the more orderly program of the school.Master's, 1938. Ala, Poly. Inst.

CONTRACT PLAN

354. Rasch, William Edward. The contract plan applied to mathematicsfor electrical worliers. Master's, 1938. Chicago.
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INSTRUCTION AND ORGANIZATION 35
315. Stein, Gordon R. An experimental comparison of the relative effective-

ness of a modified contract plan and a recite-study plan of supervised study.
Master's, 1938. Minnesota. 75 p. ms.

Studies classes in }Nash, dyke. home economics, and agriculture in one school, andsometimes indicates superiority for the contract plan.

HOME ROOMS

356. Arburn, C. Mildred. Activities and programs of the home room forthe junior high school grades. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
357. Barnhardt, William Homer. Home room guidance

practices in Indiana. Master's, 1939. Indiana. 125 p. ms.
358. Book, Adrian C. Survey of home room programs in cities of 25,000 to50,000 population. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
*359. Clifford, Mark Russell. Civic guidance in the home room period.

Master's, 1939. Boston Univ. 55 p. ms.
Discusses the meaning and origin of the home room and tlw place of guidance in thehome room. Proposes a plan for utilizing certain objectives for guil'ance in school andoffers a sample unit for choosing the best qualified candid:rtes for the different positionsin an election.

organizations and

360. Roehl, Marie Antoinette. A study of the home room ln the four-year
Texas high schools. Master's, 1939. Sam Houston St. T. C. 97 p. ms.

301. Stoaks, Mary Elizabetk. Attitudes of high school teachers toward home
rooms. Master's, 1939. Colormio. thbstract in: University of Colorado studies,26: 119-20)

Analyses 110 replies to questionnaires sent to home-room sponsors In Iowa high schools.Finds that they considered the home roOm a ital part of the school organization; thatthrough group and individual guidance much can he done to make the home room aschool home for every student ; that the home room overemphasize.s the administrativefunction ; and that It should be organized on the basis of personality and characterdevelopment to meet the needs of each pupil. Suggests that the home-room period belengthened to make individual guidance possible ; that home-room programs be moreuniform ; that a home-room director be provided; and that the size of the home-room groupbe decreased.

362. Sughrie, Nellie. A home-room manual for junior high school. Master's,1939. George Washington. 4100 p. ms.
363. Wilson, Mary Althea. Current home-room practices in 131 high schoolsin Missouri and Oklahoma. Master's, 1939. Oklahoma. 99 p. ms.
Finds that most of the schools had about 10 years' erp:srience with home rooms; thatthere was a wide variety of activities carried on in these rooms; and that a defensibleregularity prevails in most systems.

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

364. Mason, Carleton D. Adaptations of instruction to individual differencesin the preparation of teachers in normal schools and teachers colleges. Doctor's,1939. T. C. Col. Univ. New York, Teachers College, Columbia university, 1940.279 p.

Finds that liberal arts colleges have made determined attempts to develop their superiorstudents and to free them from the restrictions of the more formal course-credit system;that the liberal arts colleges have given their plans institutional emphasis while thetechniques in the teachers colleges have been of a fragmentary type; that size of con-ference groups, cost, selection of staff members, and the type of students must be con-sidered in the development of an institutional plan leading to individualization of instruc-tion; that no one plan can specifically be advocated for a particular college; that studentsin teachers colleges are more limited in choice of subjects than are students in liberal artscolleges with a more ambitious study plan.
235425-41-----4
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METHODS OF STUDY

365. Fargason, John Hugh. No home-study in public schools. Master's.
1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university. Ah-stracts of theses . . . no. 7: 14-15)

Studies the history of home study; the practices and attitudes of pupils and theirparents to home study ; case studies of individual programs; and tries to determinewhether the no borne study plan hi solind in theory and practice. Surveys the home studyconditions of the elementary pupils of the Millsap sOool. Millsap. Tex..; and surveys 20Texas-schools using the no home study plan. Finds that supervised study in the schoolsis preferable to home study in many instances; that pupils like the no home study plan;their teachers respond satisfactorily to its use.; and parents are easily educated to appreciateits use.

3641 Gruener, Atila Beatrice. Methods and devices used by superior high-
school students in studying. Master's, 1939. Chicago. 74 p. ram.

*367. Keneally. Katherine G. The relative order of difficulty of severaltypes of study skills in the intermediate grades. Master's, 1939. Boston Univ.
71 p. ms.

DesPribes an experiment in which 30 tests were constructed, 6 tests for each of 5 topicschosen Hs being of interest to children at the fourth-grade level, and administered to43g children in grades 4. 5. and 6. Indicates that teachers of intermediate grades mustteach all 6 study skills in their classes to provide for individual differences at the 5 levelsof reading ability.

368. Van Dyke, El lee Harry. The value of how to study course in junior
high schools. Master's, 1938. Chicago. 82 p. ms.

RADIO IN EDUCATION

369. Chappell, Jacsk Roy. The development of nidio as a supplement to edu-cation. Master's, 1939. Stanford.
370. Davis, Florence Pearl. Radio homemaking program: comparison ofprograms with information available throUgh other sources. Master's, 1939.Iowa State.
Attempts to determine the sources of homemaking information women used and pre-ferred, using the reactions of 171 homemakers in a small city in Iowa as a basis forstudy. Finds that more thaR 93 percent received help from magazines, newspapers andthe radio; and that they feltihe best information came from magazines and the radio.
371. DeBoer, John James. The emotional responses of children to radiodrama. Doctor's, 1938. Chicago. 255 p. tns.
372. Foth, Edith Elizabeth. An eramination of the relation of the funda-mental concepts of drama to the writing of radio drama. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
373. Graves, Thelma Estelle. Radio homemaking programs : homemaker

half-hour at Iowa state' college as a source of information. Master'i4,1939. IowaState.
Attempts to determine the extent to which homemakers of one community of Iowa listento the program. Finds that the listeners discriminated little between advertising and non-advertising programs ; and that this particular program had a limited number of listenersin the community studied.

374. Landmark, Nora. A study to determine a technique for writing theradio drama. Mastei'fi, 1938. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana stateuniversity. Abstracts of theses, session of 1937-38. Bulletin, 31 : 162-63)
Bets up accepted standards of technique for writing the stage play ; analyzes a stage playto see the extent to which it conformed to these standards; analyzes the radio adaptation ofth mame play tp ascertain what techniques of the stage play were adaptable to the radio
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INSTRUCTION AND ORGANIZATION 37
medium; and analyzes successful radio plays to discover the means by which the authorscompensated for the limitations of,the radio medium. Finds that the careful radio dramatistdepends on descriptive dialog and a discreet use of sound effects to suggest the things whichthe stage dramatist indicates through sight.

375. Lowdermilk, Ronald Redvers. Attitude shifts from reading and from
radio program listening. Doctor's, 1939. Ohio State. (Abstract in: Ohio state
university. Abstracts of doctora) dissertations, no. 29: 191)-206)

Attempts to determine the comparative effectiveness of listening to the phonographic re-productions of two radio programs on freedom of speech and on right of assembly, and ofreading similar verbal content in printed form, in strengthening attitudes favorable to thetwo respective principles, on the part of a selected sampling of high school sophomores andjuniors, using 801 sophomores and 387 Juniors representing 11 Ohio high schools. dividedinto parallel groups on the basis of pupil-for-pupil matching on seven items. Indicates thatreading the printed program adaptations proved more effective in intensifying attitudesfavorable to the two principles than did listening to the phonographic reproductions of thesame programs ; that listening followed by reading surpassed reading followed by listeningin intensifying the attitudes favorable to the rights of free speech and assembly.
376. Lowry, Antoinette. The evaluation of the Ohio school of the air broad-

cast "Play time." Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 245 p. ms,
Finds that this program was beneficial to thousanns of boys and girls in Ohio.
377. McHugh, Olive Eleanor. Bot-h shies of the microphone in American

public schools. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
378. Oshel, Ervin K. Radio listening habits of 'students in the University

Preparatory school and junior college, Tonkawa, Oklahoma. Master's. 1939.
Okla. A..& M. Coll.

Studits the number of accessible radios, amount of leisure time used for racilobest time periods for listening, types of programs preferred, and the effect of radio programson students' knowledge of music, their character development, and their philosophy of life.Finds that most of the students have access to radios to which tto 10 hours; that they listen evenings, Saturdays, and Sundays;
educational programs, but prefer emotional programs given by the

listen from 15 minutes
t they do not care for

t artists; that theyprefer popular orchestras to educational music and many of them have started studyingmusic becitake of their interest in musical programs ; that motion pictures and outdoor sportsare preferred to radio programs; and that radio listening influences the students to changetheir views on some points and aids in developing a philosophy of life.
379. Purkey, Ray Delbert. Radio broadcasting in large Illinois high schools.

Master's, 1939. Iowa.

380. Reid, Seerley. Some effects of school broadcasts on literature. Master's,
1939. Ohio State. 83 p. ms.

Compares the reading interests, amount of reading, and tbe writing ability pupils in theseventh and eighth grades in 12 Chicago schools, some of whom liad listened to selectedseries of school literature radio programs. Concludes that this series of radio programsand the teacher& utilisation of them, failed to increase the numbér of reading interests ofthe pupils who listened to them ; that the series of broadcasts stimulated the pupils 'to readmore books and to write more effective English; that the broadcasts of particular storiesstimulated the pupils to read onli, those stories that were already well known; that theboys had more reading interests but read fewer books than the girls, and were inferior inwriting ability; and that boys and girls indicated that they enjoyed mystery stories most,and had the least interest in stories of famous people and of other countries.
I 381. Stallings, Roscoe Arnold. The place of radio in modern education.Mutes's, 1939. Mercer." 97 p. ma.

382. Sviinebroad, Jeff Davis. Education by radio and television: a surveyof current trends. Master's, 1939. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colo-rado studies, 26: 121-22)
Finds that the radio movement in education has become definitely established 4nd radio,supplemented by televisio i I become increasingly valtiable as an instrument ofinstruction.
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38 RESEARCH sTUDIES IN EDUCATION

383. Taylor, D. L. A study of the radio as a teaching instrument in thlis6cial studies in secondary schools. Master's, 1939. Duke. 131 p. ms.
Presents the historical background of educational broadcasting; the present status ofthe radio in teaching the social studies in the enited States; and tbe use of radio as ateaching instrument in the social studies. Xindir-tirttrthe radio IA a contributory teachin.:device and is steadily increasing in use.

384. Young. W. V. The Installation of sound reproduction equipment andits use in the school program. Master's, 1939. Duke. 133 p. ms.
Finds that many schools are unaware of the possibilities of using sound reproductionequipment, and offers suggestions for the -installation and use of radio in ,the schoolprogram.

385. Ziegler. Irene Alice. A survey of what Akron public-school childrvnvoluntarily listen to on the radio outside of school hours. Master's. 1939. Akron,40 p. ms.

VISUAL INSTRUCTION

386. Annis, Albert David. The cartoon and editorial as propaganda media.Doctor's, 1939. Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series on aims andprogress of research, no. 63)
Studies the influence of the cartoon and editorial in modifying attitudes of collegeand high-school students in order to compare the effectiveness of indirect pictorial sugges-tion with that of direct suggestion in written form. Finds a reliable shift in attitude inboth the college and high-school groups reading militaristic cartoons or editorials, butnot in the groups reading pacifistic materials; that the cartoons were not more effectivethan the editorials for the total groups; that when cartoons were read. no shift in attitudewas found Ai the subjects correctly identified the object of the propaganda; Ow wheneditorials'were read. a reliable shift was obtained both with and without Identification:
387. Barefoot, Guy Olin. Audio-visual aids in public schools. t Master's, 1939Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Studies the use of motion pictures in high-school English classes.
388. Blewett, Asher Eugene. des in the administration of a 16-mmmotion picture program for Florida uhuic schools. Master's, 1938. Flol .

389. Blom, Veda Blanche. The utilization of visual aids in the teac g ofsalesmanship. Master's, 1939. Iowa. e.

390. Bowman, Leon F. The projection of science demonstrations. Master's.1939. Ohio State. 137 p. ms.
Studies the development of equipment making possible tbe projection of science demon-strations by means of the lantern slide projector. Shows that chemical reactions, wavemotions, and pieces of small apparatus may be projected easily and effectively as an aidin science teaching.

391. Brady, Lawrence D. The effect of visual aids on achievement. Master's,1939. Mass. St. Coll. 109 p. ma.
*392. Brovin, Kenneth G. A study of .the conditions, problems, and needs ofPennsylvania public schools in the use of educational motion picture& Master's,*1939. Penn. State. 67 p.
Indicates that on the whole the use of educational motion pictures in thet,public schoolsof Pennsylvania is still disorganized and inadequately adapted to the currievlar needs ofpub& education; that they are often not available to teachers at the times when and plaeebwhere the motion picture would be the most useful aid to correct learning; that the motionpicture should be used chiefly in presenting information hiwing to do with action andsound; that few districts have sound projection equipm.Int ; that in more than half of thedistricts teachers were only moderately interested in making films functional in theschoolroom. Offers suggestions for the collection of films in State film libraries, and forfinancing, film services which would eventuate in greater use of educational Alms.
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INSTRUCTION AND ORGANIZATION 39
303. Burkard, Sister M. Wendeline. Primary school -aildren's interest intbe content of pictures. Master's, 1939. Notre Dame. p. ms.
$94. Calef, Ernest Paine. Visual education through projection devices in theOregon high schools. Master's, 1939. Washington. S9 p. ms.
Studies the administration and use of projection devices as visual education in S3 Oregonhigh schools. Finds that most directors of visual instruction were administrative heads insmall schools or instructors in large schools ; that many schools did not own a projector ;that about one-third of the schools budgeted motwy for visual education ; that mOst schoolsrented films and slides; ttat many schools bad not worked out their programs effectively ;and that nearly one-third of the schools used films and slides purely as enter/aininent.
395. Carr, Arthur Marsh. A study of visual-auditory motion picture filmsand equipment in modern educational procedure. Master's, 1939. Stanford.
396. Cherry, Joseph R. Motion pictures in the teaching of chemistry in thesecondary schools of the City of New York. Master's, 1939. Coll. of the City ofN. Y. 66 p. ms. ( Abstract in.: College of the Oty of New York. Abstracts oftheses . . . 1939:106-107)
Lists Alit. 16-mm. silent and sound films which are available t( the secondary schools.nhich can be used in the classroom, and which can be integrated N% h the chemistry coursesof instruction. Concludes that there is avai:able for use by th high-school chemistry .11bdepartments a large number of motion pictures dealing with mos of tfie topics in thechemistry syllabi. many of which are now used ,regularly by most of the high-school chem-istry departments for depicting material not presented adequately by he regular methods ofclassroom instruction; and that tbe most significant reason for not using motion picturesregularly in many of the high schools is the difficulty in obtaining t e films whim they are eneeded for class use.

397. Cochran, J. Richard. The efficacy of motion pictures in teaching cer-tain units of commercial geography. Master's, 1930. Iowa.
398. Deeter, Raymond C. A handbook of audio-visual aids. Master's, 1939.Ohio State. 147 p.
Presents a compilation of the practice information of value to the teacher. administrator.and supervisor of audio-visual instruction.
399. Elstner. Leonard Stuart. Visual aids in teaching physical education inhigh school. Master's, 1938. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Studies the various visual aids that have been and are being used in the various teachingfields in education, and selects those which may be usable in physical education. Findsthat the motion picture is outstanding in the physical education field since it is throughslow motion pictures that a time-movement- analysis is possible. Shows that it is possibleto plan and operate a complete program from grade 7 to grade 12 in physical education,using various visual aid materials in practically all parts of the program.
400. Foy, X. June. A preliminary evaluation of controlled reading exercisesprojected upon motion picture films. Master's, 1939. Syracuse. 80 p. ms.Attempts to evaluate experimentally the effectiveness of controlled reading exercises inwhich the students read from the screen, stories presented in tachistoscopic Manner bymeans of a motion picture projecture. Describes an experiment conducted vk ith an experi-mental and a control group of sixth grade children in four clatetes in two elementary schoolsin Syracuse, N. Y. Shows the film procedure to have been of vglue in remedial reading.
401. Fulton, William R. Problems in admiy-istration -of projected visual aid)based on industrial data. Master's, 1939. Oldra. A. & M. Coll.
Finds that only a few schools in Oklahoma own and use visual aid materials; that.thenumber of schools borrowing and renting visual aid materials increased during the last 3years; that the lack of interest in this type of instructicn is probably due to the fact thatcolleges have not promoted a program of visual aid instruction, and to the absence of acentral agency for disseminating noncommercial information to tbe schools. Shows thatfilm subjects are available in all fields of the curriculum for school use; that the generaltrend is toward the miniature type of materials Which are within the range of a schoolbudget Indicates that as soon as budget limitations can be removed the extended useof projected visual aids will be evidenced.
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40 WEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

402. Gunderson, S. L. A study of visual aids and their use in teaching
industrial education in the secondary school. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Studies the value and limitations of visual aids in teaching industrial education. Finds
that industrial education lends itself to the use of visual aids; that the motion picture, tbe
film slide and the opaque projector are the most satisfactory projected visual aids; that
in many situations the blackboard illustration. the chart, or the, model are superior;
and that field trips are effective forms'of visual education.

403. Hacker, Clifford S. County unit of proauction and administration of
visual aids. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Studies methods of financing the program, transporting and selecting adequate material
for the projection or the production of pictures. Points out the advantages of a county
unit plan and gives ways of securing a unified program throughout a county.

I 404. Huetson, Faye Burr. A tensible program for the use of motion pictures
in the intermediate grades. Master's, 1939. Arizona. 50 p. ms.

ot

405. Langerak, Albert William. Selected visual aids for biological topivs
Master's, 1939. Iowa.

406. LeFavour, Helen S. Standards for selection of visual aids. Master's.
1939. Wayne.

Summarizes the elements in teaching success due to visual aids selection.

407. Long, John J. The use of sound films in ninth grade science to improve
thinking ability. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 88 p. ms.

Describes an experiment conducted with two general science classes of 30 members each,
in which the experimental group saw the films and the control group did not see them.
Finds that there was little difference between the wp groups as shown by test results
at the end of the experiment; and indicate3 that th in techniques were as effective and
sometimes more effective than the regular classroom echniques of teaching for the given
objectives.

408. Miller, Earl B. Status and trends of visual instruction In Indiana
schools. Master's, 1938. Ball St. T. C. 82 p. ms.

Finds a definite trend toweled a visual instruction program.

409. Molyneaux, Mary Louise. Content evaluation of motion picture films
for use in the teaching of elementary science. Master's, 1939. Pittsburgh.

410. Murphy, Asilee M. A study of audio-visual aids in the primary grades
of Texas. Master's, 1939. East Texas St. T. C. 164 p. ms. (Abstract in:
Bulletin of the East Texas state teachers college, vol. 22, no. 4: 38-39)

Discusses 40 practical visual aids. grouped under the headings, visual aids, sound aids,
and audio-visual aids; and applies them to the Texas primary course of study and to'
activities suitable for the first three grades. ,

f411. North Carolina. University. Audio-v4sual aids to schools, colleges,
churches, and adult study groups. Eftcational film 'library and lantern slide
loan serilee. Chapel Hill, 1939. 94 p. (University 9f North Carolina extension
bulletin, vol. 19, no. 1)

412. Perkins, Leonard Norman. A study of teaching rote songs with the
use of visual aids as compared to the method now used. Master's, 1939. Okla.
A. & M. Coll.

Attempts to determine the value of ,teliclittgt tote songs with the use of visual aids to
children in the second grade. Finds that the method of teaching rote songs to children
on the primary level with the use of visual aids is superior to the methods of teaching rote
songs without these aids.

*413. Platt, Hyman 'Henry. Sources and content of United States govern-
ment motion picture films. Master's; 1938. Boston Univ. 261 Alms.

Gives rules for borrowing and ordering United States Government motion-picture films,
and lists them in accordance with the Dewey Decitial System of libiagieflantAcation.
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414. Stilwell, Robert R. The effects of motion pictures on the attitudes of
seventh-grade students. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 69 p. ms.

Studies the effects of selected motion prctures on the attitudes of seventh-grade pupils
towards economic security, militarism, nationalism, and internationalism. Finds the
greatest changes in items relating' to economic security and militarism.

415. Super, Nina Beeks. The use of motion pictures in teaching psychology.
Master's, 1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university.
Abstracts of theses . . . no. 7: 59-60)

Reviews the history and development of the motion-picture method of instruction,
tozether with the development of other visua4 agents used in teaching: and the outstand-
ing films in the fields of sense perception and child and cotliparative psychology. Classifies
the films according to subject matter. with the price and source of distribution. and the
instructional value of the film. Lists the minimum motion-pi( ture_ equipment for a
psYchological laboratdry with estimated costs and suggestions for financing and operating
such a laboratory.

416. Wagner, William S. School-made motion Pictures in public-school rela-
tions in Ohio. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 55 p.

417. Welch, W. Harold. Using the motion picture as an effective high-school
teaching aid. Master's, 1939. Colorado. ( Abstract in: University of Colorado
studies, 26: 127)

Applies the use of motion pictures to units in American history. biology, geography,
agriculture, economics, and physiology. Points out the limitations of the morion picture
and dangers in its use.

418. Whitcomb, Elton Carl. The value of visual aids to secondary carnation
with special reference to science teaching. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 121 p. ms.

Investigates the status of v.isual aids in the secondary schools of the United .5tatia.
Finds that visual aids are not being used in proportion to their value as teaching aid;
that in 1936 only 12 percent of the schools had a moving-picture projector and 20 percent
had slide projectors.

419. Wilson, Gertrude. The éducational eff ketiveness of specially designed
motion pictures in selected arias of child develnpnient. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

*420. Wise, Harry Arthur. Motion pictures as an aid in teaching American
history. Doctor's, 1937. Yale. New Haven, Yale university press, 1939. 187 p.

PSYCHOLOGY EDUCATIONAL 4

421. Callane, Russell D. Pupil self-induced attitude changes. Master's. 1939.
Purdue. 29 p. ms.

Describes an experiment in which attitude sales were given to a group of 121 pupils
to determine whether or not 410-schoo1 pupils attitudes varied after the pupils found out
fot themselves all they could about certain proposed social actions. Finds that their
attitudeffiebanges between the pre-tests and tbe post-tests, and that they were thinking
more individually in the post-testa.

422. Connor, William X. A study of the relationship between intelligence,
achievement, adjustment, and interest as they are related to growth. Master's,
1 Michigan.

423. Courts, Frederick Adelbert. Relations between experimentally induced
muscular tension and memorization. Doctor's, 1939. Stanford. (Abstract in:
Stanford university bulletin, vol. 14: 189-92)

Attempts to determine the level of performance under normal conditions; tbe degree of
tenrilon normally maintained by the subject during memorization; and the degree of
tension resulting from the synthesis of the experimentally induced tension and the tension
normally accompanying memorization, using 60 male college students as subjects.
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924. Davis, Mount Ervin. The effect of an obstacle in right responses upon
learning efficiency. Master's, 1939. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of
Colorado studies, 26: 46)

Describes an experiment conducted with two groups of University of Colorado students
in which one group learned a maze without an obstacle, and tbe second group learned
the same maze with an obstacle interposed. Finds that the obstac:le group learned the
maw in about half the number of trials and without as many errors as made by tbe
control group.

425. DiMichael, Salvatore. The effect of deserved praise and reproof upon
classroom performance. Master's, 1939. li`ordhain. 40 p. ms.

Describes an experiment in which 374 children were given 15 minutes of arithmetic
practice on each of 3 days with appropriate praise or reproof on the last 2 days and their
performance compared with those of an equal number of control cases who received no
special incentives. Finds that neither praise nor blame affected performance to a degree
significantly different from the changes attributable to mere practice by the controi
groups.

426. Donovan, Si4ster Mary Helen. The psychology of attention and its
educational significance. Master's, 1939. Notre Dame. 76 p. ms.

*427. Gentry, John Robert. Immediate effects of interpolated rest periods on
learning performance. Doctor's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers
College, Columbia university, 1940. 57 p.

Describes an. experiment conducted with college students in lecture periods of classes
in psychology, journalism, education, history, and geography. Shows that in practicing

. skills and memorizing, work and rest periods should be alternated at not too frequent
intervals.

*428. Houlahan, Rev. Francis John. Retroactive inhibition as affected by the
temporal position of interpolated learning activities in elementary school chil-
dren. Doctor's, 1937. Catholic Univ. Washington, Catholic university of
America, 1937. 27 p.

429. Hurley, Myrtis. A study of laterality in relation to the school learning
of the child. Master's, 1939. Duke. 110 p. ms.

Studies the relation of handedness and eyedness to school progress. Finds that the
problem is not a matter of handedness alone, but of side dominance.

430. Jackson, Hazel Miriam. Practice and variability in three learning tasks
(amount-limit tasks) . Master's, 1938. Columbia.

431. Lambert, Joe P. Results of a definite instructional program in the
basic study skills. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

432. Luce, R. Effect in pre-testing and post-testing upon learning. Master's,
1 Iowa. ,

*433. Matousek, Sister Mary Adelbert. Reproductive and retroactive inhibi-
tion as a function of similarity in the recall and recognition of paired associates.

. Doctor's, 193& Catholic Univ. Washington, Catholic education press, 1939.
42 p. (Catholic university of Ainerica. Educational research monographs, vol.
12, no. 1)

Describes an experiment in which eight different booklets were used, two with tbe con-
trol groups and six with the experimenial groups comprising children in the fifth and
sixth grades of schools in the Toledo Diocese, to determine the effect of similarity or dis-parity of the stimulus and, response in paired associates of names and dates. Finds that
retroactive inhibition affects both recall and recognition; that retention as measured by
recognition is higher in every instance than retention ak measured by recall; that there
is a. marked drop in retroaction as the similarity of the paired associates differs fromthe òriginal ; and that there is a slight but consistent decrease in retroaction with increasein chronological age, with levels of brightness and with M. A.
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434. Meyendorff, Alexandra. A critical review of the literature of 1!):1_
1938 on emotion in its relation to education. Master's, 1939. Smith. 214 p.

Presents an annotated bibliography of the part played by emotions in classroom educa-
tion, and analyzes the material in order to outline,the present status of the subject, and
to point out any needs in the field for further elucidation of the questions.

435. Miller, Eleanor Olmstead. Creative imagination. New York, Kingsway
press, 1939. (Illinois college)

*430. Mitrano, Anthony J. Principles of conditioning in human goal be-
havior. Doctor's, 1939. Yale. Columbus, American psychological association,
1939. 70 p. [Psychological monographs, vol. 51, no. 4 : whole no. 230, 1939)

437. Moffitt, Joseph M. The comparative effects of general and specific
khowledge of results in a learning situation involving the higher mental processes.
Master's, 1939. Fordham. 41 p. MS.

Describes an experiment in which 52 college students solved 120 problems involving
abstract relations, one-half of the group working with immediate and specific knowledge
of the adequacy of their solutions and the other half operating under a condition of gen-
eral knowledge of results in which they were told after each 10 problems how many of
their judgments were correct. Shows that both groups improved with practice ; tl.at
the group of subjects who were given spi.cifie knowledge of results was consistently su-
perior in score to the group of subjects who were given general knowledge of results; and
that the differences were not statistically significant.

438. Napoletano, Gerard S. An experimental study of the relative influence
of immediate and delayed knowledge of results on learning. Master's, 1939.
Fordham. 44 p. ms.

Compares the learning of Italian-English vocabulary in situations where after effects were
delayed from three to six seconds, with learning where the aftur effects were applied im-
mediately. Indicates that with increasing delay in the application of after effects, learning
becomes slightly less efficient.

4394 Simmermon, Edward T. What influence has pupil planning of pro-
cedure on learning? Master's, 1939. Miami. 51 p. ms.

Investigates the relationship between pupil-planned procedure and learning as shown by
tests and experiments in English and history, with the pupils of the sixth. seventh, miff\
eighth grades of Fairfax School, Hamilton County, Ohio, and with those in the same grades
in Deer Park School, Hamilton County, Ohio. Shows improvement in learning in history
by the group which planned their assignménts.

1440. Smith, Henry Lester, and Eaton, Merrill Thomas. The relation of
retention to speed of learning. Bloomington, Bureau of cooperative research,
Indiana university, 1939. 105 p. (Bulletin of the School of education, vol. 15,
no. 3)

Studies the relation of retention to speed of learning in partial learning, complete learn-
ing. and overiearning, using as learning materials nonsense syllables, wor4s, names and dates,
gt ometric figures, symbols, and poetryming as subjects an unselected group of 24 college
freshmen, 8 of whom were girls and 16 dire boys, ranging in age from 18 to 21 years. Finds
no significant relation between eetention and speed of learning, but that the relation be-
tween retention and speed of learning is positive; that retention is more closely related to
other aspects of learning than to speed ; and that the relation between retention and speed
of learning is an individual phenomenon rather than a group phenomenon.

441. Swensen, Walter John. Changes in muscular tension in learning.
Doctor's, 1939. North Dakota. 54 p. ms.

Studies the changes in muscular tension which occur during a typical sensori-motor learn-
ing process, using mirror drawing as the learning problem to be studied and the tension
measured was that exerted by the subject on the stylus while making the dçawing, using as
subjects adults and high-school and elementary school pupils. Checks 100 runs of each of
the 25 subjects. Indicates that the organism responds as a whole to any problem, whether
mental or physical, by an inciease in muscular tensiun when a holution of that problem is
attempted, and that the accompanying increase in muscular tension is Essential to the
learning of the act or the performance of the task.
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442. Trout, David M. Standards and goals in learning. Mt. Pleasant, Mich.,
Central statte teachers college, 1939. 15 p. ms.

Shows the need for formulations of learning in terms of standards and goals.
443. Vanden, Roland A. 'The function of mental practice in the acquisition

of motor skills. Master's, 1939. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Coloradii
stn(Iies, 26: 123)

Attempts to determine the effect of directed daily mental practice of a simple motor skin
on the later performance of that particular skill, using as subjects 12 pupils in three agt-
grade level classes, junior high school, senior high school, and college freshmen. Indicates
that when there is no related definite practice of any kind there is no improvement in ow
later actual performance of that motor skill; that daily physical practice of a motor skill
results in definite improvement over a period of time; that daily mental practice of a mItur
skill tends to improve its later actual performance; and that mental practice, as a illean
of improvement, appears to be approximately 50 to 100 percent as effective as physical
practice.

444. Wentworth-Rohr, Ralph John. A study of three techniques of teaching
educational psychology. Master's, 1939. Hawaii. 209 p. ms.

445. Wittick, Eugene C. The promotion of thinking habits in the Power
laboratory course of the Chicago university high school. Master's, 1939. Colo.
St. Coll. 100 p. ms.

CHILD STUDY

f446. Arrington, Ruth E. Time-sampling studies of child behavior. Colum-
bus, Ohio state university, 1939. 193 p. (Psychological monographs, vol. 51, no. 2:
whole no. 228, 1939) (Yale university) ..

Discusses the time-sampling method of controlled observation. Presents a program of
time-sampling studies of child behavior. discussing the program : social contact and work
patterns; reliability of the records; and the representativeness of the samples.

447. Brown, Evelyn Beth Christy. A survey of child care services in the
County of San Diego. .14laster's, 1939. Southern California.

44g. Davis, Dorothy M. The relation between repetitions in the speech of
young children and certain measures of language maturity and situational factors.
Doctor's, 1939. Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series on aims and
progress of research, no. 63)
% Studies the speech of 62 young children between 24 and 62 months of age by recording
the speech of each for 1 hour, and analyzing these data for syllable, word, or phraserepetitions. Shows that for tho entire group approximately 24 percent of all words usedfigured in either syllable, word, or phrnse repetitions; that syllable repetitions served todiscriminate among children more clearly than did any other measure of repetition.

449. Davis, Ellodee Rodgers. A study of the relationship between a child's
position in the family group and his development of independence. Master's, 1939.
Tennessee. 55 p. ms.

Studies the degree of independence in habits of personal responsibilities, resourcefulness,industry, qnd social and emotional situations of the oldest, youngest, and only childrenin a 6-year-old group. Finds that children may develop self-reliance in several types of
independence and lack it in others; that oldest children show a tendency to be superior Inhabits of personal responsibility, industriousness. and resourcefulness; that only childrenwere superior in controlling tears ; girls tended to develop independence earlier than boys:children from the upper occupational groups were slightly more independent than thosefrom the lower groups; and that there was a great difference in home practices in permit-ting and encouraging children to become self-reliant.

450. Forrest, Russell John. Verbalization as a factor in the delaied reaction
of children. Master's, 1938. Columbia.
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451. Gutteridge, Mary V. The duration of attentiim in young children.
Master's, 1938. Columbia. a

*452. Halleran, Margaret Mary. The effect of rickets- on the mental develop-
ment of young children. Doctor's, 1938. Columbia. New York. 1938. 68 p.
(Archives of psychology, no. 229)

*453. Jones, Theresa Dower. The development of ?ei-tain motor skills and
play activities in young children: a genetic study of the motor development of
preschool children as revealed by their use of wheel play materials. Doctor's.
1939. T. C., Col. Univ.- New York, Teachers college, ('olumbia university, 1939.
180p. (Child development monographs. Monograph 110. ...11)

Studies 21 children who were 21 months ohl when the study started and 48 months old
at the end of the study. Indicates that maturation is the most important influence in the
development of the abilities underlying effective use of wheel play materials. but that
practice was necessary for the development of the basic skills into graceful, coordinated
performances.

454. Kearns, Mary Elizabeth. Behavior problems of children between the
ages of four and six years. Master's, 1939. Pemi. State. 368 p. ms.

Studies behavior of 185 problem children from 59 families of varying social and economic
status.

455. Keithly, Rowlen B. The relationship between physiological age and
motor and physical development, Master's, 1939. Iowa.

456. Kick Gertrude E. Studies of iron metabolism in )(lung children. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Iowa.

457. Lahiff, Alyce Mary. Use of grip strength to determine the time of day
children become the most fatigued. Master's, 1939. toston Univ.

458. Lane, George Gorham. An 'introduction to an investigation of the
development of vocalization in the neonate. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 67 p. ms.

Presents a technique for recording and analyzing vocalisation of infants.

*459. Lederer, Ruth Klein. An exploratory investigation of handed status
in the first two years Of life. Doctor's, 1938. Iowa. Iowa City, 1939. (Uni-
versity of Iowa studies, new series no. 376: 1-103.) Studies in child welfare,
vol. 16, no. 2. Studies In infant behavior 5)

460.- Ling, Bing-Chung. Form discrimination as a learning cue in infants.
Doctor's, 1939. Michigan. (Abstract in : University microfilms. Microfilm ab-
stracts, vol. 2, no. 1: 39)

Describes an experiment conducted with 44 infants, 6 to 12 months old to determine
their powers of discrimination between geometric form blocks, variable in position', number.
size, pattern, orientatiqp, and function, but constant in color and distance. Finds that
they had finer form discrhulnation and learning ability than hitherto demonstrated.

461. McConnell, Anna Bliss. Problems of children suffering from -affect
hunger." Master's, 1938. Smith'. (Abstract in: Smith college studies in social
work, 9: 142-43)

Studies case histories of 30 children who had n9 experience of maternal love In infancy
to determine whether or not they suffered from "affect hunger." Finds that the behavior
shown by the pathology-of-affect cases was one of passive reactions; and that their problems
were speech difficulties, problems of response to discipline limitations. undesirable school
attitudes, especially truancy and inattention, and indifference to affection and inabintytoform lasting emotional attachments. Shows that the relationship-difficulty group more fh1/4
quently had active reactions, and that their problems were sleeping, attention-getting, hyper-
aCtivity, elimination, lack of coordination, fears, and various affectional problems.
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*462. McFarland, Margaret Beall. Relationships between young sisters as
revealed in their overt responses. Doctor's, 1937. T. C., Col. Univ. New York.
Teachers college, Columbia university, 1938. 230 p. (Child development mono-
graphs. Monograph no. M)

463. McLean, Flora. A study of children's problems concerned with eating.
Master's, 1939. Smith. (Abstract in : Smith college studies in social work.
9: 143-45)

es

Studies the case records of 50 child guidance patients who had problems In regard to food
and eating.

464. Martin, Edwin Lester. A reviest' of research on children's interests
Master's, 1939. Yale.

465. Merville, Gladys. A study of the development of relationships in a
group of soung children. Master's, 1939. William and Mary.

466. O'Reilly, Sheila. A study of the functional value of children's concepts.
Master's, 1938. Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordham university. Dissertations
accepted for higher degrees in the Graduate school of 'arts and sciences, 1939:
98-99)

'Describes an experiment involving 12 situations in which the child was obliged t..
identify correctly various common objects actually different though identical in appearan(i.
Finds that the ability to-discriminate incr(tases with age, the most rapid increase appearing
between the ages of 5 and 6, and a plateau appearing during the ages of 6, 7, and 8.

467. Pack, Frank. The dependebt child in Tennessee. Master's, 1939. Vnii
derbilt. (Abstract in: Bulletirf of Vanderbilt university, vol. 39, no. 10: 79)

Analyzes the extent of dependency, race, age, sex, place of residence, the reasons for
dependency in the form of broken homes and physical and mental incapacity of the wage-
earning parent, and administrative factors relevant to the granting of aid. Finds that
death of the parent or parents was the factor causing dependency in 43 percent of the
cases, followed by absence, physical incapacity, or mental incapacity. Shows that the
amount of grant was inadequate to meet the needs of dependent children, especially those
in one and two-children families.

468. Redfield, Janet. The light sense in newborn infants. Doctor's, 1938.
Iowa. Iowa City, 1939. (University of Iowa studies, new series no. 376: 105-57.
Studies in child welfare, vol. 16, no. 2. Studies in infant behavior 5)

469. Rogers, Martin. A study of the differential rates of growth of the
body with respect to intelligence, physical attainment, and scholastic attainment.
Master's, 1937. New York. 30 p. ms.

470. Rigg, Melvin G. The international kindergarten union word list com-
pared with eight spoken vocabularies. Child development, 9: 363-64, December
1938. (Oklahoma agricultural and mechanical college)

Compares the vocabularies collected from five children at ages from 2 to 4, with the
international kindergarten union word list. Concludes that the children were most
familiar with tbe words of greatest frequency in the union word list; and that these
children were familiar with many words not on the union word list.

471. A superior child who would not talk. Child development, 9: 361-
62, December 1938. (Oklahoma agricultural and mechanical college)

&ports the vocabulary development of a little girl from 2 to 8 years. Concludes that
an extreme deficiency of vocabulary development at 2 years of ages does not necessarily
indicate deficiency of intelligence; and that it does not indicate a relative vocabulary
deficiency in later years.

472. Seeleman, Virginia Goldman:- A study of generalized attitudes in six
preschool children in six behavior situations. Master's, 1938. Columbia.
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473. Shafer, Garfield, jr. The growth of responsibility in children. Master's.
1939. William and Mary.

t474. Symonds, Percival X. The psychology of parent:child relationships.
New York, D. Appleton-Century company, 1939. 228 p. (Teaclwrs college, Colum-
bia university)

Discusses tasic concepts in parent-child relationships; parental acceptance and rejec-
tion; parental dominance and submission: parent-child relationships as revealed in clinical
case studies reported in literature: varieties and etiology of parent-child relations pupil-
filcher relationships ; counselor-client relationships.

475. Tenenbaum, Ruth. The reasons for which Jewish parents referred
their children to a child guidance clinic: a cultural interpretation. Master's.
1938. Smith. (Abstract in: Smit,13 college studies in social work. 9:14S-49)

Compares 30 Jewish children referred by parents with the same number of non-Jewkh
children referred by their parents. Indicates that the Jewish children were of higher
intelligence than the non-Jewish children, were more likely to come from families in the
upper economic levels, and were referred mainly for persoulity problems, whereas the non-
Jewish children were apt to have been referred for conduct problems.

476. Thompson, Elinor. Motor achievements as a filetor in social accepta-
bility of the preschool child. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

*477. Troup, Evelyn. A comparative study by means of the Rorschach
method of personality development in 20 pairs of identical twins. Doctor's. 1937.
T. C., Col. Univ. Provincetown, Journal press, 1938. (Genetic Tr4ycho1ogy mono-
graphs, 20: 461-566)

478. Young, Florence M. An analysis of certain variables in a developmental
study of language. Doctor's, 1938. Peabedy. 300 p. ms.

Analves 444 hours of language record§ for 74 children of 30-435 months of age. Findsthat subjects from superior socio-economic status tended to surpass the less fortunate casesin the amount ankquality of language used. and in the length of response; and that girls
surpassed boys in many respects.

TESTS AND TESTING

PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS

479. Benezet, Louis T. A study of mental types as indicated by the Ameri-
can council on education psychological examination for 1938. Master's, 1939.
Reed. 73 p. ms.

480. Berrien, Frederick Kenneth. A study of finger movements as indicators
of emotion. Doctor's, 1939. Ohio State. (Abstract in: Ohio state university.
Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, 29: 13-18).

Attempts to determine the effectiveness of the digitalgraph as a research tool and RS aninstrument for detecting the emotional concomitants of deception.
481. Bickley, Aubrey W. Intelligence diagnostics of certain animal prublems

adapted to human subjects. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. 119 p. Ins.
Compares data obtained from administering adaptations of the Tolman Flonzik multipleT maze, Yerkes multiple choice problem, Maier reasoning test, and three standard intelli-gence tests.

482. Collins, Elizabeth Mary. The measurement of visual-visand visual-
auditory asidelation. Master's, 1939. Fordham. 39 p. ms.

Investigates the reliability of the measures yielded by the Weis of associative learningincluded in the Gates reading diagnosis tests. Constructs and analyses parallel forms ofthese tests. Finds the Gates tests of visual-visual and visual-auditory associativeing to be too unreliable to warrant their use in individual diagnosis; and that In order tosecure satisfactorily reliable measures of these types of learning it was necessary toemploy tests four or five times as long as the Gates teats.

;

.
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483. De Forrest, Ruth E. A study of the prognostic value of the Merrill-
Palmer scale of mental tests and the Minnesota preschool scale. Master's, 1939.
Pittsburgh.

484. Foust, Judson W. The construction of a staildardized test in functional
thinking. Doctor's, 1938. Michigan. 193 p. ms.

Considers the history, nature. and place of the function concept in the teaching of mathe-
matics. Shows a high correlation between ability to do functional thinking and success in
mathematics.

485. Garrison, K. C. The use of psychological tests in the selection of student
nurses. Journal of American psychology, 23: 461-72, August 1939. (North Caro-
lina state college).

Describes an experiment conducted in 1937 3s ith student-nurses in the Rex Hospital.
Raleigh. N. C., to whom were given the Bernreuter personality inventory. the Otis self-
administering tests of mental ability, the Iowa reading tests, and the Detroit mochanical
aptitude tests for girls. Finds that psychological test scores relate more closely to the
nursing arts grades than to the academic grades. Indicates that the use of the results of
all three tests (except for reading rate) for prognosis of academic work. and the use of all
the Wits for the prognosis of efficiency in nursing arts should prove valuable in selecting
student-nurses.

4S(1. Godard, Russell H. An empirical study of the effect of heterogeneous
within-groups variance upon the F test in analysis of variance. Master's, 1939.
Iowa.

*-17. Goodman, Charles M. A study of Me Thurstone primary mental abili-
ties test. Master's, 1939. Penn. State. 48 p. ms.

Describes an experiment in which the Thurstone primary mental abilities tests were ad-
ministered to 170 freshmen engineers at the Pennsylvania State College. Indicates that
the Thurstone primary abilities tests sample normal: ranges of each of the abilities, and
that the seven primary abilities can be reported by means of a single index.

488. Gray, Susan Walton. The influence of rnethodolvgy upon the measure-
ment of reminiscence. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 90 p. ni4

Describes an experiment in which 88 children were given aelayed tests of retention of
three types of verbal material. Finds that studies which have used a double rccall tech-
nique of measuring reminiscence are invalidated by the functioning of an immediate recall
as an extension of the learning period.

4S9. Griffin; Charles H. An empirical study of the xalidity of the Thurstone
multiple factor analysis technique. Master's, 1939. Penn. State. 22 p. ms.

Constructs hypothetical scores on a battery of 15 tests, and applies mathematical tech-
niques to these made scores.

490. Grove, William R. Modification of the Kent-Shako* formboard series.
Joiunal of psychology, 7 : 385-iV, April 1939 (University of Pittsburgh)

491. Held, Omar C. A comparative study of the performance of Jewish and
Gentile college students On the American council psychological examination.
Pittsburgh, University of Pittsburgh: 1939.

492. Psychological rating of University of Pittsburgh honor .graduates.
Journal of applied psychology, 23: 527-28, August 1939. (University of Pitts-
burgh)

493. King, Mary L. A study of the relationships existing between home
economics students, employed dietitians, fhid adult women in general on a battery
of psychological tests. Master's, 1939. Penn. State. 25 p. ms.

Compares tbe three groups on intelligence, personality, and aptitude tests. Finds the
dietitians superior to college freshmen in the dexterity test and in social dominance, but
only slightly superior to seniors on these Items.
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494. Neal, Leonard Leroy. Some of the misuses and mkinterpretatious of
intelligence tests. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Analyzes replies to a questionnaire sent hi by 154 teachers. and intelligence test scores
of 419 pupils in the Tulsa scbo31s. Concludes that many teachers and authorities believe
that environment affects intelligence as measured by these tests ; that tests are sometimes
improperly administered; that intelligence tests discriminate against some people; that the
tests are not accurate measurements; that intelligence tests have some detrimental effects:
that other tests can be substituted for intelligence tests ; and thy too much emphasis has
been put on the IQ. Recommends that more than one test be given a child and bis mental
ratings be interpreted and used in the light of these findings.

495. Odgers, John G., jr. An attempt to broadtbli the bases of prognosis for
marginal students in the College of education. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 94
P. ms.

Compares the Ohio College Association psychological examination with the Troyer index
to determine their value in selecting marginal cases in terms of total competency. Con-
dudes that if the Cbilege of Education of Ohio State University is to use a first-quarter
selection program, the Troyer index should be included as it has a slightly greater prog-
nostic value than the Ohio College Association psychological examination alone.

496. Peebles, Ruth. Validating an instrument for the measurement of
superior ability. Master's, 1939. Colorado. (Abstract in : Univer#ity of
Colorado studies, 26: 104)

Applies Bentley's analytical profile chart to 10 musicians generally conceded to be
superior in an attempt to determine whether or not the superiority of these people could
have been detected by using such an instrument. Studies the childhood and adolescence
of Handel, Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Rossini, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Chopin, and
Liszt. Finds that they were above average in their physical, mental, social, moral, and
educational characteristics; that they were interested in many fields of endeavor, preferring
subjects that required a high degree of thinking. %Indicates that the chart is a practical
instrument for classroom teachers in discovering children of superior ability.

497. Rautman, Arthur Louis. The human electroencephalogram under vari-
ous normal and experimental conditions. Doctor's, 1939. Wisconsin. (Abstract
in: pniversity of Wisconsin. Summaries of doctoral dissertations . . . vol.
4: 213-15)

Studies aspects of tbe human electroencephalogram under various conditions of sensory
stimulation and mental activity, using data from 131 individuals ranging from 5 years of
age through adulthood, showing the change in the average alpha fretitiency with age. Finds
a definite increase in the frequency of the rhythm with an increase in age. Evaluates
changes shown by 16 subjects during a period of oral reading and a period of silent reading.
Concludes that different levels or intensities of cortical functioning are involved in silent
and oral reading.

498. Rose, Mildred W. The effect of benzedine sulfate upon intelligence as
tested by the Ohio state psychological examination. Master's, 1930. Ohio State.
32 p. ms.

Describes an experiment conducted with 66 pairs of university students who were given
retests on the psychological examination after one-half of them were given 5 mg. benzedine
sulfate and the other half a placebo pilL Muds no statistically significant difference in
the scores as the result of the benzedine sulfate.

499. Schloemer, Emilie Durschang. An evaluation of the Viennese tests.
Master's, 1939. rordham. (Abstract in: Fordham university. Dissertations
accepted for higher degrks in the Graduate -school of arts and sciences, 11139:
101)

Describes an experiment hi which 15 children each in the third, fourth, and fifth grades
Were giver.' a Viennese tyst series and a .Terman-Merrill new, revised Stanford-Binet testof intelligence, form L. Finds ,that the two systems measure developmental changes in
about the same way, but tharthey are concerned with different fields of development.

500. Tenney, Ashton X. The use of psychological.tests and measurements by
greater. Boston social agencies. Master's, 1939. Boston Univ. 58 p. ms.

o
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*501. Thornton, George B. A factor minlysis of tests designed to measure
persistence. Doctor's, 1938. Nebraska. Columbus, American psychological as-
sociation, 1939. 42 p. (Psychological monographs, vol. 51, no. 3, whole no. 229,
1939)

Describes nn experiment in which a battery of representative tests of persistence was
administered to a large group of subjects, and the interrelationships analyzed by factor
analysis. Finds that the tests which purport to measure persistence do not all measure
the same thing'; nor did the analysis reveal a factor common to the self-estimates of
persistence and any of the performance tests.

1'502. Wechslbr, David. 'The measurement of adult intelligence. Baltimill.o.
WI llitum and Wilkins company, 1939. 239 p. (New York university)

Discusses the nature of intelligence, the need for an adult intelligence scale, concept
of M. A. and IQ, classification of intelligen% concept of mental deficiency, the problem !if
mental deterioration ; the Bellevue intelligence scales, thri selection and description of test-.
population used in standardizing the tests, standardization and results. and limitations anil
special merits ; and manual of Bellevue intelligence tests.

503. Wyatt, Thomas Farlow. Administering a program of standardized
testing in a small school system. Master's, 1939. Oklahoma. 148 p. ms.

Describes the administration of a testing' program to 1 70 elementary school children in
Ocbeleta, Okla. Finds the average IQ in grades 2 to 8, inclusive. 99.7; that in subject-mat-
ter tests the children are below standard in most grades; but that in comparison with
similar schools, the children in this school did fairly well

SOCIAL INTELLIGENCE1--TESTS:AND SCALES

504. Bonham, Charles A. An experiMental investigation of pupil hoesty (In

pupil scored tests. Master's, 1939. East Texas St. T. C. 50 p. ms. (Abstract in:
Bulletin of the East Texas state teachers college, vol. 22, no. 4: 10-11)

Measures pupil honesty as revealed by experimental tests in the classroom in an attempt
to show the relationship of honefty to grade placement, age, sex, intelligence and stress
applied to tests. Describes an experiment in which tests were administered to two classes
of seventh-grade mathematics pupils made up of 27 bbys and 25 girls, and to three classes of
eighth-grade general science pupils made up of 31 boys and 27 girls. Finds that the seventh
grade pupils were slightly more honest than the eighth-grade pupils; that there is a posi-
tive relation between the age of the pupils and their honesty on scoring the tests ; that
girls are slightly more boast than boys ; that there is a positive relation between the
honesty of the pupils tested and the mental ability of these same pupils; and tbat there
is a direct relation between the amount of cheating on a single test and the importance
attached to that test by the teacher.

505. Champney, Horace. Measurement of parent behavior as part of the
child's environment. Doctor's, 1939, Ohio State. (Abstract in: Ohio state uni-
versity. Abstracts of dQctoral dissertations, no. 29: 159-63)

Constructs a scale for measuring parent behavior and evaluating the homes of children.
and evaluates it on the basis of 7,000 individual ratings. Finds that direct rating of the
significant variables of parent behavior by a home visitor has proved to be a feasible suh-
stitute for the diary record ; that the complex judgments and subtle "intuitions" of the
human observer can be successfully exploited to provide quantitative measurements of
psychological variables, with results whichscompare not unfavorably with those of the more
"objective" of the techniques of psychometrics; and that the rating instrument is suffi-
ciently precise to capture the fine discriminations of which the expert human judge is
capable, providing home-visit ratings with pool-criterion validity coefficients of about .70,
and rerating reliability coefficients of about .85.

506. Granger, Rocheleau Zephirin, jr. A study of four character tests, their
interrelations and their rejations to certain other Victors. Master's, 1939. Clark.
(Abstract in: Clark university bulletin no. 145: 158-55)

Analyzes results of resistance to distraction test, keenness of observation test, carefulness
test, and cheating test administered to a group of unselected high-school students who
took part in the Clark University guidance service program.

.

." .
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*507. Henry, Max. A study of the predictive validity of certain keys of the
Bernreuter personality inventory. Master's, 1939. Penn. State. 7S p. ms.

4' Describes an experiment in which the neurotic tendency,_dominance, and sociability keys
of t1e Bernreuter personality inventory were admInimer041 to 16s students of St. Joseph's
rolleke for Women, Brooklyn, N. Y., and their answers checked by students and faculty
members who knew them well. Indicates that the raters do not agree with the inventory
scores and that the keys fail to predict later ratings.

508. Hunsicker, Albert L. The* theory and validation of t he University of
Kansas personality scale. Master's, 1939. Kanww. (Abstract in: University of
Kansas. Bulletin of educition, 4: 61-62, February 1940)

Presents a method of scoring and validating Form 1 of the University of Kansas person-
ality scale, and attempts to justify the use of such a questionnaire as an instrument capable
of indicating particular trait patterns.

509. Hunt, Edward Lester. The predictive value of at t Rude and other
factors. Master's, 1939. Akron. 35 p. ms.

Describes the construction and administration of a rating scale fi;r att nodes of freshmen
at the University of Akron, and shows the relationship between this and ot.htir factors.

510. Jackson, Maude. Changes in social attitudes of junior and senior high
school students. Master's, 1939. Kans. S. T. C., Emporia. 50 p. ins. ( Abstract
in: Kansas state teachers college of Empdria. Studies in education, 17: 9)

Analyzes results of four attitude scales administered to COO ieventh-, ninth-, and
twelfth-grade pupils in Emporia, Kans., secondary schools to determine the extent to
which attitudes toward war, patriotism, law, and the national constitution are changed
by education. Discusses sex differences in the attitudes expressed.

511. Jackson, Virgil Davis. The measurement of social proficiency. Doc-
tor's, 1939. Wisconsin. (Abstract in: University of Wisconsin. Summaries of
doctoral dissertations . . . vol. 4 : 209-10)

Describes two studies conducted at the University of Wisconsin, and one conducted
at the Wisconsin State Teachers College at LaCrosse for the purpose of devising-4 test
of social proficiency. Finds that this test indicates that social proficiemy increases with
maturity ; that females are better adapted socially than the males of the same age; that
there is no consistency in the way in which any one item differentiates between males
and females or between graduates and untlergraduates; and that there is no consistency
in the variability of males and females or of graduates and undergraduates for any item.

512. Kaplon, Martin David. An experimental test of the validitF of Thur-
stone's spbstitution of the method of equal appearing intervals for the method of
paired comparison in the construction of attitude scales. Master's, 1939. Tulane.
(Abstract in: Tulane university of Louisiana. Abstracts of-theses, 1939: 43-44)

Describes an experiment conducted with 114 subjects, students of the Tulane and
Louisiana Stgo,..University summer session, using 20 statements about the church, ranging
from the most favorable to the least favorable statements to test method of paired com-
parison, and the 'method of equal appearing intervals. toneludes that the method of
equal appearing intervals is a valid substitute for the method of paired comparison in
the construction of attitude scales.

.513. Sherwood, Elizabeth J. 1°T.se of the\Tannahill self-analyids scale as
basis for tile study of personality. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 105 p. ms.

Describes an experiment in whichA the scale was used by 200 girls in a high school in
Arizona, and the ratings treated statistically in relation to scholastic average% conduct,
marks, and disciplinary records. Concludes that the Tannahilyself-analysis scale can-
not be reliably used as a measure of personality, but may be used advantageously as a
teaching device for promoting self-analysis anti discussion on pegionality development.

514. Siener, Edna J. Establishment of social intellitence norms for Newburgh
tree academy. Master's, 1938. New York. 100 p. ms.

515. Stevens, Margaret K. Study of a personality test designed to measure
traits necessirry to success in teaching. Master's, 1939. N. Y. St. Coil; for
Teach. 75 p. ms.
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516. Stonum, Mary McCauley. An item analysis of- the Iiernrenter pvr-
sonality inventory as related to speaking performance. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

517. Strayer,- Floyd J. A study of certain teacher's personality traits as
measured by t.1 teaching-situations questionnaire and the Benireuter personality
inventory. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

518. Wasmuth, Gladys Virginia. A tentative rating scale on seven selected
characteristics of behavior developed from a comparative study of 18 students in
the home management house and in their homes. Master's, 1938. CornelL

519. Wesman, Alexander. An experimental comparison of the validity of
flve methods of assigning weights to multiple choice items in interest-attitude
tests. Master's, 1938. Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordham university. Disser-
tations accepted for higher degrees in the Graduate school of arts and sciences,
1939: 60)

Describes an experiment in which an interest-attitude test consisting of 100 items se-
lected from the Terman-Mi1ep4 masculinity-femininity test, was administered to :300 and
SOO women engaged in a variety of occupations and ranging in age from 17 to 46 years,
selecting alternate cases to form primary and secondary groups of 150 men and 150 women
each. Tests the validity of each of live techniques for assigning weights to items in thetests.

520. Wilkinson, Paul A. The social sensitivIty of progressive edueption
graduates. Master's, 1938. Denver. (Abstract in: Denver. University. Edu-
cational research bulletin, 1:50)

Attempts to determine tbe differences in the social sensitivity of progressive and tra-
ditional high-school graduates now attending the UniOrsity of Denver, by comparing 49
progressive students with 49 traditional students in the results of various tests adminis-
tered to both groups. Finds the progressive school graduates have more knowledge of con-
temporary affairs, are slightly more liberal, and have a wider range of marks on the
tests than the traditional students.

EDUCATIONAL MEASUREMENTS-TESTS AND SCALES

521. Ackland, Neil William. Some implications of the use of the Seashore
measures of musical talent in our secondary School administration. Master's,
1938. Hawaii.

522. Adams, Beatrice X. A testing program showing the growth of vocabu-
lary in the intermediate grades, Master's, 1939. Michigan.

523. Anderson, Howard R. A necessary precaution' in diagnostic testing.
School review, 47: 515-26, September 1939. (Cornell university)

Compares the effectiveness with which recall and recognitiOn tests measure eighth-grade
pupils' mastery of certain elements of content in United. States history. Describes an
experiment conducted with 288 pupils in nine eighth-grade classes in January 1939, towhom recall and recognition tests were administered. Finds the -recall and recognitionforms about equally reliable and teat the latier was markedly easier to administer and
to mark. Recommends that for diagnostic testing, where discovery of the, degree of insightto which the pupil has attained is important and that teachers make frequent use of the
recall form.

524. Bersot, Marion D. A study of algebra prognosis. Master's, .1939.
Kentucky. 74 p. ms.

Attempts to determine whether some specigc test or group of tests may be safely relied
on to predict success or failure in algebra as shown by an experiment carried on in tlie.
Jenkins, Ky., High School.

525. Butsch, R. L. C. Improving the prediction of academic success through
differential weighting. Journal of educational psychology, 30: 401-20, September
1939. (Marquette university)

Analyzes data on 1,533 freshmen in tbe four colleges of Marquette University, whoentered in the fall semesters of 1934-1937, to determine the possibilit! of improving the
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prediction of .acadenile success in college by means of differential. weighting of certain
commonly used predictive instruments. Uses marks earned during the first semester in
college as the criterion, and rank in secondary school, results on the Iowa high-school
content examination, and scores on psychological examinations as the predictive measures.
Finds that the various sections of the Iowa high-school content examination, and of the
Thurstone psychological examination vary significantly in their predictive value for the
four undergraduate schools ; that by including rank in high school and the weighted scores
on the two tests, it is possible to obtain a better prediction than could be made with rank
in high school and the unweighted scores on the tests.

526. Cahill, Gertrude B4 A study of the constancy of responses to the items
of the Dunlap academic preference blank over an interval of one year. Master's,
1938. Fordhani. (Abstract in : Fordham university. Dissertations accepted for
higher degrees in the Graduate school of arts and sciences, 1939: 61-62)

Studies the consistency of expresped interests of 375 individuals at the junior high
school level, as indicated by the agreement between their responses to the items of the
Dunlap academic preference blank on two occasions separated by ap interv#1. of 1 year.
Finds a wide variation in item consistency from subject field to subject field as well as
from item to item; that individuals are more constant in their attitudes toward the field
of literature and general information than they are in their attitudes toward the other
subject fields; and that the relationships between inelligence and subject-field achievement
are relatively high.

527. Carter, Paul D. Relationship between the results of two measures of
vocabulary. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

528. Ca T. M. The senior achievement. tests at Albion college in 1938.
Albion, Mich., bion college, 1939. 16 p. ms.

Compares the ac is ent of seniors in each of the four schools on achkevement tests.

529. Daniel, Margaret .lay. Some values of the 1937 Oklahoma agricultural
and mechanical college ma hematics placement tst in predicting scholarship.
Master's, 1939. Okla. A.

Evaluates the reliability o
mathematics placement test.

Coll.
arithmetic and algebra questions included in the 1937

ds that persons who scored high in the arithmetic and
entrance algebra tests tend to make hikher grades in chemistry and mathematics. Points
out the need for more.thorough knowledge in the fundamentals of arithmetic.

530. Dean, Charles Delbert. Seashore teits of musical talent In teacher
education. Field study no. 1. Doctor's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

531. Denny, E. C., and Duffum, H. S. European affairs test for high-school
pupils, 199. Cedar Falls, Iowa state teachers college, 1939. 4 p. ms.

Analyses results of an objective test based upon events and affairs prominent in the
local, State, and nafional newspapers during March and April 1939, and administered to
pupils in the junior and senior years of two high schools, in one of which class instruction
in current events was given. Shows the value of definite instruction in current affairs.

532. Denny, Hazen R. Reliability of multiple' choice tests as a function of
the Spearman-Brown formula. Master's, 1939. Purdue. 18 p. ms.

Attempts to determine if the change in iellability in multiple choice tests, as related to
the number of alternative choices per test item, is a function of the Spearman-Brown
propliecy formula. Finds that reliability increased as the number of responses increased
for each test item'and that,this iicrease was in accord with the values as predicted by the
Spearman-Brown formula.

533. Donnelly, Mary Carroll. Performance in the Iowa qualifying examina-
tions of majors in varioui academic departments. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

534. Dumas, Enoch. A standardized test in spelling. Master's, 1939. Colo.
St. Coll. of Ed.

535. Erickson, Irving 14ter. Number and spatial ability in mathematics-and
intellig6ce. Master's, 1939. Clark, (Abstract in: Clark university bulletin no.
145: 151-52)

Analyzes test scores of 122 high-school juniors and seniors from towns in Worcester
County, on Minnesota tests, a test of scholastic aptitude, and a mathematics achieveMent
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test. Indicates that the tests measure abilities of little or no importance in achievenhc::tin mathemati:s or they measure poorly specific abilities necessary in mathematicachievement.

70'). Gallant, Marjorie. Statistical evaluatifm of word-fact relating tv.t
Master's, 1939. Iowa.

537. Gansl, Irene. Vocabulary : its measurement ;Ind .growth.
1939. Columbia. New York, 193Q. 52 p. (Archives of psychology, no. 2361

AttemptR to construct, standardiie, and scale an improved test of vocabulary for )zratio,.3 through 8 of the elementary school ;. and by means of this test to determine the !mireof the age-progress curve of the vocabulary function; and whether dny significant sex diffr.ences in vocabulary exist within this range. Administers the test to 3.306 pupils in grad3 through 8 in three New York City public schools. Finds that the test has a high degri.t.of reliability ; that grade results show a steady and fairly constant increase in vocabularyability from the lower to the upper grades: that between the ages of 8 and 14 boysslightly superior to girls in vocabulary ability. Presents tentative age and grade norm,on the basis of combined results from the school populations tested.
3S. Giduz, Hugo. The 1938 French placement tests at the University st'

North Carolina. High school journal, 21 : 307-348, December 193.S. (Universityof North Carolina)
539. Harped-' Helen Elizabeth. A critical evaluation of objective testin.4material in junior high school arithmetic. .Master's, 1939. Arizona. 171 p. ms.
540. Harper, Jacob Clifford. The valtie of the standard achievement test flir

the improvement of instruction. Master's, 1939. Ala. Poly. Inst.
541. Heilman, J. D. Achievement tests in college testing programs. Geelf

Colorado state college of education, 1939.
542. The 1939 report of the cooperative testing program of the Teacherscollege personnel lIssociation. Greeley, Colorado state college of education, 19:;!1

543. Held, Omer C. The Nelson-Denny reading test as an' English placement
test. School and society, 49: 64, January 14, 1930. (University of Pittsburgh)

544. Henderson, Joseph Harold. The use of multiple choice items in testiir
the fundamental processes in arithmetic. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

545. Jessen, Rosemary. Missionary apprentice testing program. Master',.
1939. Presbyterian Coll. p. ms. '

Compares the results of objective tests adminiotered before sailing to the 1931, 1932.and 1933 Presbyterian foreign missionary appointees with their subsequent field achieve-ment results, and finds that the two groups of tests did not eorrelate.
Kamman, James Foster. A statistical analysis of the foreign languageaptitude test, form B, of the Iowa placement examinations. Master's, 1939.

Iowa. .

547. Kinkaid, Til1 K. A comparison of scores made by sixth- and eighth-grade pupils in four schools of north etentral Indiana on timed and untimed testsNn reading and arithinetic. Master's, 1939. Ind: St. T. (i. 48 p. ms. ( Abstract'in: Indiana State tea*chers college. Teachers college journal, 10: 145-43, July
1939)

Compares the scores made by pupils of adolescent age on two forms of the same tests.using specified time on one fnrm and double time on the other, to determine the elementof tiare up(vi such scores! Indicates that if timed tests are properly administered theextra allotted time given to untimed tests is to a great extent waste.
548. Kroll, Abraham. Item validity as a factor in itest validity. Doctor's,

1939. Fordham. 76 p. ms.
Tests the validity of 400 Spanish vocabulary items responded to by 754 relativeiy un-selected, high-school pupils. ConeVes that the must valid items form the most validtests and thai the labor involved:1d determining item validities is justified if Wellyvaik1 testa are desired.
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7,49. Kruwell, Lynn L. Studies in thot measurement- of ability iii En:dish
correctness: 3. A comparison of the supply and the right-wring types of tests
in capitalization. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

717)0. Lannhohn. Gerald V. The measurement i d ability in capitalization and
punctuation. Doctor's. 1939, Iowa. (Abstract it): University of Iowa. Series
on aims and progress of research, no. 63)

Evaluates six different types of objct e tyst iii ap:taliaution and in punctuation.
ing as a criterion 3 diet liti11 test flaying 4'xactly the saw ()titont a.z the experimental

ti.sts. using as subjects about :WO seventh- and eighth-grade publicsehool Indieatvs
!hat the validity. reliability. and time required for 11dmin1strati4m.of the same test ma
(i iffer systematically from schofd to s( hool; that increased familiarity with an 4)bjeetive
itsting technigHe increars the reliability of tl.e s,:ores and reduces the time requireti
!Is wr:te the test : that in a prI 04 frrading putietuation test. the same situntions presented
ill incorrect form are relatively more difficult thnn when presented in corroct form.

7,711. Lundquist, Carl John. Studies in the measurement f alility in EtiLdish
correctness: XVII. The effect of practice upon the validity of a punctuation
test. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

:2. Lytle. Carlton W. An analysis (If the basic skill tests fill. grade 3, 4.
and 5. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

553. McCormick, O. E. A study the vlicabulary difficulty encountered by

pupils in the use of a certain ttbst in ninth-grade algebra. lIaster's, 1909.
Michigan.

554. McDougal, Claude C. Sex and cultural differences on the New Mexico
state-wide test of academic adchievement. Master's, 1939. New Mexico. 102

p. ms.

55. Maher, Anna Louise. Building a functiiutal program of testing thr(mgh
teacher recognition of its basic usefulness. Master's, 1939. Boston Coll.

556. Marshall, M. V. A study of the validity of the Stanford scientific apti-
tude test. Journal of educational research, (Franklin and Marshall college)

Correlates the Stanford scientific aptitude test with srivnce marks. rankings by the
professors, and the medical aptitude test.

557. Morrison, Sammie H. Pupil preparation for state scholarship tts.
Master's, 1939. Miami. 20 p.

Reports a State-wide investigatien in all typos of secondary schools. of the rel.:4ionship
between tests and the scores made on such tests by questionnaires sent to students who
participated in the 1937 district-State scholarship test. Finds that the group receiving
high marks ranked first in the number of hours studied alone. the middle group next. and
the low group third; that the number of hours of class time devoted by teachers/to prepara-
tion for tests was almost the same in all three groups: that each group's success varied
directly with the number of Wiles the students were coached after school; and that the
group's scores varied diregtly with both the total hours outside of regular class time that
the student was ciehed, and the number of hours spent in studying 'with another
student.

*558. Netzer, Royal F. The evaluation of a technique for measuring improve-
ment in oral composition. Doctor's, 1937. Iowa. Iowa City, University of
Iowa, 1939. 48 p. (University of Iowa studies, new ceries, no. 367. Studies in
education, vol. 10, no. 4. Research studies in elementary school language, no. 2)

559. Ostwalt, Jay H. The effect of tinw limits on selected soions of the
new Stnnford achlevemewest. Master's, 1939. Duke. 56 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the effect of unlimited administration periods on the scores and
percentile rankings of 399 pupils on selected sections of the New Stanford achievement
test, advanced form 5. Finds that the effect of additional time allowance vaties in terms
of grade level and of suljeet matter ; that correlations for the content subjects show less
consistency between grade level; filial that a test cannot, in itself. be classified either as a
power test or aB a speed test.
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160. Pass, Arlin A. The pr
tests in Blount county, Ala. Mas

slue of the Metropolitan achievement
1939. Alabama. 49 p. ms.

561. Patrick, Arthur S. An analysis of individual test question difficulties
as revealed in Kloos' testing program for high-school bookkeeping students. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Iowa.

562. Paul, J. B. Report of sophomore testing program. Spring 1938 : a corm
parison of the attainment of the Iowa state teachers college sophomores with
the attainment of the sophomores in all colleges participating in the following
tests constructed by the Cooperative test service of the American council on edu-
cation : 1. Cooperative general science test ; 2. Cooperative contemporary affairs
test. Cedar Falls. Iowa State teachers college, 1938. 10 p. ms. (Iowa State
t(achers college research report no. 32)

563. Porter, Anita Louise. An investigation to determine the degree to
which a certain standardized test measures the reading ability of children of first-
grade level. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

564. Pritchard, John Wallace. Differential testing as a means of determinim:
the true status in arithmetic. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

565. Rider, John T. Studies in the measurement of ability in English correct-ness: 16. The significance of the proofreading factor in an error-correction testin punctuation. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

566. Rigg, Melvin G. Measuring the ability to judge poetry. Proceedingsof the Oklahoma academy of science, vol. 19: 157-58. (Oklahoma agriculturaland mechanical college)
Describes the development of a test in which passages of accepted meritite comparedith inferior parodies, and its validation. Concludes that the test can be used as a mean.:of appraisal in literature classes and may be employed as a teaching device.
567. Rittgers, Raymond Phillip. The relationship between a recognition and

a dictation test in spelling in grades 3, 4, and 5. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
568. Saetveit, Joseph Gerhard. Revision of the Seashore measures of musical

talent. Doctor's, 1939. Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series on aimsand progress of research, no. 63)
Revises the Seashore measures of musical talent from the standpoint of modern recordim:and laboratory equipment and of selection of more satisfactory stimulus values.
569. Sands, Lester Bruton. The history and nature of measuring in Ameri-can education. Doctor's, 1939. Stanford. (Abstract in: Stanford universitybulletin, vol. 14 : 244-51)
Traces the history of the use of scientific method in measuring education from 1850 to1930. Indicates that present-day educationnl measuring is characterized by the attemptto appraise and evaluate every conceivable activity. attitude, interest, inteilectual, physical,and learning factor relevant to the field of education ; that educational measuring touchesevery type of evaluation from extreme objectivity to attempting the measurement of atti .tudinal factors in several populations. Discusses the attitudes of educators toward measur.ing. Shows considerable activity directed toward the discovery of new techniques forrevealing the operation of subjective factors in education.

570. Schrammel, H. E., and Rasmussen, O. M. Report of results of th1938 college testing program of college freshmen. Emporia, Kansas state teacherscollege, 1938. 6 p. ms.
Gives percentile distribution of scores made on seven entrance tests by 133 colleges anduniversities; ranks 38 colleges according to median scores on the English test.
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571. Schrammel, H. E., and Rasmussen, O. M. Report of the twenty-ninth
nation-wide every pupil scholarship test, January 11, 1939. 4Emporia, Kansas
state teachers college, 1939. 24 p.

Gives percentile distribution of scores made by pupils on 35 high-school and elementary
school tests ; percentile distribution of median scores made shy pupils on high-school tests;
rind median scores for a select group of States on high-school tests.

572. and . Report of the thirtieth nation-wide every pupil schol-
arship test, April 12, 1939. Emporia, Kansas state teachers college, 1939. 28 p.

Gives percentile distribution of scores made by pupils on 46 high-school and elementary
school tests ; percentile distribution of median scores made by pupils on high-school tests;
and median scores for a select group of States on high-school tests.

*573. Sicha, Mary Hunter. A study of the Rorschach "Erlebniss-typus" of
comparable white and Negro subjects. Doctor's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ. n,. p.

/1939/ 138 p.

574. Smith, Ada Alberta'. An analysis and evaluation of 'objective tests in
French. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 168 p. ms.

Analyzes 21 standardized tests, 10 unstandardized tests, and 25 workbooks for French.
Finds that there are satisfactory measures of achievement in French grammar, vocabulary,
and silent reading comprehension, but few in the other objectives of French teaching.

f575. South, Earl Bennett. A dictionary of terms used in measurements and
guidance. New York, Psychological corporation, 1938. 88 p. (New York state
college for teachers)

576. Speaker, Gaylord M. The development of a test in safety education for
elementary schools. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

577. Stamm, James C., jr. The beliefs of the teachers of Guernsey county,
Ohio, with respect to the county elimination and district state scholarship tests.
Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 99 p. ms.

Studies the answers of 50 high-school teachers to a questionnaire relative to the county
elimination and State scholarship tests. Finds that tbe teachers are inconsistent in their
thitking and that as a whole they do not favor the State testing program from the stand-
point of a democratic school philosophy.

*578. Stauff, Margaret Leona. The construction and standardization of an
objective achievement test in junior high school music. Master's, 1939. George
Washington. 74 p. ms.

Describes a test constructed to measure achievement in music In the ninth grade of a
junior high school music course.

579. Steele, Helen Margaret. The validity of the multiple choice spelling
test in the second and third grades. Master's, 1939. Pittsburgh.

580. Strobel, Mildred. A historical and critical survey of the Rorschach tests.
Master's, 1938. Columbia.

581. Swanson, Raymond W. Health knowledge tests. Master's, 1939.
Kansas.

582. Vedder, Almon V. The development of a learning test In reading and
the determination of its relation to success in reading. Doctor's, 1939. Michigan.

583. Watson, Karl Brantley. An experimental study of musical meanings.
Doctor's, 1939. Duke. 163 p. ms.

Devises a test for analysing factors connected with musical meanings and administers
it to pupils at the sixth-, eighth-, tenth-, and twelfth-grade levels and to college and graduate
students and compares their responses to those of 20 expert musicians to whom the test
was given. Concludes that musical meanings are determined by constant factors in the
music lied? and are not determined by purely fortuitous subjective variables.

*4.
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5S4. Wayne, J. P. A survey and critical analysis of standardized elementar
algebra tests. Master's, 1939. Piirdue. 67 p. ms.

Studies and evaluates all of the available standardized lementary algebra tests, ahdchecks the claim made by one of the testmakers of the reliability of his test.
585. Weathersby, Mary Ellen. An evaluation of the 1936 and 1937 honif.

economics tests in Mississippi and their value as a device for improving instruc-
tion. Master's, 1939. Minnesota.

Describes the plan used in building the home economics curriculum in Mississippi ;and explains the Method used to develop more useful measuring instruments, based on al.evaluation of the state tests given in 193(1, 1937, and 1939.
586. White, Stephen Reece. 'he effects of health and social-econonic ThLtii

upon test achievement. Master's, 1939. Ala. Poly. Inst.
5s7. Wilkinson, Frances. The effectiveness of a plan for the comprehensive

analysis of pupil growth. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
iSs. Williams, Helen. An information test for children of preschool age: 4

Social geography. Master's, 1939. Iqwa.
589. Williamson. Jean E. A choral music notation test. Master's. 193

Arizona. (Abstract in : University of Arizona record, 32: 66)
Describes a test cAnstructed to determine a student's functional knowledge of choralmusk notation and administered to a large group of students in junior and senior highschool and in college. Finds a lack Of uniformity in the teaching of music notation hill hus to the amount of time given to the study and to the actual teaching method.
590. Wilmore, Waldo W. Relative validity of three group readiness tests it.

predicting reading achievement. Master's, 1939. Kansas. (Abstract in-: Uni-versity of Kansas. Bulletin of education, 4 : 68, February 1940)
Analyzes data I 'Wined from 84 pupils enrolled in the first grade In the public schoolsof Newton. Kans., during 1937-3S, and from 72 of the same pupils from 1938-39, 6sof whom were enrolled in the second grade. Finds the Metropolitan readiness tests somewliat more valuable as a predictive instrument than the other tests used ; that mental age,from the Detroit intelligence test proved to be the most valuable single predictive measurrfor first-grade reading achieveMesnt ; that reading achievement at the end of the secondgrade can be More successfully predicted than at the end of the first grade; and that nilsingle predictive measure of the 4.hild's status at the beginning of the first grade appearsto be valid enough for making individual prognosis.
591. Woiler. Charlotte. A survey test in education. Nidster's. 1939. Brown.

26 p. ms.

PHYSICAL ABILITYTESTS AND SCALES

592. And6.son, C. Byard. Volleyball skill tests for junk u. high school boys.
aster's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll
Studies the volleyball skill of 80 junior high school boys as shown by their test scores.asures tile validity of tbe tests and finds that no two tests measure the same elementan titli each test adds something to the validity.

Beall, Elizabeth. The relation of various anthropometric measure-men4 of selected college women to success in certain physical activities. Doc-
tor's, 4939. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college, Columbia university.
1939. 49 p. (Contributions to education, no. 774)

Attempts to determlne whether there is tiny relationship between variaus structuralanthropowtric measurements of selected college women and their success in basketball.swimming, -tennis, and the modern dance. Indicates that certain specific body measure-ments are possessed by a majority of 'the skilled performers in a given activity.
0594. Bennert, Raymond Thomas. The relationship between the physical

examination and the physical fitness index test. Master's, 1939. Boston Univ.
71 p. MS. .

Attempts to pstablish the relationship between the physical examination and the physicalfitness index for men between the ages of 10 and 22, inclusive, by studying defects found
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in individtiql age groups ; defects found in individual I'. F. I. classifications; defects found
in total groups and P. F. I. cl:issitications; the effect of present organic deviations on
physical efficiency as determined by the physical fitness indrx ; and the effect of tobacco
(PH physical fitness.

7)95. Bergstrom, Hugh. An ant hrt >p4mietric study of cimiparati( measure-
ments of Negro and white high-school athletes. laster's, 1939. Iowa.

59e. Berrert, Raymond Thomas. The relationship between physical examina-
tion and physical fitness test. Masfer's, 1939. Boston Univ.

*507. Bookwalter, Karl Webber. .k, critical 'evaluation 4)f the application
a some of tile existing means of classifying ho)ys for physical education a('t ivit ies
with a \ iv\s' (MC1111111:I t h)11 of an administratively feasible procedure
which shall produce twire homogeneous classification. Doctor's, 19:P.I. New York.
'P1 p.

Analyzes data from 14 ilistitutims inN Ì y ing boys rant:ing in age from !I to
p.ars. Recommends aitTerent moans of classifying boys for physical education for the
:...verfil school levels.

59S. Carpenter, Aileen. A critical study of the factors determining effective
strength tests for college women. Doctor's, 1939. lowa. (Abstract in: Univer-
ity of Iowa. Series on aims- and )rogr(bss of research, no. 63)
Studies the elements which make up the component parts of strength tests and analyzes

several practical forms of such tests as they apply to college womell.

599. Doerres, Dorothy Mae. A. multiple factor analysis Of the elements of
motor ability ,measured by the Sargent jump. Master's, 1939. Wellesley. 111
p. ms.

WO. Hagenah, Theda. The relative merits of the Rogers and the Newton tests
.ts measures of motor ability for high school girls. 'Master's, 1939. Wellesley.

p. ms.
ds the Newton tests, representing speed and skill as well as strength, more valid than
gers tests as measures of motor ability for high-school girls. (;ives scoring tables

One of the Newton batteries.fo

41%1 s Hatfield, 'Times E. The health examination in the public senior high
s II ils of West Virginia. Master's, 1939. West Virginia.

Jack, Harold X. The relationship of certain sociological factors to the
Roger physical fitness test. Master's. 1939. New York. 26 p. ms.

Studi rural school hildren Il grades 5 S comparing such factors as school success,
intellige e nutrition, onomic status. school attendance. similarity of ,sIblings. tubercu-
lin histor and racial d erence between white and Indian children. Finds little relation-
ship betw, n the factors udied afid the physical fitness score.

603. Jeb ns, Herbeist H. Push and pull test as a measurement of arm and
shoulder gi le strength of high-school boys. Master's, 1939. Cora.

604. Jorgensezt, Nephi M. The determination and measurement of 1)4)(6- build
in college men. Doctor's, 1939. Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series
on aims and progress of research, no. 63)

Evaluates 33 anthropometrie indices most frequently used in determining body build.
Attempts to determine what antritopometric measurements best indicate the body build
of any given individual and to determine whether or not there are separate categories -of
body build in male college students. Finds that subjective rating of general body build
by experienced observers was a reliable abd valid method; tbat Thurstone's multiple factor
analysis proved to be a valid method of isolating growth factors. but the application Of
these factors to predicting body build did not produce results that justified the use of this
complex technique; and that the various measurements and indices closely followed the
normal frequency distribution curve, thereby raising doubts as to the existence of distinct.
types,
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605. Keist, George N. A study of different techniques in administering this

Sargent jump. MfiVer's, 1939. Iowa.

Kelley, Cecelia Elizabeth. The integrated post-exercise pu1se-1,1-0(111(1
liS a measure of physical fitness. Doctor's, 1939. Stanford. (Abstract in: Stan
ford university bulletin, vol. 14:229-32)

Describes the development and standardization of a physical fitness test ; the analysis
of its physiological basis; and its evaluation by comparison with independent criteria of
physical fitness. Reports the results of participation in an accurately controlled amouut
of work by 184 high-school girls and college women.

607. Kelly, Maurine. The validation of tests for the prediction of potential
tennis ability in college women. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

608. Law, Elizabeth Manigault. A motion-picture rating scale for crawl
form swimming. Master's, 1939. Stanford.

600. Murphy, Mary Agnes. A study of the unitary components of cardiova
cular tests. Doctor's, 1939. Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. S(hrip
on aims and progress of research, no. 63)

Analyzes statistically, for their common and group components, 32 cardiovascular te,ts
variables and two scales of "present health." devised for use in measuring the physical
condition of young women at the college level.

610. Phillbo, Rialto. A study of the relationship between scores made on the
Brace scale of motor ability and the Rogers' physical capacity tests. Master's,
1939. Michigan.

611. Schmithals, Margaret. An achievement test battery in field hockey for
college women. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

612. Shell, Charles Wilson. A study of sportsmanship rating systems of
secondary schools in the United States. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 105 p. ms.

Develops a new scoring sheet and describes a change in the administration of scoring.
613. Shields, Joseph Arthur. An exploratory analysis of the flarimeter test

as found in the McCurdy-Larson organic efficiency test. Master's, 1939. New
York. 24 p. ms.

Attempts to determine whether or not variances in exercise load and time interval
between exercise and blow on the flarimeter better differentiate the physical fitness of a
group in training from one not in training. Compares the results with the results of the
flarimeter test in the McCurdy-Larson organic efficiency test.

VOCATIONAL TESTS

614. Caird, Florence Barber. Determination of penalty in typewriting speed
tests. Master's, 1938. Chicago. 82 p. ms.

015. Carr, Edward J. A factor analysis of a vocational guidance test
battery. Doctor's, 1938. Penn. State. 35 p. Ms.

Attempts to determine the group factors which a typical battery of vocational guidance
tests measures, and the extent to which individual tests measure these factors, using as

bikcts 175 college men who came to the psycho-educational clinic of the Pennsylvania
Te College for vocational guidance. Indicates that the mechanical ability tests used

n this study were closely associated with tests of general intelligence; and that no group
factor which might be called dexterity appeared in this analysis, although four dexterity
tests were included in the battery.

616. Christensen, Soren Morris. A critical analysis of standardized tests
proposed for the measurement of sales ability. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

617. Loughlin, John P. A study of high-school seniors' vocational interests
and abilities. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Studies the ambition and abilities, claimed interests and measured interests, abilities
and measured interests of high-school seniors. Finds that less than half of the high-pchml
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seniors have enough ability to succeed with their vocational ambitions; that in the occu-
pations in which they claim the most interest there is perfect agreement between measured
and claimed inerest in two-thirds of the cases ; that measured vocational interests are not
symptomatic of general ability.

618. Moodie, Mary. Norms for the Hawaiian Islands on the MacQuarrie
mechanical ability test. Master's, 1938. Hawaii.

619. Senes, S. James. Objective-type tests for electrical conduit wiring.
Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 108 p. ms.

Develops a test and evaluates it by administering it to 628 pupils.

620. Stevason, Carl C. The construction and evaluation of an achievement
test to cover unit trade machine shop. Master's, 1939. Purdue. SO p. Ins.

Describes the construction and evaluation of an achievement test for the unit trade
machine shop in the high school.

621. Welch, Nolabelle. Prognostics, testing in typewriting. Master's, 1939.
Iowa.

632. Zadek, Mildred Augusta. The prognostic valu* of tests of manual
dexterity for beauticians. Master's, 1938. 'Columbia.

623. Zinn, Charles F. The construction of comprehensive trade tests embrac-
ing the technical information used in relief printing. Master's, 1939. Penn. State.
93 p.

Secures test questions through job analysis, interview, and measurement. Finds that
in most instances the range of difficulty of the tests constructed extends both above and
tw.low that of journeyman ability.

RESEARCH, EDUCATIONAL

TECHNIQUES

tf324. Campbell, William Giles. A form book for thesis writing. New York,
Houghton Mifflin company, 1939. 145 p. rtniversify of Southern California).

orof

625. Iowa. University. Working guide for writers of theses in' history.
Iowa City. 1939. 13 p (University of Iowa studies. new series, no. 372. Aims
and progress of research, no. 60).

626. Lewis, John Howard. Accuracy of teacher questionnaire data. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Duke. 124 p. ms.

Analyzes responses of 216 teachers on two questionnaires. Finds discrepancies, from
16 to 96 percent of the teacher responses. depending on the particular item; and that
half or more of the teachers varied their response on more than half of the items on the
questionnaire.

627. Plunkett, Josephine. A survey of master's theses in educational re-
search at Oklahoma agricultural and mechanical college. Master's, 1939. Çkla.
A. & M. Coll.

Reveals that 342 theses were completed between 1917 and 1938 in the field of educa-
tional research; that the number of theses completed in a given year ranged from 2 to
54; that 225 were written by men and 117 by women; and that the most developed fields
weke industrial éducation, educational history, and home economics.

628. Ralston, Frank. Analysis of secondary education theses written in the
College of education, 1935 through 1939. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

629. Stolz, Harold. Lewis. Factors associated with the abilky of pupils to
summarize. Master's, 1939. Chicago. 65 p. ms.

ms.
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REPORTS
L.

-1..630. Arizona. University. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees, 17
and 1938. Tucson, 1;)39. p. (University of Arizona record, vol. 32, no. 11

1.631. Belknap, George N. Publications of the University of Oregon,'1S7-
1936. Eugene, University of Oregon publications, 1938. 48 p.

tr62. Brown, Edwin J., Schramtiael, H. E., and 'Niles, Irene. Au annotatpd
bibliography 'Of dissertations accepted for t he master 14 science degree, Kansa,
state teachers college 44 Emporia, 1929-1939.. Emporia, Kansas state teacher..
college of Emporia, 1939. 61 p. (Bulletin of information, vol. 19, no. !t
Studies in education, no. 171.

;633. Catholic university of America. Catalogue of publications. Washing
ton, D. C., 1039. 30 p.

t634. Clark university. Abstracts of dissertations and theses, 1939, vol. To..
Worcester, Mass, 1939. 172 p. (('lark university hulletin, no. 145).

t635. College of the City of New York. Abstracts of theses for the degree
of master of science in education, 1923-1939. New York, 1939. 118 p.

A number of thews for earlier years have been listed in previous numhers of tb..
Bibliography of Research Studies in Education.

t636. Colorado. University. What is tlw nature of mathematics, and in_
\Chat sense does mathematics explain a science? Boulder, 1931). 134 p. (Uni-
versity f Colorado bulletin, vol. 39, no. 18. General series no. 442. University
of Colorado studies, vol. 26, fio. 2. General series (A).

Contents: (1) What is the fiature of inatbemat ics, and in what sense does mathemat ifs
explaffi a science? by Aubrey J. Kempner. p. 3 1 7 (2) Abstracts of theses and reportsfor higher degrees, 1939, p. 19-134.

t637. Columbia university. Masters' essays, 1938. New York City, 1938. 49 p.

t638. Cornell university. Abstracts of theses accepted in partial satisfaction
of the requit:ements for the doctor's degree. 1938, to which is appendfed a listof titles of theses accepted in 1938 for the master's degree.. Ithaca, 1939.
473 P.

Many of the education theses were listed in the Bibliography of Research Studies InEducation, 1937-38, Office of Education Bulletin, 1939, no. 5.
1.639. Denver. University. Abstracts of theses in education,'July 1, 1930, to

June 30, 1938, with supplemental list litior to July 1, 1930. Denver, C'olorado,
1939. 62 p. (Educational resear(h bulletin,' no. 1. Alpha Sigma chapter.
Phi Delta Kappa).

f640. East Texas state teachers college. Graduate studies, 1939. Commerce,
1939. 99 p. (Bulletin of the East Texas state teachers college, vol. 22,-no. 4).

te41. Florida. University. Graduate theses and dissertations, 1906-1938.
Gainesville, 1939. 35 p. ms. (Library bulletin, vol. 8, nos. 5 and 6).

1,642. Fordham university. Dissertatfons accepted for higher degrees in the
Giaduate school of an& and. sciences, 1939. New York, Fordham university
preis, 1939. 117 p.

Many of the educational theses were listed In the Bibliography of Research Studiesin Education, 1937-1-38, Office of Education Bulletin, 1939, no. IS.

f643. Greene, Harry W. Two decades of research and creative writings atWest Virginia state college: )institute, West Virginia state college, 1939. 24 p.(West Virginia state, college bulletin, series 26, no. 4. Contribution no. 2 of
be Research' council at West Virginia state College).
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iiirara college. Vacuity research billletin, 1, tins. 1 Hiram.
19:i9-40. v. p.

Reviews results of research carried on at Iliram lookitn: toward the improve-
ment Of content and methods of iir4truct um. Bulletin 1 w;is devoted to study of college
grading. and to a preliminary report Of the prograth f ryinedial nd writ ing.
No. 2 continued the repon on remedial reading and writing. giving a Ivor.. complete
;Iccount of the work. No. 3 showed the prowess Of sniffle. and proj.cts. many ot which
:ire still Incomplete.

f645. Indiana state teachers college. Abstratt uf unpublished nia.tors'
theses, Indiana state teachers cldlege, 1939. Teacher. college journal, 1(1:125 -N.
inly 1939.

14646. International council of religious education. Abst rjtvt s in religious edu-
cation.: selected graduate theses in religious educatiilit. 1938. Chicago, 1938. ins.

Many of the theses listed were reportiql I ri the Bibliography of lt..search Studio's
Education. 1,937 38. Office of Education Bulletin. '1939,

"047. Iowa. University. ProFrams announcing candidalles for higher dc-
grpes, 1939. Iowa City, 1939. u. p. 1Univel.sity of Iowa studies:new series,
no..378. Series on aims and progress of research, no. 63)

Louisiana state university. The Graduate school. Abstracts of theses,
session of 1937-38. University, 1939. 1( p. ( Bulletin of the Louisiana state
university, vol, 31 N. S., no. 1)

Most of the dissertations and tbeses di.nling with phas:e,s of iThiention wcrp listed in t
Bibliography of Research Studies in &Mention. 1937-38, (Mice of Edw.:it ion Bulletin, 1939.
no. 5.

11149." Minnesota. University. Publications of the faculties, J937-38. Alin-
.neapolis, 1938. 171 p. (Bulletin of the University of 1ffilnesota, vol. 41, no. 68)

t650. New York university. School of education. Abstracts of thnses sub-
mitted,in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the de:rrvkis of doctor of
philosophy and doctor of education. October MIS June 1939. New York, 1939.
'224 p.

11151. North Carolina. University. Research in prgress, October 193S-
October 1939. Chapel Hill. 1939. 21S p. Univvrsity of North un record,
no. 347. Graduate school series, no. 3()

t652. Northwestern univeTsity. Summaries of doctoral. disse;tat ions sub-
mitted to the Graduate school of Northwestern universit y in; partial fulltillment
of the requirements for the degre of doctor of philosophy, iJune-August 193S.
Chicago, Ms. 182 p. (Vol. 61

The educational diem's were listed Ili the Bibliography of new:mil 'St tulip. i i i Educat
1937-18, Office of Education Bulletin. 1)3, no. 5.

Summaries of doctoral dissertations submitt41 to the graduate
school of Northwestern university in parthtl fulfillment of life requirements for
the degree of doctor of philosophy, Jumk-August 1939. Chita go, 1939. 25" p.

(Vol. 7)

t654. Ohio state university.% Abst ;acts of dksertations Presented by candi-
dates for the degree of doctor of philosophy, summer quarter. 1938. Grad-
uate school. Columbus, 1939. 307 (Abstracts of (World dissertations,
no. 28)

A number of the educational dissertation); were listed in the Bibliography of_ ltemearcli
Studies in Education, 1937-38, Office of Education Bulletin, 1939, no. 5.
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t655. Ohio state university. Abstracts of dissertations presented by candi-dates fir the degree of doctor of,philosophy, autumn quarter, winter quarter,
1938-39. The Graduate school. Columbus, 1939. 279 p. (Abstracts of doc-toral dissertations. no. 29)

Several of the dissertations in this volume were listed in the Bibliography of Reseal., h,Studies in Education, 1937-38. Office of Education Bulletin, 1939, no. 5.
t 6511. - Abstracts of dissertations presented by candidates for the degrt.t .of doctor of philosophy, spring quarter, 1938-39. The Graduate school. Coluni

bus, 1939. 256 p. (Abstlacts of doctoral dissertations, no. 30)
Pittsburgh. University. The Graduate school abstracts of thesvs, rti

searches completed, and bibliography of publications. vol. 15, 1939. Pittsbtrgli.
1940. 463 p. (University of Pittsburgh bulletin, vol. 36, no. 3)

p.

t65A. Smith college studies in social work. Northampton, Mass., 1938. 1.¡(.%(Smith college studies in social work, vol. 9, no. 2)
Contains abstracts of theses dealing with adolescents and their problems child guidance.and mental hygiene, family case work. mental disease. and the work of social agenolti.with or for other organisations.

(159. Northampton, Mass., 1939. 166 p. (Smith college studies'in s-cial work, vol. 10, no. 2)
Contains abstracts of theses dealing with child guidance and mental hygiene, familycase work, other types of agencies and services. mental disease, culture and. social con-ilitions, medical information needs of case workers. and unmarried mothers.

art660. Southern California. University. Abstracts of dissertations for tilt,ingree of doctor of philosophy with the titles of theses accepted for masters'
degrees, 1938. Los Angeles, 1939. 119 p. (University chronicle series)

Educational dissertations and theses were listed in the Bibliography of Research Studit.in Education. 1937-3S, Office of Education Bulletin. 1939, no. 5.
661. Abstracts of dissertations for the degree of doctor of philosophywith the tales of theses accepted for masters' degrees, 1939. Los Angeles. 193f1146 0. ( University.chronicle series)
t662. Southern Methodist university. Abstracts of theses: masters' degreesin the graduate school, no. 7. Dallas, 1940. 67 p.
Lists theses completed during the school year 193S-39.

1'663. Stanford universiti. Abstracts of dissertations for the degrees of doc-tor of philosophy and doctOr of education, with the titles of theses acceptedfor the degrees of master o laws, engineer, master of education, and master of
arts. 1938-39. Stanford Tv versity, Calif., 1939. 289 p. (Stanford university
bulletin, Vol. 14. Sixth seres. no. 90)

664. University ibliography for the academic yor September 1,
1938, to August 31, 1939; co piled in the Reference division ofThe Stanford uni-
versity library under the di ection of Alice N. Hays. reference librarian. Stan-
ford University, 1939. 67 p.

665. Tulane university o Louisiana. Graduate school. Abstracts of theses.
1938. New Orleans, 1939. 07 p.

Most of the educational tbes4s were listed in the Bibliography of Research Studies inEducation, 1937-38, Office of Ed cation Bulletin, 1939. no. 5.

. Aisst cts of theses 1939. New Orleans, 1939. 84 p.
(Bulletin of Tulane unlrersltjy, series 40, no. 15)

667. U. S. Library of Co
printed in 193T received in t

grass. A list of imerican doctoral dissertation;
e Catalog division from January 1937 to September
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DOS, with supplement to earlier lists, preilared by Mary Wilson MacNalr and
Margaret Neal Karr. Washington, U. S. Government printing office, 11)39. 422 p.

668. University microfilms.. Microfilm abstfacis: a collection of abstracts
(«f doctoral dissertations which are available in complete form on microfilm. Ann
Arbor, 1939. 5ip. (Vol. 2, no. 1)

669. Utah. University. Scientific or profeEksbmal books. nif)novraph. and
articles in professional magazines by faculty !minim.' 1/f the l'ui`v c.%y (tali
(published from January 1, 1132, to June 30. 1939), Salt Lake City. 11440. 34 p.

(Bulletin of the University of Utah, vol. 30, no. 10)

670. Van Camp, II r g. Eliza. Bibliography of master's theses accepted by
English departments in Texas. Master's. 1939. Sam Houston St. T. C. 2'26
p. ms.

671. Vanderbilt university. Abstract of theses. Nashville, Tenn., 1938. 67
p. (Bulletin of Vamlerbilt university. viol. 3S. no. 111

Abstracts these submitted by graduate students during the 1937 :N session.

672. Abstracts of theses. NahviltL. Tenn.. 1939. 79 p. (Bulletin of
Vanderbilt university, vol. 39. no..111)

Abstract theses submitted by gt ;Alms, students during the 193 3to .ession.

673. Wisconsin. University. Summaries ff doctoral dissertations sub-
mitted to the Graduate scho44 in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
degree of doctor of phibisophy. July 193S--June 1939.

Vol. 4)
Ma(1ison. 1140. 2S4 p.

CURRICULUM STLDIES

674. Althaus, C. B. Curriculum practices and curriculum trends in Kansas
senior high schools. University. of Kansas. Bulletin of euration, 4: 3-30,
December 1938.

675. Baswell, John Layette. Tel formulate a more effeethe program of
studies for Easonville junior high school. st. (lair county. Alabama. laster's.
1939. Ala. Poly Inst.

676. Bradford, G. Kenneth. Development i the course ft- study in the Co-
lumbus public high schools from 1847 to 193s. Master' 1:)38. Ohio State.
172 p. ms.

Finds that changes in the course of study were duo to demands of the public. influence
of national committees. preparation of students for 1112ber education. orranization of school
systems in and outside the State, influence of accruditing associations. school laws and
requirements of the State department of education, and general (rend in educational objec-
tives and policies.

677. Brother, John O. A study of some factors which determine curriculár
offerings in secondary schools. Master's. 1939. Eaq Texas St. T. C. 107 p.
(Abstract in: Bulletin of the EaCt Texas state teachers college, vol. 22, no.
4: 11-13)

Gives a brief history of the Latin grammar school. the academy. and the public high
schooL Discusses the effect on the curricular offerings of tbe secondary school of com-
munity dictates; influence of higher institutions of learning; tradition; ability to finance
the program; the State; and the philosophy of school superintendents and pridelpals.
Shows that all of these factors have been important in curriculum determination.

678. Chen, Theodore Hsi-En. Developing patterns of the college curricuium
in the United States. Doctor's, 1939. Southern California. (Abstract in:
University of Southern California. Abstracts or dissertations . . . 1939: 3p-301

Examines critically the different methods of approach which have been used in the
reorganisation or tbe liberal arts curriculum in an attempt to distinguish a few 'ma)or
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patterns of the curriculum evolving from the process of change and reorganization. Find.that the credit system and its related machinery have mechanized education and identitipilthe educative process with such routine activities as the accumulation of credits, cour..and grades ; students Show little interest or initiative in their studies; mass educatkinmethods ignore the individual and breed mediocrity ; the curriculum laclis design and unit.%narrow specialization defeats the purposes of liberal education ; college studies fail to attackthe vital problems of modern life; and the college is uncertalli of its alms and funda,mental purposes. Describes six pattorns of the currkulum that have developed from currentefforts to reorganize the liberal arts curriculum.
679. Coates, James Dorland. The course offerings of the high schools

Kentucky. Field study no. 3. Doctor's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
(;q) Cowing, Ulmont C. Curriculum revision in the high schools of Sprin,.:

field, Massachusetts. Master's, 193f). A1ass. St. C,1011.` :13 p.
681. 11is, Ruth D4Graff. .1 suggested course of study for the second gradein Tallahassee, Florhia. Master's, 1939. Fla. St. Coll.
etS2. Farthing, Dorothy. Techniques of appraisal of elementary school in

st ruction programs which conform to newer pract ices. Dtwtor's. 19o.'soul. 211 p
Develops techniques for a pp ra ising instructional programs based on the social studiP.
fiS3. Fields, Bernice Copeland. Curriculuni revision in tlw separate schoolsof Tulsa eumity, oklahoma. Master's, 1939. Colo, St. Coll. of Ed.
684. Formby, John Ravel. To determine the topics to be taught in evening

schools for Holt Ville, Coosa River. and Lightwood communities. Master's, 193s.
Ala. Poly. Inst.

685. Fuller, Lucy Pate. An experience with In experience curriculum. Mas-WI's, 1939. Ala. Poly. Inst.
686. Hilbert, Sister Miriam Fidelis; Vrnctices in curriculum constructionin the Catholic diocesan elementary imis In the United States. Niaster's,

1939. Forilham. 118 p.
Finds that geographical positiotigeoms to have some influence. but the size of the popu-latimí has little influence on -curriculum constructions: twit the Roman Catholic schoolboard% fix thP alms and objectives, limit subject contetit. and motivate interest in curriculumconstruction; approve and install new courses of study, select and, reconimend textbooksand equipment, and select teachers and classes for tryouts. Concludes that in most casesthere is one course of study for all mental levols based on State requirements; textbooksare evaluated by kcal methods ; and new courses of study are evaluatcd_by diocesan tests.
*687. Hunt, Rolfe Lanier. A study of factors influencing the puhlic-school

cUrriculum of Kentneky. Doctor's, 1937. Peabody. Nashville, George Peahmlycollege for teachers, 1939. 231 p. (Contrilmtion "to e(Iucation, no. 254)
688. Kirk, Margaret L. The social utility of the curriculum in the special

oonls of Takoma, Washington. Master's, 1939. Washington. 41 p. iiis
Finds that students who were formerly in the special rooms consider reading and arith-metic of first importance, with spelling and grummer ranking second. with history andgeography of the least important e of the academic subjects. Indicates that practical artsare of more value than fine arts, and that weaving, bafikel ?, and orctlestras are sbf.use to special students.

689. Kooreman, Edith. An analysis of certain problems in the administra-tion and teaching of a unit of work. Master's, 1939. Iowa,
690. Lawson, Dopilas E. Curriculum development in city school systems.Doctor's, 1939. Chicago.

.

601.'LertImon, Delmar Clifton. A curriculum revision program for the newsix-year high school at Dover, Ohio. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 173 p. ms,
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692. Lerer, Albert.. A. study of the education program at the Nlassachusetts
reformatory. Master's, 1939. Boston Univ. 89 p.

Oa Nakano, Jane H. The core studies prgram of McKinley high school.
Honolulu, Hawaii. Masier's, 1939. Ohio State.

rinds that the core studies program is related to the cultural setting of Hawaii, and
that its significant, contribution 'is in making the democratic ideal meattingful and
functional in the islands.

694..Naumann, Aaron I. The development of the high-schPot curriculum
in Davenport. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

C0-5. Norby, Theodore J. Organization and administration of a curriculum
improvement program in a small city high school. 1Iaster's, 1939. Oregon.

96. Owens, Anderion D. The development of the public schools ;)f Ken-
tucky with special reference to cxurriculums. Doctor's, 1939. Cincinnati. 465
p. ms.

Studies the development of the publicschool curriculum in Kentucky since the beginnicg
of education there; deals bspecifkrally with the curriculum development of the academy.
the elementary school, and the high school. Summarizes the characterktics and philosophy
of the present public-school system in Kentucky and offers suggestions for its further
improvement.

697. Ranlett, Evelyn. A plan for a program of studies, its organization
and its presentation in grades 7 to 12 in a school for vhildren in Nlaritut and
Navy fiimllles. Master's, 1939. Boston Univ.

G9S. Ray, Len4, Brown. Course of study units based on the needs-reveah1d in
a social survey of Lanuir county, Alabama, -1937-.--38. Mast er's,' 1939. Alabama.
110 p.

699. Rhodes, Jack. A study to cetermlne the most useful curriculum for
graduates of Webster high school. Master's, 1939. Sam Houston St. T. C.
59 p. ms.

700. Shih, Kuo-Ya. A study of courses of study. Master's, 1939. Stanford.
701. Skeen, Bernice. Phonograph recor4 its source material in' an experi-

ence curriculum. Master's, 1939. Oregon.

702. Theilgaard, Sophie .Annette. Developmefit of curriculum with ninth-
grade pupils of Flower high school. Doctor's-, 1939. Northwestern. (Abstract
in: Northivestern university. Summaries of doctoral (lissertations . : 77-82)

Demonstrates, by the construction of a curriculum for Flower, High school, Chicago. the
feasibility of develong a curriculum based directly on the circumstances of pupil. life.

703. Thomas, Sarah Elizabeth. A stiidy of rural older yputh in four coun-
ties of Virginia for direction in- programzlanning. Master's, 1938. Cornell.

70-1. Tutwiler, Rosalie Young. A correlated curriculum for the seventh
grade.. Master's, 1939. Alabama., 87

705.. Watts, Benjamin Christopher. The activities of parents as reb!ted to
the elementary school curriculw. Field stuily no. 1. Docto'r's, 1939. Cmlo. St.
Coll. of Ed.

READING

706. Agnew, Donald C. The effect of varied antiounts of phopetie training
on primary reading. Doctor's, 1936. Duke Durham, Duke university press,
1939. 'SO p. (Duke university research stpdies in education, no. 5)

707. Bachman, Rose Wilbur. The reading program ofa small rural ele-
mentary schools. kiaster's, 1938. Hawaii.
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708. Bailey, Wilbert L. The value of context in learning a vocahular
Master's. 1939. Purdue. 143 p. ms.

Describes an experiment conducted with two equated groups of 42 subjects to determinethe effect of context on the recognition of English equivalents of an artificial vocabul.trythe time required for the completion of learning exercises. and the number of words loololiup in the dictionary. Finds that the presence of connected meaning or context tends tcinterfere with (Ouch aspects of. learning as AlotIld favor Jminediate and delayed wIsrdassociation when artificial words are listed in test form and when knowledge of progr-,or correctness of translation is limited to the interpretation of context : that the contextfactor appears to reduce the time taken from the completion of the learning exercisesand that the presence of connected meating reduced signififantly the nnmber of wor&looked up in order to complete the translation.
,709. Benjamins, James. The influence of mental set on reading. Master's.

1939. Michigan.

710. Bickford, Marjorie L. Improvement of reading ability in junior andsenior high school. Master's, 1939. Rochester. 145 p. ms.
711. Bird, Lois E. A study of certain visual characteristics of high and Is'wachievers in remling at thib fifth-grade level. Master's, 1939. Penn. State.sp. ms.
Studies the relaAons.hip between achievement in reading and performance onethe visualsensation and perception tests of the Betts Ready to read battery ; and the Incidence ofacceleration or hqardation in reading among referral and nonreferral Cases. Finds nosignificant relationship between achievement in rending. in terms of mental capacity <for eachievement. and in certain functional aspects of seeing as measured by the Betts visualsensation and perception tests ; no ,greater incidence of visual anomalies among lowachievers In reading than among high achievers ; nearly half of the pupils in the fifth gradestudied had visual defects warranting referral to an eye specialist ; referral cases are Dilicharacterized by a greater degree of retardation in reading than non-referrals.
712. Blackwood, Sara. An adalytical study of reading difficulties. 'Master's.

1939. Sam.Houston St. T. C. 110 p. n.
713. Bolin, Helen Joy. A study of the retilding Ability of 32 ungraded classchildren. Master's, 1939. Kansas. (Abstract in; University of Kansas. Bullo-tin of education, 4: 58---59f February 1944
Measures the reading ability.of 32 ungraded class children in grades 4. 5. and 6, and ofthree control groups of 82 ungraded children in grades 4, 5. vd 6 ; studies the personalcharacteristics of these children. and attempts to deiermine whether ungraded class pupilswould improve in reading if emphasis were placed on reading, and the work motivated sothat the child had a felted for Improvement. Concludes that the experimental groupmade an injprfdement overthe control groups in reading ability; that many of the pupl1bad aeripus eye defectit; that MA and IQ did not appear to :be itnportant fitctorts in de-termining the ability of:an ungraded pupil to profit front this-plan of instruction ; thatgreater pupil interest was maintained by a program of. intensive reading' ffistruction antithat home visits were lienefIcIal.

714. Brett, Claudia. IWritink votatmlary in relation to reaxiing disability.Master's, 1939. California, L. A.
4 Studies the writing vocabulary of 103 children with, warked reading disatrility, selectedfrom regular classrooms 'of 16 'Los Ang-eles schools durrng tile period from 192R to 1930.who were enrolled in five reading rooms where spircial training was given for improvementin reading. spelling, and in some cases in avior.

715. Brillinger, E. Virginia. A study of the reliability and validity of tlie
ophthalmographic techniques. ¡aster's, 1939. Mount Holyoke. 143 p. ms.

Studies the reliability and validity of ophthalmographic techniquis through analysis ofseveral grill:ohs on a group of 31 subjects of different reading abilities, and compares these*.indications with the results of the Minnesota speed of reading test. Finds that the firsteye-movement graph if reliable enough to place the subject in the proper grade level ofreading niatutity in 71 -peicent of cases of read& rate; that the ophthalmograph readingtest measures different phases of reading than does the Minnesota spee4 of reading test.
PI
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716. Brown, Aileen Henrietta. Phonics as an aid to teaching first-grade
reading. Alastv's, 1939. Kans. St. T. Q., Emporia. 70 p. ms. ( Abstract in:
Kansas state teachers cpllege of Emporia. Studies in education, 17 :

Studies the advantages and disadvantages of tbe use of phonics as detrtiiined by the
consequences in first-grade reading.

'717. Browne, Sister M. Dorothy. Phonics as a basis for improvement in
reading. Doctor's, 193S. Catholic Univ. Washington, Catholic eilltuatilin press.
1t38. 48 p. (Catholic university of America. Educa¡ional research homo-
graphs, vol. 11, no..3)

Describes an experiment conducted with t326 children in the sixth grad- of paro)hial
schools in ('hicago. Detroit. and Washington. I). to determino. the effect upon reading
progress of op 10-minute phonic drill pteceding the daily reading lesson over a poriod of
approximately 1 school year. Concludes that progress in reading in tl:e sixth grade may
be aided by a carefully planned series of lessons in phonics that i hiidren with low 1Q's
are as likely to profit from phonic instruction as those with higher IQ's: that children with
IQ -*below 100 make more progress in reading as a result of phonic instruction than those
with higher IQ's; that the study of phonies is helpful to the pupil who i. deficit nt in
reading. and is even more effective in stimulating the biller reader to further growth ;

and that the greatest gain ins favor of phonic training for children with initial reading
ability of average and above grade is evidenced in groups with IQ's between 90 and 109.

718. Browne, Rose Butler. A critical evaluation of experlental studies of
remedial. reading and the report of au experiment with groups of backward
readers. Doctor's, 1939. Harvard. 224 p. ms.

Evaluates 12 reports of experiments in remedial reading as to their aims. subjects and
materials employed. procedures followed. and resu1t4 reported. concludes that there is
widespread difference of opinion as to the meaning of readriii.:i and the ttliture of the
reading process ; interest tn remedial reading is manifested on all levels ofAmerican
education ; all phases of reading are being attacked sin all levels of life; remedial work
for college and high-school students is usually carried on' as part of the regular English
clags work ; informatiop concerning subjects employed in xjriment i sometimes frag-
mentary or ill-chosen; use of eye-movement camera records -to judize the effects of an
experiment factor is questionable; faulty use of experimental procedures. make the. ¡niter-
pretation of reported gairis lu experimental studies of reading uncertain; reported results
indicate that there is little transfer of skills acquired in reading from instruments; all.
of the investigators refer io the importance of motivation in anF. effort to promote learning.
Describes an experiment conducted to express numerically thv relative educational effective-
ness of three methods 5f teaching reading to ungraded, groups of backward readers. con-
ducted with 71 Negro children in the first three grades of an elementary school in Roanoke.
Va. Indicates tho there are no important differences in the effectiveness of th*: three
methods for remedial reading employed in this study.

719. Burgeson, John Gaylord. Analysis of the teaching devices associated
with success of elementary 'school reading programs in Hamilton count, Ne-
braska. Master's, .1939. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado
studies, 26: 38)

Describes an experiment in wbrch the Kansas reading test was administe,re& to
pupils in the 89 rural and toiWn schools of Hamilton County. and questionnaires on the
teaching devices employed were sent to the 104 teachers of reading. Finds that the aver-
age number of devices reported by each teacher was 8.6; that the average percentile of
ail grades was below the norm with the exception of the first grade ;,that the rural schools..
were superior in the first four grades ; that the devices distincti4 to the group of schools
having the highest reading achievement were employed in reading programs which stressed
speed, comprehension, organization, and retention. Shows a significant relationship between
teaching deiices and reading achievement, and that present reading prOgrams do not include
a large number of distinctive devices.

720. Burke, Htrold Leonard. 4, study in the piteh of oral reading of fourth-
gtade.children. Master's, 1939. Boston trniy. 82 p. ms.

Studies pitch diVences of chlidrens' voices in conversitien and in reading material.
of easy, average, and difficult maptety, using as subjects 31 pupils in a fourth grade of

lithe Medford, Mass., public schools.
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;721. Buswell, G. T. Remedial reading at the college and adult levels: anexperimental study. Chicago, University of Chicago. 1939. 72 p. ¿ Supple-
mentary educational monographs, no. ;10)

Describes an experiment to determine the possibility of eliminating vocalization in siliritreading; improving mastery of vocabulary ; broadening the span of recogriition ; increasinethe speed Of recognition ; and developing a degree of regularity of procedure that wealeliminate most of the regressive movements of the eyes. Describes a -remedial experinwritconducted with 12g subjects divided between freshman college students and adults ni,tattending any school, and a control group of 21 subjects who were given eye-movement tPtsat the beginning and the end of a 4-week period but did not have any intervening remedialtreatment. Indicates that as a result of the experimentation, a large degree of improvemryitwas obtained.

722. Carey, Rachael Anne. A preliminary invesVgation of the relation Ilfvisual, auditory, intellectual factors and inventory of learning habits to readingachievement of children in grades 1. through 4. Master's, 1939. Syracuti.136 p.

Describes an experiment in which the Metropolitan achievement test, form A, prirnarand intermediate battery. the Betts visual sensation and perception tests, the 4A midi-ometer tests, the California tests of mental maturity, primary and intermediate battery. andForm B of the Metropolitan achievement test, primary and intermediate battery wereadministered to children in the first four grades of an elementary school. Finds thatresults of Betts tests of visual sensation and perception show that a'preponderance nf thrpupils who scored at or above grade in reading achievement on the Metropolitan readingachievement test fail to have normal vision ; that a larger percentage of the hard-of-hearingpupils succeed in reading than fail ; thai reading and intelligence are closely related ; thatthe ability of teachers to judge the performances of children in their classes is an individualmatter ; and that the learning habits inventory is a fairly reliable predictive instrument whenrelated to certain learning situations.

723. Carpenter, Doyle O. Field report of the remedial reading :program inthe Milo schools in 1938-39. Master's, 1939. Drake.
724. Carpenter, Lula. The effectiveness of four corrective units of instruc-tion on the general reading ability of nine pupils in University high school.Master's, 1939. Michigan.

725. Cation, Howard D. The improvement of reading by means of readingtests and remedial instruction. Master's, 1939, , Iowa.
726. Clements, Evelyn Shipp. The use ofr-workbooks 4n 41 !:lecimh-gra-de pra-

m. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 16 p. ms.ava

Attempts to determine the value of reading workbooks to the second grades of fiveMississippi sihools. Indicates that reading workbooks assisted in teaching functional read-ing, while dril in reading was better taught without worlsbookt
727. Coen, Edwin, jr. Improvement of work-type leading. Master's, 1939.Iowa.

728. Collins, Laurence Gerald. The comparative efficiency of two methodsof teaching remedial reading. Master's, 1938. Chicago. 122 p. ms.
729. Collins, William A. The effécts of kintesthetic training on reading rate.Master's, 1939. Washington. 60 p. ms.
Finds that kinesthetic training increases the reading rate a sivificant amount, and thatthe amount of increase in reading rate was greater with older groups, with groups with. higher IQ's,eand with boys when they were given kintesthetic training.
730. Crump, Katie Bell. Experimental investigations of procedures in lw.ginning reading. Master's, 1639. Tex. Tech. Coll.
Compares an informal approach to reading through activity units, througelndividual in-terests, and through self-help materials when used with slow learning.groups of beginningreaders. O.
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731. Daley, Marion E. Au experiment in remedial reading in the tenth
grade. Master's, 1939. Marquette. 262 p. ms.

Dann, Janet Anne. Application of practices in modern reading instruc-
tion to bilingual reading in Puerto Rico. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

*733. -Day, Arno Elaine. The teaching of reading as related to the scrim, 1:1

:411001. Miigter's, 1939. New York. 49 p. ms.
Dicusses the failtire Of the elementary school to prepare Pupils to _read at the

..choia level. Shows Ow it'll-Tos_sible to prePare elementary school children
the secondary school level, or to tlie ituriof each child's mental capacity.

7:14. Dean, Charles Delbert. Prediction of first-grade reading
Field study no. 2. Doctor's. 193:). Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

secondary
to read :it

achievement.
a

735. DeBow, Jeanne G. A critical evaluation of the role of eye movements
in reading, with spechll attention to their nature. nieasurements modifiability, ands
tra'ining. Master's, 1939. Smith. 163 p. ms.

Discusses the nature of eye movements in reading, their reliability and va!idity as
measurements of the reading process. and their relation to the etiology of rradinc disability.
Considers the value of training' oculo-motor habits, and whether norms may be established
through quantitative or qualitative analysis of eye-movement rccords for diagnostic use by
teachers or administrators.

736. Deer, George H.- Factors associated with extreme retardation and accel-
eration in reading. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. 130 p.

Analyzes data on 45.000 pupils in grades 4 through 8 in 319 communities in 36 States.
Indicates that tbe emotional adjustment. personal characteristics, interesis, and
soelo-econoMic backgrAnd play an important role in his acceleration or retardation in
railing, and that these elements must be appraistd carefully in any teaching or remedial
program.

737. Drueck, Helen Alice. The effect of rhythm on eye movements. Ins-
ter's, 1938. Chicago. 54 p. ms.

73S. Ehlert, Edward. The possibility of predicting the success of pupils in
learning to read. Master's, 1939. Marquette. 200 p. ms.

739. Estep, Earl Chester. Diagnostic and remedial procedure in sixth-grade
refitting. Master's, 1939. Okla'. A. & M. Coll.

Describes a remedial reading program -carried out with a sixth-grade class of tg pupils.
Finds that the entire class responded favorably to the program.

740. Fitzgerald, Frances. Predicting reading success of first-grade Cintrants.
Master's, 1939. Duke. 96 p. ms.

Compares the effectiveness of reading readiness tests, intelligence tests. and teacher's
Judgments in predicting reading success of firstirade entrants as shown by a 2-year study
of 4 teachers and 109 pupils. Finds thai the Metropolitan readiness teAt is a 1;etter predictive
measure than the Stanford-Binet intelligenee test ; that teacher's ranking 1:thowt4 a higher
correlation with reading success measured hy th# Gates reading test than either mental or
readiness test scores ; that the Detroit intelligtnee test shows approximate!y the saw
value as a predictive measure as the Metropolitan readiness test.

741. Flynn, Annah M. A study of number of fixations and average duration
fixations as factors affecting rate of reading. Master's, 193$. Smith. 47

p. ms. OP

Analyzes eye-movement records of 459 Smith College freshmen. and 116 secondary school
pupils in order to determine the relative influence of number of fIxations and average
duration of 'fixation on the rate of reading. Finds a high poAitive relationship between
rate and average number of fixations, and rate and average duration of fixation ; a fairly high
negative relationship between number and average duration of fixations. Indicates that the
[umber of fixations was only slightly more important than avOrage duration of fixations; u
a lector affecting rate of reading,
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742. Gage, Leslie. A study of the activities used in teaching reading at thefirst three levels, namely : pre-primer, primer, and first reader. Master's, 1(.138.
Minnesota. 103 p. ms.

743. Good, Gaile H. The relationship of fusion to retardatio% in reading.
Master's, 1939. Oregon.

744. Graves, Helen Lucille. The effect of controlled rhythmic ading upl,n
the silent reading ability of sixth-grade pupils. Master's, 1! %; Chicago.
74 p. ms.

745. Greer, Dolphus Only. A comparison of reading with the other school
subjects. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 20 p. ms.

Compares the reading ability of 322 students in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades withtheir ability in other content subjects. Finds a high correlation between mating and thecontent subjects.

746. Gumbiner, Roseanne. The comparative values of three methods in im-
proving reading achievement. Master's, 1939. Chicago. 80 p. ms.

. IC_ Harper, Eunice M. The supervision of reading in a small school with-
out the aitl\of a supervisor. Master's, 1939. Duke. 108 p. ms.

748. Harrls, Theodore Lester. Discrimication of word meanings in the
fourth and sixth grades. Master's, 1938. Chicago. 111 p. ms.

749. Haverlin, Catherine Marie. An experiment in remedial reading in a
parochial school*. Master's, 1938. , Fordham.A (Abstract in: Fordham university.
Dissertations accepted for higher degrees in the Graduate /school of arts and
sciences, 1938 : 112-13)

tvaluates the remedial reading program' in a parochial school in.'Ne.w York City. ShowAthat the children improved not only in reading ability but in better adjustment to the school
750. Herbert, Dudley. Word perception in the upper grades. Master's, 1939.

Boston Univ. 51 p. ms.
Attempts to discover with what degree of accuracy pupils in the upper grades perceiveindividual words at different exposure speeds; to find out if there are any significant differ-ences in ability to perceive individual words between these grades ; and to determine whatrelationship, if any, exists Vetween ability in word perception and general reading achieve-ment. Analyzes data on 113 puplls in the 6y. 6x, 7x, and 8x grádes in a public school of alarge city. Shows that there were only small differences in perceptual ability between thedivisions tested ; that ability to recognize words at the exposure speeds used seemed ,todepend on the subject's reading ability and his previous experience with the word; that alldivisions made the same types of errors when the speed of exposure was increased.
751. Hoon, G. A. A program in remedial reading at the high-school level.

Master's, 1939. Iowa.
. 752. Howell, John Tatum. An evaluation of the nietron-o-scope and thé ma-
terials provided for teaching remedial reading. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 19 p.

a

Ms.
Studies a retarded and an accelerated group of sixth-grade pupils in the Peabody Demon-stration School.

753. Hunt, Ira Edwin. Reading disabilities of Lawrence, Kansas, junior
high-school pupils and suggested remedial insfruction. Master's, 1939. Kans. Si.
T. C., Pittsburg. 68 p. ms.

Formulates a remedial reading program for the seventh-grade pupils in the Junior highschool.

. 754, Hutctanson, Harrfet Jane. The diagnosis and treatment of orthoptic
difficulties in relation to reading. Masters, 1939. Iowa.
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7fii Jacobsen, Wilma. An evaluation of the experiments which deal with
rennin visual atonalies as factors in reading disabilities of children. IastPr's.
1939. Oregon. f

756. Jaynes, Bryson Lester. An experimental study in .the improvement oif

reading. Master's, 1938. St. Coll. of Wash. 47 p. ms.
Demonstrates the value of a special program of reading inttmetion at the secondary

level as taught by a teaclwr without previous formal training in the teaching of reading.
Finds that the experimental group in general showed a slight .mprovement over- the control
group although some individual pupils failed to show a gain.

M7. Junge, Charlotte W. Case study investigation of the progress in read-
ing of a group of first-grade children under student teaching eondit ions. Master's,
1939. Iowa.

73

758. Karrick, Aimee S. The relationship between reading ability and prog-
ress made in the ninth-grade social studies. Master's, 193S. Denver. (Abstract
in: Denver. University. Educational reseatch bulletin, I : 4S-49)

D'escribes an experiment in which a group of 9B pupils were given reading tests at the
iwginning and at the end of the semester, and six soeisol science and nine vocabulary tests
were given durtng the senwster. Finds that progress in social scicnee results in increasi d
reading ability ; that the gain is greater in word meaning than in paragraph meaning.

759. Knoche, Rose Marie. Agreement among uniVersity freshmen in defining
specified words extensionally and intensionally. 'Master's, 1939. Iowa.

760. Kusenda, Charles J. An experiment in-remedial reading with high-
school freshmen of low intelligence quotient. Master's, 1939. Chicago. 88 p.

761. Lane, Marian Gertrude. Factors in the prediction of the reading ability
of first-grade children. Master's, 1939. Kansas.

*762. Lawson, Elizabeth K. Reading comprehension among college students:
an experiment fo determine the improvement in reading comprehension of 84
undergraduate students enrolled in the Department of educational psychology,
New York university. ,Doctor's, 1939. New Yuyk. 251 p. ms.

Determines the improvement of the silent reading comm.( !tension of a group of under-
graduate students who had special training during an 1 1-week period, and who had con-

. ferences with regard to personal adjustment to the college situation. Finds flint silene
reading comprehension can be improved by training during one senwster in counectiofi
with a course in educational psychology; that tbe Betts visual sensation and perception
test is a definite aid in a remedial reading program ; that the ophthalmograph tests supply
the student and the Instructor with valuable objective informationenot furnished by pencil
and paper reading tests; and that emphasis on the improvement of reading comperehension
does mt impede improvement in the rate of reading.

763. Lewis, Rowland B. Remedial reading program as carried out in thq
Liberty Center consolidated school : a tleld report. Master's, 1939. Drake.

764. Loomis, Mary Jane. An appraisal of a functIonal reading program in
an elementary school. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 193 p. Ins.

Studies the functional reading program of the Ohio State University elementary school
Finds that an experience curriculum is the foundation for functional reading; that ri4 Li
library resources are necessary ; that guidance is paced to meet individual needs ; that
reading growth is in terms of reading readiness rather than grade standards ; and that
ultimate .attainment is higher under such a program.

765. McBride, S. B. 'Some words offering comprehension difficulty to certain
ninth-grade pupils of East Grand Rapids high school. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
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766. McClure, Jeannette E. A study of the relation of emotional factorsreading ability. Doctor's. 1939. T. C. Col. Univ.
Studies 50 childrtn in the second and third grades of four public schools in New Y..kCity who were making unsatisfact"- progress in reading. and compares them withchildren in the same school who were good readets; analyzes data secured on thesefrom school records and through personal interviews with the children, their parents. andteach4s. Studies data un a group of children in a large mental hygiene clinic for child .1,in Detroit to determine the reasons for their inability to rend as well as average for th.irage and grade. Finds certain differentiating characteristics regarding types of emoti.o.:Ilbackground found among poor readers and types found among good readers.
767. McDowell, Helen. A comparative study in reading readi6ss.

1939. Iowa.

McMaster, Lola Mae. Measuring a year's growth in the reading.abiluyof a fourth-year class. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
*7(0 Markowski. Adam John. The effect of bilinguatism upon the reallitIL!abilities of sixth-grade children.. Master's, 1939. Syracuse. 23 p. rns.
Studies tbe effect of bilingualism on the reading abilities of sixth-grade children iiischools, in one of which a foreign language was spoken and the children were detinitelbilingual. and in the secoud of which English was the only language spoken and the (.1111dren were definitely unilingual. The schools were in the same locality, and the Engli,11program in the schools was identical. Concludes that the speaking of two languages dt., snot in itself constitute a handicap of disadvantage in the development of reading abilitie.but the determining factor is the availability of English reading facilities which are aptto be less available in the home of the bilingual than of the unilingual.
770. Martin, Alma Simms. Work-type reading in the elementary sclioid.Master's, 1939. Ala. Poly. lug.
771. Martin, Leo. A two-year experiment in teaching interpretative readingin high school with case records of individual progress. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
*772. Mattson, Elvena. Program of remedial reading instruction for studentteachers of the state normal schools of Maine. Doctor's, 1939. New York.332 p. ms.
Finds 'that only as the teacher-training institutions provide more adequate training inthe techniques and procelurem of remedial reading instruction for their students willprogress be made in the improvement of reading in the public schools.
773. Maxwell, Paul McCabe. A study in free reading in a small Kansashigh school. Master's, 1939. Kansas.
774. Mellinger, Mamie D. Primary reading success factors. Master's, 1939.Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 133 p. ins. (Abstract in: Kansas state teachers col-lege of Emporia. Studies in education, 17 : 26)
Presents case studies of pupils deficient in reading and offers suggestion's for remedialwork in the reading field.

775.Affiller, Leo Reynolds.. An experiment in remedial reading with nwn-tally retarded pupils. Master's. 1939. Kansas.
776. Miller, Sister Mary Anselma. An experimental study to determine theeffectiveness of reading_geographie material. lIhster's, 19$S. Minnesota. 176 p:MS.

777. Moore, Helen Frances. Small group instruction in remedial reading.Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
778. Morton, John A. Predicting reading success in the first grade. Mas-ter's, 1939. Oregon.
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779. Olson, M. Ingeborg. Traits and treatment of patients in reading dis-
Joility cases known to a child guidlitm clinic. Master's. 1938. Smith. (Abstract
fit: Smith college studies in ::(bei:11 work. I 5 4_55

Studies the reading difficulties of 37 patients of the Judge Baker guidance center. Boston.
tn determine the problems associatod witti the reading difficulty. the types of treatment
1;50A. the relative effectiveness of thrse methods. whether or not the clearing up of tht
reading difficulty improved the other problems. Finds that the children. who ranged from
el to 17 years in age. showed a normal distribution in intelligence. and varied in school
arhievement in reading. spelling. and arithmetic. the child being up to grade more frt.-
iwntly in arithmetic than in the otlwr subjects. Indicates tht a combination of reading

eaperience with stalseqUent tutoring :Ind treatment of the families gave moro satis-
ctors results than either the camp or tutoring

7S0. Palmeter, Helen Louise. Treatment of children with milling disability
uy t he visiting teacher. Ntoster'. 193s. Smith. (Abstract hr.. Smith college
studies in social work. P: 16)

Studies the possible causative factors for the reading disability and the treatment Of
10 young public-school children with an IQ of 110 or above who had t reading disability
lnd were entotionally maladjusted in Rochester. N. Y. hints that the chief causes of rt ad-
ilic disabiliiy were : Deficient psychological processes. unusual organic characteristics. edit-
ational and constitutional immaturity, defective bodily organs. inadogliate reading tech-
mitio. and unsatisfactory forrns of motivation. Ciinsiders the last two types. under which
were included the child's otnotiona I difficulties and home and school situations. the most
!mportant from the standpoint of till' visiting tencher. Finds th:it at the end of treatment
two children were unimproved. six somewhat improved. and two greatly improved in ability

A111 read.

7S1. Penfield, Elsie Rena. Corrective and remedial readiag in eleventh-grade
English classes (with case studies). Master's. 1939. Kansas. (Abstract in:
Iniversity of Kansas. Bulletin of education, 4 : February 1940)

Attempts to determine whether a guided readinK program will help all members of an
unselected group of eleventh-grade English pupils to overcome old reading' handicaps. to
film new and better reading habits. to read with greater comprehension, and to construct
not- interests and motives for reading. Finds an increase in the rate of reading for bothlo and accelerated readers, an increase in emnpr otwnsion . in interest in reading, and
improvement in academic record. Concludes that pupils of low mental ages can profit from
a program of corrective and remedial reading. and that they can profit from a guidauce
program in reading techniques and Interests.

782. Pond, Frederick L. The qualitative and quantitative appraisal of read-
ing experience. Doctor'iR, 191q. Penn. State, 132 p. MS.

Presents two inventories, designed to appraise the qualitative an titative factors of
reading experience. and administers them to students in grades 9 1 1 and 12. Pro-
vides an opportunity for an awakening of individual interests and needs by making the
Ftudent aware of his relative position among his fellows.

783. Ponder, Eunice Parker. Improvement of reia'tlIiig in junior high school
through guidance in content subjects. Master's, 1939. Ala. Poly. Inst.

784. Porter, Gilbert L. The status of reading in the Lincoln high school.
Tallahassee, Florida. as revealed by the Traxler reading test in :25 cases of
eventh-grade 1lasteCs, 1939. Michigan.

785 Quigley, Frances.. Reading difficulties of a science and social studies
fextbook for grade five. Master's, 1930. Micbigan.6

786. Raschig, Frances A. A study of telebinocular testing of children mani-
testing reading diffictilti&. Master's, 1938. ('inclnniiti.

787. Riedel, Florence. Literature for retarded 'readers (seventh grade).
Master's, 1939. Michigan.
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788. Rizzo, Nicholas D. Studies in visual and auditory memory span with
special reference to remedial reading. Doctor's, 1939. Harvard. 150 p.

Studies three types of memory span by means of three especially constructed tests, IInzas subjects 310 children in grades 2 to 12 from the elementary school population of MendpnConn., in the fall 6f 1937. Concludes that the group method of measuring memory spanyields reliability coefficients of adequate size for group diagnosis at all grade levels andreasonably high coefficients for individual diagnosis at the second-grade level ; that thpsi.tests measure growth in memory span at the age levels where they were applied; that them!tests of memory spin cannot be used to predict reading test scores; and that in extremecases of serious retardation in reading achievement, limited memory span ability might bean important contributing factor. especially with younger subjects.
789. Roberts, Jennie May. An experiment in remedial reading in the

eleventh grade. Master's, 1938. Smith. 129 p. Ens.
Describes an experiment conducted with two groups of eleventh-grade pupils, in whichremedial instruction in reading was incorporated into a course in English literature forone group. Finds the remedial group superior to the control group in reading gains bothfor rate and comprehension.; that it showed greater interest in leisure reading and greaterimprovement over the immediately preceding semester in English marks. both ,for thesemester in which rt;medial instruction was given and the semester immediately following
po. Sellars, Charles W. Reading abilities as related to the electi6n of cer

tain high school subjects. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

791. Shores, J. H. The ability to read historical materials as related to
eighth-grade achievement and general reading abilities. Master's, 1938. Minne-
sota. 91 p. ms.

792. Sieker, Lillian. Remedial reliding to determine grade placement- for re-
tarded pupils. Master's, 1939. Marquette. 308 p. rns.

793. Sievers, Clement H. The.University of Wichita freshmitn reading pro-
gram, 1937-39. Wichita, Kans., 1939. 40 p. (Bulletin, Municipal university of
Wichita, vol. 14, no. 9. University ludies, Bulletin no. 6)

Described the drganization of the freshman reading program anil the results of theprogram.

794. Stydy II: The University of Wichita reading clinic diagnostic
and remediation program. Study III; Wichita public school reading program.
WiChita, Kans, 19a9. 64 p. (Bulletin Municipal university of Wichita, vol.
14, no. 11. University stndies bulletin no. 7)

795. Slocum, Darrel Hugh, An analytical study of reading retardation with
a. .

remedial suggestions: 'A problem using the case study procedure. Master's,'
West. Si. Coll. 106 p. ms.

796. Slocum, Roger L. Reading status of University of Wisconsin fresh-
men. Doctor's, 1939. Wisconsin. 103 p.

Analyzes 4,000 reading tests given to University of Wisconsin freshmen. Pinds thatabout 12 -percent of the freshmen were seriously retarded in reading; that the Keystone
telebinocular test was not sufficiently .reliable for individual diagnosih; that visual ab-normalities as measured by the test were not causally related to poor reading skills orinferior scholarship.

797. Smith, A. Marjorie. The correlation between intelligence and .rea
ability. *aster's, 1938. Fordham. (Abstract in: For'dham university. Disse
tations accepted for higher degrees in the Gilkduate school of arts and scie
1939:101-102)

Studies the relationship between the Iowa silent reading test to determine reading
achievement, and the Terman group test of mental ability to measure intelligence, as shownby the records of 51 pupils in the seventh grade, 69 in the eighth, and 42 in the ninth.
Indicates a definite and significant relationship between intelligence and reading ability.
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798. Sojourner, J. B. Problem of .reading. Master's, 1939. Oglethorp.

77

799. Soucaze, Marie. A group in remedial reading. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
SOO. Stadtlander, Elizabeth L. A scale for evaltating the difficulty of read-

ing materials for the intermediate grades. poctor's, 1939. Vittsburgh. (Ab-
stract in: University of Pittlburgh. Abstracts of theset4 researches completed,
and bibliography of publications, 15 : 347-54)

Constructs a scale for determining the suitability of reading material to the three grades
of the intermediate school, and administers it to 2,763 children in grades 4, 5. and 6 of
various types of scbcsobi near Pittsburgh. Finds that the scale allows for a widening
power over words from grade to grade.

801. Swens'on, Esther J. The relation of ability to read material of the type
used iu studying science to eighth grade achievement. linster's, 193S. Minne-
sota. 109 p. ms.

802. Tabor/ Florence Clifton. The effect of the interest factor on the' com-
prehension of children's reading, Master's, 1939. Pittsburgh. ,

S03. Talcott, William R. An experimental study in the teaching of reading
in .the junior high school. Masti?r's, 1939. Iowa.

841. Taylor, Nelda. An evalbation of ithe relative merits of two methods of
stimulating high school students to read. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

as
s05. Truman, Winifred. The relationship between speed of reading and

speed of word association. Master's, 1939. Oregon.
806. Vanderveer, Lonnie. Comparative achievements of pupil in reading

and arithmetic in selected Washita county schools with varying lengths of terms.
Master's, 1939. Oklahoma. 75 p ms.

Compares 20 schools with terms ranging from 160 to 179 days, 22 schools with terms
ranging from 145 to 159 days. and 10 schools with terms ranging from 115 to1144 days, asto pupil achievement in reading and arithmetic on the State rural accrediting tests. Showsthat pupils in schools with more than 8 months in their terms did better work in readingand arithmetic than did pupils in schpols with terms of less than 8 months.

AO

807. Van Swearingen, Henry. An experimentar reading project for college
students at the bniversity of Kansas. Master's, 1039. Kansas.

808. Waring, Doris Vivian Adams. An evaluation of the intensive and inci-
dental methods of teaching vocabulary. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

*809. .Wavle, Ardra Soule. A study of mental imagery in silent reading. 411611pf
Master's, 1939. Boston Univ. 75 p. ms.

Attempts fo determine the kinds of mental ithagery experienced by the average educatedadult in reading; the attributes of that imagery ; whether or not the capacity for imageryvaries according to the subject matter of the material being read; whether or not imageryis subject to change tinder interiogation ; and whether or not the capacity for mentalimagery is a skill that can be taught, and if so, the best means to use in teaching it.Indicates that the imagery that accompanies reading seems to be more stable, to shiftspd change less when attention is centered on it than the mental images of reality ; thatmental iniagery is a skill that can be taught ; and that attention and practice are the factorswhich contribute most to an increase in tti faculty for mental imager*.
810. Weaver, X. Virginia. A study of parents' and teachers' interpretations

of difficulty in second and third grade reading. Master's,-1939. Duke. 69 p. ms.
.. Studies teachers' and parents' interpretations of difficulty in second- and third-gradereading by using standard reading tests, achievement and intelligence tests, and interviewswith 25 children iho were having difficulty with reading. and with a grasp of 25 childrenhaving no difficulty with reading. Finds that the children .who were having troublewith reading were having trouble with spelling and arithmetic; that intelligence was theoutstanding canoe of difficult1 with reading; that there was a pronounced degree of agree-ment between parents anct teachers on the factors of intelligence, bad habits, and healthu important or unimporAnt causes of the difficulty with reading.
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*%%11. Willis, Larry Jordan. comparative study (if t lu reading achi.\.
¡logos of White and Negro children. Doctor's. Peabody. Nashville. (.111.1.%:..

Peabody college fill. teachers. 1939. r p. 'Abstract of Contribution to imih;
tion. no. 251 )

Describes an experiment cf,nducted in two juni,ir bizh schoofls in Nashville. Thin
which thp reading aehievenwnts of 112 white children and 112 Negro children were
Part 11. Shim s t La t t he white children were sup..rior the Neuro Wren in rt,;:.:
achievement : that an adjustment should be made in the reading niatvrials offered t ).."white and N..gro children in the seventh graile : that a different (-course of study -1
be provided for white and NeLzro children in the sventh grade; and that hoth
thildren profited by remedial instruction.

S12. Wolfrum. Averry Vincent. Printing as an aid in the teaching of
ing and pelling. Master's. 193. Chicago. 71 p.

sm. Wood. Amney. Heading materials in relation thildren'
Master's. 1939. Iowa.

HANDWRITING

%lf. Griffis. Minerva Myrtle. Disabilities in mechanics of writing as a 11:1,
fill' instruction. llaster's, 193.q. Colo. St.' Coll. of Ed.

`171. Joslyn. Alvin L. A summary of the studies 4)n mirror writing
related topics. \faster's, 1939. Michigan.

816. Schaffier, Edna Pearle. A handwriting list for the first grade. MA,
ter's, 1939.* Oklahoma. 72 p. ms.

Suggests the use of the fir:t 500 most frequently used words front th Rinsland
words used by elementary s(houl children as shown by two WI'.1 project ys. and arraLz.:the words according to writing difficulty.

817. Snyder. Marsh A. The status of the teaching of handwriting in Obit.
Master's. 19:n. Ohio State. 103 p. ms.

Finds that baidsvr i t iiì ii neglected in the elementary schods, and that c4,11eges
offer courses in the teaching of handwriting.

R1S. Tubbs. Frank Rennie. A professionalizell study of handwriting.
ter's 1939. Tennessee. T p. ms.

Gives a brief history of writing. Discuss( s the sociology.
handwriting teaching. and urtbods and systems of teaching.

psyt h(dogr.
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SPELLING

*819. Fovl: Ella Mabel. 11istory4of the spelling reform movemput in t

United Sta Master's, 1939. George Washington. 60 p. in R.
Traces the rise of the movement. its history irv'connection with the National Educati.4.

Association. and the influence it hai exerted on current spelling books.

S20. Gauthier, Sister Rose Norine. The jnfluence of Individual diagniii%
and remedial supervised study in spelling. Master's, 1939. Notre Dame. :it;

p. In s.

*821. Hansburg, Henry. An experimental study of the effect of the use of Ow
print shop in the improvement of spelling. reading, and visual perception. Dot.-
tor's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college. Columbia university.

Investigates
elementary

(Contributions to education. no. 776)
certain psychological effects of the print shop on pupils in a specialschool for the education of dull-normal and maladjusted pupils in Queeus.N. Y. Indicates that spelling learning can be transferred froth prhiting to writjen spelling;that a transfey is taking place from one visual-motor type of activity to another whichfaster and requires finer movements ; that the major element in spelling, is visual:
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That improvement of spelling resulting from printing k subject to the law lif individual
.fifirorences; that the printing prokysses had a cortain novelty which added to the '.nterc.st
;n spelling learning: tbat perceptive abilities are not confusi.d 1r brokon f lown by printing
w. rk: that with respect to reading. the printing pro.'esses did not make for I tt..r com
;IN hension except insofar as the *niater. al u* filr copy contained Continuous rending
::;:iiter which enabled the (hild to get practice reading comprelmisitbn. concludes that
;.rinting improves spelling s4If1ll.what. anil has no unf.ivorabb- effect tn spelling. visual
:...rreption. or reading. but should not be interpreTed as indicating that printing shoal
v considered a major means Of teachinz these subjects. 13r that printing is a valuable

,.

JAition to any school curriculum.

Nisula. Leonard Rudolph. An analysis of the pelling error: of lead,
,1., (.Ilege seniors 1:Iter's. 19:t9. St. T. (... Fitiliburg. 6) p. in.4

Examines the spelling ability of 57 seniors .at l'itoliiIiirr; State Teachers College. and
-!.0 crrors they made in words presented by colninti dietatior. using :710 wrds from Buck-
i,ngliam's extension of the .tyres spelhng scales. and 7)11 storiis from 1 hilnidiko's Teachers
word book. Indicates that the women were slizhtly bet tvr 'spellers than th men : that
t....,t. Buckingham-Ayres word selction were much more difficult than the Thorndike wont
pelect ions.

23. Rezroat. Mary Wilma. A fifth-grade spelling list from the Oklahoma
\\TA list of children's wo .ds. Master's. 1939. Oklahonia. ills.

Presents a total of (165
.lasses.

b may !TIT. rly tbe taught in fifthgrade peòlliri

'N24. Ri mersma, Bernice D. An experimental study comparing two ways of
7tiaching s ,lling. iaster's, 1039. 31iehigml.

Smith. Ethleen. Spelling difficulties of third-zrade children. Master's,
191`0 Cincinnati. 75 p. ms.

Analyzes the spelling by 120 thir1ra3h. pupils of :1116, words selected from standard
Telling lists. Finds errors related to grade placement and length of words. Infers that
traditional slection of words and formal instruction are undesirable.

!%2(3. Stewart, Hazel B. A summary of recent itivestizations spelling errors
of experiments in remedial teaching. lastthr's, 1939. Michigan.

vS27. Tyler. I. Keith. Spelling as a secondary learning: the extensiun of
.pelling vocabularies with different methods of organizing and teaching the
svcial studies. Doctor's, 1939. T. C , Cul. Univ. Nvw York, Teachers enllt.ge.
columbia university, 1939. 116 p. (('ontributions to education, no. 7S1 )

Attempts to discover the -relationship of the teaching of certain units in Social studio,.
and of the teaching of history and geography separately to the ability of children to
pell words peculiar to the units or subjects. ufing three equated experimental groups in a

i7ounty in a single social-studies course, and as a control group children in a similar county
in which geography and history were 1;iught se.parately by a more traditional method.
Indicates that the same amount of time given to a subject of study can result in greater
amounts of secondary learning of spelling when learning situations are varied than when
9r1inary textbook teaching is adhered to; and that individual spvIlim: vocabularies are

uired from pursuit of various activities relating to specialized fields.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION
40

828. Abraham, Richard D. A study of factors that affect the amount of
improvement made in English by high-school freshmen. Master's, 11139. South
Dakota. 49 p.

829. Aldrich, Esta Grantham. Two contrasted methods of teaFhing English
composition. Master's, 1938. Chicago. 113 p.

830. Armes, Irene Lavada. The most common errors in grammar and the )

significance of the teaching of grammar. Master's, 1939. TeL Tech. Coll.
p. ms.
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web

831. Bertling, Lois Saunier. Some qperiments integrating grammar withcorrective English. Master's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ. 86 p. ms.
Studies the grammar and corrective English items as given in the New York Citycourse of study for junior high-school grAdes. Finds that compression and integrationmake both grammar and corrective English easier to teach and better worth teaching.
832. Black, Rosemary. A survey of tw6 methods of teaching English shill

t. in tenth-grade English. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

833. Blair, Waddington. Criticism of student participation in oral English
classes. Master's, 1939. Stanford.

i`

t.-

834. Bonham, David N. Difficulty of vocabulary learning as affected hy
parts o? speech. Mas.ter's, 1939. Purdue. 32 p. ms.

Uses 148 students of the soventh and eighth grades of Loudonville, Ohio, in an expertment conducted to evaluate two methods of flash card presentation, and to determine thedifficulty of vocabulary learning as affected by parts of speech. Finds that presentingforeign words and their English equivalents In simultaneous or aliernate exposures doesnot materially affect the number of exposures required for learning ; that nouns are easierto learn than adverbs, verbs, pronouns, and probably prepositions; and that ildver.hs,appear to cause the greatest difficulties of word associRtion.

835. Bracken, Mary Helen. Maintenance of skills in sentence structure,
capitalization, uunctuation, and business letter writing through a functiotial
program in English. Master's, 1939. Omaha. 101 p. ims!

838. Brittain, Frances Josephine. A study of the vocabulary used and Ow..
spelling errors made in written compositions Of second-grade children. Master',
1939. Loyola. 213 p. ms.

Determines the vocabulary used and the spelling errors made in the themes of second-grade children and compares the findings with word lists based upon other studies madein allied fields. Finds that the 100 most commonly used words comprised 68.12 percentof the total number, and that about one-third of the misspellings were made in these litowords. Concludes that greater attention to these words might reduce errors in children'swritings.

.837. Burk, Clyde H. Preparatory English students. Master's, 1939. Kans.
St. T. C., Emporia. 36 p. ms. (Abstract tin: Kansas state teachers college of
Emporia. Studies in education, 17 : 26)
. Attempts to determine the value and effectivenéss %Of the preparatory English course forstudents of deficient English preparation. Determines the proportion of students takingcourse who succeed in litter English work who fall this course one or more times, and theirkuccess in other courses.

838. Byers, Raymond H. Comparative achievement in language of ninth-
grade pupils from rural and graded schools in Wapello county, Iowa. Master's,
1939. Iowa.

839. Carroll, Mamie Lou. An investigation of the needs of high-school pupils
in grammar. Master's, 1939. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado
studies, 26: 35-40)

.4% Attempts to determine the grammar needs of high-school pupils 4§ shown by the resultsof placement tests and error studies. Shows that the major difficulties as shown by place-ment tests were in sentence structure, spelling, diction, reference of pronouns, verbs, andpunctuation.

840. Carter, Louise Elizabeth. MotiVqtion of composition in the junior high
school a a yural school in Alabama. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

V

4 841. Clemons, *Alan Bariett. A quantitative study: of verbal abstracting.
. Master's:1939. Iowa.
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s42. Clift, Virgil. A comparative study of achievement in English of town-
ship high-school and city high-school graduates. Master's, 1939. Ind. St. T. C.
37 p Ins. (Abstract in: Indiana state teachers College. Teachers ( lieg,c journal.
10: 145, July 1939)

Attempts to determine whether or not the students who vnter Indiana State Teachers
College from the larger city high schools have acqpired a better knowledge of English than
tbose who come from township high schools; and to correlate the scores made on psychological
examinations and English examinations of qudents from the two types of schools. Finds
that the graduates of tbe city high school .made higher scores on the psychological exami-
nations and English examinatimfs than did graduates of the township high school.

841 Condit, Lillian Herbert. The relation between attainments In language
and general scholastic -success. Master's, 1938. Chicago. p. ms.

844. Cronin, Margaret Mary: The teaching of written composition in the
intermediate school adopting and adapting an experience curriculum. Master's,
1939. Botlton Coll.

845. Douglas, Newton. A study of certain fattors believed to conch:
tion academic achievement in English with speciiil reference to the health factor.
Docktir's, 1939. Wisconsin.. (Abstract in: University of Wisconsin. Summaries
of doctoral dissertations . . ,. vol. 4 : 206-207)

Describeii an experiment condbcted at Baylor University, Waco, Tex., during the.fall
quarter of 1937 to determine the relationship hf.t Ween academic iichievemunt in English and
20 factors believed to condition achievement.

846. Douglass, Harl R. Classroom practices of MinesOta teachers of high,
sehopi English,. Journal of educational ref4%arch, 32: 102-107, October 1938.
(University pf Nori)i Carolina)

847. Edmatt, liarion. A comparison of the English nee(s of Winona, Minne-
sota, with the course of study in English. Doetor's, 1938. Minnesota. 1,650
p. ms.

I
Studies all phases of English teaching in grades 3-12, and analyzes the .lisefulness ofthe language and reading skills in the JAves of children and -of adults in Winona. Findsthat the English program in a given community has little connection .with the ordinary

needs in language in that community.

848. Enos, Frances B. An experimental study of the value of the typewriter
in.the teaching of English. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

849. Evans, James Walter. The social importance and the pupil control of
certain punctuation variants. D.octor:s, 1939. Iowa. (Abstrad in : University
of Iowa. Series on aims and progress of research, no. 63),

Attempts to ideniify and determine the relative social importance of the variant rulils of
punctuation which apply to the writings of pupil4 in grades 4 and' 8 ; and to mdasure and
describe average pupil reaction to those punctuation sittunions as they were created infive types of writing at each grade level. Analyzes compositions from rir) schools in 46
communities located in seven States.

850. Foster, Harry K. The semantic variations of certain high frequency
words in the written compositions of eighth-grade pupils. Doctor's, 1939. Iowa.
(Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series on° aims and progress of reseaich,
no. 63)

Attempt; to develop a technique for handling word-meaning data on Hollerith equipment ;to determine the socially important meanings with which 100' seleeted wordi lire usedby eighth-grade pupils in their written compositions ; and to determine what PripOrtion
of thé available meanings of each of the selected words eighth-grade pupils use .in theirwritten compositions: Indicates that words possessing a large range of meaningss tend ,to
be used more frequently and with more socially important meanings than do words possessInga smanti range ot meanings, awl'. that when all'the words are considered, approximitely on-e-
fifth or less of the available meanings carry the burden of usage for the majority of the
words.
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eS51. Frogner, Ellen. An experimental study of the relative efficacy of :I

gra mma t ¡cal all(' thought approach to sentence si rin'i tire. Docter's,
Minnesota. 960 p ms.

Describes an experiment conducted with paired thp-ses. in grades 7. 9. and 11 in I h..Minneapolis and Bemidji schools, in which one group was taught by means of a gr itnmatical approach and a thought approach., and the other group was taught by mean .the thought approach alone. Finds no difference between the two groups in individullunit test results; the thought approach superior in final tests and in delayed recall ; thvthought approach superior for students whose IQ was below 106; and superior stud( hislearned equally well by either method.

852. Garnett, Wilma Leslie. A study of status and improvement of collet
freshmen in certain skills of English composition. Doctor's, 1939. Iowa. I Ab-tract in Unkibrsity of Iowa. Series on aims and progress of researelt, no. (1;:;1

Studies the status in basic skills in written English attained by freshmen in thrurteachers colleges, with special emphasis to the status attained by freshmen in ono of Owcolleges. Shows that the status of proficiency for the freshmen of 1931-32. when the fir,spart of the study was undertaken. was low at the beginning of the year for all freshmcn,that the greatest gains during the year were made by the remedial group which was gia special type of training at one of the colleges. Indicates that only a small numbvtof students are adequately prepared for teaching the basic skills in. written EnglishDevelops a new program of training based on the program used with the remedial group
853. Gilfillan, Mary Elizabeth. The Latin element in the English vocabu-lary. Master's, 1939. Pitt Sburgh.

854. Gray, Morris Pryor. Some observable conditions of noupromotion .11

English at the Woodlawn high school, Birmingham, Alabama, 1938-39. Master'.
1939. Michigan.

855. Halvorsoh, Nelius O. An experiment comparing the effectiveness Ilf
two methods of indicating errors in students' thewes. Cedar Falls, Iowa statt,
teachers college, 1930. 25 p. ms. (Research report no. 35.)

Describes an experiment in which symbols were used to indicate errors In studentspapers in three control sections of English 1. and checks were used to indicate errors instudents' papers in three experimental sections of English I. Finds that the system ofchecks is more effective and less laborious for the teacher.
856. Hartman, Harvey Hamill. Thought processes and outcomes of a flex-

ible composition program. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 272 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the part that thinking may play in the teaching and learningof English composition. Shows that composition teaching must he almost wholly thoughtteaching.

857. Heath, Helen Esther. Errors in capitalization made by pupils in gradus4, 5, and 6 In the Woodward, Oklahoma, public schools. Master's, 1939. Colo.St. Coll. of Ed.

- 858. Hergenhan, Mildred E. The doctrine of correctness in English usagein the nineteenth century. Dootor's, 1939. Wisconsin. (Abstract in: Univer-Mty of Wisconsin. Summaries of doctoral (lissertations . . . vol. 4 : 230-32.)
Reviews briefly the linguistic notions inherited from the eighteenth century, contrastswith them the scientific notionm of language contributed by German. English. and Americanscholarship in the nifikeenth century ; and presents a case history of disputed usageslisting approximately 160 items of vocabulary. syntax, or grammar commonly proscribedin nineteenth century grammars and handbooks. Demonstrates that at the end of thenineteenth century much still remained to be done in extending a kowledge pf the nctualfacia of English usage to all who would write upon or teach the subject.
859. Johnson, Amy E. A critique of the objectives of English teaching in

the elementary grades. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Finds that the objectives of instruction in English are far from agreed upon ; that thecriterion of social utility for the various activities composing the English curriculum isassuming marked prominence; that a given item should be placed at that grade level where
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it constitutes an important need ; that many specific items 'bust be taught In several
grades in order to insure complete mastery that oral and written expression should be
so t4ught as constantly to complement and reinforce i.ach other: that the Enlisli eur
ricultim must maintain a high standard of good usage; that the relative difficulty of all
items, regardless of type, mu1 be constant from grade to grade: that standards are cumu-
;ative that activities hold a prominent place; and that continuous imlividual growth is
the standard or goal of achievement in elementary English.

SOO. Johnson, Ida. A study of two methods of teaching sophomore English.
laster's, 1939. Kansas. (Abstract in : University of Kansas. Bulletin (f
education, 4 : 63, February 1940.)

Describes an experiment conducted with an experimental group of 45 students in the
Chanute Senior High School during 1938-39, and with a control group of 51 students in
the same school, to determine the differences in knowledge of grammar. reading compre-
hension level, vocabulary gains, speed of reading, and in literature appreciation between
a group of students following a free reading program in tbe mastery of the principles
of English as compared with a group following the traditional program of grammar one
semester and literature the next. Finds that the experimental group surpassed the control
group in practically all of the items.

861. Keen, Elizabeth McLennan. A suggestive course of study in the lan-
guage arts for the primary grades. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

*862. Krupka, Stella Helena. Unit organization of four topics in English for
the eighth school year. .Master's lf)39. Boston Univ. 157 p.

Offers units of work for the eighth grade on the writing of business letters, life along
the Hudson River, adventure at sea, and the spirit of Christmas.

863. Larson, Kathryn E. A study of languáge achievements and 'difficulties
of children 'of Finnish-born parentage. Master's, 1939. Cincinnati. 62 p. n:s.

Attempts to discover the language problems of children due to their being of foreign-
born parentage.

864. Lawless, Joseph C. Communicating a Catholic mind and culture
through English. Master's, 1939. Loyola. 67 p. ms.

Indicates that the unit method is the best for reaching the intellectual, the emotional,
religious leaders, may develop in the student desirable traits of character.

865. Lucky, Lona Mae. A year's work in Senior II English. Master's, 1939.
Peabody. 178 p. ms.

Indicates that the unit method is the best for reaching the intellectual, the emotional.
and the activity child at the same time.

866. X -1m, Janet Liddell. A classification of the 5,000 words most com-
monly used in writing as compiled by Ernest Horn in accordance with the prin-
ciples ot the new standard course of Pitman shorthand. Master's, 1939. T. C.,
Col. Univ. 176 p. ms.

867. Xehrens, Harold E. English cômposition in the general college. Doc-
tor's, 1939. Southern California.

Discusses the present status and trends of the lower division English college composition
courses, the extent of relationship existing between present practices in these courses and
present theories basic to the general college movement, aims, the curriculum organization
of composition offerings, course content, and methods of instruction and testing. Finds that
these courses in both general and traditional colleges have more similar than dissimilar
characteristics; that the emerging course has aims related to investigational as well as to
expressional skills; that a laboratory plan of instruction is used and skills are maintained
and taught thmugh cooperation with other departments; and that appraisal programs are
need to promote as well as to test students' growth.

868. Mitchell, Dora May. Teaching grammar in an Oklahoma junior high
school. Master's, 1:44! Peabody. 155 p. ms.

Gives a complete record of actual classroom teaching of grammar in the eighth grade of
an Oklahoma junior high school.
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869. Moore, Dorothea Ide. An approach to creative writing through com-position in a junior high school. Master's. 1939. Brown. 86 p. ms.
870. Morimoto Shizuko. A study of oral English usage among pupils ofJapanese ancestry attending ptiblic schools in Hawaii. Master's, 1939. Hawaii.p. ms.

871. Murrell, Minnie Bell. The traditional versus the integrated method ofteaching 3B English. Niaster's, 1939. Tex. Tech. Coll.
Investigates the relative efficiency of the traditional and integrated methods in the teach-ing of English fundamentals in English 3B in Amarillo High School during the school year193g-39, using equated groups. Finds that both groups made gains. but the differenceswere too small to be significant.

872. Oakley, Bertha Coleman. Functional grammar on the junior highschool level. Master's, 1939. Oklahoma. 53 p.
Attempts to determine the rules of grammar that are considered functional by referringall of the rules from five recent textbooks to nine judges for evaluation. Finds that of167 rules, only 1g were rated as 66 percent or more functional; that these were basic rulesgoverning simple sentence structure, the subject and verb of a sentence. and the most com-mon usages in punctuation and capitalization.
873. Parks, Mother Catherine. An analysis of language, grammatical, punc-tuation, and letter-form errors of fourth-grade children's life letters. Master's,1939. .Marquette. 124 p. ms.
kttempts to discover various types of errors in children's Artters and to determine the effectof age, sex, and place of school attendance on the errors made. Finds that 1Oyear-oldchildren made slightly more errors than those of related ages; that girls made more errorsthan boys; and that rural children made more mistakes than'urban children.

874. Parrish, Beryl Margaret"- An integrated program in the teaching ofEnglish for the development of social consciousness. Master's, 1939. Ohio State.283 p. MS.
Attempts to determine to what extent and in what manner the teaching of English ranbe organized and integrated to promote a progressive consciousness of social needs andissues. Describes an integrated program in the teaching of both literature and composition.
875. Phillips, Dorothea. A study of student interest in English. Master's.1939. Duke. 97 p. ms.
Finds a need for greater emphasis on public speaking; that pictorial representation is avaluable aid ; that vocabulary study is essential ; and that provision should be made forinterest differences found between rural and urban groups.
*876. PHce, Dorothy. Adult student needs and interests in evening highschool English. Master's, 1939. George Washington. 165 p. ms.
Analyzes replies to a questionnaire of 214 students who were taking high-school Englishcourses at tbe Baltimore Evening School in 1937-38. Finds that the individual studentsvaried widely in their personal needs, ambitions, interests, tastes, and intellectual maturityand that any course of study designed to meet their needs would have to be extremelyflexible and its set requirements few and strictly fundamental in nature.
877. Radei, Elizabeth. Kindergarten children's understanding of 14 preposi-tions. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
878. Reedy, Sidney Joseph. English composition in representative teachereducation institutions. Field study no. 1. Doctor's, 1539. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
879. Individual versus group instruction in compositions: a compara-tive silly of two techniques in incidental teaching. Field study no. 3. Doctor's,1939. olo. St. Coll. of Ed.,

880. Ressler, Theodore. The relation of knowledge of case rules to pupilmastery of pronoun usage. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
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S81. Rinsland, Henry D. Analysis of word meaning of the elementary
school children of the Unitod States, grades 1-4. Norman: University of Okla-
homa, 1939.

Analyzes the meaning and functional frequency for evcry word used in the writ ings of
children in the tirs.t,four grados. Uses sampling of writings from 70.000 children in 701.4
schools throughout the United States.

SS2. Ruttan, Gertrude. A comparison hetweeri language and nonlanguage
groups in the achievement of English grammar and vocabulary. NIaster's, 1939.
Kansas.

883. Scott, Myrtle Jane. Specific variations of capitalization skink; in the
writing of sixth-grade pupils. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

8g4. Sellick, Lura Ester Awbrey. A study of compositional needs and in-
terests of high-school freshmen. Master's, 1939. *Stanford.

s85. Simpson, Dorothy. Pupil control of punctuation and capitalization skills
in writing and in testing situations. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

S86, Stone, Katherine G. Spontaneous oral language of first-grade children
in rehition to creative experience in the fine arts. Master's, 1939. Alabama.
156 p. ms.

887. Stroop, Ethel Christine. A diary of an eighth-grade 'English class.
Master's, 1939. Peabody. 220 p. ms.

Prevents H day-by day record of classroom procedures in a rural school In North Caro-
lina. Shows that pupils used better English. enjoyed reading, and did better work
when assignments were not too definite and when they bad free recitations.

Thorndike, Edward L. Studies in the psychology of language. New
York, 193s. (37 p (Archives )sy('hology, no. 231.) (Teachers college,
( 'olumbia university.)

Reports facts concerning changes in meaning which *word undergoes when its; gram-
matical function changes; concerning the origination, interpretation, and perpetuation of
compound words; and concerning the relation of the length of words to the frequency
of their use. Concludes that the variations originating in the speaker work toward
abbreviation, but also toward variety ; that the comprehension of a new locution is usually
dependent on the real situation, or verbal context, or both, in which the hearer hears it ;
and that tbe linguistic patterns which origination follows are so multifarious that they
give little aid to comprehension.

889. Voelker,:Gerald B. An experiment with some specific aspects of the
reliability of diagnosis in the mechanics of English. Master's, 1938. Minne-
sota. 132 p. ms.

WO. Waters, Betty. A teaching project in language vocabulary enrichment.
Master's, 1939. Iowa.

891. Wheeler, Amine. A study to determine the errors that appear in the
written work of rural and urban pupils in certain school systems in Kentucky.
Doctor's, 1939. 'Cornell. 379 p. ms.

892. Wood, Beatrice X. Study of the relationship of language to certain
personality traits in young children. Master's, 1939. Tennessee. 69 p. ms.

Analyses 15 language records for each of 15 nursery school children according to
content. Correlates the percentage distributions for various language categories withcertain personality traits of the subjects as rated on the California behavior inventory.
Finds no significant correlations, although there seemed to be ar positive relationship
between number of responses and talkativeness, requests and leadership, commands and
aggressiveness, and commands and leadership.
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LITERATURE

*893. Arms, Geolrge Warren. The social criticism of William Dean Howeik.Doctor's, 1939. New York. 409 p. ms.
Discusses his boyhood and early manhood ; his career as a professional writer; tlioperiod of his early social thought, including the years of his connection with the AtlanticMonthly; the trend towards social criticism in his novels ; and the period of.socialisticthought as shown by the economic group of novels.
894. Austin, Violet Kathryn. The teaching of Shakespeare in the highschool. Master's, 1939. George Washington. 89 p. ms.
895. Batchelor, Bonnie Kate. A presentation of some examples of children'screative work in the field of literature. Master's, 1938. Louisiana Stale(Abstract in: Louisiana state university. Abstracts of theses, session of 1937--3Bulletin, 31 : 107.)

I.

Analyzes the creative writings of children in the kindergarten-primary, the intermediategrades, and the sophomore and junior grades of high school.
896. Downing, Sister Mary Florence. Children's choices in Catholic poetry.Master's, 1939. Loyola. 100 p. ms.
Attempts to determine why so many children dislike poetry. Indicates that if childrenwere, exposed to suitable poetry in their homes and in school before and during theperiod of elementary education, that they would like poetry.
897. Drew, Nina. Some factors influencing -children's choices in poetry.Master's, 1939. Michigan.
898. Garvey, Anna P. The actiNity method in teaching literature. Mas-ter's, 1939. Mass. St. Coll. 59 p. ms.
899. Graves, Virginia Carter. Suggestive materials for teaching Dicketi.'A tale of two cities. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 108 p. ms.
900. Horgan, Gertrude Marie. A study of the attitudes of college student .to the poetry of selected major and minor poets of the nineteenth century.Master's, 1939. St. T. C., Fitchburg. 155 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the preferences of college students for the poetry of the tradi-tional poets, Robert Browning, Alfred Tennyson, and Matthew Arnold, and of the mysticpoets, Coventry Patmore, Francis Thompson, and Gerard Manley Hopkins. Devises testsof attitudes, based on representative poems of each poet, and administers them to a totalof 294 juniors and seniors enrolled in two teachers colleges and one liberal arts collegeIn Massachusetts in 1939. Concludes that while the students prefer the poems of themajor poets, teachers of English cannot afford to neglect the poetry of the minor poetsand should pass on a genuine appreciation of its worth to their students.
901. Hurlbut, Lena Polk. The use and value of literature in the primarygrades. Master's, 1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodistuniversity. Abstracts of theses . . . no. 7: 22-23)
Reveals ,that children's literhture has an important place in them primary curriculumbecause of its broad scope and unlimited possibilities in correlation and integration withother school subjects and activities.
902. Keables, Nelson C. Development of social attitudes shown by the typeof literature written by certain authors between Monlue and Molière. Master's,1939. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 39 p. ms.
903. Kelley, Eleanor Marie. Unit organization of four topics in literature.Master's, 1989. Boston Univ. 82 p.
Offers four units of work in literature for the ninth grade of a 4-year high school,using Life on the Mississippi, Julius Caesar, Silas Marner, and the Last of the Mohicans,as the basis for the units.
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904. Kilby, Clyde S. Horace Walpole as literary critic. Doctor's, 1938.
Sew York. 423 p. ms.

Outlines Walpole's life and discusses him as a critic of the novel, of poetry, of
Shakespeare, of the drama, and of historical, epistolary, and other writing; compares f
Walpole's comments with those of Samuel Johnson and Thomas Gray.

OP

905. McKay, Mary Frances. The literature content of the English course
in the public secondary schools of Rhode Island. Master's, 1939. Brown.
73 p. ms.

906. McSharry, John T. Prose readings in American literature for the
junior hig'h school. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 607 p. ms.

Selects readings which will help the slow learner in mastering reading skills and in
acquiring right reading habits. Gives brief historical introductions which will help
in correlating readings in lktgrature wilt) the course in American history.

907. Meeks, Elizabeth L. An enriched program in appreciation of litera-
ture for college sophomores.' Master's, 19:19. Peabody. 130 p. ms.

Describes and evaluates an enriched program of varied activities designed to increase
the appreciation of literature especially in the fields of poetry and drama. Finds that
students derived pleasure from such a course of varied activities; that through the free-
reading program of lin extensive nature they became convinced that reading good.litera-
ture is an enjoyable activity and were determined to continue such reading in the future;
that through the combination of intensive and extensive approach students were led to
develop critical judgment and discrimination and an awarenjss of the characteristic
elements of good literature; that through the activities included in a remedial reading
program they were able to improve reading speed, comprehension, and habits of eye
movemeRt.

908. Ortman, Joseph Frederick. The attitudes of high-school students VI-
ward the study and teaching of Shakespeare. Master's, 1939. Clark.
(Abstract in: Clark university bulletin no. 145: 167-70)

Analyzes replies to a questionnalre administered to 490 high-school seniors in nino
different schools. Finds a number of differences among the students as Ao their attitudes
toward values, obstacles, and methods. Offers a program of to6hing which adapits
subject-matter and methods to pupil interests and abilities.

909. Phillips, Elsie. Teaching the classics: A midsummer night's dream.
Master's, 1939. Peabody. 66 p. ms. .

Analyzes reports of interviews with 20 teachers who had taught the play. Finds no
conclusive evidence that it should be included in all literature courses of study for 'high-
school grades.

910. Russell, Edna N. Developing appreciation of poetry in grades seven
and eight. Master's, 1939. New York. 79 p. ins.

911. Scott, Emma Margaret American, world, and contemporary literature
in high-school literature courses since 1870. Master's, 1939. Indiana.
100 p. ms.

912. Smallwood, Jessie Mae. Teaching poetry according to the English jour-
nal, 1940-1937. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 168 p. ms.

Finds an increased interest in teaching poetry through the projest method ancl motiva-
tion of activities byabthe pupil.

913. Smith, Rubio Eudora. Unassigned poetry memorized by a group of
six-grade children. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 77 p. ms.

determineAttempts to whether sixth-grade children would memorize Poetry which was
not assigned, and to determine the extent IQ, sex, and age would influence the choict and
amount of poetry memorized. Finds thalt only 76 of the 120 poems recommended for
children of the sixth-grade level were chòaen for memorization; that children of average
intelligence learned 83 of the 94 poems memorised by the entire group, while children
of below-average intelligence learned only 47; that the sex of the pupil had liittle influ-
ence on the number of poems memorised.
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*914. Sweeney, Margaret. A unit of work in folklore for secondary schoolswith a sampling of Hoosier folklore. Nlaster's. 1939. Louisville. 168 p. ms.
Expiating the unit of work on folklore. Lb.scrihes an experiment in which a teachingunit in folklore was developed and evaluated in the Jeffersnvffle, 'High School.
915. Troup, Anna M. R. A critical survey of children's literature by Ala-balm authors. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 1843 p. ms.
Finds that some stories and books have become nationn 1 In dis,tribut ion and appf.A.many are used as textbooks in many States. and some lire used as tfixttooks in Enghnit.
910. Veum, Dorothy Margaret. World literature as presentea to high-whoolseniors. Master's, 1939. Marquette. 198 p.

917. Young, Mrs. argaret Cater. Poems to he used with units of workproposed for third gra le by the Texas course of study. Master's, 1939. SoniHouston St. T. C. 123 p. ms.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

CLASSICAL LANGUAGES

918. Baker, Lottie Mae. Tense usage of verbs in the indicative mood.Caesar's ?rat% Master's, 1938. T. C., Col. Univ. 20 p. ms.
919. Blank, Edmund W. A survey of current practices employed by high-school teachers of Michigan in the teaching of Latin vocabulary, syntax, anti

background. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
920. Diedrich, Paul B. The frequency of Latin words and their endings.

Doctor's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ.
Attempts to discover the relative frequency of the Latin word endings and to attachto each important ending 11 its possible interpretations in terms which did not requirefurther definition. Offers a "Recommended basic vocabulary of 1,471 words, arrangedin groups of related words. for the general reader.
921. Dillhoff, Sister Marie. A surveY of trends In teaching Latin. Master's,

1938. Cincinnati.
922. Gilliland, Myrtle. A survey of curriculum study and revision from1889 to 1939 with regard to the teaching of Latin in Florida. Master's, 1939.Fla. St. Coll.

923. Gladfelter, C. H. Jr. Changes in first-year Latin, 1909-1939. Master's,
1939. Duke. 90 p. ms.

Studies grade placement, courses of study, and analyzes and compares first-year Latintextbooks in the schools of 100 cities in the various States having a population of morethan 100,000. Indicates that Latin is first stSdied seriously in the ninth year ; that almosthalf of the States have no course of study in first year Latin ; and that the modern Latintextbook is one of the most seienti constructed books in the secondary school field.
t924. Horst, Bernard L., Kuz s. a, Raymond E., and Plassenthal, Vincent A.Missal Latin: a two-year course based on the Sunday Missal. Dayton, Ohio,Mt. St. John press, 1939. 240 p. (University of Dayton.)
*MI. Lutz, Flora' Hermion. The status of Latin in the secondary schools ofMaine. Master's, 1938. Maine. 86 p. tns.
Discusses the general position of Latin in the secondary scheols of Maine, the trainingand preparation of Latin teachers; their experience and teaching loads; textbooks andother materials in the Latin course; methods of teaching Latin ; attitudes, causes ofdecline, and proposed remedies; and trends of the last 15 years. Finds that the positionof Latin is no longer dominant in most of the schools, and is growing weaker ; thatapproximately three-fourths of the Latin teachers are qualified to teach the subject ; thatLatin textbooks in use are of comparatively recent publication that too little emphasisis placed on correct English in translations; and that teachers of Latin consider thelearning of Latin itself the chief objective of the course. Offers suggestions for improvingthe teaching of the subject.
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926. McKay, Kathleen Agnes. Trends in Latin enrollment in the secondary
seLools of Rhode Island. Master's, 1939. Brown. 49 p. ms.

927. McNulty, Lourilla Sterrett. English readings for elementa ry Latin.
Master's, 1939. Pittsburgh.

928. Smith, Louise X. A study of the women characters of Vergil's
Eeklnies, Georgics. and Aenvid. Master's, 1939. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
74 p. ms.

929. Williams, Esther Rachel. At udy of vocabulary, inflection, and con-
struction frequencies in first-year Latin. Master's, 1939. Indiana. 116 p. ms.

MODERN LANGUAGES

930. Besdesky, Ida. A general evaluation of workbooks for French: an
origifal workbook entitled La Lanyite tar L'Exerrie. Master's, 1939. N. Y.

St. Coll. for Teach. 113 p. ms.

931. Catalozzi, Marie Carmela: The use of the dialogue :is an aid to students
of Italian extraction in learning Hallam 1Iaster's. 1938. Brown. 47 p.

932. Eccles', Leonie Seabrook. A survey of the preparation in Spanish of
the elementary grade tetichers in Ness' Mex,ieo. Master's, 1939. New Mexieo.
41 p. ms.

933. Evans, Mary Jaqueline. Discussion of tile Cleveland plan for the
teaching of French. Master's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ. 41 p.

Finlis that thè Cleveland plan owes its success to the unity of its aims and methlids
as carried out by competent teacher, and suggests that if intelligently followed it can
achieve superior results in other school systems.

934, Gtduz, Hugo. Good teaching of French. Modern language journal,
23:1, April 1939. (University of North Carolina.)

935. lioffman, Beryl May. German education In Louisiana. Master's, 1939.
Tulane. (Abstract in: Tulane university of Louisiana. Abstracts of theses,
1939 : 22-24)

Finds that in Louisiana at different periods between 1830 and 1918 there wereaat.least 23
German parochial schools and orphan asylums giving instruction in the German language
alone ; that in the latter part of the nineteenth" century the instruction was given partly
in German and partly in English ;. that the universities taught German for many years and
have German departments which are still growing ; that klernian was introduced into the
public high-school curriculum in 1910 and was kept in the curriculum until the World War,
when it was omitted from the curriculum and not restored until 1931; that German classes
were held as an extracurricular subject in several grammar schools from 1932 until 1937;
and that no German is taught in the public schools at present.

936. Lando, Aida. The role of realia in foreign language classes in high
schools in Nevi York State. Master's, 1938. Cornell.

937. Levi, Henrietta Elaine. A study of pauses in the French language.
Master's, 1939. Iowa.

938. McAlpine, P. H. The qualifications of Florida high-school teachers of
Spanish. Master's, 1939. Duke. 101 p. ms.

4tdies the training, teaching load, experience, certification, salary. teaching combinations,
and outside activities of 120 Spanish teac'hers. Finds that they exceed in most instances
the stándards of the North Central (ix. Southern associations.

989. Nielson, James Roy. Outline and instructional tests on civilization for
,elementary college French. Master's, 1989. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 102 p.
(Abstract in: Kansas state teachers college of Emporia. Studies in education,
17: 44)

Covers such material on French life and culture as will make more significant and more
interesting the study of the French language.
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4940. Pierce, Vaudau P. A study of students' progress in French pronunci;i,
tion. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

941. Bisorti, Matilda. The place of the French house method in modern
language educkion in American colleges. 'Master's, 1939. N. Y. St. Coll. for
Teach. 32 p. ms.

942. Van Wagoner, Merrill. Some aspects of semantic alteration in French
Master's, 1939. Brigham Young.

943. Wachs, William. The adequacy of the attempt to apply the reading
aims in the teaching of the first two years of Spanish in the public clay secondary
schools of the City of ¡slew York. Master's, 1939. Coll. of the .City of N. Y.
.70 p. ms. (Abstract in: College of the City of New York. Abstracts of thescs
. 1939: 108-109)

Investigates the extent to which the secondary schools are fulfilling the reading aim ífinstruction in Spanish as adopted in the 1931 syllabus. Analyzes Regents' examinations nndwidely used textbooks to determine their consonance with the reading aim.
Vs°

MATHEMATICS

944. Anderson, F nk. The general mathematiq8 course in higher institu-
tions. Master's, 8 Arizona. (Abstract in: University of Arizima record,
32: 7)

Studi the aims of the general mathematics course and their relation to the aims ofcan colleges and universities, together with a survey of the practices of 70 leading
American\ institutions. Shows that of the 70 institutions, 23 give no sucll course, but thatthe remaining 47 give 61 courses which are classified into eight general mathematics types.

945. Barrett, Charles B. The mathematical achievement of eighth-grade
pupils from the stpndpoint of-racial ancestry. Master's, 1939. Hawaii. 83 p. ms.

*946. Boyer, Carl Benjamin. The concepts of the calculus: a critical and
historical discussion of the derivative and the integral. Doctor's, 138. Co-
lumbia. New York, Columbia university press, 1932 346 p.

*947. Boyer, Lee Emerson. College general mathematics for prospective
secondary school teachers. Doctor's, 1939. Pénn. State. State College, Penn-
sylvania state college, 1939. 106 p. (Studies in education, no. 17)

Shows the pertinence of a course in college general mathematics which Is enhanced hythe fact that the social order is moving in the direction of technical lines which demanda facility to express, understand, and interpret mathematical statements and symbolism;that colleges have reduced the number of units in Mathematics required for collegeentrance; that following admission to college, prospective secondary school teachers arenot required to take any college mathematics if they are enrolled in Pennsylvania's
teachers colleges or in any but three of the liberal arts colleges; that the consensus ofopinion expressed by 325 competent judges is to the effect that there is a keenly felt needfor a course in college general mathematics for secondary-school teachers; that a coursein college general mathematics may yield valuable outcomes not directly vocational innature; and that the need for th4 course is as great for elementary-school teachers as for
secondary-school teachers.

948. Burkhalter, Eva. A study of the trends in the teaching of mathematics
In secondary schools between the years, 1910-1936. Master's, 1939. Oregon.

949. Cadwallader, J. Maxwell. An introduction to the computation of net
income in accordance With the provisions of t 1938 revenue act for students
of accounting. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

u

950. Cameron, Effie Estella. The movement of the integration of seeondary
mathematics and science, 1888-1935 Mastees, 1938. Chicago. 142 p. ms.
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951. Campos, Ismael de Franga. A dynamic concept of -high-school math&

matics. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 149 p. ms.
Finds that mathematics has contributed greatly to civilizatimi in all its aspects; that

ionthemarics occupies a significant place in the secondary curriculum because of its ftd llen-
tonal values; that meaning should be-emphasized rather than repetition anti manipulation
in teaching mathematics ; that the fumetion concept should be conskiered as theAUniling
principle of secondary mathematics; and that)P the process of generalization should be
considered as a fundamental instructional medium in the teaching of mathematics.

952. Dethlefs, Edwin C. Mathematical needs for industrial arts. Master's,
1939. Iowa.

)53. Erickson, Irving Peter. Nuniber and spatial abilit in mathematics
and intelligence. Master's, 1939. 'Clark. 42 p. ms.

954. Garrison, Lester Moffett. The administration of college admission with
special emphasis on mathematics. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 36 p. ms.

Studies mathematics rtquirements for college admission in State universities and iu
Alabama colleges. Finds that the college dean, registrar, and admissions admiRlstrator
determine the program; and that there is a downward trend in the mathematics Nquire-
ments for college entrance.

955. am , Richard Murray. Practical mathematics. Master's, 1939. Boston

Coll.

956. Gowan, Alfred Maurice. An analysis of articles concerning the teach-
ing of mathematics in certait educational publications. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

957. Sannelly, Robert Jeffriy. Mathematics in the junior 'college. Doc-

tor's, 1939. Colorado. (Abstract in : University of Colorado studies, 21;: 65-(i8)
.Discusses the place of mathematics In the Junior college as shown by an examination

of the catalogs of 352 junior colleges in 44 States. Offers suggestions for improving the
mathematical curricula of the junior colleges.

958. Hanson, Harland Hudson. A study of the mathematics needed in other
school subjects in a local school situation, and a reorganization of the _mathe-
matics curriculum to meet those needs. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

959. Harper, M. D., Jr. Integrated Junior high mathematics. Master's, 1939.
Oglethorp.

Studies the relation between the fundamental principles of mathematics and the proven
facts of everyday life.

960, Healy, Arthur. nodiflcations in the mathematics program of Iowa
high schools following changes,in college entrance requirements. Master's, 1969.
Iowa.

961. Kirkman, Joe E. A. course hi numgrical mathematics for the twelfth vs

grade. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

962. Lindsay, Eugene Herschel. A- short course in senior 1 mathematics.
Master's, 1939. Ala. Poly. Inst.

963. Littrell, J. Harvey. The use of the newspaper in teaching mathematics
in seventh and eighth grades. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

964. Main, Margaret E. Vocabulary difficulties of seventh-grade mathe-
matics. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 92 p.

Studies the vocabulary difficulties drone seventh-grade mathematics class. Finds that
it Is less difficult to draw a figure representing the figure than to spell the word; and that
individual difficulties are caused by poor eyesight, lack of interest in school, poor study
habits, and spelling and phonbtic difficulties.
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5. Mallory, Virgil Sampson. The relative difficulty of certain toisis .1.

mathematics for slow-moving ninth-grade pupils. Doctor:s. 193s. T. C.. i
Univ. New York. Teachers college. Columbia uniyersity. 1939. 179 p. (Ck)ntri.
butions to education, no. 769.)

986. Maybee, Gene D. A survey of the business and social uses of matt,
maties. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

967. Morgan. Eva Beatrice. General mathematics in ,the j.unior high sch:
Master's. 1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist univenzitv
Abstracts of theses . . . no. 7: 31-32.)

Traces briefly tbe development of secondary school mathematics from the etirly colonial
period to 1I4% the general mathematics idea from 1900-1916. and general mathematit.
as a part of tle currkulum of the junior high school since 1916. and the influences that
4leterm1ne41 the aims in junior high schools. Considers current practices in juniorIti.:1:
schools in eight' widely separated areas of Texas. Finds a wide variation in the outlines
used in mathematics throughout the State: that the content material of general mathe-
matics is psychologically rather than logically organized; that it is a required subject i::
the seventh grade of the school systems studied and in the seventh and eighth grades
one city school system studi'ed and that the use of a wide variety of experiences and
actiities directly related to the environment of the pupils is the general practiee in
junior high schools.

96S. Morton, Clara Margaret. A critical compilation of socially signitican!
historical material iu mathematics. with a view toward partial modification et'
high-schooi mathematics courses_ Master's, 1939. Colorado. (Alltract in:

Mniversity of Colorado studies. 26: 96-97.)
4 Reviews books, pamphlets, mono4raphs, and articles in periodicals, and divides them intii

material for the teacher's library and material for the pupils' library.
969. Murdoch, Bernard C. Sex differences in high-school mathematical

achievement. Master's, 19aq. Cincinnati. 47 p. ms.
Studies the comparative achievement of 462 boys and 540 girls in six different lAch.

school mathematics course&

970. Nugent, Nuret. A guide for the conduct of high-school mathematics
clubs. Master's. 1939. Ind. St. T. C. 60 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana state
teachers college. Teachers college journal, 10: 138, July 193.9.)

Surveys the mathematics club throughout the United States. Indicates that the school
:mathematics club Is a necest:ary part of education in this period of transition from the
formal traditional schooks to the school of the future in which life is actually lived.

*971. O'Quinn, Ralph Livingstone. An evaluation 'of the results of grouping
superior calculus students. Doctor's, 1938. Peabody.- Nashville, George Peabody
college for teachers, 1938. 5 p. (Abstract of ContriOiltion to education, nO. 222.1

4

Dials with the effects of sectioning' superiorCalculus students over a period of 3 years
into honor sections in order that Mel/ instruction may be suited to their ability. Attempts
to determine whether honor students achieve more by being iu honor sections; whether
there is a significant psychological effect that affects achievement in other courses; aud
studies the staius and ti-ends in State universiiies with regard to sectioning. Concludes
that bonor students achieve more by being in honor sections In mathematics, provided
subject matter and methods of teaching are adapted to the group; that no particular
psychological effect was observable as measured by increased achievement in otber subjects;
and that some form of ability grouping in mathematics has been* practiced in more than
half of The State universities.

'r: 4
972. Overton, Emily Josephine. yhe toitxching of accounting in selected high

schools which hare membership id the Soutbern association of eolleges and
secondary schools. Master's 1939. Kentucky. 157 p. ms.

Discusses aims and ubjecseft. materials of instruction. and methOds of instruction, and
evaluates practices in high schools of Kentucky as compared with practices in high schools
in nearby States.
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973. Owens, Carl M. Predicting succe.%-

ter's. 19:t). Sam Houston St. T. C. 79 p. ms.

974. PitnerotiCharles Grey. A syllabus in
matics. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 119 p. ms.

93

in freshman ma t hema T ies. ius-

the history of elementary niathe-

97). Richtmeyer, Cleon C. Functional mathematics for colloge freshmen.
Curriculum journal, 10: 76-79. February 1939.. (Central state teachers college.)

Describes a course in remedial and funotional mathematics for oineze freshmen which
was taught to 82 freshmen at Cvntral State Teachers College during the ytbar 1937-3S.
Indicates that the students felt the whole remedial and functional programs satisfactory.

976. Rouse, J. T. The Pffects of frequent and infrequent testing upon
achievement in Junior high school mathematics. laster's, 1939. Kentucky.
73 p. ms.

Descri an experifilit ment conilucte d Southernat Junior High School. Louis. ille Ky.. tn
determine t e effects of frequent and infrequent testing upon at hievement in .inuor- high

school mathematics.

977:0cott, Percy Carden. S comparative study of achievoment in (4111ege
freshman matlwmaties. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody
college for teachers, 19:19. 1 p. (Abstract of Contribution to (4Ineation. no. 243.1

Compares the relative achievrment of two groups of 9 students each. ono group t aking
general mathematics and the other group taking the traditional college freshman (-nurse.
Finds the general mathematics group superior both ou the total scores and on the part
scores.

978. Wohlers, Arthur E. Reading problems in secondary school mathematics.
Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 119 p.

Investigates the reading and study activities in one class in mathematics. Shows tho
need for guidance in reading. Emphasizes the fart that good reading anti study habits
improve reading and arithmetic reasoning ability.

ARITHMETIC

979. Austermiller, Ralph A. Problem-solving ability as affeeffiki by xocatni-
.

lary and process-selection drills. Mastet's, 1939. Iowa.

980. Bramhall, Edwin W. An experimental study of two types of arith-
metic problems. Doctor's. 1939. New York. 175 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the relative effectiveness of the conventioual type and the imagi-
native type of arithmetic problems in the improvement of problem-solving ability of sixth-
grade pupils. using an experimental group of 214 pupils in seven classes. and a control group
of 214 pupils in seven classes. Finds no statistically significant difference between the
effectiveness of the conventional and' imaginative type problems in improving problem-
solving ability when time is kept constant and pupils work ai their owl( speed.

981. Brownell, William, Kuehner. K. G. and Rein, W. G. Learning as reor-
ganizations : An experimental study in third-grade arithmetic. Durham. N. C..
Duke university, 1939. 87 p.

Studies more than 500 third-grade clpadren in 16 classes in four North Carolina cit Ies. tu
ascertain the effects of teaching a "cratCh" to help children in borrowing in subtraétion.
Shows greater initial accuracy for crulch children..with no loss in time. Finds a tendency
for the children to abandon the crutch when it is no longer needed.

982. Case, George Waldo. Organized recreational material for junior high-
school arithmetic. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

983. Cook, Frederick Edward. Influence of a special training period on
individual differences in arithmetic ability. Master's, 1938. Florida.

984. Curtiss, Brinton C. The persistence of errors in the multiplication and

subtraction ot loug division. Master's, 1939. Marquette. 310 p. tus.
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985. Doby, J. Lillian. Research studies in number ability of primary grade
pupils. Master's, 1939. Duke. 193 p. ms.

Finds that preschool children who have attended nursery g.chools and kindergarten know
considerably more about number than do children of similar age who have had no preschool
training and that children in grades 1 and 2 are successful in attaining the arithmetic out-
comes which have been set them.

*986. Ellsworth, Elmer Elliot. What arithmetic do children use in thebir
out-of-school life? Master's, 1939. Boston Univ. 64 p. ms.

987. Flowers, Enest Clyde. A study of the direct versus the indirect
method of teaching arithmetic. Master's, 1939. Stetson. 65 p.

988. Fil11erton, Mother Ruth. Diagnostic and remedial procedures in com-
putational skills and reasoning proc(sses in arithmetic. Master's, 1939. Loyola.
181 p. ms.

Indicates that instruction in abstract skills is not sufficient ; that children must be taught
to bridge the gap between the mastery of occupational skills and the applica!ion of the41
skills in problems.

989. Galphin, Louise. A suggested revision of the Buswell-John diagnostic
chart for individual difficulties in multiplication. Master's, 1939. Duke. 66 p.
Ins.

Describes an experiment in which 600 pupils from grades 3, 4, 5, and 6 were tested in an
effort to shorten the Buswell-John diagnostic chart. Finds that it can be shortened from 44
to 26 exercises, and the time required to administer it reduced from 30 to approximately 17
minutes.

990. Gillette, John Shackelf9rd. A comparison of blackboard with seat
method of doing drill work in seventh-grade arithmetic. Master's, 1938. Texas
Coll. of Ants and Inds. 50,p. ms.

Describes an experiment conducted in 1037-38 in the seventh-grade arithmetic class 41f
an elementary school in Kingsville, Tex., in which each of the 21 pupils was taught :I'Ii
of the two methods for two periods of four weeks each. Indicates that the blackboard
method of drill in reasoning in seventh-grade srithmetic produces slightly better results than
the seat method of drill; and that the seat method of drill in computation produces bettpr
results than the blackboard method pf drill.

*991. Gillmore, Ralph Harold. Corrective arithmetic in senior high school.
Master's, 1939. Boston Univ. 135 p.

Attempts to determine the pod§ibility of oversoming..weaknesses in arithmetic funda-
mentals at the ninth- and tenth-year levels, through corrective procedures using the "100 per-cent" plan, using four case studies following preliminary testing to show the general needsand to locate the cases.

992. Hay, Mary M. A critical analysis of selected courses of study in
sixth-grade arithmetic. Master's, 1938. Denver. Abstract in: University of
Denver. 'Educational research bulletin, 1: 21-22.)

Analyzes arithmetic courses of study used in Denver, Chicago, Long Beach, Sacramento,
Minneapolis, and Baltimore. Discloses some variation in grade placement ; that some
courses of study encourage a fusion of arithmetic work with other subjects; that to func-
tion adequaiely, arithmetic should be motivated by social interests of the community.

993. Hedges, William id. A survey and analysis of the arithmetic achieve-
ment in grades from 4 to 12. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

994. Herrick, Colin James. Awareness in the inductive solution of prob-
lems using words as stim411. Doctor's, 1939. Pennsylvania.

995. Hodges, William E. The extent to which arithmetic is used in the rural
areas of central" Kansas. Master's, 1939. Kansas. (Abstract in: University

- of Kansas. Bulletin of education, 4: 61, February 1940)
Attempts to determine the content in arithmetic being taught in the seventh and eighthgrades of the rural schools of central Unto; to determine whether adults in their every
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day life have need for the types of problems taught ; and to obtain from adults data which
might be of future use to educators in the compilation of arithmetic texts which will better
meet the needs of adult life. Indicates that there are many more types of problems
included in arithmetic texts than are used by rural adults in their everyday affairs. Points
out that the infrequent use of a given type of problem by adults is not sufficient reason
to eliminate" that problem from the curriculum.

t996. Holzinger, Karl J. and Swineford, Frances. A study in factor analy-
sis: The stability of a bi-factor solution. Chicago, University of Chicago, 1939.

91 p. (Supplementary educational monographs, no. 49)
Attempts to determine tbe stability of factor solutions for pupils in the seventh and

eighth grades in the Grant-White elementary school in Forest Park, Ill., and in the same
grades in the Pasteur Elementary School in Chicago.

*997. Houghton, Leroy R., jr. To study the thesis that there is a use for a
corrective program in the fundamentals of arithmetic in the grammar school

curriculum. Master's, 1939. Boston Univ. 104 p. ms.
Describes an experiment conducted with children in the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades

in the elementary school at Wayland, Mass., in which a battery of diagnostic tests was
given in the fundamentals of arithmetic. Discusses a drill program which was worked
out for them, and presents the results of retests given at the close of the program to
determine their progress and improvement.

998. Jackson, Mary Evelyn. The value of a workbook in teaching arith-
metic in grades seven and eight. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Describes an experiment conducted with parallel groups, one of which received instruc-
tion from the textbook alone, and the other group used a wprkbook to supplement the
textbook. Finds that the value of the workbook as a supplement to the textbook in teach-
ing arithmetic lies)in the increase in achievement of the pupils, the stimulation of interest,
the aid it gives good study habits, and the saving in time it effects for the
pupils and for th der.

999. Jeans, Wayne lton. A guide for arithmetic teaching in the Ten-
nessee school for the deaf. Master's, 1939. Tennessee. 134 p. ms.

Analyzes the present arithmetic curriculum and studies the children and their hanaicap
as a factor in the study of arithmetic. Develops an arithmetic curriculum for grades 1tS
stressing the importance of nisi socialization of the deaf child for adjustment to a normal
bearing world.

1000. Kilmer, Hulda. Number abilities of children when they enter school.
Master's, 1939. Duke. 69 p. n.

Attempts to determine the number abilities of children when they enter school ; to com-
pare the arithmetical skills and knowledge of rural and city children ; and to gain some
insight into the level upon which the child thinks about number when he enters school.
Finds that from '85 to 95 percent of the children had a working knowledge of simple
mathematical terms as they are used in early mathematical instruction ; that city children
were superior to country children on entering school; and that comparatively few children
had a quantity understanding of the larger numbers of the first decade.

1001. Loper, James F. A study of the use of the separate answer sheet at
the third and fifth grade levels. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1002. McCabe, V. A. An analysis of commercial arithmetic in American
secondary schools as revealed by state courses of study. Master's, 1939. Duke.

81 p. ms.
Analyses 20 courses of study and 10 commonly used textbooks to determine the objectives

and grade placement of commercial arithmetic, and the extent to which objectives are
realised. Finds that commercial arithmetic is a required course in most of the commercial
curricular and is placed in the ninth or tenth grades ; and that there is uniformity of
emphasis on each of the major objectives.

1003. McCurdy, Melvin Byron. A survey and analysis of the arithmetic
achievement in grades 4 to 12. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1004. Manz°, Ricardo. Difficulties of Spanish-speaking children in the fun-
damental number combinations. Muter's, 1989. Arizona. 112 p. ms.

,
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1005. Martin, Lewis E. Diagnosis and classification of errors in phartna-
eentical arithmetic. NIaster's, 1939. Loyola. 142 p. ins.

Attempts to discover the factors responsible for the difficulties which many second yearcollege men encounter In solving problems associated with the filling of pharmaceuti(niprescriptions. Finds the most important factors to be: Ignorance of quantitative relation,;failure to comprehend the problem; and carelessness in the use of fundamentals.
*1006. Miller, Samuel C. A comparative experimental study of the teachingand the learning of multiplication in the elementary grades (third and fourthyears). Doctor's, 1939. New York. 177 p. ms.
Attempts to determine whether the insight method, stressing aeaning. undertItaudIng, andrelationships is preferable to mechanical method, stressing drill. in the teaching of multi-plication in the third and fourth grades of the elementary school. Describes an experimentconducted with two equivalent groups of third- and fourth-grade pupils in two neighboringNew York City elementary schools. Concludes that in third- and fourth-grade multiplicationteaching and learning, where thoughtful. deliberate. and meaningful responses to thenumber facts are required, the insight method is preferable; where immediate mechanicalresponses are desired, the conventional method is preferable.
1007. Neely, John Robert. A study of arithmetic accomplishment in theNichols school. Master's, 1938. Cornell.
1008. Nichols, Bertha. How children learn the multiplication facts. Mas-ter's, 1939. Duke. 55 p. MS.
Finds, from a study of the thought processes of 348 children, that pupi's use many andvaried thought processes in habituating the multiplication table.
1009. Rancher, Mamie Lee. An improvement program in junior high arith-metic. Master's, 1938. Florida.

1010. Rickman, Lillie Mae. Results of solving problems without computa-tion. Master's, 1938. Chicago. 70 p. ms.
1011. Ridlon, Florence. What need is there for corrective arithmetic, andwhat progress is it possible to achieve in a limited time? Master's, 1939. BostonCniv. 197 p. ms.
Describes an P x pe r 1men t conducted in the sixth grade of five schools in a metropolitanschool system, in which 187 pupils were tested and corrective arithmetic taught by therespective teachers in each school. Finds a real need for a corrective arithmetic programin the district; and that teachers must learn to adapt individual methods to larger groupsso that each individual will benefit from the instruction given to the fullest extent possible;and that well planned, well thought-out lessons with each individual need kept as clearlyas possible in mind should be the chief objective of every teacher in every grnde in whichthis subject is taught.

1012. Robinson, Frances. Arithmetic difficulties in the second grade. Mas-
ter's, 14a39. Duke. 65 p. ms.

Finds that the classes tested showed little knowledge of the meaning of addition andsubtraction ; that working with concrete materials was more confusing than problem-solvingby abstract thinking; that the language forms used were partly responsible for the errorsmade ; and that there is a need for more experiences to develop process meanings.
1013. Rogers, Gertrude X. To provide aid and a possible method for deter-

mining the problem units in arithmetic or the simple situations that connect suf-
ficiently with child experience to indicate their acceptable usage. Master's, 1939.
Boston Univ. 81 p. m.

. Attempts to determine, by means. of a questionnaire, the experiences which childrenhave that would be useful in planning arithmetic courses, or such units as the post office orgrocery store; at what age or grade the teaching of time should be introduced.
1014. Schultz, Rosa May. A study of the social situations in life and verbal

problems in fifth-grade arithmetic. Master's, 1939. Sam Houston St. T. C.
170 p.
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$1015. Smith, Hefiry Lester and Eaton, Merrill Thomas. Two studies in
arithmetic: A diagnostic study of elllisiency in arithmetic: Teaching the number
facts of addition. Bloomington, Indiana university, 1939. 91 p. (Bulletin of

tlw School of education, vol. 15, no. 2)

1016. Stateman, Katherine T. The remedial treatment of a group of sev-
enth-grade pupils with individual difficulties in arithmetic. Slater's, 1939.

Michigan.

1017. Titus, Virginia May. Four units in sdcial mathematics for the eighth
grade of Roogevelt junior high school in Columbus, Ohio. Master's, 1939. Ohio

State. 110 p. ms.
Gives 90 of work on money. banking, building and loan associations, and taxation

based on local practices in 1939.

1018. Ulrich, Louis E. The synthesis and analysis of two-by-two digit nml-

tiplication -examples. Master's, 1939. Marquette. 47 p. ms.

-1019. Vander Nolen, Herman. An evaluation of the most frequently used
methods of subtraction. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

1020. Voigt, Jessie. An analysis of errors in long division. Master's, 1938.

Arizona. (Abstract in: University of Arizona record, 32: 62-63)
Analyses results of a long division test administered to 164 intermediate grade pupils.

1021. Warfield, Rowena. Relative difficulty; of multiplication and division
complications. Master's, 1939. Baylor. 45 p. ms.

Studies the reactions of third-grade pupils to the learning of multiplication and division
facts, and finds their reactions at variance with those of otbér studies.

1022. Williams, Margaret. A suggested revision for the Buswell-John diag-
nostic chart for individual difficulties in division. Master's, 1939. Duke. 75

p. MS.

Attempts to revise the Buswell-John chart by eliminating examples in the original test
which contain a repetition of tbe habits shown in other examples of the test. Revises the
test so that the time for administering it is cut in half.

ALGEBRA. GEOMETRY

1023. Allen, Arthur A. Studies of the retention of algebra by high-school
graduates. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1024. Barron, Nellie. A study of the content of senior high-sohool algebra
which will best articulate with college algebra. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll.
of Ed.

1025. Burch, Robert L. Studies in retention of algebra by high-school
seniors: 1. Algebraic represen ation; 2. Formal skills; 3. Verbal problems.
Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1026. Davidson, Annie Travis. A professionalized study of high-school al-
gebra. Master's, 1939. Tennessee. 137 p. ms.

Discusses major and minor methods of teaching high-school algebra; lesson planning ;

excellences and errors; tesiting; and the hygiene of algebra teaching.

1027. Drake, Richard M. The effect of instruction in the vocabulary of
algebra upon achievement in ninth-grade mathematics. Doctor's' 1938. Min-

nesota. 210 p.
Describes an experimental study conducted in six public high schools of Minnettota and

finds a significant superiority in achievement in classes in which vocabulary was taught ;
this superiority including both better and poorer pupils.

1028. Gates, John Wesley. The value of concrete illustrations In abstract
algebraic principles. Ugster's, 1938. Chicago. 107 p. ms,

C.
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1029. Kerr, Lester, L. A study of the value of pictures in the teaching ofgeometry. Master's, 1938. Ball St. T. C. 52 p. ms.
Concludes that some piqtures have a practical application and arouse interest, andthat there is a trend toward the use of more pictures in geometries.
1030. Kuykendall, Austin Lee. Factors influencing the success of freshmen

In mathematics. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Studies the effect of school size; qualifications, experience, tenure, marital status,and sex of the teacher ; age and sex of the pupil; pupil interest in athletics; occupationof parents; number of living parents; and IQ of pupil on ,the success in mathematicsof first-year high-school students. Finds a significant difference in favor of the five- andsix-teacher schools over the four-teacher schools; there is a significant difference in favorof teachers with GO to 89 college hours over those with degrees ; plat pupils' scoresincreased with teacher experience up to 2 years' prior experience, after which there Was adecline in efficiency; that pupils' marks on arithmetic tests decrease as the age of thepupil increasts. Indicates that economic status, interest in athletics, sex of the pupil.parental occupation, and the number of living parents had no effect on pupils' marks.
1031. Layton, R. B. A study of prognosis in high-school algebra. Master's,

1939. Duke. 64 p. ms.
Finds that no pupil whose IQ and eighth-grade mathematics mark was below 110 ano36, respectively, attained a level of mastery in algebra ; and that it was impossible topredict failure laid superiority in algebra with any significant degree of reliability.
*1032. Lazar, Nathan. The importance of certain concepts and laws of

logic for the study and teaching of geometry. Doctor's, 1937. T. C., Col. Univ.
Menasha, George Banta publishing company, 1938. 67 p.

1033. McBeth, Grace M. An experimental comparison of two methods of
teaching ninth-year algebra. Master's, 1938. Ind. St. T. C. 73 p. Ills. (Ab-stract in: Indiana state teachers college. Teachers college journal, 10: 128-29,
July 1939)

Attempts to determine whether the recitation plan or the unit plan of instructionwould yield greater returns with a heterogeneous group. Describes an experiment inwhich two groups of ninth-year algebra students were used. Finds the unit Olin superiorin developing such good citizensh$ traitb as honesty, self-reliance, and enthusiasmfor knowledge.

1034. Marshall, X. V. Some factors which the.influenc. :Iccess in college alge-
bra. Mathematics teacher, 32:172-74, April 1939. (Franklin and Marshall
college)

Studies the relationship between marks on the American psychological examination,Iowa algebra aptitude test, and the Columbia University algebra test with marks in fresh-man algebra. Finds that knowledge of high-school algebra is the best basis of predictionof success in college algebra.

1035. Mock, Richard Ralph. Some applications of the principles of isomor-
phism and variation to the teaching of geometry. Master's, 1939. New Mexico.
102 p. ms.

1036. Morris, L. W. Prognosis in first-year algebra. Master's, 1939. Ken-
tucky. 68 p. ms.

Analyzes the results of a group intelligence test, some standard tests in reading andarithmetic, and some algebra aptitude pots administered to pupils in four schools of Meigscounty, Ohio, and teachers' marks in these schools during the school years 1988 and1989 in an attempt to find the best single instrument for the predistion of success infirst-year algebra.

1087. Mumford, Graydon William. Measures of the results of remedial
instruction with a group of pupils in demonstrative geometry. Master's, 1938.
Chicago. 82 p. ma;

1038. Olson, Owen L. Studies of retention of algebra by high-school grad-uates: 1. Algebraic representations; 2. Formal skills; 3. Verbal problems.
Master's, 1939. Iowa.
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1039. Paine, Edward L. A/nvestigation of the teaching of locus in plane
geometry. Mister's, 1939. Iowa.

1040..Rosenfeld, Louis. A comparative study of pupils taking algebra and
those taking general mathematics in the first year of high school. Master's,
1939. Akron. 65 p. rqs.

C'

.1041. Sims, Alice. Periodical literature on the teaching of high-school alge-
bra, 1925-27 and 1935-37. Master's, 1939. Duke. 123 p. ms.

Finds that by 1937 many schools were replacing algebra with a general mathematics
course; that there was a change of emphasis in algebra ; that the study of graphs had
become one of the chief topics in algebra during the 1935-37 period ; and that interest
in the teaching of algebra as such is on the wane.

11342, Snider, Everett Eugene. Difficulties of ninth-grade algebra. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

1043. Spencer, Fannie. A comparative study of the achievements of first-
year algebra pupils with and without home-work assignments. Master's, 1939.
Okla. A. firi M. Coll.

Describes an experiment conducted With two equated groups containing a total of 154
first-year algebra pupils of the Junior-Senior High School of Barnesville. Okla., to determine
the effect of home study on their achievement. Finds that home study in algebra had
positive effect on the achievement of these groups of pupils as a whole, and that it seemed
to have less effect on the achievement of pupils with IQs above 118.

1044. Spong, Clarence Ray. An analysis of certain factors involved in the
study of plane geometry. Master's, 1939. Kansas. (Abstract in: University
of Kansas. Bulletin of education, 4:67-68, February 1940.)

Deals with the work of 96 students of Great Bend, Kans., High School. who were enrolle.i
in plane geometry during the school year 193/4-39. Finds that arithmetic ability has a
fairly high relationship with achievement in geometry ; that reading ability is a factor,
but not a highly significant one, of siccess in geometry ; that intelligence. as shown by IQ
scores, is a significant factor of success ; that algebra marks have a fairly high relation-
ship with achievement in geometry; that scores on the geometry prognosis test have the
highest relationship with geometry achievement of any single factor studied.

1045. Ulmer, Gilbert. Can the teaching of geometry aid in cultivating re-
flective thinking? Doctor's, 1939. Kansas. (Abstract in: University of Kan-
sas. Bulletin of education, 4 : 47-56,79, February 1940.)

Describes an experiment conducted in seven high schools during the first semester of
the school year 1938-39, in which emphasis was placed upon reasoning both in geometric
and nongeometric situations in the experimentat group. and geometry was taught without
this emphasis in one control group, and in which the other control group was composed
of pupils not studying geometry. Concludes that it is possible for high-school geometry
teachers, under normal classroom conditions, to teach in such a way as to cultivate
reflective thinking without sacrificing an understanding of geometric relationships, and
that pupils at all IQ levels are capable of profiting from such instruction.

1046. Wandrey, Fred H. A comparative study of aptitude and achievement
in plane geometry. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

SCIENCE

GENERAL SCIENCE

1047. Bahler, Kenneth W. The use of demonstrations in science teaching.
Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 145 p. ms.

Suggests and demonstrates 18 specific uses for the demonstratkon in science teaching.
AI%

1048. Bailey, Ralph G. The determination of the degree of attainment of
pupil understandings of selected science concepts. Doctor's, 1939. Oregon.
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1049. Birdlebough, John Chester. An experimental .. tidy in the'elementary
grades of selected ductility,experiences in elasticity, ál leability,

/
and surface

tension. Master's, 1939. Cornell. 92 p. ms.
Surveys the extent to which experiments in these fields have been incorporated in

standard courses of study. Describes the use of 20 experiments in the selected fields with
children of grades 1 to 6 in the schools of Phoenix, N. Y.. and compares measurable result,:
Finds that little is done in these easily demonstrated fields of science in the usual
schools offering science in the elementary grades; and that children in these grades vary
in their interest in and ability to perform experiments in these fields sufficient to warrant
a series of grade-placement recommendations.

1050. Boyd, Frances Parrish. Science in elementary education. Master's.
1939. South. M'ethodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university. Ab-
stracts of theses . . . no. 7:7.)

Traces the origin, development, and present status of science in elementary education.
Shows that the elementary scietice 'program of today is an integral part of a continuous
program of science throughout the school years. Indicates that the more important
factors to be solved in an elementary science program are those concerned with teacher
training, equipment, time allotment, a flexible program, anil continuity of content.

1051. Brown, Clara M. A study of prerequisite sciences and their relation
to .certain sequent courses at the University of Minnesota. Minneapolis.
University of Minnesota, 1939.

Analyzes the vocabularies of 11 courses requireilief home economics majors, and dis-
cusses the various science courses taken prior to and in connection with the home
economics courses.

t1052. Brown, H. Emmett. The development of a course in the physical sci-
ences for the senior high school of the Lincoln school of Teachers college.
New York, Teaches college, Columbia university, 1939. 205 p.

Discusses the selection of course material for an integrated 2-year sequwe in the
physical sciences and units of work for the course.

1053. Capps, F. Olin. A survey of the conservation information possessed
by pupils in Missouri high schools. Doctor's, 1939. Missouri. 101 p. ms.
&Surveys the conservation information possessed by :5.,775 pupils In grades 9-12 in 12
gissouri high schools. &ncludes that pupils living in rural communities have more con-
servation information than do those living in cities or suburban communities; that pupils
in Missouri high schools have more information about soil conservation than about any
other division of conservation ; that such subjects as biology, agriculture, vocational agri-
culture, general science, botany, and geography are the most effective in giving information
about conservation; and that certain extra-curricular activities and organizations afford
further possibilities for teaching conservation.

1054. Coffindaffer, Fred. Science teaching in the secondary schools of the
United States. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 123 p. ms.

Shows a trend toward a more vitalized curriculum.

1055. Cole, John E. A survey of the status of science instruction in the high
schools of the third-class cities of Kansas. Master's, 1930. Kansas. (Abstract
in: University of Kansa§. Bulletin of education, 4 : 599 February 1940.)

Surveys the science courses offered, the time allotted to class and laboratory procedures.
tbe pedagogical methods and devices employed, the kind and amount of equipment avail-
able, the general object of the several science courses, and the qualifications of the
teaching personnel. Conei that the courses offered provide an adequate @clew(
program tor secondary education; that general science, agriculture, and physics are the
most popular courses ; that the time allotted to recitation and laboratory is adequate
and quite uniform over the State; that the project method and field excursions are used
extensively and most of the schools report science clubs; that the Class A schools have
the,best. equipment and the best qualified teachers,
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1056. Davis, Warren M. Preparation of Ohio elementary teachers in the field
otscience. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 80 p. ms.

Studies the science training of elementary teachers based sn records of the State Depart-
ment of education. Indicates that Ohio elementary teachers had little traiiiing in the field
uf science as compared with the training experts believe they should have. Outlines a
program for a more ccmplete training of elementary teachers than is now in effect

1057. Dimattia, Angelo Anthony. Trends in general science studies at the
secondary school level. Master's, 1939. Boston Coll.

*1058. 'Ferguson, William Clarence. Instructional problems of generalized
science in the senior high school. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. Nashville, George
Peabody college for teachers, 1939. 7 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education,
no. 239.)

Shows the development of the generalized science course in the senior high schools.
studying the curricula of 85 schools; and compares the study of physics, chemistry, and
biology with senior science. Indicates that senior science ma& its greatest gains in 1937-38.

1059. Fish, Fredora Genevieve. Trends in primary science education re-
flected through an analysis of children's readers f4r science content. Master's,
1939. Michigan.

1060. Fiske, Finley Fred. A plan for using a park to teach conservation in
the elementary school. Master's, 1939. -Kans. St. T. C., Pittsburg. 41 p.

Presents a plan for teaching conservation in the public schools of Carroll county, Mo..
through the utilization and development of the Mandeville park project. Suggests the use
of units on soil conservation, moisture conservation, conservation of wildlife, and outdoor
recreation as an aid to healthful living.

1061. Forsyth, Kenneth E. A comparison of the relative effectiveness of
two methods of teaching general science. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

1062. Frasch, Joseph F. Conservation in th.e science program with a source
unit on soil conservation. Master's, 1939. Ohio StVe. 170 p. ms.

1063. Giovannangeli, Arthur J. Unit organization of three topics in sev-
enth- and eighth-grade general science with special reference to the supervision

. of cadet teachers. Master's, 1939. Boston Univ. 160 p. ms.
Outlines three units of work in general science for a specific junior high school in New

Hampshire.

1064. Gossard, Carson F. An experiment: Vocational information through
a course in eighth-grade science. Master's, 1939. Wittenberg. 104 p. ms.

Correlates vocational information with eighth-grade science in order to arouse greater
interest In the study of science.

1065. Green, Edmond William. Home-made and improvised experimental
equipment in science instruction. Master's, 1939. Ala. Poly. Inst.

1066. Green, 011ie. The teaching of a generalized science course. Master's,
1939. Peabody. 101 p. Ms.

Describes tbe construction and teaching of a generalized science course in a 'State
teachers college.

1067. Gruner, Saul G. The relative effectiveness of the lecture denionstra-
tion method and an experimental method in tlw, teaching of general science.
Master's, 1939. Mass. St. Coll. 105 p. ms.

1068. Hainline, A., O. General science in the secondary school. Master's,
1939. Kans. St. T. C., Ipnporia. 121 p. ms. ( Abstract in : Kansas .state teacilts
college of Emporia. Studies in education, 17: 16.)

Deaaribes an experiment conducted in the Belleville, Kans., High School in which one
class in general science was taught by the laboratory method and the other class was
taught by the lecture method. Finds that except in the came of certain units, the lecture
method was the more effective teaching method.
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1069. Hankamp, Gertrude. Construction of a science unit for the interme-
diate grades. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1070. Hepinstall, James Thomas. An analysis of the achievement of
eighth-grade pupils in general science previous to a general review period.
Master's, 1939. N. Y. St Coll. for Teach. 72 p. ms.

1071. Hilgers, Robert J. A study of the practices and techniques prevalent
in the teaching of science in the secondary schools of Minnesota. Master's, 193.
Minnesota. 116 p. Ms.

Surveys 41 percent of the public and 56 percent of the private schools.

1072. Johnson, Philip G. Tit status of nonregents science courses in high
schools of New York State. Science teachers news bulletin, 2-3, 20, October 1939,
(Cornell university.)

'Finds 34 nonregents science courses offered in 27 high schools in New York State ; that
841 pupils were registered in these Courses, about four-fifths of whom were boys; that the
classes varied in size from 6-10 students to 61-65 students; that the courses were usually
1 year in length ; that the prerequisite in 27 of the courses was a year of genera] science:
that the students were permitted to take the regular physics and chemistry courses following
the nonregents science course; that most of the courses were planned tor nonregent and
other vocational students; that the classes were for five periods a riw , the periods were
from 40 to 65 minutes in length; that the lecture-demonstration me hod of teaching ww:
most used, followed by visual aids-textbook-recitation method ; and that trir and Pupil
projects are generally used.

1073. Kidwell, Arden A. A program for seventh-grade science, Stuart .junior
school, Washington, D. C. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 191 p. ms.

Offers suggestions for a science course based on health, leisure, and conservation.

1074. Kurtz, Ray A. A study of the comparative amount of science informa-
tion possessed by the farmers and the Future Farmers of Lebanon county, Penn-
sylvania. Master's, 1939. Penn. State. 61 p.

Describes an especially constructed test which was administered to the farmers of Leb-
anon County by mail, and to the Future Farmers in the classroom. Analyzes replies re-
ceived from 52 farmers and 56 Future Farmers. Indicates that the greatest amount of
science Misconceptions held by both groups was of a tegrfral nature ; that they learn to
correct misconceptions by direct observation ; that th Is little difference between the
science information and misinformation 'of the two groups; that there is a positive corre-.

lation between the amount of science information and the number of years spent in school;
anckbetween the amount of science information and the number of years' farming; that the
farmers are slightly more superstitious than the school group ; that the farmers excel in
biological and health information while the Future Farmers excel in physics, chemistry, and
general science information. Indicates that both groups feel that certain practical fields of
instruction should receive more emphasis in the schools.

1075. ,Lampkin, Richard H., jr. Scientific attitudes suggested by selected
literature from 1880-1936, and their recognition in the literature of general
science. Master's, 1938. Cincinnati.

1076. LeCocci, C. Louis. Inttsksiation of science concepts of the iajor science
fields in eighth-grade science. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1077. Liebengood, Rebekah. The value of making collections by pupils in
zoology. Master's, 1939. Kansas. (Abstract in: University of Kansas. Bulle-
tin of education, 4: 63-64, February 1940)

Compares the grades made in prerequisite courses in science, chronological ages of pupils,
percentile rankings, home background, gains made on special tests and marks on several
tests and on laboratory exercises by pupils who collected specimens of insects, and by pupils
who did not make such collections. Concludes that the interest of the students Increases
In the subject la which the collection is made.
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1078. Lockwood, glizabeth Ann. A study of the teaching of geueral science
in Detroit, Michigan, with particular Vonsideratiovn of enriching the activities of

t he seventh, eighth, and ninth grades. Master's, 1938. Cornell.

1079. Loudin Harold Hugh. Industrial of local industry to vitalize
a general science program. Master's, 1939. O io State. 190 p. ms.

Finds that the trend is away from specific vocitional training in the secondary school
program, and that emphasis is being placed on the development of an individual capable of
solving problems by using the scientific method.

1080. McClelland, Evelyn. Problem-solving experiences of pupils in secondary
sehool science. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 130 p. ms.

Describes procedures used by pupils in a problem-solving program in science in a
progressive school.

1081. McKeeby, Winifred Isabelle. A study of science club activities in the
secondary schools of New York. Master's, 1938. Cornell.

1082. Matteson, Harvey D. Concepts of science possessed by pupils entering
seventh grade. Master's,.1939. Iowa.

1083. Murray, John Joseph. The present trends in general science. Muster's,
1939. Boston Coll.

1084. Nakagawa, Shizuko. The effect of a course in general science on the
scientific interests of seventh-grade students in the public intermediate schools of*
Honolulu. Master's, 1939. Hawaii. 103 p. tus.

1085. O'Neill, Richard Wallace. A critical compilation of construction proj-
ects for junior high-school science. Master's, 1939. Colorado. (Abstract in:
Universsity of Colorado studies, 26: 101)

Finds 33 projects appropriate for nine teaching units commonly taught.

1086. Palmer, E. Laurence. Conservation education in the schools : A report
of school activities and suggestions as to programs. Nature magazine, 32:
50946, November 1939. (Cornell university)

?J)

Discusses.briefly the several techniques used in teaching conservation in the schools of
several States and the grade level in which it is taught, and suggests programs of study.

Quaintance, Charles. Conservation education in the schools and col-
leges of the United States. Doctor's, 1939. Cornell. 500 p. ms.

Concludes that conservation is offered in schools and colleges by departments of science
and of social science with no defined responsibility. to serve the broader fields involved ; that
its interests have been advanced through legislation and by various educational practices
without an exchange of experiences profitable to a wholesome development of the fielki.

1088. Rosenberg, Gertrude. Trends in elementary school science. Master's,
1939. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 52 p. ms.

1089. Schaeffer, Maud. A study of the consideration given color in ele-
mentary science programs with suggestions associated with the teaching ofjlis
subject. Master's, 1938. Cornell.

1090. Shane, Harold G. Functions of science in the modern elementary
school: Master's, 1939. Ohio State, 120 p. ms.

Studies the teaching of science from the kindergarten through the first six grades.

1091. Shevlin, III. H. Reminiscence and forgetting in eighth-grade science.
Master's, 1939. Ohio State. .46 p. ms.

1092. Shulstad, Clayton P. A perspective in astronomy for secondary
teachers. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

.
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1093. Spiwak, Lillian. The status of the workbook for teaching ninth-grade
general science: Master's, 1939. Cornell. 62 p.

Finds that workhookm are' rather commonly used as a tool a instruction in general
science. Indicates that science teachers should develop their own workbook material.

1094. Sullivan, Marjorie Genevieve. An evaluation of 'three science unit .
taught in third grade. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1095. Swearingen, Mildred. A reading vocabulary for general wience and
suggestions for its use in the improvement of reading. Master's, 1939. Duke
113 p. ms.

esilr

Analyzes vocabulary content of textbooks in general science, and presents a word liNt
derived from the textbook analysis, with recommendations for its use.

1096. Terry, C. E. A study of teacher *demonstration and student demon-
stration techniques in the teaching of general science. Master's, 1939.
55 p.

Cdtnpares two different methods of presenting demonstration experiments to a classin general sdence, and finds no great difference in the results achieved(by these method.
1097. VenderPloeg, Edward P. Integration of science' concepts of themajfir

science fields in seventh-grade science. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
1098. Wallace, L. Dean. Mathematical concepts employed in the junior high

school science progrpm. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
*1099. Winters, Elwood J. The determination (it the meanings which stu-dents of science at different grade levels associate with selected scientific

concepts. Doctor's, 1939. New York, 221 p.
6 Shows growth In the number and scope of pupil knowledges, understandings, dud menn-ings associated with certain selected concepts in the seventh, ninth, twelfth, and thirteenthgrades. Finds tbat certain meanings are correctly associated only at definite stages ofmental reAdiness.

NATURE STUDY AND BIOLOGY

1100. Austern, Harold. Photomicrography in the teaching of biology.
Master's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ. 43 p. ms.

1101. Becker, Adam. An experiment in the teaching of biology through life
situation method. vaster's, 1939. Wittenberg. 193 p. ms.

Obtains favorable results from teaching biology through the life situation method, andindicates that it is superior to other methods.

1102. Burdette, O. L. The development of a high-school musemt in biology
through pupil participation. Master's, 1939. Duke. 84 p. ms.

Déseribes various projects leading to the development of a high-school mualum and thebenefits derived by the pupils from such projects.

1103. Cathcart, Maude Eola. The historical development of the teaching of
Nology in the Carolinas. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody
college for teachers, 1939. 9 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education, no. 248)

Traces the development of the teaching of biology in the colleges of North and SouthCarolina from their Inception 120 years ago to the, present, emphasizing general trends.Shows tbe raising of standar& by the increase in the number of courses, the intensificationof the content of courses, more highly trained teachers, increase in requirements for credit-able work, and the provision of better facilities in specially equipped laboratories.
1104. Crampton, Frank Morton. A diqtribution study, of the fauntk of New

York State as an aid to biology teachers. Master's, 1939. N. Y. St. Coll. for
Teach. 1 39 p.
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1105. DeFord, Margaret Lipscomb. A proposed course in life sdence for
young adults. Master's, 1939. Kans. St. tT. C., Pittsburgh. 136 p.

Presents a unit course in life science for young adults designed to aid them in success-
fully meeting the biological problems of adult life, including a suction on personal biology
which deals with practical physiology and individual health problems. and a section treationg
the biological aspects of man's associations with his fellow creatures. 4

4 1106. tiObbin, Catherine N. Enriching nature study, especially. in a uni-
versity community. School science and mathematics, 39: 533-39, June 1939.
(Cornell university)

Describes'a search made around Ithaca. N. Y., to find interesting and unique material
which could be used to enrich nature study.

1107. Gorton, R. F. A survey of the progress of biology students in terms
uf the seven modern dims .of education. Master's, 1938. Washington. 100

P. Ins.
4

1108. Guenzi, Albina Lovina. The relative effectiveness of remedial reading
procedures in a college biological science survey course. Master's, 1939. Colo.
St. Coll. of Ed.

1109. Heger, J. Herbert. A currietaum enrichment study of tuitional parks
and monuments. Master's. 1938. Cincinnati.

*1110. Hollister, Paul Livingstone. Development ,ot thee teaching of intro-
ductory biology in American colleges. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. Nashville,
George Peabody college for teachers, 19394 411 p, (Abstract of Contribution to
education, no. 252.)

Attempts tediscover the readily discernible changes that haye occurred in the aims,
content, and methods of teaching introductory biology in colleges of the United States
between 1865 and 1936 ;-"tco indicate influences and tendencies that seem to,be involved
prominently in these changes; to disclose the conspicuous attempts to improve insvuction
in courses arranged for those beginning the study of the biological sciences At the colLege
level; and to present a brief account of the early development of biology teachieg in
colleges and universities.

1111. Hunter, Loraine. Some important biological problems of the south-
eastern region. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. NashvilW. George Peabody college
for teachers, 19. 8 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education, no. 247.)

Investigates the biology courses oft'rei . i 8S3. accredited public secondary schools in
the region in an attempt to determine what còntributiona the biology courses were making
toward the solution of ;the five most important biolog)cal problems of ,the region, and
offers an outline for a course of study unit in high-school biology,

t

1112. Hutchings, Frank F. A. study to determitie emphiois of biological
in'terests in social and industri4 groups as nobasis:of biology courses ill 11i6w

Bedford high school. Magter's, 1939. Mass. St. Coll. 101 p.

1113. Keeley, William Enraught. An investigation -of the relation of
tenth-grade biology prpgram to the retention of biological facts and to expressf!
interests. Master's, 1939. Stanford.

1114. Keeney, Delia Tibbetts. The importance of conservation of natural
.

resources in the eldmentary school curriculuni. kaker's, '1939. Sttinförd..
1115. Keeslar Oreon. A source unitbiological reproduction and heredity

Master's, 1939. Ohio, State. 302 p. ms.

1110. Lantz, C. W. The individual-laboratory method versus the demon-
stration method in the teaching of ccillege biology.' Cedar Falls, Iowa state,-
teachers college, 1939. 17 p. ms.

Describes an experiment conducted with a control of students at Iowa State
Teachers College, taught by the individual-laboratory method and an experimental group

r
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of students taught by the demonstration method. There were 36 students in the contrii!
group and 69 students in the experimental group. Finds no statistically significant differ
ence in gains between the two classes.

1117. Mitchell, Robert H. Laboratory teaching in geology. School scienco
an.d mathematics, 38: 786-88. October 1938. (Muskingum college.)

Attempts to determine which of several types of laboratory instruction yielded the booresults in student learning. Finds that a type of laboratory instruction which permitted
flexibility in type of work and rate of work was best.

1118. More effective teaching in the geology laboratory. New Concord.
Ohio, Muskingum college, 1939. 9 p. ms.

Discusses the attempts made at Muskingum College to make the lali4atory testing ill
geology more effective.

1119. Vitalizing historical geology through field trips. Science ns
90: 441-42, November 10, 1939. (Muskingum college.)

Tells of a plan for using field trips as a means of teaching certain principles of geologyand finds that field trips can be used advantageously.

1120. Myers. Dallas. Status of biological sciences in Illinois high schools.
Master's, 1939. Kansas.

1121. Pyles. Henry Milton. Pre-medical biology in a small liberal arts
college. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 23 p. ms.

Shows that all small liberal arts colleges should require pre-medical students to takocourses in either general biology or general zoology, comparative anatomy and embryology.and should offer courses in genetics as electives.
11=. Roberts, Ernestine Winifred. A self-improvement sheet for biology

teachers in the secondary schools. Master's, 1938. Ind. St. T. C. 79 p. ms.
(Abstract in: Indiana state teachers college. Teachers college journal, 10:
126-27, July 1939.)

Attempts tc determine the relative importance of various teachihg procedures. methods.and techniques; to compile and evaluate these methods and techniques: to discovir in whatway they relate to the success or.failure of the teacher of biology in the secondary school:and to formulate a device which would make a teacher more critical of her teachingprocedures.

*1123. Rusterholtz, John H. The compilation of general statements of basic
knowledge representing the major area of natural science objectives for the pre-service liberal cultural science education of teachers for elementary schools.
Doctor's, 1939. New York. 89 p. ms.

1124. Smith, George D. A landscape unit, based on home owners' needs, for
a high-school biology course. Master's, 1939. Polo. St. Coll. 355 p. ma.

Devises a 6-week biology unit on landscape planning and beautification.
1125. Smith, Lucile Grant. Teaching floriculture and ornamental horticulturein New York State through the use of local leaders. Master's, 1938. Cornell.
1126. Stanton, Mildred Mary. A differentiated course in biology for the non-academic high-school pupil. Master's, 1939. Brown. 80 p. ms.
1127. Stevenson, Elmo Nall. An Investigation of the relative effectivenessof three different methods of teachini general biology in a normal school. Doc-tor's, 1939. Stanford. (Abstract in: Stanford university bulletin, vol. 14 :280-06)
Attempts to determine wheiber the lecture, lecture-discussion, or the experimentalI method is most effective in attaining the objectives of the survey course, in generalbiology. Describes three experiments, two of which were conducted at the Eastern OregonNormal School, and the third in thribe comparable schools during the school year 1935-36.Finds that the lecture, lecture-discussion, and experimental methods were about equally
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effective in attaining the objectives of the survey course in general biology as measured
by standardized and teacher-made tests and other evaluating devices; and that the newer,
informal, problem type of methods is as applicable in biological science on the college
level as are the traditional procedures.

1128. Taylor, John Edward. Social perspectives and natui-al science; an
introductory study of the ideological elements in nineteenth century biology.
Master's, 1938. Columbia.

1129. Towles George Clayton. Trends in biology subject matter a's indicated
by an analysis of textbooks. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1130. Weckstein, Abraham. Laboratory work in elementary general biology
in the secondary school: a critical analysis and evaluation of the laboratory
work in elementary general biology in selected experimental secondary schools
nd in typical secondary schools of the larger cities of the country. Doctor's,

1939. New York. 128 p.
Finds, from an analysig of 14 textbooks in general biology, 224 different concrete vxperi-

enees for laboratory, with no one concrete experience appearing in all of the textbooks ;
that teacheriftin experimental schools taught 85.3 concrete experiences, and teachers in
typical secondary Achools taught 76.4 ; that in the experimental schools as tpany concrete
expèriences are taught by tbe demonstration method as by the individual method, while
in tbe secondary schools there is a slight preference for demonstration oyes individual
"laboratory work ; that teachers in experimental schools have more than twice as many
field trip experiences as do teachers in typical secondary schools; that the majority of
teachers in both types of school feel that a core of minimum essentials should be selected
for the class as a whole ; and that most of the schools use basic textbooks and many
additional references.

1131. White, Arthur L. Projects for high-school biology pupils. Master's,
1939. Iowa.

113.2. Wied, Ida Carol. Curriculum relations involved in the construction
program of the United States Biological Survey. Master's, 1938. Chicago, 71
p. ms.

1133. Woodruff, Nathan Haggard. Mathematics used in biology. Doctor's,
1939. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody College for teachers, 1940. 266 p.
(Contribution to education no. 267)

Studies the mathematics used in 187 recent biological textbooks and in 121 scientific
Journals devoted In whole or in part to biology and which were issued for the year 1937.

CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS

1134. Andersen, Milo. A comparative study of high-school and college chem-
istry laboratory manuals. Master's, 1989. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

1135. Bowen, Theodore Ben. Predicting success in chemistry in Ellensburg
high school. Master's, 1938. St. Coll. of Wash. 31 p. ms.

Finds a significant relationship between success in chemistry and IQ and success in
general science and in algebra.

1136. Clancy, William J. A study of the value of physics notebooks as con-
trasted with substitute activities. MAster's, 1889. Mass. St Coll. 59 p. ms.

1137. Clark, P. E. The effect of the nature of the course on achievement in
first-year college chemistry. Journal of chemical education, 16: 510-11, Novem-
ber 1939. °Muskingum college)

Attempts to determine whether students who took a more advanced freshman course
in chemistry achieved,more than those who took an elementary course. Concludes that
the students at Muskingum College who took the more advanced chemistry course
achieved more than. did.glose Who took the elementary course.
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1138. Flores, Rafael Pont. An analysis of research studies in the teaching
of high-school physics. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

1139. Franzt. Grant. A determination of the relative merits of two types of
laboratory procedure in chemistry. Master's, 1938. Chicago. 119 p. ms.

1140. Gillingbam, S. W. A study of pupil errors in high-school physics with
a view toward modifying the placement of emphasis in teaching the subject.
Master's, 1939. Duke. 96 p

Analyzes errors made by 65 physics students on n series of standardized tests in order
to determine the reasons for the errors. Offers suggestions for the improvement of
instruction in physics.

1141. Grau R. T. Study of the relative value of certain prognostic measures
for predicting success in the study of high-school physics. Master's, 1935
Drake.

1142. Hershberger, Walter R. The reorganization of high-sehool chemistry
with reference to Boardman high school. Master's, 1939. Ohio State.

Shows that chemistry teaching at the high-school level should be more meaningful and
more practical instead of the traditional college-preparatory course.

143. Hitchcock, Richard Cheney. Demonstration experiments for com..c.
in physics for general education. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 513 p. ms.

Illustrates the fundamental meanings throughout the whole field of physics hy dew-
!Oration experiments, and evolves criteria for giving successful physics demonstraMi
lectures.

1144. Xadesch, W. H. Some factors affecting achievement in the physics
portions of a survey of physical sciences, winter quarter, 1938-39. Cedar Fang,
Iowa state teachers college, 1939. 14 p. ms. (Iowa state teachers college
research rep)rt no. 37)

Attonpts to determine the correlation between gains made by students as indicated by
pretest and obeetive achievement tests and intelligence rating. and previous study of
physics, and whether the courses included laboratory work or laboratory demonstrations
Finds a positive correlation between IQ and gains, and between previonsIstudy of physics
and gains; and n slight advantage of the lecture demonstration method over the small-
group laboratory method.

*1145. Lafayette, Norman W. The construction and standardization of an
objective test in high-school chemistry. Master's, 1938. George Washington.
57 p. ms.

1146. Mathews, J. C. A study of the qualifications of chemistry teachers in
the State of Florida. Master's, 1939. Duke. 99 p. ms.

Surveys the certification, training, experience, positions, teaching fields, tenure. and
salaries of 101 chemistry teachers. Finds that wide variations exist among the teacher.'
studied.

1147. Xonell, Ira Hobart. The comparative value of one quarter of college
chemistry and one year of high-school chemistry. Master's, 1939. Loyola.
148 p. ms.

Attempts to determine which of two groups of general chemistry students are superior
in achievements in general chemistry. Finds that in the two groups studied, the average
student learns more in 1 year of high-school chemistry than he learns in one quarter of
collego vbemistry.

1148. Nuhleman, George W. The vocabulary of chemistry. St. Paul, Minn.,
Hamline university, 1939. 8 p.ms.

Emphasizes the difficulty of acquiring a chemical vocabulary, and finds that there are
op adequate chemical dictionaries in existence.
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1149. Nightwine, 1°Sixtcr Mary Cyprian. An annotated bibliography of
recent materials for the teaching of chemktry. Master's. 1939. George Wash-
ington. 58 p. ms.

1150. Pefley. Arthur Edwin. A study of the training which a teachers col-
lege should give a prospective high-school chemistry teacher. Niaster's. 1939.
Kans. St. T. C., Pittsburg. 57 p. ms.

Finds that the training of chemistry teachers at the Kansas State Tvachers Collego
Pittsburg. compares well with that of other representative teachers efilleges. hut that
inadequate treatment may be given certain elements which teachers of chemistry indimte
wed fuller treatment. 111141 that no preparation is given in some elements which are
desirable.

1151. St. John, tester. Consumer education units in high-school chemistry.
Master's, 1939. Colorant). Thstract in: University of Colorado studies, 26: 1191

organizes material on cosmetics, soap. dentifrice, and patent medicine into four units
a consumer education. Shows that as a result of the study of these materials by eleventh-
grade students in chemistry classes students developed a technique of purchasing and
rating products properly ; that they acquired a critical attitude in regard to advertisements
in popular journals and on the radio, and a more intelligent understanding of the value
of ingredients in the products which were studied.

1152. Schaffer, Mack, jr. An experimental investigation of the individual
laboratory and the lecture-demonstration methods of teaching high-school chem-
istry. Master's, 1939. Miami. 144 p. mg.

Describes an experimental investigation of the individual laboratory and the lecture-
demonstration methods of teaching chemistry in four centralized and two village high
schools of Putnam County, Ohio. Finds that the lecture-demonstration method was better
than the individual laboratory method in establishing immediate nnd permanent,knowledge
of chemical facts.

1153. Slabosheski, Joe. Overlapping of high-school and college chemistry.
Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

1154. Spears, Otis Sheldon. Materials and procedures for classroom use in
developing, from the nontechnical point of ,view, tlw phenomena and principles
of sound in high-school physics. Master's, 1938. Ala. Poly. Inst.

1155. Trepanier, Richard D. An analysis of the physics studies conducted
in the College of education, 1928-1938. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1156. Trytten, M. H. Teaching physics In\Cambria county high schools.
Pittsburgh, University of Pittsburgh, 1939.

1157. Van !deter, C. T. Why teach physics to pharmacy students? Pitts-
burgh, University of Pittsburgh. 1939.

1158. Watt, Arthur. Effect of preliminary study of biology and physics on
subsequent achievement of pupils in chemistry in the Greenfield high school.
Master's, 1938. Maine. 35 p. ms.

Describes an experiment conducted in a 3-year high school in Greenfield, Mass., to de-
termine the effects of varying amounts of achievement in other sciences on achievement in
Chemistry as shown by examination results in college-preparatory 1CONTrib)ysics, and
chemistry, by grade-point average from tile senior high school ree s. by the results
from mental ability tests, and to determine sex differences. Finds a positive correlation
between intelligence and achievement In biology, physics, and chemistry, and that success
In one science tends to be followed by success in another ; that there is a significant coriela-
tion between achievement in physics and achievement in chemistry; and that a pupil will
do well in chemistry without a foundation in physics.

1159. Weismiller, Edwin Alfred. The chemistry needed to Interpret health
problems. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

VI
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1160. Witte, Marvin Howard. Shall high-school chemistry be a preparation
for college chemistry? Master's, 1939. Marquette. 103 p. ms.

1161. Woline, Richard Warren. Essential equipment for high-school' physic;
Master's, 1939. Iowa.

SOCIAL SCIENCES

1162. Allen, Albert Theodore. Individual differences in social studies as

revealed by an analysis of aims in those studies. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

1163. Bible, Virgil Lintz. A professionalized study of sociology. Master's,
1939. Tennessee. 370 p. ms.

Studies tbe professional content of the subject over and above the mastery of its academic
content, and discusses educational and psychological phases of teaching it most effectively.

1164. Broderick, Winifred P. Municipal surveys as source material for
social science classes. Master's, 1939. Kentucky. 163 p. ms.

1165. Carlson, Roy Harold. The athletic coach as a teacher of the soeial
sciences in the small high schools of Illinois. Master's, 1939. Chicago. 37 p. mg.

1166. Chisholm, Roderick H. Studies of high-school students' understanding
of social concepts : 6. Tariffs, the Monroe doctrine. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1167. Cole, Arden S. Evidence of pupil activities in 7-S-9 years social studies
as revealed in an analysis of courses of study. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1168. Cole, Opal Smith. An evaluation of a social science activity in a fifth
grade, based On the Texas curriculum revision outline. Master's. 1938. Okla.

A. & M. Coll.
Describes a fifth-grade social science activity developed at McAllen, Tex. Finds that the

subject matter of the course of study was covered with greater coneomitant learning then
is possible in regu'ar classroom procedure. Offers suggestions for improving the activity.

1169. Denning, Cecil D. Utilization of community resources in the teaching
of the social studies. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 73 p. ms.

Describem the way the social studies clasgem In a small high school made community rp-
sources tbe materials for classroom activities.

1170. Edgar, Gladys L. An analysis of 10 fifth-grade courses of study in the
social studies. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

1171. Farley, Barbara. The oMectives in the teaching of the social studies
in Kansas. Master's, 1939. Kansas. ( Abstract in.: University of Ka IlsaR.

Bulletin of education, 4 : 60-61, February, 1940)
Analyzes replies to a questionnaire mailed to the teachers of the social studies in the

secondary schools located in 69 cities of the first and second class in Kansas? Finds 'the
social studies teachers in almost complete agreement as to the most important objectives
of the social studies; and that they felt that tbe objectives can best be realized by a com-
bination of the social studies and other school and community agencies.

*1172. Hart, Inez Rena. Survey of experiments in teaching the social
studies. Master's, 1989. George Washington. 66 p. ms.

Investigates the experimental practices of methods in tbe field of the social studies
from 1900 to 1938, to determine the methods used, ways of selecting students and con-
trolling groups for each experiment, types of subject-matter tests administered to measure
achievement, differences in practices of administering tests, grades in which experiments
were conducted, length of each experiment, predominating course in which experiments were
conducted, maguines in which experimental practices were published, States where most
of the experiments were published and where most of the experiments were conducted,
types of schools doing experimental work in the social studies, tbe occupation of those re-

1/0"- porting the experiments. and tbe years in which most of the experiments were conducted.-
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11a. Holmes, J. F. Studies of high-school students' understanding of social
concepts: 7. Crime, the metropolitan newspaper, monopoly. Master's, 1939.
Iowa.

1174. Jilek, Dorothy Olga. The history and development of the social
ciences in the school curriculum. Master's, 1939. Ala. Poly. Inst.

1175. Knobeloch, Dorothy. The program of social studies in some South
Carolina high schools. Master's, 1939. Duke. 97 p. ms.

Investigates the offerings in social studies of 43 high schools in South Carolina, and
ii.nipares practices in these high schools with those in representative high schools in the
united States. Finds practices common to high schools both in South Carolina and in
the other high schools studied.

1176. Larson, Ira E. Studies of high-school students' understanding of social
concepts : 3. The Constitution, citizenship. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1177. Lyman, Marian. Workbook for sixth-grade social science. Master's,
1939. Wayne.

1178. Mansager, Theodore B. Stud of high-school students' understanding
of social concepts: 9. Economic as ts of American agriculture, climate.
Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1179. Maxwell, Harry J. Studies of high-school students' understanding of
social concepts: 8. Democracy, the American public-school system. Master's,
1939. Iowa.

1180. Miller, Roger F. Studies of high-school students' understanding of
social concepts : 2. Organized labor, immigration. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1181. Morgan, Estelene Williamson. A classification of aids for teaching
social studies available from the federal government. Master's, 1939. Maryland.
47 p, ms.

Discovers the major sources of materials useful to teachers of the social studies and
suggests possible uses; proposes a classification of material by the issuing governmental
agency, types of material;- subject-matter content, school grades, and ,use. Finds a wide
variety of materials available at low costs from each of the major divisions of the gov-

ernment; special agencies of tbe government tend to produce materials for popular con-
sumption that is well adapted to use in Junior high-school grades ; materials are available
to illustrate all phases of the recognized plans for teaching social studies.

1182. O'Dell, Inez. Current trends in the teaching of social studies in the
third Arade. Master's, 1938 Texas St. Coll. for Women. 116 p. ms.

1183. Osborn, Wayland W. An experiment in teaching resistance to propa-
ganda. --Doctor's, 1939. Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series on

aims and progress of research, no. )

Describes an experiment conducted with 20 pairs of senior high school social studies
classes, with one teacher for each pair, in 17 Iowa high schools, split at random into two
groups of 20 experimental and 20 control classes, in which the pupils in the exper1m4ntal
group studied methods of resisting propaganda, and the pupils in the control group
received no such instruction. Indicates that on the basis of various tests, the unit of
instruction was ineffective for use, in teaching resistance to propaganda.

1184. Portner, Davis Alden Leonard. The social opinions of secondary school
social-science teachers in Arizona. Master's, 1939. Arizona. 73 p. ms.

1185. Pratt, G. T. A study of the teaching of the social studies in the public
white high schools of the Eastern Shore of Maryland. Master's, 1939. Duke.
90 p. ms.

Finds that the teachers and teaching methods used in 50 high schools approximate
general practices aud tendencies.

It
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1186. Riley, Thomas Milton. Unified social studies in the junior high school,
Doctor's, 1939. Yale.

1187. Roberson, Olen D. The Farm security administration project of Coffee
county for use in developing the social-studies program of the senior class of New
Brockton high school, New Brockton, Alabama. Master's, 1930. Alabama. Gs

p. ms.

1188. Schlicht, Richard William. An analysis of state courses of study in
the social studies. Master's, 1939. Colorado. (Abstract in: UniyersIty of-0dr),
rado studies, 26: 111-12)

Finds that 11 States have a course of study in the social studies in the elementary
school, and 14 States have courses of study for social studies for the secondary schoW
that the course most frequently recommended in both the elementary and secondary
school was history; and that courses of study n social studies for the elementary schuol
are better organized and more complete than those for the secondary school.

1189. Schmidt, Mary Louise. A study of attention-profiles based on observa-
tion in the elementary social studies classroom. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

1190. Shipton, Harry R. Studies of high-school students' understanding of
social concepts : 5. Taxation, money. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1191. Soutbard, Donald. Studies of Aigh-school students' understanding of

social concepts : 4. The Supreme Court, the family. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1192. Staker, Lois M. Studies of high-school students' understanding of
social concepts: 1. Politic& parties, imperialism. Master's, 1931U Iowa.

1193. Towry, John Wood. The trend toward the fusion of the social sciences
with a unit on oil to be taught in secondary schools. Master's, 1939. Okla.
A. & M. Coll.

Finds that the present trend is away from the isolation of the social subjects where each
field is set apart and detached from contact with the other related fields; that there is a
tendency for the teacher to Organize a working unit by which the student does the work
and gets the reactions from it, and to use a complete unit of fused material designed so
that it might be worked into real life situations.

1194. Watwood. Juanita Little. Resources of Talladega county which have
value in relation to the intermediate g'rades' center of interestexploration and
discovery in an expanded environmentwith special emphasis on the work of
the fifth grade. Master's, 1938. Ala. Poly. Inst.

1195. Williams, Robert Knight. A curriculum for fourth-year high-school
social sciences. Master's, 1939. Tex. Tech. Coll.

Attempts to select materials that lead to thinking in terms of a cooperative society,
rather than in terms of individuals seeking personal advantages. Shows that political
pressure groups are deManding that their social ideals be stressed in the public schools;
that social science study and aims are in a state of flux; that the latest trend is toward
a more completely integrated subject matter; that the social studies program is unpopular
with many students; and that unit teaching in some deilnite form should be followed in
all courses in the field of social science.

1196. Wiliamson Charles Cecil. An evaluation of socinstudies work guides
in secondary schools. Master's, 1938. Ala. Poly. Inst.

GEOGRAPHY

1197. Burnham, Archer Lowell. Basic generalizations in fourth-grade geog-
raphy. Field study tio. S. Doctor's, 1989. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

Basic list of geographic terms in fourth-grade geography. Field
study no. 2. Doctor's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

11N.-
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1199. Burnham, Archer Lowell. Minimum list of place names for fourth-
grade geography. Field study no. 1. Doctor's, 1939. Colo. St. roll. of Ed.

1200. Cosgroveu George William. A method Of teaching the high-school
course in economic geography with a suggested plan of content. Master's, 1939.

Boston Coll.

*1201. Eskridge, T. J., jr. Growth in understanding of geographic terms in
grades 4 to 11. Doctor's, 1937. Duke. Durham, Duke university press, 1939.
67 p. (Duke university research studies in education, no. 4)

1202. Fisk, Carl. The use of the bulletin board in the teaching of high-school
geography. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1203. Haskins, Fleeta Hudson. The mathematical aspects of early Roman
geography. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 75 p. ms.

Reviews source material by early Roman geographers on the dimensions and measure-
meuts of the uninhabited and inhabited world. Finds that they had an accurate idea of
earth measurements.

1204. Killins, Doris E. A study of the concepts obtained by sixth-grade chil-
dren from reading a given section of geographic material. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1205. McLeese, Mary J. An analysis of the map concepts used in a fifth-
grade unit in geography. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1206. Ramsey, Gertrude May. An experimental study of reading difficulty
in geography. Master's, 1939. Pittsburgh.

1207. Reavis, Rebecca. A study of children's thought processes in geography.
Master's, 1939. Duke. 132 p. ms.

Concludes that whether the cause of error is of content or symbol, map legend or of
mathematical calculation in connection with graphs. knowledge of the fact of failure and
of its origin makes possible instruction that can reduce to a minimum errors in children's
thought processes in geography.

'1208. Wells A. Edwin. An investigation of the project materials and proj-
ect methods used by teachers to motivate the study of geography in the seventh
and eighth grades. Master's, 1937. Boston Univ. 101 p.

Offers a unit of work on missionary education as a means of motivating the study of
geography.

12 L Wright, Braxton Ward. The teaching of the social studies by the
pro t method, with an illustrative major project On Alalmma geography.

ster's, 1939. Ala. Poly. Inst.

1210. Zimbrodt, Sister Mary Cleta. A comparative study between two
methods in the teaching of geography. Master's, 1939. Notre Dame. 117 p. ms.

HISTORY

*1211. Eichel, Charles G. Experiment to determine -the most effective method
of Leaching current history. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 454 p. ms.

Compares the use of sound films in the teaching of current history in the elementary grades
with such traditional methods as reading of newspaper articles by teachers, the reading of
newspaper articles brought to class by the pupils, and the reading of periodicals. Describes
an experiment conducted in the 6 B grade of six elementary schools. Finds that the iound-
mm was more effective than the traditional textbook method of the printed news
media, since more of the information gained through the film was retained by the pupils so
instructed.

1212. Elliott, Claire Mary. Ancient Greek trade and e mmerce designed for
seventh and eighth grades. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 143 p. Ins.**

ms.

procedure
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1213. Fahrney, Ralph R. A comparison of the effectiveness for leParning (if
the lecture-quiz technique with the elassrooin-discussion technique in a freshman-
sophomore (bourse in American history, fall quarter 1938. Cedar Falls,
state teachers college, 1939. 5 p. ms. (Research report no. 36)

Describes an experiment in which the control and experimental sections used a textbooka syllabus, collateral reading, and received class leltures ; the control group had 1Prt tiro.and class discussion, including the asking and Amering of questions, dovetailed: thisexperimental group had fontal hour lectures the first four days of the week, with no i,pportunity for discussion, and the fifth hour of the week was devoted to a quiz section ixwhich the 88 members of the class were divided into five groups, approximately equal insize, meeting at various hours of the week. Indicate4 that the experimental procedureswere less successful than those used in the control section for the type of learning III-phasized in the experiment

*1214. Good, Anna Katherine. Unit organization of four topics in America!!
history. Master's, 1939. Boston Univ. 94 p. ms.

Outlines four units in American history for the eighth grade.
*1215. Gray, Edna Over. An idealistic philosophy of history. Master's, 1gi.s

New York. 82 p. ms.
Discusses the historical development of the philosophy of history ; idealism and itstypes ; and interprets history by idealism.

1216. Greenman, Richard Baker. The unit assignment In the eighth-grade
United States history class of a small six-year high school. Master's, 1!n9
Boston Univ.

1217. Hairington, Marjorie V. A study in the learning of the fundamental
special vocabulary of history through direct teaching. Master's, 1939. Colorado,
(Abstract in: University of Colorado studies, 26: 69)

Concludes that purposeful teaching decreases comprehension lime by half; that mireefficient teaching methods are ¡Seeded to challenge pupils of high intelligence; that abstrart.unfamiliar words, or those with multiple meanings need emphasis ; and that governmentalterms are most difficult to comprehend.

*1218. Hartwig, Caroline E. E. The integration of Missouri history and
American history for the senior high schools of Missouri. Doctor's. 1938.
Missouri. Jefferson City, Midland printing company, 1939. 47 p. (Missouri at
work on the public-school curriculum. Secondary school series. Special bulletin,
1939)

1219. Jones, Catherine H. Teaching history in the junior high school.
Masfer's, 1939. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 151 p. ms. (Abstract in: Kansa
state teachers college of Emporia. Studies in education, 17 : 33)

Describes a controlled experiment conducted with two junior high school classes over aperiod of 18 weeks, in which one class was taught by the assignment-study-report methodand the other class by the study-discussion method to determine the method best suited to thejunior high school class in history.

1220. Knudson, Edwin W. A guide to the selection of history workbooks.
Master's, -1939. Michigan.

1221. Lewis, Rose. An experiment in the teaching of American history to
a group of maladjusted pupils in the eighth grade. Master's, 1939. George
Washington. 98 p. ms.

Describes an experiment conducted in the eighth grade of a junior high school in Wash-ington, D. C., wIlth a group of maladjusted pupils. Studies tbe personality traits, IQ,marks in junior high school history, extracurricular activities and hobbies, subjects in whichthey have been most successful, physical defects, amount of absence. reading level, nationalityof parents, and language spoken in the homes of 13 bops and 8 girls.
1222. Mead, Vera Olbert. Provisions in workbooks in history for the de-

velopment of certain abilities. Master's2 1938. Chicago. 80 p. m&

Ifiw:,
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1223. Morris, Robert C. A study of the comparative effectiveness of the
biographical method and the topical method of approach in" teaching United
States history. Master's, 1939. Penn. State. 26 p. ms.

Describes an experiment conducted with pupils in American history in the eleventh grade
of the Fort Mill High School, Cumberland, Md. Finds that the pupils taught by means
of biography excelled those taught by means of topical

1224. Parnell, John Blaine. A comparative study of the socialized recitation
and the traditional method of teaching American history in high school. Master's,
1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Shows that tbe socialized recitation group showed greater achievement than tbe group
taught by tbe traditional method, and that the socialized recitation offered opportunities for
greater development in desirable qualities other than subject matter. Indicates that the
difference between tbe two nwthods was not great enough to warrant the general adoption
of the socialized recitation method.

1225. Ringer, Harold E. Improving the teaching of eleventh-grúde Ameri-
can history in Pioneer high school. Master's, 1939. Ohio State.

Finds numerous methods and devices used in progressive schools which are applicable
to the local situation.

1226. Rost, Arley F. A workbook in United States history. Master's, 1939.
West. St. Coll. 201 p.

1227. Sackman, Kathryn Virginia. Directed study workbook for American
history. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 200 p. ms.

Shows the need for a better méthod of sutiject-matter presentation for groups of children
of varied interests and abilities.

'1228. Soils-Cohen, Rosebud Teschner. A comparative study of the history
program in English and American secondary schools.' Doctor's, 1938. Pennsyl-
vania. Philadelphia, 1939. 198 p.

Compares tbe similarities and differences in the history programs of the two countries
with respect to: Dominant objectives, organization of subject matter, activities, internal
and external examinations, and examinations. Attempts to determine the relationship
between the history program and the other parts of the educational program in tbe second-
ary schools of each country ; to determine the important specific problems faced by the
bchools of each country in the biNtory program; and to determine the points of strength
and of weakness in the respective history programs of the two countries. Finds that
the secondary schools of England and the United States attempt to correlate history with
other parts of the educational program; and that they face the same problems in their
history programs.

1229. Traister, Harold W. The effect of iidjustment of materials on pupil
accomplishment in history in the middle grades. Doctor's, 1939. Pittsburgh.
(Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. AbstrtiKts of theses, researches com-
pleted, and bibliography of publications, 15: 37441)

Describes an experiment conducted with six different elementary schools, involving six
different grade -classificatious, and using the equivalent grade group technique, to show
the. effect of this adjustment of materials on pupil accomplishments. Shows the value
of using adjusted material in history as a means of effecting pupil accomplishment. Sug-
gests the possibility of developing different types of adjusted materials for different ability
groups represented within a given grade group.

1230. Troppmann, Emily Ann. The effect of instruction in how to study
on attainment if) American history. Master's, 1939. Chicago. 104 p. ms.

11. Wilber, Leon Austin. The relation of knowledge of facts to power :
A study of the relatioAship between the growth which secondary school pupils
make in factual knowledge of history and the growth which they make in power
to solve civics and social problems. Doctor's, 1939. Michigan.

235425-41 9
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g.
CIVICS

1232. Cowles, LeRoy E. Citizenship for high-school and college sthdents.
National exchange club, 1939. (University of Utah)

1233. Douglass, Harl R. Citizenship and the schools. School activities,
332-34, April 1939. (University of North Carolina)

1T34. En low, Lillian M. A new aspect in the teaching of citizenship on the
high-school level. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1235. Fouts, Clark M. The value of citizenship education to the average
student in the public schools. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 95 p. ms.

Deals with the relationship of citizenship education to the average student in tile edw
tional program. Shows the need for reorienting the subject and for developing plans in
terms of adaptation and adjustment rather than of tradition.

1236. Hamilton, Earle E. A study of recksuLliends in citizenship education
in the schools of die United States,.with special reference to the high school at
Monticello, Florida. Master's, 1939. Florida.

*1237. Hawkins, Joseph Allen. The teaching of current events in the high
schools of West Virginia. Master's, 1939. George Washington. 90 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the percent of time given to current events in each year of the
social studies and miscellaneous other subjects in tbe high schools of West Virginia ; to
find the importance of current events in the social studies courses on the basis of the
number of pupils receiving instruction; to find basic material used in teaching current
events; to find predominant methods of teaching and testing in current events; and to
find materials in the pupils' environment which make a background for current events
teaching. Finds that the percent of time used for current events varied in the different
social studies courses; that it was greatest in civics in the ninth year and least in worldhistory in the tenth year ; that 20 percent, or 60 minutes a week, was the time most
frequently used for current events; that the daily paper was the most used material in
presenting current events in combination with other material ; that discussion was the
most used single method in current events; that the newer objective type of testing
predominated over the essay type; and that almost half of the pupils listened to radio
news reports.

1238. Hochwalt, Rev. Frederick G. Present trends in civic education in the
intermediate grades in the United States. Master's, 1939. Catholic Univ. 56

1239. Rolmead, Frances Strickland. A study of the status of seventh- and
eighth-grade pupils in five areas of citizenship. Master's, 1939. Maryland. 51
p. ms.

Reports a survey of 234 pupils in the seventh and eighth grades of the Richard Mont-
gomery High School, Rockville, Md., to determine the extent to which they are adjusted
to the demands of citizenship in their school life as measured by an arbitrary citizenship
scale. Finds that the pupils made their most satisfactory adjustments in the recreational
and health areas of citizenship, and that their adjustments were less satisfactory igiprepa .

ration for gainful employment ; that IQs are of gteat importance in determining educa .

tional attainments and civic participation ; that economic status of the family has impor.
tant bearings upon status in each of the areas;_and that overage pupils uniformly fail
to make satisfactory adjustments.

12110. ones, Haven Franklin. A course in community civics based on the
interests of the pupils in grade nine of the Kokomo high school, Kokomo, Indiana.
Master's, 1938. Chicago. 62 p.

1241. Merritt, Winona Viola. Evolution of the subject of civics. Master's,
1939. Colorado.3 (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies, 26: 92-98)

Traces the change in school and college subjects from the first American schools in
order to ascertain from what subjects civics evolved.
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1242. Meyer, Frank. 'Methods of teaching current events in the junior high
schools of Michigan.. Mister's, 1939. Michigan.

1243. Payne, J. Everett. KnOwledge of contemporary affairs by representa-
tive adult groups in a rural Iowa community. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1244. Reynolds, Moe D. Citizenship training in the public school. Mas-

ter's, 1939. West, St. Coll. 103 p. ms.

1245. Samford, Clarence D. An experimental study of the effects of teaching
current events in connection with a high-school course in modern European his-
tory. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 143 p. ms.

1246. Simpson, Lawrence R. Developing citizenship in high school thrpugh
student participation. Master's, 1969. Kansas. (Abstract in: UniversVy of

Kansas. Bulletin of education, 4: 67, February 1940)

Describes an experiment conducted with 148 students enrolled in the Blue Mound, Kilns ,

High School during the school year 1938-39, employing a citizenship self-rating chart,
citizenship pointers, selected hooks, and general announcements. Finds a decided improve-
ment in school citizenship; fewer disciplinary problems; improvement in student conduct,
school property protection, and school marks ; and the student activity council solved sev-
eral important and perplexing school problems during the year.

ECONOMICS

1247. Henderson, 'John L. A %course of itudy in economics for the later
years of the secondary school. Master's, 1939. Cincinnati. 160 p. ms.

Includes 12 units intended to serve as the basis for a semester's work for high-school
Juniors and seniors. Attempts to relate economics to the actual problems of today and
of the future, pased in part on data secured from 12 State and local courses of study, 30
modern textbooks, professional literature for teachers of economics, and graduate theses.

1248. Nutter, Hazen E. Systems of economic control as presented in origi-
nal materials: Source materials for curriculum planning. Master's, 1939. Flor-

ida. 374 p. ms.
POLITICAL SCIENCE

1249. Fitch, Mildred Loring. A survey of student opinion on problems of
government. Master's, 1939. Purdue.

Describes an experiment in which a test on government problems and a personal data
sheet was administered to 585 students of the class in American institutions at Purdue
University, in October 1938. Finds significant differences in the attitudes of the students4
between the various groups; and that class shift in attitudes at the close of the semester
indicated considerable flexibility in the opinions of' the group.

PSYCHOLOGY

1250. Blumenson, Seymour. Unpleasantness as a factor in immediate and
delayed recall. Master's, 1938 Columbia.

l'151. Cartwright, Benjamin Asa. Four decades of development of psy-
. chology in State teachers colleges. Doctor's, 1938. Peabody. Nashville, George

Pe body college for teachers, 1938. 167 p. (Contribution to education, no.

Shows the status of the courses offered in psychology in State teachers colleges over a
period of 40 yearkbat 10-year intervals beginning with the school year of 1897 and includ-

ing tbe school 'year of 1987.

1252. Conkey, Ruth Clark. Psychological changes associated with head in-

juries. Doctor's, 1938 Columbia. New Yoibk, 1938. 61 p. (Archives of psy-
chology, no. 232)

Describes an experiment in which tests involving simple mental activities, tests requiring
more complex and symbolic activity, but &pending mainly on old knowledge and allS4C111-

Atv
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tion, and tests requiring new learning, apprehension, and perceptio'n of an abstract sort
are used in an attempt to obtain quantitativt measures of the effects of head injury. Usfts
two groups of control subjects and an experimental group, all of whom covered a wide age
range, including some men and some women in each group. Ir hide that a battery of tests
gave a quantitative measure of the psychological effects of bead injury ; that a head injury
patient should not be considered fully recovered until psychological recovery has reached itsmaximum; that a principal result of bead injury seemed to be a loss of power to sustainattention and that the reeovery of psychological processes lagged behind physical recovery
and affected the performance of the patient after all apparent physical .symptoms had
disappeared.

1253. Dresser, Lillian Paula. The development of auditory imagery in music.
Master's, 1938. Cincinnati.

*1254. Feinbloom, William. A quantitative study of the visual after-image.
Doctor's, 1938. Columbia. New York, 1938. 47 p. ( Archives of psychology,
no. 233)

'e Gerald, Marie A. An experimental study of attention : Sex differ-,

ences. 1u:ter's, 1938. Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordham 1versIty. Disserta-
tions accepted for higher. degrees in the Graduate school of arts and sciences,
1939: 96)

Describes an experiment in which a battery of the 10 most reliable tests in the field of
intelligence, attention, and sensory acuity was given to 30 girls in the first and second
years of high school, and the same-battery later given to a group of boys who were equatedto the girls in intelligence, school standing, and social environment. Indicates the presence
off a few sex differences which exert an effect upon attentive states and modify them to
some extent.

1256. Gregg, F. X. Are morot accompaniments necessary to orientation per-
ception? Doctor's, 1939. Nebraska. Journal of psychology, 8: 63-07, July.
1939. (Reprint)

1257. Hago-od, Thomas W. The theory of attention in psychology. Master's,
1938. Vanderbilt. (Abstract in: Bulletin of Vanderbilt university, vol. 38, no,
11: 60)

1258. Held, Omer C. Genetics, psychology, and character education. Char-
acter and citizenship magazine, 5 : 30, February 1939. (University of Pittsburgh)

1259. Humphreys, Lloyd Girton. Effects of distribution of reinforcement
upon the acquisition and extinction of conditioned responses. Doctor's, 1939.
Stanford. (Abstract in: Stanford university bulletin, vol. 14: 193-96)

Describes an experiment conducted with 66 college students who were trained uncles three
different experimental conditions, to give conditioned eyelid responses to a change in
illumination followed by a puff of air to'the cornea. Indicates that successive nonreinforced
trials lead to decrements, successive reinforced trials to increments in acquisition; and that
the results are more in harmony with classical conditioning theory than with the expectancy
hypothesis.

1260. JohAson, Ethel. Rettvntion and temporal distribution of review. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Iowa.

1261. Johnson, Lillian X. The relative effect of a time interval upon learn-
ing and retention. Doctor's, 1938. Chicago. Journal of experimental educa-
tion, 24 : 169-79, February 1939. (Reprint)

1262. Kennedy, Leland McDuff* Jr. The conception of the various parts of
the true pathway and èfficiency in maze learning. Master's, 1939. South. Metho-
dist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university. Abstracts of theses . . .

no. 7: 58-59)
Describes an experiment conducted on a metal maze 12 inches square by 80 college

students chosen at random, and records kept of the number of trials, errors, and the lengthof time for each subject. Concludes that each individual, in learning a maze pathway,
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develops a conception of the maze pattern ; that map study is fielpful in forming an accurate
conception of the pathway ; and that when a part of tbe path is given for study befpre'
going through the maze itself, study of tbe middle one-third is most beneficial to learning
efficiency, the first one-third ranking next, and the last one-third ranking last.

1263. King, Mabel Ruth. Intelligerice requirements of occupations. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 164 p.,ms.

Suggests tbat in the development of Nodal intelligence lies the greatest opportunity for
education.

1264. lochs, Sigmund. A, logical analysis of the motivation concept. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Iowa.

1265. Lewin, Hutt. Formalization and progress in psychology. Iowa City,
University of Iowa press, 1940. (University of Iowa studies, new series no. 380.
Studies in child welfare, vol. 16, no. 3. Stu(1ies in topological and vector psy-
chology, 1: 9-42) I

f:

1266. Lewinski, Robert John. A tachistoscopic investigation of the visual
perceptbn of comblex forms. Doctor's, 1939. Iowa. (Abstract in : 'University
of Iowa. Series on aims and progress of research, no. 63) si

1267. Mcliose, Samuel B. Effectiveness of review .as a functionv of the tneth-
o.ds of measuring retention. Master's, 1939.

1268. McIntyre, Sheiwood C. The role of summation and of some tier
variations in the visual perception and memory for forms. Master's, 1Q39. Otio
State. 52 p.

Deals with the memorization of 12 digit numbers under such conditions as serial order,
limited exposure, color, and various instruction.

1269. Nelson, Erland N. If.r Radicalism-conservatism in student attitudes..
Doctor's, 1937. Nebraska. Lincoln, Nebr., 1937. 32 p. .(Psychological mono-
graphs, vol. 50, no. 4. Reprint.)

1270. Patton, Robert Adams: The transfer of double alternation behaviór-;
acquired in the teinporal maze. Mister's, 1939. Pittsburgh.

1271. Reiser, O. L. Geotalt psychology. Journal of social philosophy, 4 260,
1939. (University of Pittsburgh.)

1272. . Modes a thinking. Psychological review, 46: 151, 1939. (Uni-
"versIty of Pittsburgh.)

1273. Smith, J. J. Cooperative evaluation of teaching and learning methods '
iu psychology.' New Concord, Ohio, Muskingum colleg, 1939.

Deals with student evaluations of teaching and learning methods in general psychology.
Ranks the methods in accord with student preferences and shows the statistical differences
in degree of preference.

1274. Bones, A. Merlin. study id' memory, with special reference to° tem-
poral distribution of review. Doctor's, 1939. Iowa. (Abstract in: University
(if Iowa. Beiges on aims and progress of reseaTch, no. 63.)

Studies tile relative effect on retention of different temporal positions and distributions
of rereading and testing reviews, using seventfi-grade pupils as subjectB. Shows that if
a multiple-choice test is to be used as a review it is relatively ineffective for retention
-mikes given immediately or within a few days; that testing reviews given on the first
and third days after study are more effective than two rereading reviews on the game day.

87

1275. Stark, Clara K. The psychology of ,self. Master's, 1939. Marquette.
p. M8.

Taves,' Enlist Henry. An exploratory study of extra-sensory percep-
tion- .Maater's, 1938. CUlumbia.
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1277. Zegers, Richard T. What is attention? An experimental investigation
of the factors involved in attention. Master's, 1938. Fordham. (Abstract in.
Fordham university..Dissertations accepted for higher degrees in the Graduat0
school of arts and sciences, 1939: 102.)

Describes the results of 10 tests devised and administered to a group of 31 high-schoi.1
students in tbe first and second years. Concludes that attention is not sensory in natura
not a distinct or group factor. not a congeries of specific factors, but the concentration k f
intellectual energy upon tbe object known.

.t

MUSIC EDUCATION

t1278. Allen, Warren Dwight. Philosophies of music history. New York.
American book company, 1939. 382 p. (Stanford university.)

Dischaseg musical research in the Baroque era the controversial background ; religious .

naturalist. and ethical traditions ; lexicons, dictionaries, and encyclopedias; eighteenth
century histories. the enlightenment ; the romantic era; revolutionists and evolutionistz
histories of music since 1900; the quest for origins, "The clearest view"; the developmen:
and progress of music; the evolution of music; sequential patterns summarized.

1279. Ayres, Evard. Current practices in the administration of high-school
bands in Michigan. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

1280. Beck, Mary E. An experiment in the use of the keyboaid approach to
reading music notation in the third 'grade. Master's, 1938. Arizona. (Abstract
in: University of Arizona record, 32: 8,9.)

Describes an experiment conducted with the 3A class at Boakruge Elementary Scho4,1
in which three 30-minute periods each week were devoted to the keyboard work and two
periods a week to the regular singing lesson. Shows that the class as a whole enjoyed
the lessons ; the children were interested and enthusiastic; every child learned to phiy
the wings tbey sang and to transpose them to other keys; and the children acquired th.
ability to read simple music notation and the knowledge of musical essentials.

1281. Bezdeny, Charles. Problems in arranging the second movement, An-
dante, from Brahms' Symphony no. 3 for small high-school band. Master's, 1939
Iowa.

1282. Blood, Mary Elizabeth. A proposal for a course of study in music ap-
preciation for junior high-school grades. Master's, 1939. Southern California

1283. Boysen, Miriam. Problems in arranging Mozart's Quartet in D ma j(tr
. (K. 2851 for small high-school orchestras. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1284. Bradshaw, Lewis. Problems in arranging selected songs for training
boys' voices during the period of mutation. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

'1285. Braun Robert. A comparative study of Bach, Chopin, GodowskS.: their
philosophy as reyealed through their works. Master's, 1938. New York. 107

ms.
-q

Traces the contributing forces of Johann Sebastian Bach, Frederic Francois Chopin. anil
Leopold Godowsky in the development of tbe art of composition for the piano-forte as a
means of esthetic expression.

1286. Bunch, Mary Elizabeth. Collections of French songs suitable for high
school. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 38 p. ms.

=amines 15 collections of French songs to determine their suitability for high schools.
and finds five of them suitable.

1287. Burnett, Mildred !lesser. The ministry of music: handbook for clergy-
men of so-called nonliturgical churches. Master's, 1938. N. E. Conservatory.
120 p.

Surveys the place of music in curricula of schools training ministers. Gives brief
history of church music, a study of the relationship of the minister to the musical service,
and offers concrete suggestions as to study.
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1288. Capper, Louis A. A study treating the music-listening habits of high-
school students. Master's, 1939. Ohio State.

Finds that students with some training listen to the broad structures of a musical com-
position u contrasted to listening to minor details of nontrained students; and that a
simple repetition of music is not a satisfactory substitute for music education.

1289..Cash, Oliver P. Instrumental music in the grades. Master's, 1939.
Ohio State. 100 p. ms.

Develops a course of study for grades 1-8.

1290! Clikeman, Don F. The attitudes of school administrators of Illinois
respecting certain questions relating to music education. Master's, 1939.
Michigan.

1291. Danielson, Sarah. Music as a useful art in correlation, integration, and
rusion. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

1292. Davis, Glenn Francis. Music preparation of elementary thchers in
the Texas Panhandle. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

1293. Dickson, Dorothy Corrine. Problem in arranging selected parts songs
for high-school mixed chorus. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1294. DoughertY, Polley Eva. Recent trends in the use of music in Christian
Education. Master's, 1939. South. Methodist (Abstract in: Soutbern Methodist
university. Abstracts of theses . . . no. 7: 64-65)

Indicates a growing appreciation for the true function and worth of music as an aid to
worship.

1295. Dvorak, Leo J. An analysis of training values in selected symphonic
masterpieces. Doctor's, 1939. Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series
on aims and progress of research, no. 63)

Analyses the training values provided by certain symphonic compositions for the high-
school orchestra. Finds that the expressive quality of this music is chiefly characterized
by the prominence, variety. and contrast of melodies. Analyzes each symphony or sym-
phonic movement with emphasis on the principles of expressive chitracteristics and their
relationship to training nines for the high-school orchestra."

1296. Edquist, Hubert L The status of choral organizations in 160 Wisconsin
high schools. Master's, 1838. Minnesota.

Discusses the training. experience, and activities of directors; membership and organ-
ization of choral organizations; administration; procedures and techniques; equipment.
property, and song material,: finance and maintenance ; and motivation and perform-
ance. Shows that school administrators, boards of education. and the general public need
to be shown the need and importance of public-school music ; that the voice class should be
inaugurated whenever possible; that tl* song repertoires of the group should be enlarged;
that the use of the radio and phonograph in training vocal groups and tedebing apprecia-
tion is recommended ; that directors should take every opportunity to make their vocal
ensembles useful to the community. Indicates a decided lack of standardfsation in pro-
cedures, techniques, and activities among the schools; that there is marked superiority in
the large high schools. Suggests that the State establish a department of music with a
State director of music education as an integral part of the State Department of Public
instruction.

1297. Elliott, Ambrose, Ir. Relationships belween voice ranges and song ma-
terial in grades 6 to 9. Master's, 1939. Cincinnati. 96 p. ms.

Reports voice ranges for 468 pupils in grades 6 to 9 and ranges required by songs in five
music textbooks and four songbooks often used in these trades. Finds a discrepancy between
the two sets of data.

1298. Fields, Clarence. Management of high-school bands in the separate
schools of Oklahoma. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

129a Pranks, Hetty L. The study of selected material for developmental
training in the dementary school chorus. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

.4
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1300. Gill, Ethan X. School bands in second-class cities of Kansas. Master'..
1939. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 65 p. ms. (Abstract in: Kansas *ate teachers
college of Emporia. Studies in education, 17: 29)

Attempts to determine current practices in the administration and financing of high.school bands in Kansas. Compares student, school and city ownership; instrumental
valuation in the various cities; length of contract of directors and teaching load ; bandtrips and other activities; district valuation in relation to band programs; band librarie
rehearsal rooms, and uniforms; and time allowed for band work and amount of credit
given

la01. Glenn, Louise. A study of the song choices of children and teachers (if
the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

1302. Goucher, Russell E. The effect of music on mental deficiency. Master*,
1939. Jordan Conservatory. -86 p. ms.

Indicates that by t4ching a child music in the public schools. he is not only beingtreated for his mental disorder. but is being given a balanced emotional experience which
may lay tbe foundation for learning habits.

1303. Greene, Itilburice Mark. Physiological factors in music education,
Master's, 1939. Boston Univ. 75 p. ms.

Discusses tbe human ear. theories of hearing, auditory defect& ear training. visualand auditory imagery. color and music. music as medicine, music and the body and the
mind, gustatory music. and music as a stimulant.

1304. Hagamon, J. G. ::"The present status of instrumental music instruction
in the larger high schools of North Carolina. Master's, 1939. Duke. 65 p.

Analyzes replies to a questionnaire given in 157 high schools to determine the extentto which instrumental music instruction is a part of their curriculum. Finds that music
instruction in North Carolina is on a par with that in other southern States, but less
extensive than in most other sections of the country.

1305. Haley, Sister Mary Inez. Music instruction in the Catholic elementary
schools of the diocese of Covington, Kentucky. Master's, 1939. Notre Dame.
358 p. ms.

1306. Harms, David L. Music in California State institutions. Master's, 1939.
cog. of the Pacific. 74 p.

Treats all types of institutions. penal as well as those for the blind and insane. Finds
tbe program in these institutions sound, though lack of funds prevents its fullest develop-
ment ; and that few experiments have been carried out, and their results were inconclusive.

1307. Hemond, Harold C. An Òbjective evaluation of music in the school.
Master's, 1939. Mass. St. Coll. 99 p. ms.

..-d41309. Hartzell, Ralph Eugene. The musical activities of 892 ninth-grade
pupils. Master's, 1988. Cincinnati.

1309. Hensley, Johnnie Morgan. The organization and administration of
high-school bands in Texas. Master's, 1939. Tex. Tech. Coll.

Finds that more boys than girls participate in bands in Texas; that school bands are
considered curricular rather than extracurricular activities; that pupils in bands in theClass A schools are older, practice during school hours, while pupils in Class B and
Class C schools are younger, and have to practice after school hours.

1310. Heuser, Marion Frederick. Certain factors basic to the musical educa-
tion of young children. Master's, 1 Cincinnati. 68 p, ins. -

Analyzes literature on the physiological structure of the ear, physical characteristics
of sound, auditory development in childhood, and speech as a measure of auditory develop-
ment. Concludes that speech development has much in common with auditory development
and may aid it.

ms.
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1311. Hewitt, Christine. Music in the activity curriculum. Master's, 1939.
East Texas St. T. C. 123 p. ms. I Attract in: Bulletin of the East Texas state
teachers college, vol. 22, no. 4: 26-27)

Shows tbe place which should be given to music in elementary schools and suggests wnys
of developing a functional music program.

1312. Hill, Frank W. Survey of harmony courses in American colleges and
universities. Cedar Falls, Iowa State teachers college, 1939. 8 p. ms.'

Analyzes replies to a questionnaire sent to 125 colleges and universities. Studies course
content, enrollment, textbooks, number. and length of class periods a week, type of
examination, and tbe problems of the instructors of harmony.

1313. Holcomb, Dorothy. A study of the technical problems involved in the
rehearsal and performance by high-school groups of the String Quartet in major,
op. 18, no. 1 of Beethoven. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1314. Immel, Earle Barizard. An experimental investigation of the relation-
ship between musical capacity and emotional status of high-school seniors.
Master's, 1939. Southern California.

1315. Johe, Edward H. A general music course for senior high slehool. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Allegheny. a9 p.

Attempts to unify a curriculum of music. literature. and history with each subject a
phase of the total development.

*1316. King, Harry A. Auditory 'and visual characteristics o lush%
readers. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 74 p. ms.

Investigates music reading disability of pupils in the fifth and sixth grades of tbe public
schools of Dunkirk and Fredonla. N. Y.. by equating an experimental group 44 60 pupils
who were poor in music reading with a control group of 60 good music readers as to age,
IQ, semesters in school, school grade, sex, and outside music study. Studies the auditory
and visual characteristics of both groups. Finds group differences small in most of the
tests of visual functions and were not contributing to any reliable extent to music reading
disallItty ; and that pupils in the fifth and sixth grades can have an adequate hearing
sense in terms of auditory acuity and still do poor work in music reading. Sug.Vsts the
use of a diagnostic program to determine the elvmentary school pupils best endowed ?or work
in music reading.

1317. Krasser Paul Frederick. Instrumental class instruction in the public
schools in Missouri. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

1318. Laux, James J. The application of psychological principles to the teach-
ing of public-school classes in instrumental music. Master's, 1939. Lawrence.
77 p. ms.

Applies the principles of psychology to the teaching problems of the instrumental in-
structor, and shows that a knowledge of these principles and their application is an asset
in setting up effective learning situations.

1319. Lucas, William A. Problems in arranging Haydn's Piano sonata in D
major for a &mill high-school band. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1320. Lynch, William. Procedure in arranging Schumann's Second symphony,
opus 61, fourth movement 'for high-school band. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1321. McLane, Wilhelmina. Psychological and pedagogical procedure for
preschool piano teaching. Master's, 1939. College of Music.

1322. Manley, Robert. Problems in, arranging Grieg's Sonata in E minor rut
high-school orchestra. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1323. Matthews, liplon. The development of Negro music. Master's, 193S
College of Music. .
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1324. Mayer, Fred C. The summer music program in our public schools.
Master's, 1939 Ohio State. SO p. ms.

Surveys the summer music program in the public schools of Ohio, and offers suggestionsfor such a program.

1325. Meachum, Elizabeth. Four chapters of a course in the literature Iff
music as given at the Sam Houston State teachers college. Master's, 1939. Saw
Houston St. T. C. 222 p.

1326. Messing, Margaret. k study of the type and content of music coursti
offered in teachers colleges. Master's, 1939. Northwestern. 82 p. ms.

Studies the music courses listed in the college catalogs as to the type of work offered awlthe material covered in these courses in 72 colleges. Finds alack of uniformity in notnpu-(lature; a lack of a well-balanced curriculum for music teachers in many of the schools; aninadequate teaching staff for subject load in some of the schools; and a need for morePractice teaching in MUSIC.

1327. Mirick, Irving. Problems in arranging Bach's Fantasie and Fugue inC minor for organ as training material for high-school band. Master's, 1939.
Iowa.

1328. Monk, Leo Paschal. Musical aptitude in relation to a high-school music
)rogram. Master's, 1939. Cincinnati. 79 p. ms.

Surveys the musical aptitude of senior pupils in two large cosmopolitan high schools todetermine how adequately the schools are meeting the musical needs of tbe pupils.
1329. Montel, Mrs. Margie de. The general development of public-school muskand its present status in the elementary schools of Texas. Master's, 1939. South

Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university. Abstracts of theses.
. . . no 7 : 30-31)

Traces tbe general development of public-school music. Studies the organization ofschool music and the qualifications of music supervisors and music teachers in Texas ; themethods, materials, and textbooks used by the teachers of the State; and compares theteaching of music in the elementary schools of Texas with that of other States. Showsthat the larger cities hap more and hettei trained teachtrs and supervisors than thesmaller cities; there is litfle uniformity as to the average length of the daily music class;there is little variation in the regular activities of tbe music program; that appreciation,singing, and sight singing are the activities most generally employed; the victrola is theinstrument most generally usea; little use is made of the radio in the schools. Finds thatof the five States studied, Virginia is the only one having a matching fund for the purposeof helping schools to buy phonographs, recordings, and music books.

1330. Moore, Mary Elizabeth. A study of high-school voice classes and a
survey of voice classes in Ohio high schools. Master's, .1939. Ohio State. 62
P. MS.

Finds voice classes in the high schools of 17 cities and towns, and that overcrowdedconditions and financial difficulties prevented their development in other schools. Showsthat teachers recognize the value of voice classes and feel that they should be included inthe school curriculum.

1331. Nalbach, Ernest W. Music appreciation : A textbook for junior and
senior high schools. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 160 p. ms.

1332. .Noyes, Frank Problems in arranging Schubert's sonatina in D major,opus 137 no. 1, as training material for string orchestra. Masfer's, 1939. Iowa.
1333. Ode, Sigurd J. A survey to show what percentage of tnusically talentedpupils are overlooked by school music educatora. Master's, 1939. North Dakota.42 p. ms.
Describes the Seashore and the Kwalwasser-Dykema tests of musical aptitude. Analysesthe result4of music talent tests given to 185 pupils in several North Dakota high schools,and freshmen at the University of North Dakota and at Bemidji State Teachers College.Indicates that the percentage of musically talented pupils overlooked in hish schools todayor-

ms.
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is extremely low. Suggests that music-aptitude tests be given to pupils in the Junior
high schools in order that the spirit and mechanics of music education may serve the
all-round musical development of the pupil.

1334. Phillips, Seybirth Raleigh. A study of the offerings in music in Ala-
bama schools. Master's, 1938, Ala. Poly. Inst.

1335. Pittman, Anna G. Workbook in the fundamentals of music for grade
five. Master's, 1939. East Texas St. '1'1C. 94 p. ms. (Abstract in: Bulletin of
the East Texas State teachers college, v . 22, no. 4 : 46-47)

Presents a workbook of 15 divisions dealing with the fundamentals of music presented
in previous grades: The staff and rhythmic signatures, an introduction to harmony, kinds
of music, kinds of songs, kinds of dance music, the difference between the band and the
orchestra, musical terms commonly encountered, concert programs, tests and materials
for review, and outstanding composers and opera singers as a means of teaching music
appreciation.

1336. Rausenberger, Gretchen H. A critical analysis of commonly accepted
methods of teaching music reading in public schools. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1337. Renfro, Richard. Problems in arranging Beethoven's Sonata in C
minor for piano, opus 10, no. i as training material for high-school orchestra.
Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1338. Richman, Luther A. The status of music education in the ptiblic schools
of Virginia. Doctor's, 1938. Cincinnati.

1339. Ross, Edith. The part music plays in an integrated junior high school.
Master's, 1939. Michigan.

1340. Schultz, John Thomas. The organization and administration of high-
school bandi in Mississippi. Master's, 1939. Peabody, SO p. ms.

Shows that the high-school bands in Mississippi justify the money spent on their
maintenance.

1341. Smith, A. Wesley. Teaching of music in public high schools of Connec-
ticut. Master's, 1939. Cornell. 105 p. ms.

Finds a lack of uniform standards in curriculum, administration, methods of instructfon,
and status of instructors.

1342. Smith, William Arthur. The administration of instrumental music in
high schools of three states. Master's, 1939. Duke. 98 p. ms.

Studies the use of bands and orchestras in the high schools of South Carolina, Georgia,
and Florida, stressing finances, practice periods, training of direction, and size of school.

1343. Snyder, Frederick E. An approach to piano pedagogy. Master's, 1939.
College of Music.

1344. Sprenger, Gertrude Regina. A survey of the musical interests, activities,
and plans of 100 students of the Cincinnati conservatory of music. Master's,
1938. Cincinnati. 6

1345. Stallings, Ruth Collins. The status of public-school music in Kentucky.
Master's, 1939. Kentucky. 128 p.

Attempts to ascertain the number of school districts in Kentucky having music super-
vision, to get the ideas of superintendents respecting the employment of a State supervisor
of music, and to find out bow the problem of teaching music is handled in both the
elementary and high schools of Kentucky.

'1846. Stelzer, Theodore George Wilhelm. Construction, interpretation, and
use of a sight-reading scale in organ music with an analysis of organ playing into
fundamental abilities. Doctor's, 1935. Nebraska. Journal of experimental
education, 7: 85-43, September 1938. (Reprint)
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1347. Stokes, Charles F. Methods of guidance in instrumental music. Mas-ter's, 1939. Cincinnati. 103 p. ms.
Presents data on the growth of an instrumental music program in a large 6-year highschool, including the generally unsuccessful use of apitude tests and the successful use ofrecorders and similar instruments in preorchestral training classes. Surveys experienceand views of 100 instrumental music teachers in schools, colleges, and universities, as toselection of students for instrumental training, aptitude testing, and use of simple instru-ments.

1548. Swift, Emma Hargrave. A historical study of the development of the
high-school band. Master's, 1939. Southern California.

1349. Taylor, Thomas Belt. Bands in 21,small high schools in southwestern
Oklahoma. Master's, 1939. Oklahoma. 69 p.

Studies the administration, equipment, financing, functions, marking systems, instrumen-tation, organization, and the benefit of bands in 21 small high schools. Finds that theunusually rapid growth of bands in these schools resulted in unsatisfactory conditions andin iltuations which seem hard to control, but that conditions are improving.
1350. Thompson, Allen R, The status of instrumental music in the countyschools of Indiana for the school year 1938-39. Master's, 1939. Ball St. T. C.

120 p. ms.
Analyzes replies to questiOnnaires answered by 79 county superintendents and 125 musicteachers in Mt county schools of Indiana. Shows that approximately 25 percent of theschools offer instrumental instruction ; that there is a tendency toward the development ofbetter music departments; and that there is little standardization.
1351 mer, Mildred Louise. A study of song literature for senior highKhoo work. Master's, 1930. Iowa.
1352. Vain Rees, Earl. Problems in arranging Mozart's Sonata in E feat majorfor piano (K. 282) as training material for high-school orchestra. Master's,

1939. Iowa.

1353. Weigel, Eugene J. The string ensemblesin the high school. Master's1939. Ohio State. 76 p. ms.
Studies the present status of the string ensemble in 87 Ohio high schools. Finds that70 percent of the high schools have ensembles; that 60 percent of them rehearse afterschool hours; that credit is seldom given for work in ensembles : that the ensemble is con-sidered valuable as a social subject ; and that it is a help in building better orchestras.
1354. Wetterer, Siater Macrina. The place of music in the college curriculum.%faster's, 1930. College a Music.
1355. Wiener, Maryanne. The effect of home practice upon musical abilttyas measured by five of the Kwalwasser-Dykema music tests. Master's, 1938.Coll. of the City of N. Y. 54 p. ms. (Abstract in: College of the City of NewYork. Abstracts of theses . . . 1939: 106)
Attempts to determine whether instrument practice at home improves the ability of amusically superior group by administering five of the Kwalwasser-Dykema music tests to agroup of 129 second- and third-grade pupils from the High School of .Music and Art in theCity of New York. Indicates that the amount of practice has little if any effect upon im-provement in the functions tested; that intelligence is unrelated to improvement ; that themusic testa have low reliability and are not sensitive enough to detect small individualdifferences in a group of more than average musical ability.
1356. Williams, Gomer. History of music in Emporia, Kansas (1858-1938).Master's, 1939. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 170 p. ins. (Abstract in: Kansasstate teachers college of Emporia. Studies in,education, 17: 18.)
Shows the part played by various musicians, teachers, and music organizations in thedevelopment of music in the cities and in the schools.

ins.
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1357. Willis, Madge Ward. Children's spontaneous eholces of music with
certain educational implications. Master's, 1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract
in: Southern Methodist university. Abstracts of theses . . . no. 7 : 39-40.)

Analyzes the spontaneous responses to a questionnaire On music appreciation by 621
children in the fourth and fifth grades of the Tyler public schools, and an experiment con-
ducted with 40 students selected as the result of this analysis. Shows that the home and
the community do not furnish sufficient positive environment for the development of de-
sirable appreciation outcomes ; that the children were not adequately conscious of the esthetic
elements about them ; and that the training program of these children did not include
sufficient opportunity for their development in the realm of sound musical judgment.

1358. Wilson, Dorothy. Some experiments in creative musical work with
children. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1359. Wilson, Mary Elizabeth. Violin playing its development and style.
Master's, 1938. College of Music.

1360. Wright, Harriet Jean. Educational qualifications and personality char-
acteristics of the grade teacher who teaches music. Master's, 1939. Jordan Con-
servatory. 54 p. ms.

Finds that little music training is given students preparing to teach in the elementary
school, and shows the need for additional work in this field of music.

1361. Young, Frances Elizabeth. Development of public-school music in Sam
Houston State teachers college and Texas technological college. Master's, 1939.
Tex. Tech. Coll.

Shows that in addition to music activities and organizations, formal courses in both
schools have developed into practical programs and departments.

ART EDUCATION

1362. Ashley, Mary. The influence of Mexican art upon the home, commer-
cial, and school life of Texas. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

1363. Church, Howard. Portrait painting in a university curriculuni. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Ohio State. 20 p. ms.

Studies the relation of portrait painting to the objectives of general education, the benefits
to be derived from the correlation of technical courses with those in art history, the im-
portance of correlating preconceived ideas of the relationship of beauty and art, and of
enlarging the conceptions of art in everyday life. Presents a unit of work in portrait
painting.

1364. Clark, Dorothy Muriel. Objectives and subject matter in art for grades
10, 11, and 12. Master's, 1938. Chicago. 154 p.

1365. Cook, Charles Francis. A summary analysis of the field of art instruc-
tion (with paiticular reference to teaching the fine acts in the Fieldston school,
New York City) . Master's, 1938. Columbia.

1366. Crowley, Mary M. A study of four plans of drawing instruction in- the
primary school. Master's, 1939. Mass. St. Coll. 71 p. ms.

1367. Galloway, Bernice. A study of the artistic abilities of natively Spanish-
speaking children and natively English-speaking children. Master's, 1939. New
Mexico. 85 p. ms.

1368. Glanville, Ruth. Art education in the public schools. Master's, 1939.
East Texas St, T. C. 88 p. ms. (Abstract in: Bulletin of the East Texas State
teachers college, vol. 22, no. 4: 21-23)

Studies modern trends in art education as found through an analysis of the history of art
education and replies to a questionnaire sent to 33 art supervisors and to 106 teachers. Finds

;
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that no distinction is made between fine and industrial arts in most public schools; that
drawing, lettering, paper-cutting, appreciation, clay and pottery work, and doll and furni-
ture construction are the most important phases of art education in Texas ; lists the 15
most widely used art materials. Indicates that teachers today know more about art and
place more emphasis on it.

1369. Goss, Clara Louise. Art problems in education relative to stage design.
Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 35 p. ms.

1370. Greenough, Fred Jerome. An experiment in art instruction in Carpin-
teria Union high school. Master's, 1939. Arizona. 72 p. ms.

1371. Grosse, Joseph L. Realism in art teaching. Master's, 1939. T. C., Cal.
Univ. 30 p. ms.

Shows that teaching methods- need to be changed to a more modern approach, and that
more careful training of art teachers is important.

1372. Halsey, Margaret Jeanne. A method of evaluating children'S use of
plastic materials. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1373. Heflinger, Grace Katherine. A study of special art classes for lower
IQ levels. Doctor's, 1939. Stanford.

1374. Kapanke, Frances. An investigation into the value of competitive art
in the high school. Master's, 1939. Southern California. ,

1375. Kirkman, Consuelo G. An analytical study of education and art publi-
cations to determine the trends in art education. Master's, 1939. Ind. St. T. C.
94 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana state teachers college. Teachers college Journal,
10: 135-36, July 1939)

Surveys the trend of art education through an analysis of art books, books on education,and articles on art from a selected group of magazines ; analyzes and classifies several courscsof study to determine the trend in content and subject matter commonly employed in organizing the curriculum in art.

1376. Lockwood, William F. Analysis of a mural painting as an element in
art education. Master's, 1939. Florida.

1377. Long, Elsie Post. A comparative study of two methods used in teach-
ing picture appreciation to sixth-grade pupils. Master's, 1938. Cincinnati.

1378, McWhorter, Margaret. Appreciation of pictures asta phase of enriched
living. 'Master's, 1939. Oglethorp.

yia,1379.. Rel Dorothy. Picture making with watercolors. Master's 1939.
Ohio State. 8 p. ins.

.

Relates cürrent trends of watercolor painting to past traditions.
1380. Renfrow, Omer W. A study of principles And practices for pictorial art

appreciation courses in the elementary schools. Doctor's, 1939. Cincinnati.
326 p. ms.

Develops a course of study in art appreciation for children in the elementary schools andshows related materials from the field of poetry.

1381. Richard, K. Helena. Creating an art interest in pupils of junior high-
school level. Master's, 1939. Mass. St. Coll. 32 p. ms

1382. Rodsh, Elva Alice. Mural painting for children. Master's, 1939
Rt. Coll. of Ed.

1388. Rubinstein, Rena. An experiment in the matching of children's draw-
ings with sketches of their personality patterns. Master's, 1939. Smith. 76 p. xm.

,

Utilizes the matching technique to discover whether judges can match drawings of pre-school children with pervionality sketches in such a way as to show a relationship betweenstyle of drawing and unified personality patterns. Finds that DO relationship was dem-onstrated.

.
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1384. Se lke, Prances. Correlations of arf .and environment and social values
of art in elementary schools of the United States. Master's, 1939. West. St. Coll.

92 p. ms.

1385. Shoemaker, Edwin Allen. A comparative study of two methods of

teaching drawing : Guide sheet method versus oral method. Master's, 1939.

Ohio State. 219 p. MS.
Finds that the group of high-school drawing stodents taught by the guide sheet method

acquired more technical information. devfloped more skill in performing the fundamental
drawing techniques and developed more wholesome attitudes toward conduct in the drawing
classroom than did those taught by the oral method.

1388. Stanfield, John M. An art program for The Rushsylvania village
schools. e Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 94 p. ms.

Outlines a program of art instruction for elementary and seeondary rural schools.

1387. Thomas, Joseph C. Art grades and general ability scores : Universrty
of Puerto Rico. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 41 p.

Analyzes the achievement of students on the college level on t basis of standardized
tests as compared with past achievement. Finds that the negligible -aègree of dependence
between present and past achievement does' not justify the use of past 'achievement to
predict future achievement.

1388. Young, Eleanor N. Appreeiationcreativitpcycle in art teaching.
Master's, 1939. Boston Univ. 108 p. ms.

Tries to determine hog' an appreciation-creativity cycle can hittper the aims of art
education ; how much tecEnicaltknowledge is necessary to appreciation tie standards \that

_ must be set up to determihe reaction to this unit cycle ; and the conclusions that can be
drawn as to probable centers of interest for the future. Gives four units o work designed
for different age groups and different grades in school.

DRAMATICS

1389. Bradford, Arthur Lenox. The direction of educational dramatics in

-the high school. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. 349 p. ms.
Studies the philosophy and technical procedures in educational play direction as revealed

in the published expressions of directors during the period 1928-1938. Finds that the
educational objectives of school dramatics are the self-realization and socialization of the
student ; that the geperally concurred in opinion of directors is that acting and all the
associated arts and crafts of the theater provide valuable direct and vicarious experience
with the realities of life; that the choice of plays should be governed by educational con-
siderations and student-written plays are favored ; that the casting of plays should take
account of the necessity for a good production, and the benefits derived by students *from io

participation; that rehearsal direction is a form of teaching 'and should not be dictatorial;
that the director of educational dramatics requires special training; that the dramatics
course should provide a nurture of special talents, and should help the appreciation, critical
sense, and expressive abilities of the rank and file.

1390. Brixey, Helen. An experiment in creative dramatics. Master's, 1939.
Tennessee. 72 p.

Describes an experiment in creative dramatics undertaken with junior high schobl chil-
dren in an effort to give the children who participated both creative and social values that
would help in meeting certain of their needs. Shows that the experiment afforded an
opportunity for creative expression, for critical thinking, for working together in a demo-
cratic group, for acquiring poise, for organization of thoughts and actions, for developing
leadership, for finding worth-while leisure activities, and for the general development and
growth of their personality.

1391. Chapp, Evelyn Ann. Original plays for children. Master's, -1939.
Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

$1392. Clement, Matilda. The classics through dramatics. Master's, 1939.
Boston Univ. 223 p.

Discusses reasons for teaching tile classics; the value of dramatics ; the clas4room play,
procedures, casting, group assistance, audience reactions, entertainment, and instruction;
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the duties of the director; the use of a handbook for the English classroom ; and testingdramatic aptitudes. Includes several short plays introducing the classics, and an originalplay written and produced in a high school in Everett, Mass.

1393. Cunningham, Halite Dale. Puppetry in education. Mastér's, 191Ohio State. 52 p. ms.
Studies the use of puppetry in the elementary grades of the public schools.

1394. Golden, Alfred L. A study o4 the personality traits of drama schoolstudents. Master's, 1939. Pittsburgh.

1395. Letendre, Donald He4ry. Personality traits of men college studentsactive in dramatics. Master's, 1939. Clark. (Abstract in: Clark universitybulletin no. 145 : 158-60.)
Compares two groups of 50 men students at Clark Uraversity selected on the basis ofactive participation and nonparticipation in dramatics. Finds a definite tendency for thedramatic group to rate higher than the nondramatic. but the scholastic marks of thpdramatic group coincide with those of the nondramatic; the interest profile, reading prefer-ences and extracurricular activities yield a positive score for the dramatic group on literaryand social and a negative rating on business and science interest factors; family factorsshow that the mother's participation in amateur dramatics tends to be mdre prevalent andmore Influential than the father's, and that men students who are active in dramaticsare apt to have brothers and sisters who are active in dramatics too; self-ratings on thppersonality questionnaire show the dramatic group to be less delinquent as children, to bebetter able to stand criticism without feeling hurt, and to enliven a dull party more oftenthan the nondrarhatic group; that there Is a great similarity in the vocational selections ;that students who major in English and modern languages comprise the largest part ofthe dramatic group, and those majoring in the sciences constitute the largest part of thenondramatic group.

1396. McKee, Mary Frances. Operetta production in the secondary school
Master's, 19g9. Southern California.

1397. McLeon, Ethel F. Pageantry. Master's, 1939. Ohio State.
Shows the need of awakening the interest of the community in art education throughpageantry.

1398. Dic.Pharlin, Paul. Aesthetic -of the puppet revival. Master's, 1938.Wayne. 115 p. ms.
Traces the historical background of the revival of puppetry. Surveys the causes ofthe effectiveness ofalthe puppet, stressing the factors that give it a semblance of life.:its structure, means of control, and manipulation in various types ; and its theatricality.
1399. Raines, Earl L. A Sacajawea pageant unit as a core for the integration

of instruction. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 180 p.
1400. Reeves, Joanna S. Bringing socio-political situations into the eighth-grade class. Master's, 1938. Arizona. (Abstract in: University of Arizona

record, 32: 50.)
Sets up 24 citizenship dramatizations planned for the activity program in the juniorhigh school to interest the adolescent pupil and stimulate desirable and emotionally satis-fying reactions to life situations.

1401. Richmond, Samuel Smith. The guidance function of the junior high
school assembly with particular reference to programs in drama. Master's, 1939.Boston Univ. 159 p. ms.

Studies the use in assembly programs of the drama, debate, talk, and motion picturesas means of vocational, leisure, orientation, and ethical or moral guidance in the Juniorhigh school. Gives a vocational guidance play, written for this study, to illustrate thedrama as a techniqUe in presenting occupational information, as well as sample playsfor the other types of guidance.

ms.
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1402. Ridgley. Helen M. A selection of plays for class and individual read-

ing for the eleventh grade, Warren G. Harding senior high school, Warren, Ohio.

Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 130 p. ms.
Selects 80 plays, 40 of which were one-act and full length for classroom reading, and

40 one-act and full length for individual reading.

1403. Ruff, Erwin. The place of music-drama in the curriculum of the Amer-

ican colleges and universities. Master's, 1939. Coll. of the Pacific. 70 p. ms.

Analyses replies to a questionnaire sent to 96 institutions. Concludes that there is an
awakening of interest in the music-drama. and suggests ways in which the colleges can

further it.

1404. Whitaker, Joseph Eric. An analysis of current opinion relative to the

teaching of dramatics in the high school. Master's, 1939. Stfinford.

SPEECH EDUCATION

1405. Belfour, C. S. Selecting next year's high-school debate topic. School

activities, 10: 305-306, March 1939. (University of Pittsburgh.)

1406. Calmenson, Benita Cyril. A purvey of speech correction in the public

schools of California. Master's, 1939. Stanford.

1407. Cordray, Albert Thornton. A ease study of the speech of 100 college
freshmen. Doctor's, 1939. Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. , Series on

aims and progress of research, no. 63.)
Studies 66 male and 34 female students enrolled in speech courses at the University

of Iowa, to determine the nature of the instructional problems in speech presented by each
student. Finds that individuals with grossly equivalent abilities in speech may vary
widely and unsystematically in basic speech habits. training. and experience; attitudes
toward speech and speech training; insight as relatui to standards of evaluating achieve-

ment in speech; personal habits, poise, self-reliance, confidence, emotional stability, scholar-
ship. industry. goals, background, home. high hchool, d general culture. Shows that
the individual pattern of variables in each case is signi and must be discovered by

the teacber if instruction is to be effective.

t408. Curry, E. Thayer. An objective study of the pitch characteristics of

the adolescent male voice. Doctor's, 1939. Iowa. (Abstract in: University of

Iowa. Series on aims and progress of research, no. 63.)

Investigates objectively the vocal pitch of preAdolescent. adolescent, and poet-

adolescent males.

1409. Franke, Phyllis. Study of rate of speech in words per minute and rela-

tion to Judgments of rate. Master's. 1939. Iowa.

1410. Fuller, Jane, The contribution of speech clinic methods in spastic
paralysis cases. Master's, 1938. Texas St. Coll. for Women. 148 p. rns.

1411. Gwinn, William Madison. A comparison of methods for training the
speaking and the singing voice. Master's, 1939. Stanford.

1412. Koetting, Laura Marguerite. The status of speech education in the
small high schools of five mid-western States. Master's, 1939. Colorado.. (Ab-

stract in: University of Colorado studies, 26: 86-87.)
Studies the status of speech education in 303 schools with enrollments ranging from

10 to 300 pupils in high schools in Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, and Wisconsin.
Finds that 48 percent of the schools have separate speech courses ; that all phases of
speech training found in separate courses in speech are found in English courses but with a
difference in empasis; that the training given in speech courses is general; that dramatics
is the most common among specialized courses and among extracurricular activities ; that
the median preparation of teachers of English is 30 semester hours in English and 6 in
speech, whereas the median preparation of teachers of speech is 30 hours in English and
14 % hours in speech.
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1413. Lumpkin, J. Howard. A series of progressive assignments for a course
6in speech in Waco high school, Waco, Texas. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1414. McIntosh, Carl Weston, ir. A study of the relationship between pitchlevel and pitch variability in the voices of superior speakers. Doctor's, 1931).Iowa. (Abstract in: University of Iowa. Series on aims and progress ofresearch, no. 63.)
Investigates experimentally the relationship between pitch level and pitcli-"variabilityby controlling each in turn, allowing the other to wiry, and comparing the results to a"normal" reading.

1415. Mead, Loyd. A study of debate in the high school. Master's, 1935.East Texas St. T. C. 108 p. ms. (Abstract in: Bulletin of the East Texas stateteachers college, vol. 22, no. 4: 36-38)
Studies the iA törY debating, its aims and values, new types of debating, coaching,and judging the debate. Finds that when rightly conducted debating is one of the most.valuable activities in which pupils can engage ; that among its most significant valuesare skill in delivery, efficiency in clear thinking, and intelliOnce in citizenship ; that thodebate coach is considered an integral part of debating; that more emphasis should beplaced on the debate and less on winning the decision; that debate judges should bediscouraged from purchasing ready-made EVeches. Suggests ways in which debate judgingcan be improved.

. 1416. Morris, John. A study of students receiving low grades in principlesof speech. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
1417. Osborn, Courtney D. A comparative study of the tongue pressures ofspeech-defective and normal speakers: a problem in experimental phonetics.. :Waster's, 1939. Wichita, 29 p. ms.
*1418. Pennington, R. Corbin. Speech in the teacbing profession : a studyof the professional requirements and thenuality of the speech of three group's orteachers. Doctor's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, 1939. 80 p.Attempts to determine the art speech plays in the selection of teachers; the quality-of speech of teachers in ser and of teachers in training; and the steps taken byteacher-training institutions to evelop good speech among their student Analyzes repliesof 115 boards of education in tbities of 75,000 population or more, to a nquiry to deter-mine whether requirements in speech have been set up for candidates r teaching posi-tions. Finds that only 8 of these cities reported definite requirements in speech. Indicatesthat the speech of the average teacher can' be described as fair ; that the speech of teachersin training is not superior to that of unselected teachers in service; and that the schoolsof the country do not provide trn adequate program of speech development. Recommendsthat comprehensive programs of speech training be established throughout the school sys-tems; that requirements in speech for candidates for teaching positions be establishedthroughout tbe country ; that teacher-training institutions provide more adequate trainingin speech for prospective teachers ; and that the jury method of rating speech be investigatedthoroughly in order that sPeech education may be more reliable.

1419. Peterson, Wiley K. An evaluation of the speech programs of the Statecolleges of California. Master's, 1938. Arizona. (Abstract in: University ofArizona *record, 32: 47)
Finds a complete lack of uniformity in the speech facilities and progrdkns of theState colleges; thit ihere is no definite program of State-wide State college speechcooperation.

A 1420. Pronovost, Wilbert Lucien, Jr. An experimental'study of the babitqalaqd natural pitch levels of superior speakers. Doctor's, 1936. Iowa. (Abstractin: University of Iowlt. Series on aims anil progress of reseafch, no. 63)Investigateir some of the methods proposed for determining natural and habitual pitchlevels of individual -voices by a physical analysis of the pitch usage of six superior speakersgiving their best reading performances and by relating the median pitch levels of thereadings to other pitch performances.
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1421. Rae, Jane. Better speech in secondary schools and selections for all

occasions. Master's, 1939. Sam Houston St. T. C. 288 p. ms.

1422. Ross, Paula Mildred. The correction and treatment of speech defects

in the classroom. Master's, 1939. Oglethorp.

1423. Rother, Harriet Vivian. A study of methods for motivating speech

education. Master's, 1939. Stanford.

1424. Seigfredf Earl Covert. Analysis of programs of study and demands of

teaching positions of M. A. graduates in speech. Doctor's, 1939. Iowa. (Abstract

in: University of Iowa. Series on aims and progress of research, no. 63)
Analyzes the undergraduate preparation, the graduate programs of study and the

teaching positions held by 200 persons who completed requirements for the master's degree
la speech at the University of Iowa. Concludes that the master's degree in speech is a

professional degree for teachers ; and that the combination of subjects which graduates
are called upon to teach extends broadly over the principal areas of work and service

within the field.

1425. Stiles, Lindley Joseph. Speech training available in summer schools.

Master's, 1939. Colorado. (Abstract in: Universitfy of Colorado studies, 26:

118-19)
Studies the catalogs of 131 summer schools of four types f institutions throughoutahe

United States to determine how much, the type, where, ai4 by whom speech training is
offered in summer schools. Concludes that there is a lack o uniformity in nomenclature
of courses among,schools ; that a comparatively small amour' of speech training is offered

at the average summer school ; that inadequate training in speech for teachers is offered
by teachers colleges; and that the greatest amount and greatest variety of speech tratining

is provided by universities.

1426. Tudor, Mary. An experimental study of the effect of evaluative label-

ing on speech fluency. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1427. Wagner, Loretta A. A diagnosis of the speech needs and abilities of
prospective teachers. Doctor's, 1937. Iowa. Iowa City, University of Iowa,

1939. (University of Iowa studies, new series, no. 368. Studies in education,
vol. 10, no. 5. Doctoral theses in education, 4 : 06-78)

JOURNALISM

1428. Bell, William Jackson. High-school annuals in Kansas. Master's,
1939. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 1213.p. ms. (Abstract in: Kansas state teachers
college of Emporia. Studies in education, 17 : 17)

Attempts to determine the extent .to which annuals are advisable and practicable in
high schools, the type best suited to certain situations, the size and kind of annuals now
being produced and methods and conditions of production, cost of various types and means
used to pay the cost, content of -high-Stbool annuals, amount and 'kind of illustrations,
and such general features as binding and extent of commercial production.

1429. Campbell, Laurence Randolph. The teacher of Journalistic activities
in the American public high school. Doctor's, 1939. Northwestern. (Abstract
in: Northwestern university. Summaries of doctoral dissertations . . . 7: 73-76)

Analyzes replies to eight questionnaires sent to higkschool teachers, high-school pupils,
principals of high schools, State departmrds of public instruction, directors of teachers'
agencies and college placement bureaus, educators, teacher-training institutions, 'schOls
and departments of journalism in the American Association of schools and Departments of
Journalism, and to students in the journalism division of the National Institute for High-
School Students in 1987. Concludes that if journalism courses, student publications, and
school publicity are to be wholly successful, teachers of these activities must have specialized
as well as general training.

1430. Georgiady, Alexander P. Analysis of the content of elementary-school
newspapers. Master's, 1989. Chicago. 59 p. ms.
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*1431. Gillespie, Mary Ann. A survey of journalistic practices in small highwhools in the United States. Master's, 1939. Syracuse. 93 p. ms.
Studies the type of newspaper, publication data, financing the paper, selection ofeadvisers.source and treatment of copy, the editorial staff, circulation. the journalism class. andproblems involved in the publication of a newspaper in 8:5 small high schools throughilutthe United States. Finds the major difficulties encountered by a typical high-school newg.paper are: Insufficient inCome on the part of the staff. quality of subject matter, inuft-dent time on the part of the staff. and poor writing. Shows that tbe major values gainedfrom the publication of a typical high-school newspaper are : Development of independt.nc-and initiative, integration of the functions of the school, and a better relationship withthe community.

a

1432. Godbold, J. J. An analysis of elementary school newspapers in South
Carolina. Master's, 1939. Duke. 88 p. ms.

Studies the editing, financing, format. awl. organizattion of school newspapers in 81schools ranging in enrollment from 100 to 1.500. Finds that most of the elementaryschool newspapers are sponsored by the grade teacher ; that the most common source of5nancial support is the sale of the papers. Offers suggestions for improving the newspapers
1433. Hunt, Jean. The status of the mimeographed secondary school news-paper in the State of Colorado. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
1434. Logie, Iona Robertson. Careers for women in journalism : a compc6itepicture of 881 salaried women writers at work in journalism, advertising, pub-licity, and iiromotion. Doctor's, 1937. T. C., Col. Univ. Scranton, Pa., interna-tional textbook company, 1938. 307 p.

Defines journalistic writing. Discusses journalistic and semijournalistic jobs and theway they are secured; jobs in advertis publicity, and promotion ; the earnings of sal-aried women writers ; preparation. for j Mimic work ; and the married salaried womanwriter.

1435. McIlroy, Baird. A survey of journalism as it is taught in Iowa highschools. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
1436. Mannschott, Robert M. The status of the elementary school news-paper. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
1437. Redford, Edward Horrall. A critical study of the eurriculum in high-school journalism. Doctor's, 1939. Stanford. (Abstract in: Stanford universitybulletin, vol. 14: 239-43)
Traces the historical development of high-school journalism from the first high-schoolpublication of record in 1829, down through the first class in journalism established in1912, to present practices in journalism classes in thousands of schools. Discusses theaims of high-school journalism, organizing the subject, censorship of student publications,teaching the journalism class, press associations and contests, and the journalism teacher.
1438. Slack, Jennie F. A survey of student publications in the smaller highschools of the State of Indiana. Master's, 1938. Ind. St. T. C. 46 p. ms.(Abstract in: Indiana state teachers college. Teachers college journal,.10: 128.July 1939)
Seeks to determine the number of high schools with an enrollment of fewer than 400stuqients sponsoring publications, the types of publications sponsored, methods of financingpublications, groups sponsoring publications, training of sponsors. relationship of the higb-school principal and sponsor in supervising publications, methods of staff selection, jour-nalism training offered, and the method of producing copies of the publications. Analyzesreplies to a questionnaire received from 592 principals of the 753 high schools in thisenrollment group. Finds that 57 percent of the schools sponsored one or more publications;that publications were financed by subscription charge and advertising although in 11percent of the schools all expenses were paid by school authorities; that commerce teacherswere used most often as sponsors and 64 percent of the publications were mimeographed;that 74 percent of the high-sclfool principals helped iá the supervision and 69 percent con-tributed articles to the publications; that staffs were usually appointed by tbe facultysponsors; thitt the editor in chief was usually a senior and a girl was considered to be thebetter editor that less than 20 percent of the smaller schooti 'offered journalism training;and that art work was an important feature in all school publications...
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1439. Swartz, Thurston Bryan. A survey of the teaching of pjournalism and

the content of journalism cour,es in the secondary schools of Oklahoma. Mas-

ter's 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Shows a definite need for standardization of the content of journalism courses. for stand-

ardization of the training of journalism teachers. for standardintion of textbooks, and

for enlarging and enriching high-school libraries. Finds that journalism is not considered
a vocational course in the secondary schools of Oklahoma ; that the chief objectives of the

course are the teaching of pupils to express- their ideas clearly and concisely, and the
principal phase of the course is writing news stortes. Points out the need of a carefully

compiled State course of study for Journalism classes.

1440. Tate, William Preston. An analysis of the magazine articles and
courses of study in high-school journalism published between July 1933 and Jan-

uary 1938. 'Master's, 1939. Rochester. 184 p. ms

1441. Thompson, Dorothy Flo. National survey of duplicated school news-

papers. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

THRIFT EDUCATION

1442. Black, Rutherford Ray. Monetary experiences of pupils in two high

schools. Master's, 1939. Chicago. 71 p. ms.

1443. Lindsay, C. S. Current practices in schools of Pennsylvania in regard
to pupil savings accoupts. Master's, 1939. Duke. 71 p. rnq.

Studies current practices, principles. and objectives of school savings banks in 59 schools.
Finds that the present system of operating school banks is apt to break down.

1444! Rollins, Frances. Money management of the eighth-grade girl as re-
lated to the Denver home problems course. Masters, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 62'
p. ms.

Shows that most of the eighth-grade girls in Denver had some money to spend; that they
buy some items for personal needs and recreation for themselves; and that most parents
believe children should hare an allowance,

1445. Stowell, Margaret D. A study of the personal accounts kept by a

selected group of high-school home economics students living in a southern mill

town. Master's, 1939. Tennessee. 94 p. ms.
Studies .the expenditures of 87 high-school students of home economics, by analyzing

records of personal accounts kept during the school years 1937-38 and 1938-39. Indicates
that girls in the second year of account keeping spend more thoughtfully than those who
have kept records for only 1 year. Shows the advisability of adapting subject matter Atd

the economic level of the families from which the students come.

1446. Yule, Marion. Needs of a selected group of tenth-grade pupils for
education concerning the use of money. Master's, 1939. Iowa State.

Attempts to detefmine the interests and experiences of tenth-grade pupils in Hardin
County, Iowa, in managing personal and family finances. Finds a need for guidance in
the selection of clothing and for increasing responsibility in the management of money
and selection of goods. .Shows the need for some parent education.

SAFETY EDUCATION

*1447. Creasman, Paul L. Safety education in industrial school shops : a
study of accidents in school shops, their causes, and recommendations for
approved procedures. Doctor's, 1934. Penn. State. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
department of public instruction, 1938. 87 p. (Bulletin 332)

1448. Doscher, Nathan. A critical analysis of some visual aids used in
teaching pedestrian safety on city streets. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 239 p.

Describes experiments conducted in the 4A and 48 grades of tbe New York City schools,
in which equivalent groups of children were given safety instruction by one of three
rthods : A film slides, or posters. Finds that with the 4A group the methods of instruction
were equivalent, and that the differences in the 48 group were Po slight as to be statistically
insignificant.

.
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1449. Dougherty, Robert Allan.* A history of safety education in the public .schOols of the United States. Master's, 1938. Chicago. 74 p. ms.
1450. Estabrooke, Edward C. Safety and health instruction and practice inschool shops. Doctor's, 1939. Penn. State. 213 p. ms.
Studies safety and health practices in 203 scbool districts in Pennsylvania.
1451. Ford, Carl G. The present status of safety legislation and safety edu-cation in the United% States, with a tentative safety program. Master's, 193t1Kentucky. 123 p. ms.
Deals with traffic, industrial, home, and school safety problems, and offers a tentativPprogram of safety education.

1452. Fosse, Agatha Ruth. Safety education as provided in courses of studyof large cities. Master's, 1938. Chicago. 140 p. ms.
*1453. Garber, Elizabeth Louise. A study of traffic accidents to children le)years of age and under, Washington, D. C.. September 21, 1935, to September 21.1937. Master's, 1939. George Washington. 127 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the number of acFidents, by months, to white and colored children:the time of day when such accidents occtirred ; the ages of the children involved and theirsex ; the location and the cause of accidents, based on official traffic accident reports onfile in the District of Columbia Traffic bureau. Recommends that greater emphasis b(iplaced on the teaching of safety education in the schools of Washington, D. C.; that acourse of study in safety education and reference material be made readily available forthe use of all teachers; aqd that children in the primary grades be especially consideredin planning a program of slitfety education.
1454. Pogue, Earl L. Safety education in high schools of the State of Wash.ington. Master's, 1939. St. Coll. of Wash. 88 p. ms.
Finds some type of safety education in all of the schools studied, and that talks onsafety education in a general assembly were most common. Shows that few schools hada comprehensive program.

1455. Simonds, Gladys. A program in safety and health education. Master's,1939. Michigan.

1456. Spencer, Herman H. The present status of traffic safety in education.Master's, 1938. Ind. St. T. C. 71 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana -State teacherscollege. Teachers college journal, 10: 132-33, July 1939)
Studies the number of States requiring the teaching of safety ; the departments in whichthe subject is taught ; methods and devices used in teaching safety education ; States havinglaws pertaining to school bus drivers; and analyzes reports from various schools through-out the United States. Finds that 24 States require the teaching of traffic education whichis taught in practically every department in the school system but more especially in thesocial studies and physical education departments ; that methods vaNg and include class-room, assembly programs, special safety week, radio, posters, and driving courses ; that 22States have definite requirements for bus drivers ; and that traffic education is consideredan important phase of teaching.

1457. Van Buren, John R. A survey of the safety education program re-quired by the New YorJE State board of regents as administered in the small highschools of eastern New York. Master's, 1939. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 60 p. ms.

HEALTH EDUCATION
1458. Adams, Catherine E. An analysis of health experiences on the second-ary school level. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
1459. Allenbaugh, Naomi Mae. A continuous program of health educationfor a private who& Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 83 p. ms.
Traces the development of teaching techniques and their ?elation to health tbducation,the use of the outline method and the* use of integration. Finds that the outline methodtends to destroy the .initiative of the students, and that the integration method uses thepupils' environment and the material used meets tbeir needs and interests.
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1460. Arnold, Lorne S. The history of the South Dakota health-physical
education and the high-school athletic associations. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1461. Carter, Marion Dolores. A study of a diphtheria and smallpox preven-
tion program. Master's, 1938. Cincinnati.

1462. Christ, V. Thomas. Health-physical education in the junior high
schools of Texas. Ala s te r s, 1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: iSouthern
Methodist university. Abstracts of theses ... no. 7: 12)

Shows that a greater emphasis is being placed on the time allotment for health and physical
education ; athletics is being made a part of the general physical education program ; less
stress is being placed on inter-school athletics and more stress on intra-mural games ; there
is a movement away from the formal drill type of program in physical education ; Chet

conception *of physical education as a part of education is definitely established ; greater
emphasis is being placed on the educational content and value of physical education ; there
is a definite trend toward articulating health and physical education, and toward correlating
the health-physical eduration program with other core sreas; the ultimate aims and
objectives of health-physical education are becoming more thoroughly understood; and the
health service is definitely made a part of the health-physical education program of many
schools.

1463. Chu, Buoy Mun. The health components in the core curriculum.
Master's, 1939. Stanford.

1464. Cochran, J. M. Health in education as a goal. Master's, 1939.

Oglethorp.
Studies the necessity of health promotion and the present contribution of the public

schools.

1465. Cofer,. Eloise Snowden. A report of the teaching of nutrition in rela-
tion to the teeth : Feeding our teeth. blaster's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ. 32 p. ms.

Outlines a nutrition unit to be taught in the lower elementary school. Indicates that
the knowledge, liabits, and attitudes of- lower elementary school children regarding their
teeth can be altercd to some extent by the proper teaching of nutrition as related to the
teeth.

1466. DeLoaco, Lora Lee. The educational importance of knowing the glands
regulating personality. Master's, 1939. Oglethorp.

1467. Dennis, Marjorie Hampton. Breathing capacity in relation to posture,
motor ability, and medical restriction at Wellesley college. Master's, 1939.
Wellesley. 109 p.

Finds that the wet spirometer or the flarimeter may be used to determine breathing
capacity. Works out breathing capacity norms according to height. Finds that the ratio
of actual to expected scores correlated significantly with neither postural nor motor ability
measures ; and that the differences between the scores of restricted and unrestricted students
is significant.

1468. Epps, jewelne. *program of eugenics and euthenics. Master's, 1939.
Oglethorp.

Teaches tbe importance of giving children a good heredity and providing training for
that inheritance.

1469. Evans, Jeanette. A survey of health education hi elementary schtiols
of Michigan. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

1470. Ferguson, Ruth Standish. The use of the posbture photograph and
individual conference to promote posture improvement among adolescent girls.
Master's, 1939, Wellesley. 102 p. ms.

Shows that the posture photograph with individual analysis can be very useful as one
means of arousing The int :erest of adolescent girls in improving their posture ; that in
working with adolescent girls on their posture problems, it is necessary to make only one
major correction at a time so that the pupil may not become confused.

1471. Frost, Marvel. Health education in rural schools pf Larimer county,
Colorado. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

p.

me.
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1472. Geddes, Alfred Thomas. The health program in elementary schoolsIn Connecticut. Master's, 1939. Yale.

1473. Humphrey, James E. Health knowledge and attitudes of eighth-grade students. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Attempts to determine the health knowledge and attitudes of eighth-grade students inSeminole and Okfuskee Counties in east central Oklahoma. Concludes that there is littlecorrelation between health knowledge and attitudes. and that health practices are farbehind the health knowledge of the students. Shows the need for more specific objectir.-K.for greater emphasis on health training and more uniformity of health instruction.
1474. Hunt, Marjorie Simpson. A handbook of health and disease for stu-dents of secondary schools. Master's, 1939. Kansas.
1475. Jasper, Marvin. A study of the hookworm problem in an Alabama countsMaster's, 1939. Cincinnati. 76 p. ms.
Reports the prevalence of hookworm as a school health problem in this county, and de-scribes the corrective and remedial measures applied over a period of 3 years.
1476. Knight, William Floyd. A limited survey of the prevalence of respira-tory infections of Ashford school. Master's, 1939. Ala. Poly. Inst.
1477. Lindberg, G. Waldemar. r4e status of venereal disease instruction inKansas high schools. Master's, 1939. Kansas.
1478. McCollum, Thomas Edwin. The status and trends of health and physi-cal education in the secondary schools of the Texas panhandle. Master's, 1939.Tex. Tech. Coll.
Surveys health and physical education in the accredited high schools in the 44 countiesof the panhandle. Finds that boys are better cared for than girls in the field of healthand physical education ; that the activity part of the program is well taken care of, buthealth itself is neglected. Shows the need for more teachers trained in health and physicaleducation, more full-time teachers in this field, a program to include all students, morephysical examinations for defects, and more corrective work.
1479. MacDonald, Isabelle Marie. Man's search for health, a curriculum studyin hygiene for the upper elementary grades. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
1480. Maze, Coleman L. Municipal organization for public health control inNew York City. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 124 p. ms.
1481. Meyer, Mattie Y. A health survey of the one-, two-, and three-roomschools t Maricopa County in relation to health diagnosis and remedial pro-cedure. Vaster's, 1939. Arizona. (Abstract in: University of Arizona record,32: 39-40)
Concludes that the rural schools do not utilize the help available for health advance-ment to as great an extent as is possible. Shows the advisability for some plan of instruc-tion in health knowledge, habits, attitudes, and sanitation to be given the children inthe rural schools and the adults in the rural communities.
1482. Moody, Caesar B., fr. Areas for emphasis in Druid Hills high-schoolhealth program. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 60 p. ms.
14832`Norris, Maude. An investigation of an evolutionary theory of indi-vidual differences in the co-related structure and function of the human foot.Master's, 1939. Iowa.
1484. Norton, Paul hiadduz. A limited survey of the prevalence of respira-tory infections in the Frisco city school. Master's, 1938. Ala. Poly. Inst.
1485. Permenter, John. Suggestions for teaching the effects of narcotics andstimulants. Master's, 1939. Florida Southern. Tallahassee, Florida State de-partment of education, 1939. 45 p. (Florida program for improvement ofschools, Bulletin no. 7, 1939)
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1486. Ratcliff, B. O. Provisions for health instruction of children of school age
in Logan county, West Virginia. Master's. 1939. Duke. 80 p. ms.

Analyzes data reported from physical examinntions of 728 pupils in order to determine
how well health needs are being met by various health-aiding agencies. Finds that insufil-
dent emphasis has been put on health instruction by the agencies responsible for it.

1487. Reynolds, Margaret. The study of pc*ture and its implications for
education, a survey of recent literature. Master's, 1939. Smith. 119 p. rns.

Evaluates recent literature on posture with reference to its possible implications for edu-
cation. Shows the need for gyrther research to clarify tbe concepts of good posture, to
evaluate the present methods for postural improvement. and to produce more scientific
evidence of the relationship of posture to physical and mental Characteristics.

1488. Rittgers, Forest Sheldon. A proposed health program for Coe college.
Master's, 1939. Stanford.

1489. Roach, Leon. A study of the information possessed by 138 adults con-
cerning social hygiene. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

1490. Robb, Mary Jane. A study of the relative prevalence of unfounded
health beliefs In a particular rural area. Master's, 1939. Ohio Wesleyan.
106 p. n.

Describes an experiment in which pupils in grades 7 throUgh 12 in three rural consoli-
dated high schools were tested for belief in 288 unfounded health statements. Finds that
girls believed fewer of the statements that they heard than did the boys; that the more
education the pupils had, especially in science, the less they believed the unfounded health
statements.

1491. Robinson, Charles Hugh. A study guide for a course in senior high
school health. Master's, 1939. New Mexico. 100 p. ms.

*1492. Rowe, Charlotte. A study of the effwts of vitamin A aud vitamin D
on cultures of epithelial and connective tissues. Doctor's. 1939. New York.
71 p. 1118.

Proves that vitamins A and D are essential for the proper growth and development of
the most importipt tissue systems of the body. Shows the effects of malnutrition on the
health and attitudes of-the children in the school systems.

1493. Siebert, Dorothea. A study to determine the influence of a nutrition
clinic on food and health habits of 40 undernourished children. Minneapolis,
University of Minnesota, 1939. 40 p. ms.

Describes case studies made of 40 children in two junior high schools. Finds the moot
prevalent physical defects were poor posture and anemia; the characteristics most often
rioted by teachers were inattentiveness and low scholarship; most of the undernourished
children came from families with low incomes whose fathers were unskilled laborers.
Shows that after eating at the nutrition clinic they showed a marked gain in weight,
improved in scholarship, improved in eating habits and in table manners, and their
appetites improved.

1494. Simonson, Evans Virgil. A health and physical education program for
Junior high school boys in Richmond, Indiana. Master's, 1938. Ball. St. T. C.
114 p.

*1495. Smith, Frances O. A study of the relationship of intelligence quotient
to nutritional status. Master's, 1939. Penn. State. 26 p. ms.

Studies 172 boys and 218 girls, ranging in age from 6 years. 9 months to 16 years, in
the public and parochial schools of Luzerne County, Pa., to determine the relationship
between IQ and their responses to these nutrition tests: Hemoglobin, measurements for
weight status, ratings for nutritional status by physical examination, incidence of dental
caries, skeletal maturity, vitamin A status, and muscle tone status. Concludes that there
is definite relationship between certain of the nutritional tests and intelligence, even though
the relationship appears only as low or fair correlations.

1496. Strayer, Francis Henry. A survey of health examinations and follow-
up programs for boys of the white junior high schools in the District of Colum-
bia. 'Nader* 1939. George Washington. 38 p. ms.

s.
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*1497. Sweigard, Lulu E. Bilateral asymmetry in the alignment of the skele-tal framework of the human body. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 184 p. ms.Using as subjects 516 students in the department of physical education and health atNew York University, studies some of the bilateral asymmetries in the alignment of theskeletal framework of the human body when subjects stand with the weight distributedequally between the feet, and attempts to determine the relationship between the.easymmetries.

1498. West, Martha Jane. A survey of dental conditions found in the schoolchildren of grades 1-12, inclusive, in Emery county, Utah, 1937-39. Master's,1939. Brigham Young.

1499. Wilkinson, Kathleen Perry. A study of the relationship of certainnutritional and other health factors to the incidence of the folliculosis in theschool children of Leon county, Florida. Master's, 1939. Fla. St. Coll.
ft00. Williamson, Snowden Thomas. A limited survey of the prevalence ofrespiratory infections in the Excel school. Master's, 1938. Ala. Poly. Inst.

MENTAL HYGIENE AND PSYCHIATRY
1501. Adrion, Walter M. The physical -instructor and some problems in men-tal hygiene. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
1502. Amerman, Russell H. A study of the financial problems in mentalhygiene. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
1503. Ashcraft, Irenneth. The effect of physical recreative activities on psy-chopathic patients. Master's, 1938. Denver. (Abstract in: Denver. University.Educational research bulletin, 1: 34)
Studies the case histories, charts, and observational reports on a group of patients rangingin age from 11 to 80 years. Finds that physical recreative activities are somewhat bene-ficial ; that the teaching of these activities must be elemental in required skill and technique;that the type of psychosis as well as age determine the types of activities to be administered ;and that recreational activities have value in the restoration of normal behavior and inthe prevention or recurrence of such disturbances.
1504. Betterly, Jane. Personality traits as criteria for the psychiatric treat-ment of adolescents: a second investigation. Master's, 1939. Smith. (Abstractin: Smith college studies in social work, 10: 117-18)
Studies the cases of 24 adolescent girls who had been given psychiatric treatment at theGirls Service League of America. New York City. Concludes that adolescents who wereselective in their aggressive behavior, responded to frustration by renewed attack, andshowed evidence of relative maturity, or were introvertedly submissive, mature, and reactedto frustration by avoiding or retiring from tbe frustration situation had a high probabilityo( successful outcome of treatment ; and that adolescents whose behavior was that ofgeneralized aggression or 'anesthetic submission were not likely to be successfully treated.Concludes that the general pattern of response to ordinary life situations of an adolescentcan be considered of prognostic value in psychiatric treatment, and that certain characteris-tic traits are essential for successful treatment, whereas certain others determine failure.
*1505. Chamberlain, Robert S. Elements of mental hygiene in homiletic liter-ature. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 221 p. ma.
Compares the published sermons or similar writings of leading American clergymen forthe period 1901-1910, inclusive, and 1926-1985, inclusive, to determine the knowledge ofmental hygiene exhibited by clergymen during these periods. Indicates that ministers ofthe later period have a greater knowledge of mental hygiene.
1506. Domanowski, Walter P. Mental hygiene and the secondary school.Master's, 1939. Michigan.

11.
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1507. Halloran, Mona M. A survey of home influences which cause mental
ill-health in children. Master's, 1939. Ind. St. T. C. 58 p. us. (Abstract in:
Indiana state teachers college. Teachers college journal, 10: 143, July 1939.)

Analyzes replies to a questionnaire given to 200 children in six junior high school classes
in one school in an attempt to determine of what extent home influences cause mental

ill-health in children ; to analyze the factors in the family background, in the social, mental,
physical, and recreational activities of the home environment which cause neurotic malad-
justment in children. Finds that most homes afford influences which contribute toward
the good mental health of children ; that 24 percent of the children came from broken
homes ; that 60 percent of the parents had never attended high school ; that the greatest
number of children who drink intoxicants came from homes where the parents had no
education; that 42 percent of the group came from homes where the family had barely
enough to live on; that social4elationships between siblings were not congenial ; that the
only child had mental disturbances of a serious nature; that the factors which caused
mental depression in children were worry about money, illness, family, school, the future,
personal things, and pets; that 25 percent of the children never went to church or Sunday
school ; that unethical conduct was general and tolerated in children ; that recreational
activities were poorly chosen by the children and not supervised by the parents ; that there
was a great range of hobbies which ought to be promoted to replace some of the less helpful
activities and intetests; and that there was a lack of industrial and vocational training
in the homes.

1508. Katz, Barney. The etiology of the deteriorating psychoses of adoles-
cence and early adult life. Doctor's, 1939. Southern California. (Abstract in:
University of Southern California. Abstracts of dissertations . . . 1939 : 115-17)

Attempts to determine the etiological role of cerebral birth trauma in the deteriorating
psychoses of adolescence and early adult life, by studying birth records and family histories
of 100 mental patients, all of whom were diagnosed as either dementia praecox, or schizo-
phrenia and whose symptoms attested to progressive mental deterioration. Compares the
mental'patients with 100 unselecied individuals in good mental and physical health. Con-

instancescludes that in many the deteriorating types of schizophrenic psychoses of adoles-
cence and early adult life appear to originate in a cerebral birth trauma. Finds a high
incidence of neuropsychiatric conditions in the families of the patients as compared to the
families of the control group ; and that two or more factors operate in the causation of the
deteriorating psychoses suggesting that multiple factors are necessary to bring on such
a condition.

1509. Pogue Jacqueline Berenice. Responsibility of the classroom teacher in
the field of mental health. Master's, 1939. Cincinnati. 70 p. ms.

Gives material useable by classroom teachers who have had no special training in the
field of mental health.

1510. Rice, Sister Máry Berenice. Diagnosis of the mental hygiene prob-
lems of college women by means of personality ratings. Doctor's, 1937. Catholic
Univ. Washington, D. C., Catholic university of America, 1937. 71 p.

1511. Strong, Clara. The mental health of the elementary school child. Mas-

ter's, 1939. Southern California.

1512. Wachtel, Lillian. The place of mental hygiene in settlement work.
Master's, 1989. New York. 68 p. ms.

Studies the suitability of the settlement for a mental hygiene program ; the relation
between rehabilitation and preventive mental hygiene programs; and approachet to a
yreventive mental hygiene program in the settlement.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

*1513. Baker, Mary Catherine. A study of factors which may influence the
participation in physical education of girls and women, 15-25. Doctor's, 1939.
New York. 185 p. m&

Finds that amounts of participation in physical education varied inversely with chrono-
logical age; that decrease in participation is a gradual process, accelerated slightly in the
beginning and tapering off as age increases; that girls who reached the menarche after

1
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15 participated more extensively in physical education activities than those who reachedit earlier ; that environmental influence was discernible in participatory habits; that tberange of participation was small, cohcentrating in a few activities; that familiarity wittan activity tends to increase participation in that activity ; and that the origin of learningphysical education activities does not influence voluntary participation in them.

1514. Biddulph, Lowell G. The status of physical education in the schools ofthe Intermountain junior college league. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
*1515. Brock, John D. A study of psychological traits on physical educationstudents and their relation to achievement. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 95 p.Studies the prognostic value of &elected psychological tests by comparing freshman andgraduated groups of majors in physical education. Compares a freshman physical educa-tion groun with a freshman nonphysical education group on the psychological tests:compare' hi physical education major students who have graduated with a typical nonphysicaleducalon group on these tests; compares the psychological scores of a selected physicaleducation group to discover the relationship of such scores to a criterion of achievementover 4 years of college life. Arranges the tests for tentative prognostic use in the selectionof students who wish to study in the field of physical education. Finds that these selectedtests can be used for prognostic purposes for majors of physical education as they distinguishbetween nonphysical education and physical education student&

1516. Bunte, Berenice M. A. study of the effects of a physical education pro-gram on character trends of chilften in the 4A and 5B grades. Master's, 193$Denver. (Abstract in: Denver. University. Educational research bulletin,1: 35)
Describer! an experiment conducted with two groups of pupils from a Denver elementarschool, in which the experimental group was given a definite character education programto supplement the regular activities. Finds that experiences and activities found in physicaleducation may produce desirable modifications of behavior.
1517. Draves, Lillian Shattuck. A. survey of coeducational physical educa.tion programs in selected secondary schools. Master's, 1939. Southern California.1518. DuBois, Goddard. The relationship beween the posterior view contourof the human body and The bilateral aligmient of its skeletal framework.Doctor's, 1939. New York. 135 p. ms.

1519. Fearey, Hiram Day. A physical education activity program for Cali-fornia high schools. Master's, 1939. Stanford.
1520. Fox, Henry Corbett. Physical eduization in the elementary schools ofDade county. Master's, 1938. Florida.
1521. Garrett, Lucian P. A study of the training 'of the teachers of physicaleducation in the public high schools of Missouri. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
*1521 Goehrs, Warren J. A curriculum in physical education for boys in aState school for depAndent children. Master's, 1939. New York. 338 p. ins.
1523. Hensel, Paul E. A study of the professional preparation of the menteachers of physical edtication in accredited high schools in Illinois.' Master's,1939. Iowa.

1524. Hoover, Louis Henry. Physical examinations in schools of Kansas withsuggestions for changes and improvements. Master's, 1939. Kans. St. T. C.,Pittsburg. 164 p. ma.
Lists recognised practices and methods in physical examinations of school 'children.Describes desirable practices in England, New York City, New York State, Los Angeles, andDetroit. Finds that Kansas has State laws for dental and medical inspection, but thatthey are not mandatory ; that some counties have nursing service and other timid) workin the schools; that only a few city school systems In Kansas carry out adequate physicalexaminations for school children.

ms.
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1525. Houston, Ruth Elliott. Modern trends in physical education facilities
for college women. Master's, 1936. California. New York, A. S. Barnes and
comPany, 1939. 198 p.

1526. Janes, William H. Individual differences in spontaneous bodily activity
under conditions of boredom and interest. Master's, 1938. Columbia.

1527. Berekes, John Joe. A program of physftl edttcation evolved from the
study of the facilities. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 75 p. ms.

rinds that the current program of physical education did not utilize the available facili-
ties, and presents a program based on a study of the Community.

1528. Kurz, Rosalie C. Character ou4ornes of physical education. Master's,
]939. Loyola. 85 p. ms.

Finds that physical education traits were in accord with those of education in general,
and that pflysical education provided for the development of the important moral virtues.

1529. Kyle, Katherine. An argument for coeducational physical education.
Master's, 1939. Ohio Siate. 139 p. ms.

Discusses the relationship of coeducational physical education and playsdn the adolescent
years to delinquency and to marital happiness.

1530. McAfee, Florence. A curriculum foi the preparation of the general ele-
mentary teacher in relation to physical education. Doctor's, ,1939. New York.
404 p. ms.

1531. Mc.Carthy, Donald Russell. A study of activities of federal emergency
find relief agencies in the promotion of physical education and recreation in
Iowa, 1933-37. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1532. McClung, Anna Madge. A personnel study of women physical-education
teachers in the senior high schools of West Virginia. Master's, 1939. West
Virginia. 143 p.

1533. McLaren, Marjorie Elizabeth. An attempt to evaluate the program of
physical education for women in the ligbt of their past experience and present
interests. Master's, 1939. Stanford.

1534. Martin, Foy. A suggested- program for teacher training in physical
education at Appalachian State teachers college. Master's, 1938. Louisiana
State. (Abstract in: Louisiana State univergty. Abstracts of theses, session of
1937-38. Bulletin, 31: 146)

1535. Millsaps, William Hobart A study of steadiness of the upper extremi-
ties of boys from the age of 10 through 15 years. Master's, 1939. Tennessee.
59 p.

Attempts to determine whether or not the pubescent boy lacked the steadiness of the
upper extremities which was normally possessed during the prepubescent and postpubescent
periods, by studying 836 boys. Finds the right upper extremity steddier than the left upper
extremity ; the increase in steadiness is fluctuating but the increase is greater and more
frequent than the decrease ; the period of pubescence does not materially affect the steadiness
of the upper extremities ; and there is an interrelation of steadiness between the right
and left upper extremities.

'1536. Moore, Margaret C. A comparison of the status of the students enter-
ing physical education and secondary education at New York university. Master's,
1939. New York. 81 p.

Finds that the girls majoring in physical education and secondary eduation are about
equal in ability, but that the boors majoring in secondary education are superior to boys
majoring in physical education.
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1537. Mullen, Frances Andrews. Factors in the growth of girls. Doctor's.1939. Chicago. Chicago, University of Chicago libraries, 1939. 50 p. (Reprintfrom Child development, Vol. 11, no. 1, March 1940)
1538. Munn, John S. A survey of physical education for boys in the secondaryschools of Michigan. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
1539. Nichols, Harold M. A survey of physical education for boys in the highschools of Monroe county, Ohio. Master's, 1939. West Virginia.
1540. Novak, Joseph Clifton. Personnel study of physical education facultyand professional physical . education curriculums of North central associationcolleges and universities. Master's, 1938, Chicago. 99 p. ms.
1541. Oermann, Karl Hkerilly. A study of interest in indoor physichl activitiesand the factors which adversely affect it. Master's, 1939. Pittsburgh.
1542. Opdycke, LeRoy Dwight. Survey of physical education instructorsand coaches of Union Pacific league and Northwest league of Canada. Master's.1938. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
1543. Paterson, Ann. A study of physical education interests of Ohio Stateuniversity women students. Master's, 1939. Ohio State.
1544. Pedersen, Edward J. A descriptive and experimental study of the indi-vidual physical education program in the township schools of Wakefield, MichiganMaster's, 1939. Iowa.
1545. Pettis, Katherine Lucile. A. physical education program for the ele-mentary schools of Alliance, Ohio. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 106 p. ms.Formulates a physical education program which could be used by the various elementaryschools, with an analysis of the entire system.
1546. Pryor, Cecif O. A comparison of the physiques of adolescent boys asinfluenced by physical education programs. Master's, 1939. Iowa.1547. Ritzman, Fred M. A study of the relative strength of college men andwomen and-its relationship to fatigue and to activities. Master's, 1939. Iowa.*1548. Tudor:/ Pauline. A program of publicity for physical education inJersey City. Master's, 1939. New York. 63 p.
Shows that the radio, motion picture, newspapers, magazines. billboards, and other adver-tising devices can be applied to advertising and publicizing physical education.1549. Vanous, Emma. A study of the physical needA of junior high-schoolgirls. Master's, 1939. Kansas.
1550. Vincent, Robert W. A study of the possible effects of the freshmanphysical education program at Massachusetts State college on the strength testsand physical fitness indices. Master's, 1939. Mass. St. Coll. 68 p. ms.1551. Warren, Robert Sullivan. A study of typical injuries occurring inphysical education and athletics, together with the development of methods fortheir prevention, diagnosis, and treatment Master's, 1!,:.! North Carolina.(Abstract in: University of North Carolina, no. 347: 64)
t1552. Wayman, Agnes R. A modern philosophy of physical education withspecial implications for girls and women and for the college freshman program.Philadelphia, W. B. Saunders company, 1938. 231 p. (Barnard college, Columbiauniversity)
Discusses signifiCant social trends in America, the definition of educationpbysical educa.tion and its relation to health education, trends in physical and health education, aims andobjectives of physical education, tests and measurements in physical education, the physicaleducation program and activities, requirements in physical education, tbe program incollege, athletics, and tbe training and status of teachers of physical education.
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1553. Allen, F. Merritt. A study of provisions for care and treatment of var-
sity athletic injuries in large high schools of Illinois. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1554. Amonson, Louis S. Age, height, and weight as predictors of athletic
ability in elementary and junior high school girls. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1553. Anderson, Richard F. An analysis of tackling in football. Master's,
1939. Iowa.

1536. Becker, Paul Arthur. A study of the movement pattern of football
guards leading interference. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1557. Blake, Raymond. Distance traversed by basketball players ien different

types of defense. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1558. Bloxham, Rosa Lee. A study of the objectives in swimming. Master's,
1939. Stanford.

1559. Blum, Theodore W. The relation of intramural competition to scho-
lastic achievemeQt in a large high school. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1560. Bowling, Maurine. A study of content for standards for women's intra-
murals in colleges and universities. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

1561. Boyett, Theodore. A study of the use of starting blocks in the swimming
sprints. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1562. Bronson, Alice O. An adequate athletic program for high-school girls.
Utah educational review, 32: 227, March 15, 1938. (University of Utah)

1563. Burkness, Julien. An experimental standardization of a modified bas-
,

ketball for junior high school boys. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1564. Christensen, J. Xerion. A study of rate of learning in the broad Jump.
Master's, 1939. Stanford.

1565. Colebank, Albert Deahl. A history of intercollegiate basketball in the
United States with especial reference to West Virginia University. Master's,
1939. West Virginia. 111 p. ms.

1566. Cram, Edwin C. A study of the knowledge of rules and nomenclature
of football, basketball, volley ball, and tennis as demonstrated by junior high
school boys of Des Moines, Iowa. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1567. Cutchin, George Stanfill. Physical achieN:ement of high-school boys in
South Central states. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 68 p.

061fipares the' performance of 525 selected boys in a group of athletic bkills with the
performance of a group of California boys. Finds that achievement scales standardized
with California boys may be used without modification to evaluate achievement of boys
in the South Central States.

1568. Dixon, Fred W. The present status of the game of tennis in the high
schools of Utah with recommendations for the improvemeilt and development of
the tennis program based on needs discovered in this survey. Master's, 1939.

a

Brigham Toting.

1569. Emrich, Iohn Wesley. The relationsh,* of strength to success in
Junior high school athletics. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

*1570. Penniman, Harriet G6lien. The relationship between the high-school
female athlete and nonghlete in regard to intelligence, acjimic grades, and
interests. Master's, 1939. aNew York. 53 p. ms.

F19ds, from a study of 44 high-school girls, that the nonathletes rank higher in intelli-
gence, and in academic marks; that the scholarship of both groups is dependent on the IQ;
that the scholarship of athletes does not suffer4from participation in athletics ; and that
athletes participate in more school and out-of-school activities than the nonathletes.

t
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1571. Gibbs, Lynn H. A study of the duties of the high-sFhool principal inrelation to interscholastic athletics in Illinois. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
1572. Golden, Lafayette. Administrative problems in interscholastic high-schobl athletics: proposed regulations for their simplification and solution. Mas-ter:8, 1938. Florida.
1573. Goldin, Ernest H. Comparison of certain aspects of the Olympic gamesMaster's, 1939. Alabama. 153 pb. ms.
1574. Grow, Judith. A study of the vertical jump as a measure of foot fun-tion. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
1575. Hackler, Russell M. The vertical jump as a predictor of athletic abilityin power events. a Master's, 1939.
*1576. Hammond, Carolyn R. A course of study in physical education forelementary school teachers in training. Master's, 1938. New York. 77 p.Proposes a course of study in archery, soccer, soft ball, tennis, group games, badmintonand ping-pong, an intramural program, elementary school games, rhythms, and dances fortraining elementary school teachers.
1577. Hanhila, Matt O. A study of the intramural sports programs in thehigh schools of Arizona. Master's, 1939. Arizona. ,87 p. ms.
1578. Harley, Dwight Leroy. A kinesiological analysis of the shot-put. Mas-ter's, 1939. Iowa.
1579. Hawes, Orville W.' The status of the athletic coach in Class B schoolsof Ohio. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 112 p. ms.
Presents a composite picture of coaches of boys' athletics in Ohio schools with an enroll.ment of fewer than,150 boys.
1580. Hesalroad, Lorraine. Comparison of the response of the heart ofcollege women to swimming and basketball. Master's, 1939. Iowa.1581. Hutchison, Wilson J. Scholastic achievement of athletes and non-athletes. Master's, 1939. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 15 p. ins. (AbstractKansas State teachers college of Emporia. Studies in education, 17 : 8)Attempts to point out the part which athletics play in holding students in school. Com-pares athletes and nonathletes as to their interest in scholastic success, and compares theirprogress in school.

1582. Hutton, Robert. A survey of night fOotball In the secondary schools ofOhio. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
1583. Keene, E. L. A survey of intramural athletics in Lancaster county.Pennsylvania. Master's, 1939. Duke. 62 p.
Surveys the status of intramural athletics in 28 high schools in Lancaster County.1584. Klumpar, Entil Allen. An analysis of blocking in football. Master's,1939. Iowa.

1585. Koll, Annali. Influences determining present trends in feminine attirefor athletic activities. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: LouisianaState university. Abstracts of theses, session of 1937-38. Bulletin, 31 : 146)Shows the trends in athletic costumes and uniforms for girls from the middle of thenineteenth century to date.
1586. Labrichsen, M. A. Comparative analysis of some putting methods.Master's, 1939. kew York. 63 p. ms.
158'T. Lambert, Josephine.* Comparison of the response of the heart of Collegewomen to running and to badminton. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
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1588. McCann, Lloyd Ellis. The administration .of interscholastic competi-
tion in Nebraska. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

1589. Madison, Charles B. A course in boxing, based.umn a critical review
of `the literature and of the best current professional practice. Master's, 1939t
Iowa.

1590. Marshall, M. V., and Nagle, B. N. Sports in which men over 20 engage.

Lancaster, Pa., Franklin and Marshall college, 1938.

1591. Mason, Lenel. A study of the effect of overweight upon performance
in the vertical jump. Maker's, 1939. Iowa.

1592. Miller, Jake. The West Virginia State high-school athletic association.
Master's, 1938: West Virsinia. 88 p. ms.

1593. Ogilvie, William K. A comparative study of the undergraduate profes-
sional physical education curricula offered for men in universities colleges, and
teachers colleges in the United States. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1594. Olander, Clifford John. Desired qualifications and tenure of cottches
in Kansas high schools. Master's, 1939. Kansas.

1595. Oliphant, Harve A. A *study of improvement in izhootIng basket s as
related to the amount of practice. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

Overholser, Floyd Emerson. A sttldy of freshman (ninth-grade) boys'
seconda school athletics in the State of Ohio. Master's, 1938. Cincinnati.

1597. Ranes, mond S. A comparative study of the bounce pass and direct
pass in basketball. faster's, 1939. Iowa.

1598. Redfern, Ge ge B. Organization and administration of athletics in a

selected group of I hi high schools. Master's, 1939. Cincinnati. 100 p. ms.
Covers the organizat on and.. administration of intramural athletics for toys and girls,

and the organization and supervision of interscholastic sports, In 16 high schools. Reports
a tendency to-overemphasize major sports and a need for yNttìnaftc physical examinations
and better organized health programs.

1599. Roberts, John E. Intramurals for boys in the senior high schools of
Nebraska. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

*1600. Sechler, Harvey Clarence. Interest and ability in swimming of pupils
in the secondary schools of the District of Columbia. Master's, 1939. 9eorge
Washington. 40 p. ms.

Analyzes replies to a questionnaire in which 1,800 boys and girls in the junior and senior
high schools of Washington, D. C., participated. Indicates that the economic status of
the families affects the swimming abilities of the. pupils, and that nearly all pupils are
intereeted in twimming instructions. 1

1601. Simonich, Edwin James. Rules and regulations governing interscho
lastic athletic activities in the United States. Master's, 1939. Arizona. 135

p. ms.

1602. Smith, J. Towner. 'The optimum relation between speed training and
endurance training in improving the time of college men students in running the
quarter-mile. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

1603. Snoddy, Marvin L. A comparison cif scholastic achievements of high-
school athletes and nonathletes of Greene county, 'Indiana. Master's, 1938.
Ind. St. T. C. 26 p ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers college. Teachers
college journal, 10*, 12546, July 1939)

Attempts to determine whether participation in organiied, Interscholastic athletics had
any effect on academic achievement as measured by standardisdi achievement tests In the
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12 high schools of Greene County. indicates that participation in athletics by hiL:11-84.1.,-
students had no detrimental effect upon their scholastic rating during their highk!.
careers. Finds some evidence that participation in athletics induced the athlete ti.
better work in school than be would if certain scholastic requirements wore not p1at>1
upon him. Concludes that if the school is to educate the Child in the broadest
participation in some athletic program is of importance to bkoth the pupil and the community

1604. Soloman, Edward Wellington. A comparison of athletes and 11011-

athletes of similar intelligence in four District of Columbia white high sell,
Master's, 1939. George Washington. 22 p. ms.

t1605. Staley, Seward C. Sports education: the new curriculum in physiGI:
education. New York, A. S. Barnes and company. 1939. 325 p. (University 1f
nlinois)

Discusses the objectives and concomitant outcomes of sports education. the increa
in leisure time, leisure time and sports, character and health and sports, principles forevaluating sports, methods of teaching, sports appreciation. and future changes in tt$..
program.

1606. Stevens, John Alton. A comparative analysis of deftasive end play.
Master's, 1939. Peabody. 59 p. ms.

3

ComparPA defensive ebd play as advocated by authorities in football literature fp,,;end play al; shown by motion pictures of college football games.

1607. Swann, James Hubert. The educational values of football. Master's.
1939. Stanford.

1608. Timmermann, Johannes. "A study of the possible effect of basketball
on the feet of college freshman men. Mister's, 1939. Iowa.

1609. Topping, George.G. The Influence of the physical education program
and the available facilities on intramurals in the s;enior high schools of a large
city system. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1610. Truesdale, John C. Some trends in oiganization and administration
procedures in intramural athletics in 32 AMerican colleges and universities.
Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1611. Vinzant, L Dennis. A survey of oonference control of intercollegiate
athletics in Texas. Master's, 1939, East Texas St. T. C. 165 p. ms. (Abstract
in: Bulletin of the East Texas state teachers college, vol. 22, no. 4: 56-57) .

States definitely and in parallel form the administration and eligibility rules of each ofthe five conferences ; ghows the improvement of academic standards of institutions through
intercollegiate athletic conference control and regulations ; and shows the similarity anddiversity of the constitutions and by-laws of four Texas-conferences.

16121. ester, Bernice. A comparison of the accuracy of throwing of third-,
fourth-, and fifth-grade boy& Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1613, Whipkey, Everett H. The organisation of managers and facilities in
athletic equipment accounting. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 114 p. ms.

Studies practices in athletic equipment accounting in 34 high schools and colleges. 'teem.
mends an organization of managers, better faCilities, and gives methods for performingthe manatees work.

1614. Whitford, Lawrence W. A study of foctors relating to.proilciency in
battinf in baseball. Master's, 1939. Michigan. 50 p. ms.

1615. Willett, Myron Frank. The cost and income of athletics in the South
central _and Southern Colorado leagues. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
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*1616. Allard, Lucile. A study of the leisure activities of certain elementary

school teachers of Long Island. D4bctor's. 1939. T. C.. Col. Univ. New York, Teach-

ers college, Columbia university, 1939. 117 p. (Contributions to education. no.

779
Presents a picture of what 500 elementary school teachers of Long Island do with their

leisure time. and discusses tbe roasons given by them for participating or not participating

in 43 activities presented to them for Irnsideration. Finds no typical individual leisure

;attern of activities; shows that the activities most frequently engaged in were reading.

radio. movies. visiting and entertaining friends, and swimming; that there is little dif-

ference in participation at different ages. except in physical activities. Shows that leisure

tvharior patterns were influthnoed by cost anti availability. by technological development.

and by education in the early years. Shows that educational institutions must afford

almost innumerable facilities for teaching people hi)w to live: and must provide the oppor

'unity to develop skills which will give the individual A t a t ms in his work and in

his leisure hours. not only fir the present but also for the future.

*1617. Arthur, Mary Lennis. A survey of the playground facilities of

certain Houston elementary schools. Master's. 1RI8. Texas C4)11. of Arts and Inds!

53 p. ms.
Analyzes data on the adequacy of playgrounds of 53 Houston elementary schools. Finds

the playground areas and playgrounds adequate in the efficiency and amount of
equipment. and in sanitation and first-aid equipment.

1618. Bagby, Maurice Silsby. A comparative study of the recreittional li

of teachers and other professional groups in a rural county of Ohio. Master

1938. Cincinnati.

1619. Bannin, Thomas Joseph, jr. EntertainmlInt for large groups öf pre-

adolescent boys. Master's, 1938. Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordham university.

Dissertations accepted for higher degrees in the 'Graduate school of arts and
sciences, 1939: 110)

1620. Bowles, Luellen. A unit in developing a basis for appreciation and un.

derstanding of modern dance through the use of films and discussions. Master's,

1939. Iowa. .

3.

1621. Branin, C. E. A study of the carry-over into after school life of
physical activities as taught in the sthools. Master's, 1939. Wittenberg.

152 p. ms.
Analyses replies to a questionnaire received from 2.153 men between the ages of 21 and

70 in 128 different occupations. Finds that schools and colleges are increasing the amber
and variety of activities in physical education instruction and in 'athletics to include

those that will be of more value in after school life. Indicates that noncompetitive activi-

ties have the greatest carry-over value and that there is no connection between a man';
occupation and his recreational activities.

1622. Brinley, Eldon D. The carry-over value of certain bhysical recreational
activities of college grill:hates. Master's, 1939. Southern California.

1623. Broad, George R. The backyard playydrd program in Tulsa. Master's,

1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Attempts to determine the value of the play-yara program carried on in Thin during

the sniper of 1938. and finds that it met the requirements for a safe. well-supervised play

area for younger children.

1624. Brown, 'lath& N. Recreation of business and professional men and

women 50 years of age and over. Master's, 1939. Ball St. T. C. 48 p. ms.

Studies the recreational pursuits of 186 business and professional men and women 50
years of age and Over living in Dodge City. Sans.. Muncie, lud.. and New SmYrna Beaca.
Fla. ?Inds that most recreational activities were participated in by both sexes equally.
although there were Indications of seasonal and geographical differences.
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1625. Bushman, William W. The educational values of summer camps for
boys. Master's, 1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist
university. Abstracts of theses ... no. 7: 9-10)

Presents data showing the development and growth, the essential features. the educationalobjectives. and the program of activities of a good summer camp for boys. Shows thatthe summer camp may become a standard part of the organized educational program supple-menting the regular school with disciplined recrea.tion during the summer vacation.
1626. Carlson, Venice Lucille. A program of social dancing for secondary

schools. Master's, 1938. Stanford.
1627. Cockerill, Eleanor. An evaluation of a summer camp for children con-ducted by a psychiatric clinic. Master's, 1938. Smith. (Abstract in: Smith

college studies in social work, 9: 152--53)
Analyzes case records of 44 children who attended camp during July and August 1937to determine the types of children who seem to benefit most and the kinds of cases inwhich study or treatment are definitely enhanced. Finds that 21 children were deflnitcbimproved. 22 were unimproved, and the status of one case could not be determined. Findsthat an important function of the camp was the intensive observation and clarification ofthe children's problems.

1628. Dennis, Fan. Social aspects of leisure-time activities of teen-age girlsin Texas. Master's, 1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodistuniversity. Abstracts of these . 7: 13-14)
Surveys the activities in which teen age girls of Dallas engage during their free time :the activities in which the girls would like to participate during their leisure time; anddiscusses the leisure-time organizations to which the girls belong and those to which theywould like to belong. together with the reasons the girls gave for nonmembership indesired groups. Reveals that the activities in which they engage are not necessarily theactivities in which they prefer to engage ; that they are interes* in physical activitiesand engage largely in sedentary activities.
1629. Dyke, Jennie. Dance notation : a comparative analysis and evaluationof various systems. Master's, 1939. Wellesley. 151 p. ms.
Gives the htstory and present need for dance notation; studies analytically six systemsof dance notation; and.offers suggestions for their adaptation and use in dance education.
1630. Eubank, Luzilla Francis. Palo 'Alto's program to serve the recreational

needs of its younger citizens. Master's, 1939. Stanford.
1631. Gottshall, Elsie. A study of the use of activities in a physical educationprogram for high-school girls as leisure-time activities after graduation. Master's,1939. Michigan.

1632. Hawke, Virginia Eileen. A program of dance for the University school,Columbus, Ohio, Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 114 p.
1633. Herbert, Ellen Louise.__A program of coeducational recreation for thcUniversity of Arizona. Master's, 1939. Arizona. 175 p. ms.
1634. Hoffman, Frances P. Playgrounds and safety among children of theBorough of Manhattan. Master'*, 1938. New York. 54 p.
Finds that accidents vary in the different sections of the city, due to many causes andto differences in conditions; and that most of the accidents occur when playgrounds arein full swing throughout the city.
1635. Hotchkiss, Myra Cantrell. Physical education as training for the useof leisure time. Master's, 1939. Arizona. 72 p. ms.
1636. Kovar, Dan R. Student attitudes toward the program of social recrea-tion in certain high schools of western Pennsylvania. Doctor's, 1939. Pittsburgh.(Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, resear.hes com-pleted, and bibliography of publications, 15: 169-74)
Analyzes 1.048 replies of seniors, and 1,070 replies of sophomores to a questionnaire sentto students in 10 high schools to determine their participation in social recreation ; pupil
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opinion of faculty cooperation ; training hi social amenities; obstacles to participation in
school dances ; problems in the acquisition of social poise; Ad their criticism of the social
program. Recommends that each school prepare a program of recreation for the school
year ; that get-acquainted parties be held for new students early in the school year ;
that informal dances bare a part in the school recreational program, and more in-
formal parties at which dancing is not the main diversion.; that at any srhool party or
dance, some general activity be planned to include everyone present ; that teaching of
social usage be provided through clubs. the home room. or through regular classes; and
that the faculty adopt a more sympathetic (ma deMOCratiC attitude toward the social
aspirations of the adolescents In their care.

1637. Kuhl, Louise. A survey of co-recreational programs in a selected group
of small colleges in Nebraska. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1638. Larson, Fenton Leroy. A survey and critical study of the summer
playgrounds of Greensboro, North Carolina. Master's, 1939. Norili Carolina.
(Abstract in : University of North Carolina record, no. 347: 62)

Evaluates the existing summer playgrounds for white children of elementary school age in
Greensboro.

1639. Lyle, James. The formulation of criteria for the evaluation of active
games ; B. The evaluation of games used in the physical education curriculum.
Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1640. Poole, T. B. A survey of social and recreational opportunities for
seniors in Sanilac county. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

1641. Rehberg, Clark F. Recreation for handicapped children. Master's,
1939. Michigan.

1642. Sauthoff, Hermine. An analysis of some aspects of skill in tap dance.
Master's, 1939. New York. 57 p. ms.

Studies 129 students in tap dancing at New York University dtring the academic year
1937-38 to determine whether leg strength. -movement reaction to auditory stimulus, and
perception of rhythmic patterns were responsible for a high degree of skill, and whether
these factors were trainable. Fails to show a close relationship between tap skill and the
test items as a group for all of the subjects.

1643. Schuchardt, Charles B. The recreational interests of former Ohio
northern university men. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 65 p. ms.

Finds tbat most of the alumni engage in individual or companionship recreational
activities.

1644. Schwartz, Ruth. An evaluation of the modern dance with respect to
certain physical objectives of physical education. Master's, 1939. Wellesley.
101 p. ms.

Finds no significant difference between the benefits derived from modern dance and from
gymnastics with respect to posture achievement. motor ability improvement, weight nor-
malization, and improvement in vital capacity. Suggests that because of the extreme
variation in circulatory response from a single lesson in the modern dance, It can be adapted
for therapeutic purposes and for cases involving structural and functional disability. Shows
that the modern dance provides an opportunity for systematic all-round physical development.

1645.' Stout, Ralph A. The educational effect of camp experiences. Master's,
1939. Mass. St. Coll. 80 p. mg.

1646. Wright, Ruth. Recreational education as an integral part of twentieth
century American living. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. ( Abstract in: Louisi-
ana State university. Abstracts of theses, session of 1937-38. Bulletin, 31 : 69-70)

1647. Zielasko, Gustave W. The historical development of recreation legisla-
tion in the United States. Master's, 1839. Michigan.

TUDIF.:-;
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COMMERCIAL EDUCATION

1648. Abney, Ethel M. A study of the adéquacy and appropriate character
of the commercial teaching program of the Stockton, Illinois, high school.
Master's, 1939. Iowai

1649. Aiken, Durward W. An institutional training program for teacher co-
ordinators of distributive occupations. Master's 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 117 p.

Studies 12 of the 26 cities in Mississippi whose schools offer courses in distributive
occupations. Finds that *cement opportunities vary with the size of the cities. Recom-mends that courses be givOr only in cities of more than 2,500 population. Finds that asingle curriculum would be satisfactory to all cities over that size.

1650. Anderson, Roy L. A study of the columnar journal in teaching begin-
ning bookkeeping. Master's, 1939. Cincinnati. 57 p. ms.

Studies the value of the columnar journal as a teaching device and attempts to determint.its vocational value to prospective bookkeepers.

1651. Bailey, Culver G. A study to determine the minimum essentials of a
high-school one-year course in bookkeeping. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

1652. Boggs, Rose Elizabeth. An opinion analysis of subject content in
junior business education. Master's, 1939. Indiana. 69 p. ms.

1653. Brock, Ethel. Implications of the youth employment problem to sec-
e ondary business education. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Studies the age, training, and length, of unemployment of young people, as well as theage, training, occupations, wages received, and interval of unemployment before beginningwork. Finds that youth between the ages of 18 and 20 constitute the group affected mostseriously by unemployment ; that employment possibilities increase with increase in train-ing; that vocational training does not aid young people materially in getting jobs ; thatwith few exceptions the youth who remain in school longest have the shortest idle periods;that wages range from $5 to $50 a week, with the median about $15; that the highestwages are paid to boys and to the older youth who have had the most education ; thatmore of them are .found in clerical and semiskilled occupations than in any other fields;thai the number engaged in selling fields exceeds the number trained in selling while inschool; that intelligence is a limiting factor in occupational opportunities; that youth)without placement advice have more difficulty in locating jobs than youth with such adviceIndicates that business education departments must cooperate with other departments ingiving youth profitable educational opportunities until they are ready and able to get jobs.Recommefids that courses in cOnsumer education be given in order to raise the standardof living of low-paid youth ; -that business courses be adapted to the needs of the studentsand of the communities; and that schools provide placement services.
1654. Burke, Ethel Fitzpatrick. An experimental study of the educational

use of the typewriter in the second grade. Master's, 1939. Loyola. 142 p. ms.
. Studies the effect of the use of the typewriter on learning to read and write in the second¡hot grade, and indicates that typewriting activity motivated learning and stimulated written7' expression.

1655. Burke, Frances 14arie. Educational opportunities in commercial
schools in the District of Columbia. Master's, 1939. George Washington.143 p. ms.

Surveys all but two of the private business schools, some private and denominationalschools offering business training, several office machine distribution agencies offeringbusiness training for use of their machines, the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Com-pany, and all correspondence schools offering business training with headquarters oragencies located in Washington. Gives the course of study for the schools. Discusses thelocation or the schools, enrollment, number of instructors, school hours and school year,training offered, entrance requirements, time of entrance, cost of tuition and supplies, othercharges, scholarship and student aids, and placement.
1656. Calkins, William Baird. Are keyboard shields of benefit in the group

teaching of "touch" typewriting? Master's, 1938. Chicago. 64 p. ms.

:*
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1637. Carlton, Oscar F. The development of commercial education in El

Reno, Oklahoma. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Studies the development of commercial education in tbe private business schools, the

public high schools, and the Catholic high school from 1895 to 1939. Finds that the
commercial program developed slowly, was narrow, unplanned, and lacking in objectives;
that the program was built around bookkeeping, typewriting, and shorthand; and that
enrollment has increased Oreatly since 1922.

'1658. Caste 11i7 Philip V. Status of office practice and secretarial training in
the senior high schools of Westchester county. Master's, 1939. Syracuse.
110 p. ms.

Finds that a relatively high percentage of the public senior high schools of Westchester
County, N. Y.: offer training in office practice ; that it is rvired in only 18.75 percent
of the schools reporting; that 91.4 percent teach the subject in the twelfth year and
8.6 percent in the eleventh year ; that 10 different subjects were named as prerequisite to
office practice training ; that the subject is comparatively new ; that 96.9 percent of the
schools conducted five class periods a week, each averaging 45 minutes; that the aims of
the office practice course are to serve as a course for the correlation of knowledge gained
from previous business subjects, and to improve commercial efficiency by presenting infor-
mation that will aid to bridge the gap between formal class work and office routine; that
there was little uniformity in the subject-matter content of the course ; that secretarial
training was stressed in the basic textbboks ; that a small percentage of the schools report
extensive use of office machines and appliances; that 21 teachers reported that practical
experience was given to students; that tpe average class numbers 19 students; that teachers
of the subject need better preparation; and tbat the schools are attempting to place
students in positions for which they have been especially trained, with little follow-up of
graduates who had been placed in office jobs.

1669. Chapman, Grace Adelaide. Ad evaluation of business letters. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Chicago. 97 p. ms.

166a Clymer, Jennie Alice. Supplementary material for the development
of personality in connection with shorthand instruction. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

. 1661. DeHaven, Cecil C. A study of occupations, training, and opportunities
of commercial graduates of Sturgis high school. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

1662. DeWalt, Ray C. Information significant to commercial teachers con-
cerning carbon papers and their use. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1663. Dgepke, Fred William. Commercial education in Kansas high schools
1934-35 an'd 1937-38. Master's, 1939. Kansas.

16M. Doubleday, Lewis E. A study of the factors affkting achievement in
shorthand. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

t1665. Do glas, Lloyd V., and Skar, R. O. A survey of commercial educa-
tion in the p blic schools of Iowa based on information supplied by the adminis-
trators of 523 Iowa high schools and by teachers of commercial subjects in these
schoils. Cedar Falls, Iowa state teachers collegg, 1939. 20 p. (Iowa state,
teacher's college bulletin, research report no. 34)

Discusses the curriculum, curriculum treads, equipment, teacher preparation, subject
combinations, and teachisr activities in 523 Iowa public high schools, in an effort to assist
Iowa state teachers college to evaluate and revise its commercial teacher-training cur-
riculum in accordance with present and probable future needs of the public schools of Iowa.

1666. Douglass, Hari R. Expanding business education to meet present con-
ditions. Business education world, 19: 19-22, September 1938. (University of
North Carolina)

1667. Duvall, Hazel Irene. An investigation of the uses of personal book-
keeping in selected rural communities. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1668. Edmonds, Catherine Alicia. Personnel and student problems in the
office practice course. Master's, 1939. Boston Coll.
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1669. Edwards, Arthur Preston. General business information possessed by
high-sch9oè seniors hi Tennessee. Master's, 1939. Tennessee. 160 p. ms.

Surveys the business information possessed by high-school seniont in Chattanooga
Knoxville, Memphis, and Nashville. Finds the junior business training pupils superiorto those in other curricula ; boys had a better grasp of general business information thangirls ; commercial majors were superior in their knowledge of business in(ormation to
noncommercial pupils. Indicates that the general business information possessed by
high-school seniors is not adequate to meet their adult needs.

*1670. Ellmann, Florence Smith. The evolution of the junior business-train-
ing course. Master's, 1939. George Washington. 134 p. ms.

Traces the development of the junior business curriculum from 1915 to date and showsthe changes made in junior business training in accordance with the changing charactprof our economic life and the ever-changing philosophy of the junior high school.
1671. Farrar, Arthur. The development of personality and character traits

through business education. Master's, 19'39. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
1672. Ferguson, Emily Claire. A survey of junior business training in Texas.

Master's, 1939. East Texas St. T. C. 133 p. ms. (Abstract in: Bulletin of the
East Texas state teachers college, vol. 22, no. 4 : 17-19)

Studies the historical background, the aims of junior business training, the materialsused in junior business training courses, and methods of teaching this work. Finds thatteachers in Texas prefer the project method, socialized recitation, and daily assignmentand recitation. Shows that the subject has found a real place for itself as a mostimportant and necessary subject in the junior) high school.

1673. Fink, Edwin E. Bookkeeping in high school as preparation for ac-
counting in college. Master's, 1939. Kansas.

1674. Frellick, Ralph S. Salesmanship courses in high school. Master's,
1939. Mass. St. Coll. 116 p. ms.

1675. Frink, Inez. A survey of commercial work offered in the public high
schools of the State of Florida for the school year 1938-39. Master's, 1939. Fla.
St. Coll.

1676. Garvin, Eva. A follow-up study of business administration majors andminors of East Texas state teachers college. Master's, 1939. East Texas St. T. C.
57 p. ms. (Abstract in: Bulletin of the East Texas state teachers college, vol. 22,
no. 4 : 20-21)

Analyzes college records and statements of 122 students who graduated from East TexasState teachers college in the years 1931-1938, inclusive, with majors or minors in businessadministration. Finds that 64.93 percent of the total number of graduates in the businessadministration field are using their training to a greater or less extent ; that of the 122business education graduates teaching has absorbed 62 percent of whom 30 percent are notteaching commercial subjects ; that high schools enrolling from 100 to 250 students employedthe greatest percentage of the commercial graduates studied ; and that the median earnedincome of these business education graduates in 1939 was $960.
1677. Gettys, Maurkce E. Study of junior business training in the public

schools of Iowa. Master's, 1939. Drake.
1678. Gibson, Ernest Dana. An experiment in introduction to business.

Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
1679. Glover, John George. The fundamental principles of internal businesscontrol. Master's, 1930. New York. 189 p.

1680. Greene, Thomas X. Ohanges in philosophy of secondary businesseducation during the past decade. Master's, 1939. Kentucky. 76p. ms.
Attempts to set forth the new philosophy of secondary business education by a studyof its objectives and by showing its relation to general secondary education. States tbeprinciples ou which a sound philosophy of business education might be based.
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'1681. Grossnickle, Edwin. The status of commercial education in the rural
public secondary schools of Indiana. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1682. Hall, Linnie Ruth. Problems of teacibers of first-year typewriting in
Oklahoma. Master's, 1839. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Attempts to determine the problems of the teachers of first-year typewriting in the white
high schools of Oklahoma, using questionnaire responses from 150 teachers of first-year
typewriting. Finds that the teachers vary greatly in their qualifications; that their most
important problems are : Planning and using remedial measures ; determining criteria for
measuring their work as teachers; analyzing errors ; caring for individual differences; and
aiding in the development of desirable character traits. Indicates that the problems teachers
face are tbe result of individual viewpoints. prepAration, and situations.

1683. Hammerand. Wayne. The semestral achievements of typewriting stu-
dents In New Mexico high schools. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

1684. Hanna, J. Marshall. Conflicting viewpoints in the field of secondary
school business education : A study of 52 fundamental issues in business education
and the opinions of 58 prominent business educatoN regarding these issues.
Doctor's, 1939. New York. 281 p. ms.

Studies 52 fundamental issues in tmsiness education and the opinion of 58 prominent
business educators on these issues.

1685. Hansen, Barbara Olivia. A study of the growth and trends in com-
mon office machine occup.ations. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1686. Hanson, Noble F. The organization of a course of study combining
second year shorthand and office practice in a small high school. Master's, 1939.
Michigan.

1687. Harshman, Ralph Garling. A critical analysis of the methods And
media used in sales training. Doctor's, 1939. Ohio state. (Abstract in: Ohio
state university. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, 29: 187-95)

Studies methods and media uged in the training of salesnwn by 552 companies in various
parts of the country. Indicates that classifications of companies will) relatively small
sales organizations use individual training methods (personal conferences and field training)
more extensively than group training methods ; that organizations with large sales organ-
izations use group training methods (Company sales schools. sales meetings, group confer-
ences, and conventions). Finds little agreenwnt among the clasaificationsThased on the
size of the sales organization as to theirelative value of a particular sales training medium
in a training program. Discusses the use of sales manuals. letters, bulletins, house organs,
sales literature, advertising literature, demonstration sales portfolios. trade papers, charts.
catalogs, and films in sales training.

1688. Head, Rena. Frederick O. Nichols' philosophy of secondary commer-
dal education. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Studies Nichols' writings, and concludes that it is imperative for commercial education
to adopt a standard terminology; that all objectives must be achievable within the capacities
of high-school pupils and within the limitationa of the high-school curriculum ; that occu-
pational understanding, economic understanding, citizenship training, consumer efficiency,
and social intelligence should be included in the objectives of the commercial department ;
that an adequate program is only possible under the leadership of people trained in that
capacity ; that research must be a continuous process ; and that a multiple-choice curriculum
must be provided so that commercial students may choose offerings best suited to their
interests, aptitudes, and abilities; that vocational training should be divided into two
periods, prevocational and vocational ; that guidance is a necessary part of the commerciil
educational program.

1689. Henrich, W. E. An experimental comparison of two methods of
leaching typewriting. Master's, 1938. Cincinnati.

1690. Hibner, Evalyn X. The status of commercial teacher training in Ohio.
Master's, 1939. Cincinnati. 68 p. ms.

Studies curriculum requirements, practices in granting credit, methods and practice
teaching requirements, and guidance in training commercial teachers in Ohio colleges.
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1691. Houtchens, Janet. A survey of office standards in Wenatchee, Wash-ington. Master's, 1939. St. Coll. of Wash. 40 p. ms.
Surveys office practices and equipment in Wenatchee, with special reference to the officepractice course and equipment in the high school. Finds that a study of current officepractices affords valuable information in planning the office practice course as well as part-time courses in office practices; and that a survey of office equipment is'of little value a:many businesses have old machines which are much less efficient than newer machint-,
1692. Huebner, Carl W. Commercial education in the vocational schools ofWisconsin. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
1693. Hufford, Kenneth W. Accounting laboratories in collegiate schools ofbusiness. Master's, 1938. Denver. (Abstract in: Denver. University. Educa-tional research bulletin, 1 : 18)
Finds that a majority of collegiate schools of business are operating accounting labora-tories and most of them are satisfied with the results obtained in these laboratories, esp.-.cially where compulsory attendance is required.
1694. Hyde, Harold E. A follow-up study of the commercial students of theNyack, New York, high school for 10 years previous to 1938 as a basis for curricu-lum revision.

.
Master's, 1939. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 76 p. ms.

1695. Ingram, Clara D. The educational program in the retail stores ofLouisiana. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana stateuniversity. Abstracts of theses, session of 1937-38. Bulletin, 31: 95-96)
Attempts to determine the extent and character of_ training of store employees in allof the various types of stores. Finds that a small perceiitage of the retail stores havetraining departments giving definite training in store systems, store policies, stockkeeping,salesmanship, knowledge of merchandise, personality 'developments and ofher phases ofretailing; that in many stores without training departments tbere is no definite trainingprogram; that there is little formality in hiring the employees; and that the training ofretail employees is being given increasing attention.
1696. Johnson, Charlotte Jean. A determination of objectives for a one-yeargeneral typewriting course. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
1697. Johnson, Elsie Ortner. Differentiated curricula in business educationin Southern junior college. Master's, 1939. Tennessee. 184 p. ms.
Studies business education in six junior colleges under the auspices of the Seventh-dayAdventist church. Analyzes the records of business graduates of the Southern juniorcollege for the last 5 years, and replies of a questionnaire administered to students nowenrolled as business majors. Finds that business education in the six Seventh-day Ad-ventist junior colleges was organized into a separate department, although not all thework in all the junior colleges was given in the department of commerce; that there waslittle uniformity among tbe colleges in the amount of credit allowed for courses, in thenumber of class meetings held, or In curriculum requirements.
1698. Kauzlarich, Charles E. A critical examination of teachers' manualsfor general business courses. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
1699. Kelley, Earl Lewis. The upward extension of vocational business edu-cation. Doctor's, 1939. Southern California.
Attempts to discovdr to what extent and for what types and levels of work vocationalbusiness training has become wholly or partly, a post-high-school or junior college anduniversity school of business function ; to what extent and for what types and levels ofwork it remains a high-school function. Concludes that the junior and senior high schoolsshould offer general basic background and appreciation courses supplemented by sPecializationcourses until more mature and highly trained workers with post-high-school trainingbecome available; that post-high-schools should offer general and specialised vocationalbusiness courses according to community iieeds ; and that the university upper divisionand graduate schools should offer the highly specialized and professional training.
1700. Knight, Everille. A study of the employment conditions of officemachine operators in the United States. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
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, 1701. Kosanke, Martha. Difficulties of first-job office workers as they see
Ilt

them. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

1702. Lackey, Grace. Problems and procedures in business education.
.Master's, 1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university.
Abstracts of theses . . . no. 7: 25-26)

Studies the growth of business education in private and public institutions; problems
related to business edpcation in public schools and methods of solution as found in actual
practice; aspirations of students enrolled in business courses in a number of Texas high
schools; and views of some Texas commercial teachers as to the outstanding problems in
their respective schools. Concludes that the curriculum should lc* adjusted S o as to bettor
satisfy the needs of the community ; apprenticeships should be insured for students who
are preparing for certain types of positions ; proper equipment should be supplied ; the
work of the different departments should be correlated ; priperly trained teachers should be
selected; students should be selected for courses designed for the preparation for positions;
there should be a placement service for graduates of the commercial department.

1703. Lincoln, Mary Hazel. The need for cooperative courses in retail mer-
chandising for secondary schools of the United Stales. Master's, 1939. Colo.
St. Coll. of Ed.

*1704. Lomax, Beatrice Loyer. A comparative study of the results obtained
in college groups learning typewriting by the whole and part methods. Master's,
1930. New York. 135 p. ms.

1705. Lundquest, Clarence Howard. A study to determine the effect of
finger gymnastics upon attainment in typewriting. Master's, 1939. Kans. St.
T. C., Pittsburg. 48 p. ms.

Describes an experiment conducted with 82 pupils in beginning typewriting who were
given about 3 minutes of finger gymnastics at the beginning of each class period, and with
73 pupils in beginning typewriting who were taught without the finger gymnastics. Finds
that the pupils who had finger gymnastics were superior in number of ;fiords per minute
and in accuracy, but the difference bVween the groups was not statistically significant.

1706. McCammon, Chester L. Principles of office machine practice related
to accounting procedures. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Attempts to cofrelato the use of cakulating machines to accounting procedures, and to
prepare a textbook that supplies the student with proper descriptions, instructions, and
exercises to enable him to become familiar with the most used types of calculators and to
become proficient in the technique of their operation.

1707. McCormick, Victor. Prediction of success in typewriting at the end
of a three weeks' test period. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1708. McCoy, Freeman S. A study of the commercial curriculum and com-
munity needs. Master's, 1938. Ind. St. T. C. 47 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana
state teachers college. Teachers college journal, 10: 131, July 1939)

Studies vocational opportunities in Warren, Ohio, and attempts to determine how well
the business curriculum fits the community needs; to determine the desired training, age,
sex, and experience for employees in different office posiVons.

1709. MacDonald, Donald D. A study of the relative value of vocabulary
scores and arithmetical ability in predicting bookkeeping achievement with an
incidental investigation into vocabulary building and arithmetical improvement.
Master's, 1939. Michigan.

1710. McGarty, Edward S.. A course in retail selling. Master's, 1939. Mar-
quette. 249 p.

1711. McKay, Robert H. Comm&cial education in Sunset high school, Dallas.
Master's, 1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university.
Abstracts of theses . . . no. 7 : 28-29)

Shows the rapid increase in enrollment between 1926 and 1988, and studies the occupa-
tional status of the June 1938 graduates and the business aptitudei of the 1939 seniors
as judged by the administration of an aptitude test. Recommends that a commercial
department be organised, and that a vocational guidance program be attempted.
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t1712. Mather ly, Walter J. Business education in the changing SouthChapel Hill, University of North Carolina press, 1939. 342 p. (University ofFlorida)
Discusses the general aspects of business education in the South; the beginnings ofbusiness education ; the development of secondary and of higher business education ; thepresent and probable future needs and the response of the South to its needs for businesseducation ; the administration of business education. including the qualifications, experience,teaching load, duties, and salaries of teachers of business education ; and the preparati4mof business leaders. in the South.
1713. Maxon, Charles. Employment opportunities in Burlington, Iowa, con-sidered as a basis for proposed commercial curriculum changes in 4he Burlingtonpublic schools. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
*1714. blaze, Coleman L. Principles and methods of business organizationand management. Master's, 1930. New York. 106 p. ms.
1715. Melbourne, Cleo V. The place of commercial work in the programs 1)fthe graduates of June 1937- of the Denver senior high schools. Master's, 193s,Denver. .(Abstract in: Denver. University. Educational research bulletin, 1: 19)
Analyzes data relative to commercial work completed by the 2,317 high-school graduatesof Denver high schools in 1937. Shows that commercial work occupies an' importantposition in the school programs of the students, nearly half of the graduates being commercialgraduates.

1716.. Mitchell, Mary. A study of the federal statutes with special referenceto tire points usually incorporated in a high-school course in business law.Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1717. Moody, Ivy LaCour. The development and application of a rating scaleto the evaluation of workbooks in elementary business training. Master's, 1939.Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Develops a rating scale and applies it to eight workbooks in elementary business training.Finds that the workbooks were satisfactory on most counts, but were deficient in their6 Aviaion for individual differences.

1718. Moser, Frances L. A comparison of two equated grotlps of students ineleventh grade typewriting on the basis of speed and accuracy. Master's, 1939.Colorado. (Abstract University of Colorado studies, 26: 97)
Compares two equated oups of eleventh-grade typewriting students as to speed andaccuracy achieved on 25 afro it-copy time tests during Ihe school year 1938-39 in thesenior high school at Galesburg, ll Finds that the group which had received trainingin a preliminary eighth-grade typewriting course was more accurate, had greater speed,and manifested greater adaptability to a more advanced approach to typewriting than thegroup which began the study of typewriting in the eleventh grade.
1719. Mrazek, Albie Frances. Development of commercial education in theChicago public schools. Master's, 1938. Chicago. 163e. ms.
1720. Murphy, Wilbert Stair. An effective bookkeeping curriculum for theWest Allis, Wisconsin, high school. Master's, 1939. Colorado. ( Abstract in:University of Colorado studies, 26: 97)
Shows that the present bookkeeping curriculum, adopted in '1932. fails to meet the needsof the commounity. Points out that emphasis on social-economIc aims as well as onvocational aims are desirable in this curriculum, and that various topics throughout thecourse should be presented with these two aims in mind.
1721. Murray, 'Ruth A. A study of the need of retail-selling instruction insecondary schools. Master's, 1939. Iowa,
1722. Newman, Carl John. A study fif the results of cooperative stenographictraining of secondary pupils in East Wine, Illinois. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1
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1723. Newton, Byron Louis. A study to determine the I1)aj6r issues of cotn
mercial education. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Discusses the objectiyes of commercial tducation; the components of the commercial
curriculum ; the organization and administration of the commercial education department
the qualificatiotis of business teachers; methods of teaching oommercial courses; measures
of achievement in business education ; the responsibilities of the commercial department in
the guidance and selectivity of Mils; and the responsibilities of tbe department for
placement and follow-up work.

1724. Nott, Elwood E. A survey of office appliances in Norwood to determine
the proper equipment for an Office practice course. Master's, 1939. Cincinnati.
47 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the office Mich used in Norwood, Ohio. and machines used in
other cities and schools as a basis for selecting equipment for an office practice course.

*1725. Nott, Mildred. Field trips in junior business training. Master's, 1939.
George Washington. 43 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the extent field trips are used as a teaching device in junior
business training. the relative frequency of the trips and whether they are made by
classes, committees, or by individuals; the subject matter in connection with which
trips are. made; the use made of information obtained from the trips; what teaching
devices, in lieu of field trips, have proved successful in making the classroom situation
more vital; whether or not the size of the city has any influence on the flold work
undertaken; and.whether or not the territorial location has any influence on the number
of field trips taken. Finds that the field trip is not used extensively as a teaching
device in junior business training; that trips made by individuals are used more widely than
by committees or class groups; that the fields most popular for trips -are communication
by telephone and telegraph, transportation of mail, banking, and travel by train, airplane.
and bus; that the information obtained is used in many ways, but mostly for notebook
worR ; that the field trip is impractical as a device to be used frequently, so leachers
make use of other devices ; that the size of the city is an important factor in connection
with field tripe; *and that the territorial location has no effect on the number of trips
undertaken.

1726. O'Brièn, Leslie W. An evaluation of bookkeeping systems of retail stores
in New Hampton, Iowa, as a basis for the revision of instruction in bookkeeping.
Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1727. Perrigo, Russell M. Business vocabulary that should be taught in sec-
ondary schools, as determined by at study of trade journals. Master's, 1938.
Ball St. T. C. 85 p. ms.

Studies the business terms and the frequency of their occurrence in 12 business and trade
journals. Finds that a large number of terms occur many times in certain retail fields;
that there is a general overlapping of uses of terms in all fields of business; that many
more of the terms found pertain to advertising, merchandising, and trade in general than
to accounting, corporation, financial, or legal fields; and that approximately three-fourths
of the terms taken from the' journals are not discussed in widely used business education
textbooks.

1728. Pokorny, Arthur Charles. Merritt business school : public business
education on the post-high-school level in Oakland, California.. Master's, 1939.
Stanford.

1729. Priestley, Fred Melbern. A study of the needs and facilities for training
in accounting VI the secondary schools and business colleges of northeast Kansas.
Master's, 1939. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies, 26 : 107)

Attempts to determine whether the accounting courses meet the needs of the locality in
view of the types of industries In that section of the State. .Shows that the present book-
keeping course emPhasizes vocational bookkeeping for retail, wholesale, and manufacturing
industries and disregards the rural aspect. Constructs a course of study which places
bookkeeping on a plane whereby all of the pupils may benefit by the study, not just those
whose aim is vocational bookkeeping as a career.
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1730. Prinsen, George Edward. The relation of nationality to typewriting per-formance., Master's, 1938. Chicago. 37 p. ms.
*1731. Reynolds, Helen. Handbook for studying business education. Doctor's,1939. New York. 280 p. ms.
Presents a series of check listi for studying busi48s education in secondary schoolswith a manual of instructions for their use and interpretation.
1732. Ribble, Vera B. A survey of the commercial occupations of Albion,Michigan. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
1733. Rittenhouse, Pearl Pond. A follow-up of commercial graduates of theHuntsville high school. Master's, 1939. Sam Houston St. T. C. 84 p. ms.
1734. Robinson, Allen G. A study of 100 iraduates 9f the commercial depart-ment of Ludington high school for the period from 1928 to 1938. Master's, 19394 Michigan.

1735. Robinson, Stanley C. A survey of method of dictation in offices in De-catur, Illinois. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
1736. Romkey, Helen E. The history of the private business college in theUnited States with special reference to its development in Iowa. Master's,1939. Iowa.

1737. Rowe, John L. A survey of commercial education in the upper peninsulaof Michigan. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
*1738. Ruppert, Marie Louise. A survey of the commercial department of aLong Island high school and its surrounding business community. Master's,1930. New York. 62 p.
1739. Scearce, Joe L. A study of commercial education in high schools ofEastern Oklahoma college area with particular reference to the articulation ofthe high-school commercial subject with the commercial courses offered atEastern Oklahoma college. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.Attempts to determine the relationship, if any, between commercial subjects offered inthe 39 high schools of the Eastern Oklahoma College area and those offered at EasternOklahoma College. Finds that in view of the small number of high-school commerce grad-uates who continue their work at Eastern Oklahoma College therv is no need for aiticu-lation of the college courses with those of the high schools; that students with high-schoolcredit in shorthand and typewriting should not have to repeat these courses in college forcredit ; and that an annual follow-up of high-school commerce graduates should be madeso that the program may be continually readapted to the needs of the students.
*1740. Sclioenberg, Samuel. A study of the commercial ptipils in a generalcontinuation school for the purpose of devising a program in commercial educa-tion that may more nearly meet the needs of these pupils. Master's, 1930, NewYork. 52 p. ms.

1741. Schuett, Ralph. A study of state contra Of private business colleges.Master's, 1939. Iowa.
1742. Seeley, Lois Jennings. A manual.for the itinerant teacher of distribu-tive education in tke State of Tennesseei. Master's, 1939. Tennessee. 75,p. ms.Describes the benefits of distributive training to the employer, employee, and consumer ;the methods of promotion and organization of the ; methods of teaching distributivesubjects ; and teaching aids and reference material.
1743. Shitrratt, Francis William. An analysis of the records of commercialand noncommercial graduates of the Des Moines senior high schools for theyears 1938 and 1939. 'master's, 1939: Iowa.
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1744. Sheffy, Jacob. An experiment in teaching junior business training with
the aid of selected enrichment materials. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1745. Simons, Howard R. The effect of segregating classes in commercial law.
Master's, 1939. Mass. St. Coll. 31 p. ma.

1746. Steward, Carol Marie. Source of training of office and clerical workers.
Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Attempts to determine the sources and extent of training of office and clerical workers
and tbe methods used in'securing employment. using 719 replies to a questionnaire checked
by workers In offices' in six cities and towns in Oklahoma. Emphasizes the fact that there
are more jobs for general clerical workers than for other,workers and that there is a need
for workers who can perform more than one clerical duty successfully; that practically
all of them graduated from high school, and about hálf attended business college; that
typewriting it the most important commercial subject with business English, shorthand,
and bookkeeping ranking next in frequency studied ; that the adding machine and the comp-
tometer were the most used office machine next to the typewriter; that workers holding
executive, managerial, and supervisory positioqs had the longest tenure in office positions;
and that personal application is the most effective method of securing employment.

1747. Taylor, Holberi Morris. Practical business experience opportunities
offered commercial pupils in general secondary schools. Master's, .1968. Cin-
cinnati.

*1748. Thompson, William H. A follow-up study of the graduates of the sec-
retarial science department of Colby junior College, 1931-1939. Master's, 1939.
Syracuse. 82 p. ms.

Finds that the secretarial science and medical secretarial cotirses at Colby Junior College
are fulfilling their !Unction to serve as terminal courses; that graduates of the medical
secretarial course showed. tye. greatest economic gain find the most uniformity ; that a large
number of graduates are tiPparently working or continuing study with no definité vocational
aim in mind. Suggests the creation of a permanent placement bureau to aid griduates in
getting positions; the addition of a course in business law and in business organization;
an integrated plan of social and personality training for gi Is who .may later act as ;.çep7
tionists; a program of vocational guidance.

1749. Van Buren, Asenath M. An_ investigation of the need for a. course in
retail selling in the high schools of Ithaca, New York. Master's, 1939. N. Y. St.
Coll. for Teach. 71 p. ms.

1750. Van Scoyoc, Margaret E. A study of two methods of practice procedure
in beginning typewriting in a snmll high school in Kansas. Master's, 1939.
Kansas.

1751. Veon, DorOthy Helene. The determination and the' evaluation of an
experinttiltal in-service training program for government typists. Master's, 1939.
George Washington. 134 p. ms.

Studies and evaluates the in-service training program for typists employed by the United
States 'Housing authority in Washington, D. C., for the period of January to May 1938.
Finds a general improvement in typewriting as the result of the course ; little improvement
in accuracy and rhythM ; that the use of corrective drills and remedial instruction were

1752. Wheelan, Frank Neal. The understanding of the individual use of
commercial credit as a phase of mass education. Doctor's, 1939. Wisconsin.
(Abstract in: University of Wisconsin. Summaries of doctoral dissertation . . .

vol. 4: 2i7-18)
Investigates the advisability of including in the secondary school curriculum instruction

in commercial creditas used by the individual. Offers a unit of work for high-school pupils
on the forms and uses of credit ; social factors affecting the use of credit ; the effect of credit
on the purchasing power ; promotional schemes and other misleading ingitendeitonapiner
credit as contrasted with producer credit ; the nature of credit losses ; the inadequacy of
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162 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

public relief ; and the proper use of credit in a well-regulated life. Finds that crediteducation is adaptable to classroom use, as is shown by pupil interest, pupil mastery ofthe work, teachability, and the ease with which appropriate materials of instruction maybe provided.

.1753. Williams, Joseph Francis.. Speed and accuracy norms for typewritingstudepts for the first and second 'year of typewriting. Master's, 1939. C91o. st.Coll. of Ed.

1754. Williams, Ruth C. An analysis of the writing of Paul S. Lomax, withparticular reference to his 'philosophy of business education. Master's, 1939.Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Shows that Lomax's influence on business education is due to hk belief in research a%the basis for opinion, his broad background of learning. his professional; insight, his lirepurposes, and his personal characteristics.
1755. Wilson, T. K. An investigation to discover the frequency of the varioustypewriting errors made by our typewriting students and to classify them so thatremedial drills can be prepared. Gunnison, Western state college, 1939.
*1756.p Wissmann, Sally Wile. A comparative studtv of placement agencitfor wontan office workers with special reference to school placement.and guidanceprograins, boctor's, 1939. Harvard. 551 p. ms.
Indicates the employment procedures, placement media. and school vocational guidanceplacement practices most effective under varying circumstances as shown by_ a study ofprocedures in 46 representative American cities in 1938-39. Shows that recommendationsand suggestions were the leading placement methods. followed by unsolicited applications,fee-charging employment agencies. school bureaus. advertising, office-machine companies.public employment agencies, and nonplacement organizations. in the order listed. Discussesthe requirements of employers for women office workers ns.to age, education, experience,race, religion, and marital status, together with Me subjective opinions of employers.workers, and unemployed Alarding the various media, particularly f4-charg1ng agencies.Suggests the need for job and occupOional analyses by employers, related to the,ir personnelrequirements; an effective public employment service cooperating closely with public-schoolbureaus ; and the development of adequat* guidAnce and personnel programs within thepublic schools cooperating closely w¡th available facilities, which should include a communityoccupational counseHng center in assviation with or as well as a community employmentservice.

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, INCLUDING INDUSTRIAL ARTS
1757. Allen, Orville E. A study of abrasives with implications for industrialarts. Master'40939.' Ohio State. 80 p. ms.
Organizes taaterial on abrasives for use by students and teachers of inaustrial arts.
1758. 'Allert,,Robert Wilson. The diversified occupations program in Virginia.Master's, 1939. Virginia. 187 p. ms. ,

1759. Allison, Asa Chester. A program a industrial arts and industrial edu-cation with adaptations to the:Massillon:Ohio, public schools. Master's, 1939.Ohio State. 124 p. ms.
Concludes that the college-entrance curtieula are adequate ; tbat the commercialcurricatum meets the needs fairly well; that tbere Is no direct evidence of guidance bythe tochers; that the indudrial arts prdirram is not adequate and should include. drawing.metat electricity, printing, agriculture, hl%o mechanics, and machine shop work.
1760. Amrine, Harold. Thomas. A study of skill in nianual work. - Master's,1939. Iowa.

. 1761. Andrus, Olive Powe. Isidore I4éwman school and the manual-trainingmovement. Master's, 1938. Tulane. (Abstract in: Tulane university ofLouisiana. Abstract's of theses, 1!'; : 4-6)
Shows that the manual-training movement is recapitulated in the history bf the IsidorkNewman school which was established in 1903 as a manual training school, and hascompletely changed As character and organisation, and now emphasises general edneationrather than specialised treat*.
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1762. Barich, Dewey F. Educational implications of the occupations in one
division of the automobile industry in Flint.,Michigan. Master's. 1939. Niichigan.

1763. Barnes, Edward M. Suggested contents for Indent-apprentices in gen-
eral electrical work. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Offers suggestions as to procedure and forms to be used in setting up a learning
outline for a boy in the diversified occupations program employed in a general electrical
shop. and supplements the learning outline with types of lesson asstgnnwnts and an
annotated bibliography of references to be used in the sludy of informational topics.

t1764. Barnes, Ralph M. apd Mundel, Marvin E. A study of hand mntions
used in small assembly work. Iowa City, University of Iowa. 1939. (43p. (Uni-
vcksity of Iowa studies, n'ew -series. no. 365. Studies in enkineering:bulletin 16)

Part 1: A study of the time required to handle small parts; part 2 : A study of
screwdriver work.

f1765. A study of simultaneous symmetrical hand motions.
Iowa City, University of Iowa, 1939. 39 p. University of Iowa studies, new
series, no. 370. Studies in engineering, bulletin 17 )

1766. Bartlow, Elton O. Vocational education implications, based upon a sur-
vey of occupational fields, eflucational needs And eNtressed desires. Master's.
1939. Ohio State. 228 p: ms.

Surveys the vocational education needs of boys in Toledo. Ohio. Analyzes the secondary
school enrollment statistics. age-grade table of approximately S.000 boys in grades S-12

- and ages 11-21 ; the number of drop-outs Qom grades wto ; and studies the distribution
by age. scholtistic accomplishment, and occupation of 2.522 boys res.eiving working permits
from 1933 to 1938. Finds that occupational employment fluctuates. but many occupations
show a definite trend in percentage increase in numbers engaged; that there is a tendency
toward less employment opportunity for the group under 21 years of age ; that approximately
half of the boys enteriqg the ninth grade drop out before graduating; that about 36
percent of the boys desire some type of vocational education ; that there was an increase
in aggregate enrOlIments in vocational, practical aris, part-time. and evening classes over
a 5-year perad. Recommends expansion of the vocational program-; adnitssion ow -the
basis of selection; expansion of cooperative apprentice training facilities; and establish-
ment of a central guidance, placement, follow-up and adjustment department. iriclUding au
occupational information sei.vicp unit.

*.1767. Bedard, Joseph Arthur. Objectiv.e study of. the Newton trade school :

a study of academic achievement, pupil progress, teachers' marks, and drop-outs
based upon standardized achievement tests. Master's, 1939.4 Boston Univ.
136 p.

Recommends that the testing program be continued for ad entering pupils to determine
objectively their vcademic achievement and to plan 1;rograms of study based upon the
findings; that diagnostic tests and remedial work be planned for pupils who are relatively
low in acadep ; that the curriculum should be planned to meet tbe abilities of
the average o a clasi, lo provide an enriched program of studies for the superior pUpils,
and to introduce a special program to meet the needs and abilities tof the pupils in the
lower brackets.

17 . Bemis, Jane S. Vocational needs and interests of out-a-school girls in
tile Union school districts of Yuma, Colorado. Master's, 1939. Colo.St. Coll.
101 p.

Studies the interests and needs of 67 girls between the ages of 14 and 21, not in
school in 1938-39. Finds that the girls lived in overcrowded homes which were badly
in need of repair; that tbe percentage of home ownership was high.; families were large ;
much of 'their *clothing Was made at borne or bought from mail order houses; thit about
half of OA girls worked as bousemaids ; and tllat they wanted training in wage-earning
occupations.

17;%!.*rto, Vilas John. A survey of j.n.°'anual arts in the elementary and
junior high schools. ,Btaster's, 1939. Washington. 87 p.

Surveys mpthods, iirocedures, housing, equipment, and safety in the elementary and junior
high s of King County, Wash. 'Indicates that' most óf the schools fail to give
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164 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

proper consideration In tbeir programs to mathial arts that approximately three-fourthsof the schools do not include manual arts in their daily work; that there is need forimprovement In methods of teaching; that equipment is often inadequate; that the locationof shops has been neglected; and that safety and health of the pupils need to be stressed
1770. Boyer, Homer. Problems in the teaching of industrial arts in Coloradoas reported by instructors and administrators.

4r

Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll.of Ed.

1771. Brewer, Margaret. Non-collegiate trade and vocational education.Master's, 1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in.: Southern Methodist university.Abstracts of theses . .. no. 7 : 8)
Traces the development of vocational educatio ln England and America, and presentsspecific information about noncollegiate trade and v tional schools operating in Dallas, TvxShows that Dallas has established many private trade and vocational schools; that train-ing is offered in beauty and barber culture, aviation and radio. engineering. printing, sewing.business practices, and the fine arts: that 7,940 students are enroHed annually in theseschools ; and that the opportunities offered by these schools are limited to those individualswho can afford to pay tbe tuition these institutions must charge.
1772. Caltrider, Samuel P. Relatpd information for the woodworking shop.Master's, 1939. Maryland. 156 p. ms.
Surveys and analyzes material suitable for use as ¡elated information in teachinghigh-school woodworking.

1773. Conner, Walter Dister. Some problems in modern furniture design andconstruction. Master's, 1938. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Presents 16 problems. each accompanied by a picture and one or more working drawingswith descriptive material. showing that standard types of construction can be used inthe production of modern furniture without detracting from its implicity and generalcontour outline. Shows that instructors can keep projects up to date and in conformitywith good design by following design trends as presented in periodical literature; andthat they can interest students in new tools and materials through selection of periodicalsand guidance in their study.

1774. Davis, Warren C. The philosophical element in a technical program:a study of the philosophy course at the Rochester athenaeum and mec4anicsinstitute. Doctor's, 1936. Buffalo. 241 p. ms.
Describes the Rochester Attrenneum and Mechanics Institute, .which is a technical insti:4tute above the higb-schOol level offering a-al-ear coursrot study on a cooperatIve trainingbasis. Shows the relation between philosophy and a technical program of studies; analyzeseconomic problems and problems vital to an individual's development which are not coveredin Occupational analyses. Describes the 15 units of work that comprise the course inphilosophy.. and shows that philosophy can be a tunctional part of a student's programand based on his needs and ambitions.
1775. Eckert, Charles A. An orientation guide for industrial arts. Master's,1939. Ohio State. 240 0. ms.
Develops a guide to assist pupils, teachers, and others in the organization and adminis-tration of industrial arts.
1776: Edwards, Hamp S.- A vocational ed'ucation program for the lower RioGrande -alley of . Texas, based upon needs. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll.219 p. ms.
§hows that in three counties of the lower Rio Grande valley the 23 accredited highspools between them offered only three courses in vocational education. Shows theneed for vocational education. Recommends a union vocptional school covering the last2 years of high school fpr all persons over 16 years of age. .

1777. Franklin, C. A. Study content and student disoctions in automobilemechanics. Master's, 1989. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Designs a course of study for automobile mechanies capable of being used in large climeand permitting changes as necessity arises.
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1778. Frylund, Verne C. Analysis of the trade or general machine shop.
Detroit, Board of education, 1939. 131 p. ( Wayne university)

Presents a set of curriculum materials for course building in metal working activities.

1779. and Bedell, Earl L. Course of ,study construction in industrial
education. Industrial arts and vocational education, 28: 261-63, 311-14, Sep-
tethber-October, 193. (Wayne university)

Recommende -tikchnique for building courses in the shops in harmony with the size
and philosophy of geigral education.

1780. . Research itkindustrial arts. Phi delta kappan, January 1940.
(Wayne university)

Sets forth aims for teacher training in industrial arts and points out the present lag
in industrial arts research.

1781. Gall, Walter F. A plan for a general shop course based on the interests,
hobbies: and home work of ninth-grade boys. Master's, 1939. Colo. St.
234p.ms.

4

Studies the interests of 34 boys in the ninth grade in the Cozad. Nebr., School. Finds
that their interests were wide and varied enough to warrant a general shop course in
place of the present one-unit shop coUrse.

1782. Guinrr, James H. The amateur spirit in industrial arts. Master's, 1939.
East Texas St. T. C. 47 p. ms. (Abstract in: Bulivtin of the East Texas state
teachers college, vol. 22, no. 4 : 24-25)

Evaluatestothe field of industrial arts as it operates in th public-school curriculum.
Indicates that industrial arts, as distinguished from industrial education, should provide
experiences in amateur manipulations for children up to the ages of 16 or 17.

1783. Hackworth, W. H. Self-motivated shop classes versus traditional
classes. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 119 p.

Finds that the self-motivated classes in the elementary school system of Birmingham,
Ala.. were slightly superior to the traditional shop classes in scholastic achkevement, civic
efficiency, and vocational efficiency.

1784. Hahn, Clyde LeRoy. Opinions of school administrators toward indus-
trial arts. Master's,1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

1785. Hamilton, Jtohn V. Improving the efficiency of the trade scllool of
Chanute, Kansas. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 134 p. ms.

Finds that of the graduates, 71 percent were working for their first employer, and 73
percent were 'working in the field in which they live trained, indicating that training was
satisfactory ; and that the low failure record of the t3tudents in academic subjects indicates
a satisfactory policy for selecting student&

1786. Hand, William P. Views of certain sociorogists concerning voCational
education and vocational guidance. Master's, 1939. East Texas St. T. C. 149
p. ms. (Abstract in: Bulletin orthe East Texas stal teachers college, vol. =,
no. 4 25-26)

1787. lieth,* Mary Eleanor. Evaluation of pottery equipment and scientific
study of glazes for amateur pot4ers. Master's, 1939. Wayne.

Evaluates the equipment and materials used by teachers and students of cetamics, and
provides knowledge for guiding students of pottery in doing individual creative work in
glazes.

17:.: Holcomb, Charles W. A study and proposal to meet the vocational
q

education needs in Creek and Okmulgee counties, Oklahoma, which have resulted
since that school transportation laws in Oklahoma. Master's, 1939. %Vest. St. Coll.
50 p.
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1789. Holt, Hal F. Commercial teaching personnel in the white pUblic higL
schools of Oklahoma. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M.

Studies the training. experience, salaries. teaching load, and ea r in their classesof commercial teachers in the white public schools from 1924 to 19
1790. Horowitz, Irving Lewis. The metal machining, adeS in Philadelphia :an occupational survey. Doctor's, 1938. Pennsylvania. PhiVadelphia, 1939.

129 p. 4

1'K91. HAnt, DeWitt Talmadge. Khopwork in engineering divisions of state
universities and land-grant colleges. Doctor's, 1939. Ohio State. (Abstract
Ohio state university. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, no. 30: 613-76)

Studies the historical development of shopwork instruction in engineering educationand current objectives. Analyzes current offerings and requiremiits of engineering shop-work in 60 State universities and land-grant colleges, :Ind studies the relationship of lhisphase of instruction to other subjects and areas in engineering colleges. Offers recilm.mendations for the improvement of administrative practices mill instructional methodsin shopwork departments in tlw engineering colleges in the United States.
1792. Jensen, Robert P. A study of industrial arts training for elementary

school teachers. Master's, 1938. Stout. 54 p. ms.
1793. Kistler, Elton E. A survey of occupational opportunities in Kenton,

Ohio, with implications for industrial arts. Master's, 1039. Ohio State. 93 p.
Surveys school records and occupations of the community, and finds the school programunbalanced in terms of occupations available in the community.
1794. Ludeman, Karl Frederida, Present jiractices, supervisory procedures,

and sùpervisory organizations in industrial arts in second- and third-class cities
in Wisteonsin. 1939. Marquette. 111 p. ms.

1795. McCulley, George Donald. A survey of industrial arts teachidg in
McDowell county, West Virginia. Master's, 1939. Tennessee. 75 p. MS.

Surveys the socio-economic condition of the county, the present school system, industrialarts courses offered, enrollment in the courses, testing, time devoted to shopwork, use ofinstruction sheets, textbooks used, value and adequacy of equipment, shop maintenance,method of teaching related courses, and qualifications of the teachers. Offers suggestionsfor improving industrial arts teaching throughout the county.
1796. McHénry, William H. An industrial arts education program for East

Carolina teachers college. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 99 p. ms.
1797. McNabb, Rodney C. Annotated courses of study for industrial arts woodworking, mechanical drawing, and home inechanio.z. Master's, 1939. Teniwssee

73 p. ms.
Analyzes each of the subjects for typical units of work at the secondary school ievet
1798. Marinaccio, Anthony. Intagliography : its history, technique, andequipment. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 280 p. ms.
Discovers 16 methods of executing intaglio plates. Offers sugicestions for industrial artsprograms.

1799. Miller, Elizabeth Riley. A follow-up study of 50 former Waialee train-ing school boys. Master's, 1938. Hawaii.
*1800. Montague, Charlei Adam: A survey of induetrial arts in the accred-ited high schools of North Dakota. Master's, 1939. North Dakotp. 73 p. ms.

'Discusses the growth and decline of industrial arts in the accredited high schools ofNorth Dakota ; industrial arts courses and the pupil-teacher ratio; educationol qualificationsand teaching combjnations of industrial arts instructors; facilities and equipment in, theblob-school shops. Recommends that the requirements for teachers of industrial articourses include special training in this field of education ; that definite standar& be requiredfirms in industrial arts; that the course oft study be revised so that there is more
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coherence between the courses in the study and with the curriculum of the high schools
oftWing the course; that schools within set enrollments be required to have equipment
suitable for their needs in industrial arts shops; that the lighting and ventilating systems
of rooms located in the basement and used for shops and drafting be rigidly checked; that
safety conditions of shpps and power machinery he requrred ; that extracurricular duties
of shop instructors he relatively light so as to gie more time to the instructor for shop
purposes; and that industrial arts courses be correlated with business and trade in order
to give the pupil a wider experience for general educational knowledge.

1801. Nave, Delbert P. Industrial arts from the viewpc;int of gestalt psy-
chology. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 128 p. ms.

1802. Newhauser, Rutherford Benjamin. Correlating industrial arts and
academic subjects through transportation and (I qmnunication. Master's, 1039.
Marquette. 249 p. ms.

1803. O'Brien, Terrence Michael. A survey of selection and training of em-
ployees in selected tri-city industries. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

*18(4. Parkhill, George D. The genesis, the present status, and possible devel-
opment of ivocational education in the City of New York. Doctor's, 1938. New
York. 245 p. ms.

Discusses the lack of public trade schools; the manual training and technical high
schools in New York State in 1908; legislative %enactments; the movement for national
aid for vocational education ; acceptance of the provisions and benefits of the Smith-Hughes
Act ; the laws of 1919, 1928, and 1935; organization and development of agencies; the
New York City ichool system in 1909; establishment of the early vocational schools and
of the industrial bjgh school; background of the compulsory continuation school; estab-
lishment of compulsory continuation classes and schools; organization of administrative
and supervisory agencies; socio-economic conditions; characteristics of evocations] school
curricula ; statistics of school populations; and possible future development of vocational
education.

1805. Parks, W. J. What types of occupational training should be offered for
boys in the Cleveland junior-senior high school, Cleveland, Mississippi? Mast;r's,
1939. Alabama. 56 p. ms.

1806. Patureau, Stephen Irwin. A history of the Isaac Delgado central trades
school. Master's, 1939. Tulane. (Astract Tulane university of Louisiana.
'Abstracts of theses, 1939: 8-9)

Traces the history of a trade school in New Orleans, from its establishment in 11)21
with 80 students and 6 instructors to its present enrollment of 2,815 students asod 81
instructors. Shows that the flexible curriculum of the school makes it possihl for it to
mebt the needs of industry in the community.

1807. Peters, Robert Lyman. An analysis of wuployee training in gas utili-
tiegon the Pacific coast. Master's, 1939. Southern California.

1808. Pickrel, Leon,. F. Fundamentals of trade education, apprenticeship in
the metal trades. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1809. Powers, blaston Linzie. Blue-print reading and sketching for the petro-
leum worker. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Poll.

Presents instructional aviterial suitable for teaching the adult petroleum worker how
to read blue prints. Recommends the use of free-hand sketching, and the teaching of blue-
print readifig and sketching simultaneously by making free-hand isometric sketches from
working drawings.

1810. Rice, Charles Mason. Design as applied to its uses in industrial arts.
Master's, 1938. 81/Coll. of Wash. 159 p.

Indicates that nearly all phases of design are Applicable to industrial arts. Offe'irs a
suggested procedbre as a guide for developing new designs.

1811. Rogers, Merle Lawrence. A statOtical study of vocational education iu
the central rural schools of New York State., Master's, 1938. Cornell.
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1812. Rogge, Louis H. A historical survey of the duPont manual-traininghigh school of Louisville, Kentucky. Master's, 1938. Stout. 130 p. ms.
1813. Satter ly, W. Or. A study of the opportunities and requirements for ship-masters on the Great Lakes. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
1814. Schulze, Henry W. Cooperative trade training programs. Master's,1938. Stout. 79 p. ms.
Studies the controlling factors of administration as found in secondary-schools lifrepresentative cities.

1815. Shehane, Barney Arthur. Industrial arts and vocational education.Master's, 1939. Arizona. 91 p. ms.
1816. Skinner, Clyde T., and Wylie, William Allen. Establishing a technicalcurriculum in a comprehensive high school. Master's, 1939. Wayne.Describes a field survey made to discover the evidence necessary for the successfulintroduction of a technical curriculum for boys in a comprehensive high school.
1817. Stahl, Glenn Wesley. The professional preparation and status of theteachers of industrial education of North Carolina, 1939. Master's, 1939. Colo.St. Coll. of E.d.

1818. Storm, Eugene Max. Navy recruit training and some implications forgeneral and vocational education. Master's, 1939. Stanford.
1819. Tennant, Sterling. Industrial arts exhibits at ftmlor fairs. Master's,1939. Ohio State. 28 p. ms.
Describes the develorhent of junior fairs in Ohio.
1820. Turkes, Walter Robert. A suggested procedure for teaching productionplanning and control. Master's, 1939. Pittsburgh.
1821. U'ilaub, John. A history of vocational education in Oregon since 1917.Master's, 1939. Oregon.
1822. Van Dusen, Albert Clarence. Permanence of vocational interests,Master's, 194 Florida.
1823. Van Wyck, Philip S. Units of instruction for the Diesel road engineer.Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 96 p. ms.
1824. Vega, Secundino. Furniture design : materials for a course of study.Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 122 p. ms.
1825. Waters, John Anthony. A survey of industrial arts education in thepublic high schools of Rhode Island. Masters, 1939. Brown. 57 p.
1826. Whalen, Edward J. A study of increasing opportunities for the specialclass hoy in industry. Master's, 1939. Mass. St. Coll. 60 p. ms.
1827. Whittier, Charles Taylor. President status of vocational and nonvoca-tional courses in industrial education in 79 secondary schools. Master's! 1938.Chicago. 146 p. ma.
1828. Wicks, Emma Elizabeth. A study of the growth in academic achieve-ment and personality development of a small group of pupils in Tallulah Fallsschool. Master's, 1939. Emory. 46 p. ms.
Discusses the aims of the Tallulah Falls school which was established to unite academicinstruction with training along industrial lines through a curriculum planned to correlateclosely study with work, and to conduct all activities so as to attain the fullest develop-ment of each individual child. Analyses, by means of tests, the progress made in aca-demic achievement and personality development by pupils in the eighth grade in 1988-39.Shows substantial gains in academic achievement and remarkable growth in personalitydevelopment.
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1829. Wilding, Li11is. A study of occupational therapy and its function
in the children's missiotrto children. Master's, 1939. Boston Univ. 92 p. ms.

1830. Winstrout, Kenneth. Significance of a power-age for educational re-
construction. Master's, 193b. Ohio State.

Studies the effects of technology. and shows the need of orienting education to a
machine age.

1831. Woodburn, Lowell Norviel. Practiqs in secondary school printshops.
Master's, 1938. ChicagO. 66 p. ms.

1832. Wright, Charles R. A study of the values of the industrial arts explora-
tory course as offered in the junior high schools of Amarillo, Texas, 1938-39.
Master's, 1939. East Texas St. T. C. 118 p. ms. (Abstract in: Bulletin of the
East Texas state teachers college, vol. 22, no. 4: 57-59)

Describes an experiment in which appropriate tests were given at the beginning of ench
of seven units in industrial educaflon and the tests repeated at the end of each unit.Finds that the tests used did not possess equal exploratory values for each of the units.
and that the informational objectives set up for the entire exploratory course were
attained to a fair degree.

1833. Yugend, Lena. Factors influencing results of vocational training. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Smith. (Abstract in: Smith college studies in social work, 10:
141-42)

Studies the vocational training progfam maintained for clients of the Jewish Welfare
Society of Philadelphia to determine how the personality traits of the individuals tralned
and the attitudes of their families influenced their training progress and employment
status. Presents case studies of 33 persons between 16 and 23 years of age, chosen for
training during the period from March 1936 through February 1938. Finds that most
clients wlp were given training for therapeutic reasons showed no improvement in per-
sonality; that in cases in which the object of training was other than therapeutic, there
was a greater proportion of success in instances in which the case worker seemed to
understand the emotional needs of the trainee so that she could help support him during
the training period.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

1834. Addison, J. M. A partial analysis of the effect of the government farm
program upon the kinds of. improved prautices adopted by white agricultural
uvening school members in Texas. Master's, 1939. Agr. and Mech. Coll. of
Texas. 47 p. ms.

Studies changes in agricultural evening school mem farm practices which have
resulted from the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, by comparing the practices
of 10,845 farmers enrolled in 1931-33 with those of 20,232 farmers enrolled in 1933-35.
Finds that the farmers did not adopt as many improved practices in the latter period
although there were more individuals involved.

*1835. Aderhold, Omer Clyde. The needs for vocational education in agricul-
ture in Georgia : a problem in

e

educational research. Doctor's, 1939. Ohi.o.IState.
Athens, University of Georgia press, 1939. 117 p. (Bulletin of the eniversity
of Georgia, vol. 39, no. 3. Institute for the study of Georgialproblems. Mono-
graph no. 2)

Presents a brief history of agricultural education in Georgia. States the philosophy
of vocational education. Shows the need for an analysis of the human, agricultural, and
ichool resomrces as a basis for projecting a program, of vocational education in agriculture.

1888. Allman, John I.. A testimonial study of the contribution of voCational
agriculture instruction in the Jane Lew high school to the community 1 over
a period of 15 year& Master's, 1939. West Virgibia. 65 p. ma.

Shows improve& farm practices, beautification of rural homes and ground'', tral g
which helped boys 14 occupations velated to agriculture, and better grade farm produc
sold by farmers. e
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1837. Blair, Ernest E. A study of the orientation activities of newly employedvocatioñal agriculture teachers in Indiana. Master's, 1939. Purdue. 117 p. ins.
Attempts to determine how teachers of vocational agriculture in hitliana in new tta(b.ing positions spend their time from July 1 until the opening of school in September, bystudying-% daily time record check list of 20 teachers. Shows that the medifln totaltime spent on all orientation activities was 414.99 hours. Indicates a lack of understand-ing as to what constitutes desirable orientation activities, and of the percentage of timeto devote to each of them.

1838. Bottoms, David Newton. A study of Tallapoosa county to determinewhether the course of vocational agriculture should be modified to better Imothe needs of both landlord and tenant students. Master's, 1938. Ala. Poly. Inst.
1s39. Brown, William Elijah. Economic and social changes taking place ín arepresentative area in the wheat belt of Oklahoma as disclosed by surveysmade in the area in 1924 and 1930. Master's, 1938. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Finds that the use of modern farm machinery, the radio, and other modern home con-veniences caused many changes and adjustments to be made. Builds a teaching programin vocational agriculture for tbe community based on the study.
1840. Caudle, Thomas Glenn. The rehrtionship between time distribution inthe vocational agriculture teaching plans and the major farm epterprises uftypes of farming areas of Area 4 of Texas. Master's, 1939. Agr. and MeekColl. of Texas. 24 p. ms.
Analyzes 90 =mitt teaching plans for 30 departments of vocational agriculture to findthe time budgeted to the various farm .problems. Shows that the teaching 'time alloth-cito farm enterprises is not in proportion to the importance of the enterprise.
1841. Davis, Birdwell Cope. An analysis of baby-bilef feeding propos con-ducted by boys in the Beeville vocational agriculture class. Master's, 1939.Agr. and Mech. Coll. of ?exits. 33 p.
1842. Day, Emmons Davis. The selection and use of reference materials inteaching farm manageme& in a state school of agriculture. Master's, 1939.Cornell. 93 p. ms.
Studies the course of study at the Cobleskill State School of Agriculture in New York.Finds that teaching resources must be employed in effective instruction, annotated toinsure broad and effective use and discipline in use.
ib1843. Deyoe, Q. P. Young men from Michigan farms : a study of farm-rearedmt.n who aftended Michigan high schools which maintain departments of voca-tional agriculture. Lansing, State board of control for vocational education,1939. (Bulletin no. 2511' -( Michigan state college)
Attempts to determine the occupational distribution of young wen from Michigan farmswho attended high schools maintaining departments of vocational agriculture; and toinvestigate the association of personal and sociological factors with educational attain-ments, occupational distribution, and occupational status.
1844. Duke, Jeff. To ascertain the frequency of use of the different shop toolswith the idea of setting up a new list of required shop equipment for departmentsof vocational agriculture: to determine if other tools not on the required list areneeatled. Master's, 1939. Ala. Poly. Inst.

t18415. Ekstrom, George Frederick. The organization of techniques for evaluat-ing programs of vocational educqtrin in agriculture. Doctor's, 1938. OhioState. (Abstract in: Ohio state 'University. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations,no. 28: 99-106)
Analyses the agricultural education programs of five Iowa school districts and works outtechniques for evaluating the piograms. Demonstrates a method of evaluating communityprograms of vocational agriculture which was found to be practical in the ease situationswhere it was employed. Offers suggestions for making similar evaluations.
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1846. Evans, William H. Planning an educational program in vocational agri-
culture for out-of-school farm youth. Master's, 1939. Cornell.

Shows that change and progress in current agriculture are providing problems which
can be met most successfully through organized progranis of education ; that education in
vocational agriculturii should be continuous throughout the life of the individual ; that an
effective educational program requires that farm youlth understand their status and deter-
mine the direction of their progress; that the young farmers to be trained must he located.
studied, and classified according to personal factors and to the social situations of which
they are a part ; that instructional programs that reflect the vocational Interests and needs
of farm youth must be organized if persistency in class attendance is to be secured ; that
vocational teaching methods that are simple and clear and that are readily understood by
tilt students must be used in training young farmers.

1847. Floyd, John Claiborn. Pretraining records and activities of successful
teachers of vocational agrirulture. Doctor's. 1939. Missouri. 123 p. ms.

Covers the home environment. elementary and secondary schooling. farm experience, and
early interests and attitudes of 362 teachers. Finds the outstanding characteristics of
successful vocational agriculture teachers to be : Proper attitude toward rural life with
rural environment as a4 youth ; higher than average intelligence; definite interests and
bobbies; experience on etter than farms;average early sch ooling ruralin a n ;4
participation in extrac ricular activities; and early consideration to teaching vocational,
agriculture as an occupltion.

1848. Friday, William Curtis. A program of work for the agriculture depart-
ment of the Weogufka high school, Weogufka, Alabama. Master's, 1939. Ala.
Poly. Inst.

1849. Gibbs, Samuel John. A study in Lamar county to determine whether
the course in vocational agriculture should be modified to better meet the needs
of both landlord and tenant students. Master's, 1938. Ala. Poly. Inst.

1850. Granger, Ralph H. A case study of the problems encountered in estab-
lishing a Smith-Hughes vocational agricultural course in.fthe Brattleboro high
school and its patronage area. Master's, 1939. Mass. St. Coll. 93 p. ms.

1851. Hamilton, Edward H. The farm shop needs ot the graduates and under-
graduates of the New York state schoorof agriculture, Morrisville, New York.
Mastser's, 1939. Cornell. 84 p. ins.

Studies the needs of 122 graduates and of 50 students.

1852. Hocking, Burl A. The nature and effectiveness of the guidance and
placement programs of 100 vocational agriculture teachers in IllinOis. Master's,
1939. Colo. St. Coll. 57 p. ms.

Finds that the boys in the vocational agriculture program are poorly selected, and that
most of the teachers attempt to help their graduates get established in farming or to find
an occupation.

1853. Johnson, Jeptha Carlos. Some effects of teaching vocational agriculture
in Mt. Hope community. Master's, 1939. Ala. Poly. Inst.

1854. Keeney, Herman F. A study of the educational background of 200
farmers. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1855. Kerrey, Thomas Hans. Bases of guidance for pupils electing vocational
agriculture: a study of areas in southwestern Michigan. Master's, 1938. Cornell.

1856. Kitchens, John Henry. A study in Coffee county to determine whether
the course in vocational agriculture should be modified to better meet the needs
of both landlord and tenant students. Master's, 1938. Ala. Poly. Inst.

1857. Kitchens, Vernon C. A study in Marshall county to determine whether
the course in vocAtional agriculture should be modified to better meet the needs
of both laddIbrd and tenant students. Master's, 1938. Ala. Poly. Inst.
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1858. Koonce, Kenneth Newell. A study of supervised practice programs ofstudents of vocational agriculture in 15 Texas schools in Area 7 for the years1935-38. Master's, 1938. Agr. and Mech. Coll. of Texas. 31 p. ms.
Studies the supervised practice programs of 1,841 students in vocational agriculture in15 schools in 7 counties. Reveals weaknesses in *Axe and variety of supervised practiceprograms. Finds that the projects carried on by the students conformed to farming systemsrecommended by the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station.
1859. Kuykendall, Ira Cicero. A comparative study of vocational agricultureteachers of Lamar, Tuscaloosa, and Pickens counties with other men high-schoolteachers and principals of these counties as to training and experience, salaryreceived, time devoted to.the job, and amoUnt of travel done. Master's, 1938.Alft. Poly. Inst.

1S60. Lamendola, Joseph Anthony. Occupational status of state farmers inLouisiana. Master's, 1938. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state uni-versity. Abstracts of theses, session of 1937-38. Bulletin, 311 91)
Attempts to determine the occupational status and distribution of students of vocationalagriculture in Louisiana who have received the State farmer degree. Finds that 20 percentare in nonagricultural occuliations ; about 75 percent are working in the home and nearbycommunities and 25 percent out of State; 20 percent are farming ; 19 percent are in highschool; and 41 percent are attending colleges.
1861. Leach, T. L. Occupational status of former vocational agriculture stu-dents of Texas high schools. Master's, 1939. Tex. Tech. Coll.
Finds that approximately 58 percent of former vocational agriculture students werefarming or in occupations directly related to farming; and that 22 percent were in n(41agricultural pursuits, deceased, or unreported.
1862. Long, William Thomas. The nature and direction of changes in Pormbusiness which can or should be made for the economic employment of youthtrained for farming. Master's, 1939. Cornell. 275 p. ms.
1863. MacDonald, D. L. Some needed improvements in the Montana' voci-Ilona] agriculture program. Master's, 1939. Montana St. Coll. 54 p. ms.Analyzes the opinions of 282 farmers as to the relative value of jobs their boys wouldbe taught in a vocational agriculture class. Shows that the 'farmers believe that manyfarm skills should be taught which are now being neglected, and that some npnfunctioningsubject matter should be removed from the present course of study ; and that the teacher-training program in technical agriculture should be changed if the wishes of the farmersare to be regarded.

1864. McFarland, Charles L. Farm-mechanics course in the Tucson seniorhigh school for ranch boys. Master's, 1938. Arizona. (Abstract in: Universityof Arizona record, 32: 36-37)4
Vtaulpts to determine the types of training in farm mechanics that will meet the needsof ranch and farm boys in the agricultural area surrounding Tucson, Ariz. S theneed for a farm-shop program in the high school. Outlines a 2-year farm mechanics p

*1865. McPherson, Orpha. Summer vacation activities of 100 farm boygirls :in a selected area. Doctor's, 1913. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teaccollege, Columbia university, 1939. 74 p.
*1866. hicTaggart, Earl Linton. Agricultural education in American Samoa.Master's, 1936. Hawaii. 1 p. ms.
1867. Marshall, Eugene E. Organizing course content for agricultural eve-ning school in East Collin county. Master's, 1939. Agr. and Mech. Coll. of texas.74 p.

Suggests a cOurse including crop problems, livestock problems, and farm managenientproblems for agricultural evening schools for yult farmers.
1868. Martin, Prank Edward. Setting up a balanced farm-program for Dan-ville community. Master's, 1938. Ala. Poly. Inst.
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1869. Merritt, Sheldon Rhodes. The achievements of certain Cornell univer-
sity students who offered entrance credit in vocational agriculture : a comparison
with a similar group of students with traditional entrance credits. Master's, 1938.
Cornell.

1870. Montgomery, Robert rallace. Setting up training activities for prac-
tice teaching in agricultural education at Camp Hill, Alabama. Master's, 1939.
Ala. Poky. Inst.

1871. Noble, Ernest Foster. Basic considerations for supervising the farm
practice programs of vocational agricultural pupils: a study of conditions in
New York state. Master's, 1939. Cornell. 182 p.

Analyzes replies of 165 teachers of vocatioial agriculture to n questionnaire on the direct
and indirect supervision of farm practice programs given to their agricultural pupils and
on specific methods of teaching,certain important farm practices. Offers concrete sugges-
tions for improving present..practices of direct and indirect supervision.

1872. Payne, J. B. An analysis of broiler production projects of students of
vocational agriculture in Hearne and Bryan. Master's, 1939. Agr. and Mech.
Coll. of Texas. 51 p, ms. a

Describes 58 ct8 in broiler production by students enrolled in vocational agriculture.

me

1873. Porter, illiam H. The occupational status of vocational agriculture
graduates from ve California high schools. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll.
91p.ms.

Analyzes data on 313 graduates. Finds that 31 percent were employed in farming and
14.3 percent were in occupations related to farming; that only 2.2 percent entered college;
and 33.9 percent were in occupations in no way related to agriculture.

b.

1874. Putong, Cecilio. Specific objectives and contents of vocational educa-
tion in agriculture in the Philippines : rice culture. Doctor's, 1937. Chicago.
Chicago, University of Chicago libraries, 1939. 22 p.

1875. Rawlings, William Halper. A study of the factors influencing the
methods of tagging sheep as taught by 15 selected departments of vocational
agriculture in the Edwards plateau. Master's, 1939. Agr. and Mech. Coll. of
Texas. 23 p. ms.

1876. Reeder, Robert Linden. A program of work for the vocational agricul-
ture department of the Central high school, Florence, Alabama. Master's, 1938.
Ala. Poly. Inst.

1877. Rhodes, Thomas R. A study of the forms and devices used in the differ-
ent states in evaluating plograms of vocational agriculture. Master'R, 1939. Agr.
and Mech. Coll..of Texas. 47 p. ms.

Evaluates forms used in the vocational agriculture programs of 16 State; ; and finds little
uniformity In the forMs and devices used.

1878. Salem, Olive A. Surveying aud analyzing the 'farm business. Blacks-
tihrg, Virginia polytechnic institute, 1939.

Presents a specimen farm survey and analysis.

1879. Sanders, Harry W., an& Salem, Olive A. 04anized teaching data on
chickens. Blacksburg, Virginia polytechnic institute, 1939. 79 p. ms.

Attempts to locate and organize the more important experimental and statistical data
on the chicken enterprise for teaching purposes in Virginia.

1880. Seater, Clifton Burnish. A review of tbe coordinated farin programs
developed through adult education in the Van.public-school area 'and a determina-
tion of the possibilities for improving the program. Master's, 1E469. ) Agr. and
Mech. Coll. of Texas. 69 p.

Shows changes which have been made in farming as the result of the adult education
program. ea
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1881. Sowell, Joe Lawson. A study of the types of subject-matter material
prepared and distributed by the°various states of the United states for teachers
of vocational agriculture. Master's, 1939. Agr. and Mech. Coll. of Texas. 6).)

mo.P. ms.

1882. Stewart, Ernest Luther. A study in Chambers county to determine
whether the course in vocationbi itgriculture should be modified ,to hter meet
the needs of both landlord and tenant students. Master's, 1938. Ala. P y. Inst.

1K83. Thurman, Robert Lee. An outline on teaching cotton production in
vocational agriculture. Master's, 1939. Tex. Tech. Coll.

1884. Tippit, Robert R. The relationship between (purse content in vocational
agriculture and farm enterprises in Edwards plateau area. Master's, 1939. Agr.
and Mech.'Coll. of Texas. p.

Analyzes 40 annual teaching plans from 20 departments of vocutioiutl agriculture. Findsthat the annual teaching plans of teachers of vocational agriculture did not allow for n.much time allotment for teaching prohh.ms in major farm enterprises as the important...of these enterprises seemed 4) merit.

1885. Watkins, Oliver Norton. The determinat ion of content 'for certain spe-
eial studies in agriculture. Master's, 1939. _Cornell. 86 p.

Attempts to determine the adequacy of existing courses to meet new needs. and the extentto whick programs are built upon the findings of study and experimeatation.
1886. Williams, Wilton Edward. Problems involved in meeting the needs of

male Latin-American scholastics of Area 10 for Instruction in vocational agrienl-
ture. Master's, 1939. Agr. and Mech. Coll. of Texas. 26 p. ms. o

Finds that althoiigh Latin-Americans constitute about 40 percent of the scholastic poinilation, vocational agriculture departments find it difficult to serve them az only a. smallportion of the group attain secondary school level. Offers suggestions for developing anagricultural education program for them.

1887. Wisner, Francis Earl. An appraisal of agriculture teaching in the light
of modern educational theory. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 87 p. ms.

1888. Wright, Carlton Eugene. A study of the needs for training in farm
shop in high-school departments of vocational agriculture in the State of Vermont.
Master's, 1938. Cornell.

1889. Yates, Harry O., jr. Organization and evaluation of a course of study
in floriculture. Master's, 1939. Rutgeni.

HOME ECONOMICS

1890. Allred, Lila. Factors involved In students withdrawing. from the home
economics division, Texas technological- college, at the end of the freshman year.. Master's, 1939. Tex. Tech. Coll. 112 p. ms.

Finds 'that approximately 40 percent of the students dropped out at the end of thefreshman year due to academic ability, age at entrance, illness, finances, and marriage.Finds tbat previous training in home economics, engagement in part-time work andparental occupation, were not factor8 in student mortality.
1891. Amberson, J. D. A study. of the homemaking activities of in-scliool and

out-of-school women in a tYpical Pennsylvania anthracite town. Master's, 1939.Penn. State. 4

Studies the homemaking activities and interests of freshmen and senior students in home-makinglb courses, and the homemaking interests, homemaking, and remunerative occupationsof representative women who bad been enrolled in the sable high school from 1980 to 1937.
1892. Arends, Sylvia Mabel. Methods used by selected home economics teach-ers to determine and beet kle needs of pupils. Master's, 1939. Iowa State.
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1893. Banks, Anna Katherine. An evaluation of students' attitudes developed
through homemaking instruction in the secondary schools of Oklahoma. Doctor's,
1939. Oklahoma. 71 p. ms.

Constructs attitude scales and administers them to a representative sampling of high-
school itudents who had completed 2 years of instruction in home economics, and to a com-
parable group who had not received such instructiow. Finds that desirable attitudes toward
home and family life are being successfully achieved through home economics instruction
in the secondary schools.of Oklahoma ; and that there is a need for more effective integration
in the development of desirable attitudes and the acquisition of skills and information, am
revealed by a comparison of the scores made on the scales of attitudes in homemaking
with those made on a cooperative testing program to evaidate achievement in skills and
information.

1894. Barbour, Helen Frances. Suggested basic learnings for high-school foods
and nutrition units. Master's, 1939. Oklahoma.

Includes a suggested unit of work on foods and nutrition.

1895. Baie, NI: E. The organization and supervision of home projects in Kan-
sas all-day vocational homemaking schools. Mister's, 1939. Kans. -St. Coil;

Concludes that home projects are desirable; and that the most frequent problem As in
finding time for adequate guidance in selecting, planning. supervising, and evaluating
home projects. Offers suggestions for improving the program for the training of pro-
Fpective teachers and for in-service training of teachers.

:*1596. Benitez Y Tirona, Helena. Federal aid to home econoMics education
thrixigh teacher training. Master's, 1939. George Washington. 87 p.

DiscusseS Vocational Education Acts affecting the preparation of home economics teach-
ersi education of home economics teachers in the States; institutions designated for
preservice education of teachers; curricula in home economics education as offered in
designated institutions; and in-service educati4n of home economics teachers.

1897. Blanshard, Ruth Elizabeth. Exploration of means for determining
student needs in- the area of consumer education. Mosier's, 1939. Tennessee.
85 ms. $ .

Cdmpares the value of the questionnaire and the check list for-determining student needs
in consumer edUcatton,. using as subjects 100 rural, village, and urban home economies
students enrolled In ihe secondary schools of Tennessee. Finds that the questionnaire
revealed stronger implications of Student needs than the check list. Indicates that the
students had an extensive range of buying experietrces which were most frequently related
to inexpensive articles purchased at the 5- and 10-cent store. Reveals implicatións stress-
ing appreciations, understandings, and abilities in selecting instructional .areas of consumer
education rather, than the traditional methods that stressed skills and knowledge of subject
matter.

1898. Bone, Dorothy Hazel. Contributions to eCl for home and family
life made by various courses- at Bloom township high school, Chicago Illejghtg,
Illinois. Master's, 1939. Iowa State.

*1899. Bristow, Rosa L. St. Clair. Participation of prints the devehit-
ment of home economics programs in four Maryland high schools: a study of a
committee technique through which teachers learn from parents, and parents from
teachers, how home economics programs may be adapted to meet community keseds
and conditions. Master's, 1936. Maryland. 78 p.

1900. Burnette, Vera. A study of personal accounts of 50 South Carolina
high school girls. -Master's, 1939. Tennessee. 39 p. ms.

Attempts to learn something of the amount ,of money spent on Or by high-school girls,
the purchases they m'ade and the prices paid for the various articles.

1901. Clarkson, Gladys Marion. A survey of consumer education as given
in 15 state courses of study, 1934-38. Madter's, 1939. George Washington.
61 p. ms.

Traces the development of consumer education in .the United States ; aegional leadershiit
genval and, spec* objectives of consumer education ; and units most frequently used in
the subject;
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1902. Craw, Kfitherine. Home-eronomics learnings for large-sized classes and
short-length periods. Master's, 1939. Syracuse.

Attempts to discover ways that home economics foods content can be adapted to a high
school class of SO or more in a 40- to 50-minute class period, and to evaluate the reults
of the experiment in terms of time, learning, and mental hygiene factors.

1903. Cress, Mrs. Clara Attebery. A curriculum problem in home economics
for teacher Preparing institutions; Doctor's, 1939. New York. 175 p. ms.

Offers suggestions fc$ a transitional program in education for improved home and family
life for teachers and homemakers, based on progressive curriculum development procedures

1904. Douglass, Harl R. Co-ordination of research in home economics with
education. Journal of home economics, 30: 560, October 1938. (University of
North Carolina)

1905. DuBois, May. The development of homemaking in the high schools of
Fort Collins, Colorado. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 235 p. ms.

Studies tbe changes in education for family living during a 10-year period in the FortCollins public schools and influences causing these changes. Finds that the curriculum ha .
been changed from one based largely upon skills to one of diversified units ,offering a broadhomemaking education ; that enrollment in home economics courses increased.

3906. Edgeworth, Clyde Baltzer. A community survey of opinion on consumer
education. Master's, 1939. Maryland. 54 p. ms.

Finds a greater amount of dissension in regard to teaching specific trade practices andcharacteristics of individual products than in regard to teaching the principles and gener-alizations about buying and selling; women are more liberal than men with respect toteaching specific trade practices and the characteristics of individual products; salesmen,advertisers, and publicity men are consistent dissenters against teaching facts about spe-cific products; owners, executives, and managers tend to be liberal toward teaching alltypes of information ; educators do not differ in their attitudes significantly from other
groups; skilled workers, social workers, and labor union members tend to dissent fromteaching specific facts, except about working conditions of production.

1907. Pallor, Clarence Virt Consumer cooperatives and their workers, Doc-
tor's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ.

Analyses replies of 173 Rochdale retail cooperatives employing 1,085 workers coveringthree groups of divergent business activities. Describes cooperative enterprises, and dis.cusses oppobttunities for employmen.t, wages, hours, working conditions, and education ofthe workers.

1908. Fee, Lucile Church. Comparison of regular-term home projects with
summer home projects in vocational schools of Colorado. Master's, 1939. Colo.
St. Coll. 179 p. ms.

Shows that girls are interested in home projects and that the summer group showedthe greater interest; that school time was used in planning for both groups; that fewerreports were written on summer projects; and that the teachers preferred the summerprówrams.

41909. Felder, A. P. Home activities of high-school girls in Pike county, Mis-
sissippi. Master's, 1939. Louisiana State.

Analyses 358 replies to a questionnaire administered to girls in the Pike county highschools. Shows the need for more thorouge trailing in home management, child care,the serving of meals, and the preparation and packing of lunches.

1910. Forbes, Helen b. Home economics contributions to elementary programs.
Master's, 1939. Syracuse, )

Studies the needs of children in a single grade in each of six school systems. Presentsa core curriculum for home economics based on the needs for improvement In socialhabits, personal appearance, and food selection.
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1911. Fougerousse, s'i8ter Mary Hortense. Aspects of progress in home eco-
timuies since 1910. Master's, 1939. Cincinnati. 67 p.

Compares the status of home eco1iouiLc in 1910 with that of the present with tespect
to methods, materials, and equipment.

1912. Frost, Hazel. A measure of skills and information developed through
home economics instruction in the secondary schools of Oklahoma. Doctor's, 1939.
Oklahoma. 112 p. ms.

Compares the achievement in skills add information of home ec6nomics students in
Oklahoma' high schools who have completed 2 years of work above the eighth grade with
an equivalent number of high-school students who hnve not had such instruction. Finds
that skills and information, essential for effective home and family life, are gained
through home economics instruction which are not acquired througki the usual life
experiences of the high-school student.

*1913. Furlong, Hazel Frances. An investigation of the home activities of
high-school girls in Lewiston, Maine. 'Master's, 1939. Maine. 57 p. ms.

Gives a brief description of tbe socio-economic conditions of Lewiston, Maine. Analyzes
400 replies to a questionnaire submitted to girls in the high school as to their home activities
and home economics training needs. Suggests changes in the home economics program
which will make it more valuable to the individual pupil.

1914. Galbraith, Emma Thompson. The value of home economics to pupils
in Chase county community high school, 1928-1938. Master's, 1939. Kans. St. Coll.

Analyses data secured from 113 girls who bad taken home economics in the school during
the 10-year period. Finds that most of the girls participated Activelyr.in homemaking;
that nearly half of them had established homes of. their own ; that few of them had addi-
tional training in home economics after leaving high school. Concludes that the home
economics program of this school should be planned to function in homes of lower income
troups with few modern conveniences; that emphasis should be placed on the importance
of good family relations and instruction that will prepare the girl for marriage should be
included; that the personal and social interests of the girl should be considered, and atten-
tion given to those that she can continue to make use of throughout life; and that sufficient
instruction should be given in child care and guidance to prepare the girl to care for children.

1915. Garner, Emily Topper. A study of the homemaking activities and related
interests of 150 home economics girls in the South Knoxville junior high school.
Master's, 1939. Tennessee. 96 p. ms.

Finds, from a check list and questionnaires based on the diaries kept by a selected group
of 150 Junior high school girls, that they participate in a wide variety of homemaking
activities; that they helped in routine tasks rather than in those of a more independent
nature; that they were interested in activities relating to persqual grooming and care and
repair of clotVg; and that they participated in weekly cleaning activities.

1916. Griswold, Estelle. Teacher training in home economics in the denomi-
national colleges and universities in Texas. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll.

Compares home economics instruction in 10 institutions supported by 6 different denomi-
nations, with the work given in 3 State institutions receiving Federal aid. Recommends
combination degrees for the denominational schools in view of the fact that they did not
meet the minimum requirements set-up for the State schools, and ii view of the fact tbat
few graduates of the denominational schools were teaching home economics.

1917. Haddock, Hortensia. A vocational home-economics program for the
reorganized secondary school in Guayama, Puerto Rico. Master's, 1930. Colo.
St. Coll. 89 p. ms.

Studies 1,244 girls in school and 524 out-of-school girls who had not finished high school,
to determine what should be offered in the home economics course. Indicates tbat the public
schools should offer a well-planned program for girls both in and out of school; that it
should be within the 7- to 10-year levels; that it ,should prepare girls for wage earning and
for homemaking; that itiahould develop-personal attributes demanded of successful workers ;
and that the basic purpose of the program should be bettering living conditions in Guayama.
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1918. Hillegas, Mildred. Cooperation in the teaching of home economics andthe soci;il studies. Master's, 1939. Syracuse.
Attempts to find a feasible plan for home-economics rind social-studies teachers tocooperate in education for home and family life.

1919. Hizson, Beryl. Methods used by 31 Texas home-economics teachers todetermine and meet the needs of pupils. Master's, 1939. Iowa State.
Attempts to discover practices used by a group of teachers in determining and meetingindividual needs of pupils in high-school classes. Finds the methods of determining pupildifferences most frequently reported were observation of pupils in class and extra-classactivities, and visiting in their homes; but that few teachers kept records of data thuscollected, and there was little evidence of its use in teaching.
1920. Houck, Dorothy C. Development of a functional course of study iupublic foods trade for secondary schools. Master's, 1938. Rochester. 153 p. His
Describes a vocational course in foods for boys.

1921. Huey, Mary C. Home economics for men and women other than homeeconomics majors at Indiana central college, Indianapolis, Indiana. Master°,
1939. Purdue.

Develops a course of study in home economics for men and women students other ti anhome economics majors.

1922. Jennings, Dorothy C. Consumer education in home-economics classes injunior high schools. Master's, 1939. Southern California.9.
Shows tbe need for consumer education in the junior high schools.
1923. Jenson, Leona Vey. Modifications in the supervision of home projectsin Arizona. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 96 p. ms.
Studies the attitudes of parents, teachers, and pupils toward home projects. Finds thatmost teachers enjoyed home projects and believe in their value; that parents cooperatewell; and that 76 percent of the pupils like the projects. Recommends that home projectsbe maintained, but that time be given the teachers for adequate supervision ; that theinterests of the girls be explored before projects are planned. Suggests that a plan formotherteacher cooperation might be advisable.

1924. Johnson, Eileen. Home-mechanics instruction for girls in homemakingclasses in Colorado. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 137 p. ms.
Studies home-mechanics instruction in 76 high schools. Finds that some home mechanicsinstruction is given in most of these schools. usually in tbe last 2 years; and that thephases most frequently included were general care and repair, use and care of equipment.and plumbing.

1925. Johnston, Nina. Factors which influence girls in the election óf homeeconomics in the senior high schools of Sioux City, Iowa. Master's, 1939. IowaState.
Finds that factors affecting election were limited understanding of the scope of theprogram, lack of interest, dislike for junior high school work, meeting college-entrancerequirements, preference for other courses, dislike of teacher, crowded schedule, belief thatthey could learn home economics at home, and belief that seniorhigh school courses repeatjunior high school work; that pupils elected home economics courses because of interest.appeal of previous work, adult advice, and marks.

1926. Jordan, Gladys Green. The influence of high-school home-economics and'science courses upon the grades earned by home economics majors in college.Mast*, 1939. North Texas St. T. C.
Find that a higher grade point average was made in college home economics coursesby students who had home econmics in high school ; and that students who had twoand one-half or more units in science made a higher grade-point average in colkge chemistry.
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1927. Kauffman-Springer, Fern, An outline for a course iu bomemaking for
boys in high schools based on sugges.tions made by 160 boys and 102 fathers.
Master's, 1939. Purdue.

Shows that two-thirds of the fathers studied participate in homemaking activities. and
that they learned by.the "trial and error" method. Formullites n tentative course of study
in homemaking for boys in the high school at Roanoke. ill.

192S. Kuntz, Margaret. _X correlated program Mr nutrition teaching. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 87 p.

Analyzes records kept of nutrition facts taught by teacio-rs IlL the grades in junior and
senior high schools in Marseilles. Finds considerable overlapping. Lists items which
might be eliminated from home economics courses. and items which need cooperativ study.

1929. Lehman, Florence. Activities of certain homemakers in central Kansas
with reference to foods. Master's, 1939. Kans. St. Coll.

Analyzes data secured by interviews from Ts boniernakers as to the kinds of 'foods. their
uses. and means of preservation used in these Kansas homos. Offers suggestions for
teaching foods and their use in the home economics curriculum of tbe high schools.

1930. LeMoine, Ralph A. The present status of consumer education in the
.public secondary schools of Iowa. Master's. 1939. Iowa.

1931. List, Opal Waymire. Extracurricular responsibilities of home econom-
ics teachers. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 152 p. ms.

Finds that instructors in physical education and vocational agriculture spend more
time out of class on extracurricular responsibilities than do home economics and other
teachers; that 87 different kinds of demands are made on the home economics teacher in
class. more than twice the number made on any other group of teachers.

1932. Long, Alma. A study of conditions which may have contributed to the
withdrawal of students from a school of home economics operating at the college
level. Lafayette, Ind., Purdue university, 1939.

Finds that the scholastic records of withdrawals were similar to those of pupils remain-
ing in tbe college ; that reasons for withdrawal were ec rnic difficulties, dissatisfaction
witb work or requirements, marriage, lack of intercst, d scouragement over grades. and
desire for training not available at the institution.

'1933. Mifflin, Elizabeth. A study of the curricular needs in home economics
of a typical Pennsylvania anthracite town. Master's, 1939. Penn. State. 4 vols.

Attempts to determine whether or not changes should be reCommended in the home
economics program of the Shamokin, Pa., High School, as shown by a study of the needs
of the high-school pupils and of the graduates, in relation to family living and remunerative
opportunities. Recommends that the home economics program be broadened to include the
following phases : Personal appearance. personality development, family relationships, per-
sonal and family health, child care. household management, food in relation to health, food
for special occasions, care of clothing, clothing construction, consumer buying, and leisure-
time 'activities, a unit of work in vocational interests; and that these phases of home
economics be offered for adult study as well to theinitchoolpupils.

1934. ?killer, Anna June. A study of behavior changes. Master's, 1939.
Syracuse.

Evaluates reported behavior changes resulting from the New York State educational
program in secondary school homemaking during the school year 1936-37. Evaluates course
content and teaching procedures in terms of behlivior changes in order to give dir4tion to
hpmemaking curriculum building.

1935. Nicholson, Romaine. A huluanIrtslationg course for boys In the State
of Washington. Master's, 1939. Washington.

Surveys the status of home economics for boys in WaRliington and throughout the United
States. Develops five units as a suggestive program in human relations for the Washing-
ton curriculum, and describes methods of teaching the subject.

23z,125-41--13
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1936. Noll, M. C. Boys' interests concerning home eeonomics. Master's, 1li
Southern California,

Attempts to determine the needs of junior high school boys in various phases of Limeeconomics, through an interpretation of their expressed interef-ts. Finds that boys iii thrseventh grade are nwst interested in all phases of home economicS; those in the eiL:11q1grade are interested to a fair degree; and those in the ninth grade are interested only it .cooking; that there is little correlation between intelligence and the number and hills'of preferences listed in their answers to a questionnaire ; awl that a coure in home el...tunnies "(and fit boys of all grades and all mental luvels without difficulty.

1937. Pepin, Leevera. A study of the contributions of the household arts cur-
riculum to the needs of certain former students. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M.

Attempts to' determine to %%bat extent the present curriculum of the household at-idepartment of the Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechtnical College contributes to the forinuvgraduates and the changes that should be made to make a well-rounded curriculum. Inih(sates that the present curriculum meets the neeqs of its graduates, and offers changesadditions to improve the curriculum.
41.

1938. Peyton, Alice B. An evaluation of the teaching of art principles in aclothing class. 3.1astet:\'s, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 94 p.
Indicates that the teaching of related art in the high-school clothing class develops agreater knowledge of and judgment in the use of art principles in the selection of clothing.
1939. Riley, Jack T. Study of consunwr education in the Oklahoma schools.

Mastèr';, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Shows that school officials favor extending consumer training although so far little hasbeen done about teaching the subject.

1940. Roberts, Ruth Elizabeth. The development of a study guide in con-
sumer-buying for leaders of parent education groups, Master's, 1939. Iowa.

1941. Rogers, George Gilbert. Consumer education in cooperatives, and thyteaching of cooperation to high school pupils. Master's', 1938. Kans. St. T. C.,Emporia. 46 p. ms. (Abstract in: Kansas state teachers college of Emporia.Studies in education, 17 : 11)
Gives a stiort history of the cooperative movement and shows the past practice in consumer education in cooperatives. Recommends proposed courses of study materials fipruse in consumer education at the high-school level. Shows the need for such education.
1942. Schneider, Frances. A study of at titudes of boys toward certain familyrelationships. Master's, 1938 Minnesota. 150 p. ms.
Analyzes replies to a questionnaire checked by 100 boys in five cities and towns beforeand after instruction in a unit on family relationships. rinds that even before instruction,most of the boys had desirable attitudes; that many of the viewpoints were little changedby instruction ; and that greater improvement was nufde in the case of groups taught withthe major objective of changing attitudes than In the case of those where this was not adefinite aim.

1943. Simmons, Uarda. Teaching efficiency of a group of home-economiesgraduates of Louisiana state university. Master's, 1939. Iowa State.
Evaluates the effectiveness of the teacher-education program in one institution. Concludethat pre-service education should place more emphasis on means of determining and curing for the needs of individual pupils. evaluation of pupil progress in all aspects of developmerit. interpretation of home economics to the community, and on greater range andamount of professional reading.

1944. Singer, C. Analysis uf the course offerings la the School of home eco-!winks, Ohio state university, front 1928-29 to 1937-38, inc1usly4 Master's, 1939.Ohio State.

Coll.
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1945. Smith, N. A study of certain asioacts of the development Of the home
reonoraics program in the teachers i.ollege school. Master's. 1939. North
Tvxas St. T. C.

Gives a brief history of titie high school ill relation hi its function. :is ;I lahlrat(4-y
the nature of the development of the home economics program. enrollment hy grades and
courses, the nature of the supervisory program.

1946. Stapp, Margaret Reynolds. Experience units introducing consumer
education into_ the program of the junior high school. Master's, 939. Ala. Poly.
Inst.

1947. Stone, Mary Agnes. A study of housing as taught on the m.condary
level. Master's, 1939. Texas St. Coll. for Womeh.

1948. Stone, Robert Crofford. Experience units in improving honw living based
upon a community survey. Vaster's, 1938. Ala. Poly. Inst.

1949. Sullivan, Nell Tanner.. Consumer buying habits of 111 home-economics
students in the University of Tennessee. Master's, 1939. Tennessee. 174 p. ms.

Compares the buying habits in textiles and clothing of the home econowics students in
each of the 4 years at the University of Tennessee, to determine the cumulative effort 1f

consumer education in helping students meet their buying problems. Finds that the stu
dents desire more-information and training in buying problems in textiles and clothing ;
that they show the need for correlating knowledge and practice; that they show the need
fur more definite planning of clothing needs followed by method-4'11f carrying out plans
as they were set up; that they were not greatly influenced by advertisements when buying ;

and that most of them make their purchases unaided 1)y other people.

1950. Thompson, Janie Lou. Survey of teacher preparation for variou sub-
ject combinations with home economics in Oklahoma, 1937-38. Master's, 1939.
Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Analyzes data on 261 teachers in the high schools of Oklahoma teaching home economics
in combination with one or more other subjects. Finds that there are a total of 34 differ-
ent teaching combinations with home eConomics subjects.

1951. Thompson, Lewis A. Consumer education for adolescents. Master's,
1939. California, L. A.

Shows a definite need for a comprehensive course in consumer education that will integrate
the wide variety of consumer education available and develop skills that will function in
the everyday experiences of adolescents as purchaserb of goods and services.

1952. Thompson, Ouida F. Educational needs having implications for the
home-economics program of boys and girls of the junior high school, Montevallo,
Alabama. Master's, 1939. Iowa State.

Analyzes replies to a questionnaire filled out by 182 boys and girls, and interviews held
with 41 parents and with community leaders.

1953.. Walbert, Elizabeth D. Managerial ability of students in home-manage-
ment houses and of home makers. Master's, 1939. Kans. St. Coll.
Determines factors contributing to the development of managerial abilities and evaluates

present home management teaching methods. Stiows the importance of understanding the
background of each student and of friendly constructive student-adviser relationships.

1954. Weersing, F. J. A study of homemaking education for boys. Maker's,
1938. Southern Calriornia.

Suggests that training for marriage and fi;mily life begin when the child enters school ;
be unified around home acti;rities ; and be taught by well-qualified persons.

1955. Whitten, Kathryn. The effect of home-economics instruction in foods
upon the food habits of a selected group of high-school gths. Master's, 1939.
Kans. St. Coll.

Analyses data obtained from 54 girls enrolled in vocational homemaking in Ellis, Kips.,
High School during the fall semester of 1939. Concludes that their food habits showed
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some improvement, but tbat improvempn[ %%as not as great as it should have been. I LAI' or..
that food courses in this school shouN be rolirinnizNI and ditfernnI tynehing
used.

1956. Williams, Doris. The devil.01111)1'ml of the home 4'cfn4Imi(s program in.
Texas, 1917 to 1937. Master's, .1939. Colo. St. Coll. 134 p. ms.

Covers administration fio 1 ic ies. changes in curriculum, number of schools offering hve
vconemics courses, enrollment. boys classes, State and district conferences, State contpstb
nd rallies.

195Z. Williams, Grace Prevost. Effect of high-tchool home-economies instruc-
tion on food habits of a group of Japanese girls in Southern California. Mater's.
1939. Iowa State.

Attempts to determine the effect of the study of foods in high-school 114)nie.e0)nonou,
courses on the adequacy the ,diets of Japanese girls and on tbe adoption of American
foods by. Japanese families in one section of the country. Concludes that instruction hail
little effect on willingness to acf:ept American food.

-1958. Wolf, Ilse Hildegarde. A study of aspects of the scholastic records of
tudents and their performance in first-year home economics courses in the Uni-

versity of Texas. Master's, 1939. Texas.
Studies the relationship between the student's scholastic rank in high school, number of

high-school credits in homemaking, and college performance in first-year home-economies
courses, by analyzing the records of 621 students. Shows a tendency for students of aver
age or below average rank to select home economics.

CHARACTER EDUCATION $

*1959. Ahern, Alvin A. The ,significance of the views of John Dewey and
William Ernest Hocking for morttl education. Master's, 1939.° New York. 16.'0

p. ms.
Finds that they agree on the method of moral training.
1960. Burton, Ethel Sandell. Character diagnosis and development in sec-

ondary schools. Master's, 1939. Clark. (Abstract in: Clark university bulletin
no. 145: 146-48)

Maintains that ideas and ideals attractively presented to n young person and subtle
quently accepted by his Critical judgment will be reinfOrced by his emotional drives and
inherent idealism ; and that the best way to supersede unworthy desires is to revearb'etter
ones; and tbat through good guidance attitude-sets will result in accord with an improving
sense of personal values. Presents 22 incidents based on biographies and autobiographiesof 5 girls and 17 boys who have made notable names for themselves, and works out quese
tions for use in group discussion showing how other personalities bavil met life situations,

1961. Carpenter, Dorothy H. Herbart's theory of character education. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Bouton Univ. 97 p. ms.

1962. Foltz, Alma B. A handbook in character education for grade seven.
Master's, 1939. Ind. st. T. C. Alikp. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana state teachers
college. Teachers college journa , 0: 145, July 1939)

Presents a preview of the character education movement, and formulates a practical pro
gram for a handbook in grade T.

1963. Haverkamp, Frederick William. The Book of Proverbs as a source of
moral instruction. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 72 p.

1964. Hogle, Charles Newman. The relation of relifion to character. Mas-
ter's, 1938. Columbia.

1965. Lodge, Helen Mary. Developmental trends and group differences in
moral judgment in children. Master's, 1938. Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordham
university. Dissertations accepted for higher degrees in the Graduate school of
arts and sciences, 1939: 97)

.
Studies group differences and development trends in moral judgment of children rangingin age from 5 to 12 years, comparing a group of English-speaking children whose parents
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were engaged lu such professions as law. medicine. teaching and allied fields. and a group
of Spanish-speaking children whose parents were Puerto rlcan and residents of the Puerto
Rican settlement in New York City. Finds definite trends in development cd* moral Judgment
eoncerning all phases of the tests used evidenced in the sixth year; that between the ages
of 6 and 8 the greatest recognition of wrong as wrong took place ; that the Englishspeaking
group showed a bigher and keener development of moral judgment due mainly to funda-
mentally religious educational training. Indicates that due to intellectual maturation even
before tkie sixth year, the child knows and recognizes right and wrong and in its Own way
expects punishment or reward.

1966. Love, Manerva. Character training in the elementary gradps. Master's,
193s. Texas St. Coll. for Women. SO p. ms.

1967. MtCluskey, Joseph Pruor, jr. A study of a -boarding school from the
standpoint of character education. Master's, 1938. Columbia.

0

1903. Mackay, Frances G. A study to determine the value of a one semester
flmrsejln social science in which the :dal n4;s personality and character deve1op-
ment. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

1969. Messick, J. D. Personality and character development. New York,
Fleming H. Revell company, 1939. 192 p. (Elon college)

Discusses character educatiun plans, juvenile delinquency records. and surve3s. Con-
cludes that early training and prophylact ic methods must be employed to assure right conduct.

1970. Phelan, Joseph Gerard. Experimental inve§tigation of the, moral
judgment of adolescent boys. Master's, 1938. Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordham
university. Dissertations accepted for higher (legrees in the Graduate school
arts and sciences, 1939 : 99-100)

1)escribes an experiment conducted to determine the ditierences in the expressed moral
standards Of.high-school boys trained in two Catholic high schooh4 and in four public high
schools in New.York City, as shown by the results of a moral judgment test. Finds that
the religious school group consistently offered motives based on moral principle ; that the
public-school group iesponded with proportionately fewer mot Ives based on moral principle
and many more motives based on cons( quoit es to the individual and rationalization in
defense of wrong action.

1971. Prescott, Arthur Chester, jr. The value of teachers' ratings 9f .char-
acter traits in the prediction of college success. Master's, 1939. Arizona.
58 p. ms.

1972. Ray, George Edward. Recent appro.aches to character education
through practices and activities, 1925-1938. Master's, 1938. Ind:St. T. C. 265
p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana state teachers college. Teachers (ollege journal,
10: 134-35, July 1939)

Finds that character education has been a subject of vital interest to people of all ages ;
that in the past tile church and the home bore the responsibility for character training;
that a new emphasis has come into all education with character education the main objective
of the educational process ; that direct and indirect methods of character education have
been tried ; that clubs, extracurricular activities, ami organizations are placing character
building as their primary objective and are succeeding the more because of their doing so ;
that some of the mote prominent approaches are through discipline. dramatization. law,
exhortation, counseling and mental hygiene, discussion. and participation. Discusses
schemeaior character education devised by schools, cities, and States.

1971 Saye, Leonta. A partial survey of character education programs in the
public fichools of the United States. Master's 1939. Alabama. 74 p. ms.

1974. Torphy, Nary Jane. A study in character. Master's, 1939. Marquette.
208 p. ms.

1975. Wijkinson, Herbert James. A suggested program for the teiching of
human relations iii the public schools of Florida. Master's, 1938. Florida.
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REL1GI9US EDUCATION.

1976. Adams, Albert Edward. A survey orreligious education conducted by
the Hawaiian Board of missions and the jnter-c.hurch federation in the puldir
schoOls of Cuba. Master's, 1938. Hawaii.

1977. Adams, Elsie. Incidents from Lincoln's youth for use in religious (A11-
(1104)1). linster's, 199. ribeshylerin II roll. 9t; p.

Studies the first 30 years of Abraham Lincoln's life, including his. boyhood and yout h 11.Indiana. and elasities source material and arranges 'it for use in guiding youth.
1978. Baezzler, Sister: St. Alfred of Rome. Contribution of We congregation

Id Notre Dame of Montreal to education in the. United States. Master's, 193(.1
Fordham.

Describes the various educational activitivs carried on by the vongregation of Notre Dam,as indicative of the general trend seen in Iht. &veil Talent of Roman Catholic education.
1979. Baker, Milford L. The department of religion in the Southern Baptistsenior colleges anruniversitit.s. Mastifs, 193S. South( nt Baptist. 90 p.
Finds that there are S uni rsities, frt oeducatiotml. and 11 women's colleges under Oh.auspices of the Southern Ba s t !lurch; t hat 5 States .have as many as 3 institutions. andthat 4 States have at le 1 institution ; that the Bible department is not on equal foOtin:with other department of the institutions and the requirements of thedepartment are notcomparable to thos f other departments : and that 17 departments have teachers with thedoctor's degr

lyth, E. Jane. A study of the use of the ideaS of God and Jesus atthe kindergarten age level. Master's, 1938. Chicago. 89 p. ms.
Studies the lesson materials. both tonal. r's textbooks and leaflets for the children whitl;were used in the 23 different rhurches of to dicrereni denominations visited. F1nd7i thattextbook writers are confused about the terms and concepts for God find Jesus vifhich shooidused with the kittdergarten child : that teachers are eonfused and often have no adAgnaheknowledge of the terms thpy. use. Shows the need for more adequate training Qf theteachers of children and for further study of the use of ideas of God and Jesus for theireffects on the kindergarten child.

1981. Boren, Marcelle V. A. study of the personnel, status, and activities ofdirectors of religious education In local Protestant churches of the United StatNand Canada. Master's, 1938. Presbyterian Coll. 114 p.
Attempts to determine the size of churches and budgets where directors are employed;the educational organization and opportunities offered by churches; the working conditionsand relationships of the director to pastor and church; academic and professional training.qualifications, advancement. and recognized needs in training; and duties of the directorof religious education in the local church.

1982. Cellar, Helen E. A -study of the program of Christian education inselected Presbyterian churches. Master's, 1939. Presbyterian Coll. 67 p. ms.
Finds little difference between the educational programs of rural and urban churches:that the rural minister gave more leadership to the educatIonal program than did the urban:that the greater part of the educational program was devoted tO young people's activities:that parent education was neglectéd by the churches; that missionary education was obi.of the strung points of the program ; and that weekday church schools were the exceptionrather than the rule in these rhurches.

1983. Dawson, Helen Bailey. A manual for the worker in adult Christianeducation in the local parish. Master's, 1938. Columbia.
*1984. Dunstan, Joh6 Leslie. A study of vie factors making for the con-tinued participation of individuals in the progrannf a city church. with particuhirattention to the adolescent-adult transition. hoctor's, 1935. T. C., Col.- Univ.Hhnolulu, 1938. 201 p.
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19%...1. Farquharson, Beth. A study if !I:0k uìal wganizat tons and the church
in relation to the needs of high-sch'01:Igto youth with speial reference to TAilicytte.
Wagtington. Alasttb:77, Siunittair

Fitzsimons: Ambler. Thp .11..iiciwo I 110)414.rn setmlar education upon
the church school. Mnsler's.

19S7. Franklin, S. P. Latent sources for rcikr,ions educa hull public-school
curricula. Pittsburgh, University of Pittsburgh. 1939.

Ws& Harman, John L. .1. study of the subject matter for religious education
in Sunday school lesson materials.

C.

Bachelor of Divinity. 1939. Union Thoo-.

1989. Harialy, Paul Witmore. The attitude of high school seniorg toward
certain aspects of education. Doctor's.
university bulletin, vol. 14 213-17.)

Describes an experiment in which an Psi erially Irmo ed attitude scale tas adminis-
tered to 1.572 Nebraska high school seniors in :"Ir) high sillon19. and thvir rPut its (.otn-
pared with the responses obtained from 130 select nivnibers I If the Society for curricuom
study. Shows a !well for more functional teaHtin:: dirtqled toward the :n0:viduAl
Interests, and needs of boys and girls.

1990. Johnson, Esther Edith. Unit --of study for young people: Toward a
dynamic Christian fellowship. Master'R MS. Columbia.

Stanford. (Abstract in: Stanford

1991. Holt, Florence Eugenie. A philosophy of religious education. Master's,
1938. Columbia.

1992. Houghton, Herbert Richardson, jr. Autipodaltemphases iu religious
educationa correlation. Bachelor of Divinit y, 1939. Union Theological.

malk1993. Balassay, Louis A. The educational and religious history of the Hun-
garian Reformed church in the tnited States. Doctor's 1939. Pittsburgh.
( Abstract in : University of Pittsburgh. Abstract s of t in:ses, researches completed,
and biblibgraphy of publication's, 15: 154-58)

Traces the origin and development of the Hungarian n)411 Church ill Europe, Alexico.
Brazil, Canada, and the United States. Studies its educational work in the Sunday school.
weekday school, Sa t n rday school. and daily vacation B:ble school, and the manner in which
this group took advantage of Amerkan instruction in the field of higher education.
Describes the orphan asylum and the old folks home which were established in 1921 and in
1931, respectively.

1994 Kearns, Francis \E. Changing sncial emphases in the Methodist Episcopal
church. Doctor's, 1939. Pittsburgh. ( Abstract in : University of Pittsburgh.
Abstracts of theses, researchPs Completed, and bibliography of publications, 15:
159- )

Traces the changing emphases of the Methodist Epkcopal church on temposace, race
relations, family life. war and peace. and economic life. and discusses education aR an.
instrument of achievement.

1995. Langhals, Sister Mary Philemon. A study of the minimum essentials
in religion. Master's, 1939. Loyola. 287 p.

besaibes a project in which 2.187 items were submitted to 329 teachers of religion, and
963 items were selected as the minimum essentials.

1996. McCann, Sister Thomas Maria. Religion in Oatholic high schools of
the United States. Doctor's, 1939. 4Fordham. 185 p. ms.

Finds that the content of the religion. courses is dependent on the zeal, ability, and
nthusiasm of the administrative staff of each school ; that pupils transferring from one
school to another may miss soft* necftssitry instruction us courses Vary from school to
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school ; tip. pupils knilw1e4114s. 4)1 religii)n ateunlin:: Ill the t tAi blink ih."1
that there Is a phssihility nf repetition of !patter kill null in I hP elPmentary school
there may bo little uniformity in tip. training .1f high.-clifiid trricher : and t 11:j .
practices vary (lass %is!? :t mi.(1p1 loc.s:tInF oNivriencril t. ai;.e1. .. rcciiil h
called tParhen.' meetings.

1997. McCoy, Glenn Ernest. The adtninistrntion of discipline hi Iowa high
4'hoo1s. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

199S. McCullough, Sixfcr Marie. Contributions of Ursplititts to education
ill archdiocese of New York. Master's, 1939. Fordham.

Describes the various educational activities carried on by the Urstilines
the general trend in the development of Roman Catholic education.

1999. Mclatti4 Ralph Earl. Personality lind religion : a psychological study
of personality in relation to the functioning of religion. Doctor's, 1939. Southern
Baptist. 184 p.

2000. Mahoney, Mary Clare. A curriculum in religion for part.-time instruc-
tion. Master's, 1939. Marquette.

2001. Marrinan, Sister Mary Patrick. The Protestant revolt and social ori-
entation as a secondary project. Master's, 1939. Boston Coll.

2002. Martin, Eleanor V. A study of the development of religious education
in Sewickley. Master's, 1939. Presbyterian Coll. 182 p. ms.

2003. Nuttall, Anna Ruth. The contributions of Alfred the Great to religious
education. Doctor's, 1938. Boston Univ. 129 p. ms.

Shows that Alfrod the Greet erected monasteries and endowed them in order to have
a constant supply of religious leaders; that his °schools insured the religious education ofthe younger generation and that of the future adults of England; that his regulations andlaws insured a religious basis for all legal and civil actions and his schools provided anedneated Judiciary.

2004. Palfry, Virginia. A study of the methods of motivating private devo:
thins in Presbyterian summer conferences for seniors and young people. Master's,
193a Presbyterian Coll. 81 p. ms.

- Shows the need for instruction of delegates, better materials, inore adequate spiritual
leaders, and better plans for continuing conference habits.

2905. Park, Mrs. E. W. An inquiry into the use of the methods of progressive
eilui;ation in the modern church school with reference to the child of kindergarten

as indicative If

age. Master's, 1939. Oglethorp.
Shows how and why tbe church uses tools of secular education in the training ot INchildren.

I.

.2006. °Person, Harold J. A studs of present Activittes of extension education
for professional church workers,,Itly, or ordained, carried on by constituent units
of the International counell educat:ion. Master's. 1939. Presbyterian
Coll. 60 p. ins,

Finds a need for the denominational boavls, State and local councils to discover whattheir professional leaders,need for further training; that character education needs empliait 'this time in order to bring the professional unordained and ordained workers closertogether ; that the organIzatlom should hairigooil libraries. and that the use of new methodsshould be helpful in making fmh approaches.
. 4

gf2007. Poe, Hilleary Wood. A study weekday religious education in Hftmil-A

ton county. Master's, 1938. Cincinnati. 75 p.
Finds that the weekday church schools compare favorably with the public schools in thecommunities where they are c6ii1ucted ; t.r.tet tbe schools are under..thv 'management of tbeHamilton county council of religionsbeitiofi and a local-__committoe -inch district inwhich weekday church schools are located; that no public-school property is used bp themeekday church schools; that only pupils who have a written. rcIiifbloE !signed by one
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1..1 runt or guardiun. are enrolled in the weekday cburch schools : and where these schools

ire established. on average of 9:1 percent of publicschool enrollment of the grades included

in the weekday church school attend ; that.the faculty of these schools consists of 12 mem-
bers and 1 supedvisor : nnd that the Hamilton county council on religious education bas
developed its own child-centered or experience-centered curriculum and its own text for
each course of study in its 31 centers.

200S. Purkiss, Margaret Elizabeth. Tlw construction of a summer camp

program of Christian education for early
_ t

adolescent girls,, Master's, Mt,. Biblical

Seminary.

2009. Scheele, SiNter Mary Augustine. Eduratiimal asiMTIS 4 great spiritual

writers. Doctor's, 193!1. Mahluette.

2010. Scotford, Ruth. Educatitin flu. Christian home. Master's, 19:*%

lutubia.

2011. Smith, Doris Montgomery. Survey of tlw use of music in religious

education. Master's, 1939. Southern California.

*2012. 'Steen, Thomas Wilson. The voratitmai choices of students whose
religious beliefs limit their occupational opportunities. Doctor's, 19). Chicago.

chicago. University of Chicago libraries, 1939. 132 p.

Studies the vocational adjustments of students in Seventh Day Adventist educational
institutions ecause1 they are encountering serious occupational problems not common to
college students in general. Describes the Adventist colleges. and the management of their
professional schools. Shows that in 1937 the total number of employoess in all Adventist
organizations and institutions in North America was 9.431, of whom some 3,300 were eon-
.necttd with sanitariums and hospitals ; 568 with the publishing houses: 1.900 with schools of
all grades; 1.S61 were ministers and conference office employees; and 1.802 were colporteurs
and miscellaneous workers : that of this total, only 5.s93 occupied positions in which at least
some college or professional training is a prerequisite. Shows the great need for educational
and vocational guidance in these colleges and for a continuous survey of the occupational
possibilities for Adventist youth. Proposes the creation of n board of higher education to
control all of tbe college:: and professional schools maintained by the church.

2013. Stockton, Elsie L. A study of special needs and availat* re.ources
for the vacat ion church schools in the Intermountain area. Master's, 1939. Pres-
byterian Coll. 140 p. ms.

Finds R need for materials especially adapted for use in the small rural vacation church
sthools.

2014. Talbott, John Russell. An evaluation of young people's summer con-
ferences among the Disciples of Christ luoludinna for 1936-37. Master's, 1938.
Coll. of the Bible. 129 p. ms.

Shows that the local church has n responsibility in the personal guidance of its young
people in terms of future leadership; that it must have a definite program for seleLting the
young people who will represent it at conference; that the conference week mut.t provide
for a definite program of personal counseling throughont the week; that faculty members
must tie required to furnish a course outline for the courses they are to teach before the
conference week begins.

2015. Taylor, Georgia Fairbanls. The establishment of the Episcopal
church in New Orleans, 1805-1g40. Mastev's, 1938. Tulane. (Abstract in
Tulane university of Louisiana. Abstracts of theses, 1938: 46-49) '

Shows tbat Christ Church wis the first protestant church established in litiultila-na, and
that tbe first rector started a priv.a.ke school, the first attempt to educate the protestant
youth in the city and in the surrounding country.

2016. Thompson, Kenneth L. The status and trends of weekday religious
instruction in the bigh schools of the United States. Master's, 1038. East. Bap-
tist. 42 p. ms.

Finds that weekday religious education gained a foothold in the high schools of the United
States about 1010; and that of tbe 01 high schools reported to be conducting weekday

347).p. Ins.
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re1igi4,us instruction in MG, 46. which includes 10 provided by the Mormon churcb. s.ii:conduct weekday religious n ; that of the 21 high schools reportinc enrolln,i!only 3 have 100 or more enrolkd in religious instruction classes; that thi re is a lack u;uniformity in the us.. If ti xtl,('oks. a total of 27 different texts being used; that thor-a higher moral tone in the Ugh schools atid in t; e communities having weekday rtligninstruction in the 14i.::1 and thAt ti.e most prolfl..ni is ti:at of indifTcrt,i,on the part of parents and kl:tirc!o..; t) opportim,ties offered Ills form ofinstructir.n.

2017. Underwood, Frederic. Some contributions of psychiatry to religionseducation. Doctor's. 193!). Pittsburgh. (Abstract : University Of PittshmhAbstracts of tht.ses. vsearches completed, and bibliography of publication,15: 397-404)
Piscusses the plicral rvlatiot.ships (If rili;:iou, :did health; religious education ind I prnynt of the individual ti.rwr.:11 adolescence a;id 'ntri adulthoodthe contributions of psychiatry Ili st.indards in character education.
21118. Warwick, Betty. A study of the religious and socia concept ofadolescents in Mt. Clemens high school. Master's, 11E39. Michigan.
2019. Whitmore, Austin R. The use of the New Testa.ment in Christianeducation. Master's, 1939. Union Theological.
*2(00. Williams, John Paul. Social adjustment in Methodism : the adjustment of the Methodist Episcopal church to the changing needs of its constituency.as illustrated by a survey of the opinions of the Methodists liviitg in and nearSpringfield, Mass. Doctor's. 1937. T. C.. Col. Univ. New York, Teacherslege, Columbia university, 193S. 131 p. (('ontributions to Cducation, no. 765)
2021. Willkens, Fred H. A history of Protestant adult religious education.1900-1938. Doctor's, 1939. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh.Abstracts of theses, researclAbs complete(1, and bibliography of publicatioL%.15: 413-19)
Tral es the development of adult ro!izious Nlucation in connection with the Protestantchurch schools in the United States. t iv'. a brief 41e:-cript ion 41f Ho. American Sundaschool movement and of adult edmatifin. -,cril,es the do% vl.pnitint of adult religion.education in the United States.
2022. Young, W. Ernest. A curriculum of readings in the field of religion%education from Spanish-American sources designed for seminary students. Ma%-ter's, 1939. Brigham Young.

PRESCHOOL EDUCATION
'2023. Borgeson, Gertrude M. Techniques used by the teacher during thenursery school luncheon period. Doctor's, 1937. T. C., Col. Univ. New York.Teachers college, Columbia university, 1938. 214 p. (('hild development mono-graphs. Monograph no. 24)
*2024. Christianson, Helen Marguerite. Bodily rhythmic movements ofyoung children in relation to rhythm in music : an anaktical study of an organizedcurriculum in bodily rhythms, including potential and functioning aspects inselected nursery sthool, kindergarten, and first grade groups. Doctor's, 193s.T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1938. 196 p(Contributions to education, no. 736)
*2025. Fite, Mary D. Aggressive behavior in young children and children%attitudes toward aggression. Doctor's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ. Genetic ps)etiology monographs, 1940, 22: 151-319.
Studies six nursery school children to discover the attitudes of nursery school childrentoward physically aggressive behavior ; to discover how and in what ways the child's exper;ewe in nursery school :Weds the formation of these attitudes. Shows that each chill'e
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response tillvNtitilis 011 liggri1Vt 1).::ablor ri.devtd parental attitudes and ruks
Imposed by parents at home; that there was nil consistent relationship ls.twcen
ntt:tudes toward aggrPssion and alz.:resivo avior t,iward children : that the ne1.11

tn stand up for nne's own rights and to exl:ibit a certain amount of agizresi'ou will other
children forced the child on Occasion t h viate from 1,arental rules; that the doe1opinent

strong friendships and the increa.e of Ltroill fetL:r.: with trnded to bring with if
increasing indcpen(Ience on adult rules; and that Ow an entity devtlopoll a of
standards of its own, independent to a lar:z .xtent of adult rules.

*2026. Gutteridge, Mary V. .o.nie aspects of motor achievement in young
hildren.- Doctor's. 1939. T. C.. Col. Univ. New York. 1939, 178 p. (Archives
of psychology, no. 244)

Compares motor activities of children ranging in n..:e from 2 to 7 years in nursery bchools,
kindergartens, and primary grades in many parts of the United States and in a small group
of children of the same aze rati::e in Linesiln School. Teachers C1I.e. Con:pares achievo-
ment ratings of nge groups. between boys and girls in each activity and between the
results of one activity with those of another. rnds that ytmsig children 6114 NV 11.1- it tir control
and proficiency far in advance 1* blief and traditii.n; that equipment providel
for motor activities tends to be stcreotyi ed and does not milet the reqtlirements of the
majority of children nor provide varyinz .pportunitles in line with growing abilities.

2027. Heller, Shirley Miriam. An experimental study of frustration in pre-
school children. Master's, 1939. Clark. (Abstract in: Clark university bulletin,
no. 143 : 134-35)

Describes an experiment in which a group of preschool children were subjected on three
occasions to mild frustrations to determine the different types of response made by the
children.

*2028. Howe, Sarah Ruth. The creative use of play materials by the pre-
school child. Master's, 1939. Penn. state. 29 p. nis.

Attempts to determine whether or not there is a relationship lietween the sex. chrono-
logical age, mental acuity, and the creative ability of 2- to -I-year-oldt children as shown
by their use of block;. paints. and clay. using as sullocts children in the nursery school
of the Department of Home Economics at l'onnylvania State college. Finds no sizniticant
difference between boys and girls in the frip.ncy of choice or in degree of creative attain-
ment with blocks; that girls used paints more frequent1y than did boys. and displayed a
dreater degree of creativeness in their use ; that girls chose to use plastic clay more often
than did the boys but there was no signiticiait difforttice between the degree of creativeness
displayed by the two sexes in its use; that age was related to creative abi!ity in the use

these play materials.

t2029. Jersild, Arthur T. and Fite, Mary D. The influence of nursery school
experience on children's social adjiNt ments. New York, Teachers college. Colum-
bia University, 1939. 1111- p. (Child development monographs. Monograph

. no. 25)

2030. Musgrove, Mary. Mental growth in early childhood. Master's, 1939.
California, L

Reveals the fact that intelligence must he considered as functional. rather than in terms
;f native capacity; that there are large individual differences in mental growth. the rato
varying greatly with each individual child; that there is a slight tendency for girls to be
consistently ahead of boys during the nursery school years; that there is disagreement
regarding the relative effects of heredity and environment, both of which play an important
part in the mental development of an individual; that there is a tendency for children of
high IQ to be high in physical and social development. and in development of play ability.
Describes a parents' cooperative nursery school group and case st tulles of children showing
how a nursery school teacher may study the children in the light of scientific investigatioh.

2081. Wells, Laura Philbrick. Food consumption on 14 children at the
W. P. A. nursery school, Corvallis, Oregon. Master's, 1939. Oregon St. 37 p. ms.

2032. Wood, Hazel Caroline. Prediction of development in children from
measures obtained during the preschool period. Master's, 1939. George Wash-

1

1 ington. 37 p. ms.
Attempts to determine to what extent prediction of mental. physical, and emotional

1

development in children may be made from measures obtained during the prescbCiol period
u shown in various articles and statements in journals, monographs, and books.
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ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, INCLUDING KINDERGARTEN
2033. Adler, Daniel Leslie. Types of similarity and the substitute value ofactivities at different age levels. Doctor's, 1939. Iowa. (Abstract in: Universityof Iowa. Series on aims and progress of research, no. 63)
Describes an experiment conducted with CO children between tbe ages of 6 years, iomonths ,and 11 years, 3 months who were placed in three situations; one a control iiutalon, the other two designed to elicit concrete and categorical behavior reactions, respec-tively. Indicates that concrete behavior is primarily nn inverse function of chrono1lozie1t1age, and in addition, a function of the situation for the older chilgren.
2034. Akins, Bonnie Blanche. A comparative study of the traditional ele-mentary schQol and the progressive elementary school of today. Master's, 193!STexas St. Coll. for Women. 69 p. ms.
2035. Bates, Marion Crosby. The mobility of school population in the cityof El Reno and rural communities of Canadian county, Oklahoma. Master's, 1939.Oklahoma. 89 p.
Analyzes data secured from 1,972 pupils from grades 6 to 12'on the birthplaces oftheir parents and themselves, the education of their parents, the ages of the pupils, and thenumber of different schools they had attended. Finds that only 28 percent of tbe fathersof these pupils were born in Oklahoma ; that about 85 percent of the pupils were bornthere; that the average schooling of the parents was 9.44 years; and that in the lowergrades approximately 75 percent of the pupils had attended only one school, and that inall grades more than 50 percent of the students had attended only one school.
2036. Boe, Helen M. A descriptive study of tbe behavior of 12 children suf-fering from "primary effect hunger." Master's, 1938. Smith. (Abstract in:Smith college studies in social work, 9: 142)
Studies the behavior of nine boys and three girls between the age of 9 and 12, nine ofwhom showed a. marked lag between school achievement and graqe placement, and onlytwo of whom had serious physical disabilities. Finds that they showed marked variabilityin overt behavior, and that little was accomplished through clinical treatment.
2037. Bogardus, Helen Evelyn. The determination of criteria for selec-tion of underage candidates for the first grade. Doctor's, 1939. Harvard.189 p. ms.
Evaluates methods of predicting successful adjustment and progress in the first gradeof 235 children in seven elementary schools in Seattle, Wash.. during the school year 193637. Indicates that underageness is not associated negatively with academic achievementand is not a deterrent to happiness in school; that happiness in school is chiefly determinedby the children's initial adjustment in school and by personality traits rather than bygeneral ability, socio-economic background. and kindergarten experience ; that the Sewn'.entrance class test is the most effident forecasting measure of achievement in reading ofthe four Sests used in tbe study; that girls achieve more nearly up to their ability thando boye; that kindergarten experience, socio-economic background, physical maturity._chronological age, and physical defects have little effect on academic achievement in thefirst grade; and that tests of mental maturity are the most efficient forecasting measuresof reading achievement and are the chief criterion for admission of underage children totbe first grade.

2038. Boylan, Mary Norma. A survey of children's choices of occupationsin relation to grade level in school. Master's, 1939. George Washington.p. ms.
Analyzes replies to a questionnaire received from 414 boys and 503 girls in two elementaryschools; from 464 boys and 464 girls in a junior high school ; and from a total of 1.861pupils in a senior high school in Washington, D. C. Finds that the pupils ranged in agefrom 5 to 25 years; that the most popular occupational choices in the order of preferencewere : Secretaries, stenographers, nurses, teachers. and airpilots ; that the older child ismore constant and more mature in his choice.
2039. Brandenburg, Ruth. The effects of preschool attendance upon intel-lectual development during tbe elementary school years. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
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2L40. Brosam, Emma Louise. Some comparisons with the written vocabu-
laries of English-speaking and imn-English-spenkink pupils from grade 4 through

grade 7 of Jerome, Arizona. Master's, 1939. Arizona. 27 p. ms.

*2041. Brumbaugh, Florence N. Stimuli which cause laughter in children.
Doctor's, 1939. New York. 200 p.

Analyzes the stimuli which cause laughter in children by studying 1.600 pupils in grades
t; in the New York City public schools. Finds thfit pupils in these grades were familiar

with humor as it exists beyond the schoolroom : that visual and auditory sitmuli which

appeared incongruous to the pupil, were most likely to produce laughter in the classroom ;
that the teacher' was the greatest determining factor in the amount and kind of laughter
that took place in the classroom that group laughter occurred more frequenly than indi-
idual laughty ; that the relationship of intelligence to appreciation of humor was apparent

mainly in t4 recognition of absurdities by the bright pupils; that there seemed to be a
eradnal trend of development in the appreciathin of humor from grade to grade; that the
greatest variations in appreihttilin of humor appeared in the sixth grade where boys showed
a more highlydeveloped sense of humor than girls ; and that more originality and creative
ability was shown in the humorous drawings of boys than in those made by girls. Suggests
that teachers who invoke the aid of laughter to release the tensions in the classroom will
provide an outlet for their pent-up rfinotionS ng well as for those of their pupils.

2042. tantrell, James Benton. A general educational survey of Alpine insti-
tute and community. aster's, 1939. Tennessee. lzii ms.

Surveys the elementary schools in the eastern third of verton County, with special
emphasis on Alpine Institute and its immediate community. Finds the ratio of attendance
to registrations low ; that many teachers bad little formal :lining ; that salaries are low ;
that the high school is`doing a good service to the corn pity in formal education and in
extension work. Discusses the possibilities for greater service.

*2043. Carroll, Jane Morrow. The effectiveness of the training school in
the eduention of fifth and sixth grade children. Doctor's, 1939. George Wash-
ington. 288 p. ins.

Studies the achievement of fifth and sixth _grade pupils in the various types of training
schools found in State teachers colleges in an attempt to determine the effectiveness of the
training school in the education of children. Concludes that the child who attends the
training school is not penalized with respect to educational achievement ; that the typical
training school practice teacher's lack of teaching experience is compensated for in the
organization and supervision of instruction in the laboratory school ; that the elementary
school subjects in which test scores of the training sch9ol pupils excell are the more formal
subjects ; and that low training school ar:hievement is as likely to reflect the geographical,
intellectual, economic, and social conditions of the pupils enrolled as it is to result from
any instructional deficiency inherent in training school organization and adminstraton.

2044. Cates, Eugene F. Pupil mobility in Oklahoma. Master's, 1039. Okla-
homa. 89 p. ms.

Compares the records of 1,825 rural pupils with those of 1,270 urban pupils in grades 6 to
12, inclusive, to determine the number of schools each group bad attended. Finds that nearly
half of the children in these groups had attended three or more schools; that the rural
children had a higher degree of mobil y than the urban children ; and that mobility was
detrimental to educational progress, pecially in the case of children who had attended
more than two schools.

2045. Combs, Olga Andrews. A mental-educational survey of the pupils in
grades 2A to 8A of the Indiana state teachers college laboratory school in January
1938. Master's, 1939. Ind. St. T. C. 154 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana state
teachers college. Teachers college journal, 10: 138-39, July 1939)

Compares the children in grades 2-8 in the laboratory school in 1938 with children of
the ume grades in the training school in 1929.. Finds that the 1938 children came from
lower socio-economic groups than did the 1929 children ; that the 1938 children were older,
chronologically, than these in 1929, and bad lower MAs than the 1929 children.

2046. Cowles, June Mary. Intelligence and developmental age. Master's,
1938. Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordham university. Dissertations accepted for
higher degrees in the Graduate school of arts and sciences, 1939: 94-95)

Studies 50 boys and 50 girls rangifig in age from 9 to 15 years. In a metropolitan parochial
school, to whom various tests were given:
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*2047. Criswell, Joan Henning. A sociometric study of race cleavage inthe classroom. Doctor's, 1938. Columbia. New York, 1939. 83 p. (Archivesof psychology, no. 235)
Analyzes Negro-white grammar school classes in order to discover the respective role,:of the majority and minority racial groups in the classroom situation. Describes an exp-riment conducted in two Brooklyn and one New York City schools with mixed white andNegro enrollment, with many of the white children of Italian, Jewish, and white WestIndian parentage. Finds that race prefergence is weaker and more variable in the firstfour grades but may be significantly present in either race as early as grade two.; thatthe fifth grade the races withdraw from each other ; that with increase of race cleavagedue to age or minority size, each color division tends to prefer itself and to give secondand third place to those children nearest it in color; that white children surpass Negroesin self-preferenc0 and show more assimilation of community attitudes than do coloredchildren; that inter-racial relationships are on a more intimate basis in minority coloredclasses ; and that, race and color preferences are present in inter-sexual choice even in th4 .primary grades:

2048. Csutoro§, Alice I. The implications of social living in the elementaryschool. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 74 p. ms.
Shows that social living should be made functional in the life of the child while he is inschool.

2049. Doyle, Estelle Elizabeth. An experimental study of a left-handedgroup. Master's, 1938. Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordham university. Disserta-tions accepted for higher degrees in the Graduate school of arts and sciences,1939 : 95-96)
Attempts to find the relation of left-handedness to age. eye dominance, writing speed.writing marks, reading marks, and scholastic ability by studying 48 children from grads.2 to 6, to whom a battery of handedness tests were administered and a record of schoolmarks obtained. Finds that left-handedness had no relation to age, writing marks. readingmarks, or to scholastic ability ; that there was some relationship between kft-handednessand left-eye dominance; and some consistency in the use of the left hand, as 70 percentof the group preferred the left hand in three out of five activities.
2050. Ebey, George William. A study of adaptability in the citj of St.Louis, Missouri. Doctor's, 1939. t. C., Col. Univ.
Describes a study of variation conducted with 49 of the 76 lar white elementaryschools in St. Louis, with an average daily attendance in 1937 : of 300 or more pupilsand with a principal serving the same school in this capacity for at least a second year.Shows that adaptations in St. Louis have followed a variety of patterns and been responsiveto many different forces.

2051. Epstein, Arthur E. The distribution of certain unfounded beliefsamong school children. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
*2052. Fort, Marion Kirkland. The relationships between pupils' responsesand certain other factors. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabodycollege for teachers, 1939. 17 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education, no. 228)Studies the relationship between pupils' test scores and their Ms, the number of ques-tions each pupil answered during a recitation period, the number of times each pupil volun-teered during the recitation period, and the number of questions each pupil was asked bythe teacher, by observing 12 units in the social studies in the fourth. fifth, sixth, and seventhgrades. Finds that pupils who volunteer most are only slightly more intelligent than thosewho seldom volunteer ; that pupils who volunteer a large number of times are usually askeda large number of questions by tbe teacher and therefore answer a large number of questions ;that the number of times a pupil volunteers is determined by the II tined influence ofanswers. questions. and intelligence; and that the pupils who cotit bute . Ilost in numberof responses during the recitation period, also contribute the most in qual of responses.

2053. Franklin, Mary Lelia. A study of personality maladjustment amongelementary school children. Master's, 1939. Colorado. (Abstract in: Universityof Colorado studies, 26: 56)
Attempts to determine the extent of personality maladjustment among the children ofthe elementary grades at Miramar Schoo0 Miami. Fla., and to analyze the various types of
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tualadjustmeut found. Finds Ow gi nil ;t %vitolir-us ad,instPd
!.ut that 25 percent of them lutvo tnalndijusttnent: ono. or mote areas
hy the Rog:..rs test of perr.onality.

2034. dantt, Charles Jacksoa. A four-year study of behavior problems and
problem tendencies among elementary school children of the P. K. Yonge labora-
tory school. Niaster's, 11938. Florida.

2055. Geffen, Joel S. A survey of primary and secondary Jewish education
ill capitol district region of New York state. Master's, 1939. N. Y. St. Coll. for
Teach. 44 p. ms.

2056. Glen, Edith D., and Mead, A. R. Seventh-grade pupils from their own
personal viewpoint: A chapter from a survey of 28 seventh-grade pupil groups
in Florida. Gainesville, ULiversity of Florida, 1939. 20 p. zus. (Burc.au of
educational research bulletin no. 7)

Discusses reading and study habits; feeliags and _relationships ; Idaydr. ams and ideals;
hobbies; favorite heroes and heroines, pictures. cartoons, and radio progrant4, and favorite
activities.

2057. Gottenmoller, Ruth. The (influence of parent-child relationships on
(hildren's adjustment during the first year of school. Master's, 1938. Smith.
(Abstract in: Smith college studies in social work, 9: 163-164)

studies the behavior of 22 kindergarten children to determine whether or not differences
tl:eir behavior and personality cuuld 1e ao minted for in terms of parent-phild relation-

4tips. Finds a positive relationship between the use of good child-training methods by
parents and the possession by the children of traits indicating social maturity.

2058. Graham, Dorothy Unruh. A study of the kindergarten in Orlando
and Winter Park, Florida. Master's, 1939. Stetson. 139 p. ms.

2059, Greenwood, Margaret Elizabeth. Modern treiqls iii kindergarten edu-
cation. Master's, 1939. Oglethorp.

Deals with the value of the kindergarten to education, with emphasis on modern trends.

2060. Haggarty, Lida. The extent of correlatibn between philosophy and
practice in the rooms of Kawananakoa intermediate school. Master's, 1938.
Hawaii.

2061. Hiller, Helen Esther. An investigation of the present status of ele-
mentary progressive education in thé United States. Master's, 1939. Tulane.
(Abstract in: Tulane university of Louisiana. Abstracts of theses, 1939: 6-S1

Finds that the progressive educatitt movement can be traced through the history of edu-
cation ; that the ideas of Dewey and the progress;ves were derived from Rousseau. Pestalozzi,
and Proebel ; that the progresslies agree that the keynote of new education is self-expression;
that the activity movement Is confused with the progressive education movement. Suggests
that both creative work and the memorization of facts should be included in an adequate
curriculum.

*2062. Jakob, Philip A. An appraisal of Norwalk public elementary schools.
Doctor's, 1939. New York. 198 p.

Shows a need for revaluation and a change of emphasis in the curriculum.

2063. Keller, Eva McCoy/en. A comparative age-grade-progress study of
four elementary schools in the Scioto county school district in Ohio. blamer's,
1939. Michigan.

W64. Kounin, Sean. The effect of preschool attendance. upon later school
achievemént Master's, 1939. iowa.

2065. Kramme, Clyde Ira. A comparison of Anglo;culture with Spanish-
culture elementary students in physical development as detehnined by height,
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weight, and vital rapacity measurements. Master's, 1939. Texas Coll. of Arts and
Inds. 89 p. ms.

Compares the physical development of the Anglo-culture population of ages 7-13. incln
sive, enrolled in the public elementary khools of Nueces, Jim Wells, and Kleberg
Counties, Tex., with the corresponding Spanish-culture population. Finds that the Anghl-
culture children are taller wig weigh more than the Spanish-speaking children, and that in
vital capacity the average boy excells the average girl at all age levels.

2066. Krause, La Vern. survey of progressive classroom practices in grade,
4, 5, and 6 in 10 Indiana cities. Master's, 1939. Ind. St. T. C. 141 p. ms. (Ab-
stract in: Indiana state teachers college. Teachers college journal, 10: 142-43,
July 1939)

Attempts to determine the ways and extent to which progressive education was func-
tioning in elementary classrooms of Gary, Ijammond, East Chicago, South Bend, Fort
Wayne, Indianapolis, Valparaiso, Lafayette, Crawfordsville, and Brazil. Indicates that
more progressive evidence wasfound in the larger systems.

2067. Lewis, Lticy Bellam*. Relationship between intelligence, achievement,
and character traits. Master's, 1939. Tennessee.

Studies the relationship between intelligence, achievement, and character traits of f;fi
fifth- and sixth-grade pupils of a small elementary school in an agricultural and industrial
community, as measured by selected tests, and as determined by teachers' judgments.

2068. Long, Rose A. Children referred by the schools to a child guidance
clinic. Master's, 1938. Smith. (Abstract in: *pith college studies in social
work, 9: 192)

Studies the age, sex, IQ, nationality of parents, marital status of parents and their
occupations, grade placement of children and relationship between grade pltyement and
mental and chronological age of 46 children referred to the Institute for Jutrenile Research.
Chicago, by the schools from September 1936 to June 1937. Ind!cates tliat social treat-
ment was recommended by the clinic staff in every pase; that educational help was needed
in about 75 percent of the cases; that about half of the children needed medical attentiou;
and that psychotherapy was indicated in about one-third of the cases. Suggest; that the
agency's function was primarily diagnostic.

2069. Ludy, Jane. Social adjustment of children of psychotic mothers.
Master's, 1939. Smith. (Abstract in: Smith college studies in social work,
10: 148)

Compares 14 children of psyclAotic mothers with 14 children of normal mothers withrespect to adjustment at home, with friends, and at school. Compares 9 boys and
girls in each group, ranging in age from 9 to 16. Suggests that not only was the mother's
illness directly important in the adjustment of the chiidren but its effects on other members
of the family accentuated their maladjustment and often resulted in withdrawal of; affection and security from the children.

- 2070. Lundquist, Elsa. Suggested units of experience for use in the sixth
grade of the Andalusia, Alabama, elementary school. Master's, 1939. Alabama.
152 p. MS.

071 Lyons, Dorothy. An evaluation of the surveys of five schools con-
ducted by the Northern New Jersey mental hygiene clinics. Master's, Ms.
Smith. (Abstract in: Smith college studies in social work, 9: 193-94)

Analyses dab; on 115 children referred to the Northern New Jersey Mental Hygiene Clinkby five schools in Morris and Sussex Counties In which psychological surveys were conducted at the request of the schools during 1935 and 1936. Finds that 60 percent of tile
children were under 10 years of age and slightly less than 50 percent of them were in thefirst four grades; that 34 children were retarded more than 1 year, their intelligence levels
ranging from average to feeble-mindedness; that 9 children were accelerated 1 year ; thatthe children were referred because of behavior or personality maladjustment. Shows thatthe clinic recommended modification of academic procedure, grade placement, educationaland vocational guidance, recreational nnd environmental changes, suggestions for handling
individual children, Work with the family, physical examinations, psychiatric study, andreading analysis. Indicates that In about nfl percent of the cases, the children made asatisfactory adjustment.
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.
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2072. Mahey, Margaret P. A study of creative veri, expro sion in the kin-

defgarfen and first grade. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

2073. Mahoney, Irene J. A study of the third through sixth gradt; pupils

of the public schools of a second class city. Master's, 1939. N. Y. St. Coll. for

Teach.

2074. Mead, A. R. and Glen, Edith D. A tutly of pupil initiative and co-

,peration : A study of individual -children in so'cial relationsdata gathered from

25 schools concerning over 2,000 seventh grade pupils. (A section a study of

-2).1 seventh grades in Florida.) Gainesville, University of Florida, 1939. 36 p. ms.

(Bureau of educational research bulletin no. 11)

Finds that this study of initiative and cooperation has produced a tentative scale for

judging pupil initiative, a classification of types of pupil initiative, approximate data on

status of children with reference to initiative. and many samples of initiative behavior in

descriptive form.

2075. Miller, Inez G. The integrated program as a trend in the teaching

of elementary children. Master's, 1938. Ind. St. T. C. 56 p. ms. (Abstract in:

Indiana state tepchers college. Teachers college journal, 10 : 134, July 1939)

Traces the trend in the use of tli! integrated program from the eighteenth century to date.

Indicates that integration and concurrent offedng of the courses have been tried by few

institutions; and that due to the need for training young people to face situations in a
changing social and industrial society, tbe integrated program will receive more attention.

2076. Miller, William Wilbur. The utilization and encouragement of chil-

dren's questions for immediate educational use. Doctor's, 1939. Ohio State.

150 p. ms.

2077. Moncreiff, Ruth. A study of factors relating to problematic behavior

in elementary school children. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. 254 p. ms.
Compares teacher-designated and test-designalid problem,chiklren with a sample of the

population from which they came, as to chronological age, IQ, MA, educational achieve-

ment, personality traits, personality inventory scores, extracurricular activities, hobbies,

and socio-economic status. Finds the problem groups inferior to 'the normative group ill
all of the factors studied.

1.'078. Moore, Annie Morgan. Case studies of 10 children of the Stafford

school, Tuscaloosa, Alabama. gaster's, 1939. Alabama. 105 p.

2079. Moore, Roberta. A quantitative study of labeling behavior of fifth
and sixth grade children from high and low socio-economic levels. Master's, 1939.

Iowa.

2080. Murphy, Mary Martha. A comparison of the attainment of Slavic-
speaking children and English-speaking children in the first grade. Master's,
1938. Chicago. 82 p. ms.

2081. Milsolla, Gémma. The Gentile elementary school reform and its sub-
sequent modifications. Master's, 1038. Columbia.

2082. Myers, Duboise B. Sponsoring creative thinking in an elementary one-

room schoOl. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 98 p. ms.
Indicates that growth and development will be secured When the environment meets the

needs of the pupils.

2083. Nash, W. B. A study of the socio-economic status of elementary sell

pupils. Master's, 1938. . Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state uni
!

dity. Abstracts of theses, session of 1937-88. Bulletin, 31 : 122-23)
Compares the socio-economic status of the sixth and seventh grade pupils of the Central

School, Lake Charles, La., with their intelligence, school achievement, and school attend-
ance. Indicates that there Is a wide range in the socio-economic status of elementary school
children ; tbat the educational status of the parents and the socio-economic status of ele-
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mentary school children are closely related ; that there is a marked IApt tiIr...aLaills_lipthe socio-economic status of elementary school children, their intelligence, and their schs,..1achievement, and a possible negative relatliinshin between SOCIO econotok. status and scht,r,1attendance.

2084. Nelson, Monell Victor. 1 linzigcs in t(1.(Ititplislitutbul. quI)lilit i I lilt.intermediate grades over a 1- and 2-year period. Master's, 19ml. Colmaili.(Abstract in: University of ('olorado studies, 26: 100)
Studies the accomplishment quotient of 180 identical pupils in each of grades 4. 5.G. Finds that subject accomplishment quotients fluctuated more than those computed fromthe composite scores ; that individual variations were greater and less predictable thangroup variation; that 1;y implication. extraneous unmeasured factors may influence the Allfrom year to year, and marked variations from the expected or previous Mrs for an till!,vidual or group should be interpretedenly us a suggestion for a study of the testing pro-gram and the educational apd social elivironmerit.
2085. Nelson, Philip Melvin.. A study of grade placement: a study makinguse,of some of the criteria used in predicting probable success. Master's,Minnesota. 104 p.
2086. Newberry, Earl Ray. A comparison of scholastic achievement of ele-mentary pupils in Oklahoma schools having split and regular terms. Master's.1939. West. St. Coll. 38 p. ms.
2087. Nichols, Mary Delia. Some factors involved in the octal adjustmentof kindergarten children. Master's, 1938. Smith. (Abstract in: Snip collegestudies in social work, 9: 164-65)
Studies 19 children.who entered kindergarten in F4bruary 1938, in a public school inWashington, D. C. Indicates that thechildren Who made the best adjustment came fromthe best economic and'emotional backgrounds; that the school can provide a helping situation for a child if the teacher is skilled in understanding and in accepting differenceschildren.

2088. O'Brien, F. P. and Twente, J. W. How good is our elementary school':Kansas studies in education, 2: 45, April 1939. (University of Kansas)
2089. Peterman, Mollie E. Developing a tentative program for creative ex-periences in a first-grade room. Master's, 1939. Alabama. 134 p.
2090. Porter, Margaret. A study of the general information possessed bychildren of different socio-economic status. Master's' 1939. Iowa.
2091. Pratt, Clifford. A study of individual educational growth of the pupilsof an elementary school. Master's, 1939. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 57 p. ms.
2092. Rasch, HoWard C. .A study of departmentalized organization in Peen.tain Iowa elementaPry schools. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
2093. Savage, Willie Hortense. A report of investigation made by fourtii-grade pupils in their immediate social environment. Master's, 1939. Virginia.p. ms.

2094. Sexton, Clint C. The relation between_ scholarship and economic inde-pendence. Master's, 1939. Ind. StA. C. 38 p. ms. (Abstract hi: Inliana stateteachers college. Teachers college journal, 10: 143-44, July 1939)
Compares the scholarship of two groups each of 150 students from the fifth, sixth.seventh, and eighth grade's of the Brazil city schools, to determine the effect of economicindependence on the school work of the children. Finds the difference in achievement of. the independent children and the children whose parents were on relief was insignificant,showing that scholarship does not depend upon economic independence.
2095. Szílith, Margarit Preventive aspects of the visiting teacher's workwith children in the first grade. Master's, 1939. Smith. (Abstract in: Smithcollege studies in social work, 10: 138-39)
Studies the case records of all the 450 first-grade vbiklron referred to the visiting teachersof Rochester, N. Y., for the first time during the school sear 1937-88. Finds that thesex ratio, 60 boys to 40 girls, corresponded closely to that of the first-grade school popula-
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tion in the year studied; that 70 percent of the children had below average intelligence;
that behavior difficulties were the chief reaseits for referral. Concludes that the preventive
character of the visiting teacher work with children was largely determined by the mother's
attitude toward the child and by the adequacy ,of the treatment to the problem at hand.

2096. Spalter, Bessie. Attitudes of mothers tyward visiting teachers. Mas-

ter's, 1939. Smith. (Abstract in: Smith colle4b' studies in social work. 1U:

130-40)
Attempts to determine whit mothers think of the services offered by the visiting tearher

department of the Rochester, N. Y., board of education, by studying the major easog active
between Septeml!er 1936 and June, 193R in which the visitin..: teacher had som?. contact
with one or both barents. Indifiltes that II mother's attitude toward treatment, the visiting
teacher, and the school were influenced by her relationship' with her child, 114.1 own school
experience, and her own personal experiences. Finds that treatment onsistvd chiefly of
ffecting changes in the school environment and direct work with the children that there
was little work with the mothers. Willa) was especially significant as only six children were
adjusting well at the time of the follow-up study, and the outstanding reason for poor
adjustment seemed to be lack of change in mother's attitudes.

2097. Springer, Bernice X. The value of a remCdial program in the primary
grades of the Rogers City public schools. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

2098. Stallings, Robert R. Readiness differences of urban and rural chil-
dren. Master's, 1939. New Mexico. 114 p. ms.

*2099. Tenenbaum, Samuel. Attitudes and school status. Doctor's, 1939.
New York. 234 p. ms.

6
Attempts to determine the extent to which the attitudes expressed by the children toward

school, teachers, and classmates correlates with intelligence, achievement in schoolwork,
conduct and proficiency marks, school progress, and amount of absence, using as subjects
326 boys and 313 girls in three Ne* York City elementary schools. Finds that about 20
percent of the children reported they were unhappy in school ; that sixth-grade pupils have
more favorable attitudes and are less critical of school than seventh-year pupils; that
children have a high reicard for the value of what they learn in school, and like their
teachers more than they like the school situation. Indicates that girls are more favorably
disposed toward the school situation and to their teachers than boys. Finds that children
who failed and did poor work in school did not express school attitudes 'notably different
from those of bright and accelerated children.

2100. Turner, Ruth Alice. Transiency of the eighth-grade pupils of 16
selected schools of Maricopa county. Master's, 1939. Arizona. 4( p. ms.

2101. Watts, Benjamin Christopher. An appraisal of some current ele-
mentary school 'problems. Field study no. 3. Doctor's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

2102. Wolf, Theta Holmes. The effect of praise and competition on the
persisting behavior of kindergarten children. Doctor's, 1937. Minnesota. Minne-
apolis, University of Minnesota press, 1938. 138 .p. (Institute of child welfare.
Monograph series no. 15)

2103. Wolfe, Lillian B. Survey of variable factors prevailing within unse-
lected fifth-grade pupils. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 56 p. ins.

Analyzes the results of standardised tests administered to 62 pupils,.to determine4e
effect of socio-economic status, intelligence, social adjustment, and personality traits on
their scholastk achievement. Finds a close relationallip between intelligence, socio-economic
status, and social adjustment.

2104. Wong, Erwin L. S. A *study of the community backgrounds of the
families of the pupils attending Waianae school. Master's, 1989. Hawaii. 134

p. ms.

2105. Woodruff, Margaret. cocurriculum for Stratton elementary school.
Master's, 1939. Duke. 134 p.

Analyzes the litneral aims of education formulated by curriculum writers and commissions.
and subdivides the aims iuto 76 habit and personality traits. Describes a cocurricular activi-
ties program which was checked against this list to determine the extent to which the
program provided for the various detailed obJeetiveA,
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2106. Worthington, Josephine E. Factors in children's adjustment to kin.dergarten. Master's, 1938. Smith. (Abstract in: Smith gollege studies in sùciwork, 9: 165-66)
Analyzes observations of 17 children in a kindergarten 'in the Washington. D. C.. publicsehools, carried on for 20 weeks.%) Finds that the children whose homes were eharacter17ei1by a predominance of desirable emotional aspecN or an absence of undesirable emotionalaspecta made the most satisfactory social adjustments. while the reverse Was true of thibchildren from homes characterized by a predominance of undesirable emotional aspects ; andthat the teacher's attitude toward the child was important in influencing his adjustmentwhen the (hild's home had either a few or a great many undesirable emotional aspectsbut was of little importance when a child's home was superior emotionally.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
*2107. Additon, Loring R. A follow-up study of graduates of Ellsworthhigh school. Master's, 1939. Main() 88.p. ms.
Studies the 12 classes graduated fro6 Ellsworth HMI School from 1927 to 193S tiidetermine the effect of age on scholastic standing and the relationship between scholnstitstanding and courses taken in school ; to determine the location, occupation. and incomesince graduation of the graduates of the school; to determine what training in high-ichotollife influenced graduates in their careers since graduation ; to determine what graduatesthink about the high-school curriculum and what changes should be made in the courseof study. Finds that office work and clerking are tht occupations in which the largestnumberk of graduates engage ; and that the average income of wraduates is from $500 to$800 a year; and that the study of English and commercial subjects had a definite influenceon the lives of the graduates as indicated by their own valuati9s.Recommends that a better guidance program be introduced ; that the commercial ctir-riculum be enriched by adding new subjectR that offer more everyday business problemsthat the English course be revised so that commercial and general curricula students getwore business and practical English and loms classics and literature] that the 'generalcurrkt..um be strengthened ; that the school make R greater effort to place its graduatesin positions; that studenta be encouraged to participate in some extracurricular activityof their own choosing ; and that a full-time music instructor lw employed to give thegrade- and high-school pupils a well-rounded music program.

2108. Alexander, Curtis. A survey of the vocations and of the vocationalleanings of boys who entered the Potomac, Illinois; to*uship high school betweenthe years 1929 and 1935. inclusive. Master's, 1939. Ind. St. T. C. 130 p. ms,(Abstract in: Indiana state teachers college. Teachers college journal, 10: 139.July 1939)
Analyzes 172 replies to a questionnaire v-elit to 190 former male students of the highschool. Indicates that the cuiriculum as it stands at the present time is preparing themale students to 'beet' the problems of their adult lives.
2109. Arata, Manning N. A. study of the organization and admitistratioilof the small high schools in Maine. Master's, 1939. Maine. 94 p. msAnalyzes replies to a questionnaire received from 88 small high schools in Maine asto the number of periods a day, length of periods. opening exercises, recesse;, schedule.length of school year, supervised study, guidance, special or part-time teachers, lunch-rooms, evening schools, transportation of pupils, health programs, assemblies, studentgOvernment, interviewing of teachers, home rooms, offices, financial accounting systems.student records. office equipmt:nt..cle.rical assistance, allotment of principals' time duringtichoOl hours and outside 6f school hours.
2110. Arnold, Eugene none. A study of public and Catholic secondary edu-cation in West Virginia, in its historical, legal, administrative, and curricularaspects. Master's, 1938.. Cincinnati.
2111. Basil, ,Hamblin Edwin. Survey orSandusky higlischool graduaiesoccupations for guidance purposes. Muster's, 1939. Ohio State. 55 p. ins. 'Studies the occupations of 504 graduates of the Sandusky High School. Finds thatcertain subjects have practical value in their work ; that many studenti indicated n desireto take subjects that would prepare them for occupations.
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::111:. Batchelder. Mary L. An analysis of the study habits if 11 university
Igh-school pupils. Master's, 19:),0. Michigan.

2113. Beall, Brutus. The effect f variations io irk pigmentation upon visual
adaptation. Master'.s, 1939. Okla. .1. & M. 0011.

Compares the effect of variations in iris pigmentation upon visual adaptation of 45
dark-eyed high school pupils with 45 light -eyed h 4.1I-cachool pupils a. to their ability Is
adapt to changes in light intensity.

2114. Best, Emerson C. The' attitudes of a rural community toward second-
ary education. Master's, 1939. Pittsburgh.

*2115. Bigelow, Roy. Gilbert. A critictil appraisal of a state secondary
school program. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody collegv
tor teachers, 1939. 10 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education, nu456)

Appraises the number and the availability of seondary sOlOols to youth. holding power
of the schools -and age and grade progr4 ss of the pupils ; training of teachers; cost of
instruction; social and economic status of the students; and curriciiium practices in Teii-
iiestwe. Finds that only 37.5 percent of the youth attend school; tlmt a large majority of
the schools and students are in rural areas lijid are substandard ; that the holding power
of the city schools is 58 percent, and of the rural schools 55 percent. and is much lower
in Negro schools; that about 10 percent of lhe students received NYA aid ; that 'local
districts provide 82 percent of the funds with the State and Federal Governnients providing
the balance; that instructional costs are 65 percent of the Cotal costs, with salaries from
33 to 75 percent below national norms; that the State department of education established
rigid requiriinents in the selection of textbooks, making system, year placement of subjects.
program of studies, and graduation requirements.; that the rural schools luive a higher
percentage of tedchers with the bachelor's degree than the cities; and that there is a slow
hut steady increase in the number of teachers holding the master's degree.

2116..Birkholz, Edmund H. A catie study of the graduates and nongradu-
ates of an Iowa high school from 1917 to 1938. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

,

S e
*2117. Bishop, Catherine Ann. Sex differences in secondary-school achieve- %

I went. Master's, 19C39. George *Washington. 92 p. ins. .

Indkates that on the basis. of available evidence girls are superior to boys in achieve-
ment when teachers' grades are used as the basis of m4 asurement, hut boys exceed the
girls in mental ability test scores; that when achievement is measured by reliable objective
tests in secondary school stihject$4. tlfe differently sometimes favor the boys and sometimcs.
favor *the girl.; ; that the secondary school subjects in which the achievement of girls is
superior to that of boys are : English, literature apprechrtion, modern languages, articula-
tion, originality and color recognition in the study of art. and typewriting; that the
subjects in which the achievement of boys suri,ass that of girls are: History, algebra.

110geometry., physics, a chemistry. Attributes the fact that girlsgeneral science; receivi
higher grades than boys to tht gi.en er number of woi4n teachers who are more easily
swayed in their opinion of a p4ll'a woik by- the pupil's personklity and neatness.

2118. Blank, Grayson. .A- survey 611 tile vocational interests and problems
fl and the Ielsure-time activities arid nee& of ttîe pupils of the- VermoutvIlle,. Miebi:

, , ., .
gan, h!gh scho.ol. Masier's, 1939. Michigan. ,

,
14.

2119. Bollii3ger, Zussell Vernon. The. social impact of the teachers ou the
pupil. Doctor's, 1939. Wisconsin. (Abstract in: University of Wisconsin. Sum-
inarfes of doctoral dissertations . . . vol. 4 ..204-205)

Investigates the relationships existing between high-school teachers and their pupils
with respect to social adjetment, social attitudes, social information, and social behavior.
using data gathered from three 4-year high schools in WiseQnsIn, yurolling a total of 4041
pupils and staffed by 18 teachers. Shows that it is possible to discover differences aMong
schools in the social attitudes, adjustment, and behavior of pupils; that there is enough
evidence indicating teacher influence on the- social adjustmentsof the pupils to encourage
further research on the problem; and that the social adjustment. attitudes, information.
and behavior of pupils do not appear to change significantly during 0 months of- ordinary
school routine.
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2120. Boren, Riley Preston. Comparative achievements of transferred ahd
nontransferred pupils in the high school of Heavener, Oklahoma. Master's, 19:14.1
Oklahoma. 77 p. ms.

Compares the achievements of 154 transferred pupils with those of 150 nontranstctpupils in the Ileavener High School in 1938-39. Finds that many more transferred pup:ls
dropped out of school, were retarded, had poorer attendance records, and made hivo.-marks in their school subjects than did the nontransferred pupils.

2121., Bowen, Gerald Damoin. A study of withdrawals from Van Wert hi::11
school, 1929-1939, with implications for guidance. Master's, 1939. Ohio Stati
so p. rns.

Finds that drop-outs have less success in making adjustments than dfrgraduate. uithat the number of withdrawals has decreased since 1937.

2122. Boyer, A. W. Relation of subject choices to the educational and
vocational choices of high-school seniors. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 78 p. rn

Presents a case.study of 850 high-school seniors in 17 central Ohio counties.
2123. Brovont, Dean W. An evaluation of current practices relating tt)

educational tours employed by Michigan high schools. Master's, 1939. Michigan
2124. Brown, Helen Martin. The effect of a ,transmission of adaptive pat-

terns hi the family upon adjustment in early adolescence. Master's, 1939. Iowa
2125. Cadwallader, Refburn W. Achievement and adjustment in Withrow

senior higfi school of pupils from two types of schools. Master's, 1938. Cincinnati.
2126. Coates, 4James Dorland. The organization, administrative practices,

and teaching personnel of the hIgh schools of Kentucky. Field study no. I
Doctor's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

2127. Cochran, Rubye Lee. A study of the educational, vocational, and
occupational status of youth in Chattanooga, Tennessev. Master's, 1929
Tennessee. 149 p. ms.

Compares an out-of-school group of youtiz people with the seniors of Central HighSchool as a basis for constructive suggestions in curriculum construction and the vocationalguidance programs in the schools of the city. Finds that the in-school group was betterprepared for useful citizenship from the standpoints of education and vocational training and only slightly Jess experienced in occupations ; that this group bad continuedin school on an average of 3 years longer than the out-of-school group; that subjects studiedin school and work experience had a definite effect on the vocational choice of the youngpeople; and that the economic statup.of-the family had a definite effect on the amount ofeducation the young people received.

2128. Collins, Floyd I. An experiment in personality improvemeni of high-
school seniors. Master's, 1939. Kansas. (Abstract in: University of Kansas.

*Bulletin of education, 4: 59-60. Febtuary 1940)
Attempts to determine wbether inadequate personality patterns can be improved by adirected study of personality traits ; whether personality tests are valuable aids in deter-mining personality maladjustments ; and to determine bow those who have studied ptsr-sonality with thz idea of self-Improvement in mind differ from those who have not studiedpersofiality. Describes an experiment conducted with 21 boys and girls in the highschool at Le Roy. Kans., wbo were given a course in the psychology of personality improve-ment ; and with 21 boys and girls in tbe junior class of the high school.who were evenno special training in personality improvement. Finds that the group given special train-ing showed definite improvement in personality; that personality tests are valuable aidsin locating personality maladjustments; that a study of personality is valued by thestudents; and that an understanding of the basic causes of personality maladjustmentsiu others often suggests the solution of their own personality maladjustments to high-3choo1 seniors.

2129. Collins, ?Lary Uhl. A study of the occupational ofitlook of 2,090 grad-uates of North high school, Omaha, Nebraska, 1927-1938. Master's, 1939. Omaha.
84 p. ms. IMO
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Conover, James Victor. Comparison of resident tand transfer pupil!.
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six small high schools in McClain count y, Oklahoma. Master's. 1939. Oklahoma.
7 p. ms.

Compares the activities and achievementq of jesident. transported. dud transferred
Ffas the greatest retardation among rural pupils in the distrim and the least

retardation among the town pupils ; that fewer town pupils dropped out of schools, and
that more of them took part in extracurricular activities than did pupils from the other
groups.

2131. Cook, Louis Theodore. A comparison of pupils from private and ele-
mentary schools in the Curtk branch high school. Chicago. Master's, 19t1S.
chicago. 103 p. m.s

2132. Crawford, S. Virginia. Survey of 1934-193s graduates of Fostoria
high school with proposals. Master's, 1939. in& state. 94 p.

Shows the Devil for tevision if ext ram ij&i lar activities. for farther pulbtii. education. for
,ornmitnity activities for young people from Piz to 24 years of age. for a guidance service
in the ta bni )1 . and for a periodical followup study of graduates.

2133. DeWflfe, Lucy Leonora. .1 proposed solution fot a problem of social
relationships in a mid-west high school. Master'.. 1939. Marquette. 113 p. Ins.

2134. Dirks, Harry Gilbert. The relative success of certain groups of pupils
entering the New Ulm high school. Master's. 1939. Minnesota. p. ms.

Compares the achievement of graduates of public. parochial. and rural elementary schools
in New Ulm High School (luring tbe period 1927 to 1937. Judging by teachers' marks. public
1-1ementary school graduates tend to achieve slightly_ better in_ high school than do
parochial and rural school graduates.

2135. Dorr, Miriam Piper. The motivating effect of-definite educational and
vocational plans on the high-school level. Master's, 1939. Ohio Wesleyan. 83

p. ms.
Investigates the relationship between definiteness of plans and scholarship. adjustments.

and family backgroung je measured by the occupation of the father. rinds that on the
high-school level future plans provide motivation for better general scholarship and for
better work in related specialized subjects, but show no relationship to adjustments (1r

to tbe measure of family background.

2136. Douglas, William. Taylor. A follow-up of 183 graduates of the Mur-
phy high school, Mobile, Alabama. Master's, 1939. Alabama. 64 p. ms.

2137. Douglass, Harl R. Secondary school problems and the college. Cali-
fornia journal of secondary education. 14: 301-306, Mtis 1939. (University of
N9rth Carolina)

2138. DuBose, Charles G. An evaluation of educational opportunities for
high-schOol pupils of Union county, South Carolina. Master's, 1939. Duke. 126
I). ms.

*tvaltiates five high schools on the basis of the relative efficiency of the various school
plants; the training, tottuie. 'teaching loads. and preparation of the teaching staffs , cur-
ricula; and the extracurricular activities of the pupils of these schools. Finds the greatest
differences in the opportunities afforded the pupils for nonathletic pupil activities.

2139. Dunagan, B. E. Evaluation of the Taleo high school as measured by
the "Cooperative study of secondary i4clIol "standards." Master's, 1939. East
Te4as St. T. C. 153 p. ms. (Abstract in : Bulletin of the East Texas state teachers
college, vol. 22, no. 4 : 16-17)

Evaluates the curriculum and ctsurse of study. guidance service. school plant, *school
ildministration. and outcomes of the various services. Shows school uperintendenth him
they may appraise the efficiency of their own school system.

t2140. Eckert, Ruth E. and Marshall, Thomas O., jr. When youth leave
school. A report of the Regents' iminiry into the character and rost of public

in
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education la the State of New York. New York. McGraw-Hill book company, 199
351 pp. (University of Rochester)

Deals in ctetail with the findings of tests, questionnaires. and interviews administered to
high-school and post high school youth of New York State. Studies the products of educa.
tion in order to point out the strengths and weaknesses of the secondary schools.

2141. Emberger, Meta Riley. A study of the organization and activities of
the senior classes in the high schools of West Virginia for the school year tif
1937-3s. Master's, 1939. Kentucky. 150 p. ms.

Describes the way West Virginia high schools dealt with these prol.lems: The class ad
viser, the borne room, senior privileges and responsibilities, finances. guidance, and corn
mencement. Suggests better practices in working out these problems.

2142. Fahrion, Mary Arbuthnot. An investigation of racial attitudes of
high-school pupils. Master's, 1938. Cincinnati.

*2143. Fessler, Marianne Hawley. The social adjustment of high-school
children with employed and unemployed mothers. Master's. 1939. Syractiv.

15 p.

Compares the social adjustment of 40 girls and 75 boys enrolled in the Vocatiotiol
High School and whose mothers were employed with the social adjustment of a similar
number of girls and boys in the same high school. whose mothers were unemployed. Indi
cates that if mother finds she must seek employment she need not necessarily fear ts,r
the social adjustment of her child.

2144. Field, Bentwood. The organization and administration of the assemtei
in the New Mexico high school. Master's, 1939. New Mexico. 10S p. ins.

2145. Fischer, Earle Haynes. Standards for state accreditation and classi-
fication of high schools in the North central territory. Master's, 1939. Color:1(14i.
(Abstract in: University of Colorado studies, 26: 55)

Studies especially standards in teacher preparation. the school plant. library and hibora
tory requirements, length of the school term, and requirements for graduation in the light
of the history, significance, and present practices of accreditation. Shows a tubed for ¡hi
revision of some accrediting procedures.

2146. Fisher, Buel B. An analytical study of the high schools' of McIntosh
county. Master's, 1939. Okla. A & M. Coll.

Deals with the seven high schools of McIntosh county from 1926 to 1939, inclusi...
studying the programs of the schools, the number of subjects, and the frequency of the
subjects offered to the high-school students, daily attendance and enrollment, and the occu
pational status of the graduates of tbe schools. Discusses the cost of operating the schools
and the ability of the districts to finance their present programs by their Own efforts. Finds
that the schools were established within the same period of time. 1913-19:26; that they have
offered approximately the same type of program and the few changes made were in line with
changes in other sections of the State; that the programs were not fitting the needs of
the graduates; that the programs are favorable to pupils going to continue their education
in college; that all of the schools would be unable to maintain the same program for !I
months without State help; that teachers' salaries and transportation are the two most
expensive items; and that the districts depend more and moroon the State for finances.

*2147. Fitzpatrick, Gordon Hatch. Improvement of the study habits of
secondary school pupils with special reference to provisions made in junior and
senior high schools of Massachusetts. Master's, 1939. Boston Univ. 119 p. tns.

Analyzes replies of 127 junior and senior high schools of Massachusetts to a check list
sent to 198 high schools to determine the extent to which schools attempt to improve tbe
study habits of pupils, the devices and materials employed, the persohs Involved in the
program for improving study habits. the time devoted to the program, the means in use
for measuring the success of the program, and the opinion of the school prInopals regarding
the worth of study habits teaching.

Finds that about four-fifths of the schools are attempting to improve the study habits
of pupils ; that nearly all administratofs favor the use of some program whereby study

-.babas can be improved; that the most used procedures are supervised study, instriction
during regular classes. and Individual iemedial work, with the hnme-room program much

.
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pations: to determine the number arid kind f other educational institutiOns attenilviithese students ; to ascertain the high-school subjects they believe were more valuable in 1jj.iroccupations; to determine the subjects they desire in evening classes; to ascertain th4number of students now marricd and having children ; to determine the hobbies which ;1!-..now enjoyed: and to learn wherein former students think the curriculum can be improvt.ilConcludes that graduates were superior lo drop-outs in both mental ability and schola iachievement ; that the boys are employed chiefly in manufacturing and mechanical italtistries and trade and clerical occupations; that girl graduates have gone into clerical occupations and professional service mainly, while drop-out girls are employed in (b)tflerj.and personal service.

2157. Hawkins, Kenneth R. The relation between grade school record andsuccess in the first year of high school. Master's. 1939. Michigan.
2158. Hayes, Byron Cromwell. The special-help period in a smallschool. Master's, 193S. Chicago. 92 p. ms.
2159. Hill, John Clarence. A study of certain childreu of the Newberry.Florida, high school. Master's, 1938. Florida.
2160. Hill, Kenneth S. A comparative study of the high schools of Renocounty, Kansas, exclusive of Hutchinson high school, for school years 1917and 1938-39. Master's, 1939. Kansas.
2161. Hogan, Thcunas James. Survey of a decade of one year follow-upstudies in the Providence high schools, June 1926-January 1936. Master's, 1939Brown. 55 -p. ms.

2162. Howe, Georgia B. A survey of the population of the girls' Edisonhigh school made during the school year 1938-39. Master's, 1939. Reed. 97 p. n.
2163. Hunter, Harold Wayne. The schooling and placement of students inthe Eureka. California. high school as related to the occupational status of theirfathers. Master's, 1939. Stanford.
2164. Johnson, Eloise Trigg. A study of family relationship problems ofhigh-school students. Master's, 1938. Texas St. Coll. for Women. 14) p. ms.
2165. Jones, Oliver William. Comparative achievements of transferred andnontransferred pupils in Sallisaw high school. Master's. 1939. Oklahoma.95 p. ms. ,
Studies the age-grade distribution. attendance, intelligence, and educational achievements of 205 transferred and of 147 nontransferred high-school pupils. Finds the nontransferred pupils superior to the transferred students.
*,2166. Jones, Russell E. The f;iospective teacher's grasp of high-schoolcontent in his probable fields of instruction. Doctor's, 1936. Iowa. Iowa City.University of Iowa, 1939. (University of Iowa studies, new series, no. MS.Studies in education, vol. 10, no. 5. Doctoral theses in education, 4 : 5-22)

2167. Judd, Evelyn Webb. A five-year follow-up study of six Baltimore cityhigh schools: a vocational analysis of the Clas4 of 1931. Doctor's, 1939. JohnsHopkins. 224 p. ms.

2168. Kaufman, Ernest E. A comparative study of the third class cityhigh schools of Sedgwick county, Kansas, 1937-38. Master's, 1939. Wichita.100 p. ms.

.2169. Keller, Arthur A. Enrollment practices in Kansas senior high schools.Master's, 1939. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 49 p. ms. (Abstract in: Kansas stateteachers college of Emporia. Studies in education, 17: 14)Studies time of enrollments, guidance in selection of courses and subjects. routine inactual registration work, and other matters involved in enrollment.it
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217u. Kibler, Zoe M. The legitimate field of secondary education. Master's,

1938. Ind. St. T. C. 78 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana state teachers college.

Teachers college journal, 10: 127-28, July 1939)
Analyzes 14 textbooks published between 1910 and 1937, in the field of secondary educa

tion. and replies to a questionnaire mailed to the leading educators in the field who were

asked to list the topics which they thought should be given in a comprehensive textbook

on secondary education. to approximate the percentage of the entitle volume given to each

topic, and to indicate whether the treatment should be historical, philosophical, or scien-

tific. Shows a trend from the scientific to the philosophical treatment of the field of

secondary education.

2171. Kingsolver, Theron E. The junior reserve officer training corps in the

eighth corps area with special reference to the Guthrie high school unit. Master's.

1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
studies the personnel. growth, and general reaction of officials, students, and parents

towards the R. O. T. C.. and the way it has affected the educational situation in Guthrie

High School. Finds that it is a wdl-established and growing institution and has established

itself as a character building agency in the schools.

2172. Koffmaii, Grover Cleveland._ Faetors influencing educational oppor:

tunity in the eight large high schoof Louisiana. Master's, 1938. Chicago.

105 p. ms.

2173. Laber, Harry S. An experinwntal evaluation of the senior survey
course as a required subject for seniors. Master's. 1939. Ohio State. 98 p. ms.

2174. Leffel, Elwood Samuel. Students' plans, interests, and achievements.

Master's, 1939. Clark. (Abstract in: Clark University bulletin, no. 145: 136-38)

Attempts to determine the relationships between the self-estimated vocational interests

of high-school students and *the objective evidences of their interests determined by
inventories and achievement tests. Describes an experiment In which tests were admin-

istered to 122 Worcester County high-school JunIors and seniors; and in which each of

the pupils wrote an interest essay describing his vocational preference, people be admired.

schOol subjects he liked or disliked, his hobbies, and his social life. Indicates that manifest

interests do not agree with self-estimated interests as well as with inventoried interest.

although a rather high relationship was found between inventoried and estimated interests.

2175. Letier, Lena M. A follow-up study of the graduates of the Hastings,

Michigan, high school for the years 1929, 1933, and 1937. Master's, 1939.

Michigan.

2176. Lister, Frances Marjorie. .1 study of problems of average boys and
girls in three high schoolN of Michigan and the adjustment effected. Master's,

1939: Michigan.

21777Liston, Edward John. Personal achievement classes for superior high
school pupils. Doctor's, 1939. Waihington. 225 p. ms.

Shows that group discussion can be used as a means of personal development and leader-
ship training with the superior pupil.

2178. Lloyd, James W. An investigation of certain needs of students and
former students of Beverly Hills high school. Master's, 1939. California, L. A.

Studies the occupational and educational plans of students now in school, occupational and
educational experiences of former students, and statements from former students of ways
in which the school might better have served them. Finds that an overwhelming percentage
of the stddents plan to enter professional occupations and that tó a large extent they come
from families in the professional, proprietorial, and managerial occupations; that a large
majority of the graduates attend college ; that graduates attending college felt that a
greater quantity and quality of work should have been demanded of them ; that they should
have received more training in college methods and procedures; that they should have
eceived more individual counseling and guidanee; nnd that the most helpful (-nurses were
English, typing. and puhl le-speak ing.
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2179. Lowenthal, L. Launcey. A comparison of average with acceleratedhigh-school groups in regard to personality adjustment. Master's, 1938.Columbia.

2190. McCoy, Glenn B. The administration of discipline in Iowa highschools. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
218L McCracken, Glen F. A comparative study -of certain objective factorsof the Protestant and the public high schools of New Mexieo. Master's, 19:19.New Mexico. 53 p.

`11g2. McDougal, Lowell. J. An analysk of the satisfaction and dissatis-faction of senior high school students with their school. Master's, 1939.Michigan.

2183. McKenna, James William. The 4fect of certain personality factorsupon school success holding intelligence constant. Master's, 1939. 'Clark. (Ab-stract in: Clark university bulletin no. 145: 161-64)
Attempts to determine the effect of perseveration and fluemy on success in school. 1)1.scribes an experiment conducted with a group of 70 children ranging in age between 1 4 7,and 15.5 years, to whom a battery of tests was given.
2184. Mack, John Archibald. Some factors which affect the scholastic prog-ress of rural boys in Ithaca high school. Master's, 1939. Cornell.
Concludes that pupils do not dislike school; that there are relatively -few absences dueto work ; that students who spend the most time going to and from school do relativelypoorer school work ; that students without physical defects excell those wilh two or mirydefects; that students whose parents received good educations tend to excelrthat participa-tion in extracurricular activities does not affect scholastic achievement; that many studentswith high IQ's are not performing up to their expected levels; that excessive out-of-schoolwork curtails scholastic progress; that there is a lack of desire for scholastic success asevidenced by a lack of awareness of failure ; and that students looking toward a collegeeducation make better than average scholastic progress.

2185. McKinney, Durwood Y. The rise and development of the affiliatedstchool in Texas. Master's, 1939. East Texas St. T. C. 136 p. ms. (Abstract in:Bulletin of the East Texas steate teachers college, vol.,22, no. 4: 35-36)
Traces the historical development of the affiliated schools in Texas and their growthunder the direction of the University of Texas; presents the conditions that caused theI work of affiliating Texas high schools to be t.ransferred from that University of Texas tothe State Department of Education; shows the modern trends in affiliation under the StateDepartment of Education ; and discusses briefly ,the accredited subjects.
2186. MacLaughlin, Jane. A survey of the graduates of the Milne highchool covering a period of five years, 1933-1937. Master's, 1939. N. Y. St. Coll.for Teach. 71 p.

2187. Maddox, Charles R. A study of vocational interests and educationalplans of 935 high-school setifors who took the Ohio general scholarship test. Mas-ter's, 1939. Ohio State. 36 p. ms.
2188. Mahoney, Harold H. A survey of Valley township high school, Guern-, sey county, Ohio. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 84 p. ms.
Finds a need for a guidance program and for extension and revision --Rthe curriculum.
21 Markowitz, Sister X. Theresa. Attitudes of high school pupils towardfurious subjects of the curriculum. Master's, 1938. Ind. St. T. C. 45 p. ms.(Abstract in: Indiana stat teachers college. Teachers college journal, 10: 129-30,July 1939)
Investigated the, attitudes of high-school pupils toward algebra, geometry. English, Latin.history, physics, chemistry, and biology to find the effect of these attitudes on learning:how the attitudes of boys compare with those of girls ; what influence different vocationalgoals have on these attitudes; what relationship there is between IQ and attitude and be-tween achievement and attitude; and how attitudes of pupils differ In the various grades.

ms.
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Finds the attitude tilward all subjects is favorable; that the sobject. r%ink io order from
highest to lowest : English. biology, history. algebra. geometry. physic!. clemitry, Latin :
tint attitudes tend to he definitely for or againgt s subject and are not neutral ; that there

a low correlation between Latin and IQ; and that the lobo,. iitljeet,4 show practirally an
obsence of correlation with IQ.

2190. Martin, Leland Leslie., Visualizing education through a high-school

excursion to Mexico City. Master's, 1939. Tex. Tech. Coll.
Finds that the educational values of the journey were exceptionally effective in the ROCia

Sciences, and in developing international understanding and good will.

2191. Martin, Wesley M. The occupational status of boys who have gradu-
ated or dropped out of the Yerington, Nevada, high school during the 10-year
period from 1926-1936. Master's. 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 68 p. ms.

Analyzes information on 133 boys. Finds little relationship between courses pursued
in high school and the occupation followed except in the vocational agriculture and business
courses; that only 17 percent of those taking the college-preparatory course went to college ;

that 70 percent of those who took the vocational agriculture course were in agricultural occu-
pations, and 71 percent of those completing the business (bourse were in related occupations ;
and that 84 students who had taken the general course were in 14 different kinds of
occupations.

*2192. Maxwell, Marion D. The vocational consequences of failure to grad-
uate from the secondary school. Master's, 1939. Maine. 90 p. n.

Studies the graduates and drop-outs of Windham High School, in Willimantic. Maine,
to determine the extent and causes of failures. successful remedies. the consequences of
failure, and offers educational remedies.

2193. Mayer, Walter E. A study of consistency of attitudes of high school
seniors. Doctor's, 1939. Pittsburgh. ( Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh.
Abstracts of theses, researches completed, and bibliography of publications,
15: 190-97)

Attempts to discover the degree of consistency between accepted stereotyped opinions and
the valid attitudes of high-school seniors: the consistency of teachers' attitudes as con-
ceived by the pupils ; the relationship between the beliefs of the pupils and their conception
of the attitudes of their teachers, and of their parents, by administering an attitude scale
to pupils in the senior history classes in five Ohio high schools. Shows the need for
such educational practice us will contribute to better brganization of the pupil's entire
system of tendencies or predispositions.

*2194. Meek, Elizabeth Britton. The relative merit of the traditional and
the reorganized school as preparation for freshmen at the Pennsylvania state col-
lege. Doctor's, 1938. Penn. State. 188 p. ms.

Analyzes data on freshman students at the Pennsylvania Stale College in the years
1911546 and 1936-37. Concludes that in the two freshman classes studied the pupils
prepared in the reorganized schools were consistently superior on the basis of 41 com-
prisons to those prepared in the traditional schools, I1K revealed by number of credits,
number of failures, number of grade points, grade in English, scholastic average, more favor-
able attitude toward preparatory school, more optimistic attitude toward values" received
in preparatory school, grade on English placement examinations, and adjustment to college
work.

2195. Mengler, Richard. A study of friendship groupings in a high school.
Master's, 1939. Oregon.

2196. Metcalf, Clifford A. Vocational, occupational, and recreational ac-
tivities of graduates from three Iowa high schools. Master's, 1939. Drake.

2197. Michalak, Raymond F. A comparison of current practices in prelimi-
nary registrations and schedules of recitations of some Wiseonsili high schools
with the procedure followed at the Pulaski high school. Master's. 1939. Mar-
quette. 163 p. ms.

AI

2198. Michalke, Elsie Meta A. A survey of health status of senior high
school girls, Midwest, Wyoming. Master's, 1939. Michigan'.

Er.
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2199. Moffett, Stanley H. The relation of the socio-economic status ofparents to certain school problems in the Crystal Falls high school. Master's.
1939. Michigan.

2200. Noonan, Frances W. A study of personnel work in five Cincinnati

RESEARCH STUDIF; IN MATO:MON

high schools, 1936-37. Master's, 1938. Cincinnati.
2201. Norton, Arthur Dempster. Comparadive achievement in senior highschool of junior high, eighth grade, and parochial school pupils, all having hailninth grade in junior high school. Master's, 1930. Minnesota.
Compares achievement in the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades of groups equated forage, sex, IQ, and occupational status. FInds tbat the differences favor the eighth-gradegroups in nearly all comparisons.

2202. Owen, R. A. Contributions of philanthropic foundations to the de-velopment of secondary education iu Florida. Master's, 1939. Duke. 52 p. ms.
Reviews the contributions of five philanthropic agencies which have aided and influencedsecondary education in Florida from 1868 to 1936. Finds that while the contributionsmade by these foundations were timely and helpful in themselves, their real signiticavelay in their stimulation of the sense of responsibility on the part of leaders to assumeeducational obligations.

2203. Park, John W. An investigation of recent changes in organization
and curriculum of the Albany evening high school. Master's. 1939. N. Y. stColl. for Teach. 85 p. ms.

2204. Patterson, Allen DeWitt. Implications of newer practices in second-ary education for the preparation of teachers. Doctor's, 1939. Ohio State.(Abstract in: Ohio state university. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, no.30: 129-37)
Finds that teachers need wider acquaintance with general fields of knowledge, moreintimate and diverse contacts with adolescents, first-hand experience with community lifeactivities and the social agencies which affect the lives of adolescents, and the continuousdevelopment of those personal interests and cultural contacts that make for the develop-ment of interesting, growing personalities. Indicates that the present plan of professionalpreparation by means of courses in education taken prior to teaching is inadequate flit-realizing the newer demands on teachers. Recommends experimentation in the use ofparallel experiences through participation in school and community life and study of theirprofessional significance.

2205. Perkins, Dale Hill. A study of the leisure-time activities of 100 seniorhigh school pupils in Houston, Texas. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
2206.\ Persons, Alleathea P. A four-year comparison of the ninth-gradevillage and rural pupils of Walton township unit school, Eaton county, withrespect to social and intellectual achievements. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
2207. Poor, Gerald L. A follow-upsurvey of high-school graduates of Gray-ling, Michigan, for 1930-37, inclusive. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
2208. Porter, G. R. An analysis of the programs of study and the schedulesof the six-to-ten teacher high schools of Georgia. Master's, 1939. Duke. rifilp. ms.
Analyzes the programs of study, organization of the school day, and the relations ofthe teachers and pupils in 149 schools. Finds tbat diversification of courses of studydepended on the size of the schools ; tbat organisation of the school day varied widelyand that standards should be set-up to produce more uniformity.
2209. Potts, C. k. The influence of the-Bennetsville high school in buildingthe occupational and leisure patterns of its students. Master's, 1939. Duke.130 p. ms.
Studies the influence of the high school on the occupational and leisure interests of436 graduates. Offers, suggestions as to tbe part the high school should play in shapingwork and leisure habits.

tit
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'221t). Potthoff, Edward F. Simplifying tlw combinations of subjects as-
signed to high-school teachers : a way to improved instruction ift the high schools
of Illinois. Urbana, University of Illinois. 1939. 66 p. (University of Illinois
bulletin, vol. 36, no. 87)

Describes au experiment in which a simplified system of teaching combinations wa,
constructed adapted to actual conditions found in aJligroup of 400 high schools in Illinois
having no more than 10 teachers on the staff, giving special attention to adapting the
fields and combinations to the subjects and combinations 'of subjects most. commonly
included in the program of studies. the number of c1l8Ses taught in each subject in any
one school, practices in alternating subjects taught by the same teacher. and needs for
reorganizing and enriching the offerings in these schools. Applies the simplithid system
of combinations to 109 of the original 400 schools. Pi oyes conclusively that teaching
ombinations can be simplified!

4

*2211. Power, John J. Survey and evaluation of equivalent education in
Worcester, Massachusetts, Master's, 1939. St. T. ('., Fitchburg. 102 p. ins.

Discusses the traditional and legal background of the public evening high school in
Worcester. Compares the public evening high school with the universit y extension service
high-school equivalent course, and with the Y. M. C. A. preparatory school. Describes
briefly the evening high schools in Detroit, Mich. Recommends that the evening high
school In Worcester be reorganized according to the Detroit plan.

=12. Price, Cora Natalie. A study of the attitudes of Japanese-American
and of native American high-school freshmen toward discipline. Master's, 1939.
Oreg. St. Coll.

Administers attitude scales to 100 native American and 90 .1apaneseAmerican high-
school freshmen. Finds racial tlifferences. and that the intermingling of races tends to
cause groups to become more homogeneous, and that home environment influences the
learning of attitudes.

1'1213. Prosser, Charles Allen. Secondary education and life. Cambridge,
Harvard university press, 1939. 91 p. ( Inglis lecture, 1939)

2214. Quirk, Mary Helena. Capacity and achievement trends in a high
school : "X" senior high school, 1929-1938. Master's, 1939. Brown. 86 p. ms.

2215. Raborn, Eugene Grant. A study of the preparation of students to do
eleventh-grade work in Daytona mainland high school. Masters. 1938. Florida.

Rens, Jay J. What happens when a large city high school changes
from a 45-minute class period to one of 60 minutes? Master's, 1939. Michigan.

2217. Reynolds, Doris Marie. The dietary habits of high school students in
nine counties in Tennessee. Master's, 1939. Tennessee. 44 p.

Studies the nutritional.status of 324 high-school students to determine the adequacy
of their diets in terms of growth and health. Finds that 93.2 percent of the diets were
low, 5.6 percent were fair, and 1.2 percent were go0. Indicates that about 60 percent
of the diets were high enough in energy value to nihiptain normal weight and promote
growth to some extent, but they could not promote optimal health.

2218. Robinson, T. E. A comparative study of the curricular and extracur-
ricular activities_of the high schools of Cambria county, Pennsylvania. Master's,
1939. Duke. 130 p. ms.

Offers suggestions for equalizing educational opportunity in the schools surveyed.

*2219. Rowland, Priscilla. An analysis of the attitudes of 200 high-school
seniors toward adjustments in family living. Master's, 1938. Oregon St. Coll.

p. ms. Oregon state college thesis series, no. 5.

2220. Bowntree, Jolin T. An evaluative study of Greenville, Texas, high
_Khool. Master's, 1939: East Texas St. T. C. 1:t; p. ms. (Abstract in: Bulletin of
the East Texas state teachers college, vol. 22, no. 4 : 49-50)

Evaluates the philosophy and objectives, pupil population and school community, cur-
riculum and courses of study, pupil activity, library service. guidance Ecrvias, instruction,
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school staff, school plant, and school administration of the Greenville Uigh School. Hodsthat the school is weak in pupil activity and in guidance service ; that it is favorable inschool plant, school staff, administration, and instruction, and has an outstanding
, schonllibrary.

2221. Ryan, Helen Marie. A follow-up study of 340 graduates of the Bronxvocational high school. Master's, 1939. Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordham uni-versity. Dissertations accepted for higher degrees in the Graduate schonl ofarts and sciences, 1939: 100)
Surveys the status of 340 graduates of the Bronx Vocational High School in New YiirkCity in the years 1934. 19:15. 1936, and 1937. Indicates that employment in the occupatilin.for which the graduate was trained depends basically on training. school placement, economicconditions, and age.

*2'222. Samler, Joseph. The high-school graduate and dropout : a compara-tive study of the characteristics of these groups in representative public secondaryschools of the metropolitan area of New York City. Doctor's, 1938. New York.295 p. ms.
Compares gradurfttevr-ait4.41ropouts of high schools in the metropolitan area of NewCity in terms of the educational and vocational adjustments which were made during orsubsequent to their high-school experience, studying students of schools offering commercialor academic"Itourses covering the period from June 1934 to February 1936. Finds theadjustment of graduates superior to that of dropouts; DO noteworthy difference betweengraduates and dropouts in employment ; students who make vocational plans while inschool are superior to those who do not make plans while in school. Shows that the 13c.hoo1sshould offer assistance in vocational planning.
2223. Sanderi, M. Howard. The determination of a program of secondaryschool development for Grundy county, Tennessee. Master's, 1939. Tennessee.110 p. ms.
Studies the secondary schools of the county, their teachers, school buildings, transportotion, student mortality, curriculum. Discusses the desirability and feasibility of re-estahlishing junior high schools. Offers suggestions for improving the.secondary schools.
2224. Scherkenbach, Lorenaò Magdalen. A comparative study of leaderand non-leaders at North division high school, Milwaukee. Master's, 1939. Mar-quette. 208 p. ms.
2225. Shirey, Robert Hobson. Pupil progress in high schools of Talladegacounty, Alabama. Master's, 1939. Alabama. 47 p.
2226. Slack, J. Cline. A follow-up study of the graduates of Henriettatownship high school. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 126 p.
Covers the period 1924-1939, inclusive, and involves 140 graduates and 26 dropoutsShows that the holding power of the school hi high ; that there is need of a vocational guhiance program, of bItter community center facilities, and of curriculum expansion.
2227. Smith, Clyde Jackson. An educational program for the small highschool based upon specific community needs. Master's, 1939. ColoradO. (Abstractin: University of Colorado studies, 26: 115-16)
Analyzes usable returns to a questionnaire sent in by 110 graduates of Small schoolsof the years 1925-1930, giving opinions of courses taken as to their appropriafineas in pre-paring to serve personal needs. Finds that curricular practices of large high schools arewidely adopted iu the small high school to the disadvantage of the graduates of the smallhigh schools, most "of whom favored curricular provisions which take fully into accountthe conditions of the small community. Offers a program whereby the curriculum centersfirst upon the activities of the small community, expanding concentrically outward so as tofocus successively upon county, State, national, and world activities.
2228. Smith, M. Wesley. Survey of status of graduates of Olean high school,1621-1937. Master's, 1939. Cornell. 119 p. ms.
Finds that the grAduates were having increasing difficulty in securing employment; thatonly 38.6 percent of them felt that they had received any benefit from the high-school cur-tfculam in their- present work; that they considered tbe social studies of little value; andthat they'felt the.need for better guidance and placement service.
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h.

'the non-transfer students rank higher in achievement on every test glad the transfis.students; that a larger percentage of the transfer pupils are retarded and overage thanthe non-transfer students ; that the attendance of non-transfer students was better thatthat of the transfer students. and that the non-transfer students were slightly higlicrmental ability than the transfer students. Concludes that the rural school is less efficipntthan the town or city school.

2244. Walker, Wil1iaiii Herschel. A utilization study of the Fyffe Nail
school, Fyffe, Alab.amtl. Master's, 1939. Alabama. 91 p. ms.

2243, Warner, Florence. A survey of the graduates of the Howell
school's for a 10-year period from 1927 to 1936. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

=46. Warren, Lyle Nelson. Some determining factors which cause pupik-
to drop from secondary schools. Master's, 1939. Drake.

2247. Weller, Wayne. A study of high-school educati6n at United St:itp.
Army posts. Master's, 1939. Duke. 71 p. ms.

Surveys the organization, administration. support. teaching persojoel. and curricula flhigh on four Army posts. and finds them similar to. civilian schools.
*221§. hitlow, Cyril Melvin. The high school granate and his 1 1

Doctor's, i931. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed. 220 p. ms.
Attempts to discover the destination. geographically, economically and avocationalloccupationally. and otherwise, of high-school graduates, and to secure from the graduati,their evaluation of the work they did in high school. Analyzes replies to n questionnair4received from 556 graduates of 50 different high schools in seven different States. Findsthat the majority of high-school graduates migrate from a small to a large communit\and that more women migrate than do men. and that high-school edUcation should providvfor a generalized rather than a localized citizenship; that within 7 years after graduation52 percent of the men and 66 percent of the women were married and had chIldren. ahosvint:the need for more training in homemaking; that' the 223 men were working in 104 fairI3distinct and different occupations; that the avocational interests of the graduates did nfitgrow out of ally phase of the high-school program ; that the men felt that Itnglish. commercial work, mathematics, and agriculture were of the most value to them, and the womcnfelt that English. commercial work. home economics, and normal training were of the mostvalue to them; that the better scholars from among the graduates carried more extracur-ricular activities while in school than the non-scholars, but they did not tkeem all extracurricular activities worth while.

2249. Wilber, Gerald A. Six-year high schools in New York State: a studyof *rays in which six-year high schools are attempting to meet certain educationalneeds in New York State. Doctor's, 1938. Buffalo. 288 p. ms.
Finds that the six-year high schools did not exist as a rigid type of organization but astypes which were defined to a large extent by local needs; that there existed structures forguidance and counseling, a recognition of the classroom teachers' part in the readjustmentand enrichment of the curriculum, and a general program of continuous public relans toacquaint the public with the schools' offerings; that certain areas of the curriculum werebeing expanded and organized as continuous and sequential courses ; and that instructorswere not considered merely subject-matter specialists but were advisers to their pupils.
2250. Wilson, Ellsworth J. Analysis of the needs of the pupils of Spencer-port high school and Tecommeiviations for meeting those needs. Master's, 1939.N. Y. St. Coll: for Teach. 121 p. ms.
2251. Wulk, Bernard H. A follow-up study of the graduates of five classesin Green Bay East high school. Master's, 1939. Lawrence, 89 p. ms.
Studies tlie occupational status, and their reactions towards their high-school educationof 122 ibigh-scbool graduates. who did not enter college. Finds that they considered anadequate program of guidance, necessary ; that the courses of greatest value to them wereEnglish, commercial subjects, and public-speaking; that the courses of least value to themwere foreign languages, social science, and mathematics, particularly algebra and geometry :that about 74 percent of those who did not attend college pursued some form of adult education; that about 84 percent attach positive economic value to their high-school education;and that all of them admitted that such education was a minimum requirement foremployment.
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Yanke, Rudolph. The formulation of winciplés for guidance in We
-ration of high-school assembly activitio ethss ronin work. Master's 1939.
Michigan.

'2253. Yochaw, sixty). Mary Virginia. The deelopnieut of the central
oli high gchool. Master's, 1939. Fordham. 136 p. ms.

Studio; the ventral Roman Catabolic Ilia schools in the United States from 1925 to 193s.
Llids that Roman Catholic educators are favorably inipressed with the central Catholic
high r.chool as a solution to the problem of Catholic secondary education, and that growth
ha4 been rapid, but haw not kept pa'ce with that of the parochial high selmok timing the
quaf. period.

!JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

2254. Allhands, Tyler. The vocabulary of junior high school students.
Master's, 1938. Arizona. (Abstract in: University of Arizona record 32: 7)

Describes an experiment in which a 100-word vocabulary test was admi tpresks to 650
Iudents at Mansfield Junior fligh School to determine the relation of voeninligry to intent-
genet. and school success, and its value U8 a predictoy of success in school.

2.255. Boyd, Linda. A study of 286 junior high school pupils as
'developing a 'program of group guidance. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

=56. Browp, Hubert E. A study of safety In the elementary

a basis for
I

and junkir
high schocils of New York City. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 228 p.

Studies the nature and extent of accidents to school children in New York City. }

that home and school accidents equal in frequency, and that street accidents are as freque t
as the other two types combined. Presents procedures for safety to supplement the present
eourses of study. Shows the need for more attention to developing attitudes and skills.

2257. Brownell, Loyall William. The curriculum needs of seventh:grade
students ill leisure-time activities. Master's, M38. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

2258. Eklund, Sven A. A vocational follow-up of the graduates of the Jones
junior high school of Ann Arbor, Michigan. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

. 2259. Franz, Rufus X. The unique purpose of the junior high school, 1918-7,'
l93.4. ¡faster's, 1939. Oregon.

2260. Gray, Leon Archibald. Some adjustment problems of seventh t.tnd:
eighth grade pupils; a study of some adjustment problems of the pupils of graties

-seven and eight, Bradford county' high school, Starke, Florida, 11937-38. MastOr's,
1938. Florida.

2261. Jensen, Anne D. A study of mative writing tu a. ninth-grade class:
Master's, 1938. 40maha. 132 p. ms.

2262. Heir, Clarinda G. The relative ordIr of difficulty of four types of
skimming in the intermediate grades. Maqer's, 1939. -Boston Univ.

2263. Langford, B. W. A proposed junior high school program of- studies
for a small urban community in Georgia. Master's, 1939. Duke. 120 p. ms.

Surveys community interests and needs in order to determine a program of studies to.
meet these needs.

2264. McDowell, Elizabeth X. A study yf what 152 junior high school pupils
of Jones school, Ann Arbor, like and dislike abotit school. Master's, 1939.
Michigan.

2265. McKay, Jane Lipscomb. Tile dean of girls in' Junior high schools of
Texas. Master's, 1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist
university. Abstracts of theses . . . no. 7: 27-28) 40

Analyses data on the training, teaching load, working facilities, and designated duties
of the dead of girls given on 35 replies to questionnaires sent to principals of 56 approved
jimior high &tools of Jaw, ,Reconpjlends tbat the duties of the dean of girls be more
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Martin. Jean Moore. Char:pier and votst of clothing for the
high schnoi girl. Mater'. 139. e(.11 4'oll. of Ed.

Ruttenbur. Stanley. A Ligh' follow-up study. Mas:.7 -

RM. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 55 p. ms.
.%

Schwartz, William Glenn. Factilrs differentiating high and
Tating pupils of the eighth and ninth pbades. Master's. Ms. Chicago. 74) p

Smith. Bernie Gideon. A. survey *If the student personnel of !he
S. Jon(..s junior high school Master's. 193. Ala Polly. Inst.

'2270. Smith. Helen. An evaluat inn .1 the juuii.r high schtboi program of
New Rochelle publie-schol ystein in the light of seltNoed objevtivt.s. M;1%1-7-

1939. Fordham.

Smith. Lynnie Ruth. _X study obf intellectual and cultural a1)titud-
and iuterests of the freshman pupik of the Franeis junior high school. Washililrii.
D. C. Master's. 1939. Chicaz1..

.100 .10

OM

p ms.

Thompson, Harvey L. A study of pupil likes and dislikes for JITt
high school life. Ionia. Michigan. Master's. 1939. Mkhiga

*2273. Thurber, Pearle Mae. A study of homework in the Albert De.:.
junior high school of Washington. D. C., mats during the years 1935-36
1936-37. Master's. 1937. Maryland. S3 p. m.

JUNIOR COLLEGES

Anderson, William H.. jr. A history and analysis of public junio
colleges in Colorado. Master's. 193S. D giver. +Abstract in: DiaTivtir Ulfix
Educational research bulletin. 1 : 2161

Tra(ftz the development of the public junior kN on. ge in 011ora10 frow 1927, T.. 1:$36
lines and interprets the laws concerning them; and evaluates thel-e

6=75.. Bi:andmill. Dinsmore. An evaluation f criteria and standard
public junior colleges. Nlaster's. 1939. Iowa.

2276. Brown, Dorph Harrison. Recent curricular trends in the junior college
with emphasis upon theory and practice. I)octor's. 1939. Colo. (A1r4traet
University of Colorado studies. 26: 33-36)

Attempts to deterpiine the trend in curricular the% ry and practice in the Junior
from March 1931 to March 1939. with emphasis on the 1-40istvnee of actual practice wit'
stated curricular philosophy. Indicates a clearly marled trend away from collegt, prepAr..
tory aim toward the completian aim: and from the el.ilege-preparAtory And
aims toward those of social competence and adult education.

2277. Carpenter, W. W. Junior college studies recently completed or in
progress by students and faculty members of graduate schools. Columbia.
versity of Missouri, 11;49. 19 p. m.

and Deneke, W. A. Survey. 'orientation and functional cuu .Nes
in junior colleges and in colleges that bave graduate schools. coolnnibia.
versity of Missouri, 1939. 35 p. ms.

Rereals that the 230 junior colleges which offer one or more of arse type mums offer
a grand total of 742 courses. while the total number offered by the 55 colleges which (-16

()pirated in this study was 177.
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Douglass. Harl R. Junior uollcge is a cliN ea'. Nat:- Nk..1:kols.
,.. .

January 1939. I University If Nvrth Carolina)

Elliott. William. The junior ooll-et. micment iti North Ltaiiot::

1!-13.I. North Dakota. p.

Disorzses t«? general orcarliv.Ti..., 5tie.roe- . S:ate
of -the collevP-s. and ths--. 4' a pr

(-urrit u!urr

Fink. Robert Mathias. Thk t'o .iittgto ,Ti rin'.t_ Ma

Finklea. J. J. h. .1W1,114:t! 0..119111.pin: the curricula of the

!unior college in 4.;tesri. Ii ter. i Imike. p. Ins

Finds that of thk. 17 juLi.,t- coll. gr- ;r1ri'y
Z1 are preparntory anti

Hardy. John Bryan. The Ltster.s-. 19j9. South.

Methodist. (Abstract in: Southk,rn Itath4dist university t 1.
'10. 7 : 19-201

sti efsing theTraces tbe his-lory of the junior tr..ut 1.:6' to
i.f the junior tbe Junis r ..itgl. a- a -t-rInit,;11 vo,tatioral

the col kge arkd tn.. j1.10 :- :ha:

410 percent of t,h Jun`or (-1.)1tge tho ry fol.CT i 11;e!.) 1:

terminal idea 9s ieree;it eiliphasizt 4`t*.i7;al:::1 I T nti alli That tho

1.'1- of the institutik.t: aff..rd.,1 the stAidetit and V.:e p;ireut.

"....,"+.1. Hutchison, Eavi Eugene. The history of Limar junior college.

Master's. 19:1S. Texas Coll. of Arts at.d Ititis. 7,4 it ni--

Traces the bistor.cal dve-101.tlicbt T, .: .1 -1.. rk

.:irly development of tLe. S..uth Park J u i. r .
7,-;rmun,

0 Lamar Junior CollegP. Ihso-illt the pr..-er:t .1rly.S1112 the kidding and grounds.
%zrat,ce requirements. course ..f s-uti. Th.. -ttoi I-. ..11 (athrti.

2^Sji. Lipscomb. Ina. The status tsf the tlt.:iiis of women in the junior c(blleces

Texas. later's. 1939. Sam Houston St T. C. p. ins

Marcus. Dorris Cohen. Thtb Nt. Eligi1A n(1 junior college: an exalllina-

Tion of the status:. objesetives. and practletb:' f' The Int.mlitir institution. of the Ntl\-
.,g

England junior eollt.ge Ma.ter's. Brown. 107 p.

Meyer. Clarence Emil. Tht. puliii junior l'111., in the North ceu-

zral association. Doctor's, 1910. North Dakota. 301 p. ms.

Finds that 1:2 f the '271 t by fte N..rth
:..srany etntrynell whil the othtr :. tiro under State contr1.1: t: at lo States in this 37.

hare laws relating to Junior colleg-: that n Statos passed lezislaCon providing for
the establishment and mainten^nee of ditintr 4-0.1eres: that suth 1t.i4atkiu as bas passed
isna'sly sets up minimum requircmchts which must lise nict tx-to:-e school districts may

i!Imitute proceedincs to olitabIish Junior that t`- law usually grants to the State
.1fizirtmnt 'of pu'ik instruiti.0 the rizht to, siprvis and a.lre4l1t such institutions in
:heir State. Discusses various nit.thds ef thawing junior and finds a trend aaailist
State aid for junior Colleges. 1;iter &Tail tti s!audard4 ut,sler which junior colleges
may be accredited toy the State tiviba7lInt Ills 4* Public instruction, universities. and the

merican Association of Junior the need for more and hezter plidank tu

in Junior colleges

HIGHER EDUCATION

22Ss. Beesley. Patricia. The revival of the humanities in American educa-

(ation. Doctor's. \939. T. C.. Col. Univ. New York. Columbia university pres..
MO. 201 p.

Brings together and rriateb.materials ssu the& isistor) of the humanities; and analyzes the
administratie and curricular aspects of the (latent iivaI of the humanities in American
Itfiezr.s anti univeraities in the pa,v,
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9

2289. Berger, Elizabeth Annette. Student cooperative dormitories auddemocratic group life as illustrated by Russell house. Master's, 19. Iowa.
2290. Bishop, Helen Elizabeth. Measures of 24 Kentucky colleges as reve:1!.!by the records of their undergraduate transfers to the University of Kentwhyfrom 1929 to 1937. Master's, 1939. Kentucky. 81 p.
Analyzes and compares the records of 745 undergraduates while attending one of 24Kentwky colleges and after transferring to the University of Kentucky.
2291. Brown, Elinor. A study of the inconsistencies in the attitude towardwar among college students. Master's, 1939. Clark. (Abstract in: Clark 111li-versity bulletin no. 145: 143-45)
Analyzes the written responses of four entire freshmen c!asses on the Thurstonc kolascale for the measurement of the attitude toward war, and the responses of an upper chi.,group who were takinz sociology to the same test. and analyzes attitudes of these stud,as expressed in interviews. Finds that the students could easily justify the apparent inconsistencies in the wide range of scale values attached to statements with which t tioyagreed ; that popular items or statements were accepted more frequently than would havebeen expected because they appealed to the students as statements of fact ; that the unpopular statements were not accepted as often as would have been expected beesuqe t tir%appeared vague arid lacked sufficient qualifications; and that the mental set of the suhji.c.played a small but significant role in accounting for apparent inconsistencies.
2292. Bullock, Merle L. A. A personality study of siudeht leaders at PrairieView college, Prairie View, Texas; Master's, 1939. Michigan.
t2293. Butts, R. Freeman. Tbe college charts its course : historical (.n11ceptions and current proposals. New York, McGraw-Hill book company, 11)3t4.464 p. (Teachers college, Columbia university)
Contents: Part 1 : When tbe prescribed curriculum reigned supreme ; Part 2: The prescribed curriculum weakens; Part 3: The elective principle wins the day; Part 4 : NeWproposals for prescription.

2294. Canton, W. Barnie. A study of the extension division of the Universityof New Mexico, with emphasis on the period 1928-1938. Master's, 1939. NewMexico. 109 p.

2295. Cardwell, Marian Ann. Causes of student mortality at Ohio Wesleyanuniversity. Master's, 1939. Ohio Wesleyan. 78 p. ins.
Finds that 49 pereent of the students who entered Ohio Wesleyan University in ri::4withdrew before graduating: and that the chief reasons for the withdrawals were financi3;difficulty. poor grades, inadequacy of the curriculum, and illness.
2296. Carter, T. X. A comparison of the number of representatives atAlbion college from different sizes of high schools with the populations of tiltvarious sizes of high schools. Albion, Mich., Albion college, 1969. 6 p. ms!

Interpretation 'of questionnaire on why freshmen studentscome to Albion college. Albion, Mich., Albion college, 1939. 21 p. ms.
Analyzes replies to a questionnaire administered to 229 freshmen who entered AlbionCollege in 1938. Discusses the effect of proximity, athletics, social clubs, interest in specialcourses, standing of the institution. cost of education, effect of parents and other relativesor friends attending the college. extracurricular activities, field iepresentatives. and the in-fluence of faculty members on students choice of the college.
=98. . Report of interview of high-school representatives with stu-dents at Albion college. Albion, Mich., Albion college, 1939. 13 p. mg.
Studies the reactions of students at Albion College to their high-school preparation, andto their college courses; the advice received in high school and in college which had beenparticularly helpful to the students in college; the courses in which students are meeting-with difilculties and their ideas as to the causes of the difficulties; the time spent by stu-dents in preparation of their studies; and the courses liked best and least by the students.
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Carter. T. M. A three-year study ilf the quality of Albion college fresh

flirt] classified according to the size of high chools from which they

Al Ilion. Mich., Albion college, 1939. p. 111.

Finds that the largest class of high scho4)1: mike the twst showing Anti the smallest

class of high schools make second best.

-2:100. Clark, Philip John. A critical study of student personnel 'files tit Okla-

homa agricultural and mechanical college. Master's. 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

2301. Collins, Josephine E. Admission requirements of accredited colleges

and universities for students majoring in home economies. Master's. 1939. Iowa

State.
Analyzes data from recent catalogs of 304 accredited institutions. Finds that the type

.4 institution. the institutional unit administering home economics. and the region of the
cliuntry affect some admission practices.

2302. Crawford, Stanton e Course election in the University of Pittsburgh.
School and society, 49: 427-2s. April 1939. (University of Pittsburgh)

2303. Davis, J. Tilden. Comparative study of scholastic attainment of fresh-
men who eutered Oklahoma agricultural and mechanical college &tiring the
.chool year 1938-39. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Attempts to determine the relative efficiency of the different types of high schools
boma in the preparation of students for college. Finds that students who recei ir
high-school training in schools accredited for more than 16 units of work and,ow are
members of tbe North Central Association. wade higher marks in college than did student%;
from the other two types of high schools.

231-14. Douglass, Harl R. The college's interest IN the secondary school.

Educational record, 20: =9-40, April 1939. (University of North Carolina)

2305. Dyer, Margaret. A study of teaching college freshmen how to work.
Mastels: 1939. Mount Holyoke. 143 p. ms.

Investigates the usual study and reading habits of college freshmen to see to what degree
and under what circumstances improvement can' be achieved through study clinic work
Finds that the average freshman can benefit from instruction and regular practice in good
study techniques; that the gain is greatest where the groups are small and informal, the
material adapted to college level, and objective observation of progress is possible.

2306. Evans, Benjamin Rees. A history of Rio Grande college. Master's,
1939. Ohio State.

2307. Gallagher, Mary Alice. Relationship between vocational choices and
intelligence of d group of college freshmen. Master's, 1939. Southern California.

*230s. Green, James E. A study of the KlleCOSS Of the graduates of 10 classes
It the Louisville male high school in the first two years in the College of liberal
arts of the University of Louisville. Master's, 1938. Louisville. 114.p. ms.

Studies the high-school background of 421 college students, the college background of 421
high-school graduates, and distribution of college marks: Finds the degree of articulation
between the Louisville male high school and the University of Louisville is fair but could
be improvd ; that differences in marking, in standards, and in the philosophy of the
Inatraftorh causes the articulation to be lower than it should be.

2309. Grimm, Wayne E. A quantitative comparison of high-school size and
scholastic success in college. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

2310. Haggard, Mabel Tracy. The work of personnel deans of women in
higher educational institutions of New Mexico. Master's, 1939. New Mexico: p. ms.
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231 1 Hanlon, Earl. Se\ siifforctict-, in 1.011e.,44, :whim clitent 'if low ranh
high `- chool gr:i dim t es. 11 a st 1939. ()kl:i. & I. con.

Finds that low rankine students have a gre;iter range and flexibility in their (.11114.1:.
achievement than their high-school records slim% ; that women Rt Mien t S s.low
fl.ndeney to wake higher grade.point averazes as a group. but the men have a greater rathan the women : that corrfblat ion between entrance test scores and cnliege-grode.
averages is high and rliable for the men tut unreliable for the Nomen.

Held, Omar C. mid Corley, R. R. I hi capAble freshman students pat
tieipate in university life'! Pittskrgh. I'niversity of Pittsburgh, 1939.

Does N1'.1 work affect tile academie record of college students':
School and society, 50: 192. August 17). V139. 4 University of Pittsburgh)

2314. ------. The influence of month of birth on the intelligence of college
frpshmen. Pittsburgh, University of Pittsburgh, 1939.

*24115. Hepner, Walter Ray. Factors underlying unpredicted scholaqie
Achievement of college freshmen. Doctor' 1937. Southern California. San
Diego, San Diego state college, 1937. 40

2316. Hobart, Helen W. A part ial analysis of certain factors and character-
istics of the student body at Hollins college, 192S-1935. 3taster's. 1939. Michigan.

2:117. Hoffmann, Clifford J. Changes in the ages and physical measure-
ments of students at the University of Michigan as noted by n comparkon between
two freshman groups. taster'S, 1939. Michigan.

2318. Jarman, Arthur Merritt. What constitutes good teaching in college
from the colleg( students' point 4 )16 view. Cha riot tesville, University of Virginia .

1919. 9 p.

*2319. Johns. Walter Burchard. The growl h of vtcabulary among university
students with some consideration of methods of fostering it. Doctor's, 1936. Ne-
braska. Lincoln. Nebr., 1939. (Journal fif experimental education, S: S9-1111!.
September 1939.1 ( int )

2320. Kean, Mt. Sue. A study of the Clas of 1936 of Southern Methodist
university. Master's, 1939. South. Methodist. ( Abstract in: Southern 111ethodist
university. Abstracts of theses no. 7 : 23-24)

Studies admissions. failures. transfers. dropout.. and graduates. Finds that less thanone-fourth of the freshmen remained long enouzh to iha graduated; that 35 percent of nterIng freshmen and 47.5 percent of the transfers to Southern Methodist University whoreceived their degrees were members of the Methodist Church.
1'2321. Lunden, Walter A. The dynamics of higher education. Pittsburgh,

Pittsburgh printing company', 1:139. 402 p. ( University of Pittsburgh)
Deals with the character and nature oi higher education as a social institution; thehistorical background from which higher vilueation arose; the occurrence of higher outa-tional institutions in the Western world and their subsequent mobility the occurrenceof higher educational institutions in the l'hited States; social stratification within highereducationnl institutions: and institutional metabolism or the general process of facultymobility.

2322. Lynch, Olga Mason. The college work and seholaVic standing of
prospective teachers in Howard Payne college. Master's, 1939. SoVh. Biethodist.
(Abstract in: Southern Methodist university. Abstracts of theses . . . no.
7: 26-27)

Attempts to determine the amount of work in the various departments taken by the.prospective teachers who graduated from Howard Payne College during the period 1929-1938 in itsgplation to the amount of vvolk taken by all of the graduato s during that period;and to compare the scholarship of tho prospective teachers with the records of the other
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gradlDi (I'S. CI )11 fides that the scholastic average of th.. prispecti%e t Olt cles was the
same as that of the graduate's as a whole. and their waric in their major subjects agreed
with those of the graduates as n whole.

'2323. Manning, .1/rx. Mary. Attitude If a group of Reed college freshmen
IL some issues perta in ing t Seco1Id:1 ry scho( Mast er.y.. 1939. Reed.

106 p ms.

2324. Mikesell, Doyle. Investigation of factors consillered predictive of col-
lege sumess in Drake university. laster's, 1939. Drake.

"325. Miller, O. C. Survey of administrative ai ì i i )rganization of six
Baptist colleges. Master's, 1939. Peabody. CO p.

Surveys the administration and organization fif the Baptisi colleges in Mississippi and
Tennessfre.

..13:24;. Minnesota. Uttivellsity. Report on problems and progress of the
General college. Minileapt)lis, 1939. 319 p.

hsellssert the general college personnel service prograln and personnel Iesearcb ; the
general college adult study ; curriculum planning. curriculum research. and service counsel-
ing; the evaluation program of the general college: mid lists publklitions of the faculty.

2327. Moore, J. Foster. The comparative scholastic achievement of -students
who enter the College of literature, science, mid the arts with advanced 'standing
and as freshmen. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

2328. Morrison, Donald D. Market survey of the student body of the State
University of Iowa. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

23629. Oliver, John" Trends in department organization in American liberal
arts college: Master's, 1938. Chicago. 63 p.

*2330. Otness, H. Robert. A comparative analysis of "only children" and
siblings at the college level with reference to varion characteristics. Doctor's.
1939. New York. 21341). ms.

Studies intelligence as fleterminld by certain standardized tests given to the students
on college entrance; school achievement as measured by marks for freshman class work:,
personality traits am measured by the use of the best psychological tools available in
personality measurement ; mechanical aptitude as measured by a standardized test ; the
average ages of the parents of both groups of students; the birthplace and religious pref-
erences of the parents and of the students; the physical measurements of height and
weight of the individuals. using as subjects 727 siblings and 240 "only children" students
of the university college or arts and pure science of New York university. Finds little
difference between the two groups in intelligence. achievement, and.certnin personality
traits.

2331. Patton, Leslie Karr. The purposes of church-related colleges: a criti-
cal study; a proposed program. Doctor's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ. New York.
Teachers college, Columhta university, 1940. 287 p.

Studies 818 catalogs representing 198 Protestant and 62 Catholic colleges, and a group
of 52 colleges not directly related to a church. Shows that there 'Was a fair degree of
unanimity concerning the alms of the church-rclated college from the founding of Harvard
until the time of the Civil War, after which there cante a decline in denominational interest.
accompanied by a rise of secularism in the United States. indicates that the major
purposes peculiarly appropriate to the church-related liberal arts college today are:
Attention to the individual ; citizenship and social problems; and the development of
Christian character. Presents criteria for a critical appraisal of present and proposed
aims, and challenges present practices among the smaller liberal arts colleges by putting
forward a program to implement a new institutional purpose.

2332. Pendorf, William M. A partial anulysk of the academic records of
the June 1937 graduates the College of literature, *gentle. and the nrtg. Sins-
ter's, 1919. Michigan.
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2333. Reitz, Wilhelm. Selective admission of prospective teachers. Detroit,
1939. 157 p. ms. (Bulletin 1 of research studies in admission and placement)
(Wayne university.)

Gives forms and instruments used in the admission process of the Colkge of Eduvati.inof Wayne University together with their statistical interpretations for 1,620 applicantsto the college.

*2334. Rosel, Wallace George. The scholastic records of 487 students whipentered the University of North Dakota, September 1934. Master's, 139. NorthDakota. 88 p.
Attempts to determine the holding power of the University of North Dakota and tboscholastic pattern built during attendance at tilt University by a group of students whoentered together as freshmen. Finds that of the 487 students who entered in Septern!ler1034. 137 remained 4 years and were granted degrees: that only 13 percent of those whnleft before graduation did so because of poor scholarship; that of the 137 graduates in1988, 80 won honors at graduation.
2335. Sallie, Marjorie W. The relative prognostic value of fieshman year

success in Smith college of certain criteria in use in two private secondary school:for girls. Master's, 1938. Smith. 85 p. ms.

2336. Sattgast, C. R. The administration of college and university endow.
ments. Docter's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ.

Describes a Survey made of the endowment funds of 45 colleges and universities lowedin the northern half of the United States, representing endowed independent colleges nnduniversities, endowed State-supported institutions, endowed technical schools, and endowedchurch- PA colleges and theological seminaries. Offers seven principles of endowmentfund jì ement as basic to the proper administration and investment of endowment fundsof con and universities.

2337. Sherburne, James Wilson. Problems and outcomes of a college reme-
dial program. Doctor's, 1938. Ohio State. (Abstract in: Ohio state university.
Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, no. 28: 267-72)

Describes a remedial program conducted largely on the laboratory plan, meeting 1 houra day, 5 days a week, and for which 3-hour crodit im given, conducted at Ohio State University, planned to meet the needs of students of varying abilities, students just entering theuniversity, students on probation or doing substandard wOrk, and socially 'or emotionallymaladjusted students in an attempt to make each Student a swell-developed and well-adjustedperson. Shows that the remedial program produced marked gains in tool subjects and workhabits; increased participation in recreational activities, class projects, and work periods;class marks and academic work improved.

2338. Sisk, Henry L. The comparative value of the "true" index of studious-ness for the purpose of prognosis. Master's, 1938. Arizona. (Abstract in: University of Arizona record, 32: 56-57)
Attempts to determine whether or not the "true" index of studiousness is a more renal&instrument to predict scholastic success in college than the battery of tests composed ofaptitude, English, and reading. Concludes that the "true" index of studiousness is a lessreliable instrument to predict scholastic success in college than the battery of tests.
2839. Smith, Woodward C. A study to determine the success of a student inCalvin college based on high-school records and the Minnesota reading test. Mas-ter's, 1969. Michigan.

2340. Snyder, Elmer Winfred. The scholastic performance of public high-school graduates of Rochester, N. Y., admitted to the College of arts and scienceat the University of Rochester. Master's, 1939. Rochester. 92 p. mu.
Studies the records of 1,072 graduates of Rochester high schools who entered the Univer-sity of Rochester. Analyzes college averages for the' first and second year in college, andcompares their averages with those of Rochester high-school graduates entering othercolleges. Finds tbat graduates entering the University of Rochester were superior tograduates entering other colleges, but their grades at Rochester were lower than those ofthe inferior graduates earned at other colleges.
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1:341. Spearman, Cecil Eldon. The graduates of Ala Willa high schools fur
.ehool years 1936-37 and 1937-404 attending ont-nf-statwe institutions. Master's,
W.39. Alabama. 101 p. ms.

2342. Spicer, Lucy E. colirKe numbers and their significance. Gunnison,
Western state college, 1939.

2343. Stroud, Richard E. Scholastic standing of prospective teachers in
southern Methodist university. Master's, 1:)314. South. Methodist. (Abstract
in: Southern Methodist university. Abstracts of theses . . . no. 7 : 38--310

compares the scholastic achievement in terms of grade points for 197 prospective teachers
and 157 non-teachers who graduated during the years 1934-37. inclusive. Finds the largest
number of majors in the English group in which the prospective teachers and non-teachers
had practically the same averages ; and that in the other major groups the nonteachers had
a slight advantage in grade points over the prospective teachers.

2344. Thomas, Pranklin V. Cooperation and coordination in American
higher education. Doctor's, 1939. Ohio State. (Abstract in: Ohio state univer-
sity. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, no. 30: 191-95)

Discusses cooperation and coordination between and among neighboring colleges and
universities ; coordination of State-controlled higher educational institutions ; regional
cooperation and coordination ; and the general need and opportunity for further develop-
ment of these problems. Recommends the establishment of a national agency or clearing
house to stimulate interest in the correction of incoordination, to discover and disseminate.
pertinent information regarding the problems involved, and to develop and demonstrate
successful and profitable cooperation and coordination among institutions and other educa-
tional agencies.

2345. Weekley, Harold J. A comparison of undergraduate nien enrolled in
the School of physical education and athletics with undergraduate men enrolled
in the College of arts and sciences, and the College of engineering and mechanic
arts at West Virginia university. Master's, 1989. West Virginia. 61 p. ms.

2346. Whitney, F. L., Chang, V. C. and Kalney, E. J. The home back-
ground of bachelor of arts graduate& Greeley, Colorado state college of educa-
tion, 1939.

2347.- and Kalney, Z. J. The occupation and income of our bachelor
of arts graduates, 1945.2696 Greeley, Colorado state college of education, 1939.

2348. Williamson, Henry Julius. Trend of college-entrance requirements of
Ohio colleges, 19004035. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 55 p.

Studies the entrance requirements of 35 Ohio colleges in the years 1900-1935. Finds
that colleges in Ohio are not keeping pace with the rapidly changing social order ; and that
the changes that have been made by the colleges are not far reaching.

STUDENT PERSONNEL PROBLEMS

2349. Bell, Hilton Delos. Student personnel work in the high school, witb
a student personnel program for a medium-sized high school. Master's, 1939.
Redlands. 132 p. ms.

2850. Brown, P. A. The relation of introversion to academic liuccess among
university student& Pittsburgh University of Pittsburgh, 1939.

2351. -. Sex-differences in introversion among university students.
Pittsburgh, University of Pittsburgh, 1880.

2852. Bucher, Jonas Willard. Social and economic backgrounds of prospec-
tive teachers. Doctor's, 10S9. Pennsylvania.

2858. Denier, Margaret limit The developmental signifleanee of social
maturity. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

ms.
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.2354 . Heilman, J. D. Student etuployment rind student class load. Jourwi,
f)f educationnl pveliology, 30: October, 1939. (Colorado state college of
(ation)

2355. Huff, Frances N. Scale of living of 61 married couples at the State
University of Iowa. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

2356. Jennings, Helen Louise. A study of the administration of student
employment programs in a selected group of colleges and universities. Master's,
1939. Southern California.

2357. McBride, Martin. Some personality problems in a teachers college.
Master's, 1939. East Texas St. T. C. 60 p. ms. (Abstract in: Bulletin of th(
East Texas state teachers college, vol. 22, no. 4: 33-35)

Studies the effect of neurotic tendencies, self-sufficiency, dominance-submission, and soci-
ability on freshman and senior students of the East Texas State Teachers College ás fihown
by test results. Shows trends toward maladjustment among the students studied ; that onthe average boys are less neurotic than girls ; that maturity and college training have not
tended to lessen the personality maladjustments; that there is no significant correlation
between Intelligence and any of the personality traits measured. Shows the deed for a
general program of guidance and personnel work.

2358. McPhee, Anne May. An evaluation of the college adjustment of stu-
dents graduated from a progressive high-school curriculum. Master's, 1939.
Iowa.

2359. Oliver, Ruth Ellen. The relationship between self-support and aca-
demic achievement for college students. Master's, 1938. Cincinnati.

2360. Price, Nary Alice. A study of the psychological adjustment of normal
girls in private school. Master's, 1938. Ohio State. 156 p. ms.

Analyzes the problems of 32 normal girls in a private school. Indicates that teachers
recognized four of the six types of problems, and that superior social and economic status
of the families of the girls contributed to their problems.

2361. Rosenberg, Leon W. The organization of American student life in
Paris. Master's, 1939. Coll. of the City of 11.\ Y. 92 p. Ins. (Abstract in: College
of the City of N. Y. Abstracts of theses . . . 1930: 108)

Deals with the problems of preparation for foreign study, of residence, social and cultural
problems, scholastic problems, and group plans for foreign study. Analyzes the various
agencies, clubs, groups, schools, and organizations which are concernitd with these different
aspects of American student life in Paris. Indicates that though the Utilities are adequate,
students are not deriving sufficient benefit from their European expe e nces. Suggests that
a more Careful planning and organization of foreign study groups .1 y be the best solution
to the problem.

2362. Runner, Kenyon R. The adjustment of th superior college student.
Master's, 1939. Iowa.

2363. Schlee, Alice M. A study of the causes of emotional maladjustment in
the home and their relation to school and personality adjustment of the adolescent.
Master's, 1939. Michigan.

2364. VanLaningham, George. The study of college leaders. Master's,
1939. Ind. St. T. C. 82 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana state teachers college.
Teachers college Journal, 10 : 137, July 1939)
pudic* the scholastic records, IQ. organization affiliations, age, physical size, nu

family, living quarters while in school, academic interest, size of high school from which
graduated, and father's occupation of 377 leaden at Indiana State College between 1921
and 1932. Shows that while the leaders had IQs only slightly above the college is a whole,their marks' were above the average; that 85 percent of them were members of soeial.
fraternities or sororities; that they were slightly older than the average; that they came
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from families of all sizes, economic classcs. and from high schools of all different sizes:

that students majoring in physical education and commerce bad the great( st leadership

qualities; and that few leaders were found among students majoring in music. home

economics. and industrial arts.

2365. Walters. Allen Dow. Some social habits of University of Chicago un-

dergraduates. Master's. 193S. Chicago. 107 p.

*2366. Welch, Frances L. Adjustment problems of girls in a special high

Master's, 1938. Oregon State. 4M p. iiìs. (Oregon state college thesis

no. 9)
Presents case studies of some of the problem girls enrolled in the Girls Edison 6-year

high._ school, in Portland, Oreg. Shows the need for better teaching and better traincd

teachers, thy need for remedial teaching in most of the cases in the school. the provision

of special classes for children,with special handicaps: and the need for better home environ-

ment which might be furthered by visiting teaelwrs who were well equipped for their

positions.

2367. Weller, Rodney. An appraisal of social interpretation methoda sur-
ey of public opinion with respect to the social interpretation program of the

Rockford, Michigan, public schools. Mast ves, 1939. Michigan.

t2368. Williamson, E. G. and Sarbin, T. R. The student personnel program

of the University of Minnesota, prepared for the Prmident's Commit.tee on

Survey of the student personnel program. Minneapolis, University of Minnesota

1939. 202 p. ms.
As

Discusses historical antecedents:, personnel wrvices offered to students at the University;
personnel activities classified by types of functions ; and the administration of student
rersonnel services.

*23M. Zimmer, Brother Agatho, Changing concepts of higher education in

America since 1700. Doctor's, 1938. Catholic Univ. Washington, Catholic uni-

versity of America, 1938. 139 p.

WOMENEDUCATION

2370. Barber, Anna Lee Pardew. The formed elements of the blood of

Oklahoma college women. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

2371. Herron, Ross D. Academic achievement of dormitory and nondormi-
tory college girls. Master's, 1939. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 22 p. nis. (Abstract

in: Kansas state teachers college of Emporia. Studies in education, 17: 5)
Investigates the academic achievements (based on grade averages) of college girls at

Kansas State Teachers College of Emporia, to determine whether there is a significant
difference in the achievement of dormitory girls and that of girls residing at home, in

sororities, or in rented quarters other than the dormitory. Concludes that the dormitory
group exceeds the others to a statistically significant extent.

272. Hockemeyer, Ethel Anne. College presidents : on higher education for

women. Master's, 1939. North Carolina. (Abstract in: University of North
Carolina record, no. 347: 61-62)

Attempts to show some of the main arguments for and against higher ducation for
women presented since 1817 in 130 statements of 60 college presidents of 40 institutions
in 21 States.

*713. Hoge, Dorothy Otley. The rise of women in administrative positions
in the United States in the nineteenth century. Master's, 1939. George Wash-
ington. 96 p.

Discuses women in education before 1800; women pioneers in administrative educational
work, 1800-1850; and the progress of women as administrators, 1850-1900.
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2374. Hoover, Helen A. A comparison of the scores of college kzenior wolimiwith the scores of happily married women, as derived from the Termanlion scale for marital happiness. Master's, 1939. Penn. State. 32 p. ms.
Analyzes data on the Terman prediction scale administered to 177 college senior won1;11of the Pennsylvania State College. claps of 1930. and their replies to a questionnaire snitplying information about their participation in the college situation. Compares the semi..of these women with the scores of happily married women as studied by Dr. Lewis MTerman. Finds that college women as a group have lcwer scores than the Terman groupon All sections of the prediction scale.
2375. Jaeger, Martha. Some relationships between Motor coordination 111141personality in a group of coller women. Doctor's, 1939. T. C. Col. Univ.Studies test scores and factual data on 125 freshman women in a State teachers eolh.geShows a tendency for the more extroverted individual to he better coordinated and to tvniito more aggressive ascendant behavior than for the more iptroverted individual, hut, Ai w.the possibility of certain modifications.
2376. Ludlum, F. Elizabeth. The prediction of body weight for collegewomen. Master's, 1939. Wellesley. 83 p. ms.
Analyzes data on age. height, weight, chest depth. chest width. and hip width for wompnfrom 19 colleges in various parts of the United States. using 1.580 subject& Finds age anegligible factor in the determination of the normal weight for college- women, and thatadequate predictions can be obtained from measures of height, chest depth. anzl chest width
2377. McLane, Helen F. A statistical study of height and weight, withspecial refereRe to weight of women enteFing thb University of Michigan frnin1896 to 1932, inclusive. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
2878. Marshall, Elizabeth A. A comparison of undergraduate women 4.n-rolled in the School of physical education and athletics with undergraduatewomen enrolled in the College of arts and sciences and the College of agriculture.forestry, andhome economics at West Virginia university. Master's, 1939. \VestVirginia. 61 p. ms.
2379. Meyer, Frances E. The effect of part-tia employment on the sail-lastic and extracurricular achievement of women college students. Master's,1939. T, C., Col. Univ. 33 p. ms.
Compares the academic and extracurricular achievement of R3 partially self-supportingwomen students at Barnard College, Columbia University. during n year the studentsworked, and their ftqlevement during a year in which they did not work. Finds that theacademic and extranrricular achievements of the working students were not harmfullyaffected by a moderate amount of employment ; that working did- not depress marks huttended to diminish an expected rise : and that the partially self-supporting students dillnot carry a significantly smaller academic load when they were working than when theywere not working.

2280. Moyers, Rebecca Eleanor. An annotated bibliography of occupationsfor women, 1936-39. Master's, 1939. Colorado, (Abstract in: University ofColorado studies, 26 : 95)
Gives the scope of the occupation. requirements for entrance, qualifications, training.schools of training, special skills, wages, hours. desirable and undesirable characteristics fitthe occupation. trend of employment. chances for advancement, unions or special organiza-tions, and general status of women in the occupation.
2381. Michael, Sister Mary John. Correlation between social and emotionalmaladjustment and attitude toward God and conduct in college women. Master's,1989. Michigan.

2382. Patchin, Zelma. The basal metabolism of Oklahoma college women.Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Uses as subjects 25 normal young women who were enrolled la the Oklahoma Agriculturaland Mechanical College am freshmen.
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'23,s3. Paulson-Edwardson, Anna Dorothy. .1 study of the comparative
health status of college women and student nurses. 11aster's, 1,93". Washington.

p. ms.
Analyzes data on 1,213 student nurses and 1.0tH) college women in the United States.

Finds that nurses lose more time from classes than do college women ; that nurses are
acutely ill longer and recuperate longer ; that respiratory infections cause more than half
the loss of time for illness; and that there is more ickness in January than in any
other month.

*1.'384. Peterson, Ellen I. A comparison of some common experiences in the
lives of two groups of women college students. Master's, 1939. Syracuse.
1713 p.

Describes an experiment conducted with 170 women students at Syracuse University in
which each student filled out an 8-page questionnaire on early experfences. Divides the
%Indents into a successful group of O. and an unsuccessful group of 75 students. Finds
that the successful group is composed of more students academically well adjusted with
higher psychological scores. with significantly different religious backgrounds, with more city
experience, and with significantly higher rating on personal adjustment according to an,

aluation of their personnel records. Indicates that there is a similarity in early achieve-
ment and present achievement.

*2385. Petree, Hazel L. Woman Waders and thei campus sources. Mas-
ier's, 1939. Syracuse. 141 p. ms.

Analyzes data on 492 women leaders who were mentioned in Who's Who, lint! who
spent 4 years in attendance atathe college granting the first degree. Studies dap, on each
of 12 selected factors regarding the campus for the* year that a woman leader graduated.
Indicates that 386 of the degrees awarded by the 28 colleges were A. B. deirees. Lists the
37 occupational groups In which the 492 women lenders ngaged. Shows that during the
entire 50 years covered by the study, the fields of education and writing claimed the greatest
numbers; that during the 50-year period, seven women's colleges prbduced half of the
women leaders, two coordinate campuses produced 7 percent of the leaders, and 19 coeduca-
tional institutions were the source of 41 percent of the women leaders.

2386. Porter, MrP. Nora W. A college %girl' *enty-four hours. Master's,
1939. Ohio State. 68 p. ms.

2187. Robinson, Marion. A study of effeets of hard umge upon the feet of
college Women. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

2388. Snyder, Eleanor M. Job histories of women students at the summer
schools for workers. 1931 to 1934. Master's, 1938. Columbia.

'1'2389. Steckel, Minnie L. Alabama women and their employers, 1938-39.
Montevallo, Alabama college, 1939. 71 p. (Alabama college bulletin, vol. 32,

1)0. 1, total no. 131)
Analyzes replies of employers of women, women employees, college studentA. and girl

high-school students tô a questionnaire consisting of 10 descriptive statements of work
characteristics desired of women employees, ranking the relative importance of each trait
with reference to the demands made of women employees and with reference to the personal
judgment of the person doing the ranking. Finds that employers of women and employed
women are in perfect agreement as to rank order and in closer agreement as to the scale
value ofthe statements thtia are any of the other groups.

a

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

2390. Adams, F. W. Opportunities for women as research bibliographers.
Journal of chemical education, 16: 581-83, December 1939. (University Of
Pit tsburgh)

2391. Asgis, Alfred John. Principles underlying the social and profes-
sional background in the education of dentists and teachers of dentistry. Doctor's,
1939. New York. 400 p. ma.

Studies the persistent problems of dentistry and dental education, prevailing dental
opinion on these problems, and resting practices in dental schools. Recommends that the
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uffilena'raduate eurricurum be constructed primarily on the hasit. tkr s4 " ial it.. 41;that the education of teachers of dPutistry for service in dental colleges and Other institution,I,e made part of n well-formulated program of dental town t Inn ; that courses in the undergra4ate dental turriculum be rearranged to permit the inclusion of a sat ritniiberIfl special courses; that graduate and postgraduate instruction be for the generalpractitioner, specialists in dentistry, public health personnel in dentistry, teachers fdentistry, and research workers and personnel for administrative positions; thatVI 111010011 adopt a definite progressive policy toward health security; that the dentalprofession seek adequate financial support and inCreased endowments; that scholarshipsand fellowships be provided by each dental school to enable teachers in service and ()Hill-qualified persons to prepare for teaching positions ; that teaching internships he providslifor the training of prospective teachers of dentistry : that standards for appointment andpromotion of teachers of dentistry be established; and that educational measnrement in aildepartments of dyntal instruction be established on a firm basis,
. 2392. Atkinson, William N. A study of high school and college subjectmatter patterns for four groups of university students. Doctor's, 1939. Iowa.(Abstractin: University of Iowa. Series on aims and progress of research, no. 631Studies students successful in receiving degrees in engineering, English. law, and medi-dime, and two unsuccessful groups in liberal arts and engineering. Indicates that it is im-possible to predict suecess or failure for an individual in any college curriculum he maychoose to enter, but that his interest and abilities in various high-sehool fields may identifyhim more definitely with one group than another.

2393. Baker, Ralph D. Use of microfilms in engineering education. Jour-nal of engineering education, 29: 284, December 1938. (University of Utah)
t2394. Bemis, George W. Internship training for the public service in LosAngeles county. Los Angeles, University of California, 1939. 46 p. ms. ( Studiesin local government, n.o. 2)

. Discusses the personal background and educational preparativ Of research internes,their training activities, their placement after completion of training, the adequacy ortheir educational preparation, the adequacy of internship training, remuneration of studentresearch technicians, and the problems of placement. DescribN the persortul backgroundand educational preparation of civil service interns, their training avt I V It IPB, placementafter completion uf training, the adequacy of their educational preparation and of theirinternship training, retnuncrati f student personnel technicians, problems of placementOffers recommendations for the usolidation of the training programs of the two groups.and for improving the program Imti training and in placement. Studies o programs inLoa Angeles county, including the working fellowship plan, the personnel as nit plan, amidpersonel aides in the Civil Service Commission in Los Angeles.
*2395. Bergstrom, Evelyn Anne. A proposed program of graduate study atSyracuse university for the prospective training supervisor. Master's, 1939.Syracuse. 123 p. ms.
Attempts to show the need for specific preparation on the graduate level for persons whoplan to upervise student teaching; to determine the abilities and knowledges which theprospective training supervisor should have; to discover the courses being offered at Syra-cuse University which would be most desirable in a program of study for the prospectivetraining supervisor on both the elementary and secondary teaching levels. Recommendsthat universities recognize the need for specific preparation fur supervisors of_ studentteaching; that the minimum requirements for training supervisors be the master's degree.Including special technical training for this work; that this Fpecial training provide lip-porthnity for practice in supervision Yor those who have had ho stipervisclry experience.Offers suggestions for a course to be offered at Syracuse University. 01

2396. Boyce, Eugene M. A comparative study of the inozne of the doctors,lawyers, ministers, and teachers who have received their bac elor's degrees from..
Emory university In certain classeS. Master's, 1919. Emory. A. 36 p. Ms.,.

..Fiends that Emory has more graduates who are teaching than in medicine, law, or theministry ; that taw and medicine offer the largest indbmes over a number of years but areslow in remuneration for the first several years; that law, medicine, and teaching haveabout the same financial status 10 years from receiving the bachelor's degree; that collegeteachers have higher incomes than higb-school teachers and highschool teachers are in thesame income class as the ministers; that geographical location affects the incomes of lawyers
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And doctors more than any ¡others; that there is a downward trend in the income of
'lasses from year to year which is most marked in the higher j /worn.- proftisiotis ; and that
Dnory graduates stand above thilso of Princeton and I .111111101in in la w and moiticine, hut
tall below in teacher income.

2397. Brown, .Roy lift. Education for public welfare and social work : U.

From the point of view of the state university. Sswial forces, 1S: 1, 19:i9. (Uni-
versity of North Carolina)

f2398. Brumley, Oscar V. and Charters W. W. A curriculum in Neterinary
medicine. Colufhbus, Ohio state university, 1939.. 78 p. (Ohio stat(b university
studies. Bureau of educational research monographs, no. 23)

Discusses the evolution of the ; the plan of reorganization ; positions for
which to train; a description of veterinary practice; constructing professional courses;
constructing service courses ; and a five-year curriculum.

, 2399. Burlage, Henry M. and Wherry, R. J. Are the pharmacy schools
under the four-year curriculum obtaining an improved type of student? American
journal of pharmaceutical education, 3: 337-49. 1939. 4 University of North
Carolina

2400. Cash, Margaret Alice. History of nursing/ in the State of Ohio in its
educational aspects. Master's, 1938. Cincinnati.

2401. Fox, Helen% .Guidance proctices in schools of nursing in the United
Statep. Master's, 1939. George Washington. 68 p. I is.

*2402. Freeman, Ruth. Supervision in pane heal h nursing. Master's,1939.
New York. 205 p. ms.

Defines supervision. Discusses planning for supervision, office administratioh, leadership.
teaching, supervisory field visits, evaluation of staff performance, individual conference as a
hu perviso ry technique, grouri meeting as a supervisory technique. record supervision, develop-
ing supervisory ability, and supervising the supervisor.

2403. Gardner, Lytt. Importance of teaching of laboratory techniqUe in the
E

1939.pre-medical curriculum. Scalpel, 9: 23, March (University of North
Carolina)

2404. Hathway, Marion. Education for the public social services: part 2.
Resources for professional education. Pittsburgh. University of Pittsburgh.
1939.

2405. . General education in professional education. 7. Education for
social work. Pittsburgh, Univérsity of Pittsburgh, 1939.

2406.. Training for public welfare and social work. Social forces.
18: 60-64, October 1939. (University of Pittsburgh)

2407. Holly, David C. An occupational forecast of certain professions in the
United States and in she- selécted cities. Master's, 1939. Maryland.

Illustrates and evaluates a techniqu4 for forecasting the replacements needed in 11
selected professions for the United States and in six selected cities determined by the period
of training for entry into each profession. Finds that the needs for professional workers
vary among individual communities, so no blanket forecast derived from data for the
United States as a whole would be adequate. Allows that it is possible by simple statistical
procedures to forecast needs for professiptal services with' sufficient accuracy- to, be. of
definite value for guidance and for controlling the numbers of students to be admitted to
and graduated from professional schools.

*2408. Horton, Byrne J. The origin of the graduate school and the develop-
ment of its administration. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 235 p.

Establishes continuity of events in the history of the graduate school; establishes his-
torically the real function of the graduate school; identifies the graduate vschool with the
faculty of philosophy; traces the evolution of a systematic effort to organize graduate
schools in America; and points out current problems of the graduate school.
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:409. ozik, Michael. Requirements and practices in granting master's (it.
grees in some Pennsylvania college,. and Master's, 1939. Diih..
107 p. ms.

Finds a wide range in practices ill grantiniz grafhiate ill 17 Pennsylvania coll. .
and universities.

2410. Hunt, DeWitt Talmadge. Shopwork in engineering divisions of st;iii.
..10-versities and land-grant colleges. Doctor's, 1939. Ohio State. t Abstract 1,..

".--Ohio state university. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations. no. 30: (;9-7(1)
Studies the historical development of shopwork instruction in engineering educati..!,

and current objectives. Analyzes current offering's and requirements of engineering
work in 60 State universities and land-grant colleges, Lind studies the relat'ionship of an-
pbase of instruction to other subjects and areas in emzim ngpri college's. Offers colon,
mendations for the improvement of administrative practices and insttuctional methods 1:

shopwork departments in the engineering colleges in the United States.
ev

2411. Kane, Lawrence Matthew. Monographs on occupations: pbarmacit.
direct mail advertising speciftlist, display man, air conditioning engineer. Ma-
ter's, 1938. Fordham. ( Abstract in : Fordham rmiversity. Dissertations accepted
for higher degrees in the Graduate school of arts and sciences, 1939 : 971

Analyzes the nature of the_ work, the general qualitieati( ns and educational requirenWn t
the Advantages and disadvantages, and the opportunities within each of these occupation,

2412. Lindsey, Fred Daniel. Certain aspects of the earnings lif professional
engineers. Master's, 1939. George Washington. 34 p. ms.

2413. McBride, T. F. National dental interneships. Journal of the American
college of dentists, 6: 192, June 1939. (Upiversity of Pittsburgh)

*2414. Maltz, Lillian Sondra. Aillk.cupational research equ(1y of clinical
laboratory technology. Master's, 1939. George Washington. 1.0s p.

Studies the nature of the work, the history and importance of the field, personal qualitica
tions of technicians, their (Audition and training, physical aspects of the laboratory, mil
nomic conditions. supply and demand for tochnicians. their employment agencies and or
ganizations, effects of the profession on the employee advantages and disadvantages of tho
profession, and related occupations in the United States in general and in Washington. I). C.

*2415. Mercer, Margaret. An analysis of the factors of scientific aptitude as
indicated by success in engineering curricula. Doctor's, 1938. Penn. State.
42 p. ms.

Describes the selection of test items and their validation by engineering students in tbs.
classes of 1940 and 1941 at the Pennsylvania State College.

2416. Norwood, William Frederick. A history of medical education' in -the
United States before the Civil War. Doctor's, 1939. Southern California. (Ab-
stract in: University of Southern California. Absiracts of dissertations .

1939: 90-93)
Shows that formal medical education in the United States had its beginning in 17(15 withthe opening of a medical department in Benjamin Franklin's college of Philadelphia (Uni-versity of Pennsylvania). Traces the growth of medical education, and shows thatcandidates received medical -degrees during the eighteenth century from 12 institution4.Indicates that in 1819 there was a race in the founding of medical schools that continued

unabated until the impact of the Civil War temporarily brought the movermnt to a halt.Finds that many of the medical schools were proprietary, and that many of those connected
with colleges hnd such weak tks as to he of little value to either the medical departmentor to the college. Point's out the difficulties in providing sufficient suitable material forpractical anatomy, and for providing facilities ?or bedside instruction. Shows a growingtendency to alight the standards of preliminary medical education and to tr.nt with laxitysome of the requirements for graduation. Finds that several university medical schoolsenjoyed good patronage at hoMe and respect abroad ; and that the profession producedmany brilliant educators; and Olt the most significant event in the latter part of theperiod was the establishment of the American Medical Association in 1847.
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2417. Pearson, Ken. Requirements for a master's degree in teachers colleges

and liberal arts institutions. .Master's, 1939. West. St. Coll. 63 p. ms.

241S. Person, Harold. Professional extension education. Master's, 1939.

Presbyterian Coll. 49 p. ms.

2419. Richburg, Harold. Relationship of average high-school marks and
average grades made by nurses on the final examination given by the Alabama

state nurses board of examiners. Master's, 1939. Alabama. 48 p. ms.

t2420. Rulon, Phillip J. and Blanton, hobert J. An occupational classifi-

(Mimi for research workers: college grakluates- mot. Cambridge, Harvard

university, 1939. 47 p.
Gives the hictory of the classification system. the regniremonts lif the code. systcms used

in constructing the OAP. 11Ligezt iensi for handling code symbols. and occurttional groups
Find symbols.

2421. Scherer, Henry ,Howard. College training recommended to a candi-

date for the ministry. Master's, 1939. Creighton. 82 p. ms.

Recommends the study of English, philosophy, so6a1 sciences. religion. and ancient
languages.

Walker, Gladys R. Unemployment in the learned professions in the
United States of America. Master's, 1939. Pittsburgh.

2423. Wright, W. H. Licensing of dental technicians. Journal of Cali-
fornia state dental fissociation, 15: 5, 178, September 1939. (University of

Pittsburgh )

. ADULT EDUCATION
...a

2424. Barden, Harold E. The s(leini adjustment of California Civilian con-

servation corps enrollees as determined by a critical analysis of their school, camp,

and post-camp records. Doctor's, 1939. Southern California. 410 p. ms.

Presents a concise historical background of the CCC movement and describes briefly

the operation of the camps, the aims of the educational program. and the educational impli-

cations involved in the establishment of a permanent corps. Analyzes data on 1,462 enrollees
in eight southern California camps. and compares the school adjustment of the CCC group
with that of a matched group of boys selected at random who did not enroll in the corps.
Discusses the camp activities of all enrollees, the extent and type of participatisn in the
educational program, the nature of work assignments. leadership ratings. reading preferences.
kinds of discharge received, and significant relationships between these factors. Analyzes
data collected by questionnaire on enrollees who had been discharged from camp, on holy,
conditions, school interests. occupational experiences, and attitudes, and attitudes toward
the camp program. Studies records b f maladjusted enrollees. Shows the need for voca-
tional guidance and for trade school training. Offers suggestions for improving the schools
of the United States, for improviing the camps and their educationaal programs, and for
ereating a permavent corps under the direction of the United States Commissioner of

Education.

2425, Blakeslee, Kenneth Robert. The educational program in the Fresno
district Civilian con.servation corps, ninth corps area. Doctor's, 1939. Stanford.
(Abstrad in: Stanford university bulletin, vol. 14 : 199-202)

Discusses the conditions. personnel, pressures, and facilities affecting the program and
the program itself. Analyzés information on the advisers, enrollees, and the instructors;
authorities of all types under which the program functioned; the finances and facilities for
education ; the monthly educational reports of the camps in the area from October 1034 to
December 1938, inclusive. Concludes that the camps are deficient in floor space for educa-
tion, in "equipment, trained instructors, and adequate financing. Recommends that more
accurate methods of measuring results be worked out ; that the camps he brought up to
the minimum amount_abfloor spiv* as set up by Federal authorities; and that a predeter-
mined amount of company funds be set aside for education until such time as the
Federal Government should adequately finance the program; and that each instructor be
trained by means of correspondence courses worked but by those in higher authority.
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2426. Booth, James C. Educational background and personality problems of
night school students. Master's, 1938. Vanderbilt. (Abstract in: Bulletin of
Vanderbilt university, vol. 38, no. 11 : 66)

Analyzes 184 students 21 years of age and under of a group numbering about 300 attendinz
Watkins Institute, a night school, of Nashville, Tenn., to determine what individual. social.
and educational conditions affect the group as a whole and account for the retarded group
Finds that about half of the group are high-school gradutes; the remainder are students
who have been unable to complete high school or who have dropped out of the grades.
that the majority of the studonts are from homes above tbe unskilled working class : that
they come from large families; that the group as a whole has considerable work experienio
and n large occupational turn.over ; and that the group contains 40 students who droppsil
out of the public-school system b-fore completing junior high school.

2427. Bowles, Johne. Personnel of vocational honwmaking classes for adults:
whites in Louisiana, 1938-39. Master's, 1939. Iowa State.

Studies the age. educational. e(onomic. find cultural status of class members and their
desires for future study. Finds that the younger groups wanted units dealing with personril
living, while the older married group preferred units dealing with home and family
problems.

*242S. Byrd, Thomas Smith. An education program, through guidance, for
youths in the Civilian conservation corps. Master's, 1939, Wyoming. 128 p.

Discusses present methods of education in the CCC; the enrollee as nn
Offers a suggested program of guidance and informal instruction for camp use in social
development, English, literature, hygiene, safety and first aid, salesmanship, occupations.
conservation and nature study. citizenship, music and art, and American history.

2429. Coe, Beatrice H. An evaluation of the adult guidance service of New
Haven. Master's, 1939. Smith. (Abstract in: Smith college studies in social
work, 10: 140-41)

Describes the work of the adult guidance service established by the W1'.% in the fall of
1937 to assist out-of-school adults in meeting problems of an educational vocational natury
Attempts to ascertain the value of the service in terms of the clients' opinians, using ith
unselected sample of 50 cases. Finds that the clients were largely a native-born group of
men and women between the ages of 17 and 25, with high-school training. Indicates that
the recommendations given were geared to the clients' interests and desires, to their per-

, sonal and social situations, and that their past experiences were judgttd in the light of the
whole. Concludes that the training program had practical value, and that the service
holstered the clients' morale at a time when it was needed.

*2430. Cruey, G. Wayne. The educational program of the Civilian conserva-
tion corps : its provisiop for leisure time and vocational guidance. Master's, 193S.
Bowling Green. 98 p. ms.

Traces the development of the Civilian Conservation Corps from its inception in March
1933 to April 1937, in order to determine the purpose of the institution, the organizational
setup and the curriculum, and the qualifications and duties of the educzktional personnel
and the enrollee. Offers suggestions for improving the educational progtam and work
of the camps.

2431. Dale, Kenneth Ivan. The educational program in North Dakota com-
panies of the Civilian conservation corps. Master's, 1936. North Dakota.
50 p. ms.

2432. Dunbar, Elsie Satterlee. A survey of the present status of adult
education in South Dakota. Master's, 1939. South Dakiz4a. 54 p. ins. .

2433. Finch, Margaret Dean. Educational opportunity in the Civilian con-
servation corps. Master's, 1936. De Paul. 105 p. ms.

2434. Fraley, Lester Martin. A comparison of the general athletic ability
of white and Negro men of college age. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. Nashville,
George Peabody college for teachers, 1939. 7 p. (Abstract of Contribution to
education, no. 250)

Compares the general athletic ability of 505 white enrollees and Oti Negro enrollees iir
four white and four Negro CCC camps:in Kentucky and Tennessee as shown by the result.

E. MI
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232 RI-11.:ARCI1 STUDIES IN EnriakTIoN
.10

:442. Houser, Walter Mussell. Educational rehabi I i ta tion of physical',
handicapped citizens of Colorado. Master's: M39. Colorado. (Abstract in:
versity of Colorado studies, 26: 73-74)

.Studies the educational training given to physically hamlicapped citizens of Colorado rp,
the Rehabilitation Service of the Colorado State Board for Vocational Education during
years 1930 193s; stresses the pre-rehabilitation status of the rehabilitants; and the nrone
spent by the- Rehabilitation Service in training the people and their I WeCnr):1 t louai stain.
after rehabilitation. Finds that a higher percentage of men than women had been cripp!vd
through public industrial accidents, while a greater percentage of women than no
were disabled by illness or thron7h congenital causes; most of the rehabilitants were bp.

tween the ages of 21 and 30; that slightly less than half the people were employed priiir
to rehabilitation: that the Rehabilitation Service spent more money for the average persiol
given institutional training than for the average person given employment training; that
after training. the greatest number of rehabilitants secured office positions; that their e;irli
ing capacity as a whole was increlsed; and that the rehabilitants given institutional train
ing earn more money than those given employment training.

2443. Jenks, Esther Newton. The function of adult education in a democ-
racy. Master's, 1939. Ind. St. T. C. 5S p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana state
teachers college. Teachers college journal, 10: 136-37, July 1939)

Reviews the history and philosophy of the adult educatior movement in the United Statc.:
Seeks to dkcover the potentialities of adult ftineation for enriching individual life in the
areas of health, leisure time, human relationships. natural sciences, fine arts, and vile,
tions, and through right experiences in these areas the possibilities of preserving our
democracy. Finds that a desire for further education has been created through such agencies
as extension courses in agriculture anil home economics. alumni education, museums. cor-
respondence courses. forums, libraries. men's and women's clubs, parent education, educa-
tion of prisoners. milo, church. recreation programs. theater. puppetry, corporation train
ing. vocational training. and rehabilitation programs. Shows that t here are 27.000,000 peop!e
engaged in some form of adult educ ation. and the number is increasing at the rate (If
1,000,000 more each year.

2444. Rabat, Mary Enright. Organization and program of adult education
in Wisconsin. Master's, 1938. T. C., Col. I'niv. 57 p. rns.

Studies State and local administration and programs of adult education in agriculture.
homemaking, rehabilitation, city schools, NV11.1, classes. and discusses the personnel of State
administrative divisions. numbers of people enrolled in programs, number rehabilitated
since 1921, and the cost of the programs.

2445. Katona, Arthur. Adult education and democracy in America : a social-
psychological approach. Divtor's, 1939. Wisconsin. (Abstract in: University of
Wisconsin. Summaries of doctoral dissertations . . . vol. 4 : 115-17)

Attempts to determine whether or not adult education can he made to further the
democratic process. Finds that adult education in America is characterized by heterogeneity
and disorganization; that the movt went lacks leadership; that to date it has been largely
vocational training and cultural education of the sentimental type. Shows that adult edu
cation needs a realistic orientation If it is to become a factor in the implementation of the
democratic process; that it must help awaken the public and must work in a communit)
setting ; and that adult education must be utilized to help him defend his democratic riglits
against encroachment.

*24443. Keenan, Richard Barnes. The private correspondence school enrollee.
Doctor's, 1939. T. C. Col. Univ. New York teachers college, Columbia univer-
sity, 1940. 107 p. (Contributions to education, no. 796)

Studies random samplings of persons who enrolled for courses in the International cor-
respondence schools and the Women's institute during the years 1928 and 1932 to determine
whether there are general characteristics of persons who enroll for courses in these schools;
to determine whether or not there is any relationship between enrollees' selection and
relative completion of courses and such characteristics as geographical location, sex, age.
marital status, education, occupation, and ability ; to show the effect of selected character-
istics of the methods of instruction and administration of the schools on relative comple-
tion of courses by enrollees; and to show the enrollees' stated reasons for studying corre-
spondence courses, their opinions on various phases of such study and the reasons for sails
faction or dissatisfaction with correspondence study. Offers suggestions for the selection

vhi
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ADULT EIWCATION 233

o enrollees, the improvement of standards for local representatives. the payment of tuition.
,he shortening of course enrollments so that the enrollees could completo courses much as
witel:e students complete semesters of their coill.ge curriculum, the development Of courses
sr interest and value to persons living in rural areas remote from better educational oppor-

tunities, and for carrying on of needed research in their field by correspondence schools.

*2447. Kiernan-Vasa, Helen. Language errors of adult foreign-born stu-
. dents. Master's, 1939. George Washington. 78 p.

Analyzes language errors in the written work submitted by 25 adult foreign-born students
in th(' Americanization school of Washington. D. C.. in their first written assignments on
vn wring the school. and in thfotr last written assignments before leaving the school. The

students represent nine nationalities. and range in age from 16 to 56 years. Describes
!codling procedures in the Americanization school.

244S. Krost. Anna M. Development of curriculum iimditications based upon
¡I study of environmental factors typical of groups in adult homemaking classes in
Minneapolis. laster's, 1939. Minnesota. S1 p. ms.

Analyzes data collected by questionnaires and interviews from 817 women enrolled in
bi.memaking classes regarding age. marital status, education. .1..c3 pational level. number nml
:Ig of children, help employed. home ownership. home equipment, and reading interests.
Finds a wide range in the ages of the women of whom threefourths were married and a
majority had children ; the median education was high-school graduation ; the income range
was wide but the median income was low for n11 groups. ...specially for the single women;
42 percent owned their homes; and modern household equipment was used extensively..

2449. Larson, Eva Harriet. Personnel of vocational homemaking classes for
adults: North Dakota, 1938-39. Master's, 1939. Iowa State.

Attempts to determine the status of women enrolled in the types of units Wight by the
itinerant adult class teachers, and to ascertain relations between these factors and interest
in different types of units. Finds that most of the women lived on a moderate economic
level and had been variously educated.

2450. Lohmann, Florence Minor. The relation of principals in a city school
system to adult education activities in their buildings. Master's, 1938. Chicago.

6 p. ms.

2451. McComic, Mary. A family-life program of adult education for Gregg
county, Texas. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 107 p. ms.

Finds that 10 units of instruction were of sufficient interest to men and women in Gregg
County to justify classes ; and that 31 people were found who were qualified to teach one or
more units. Outlines a program of adult education on family life for the county.

2452. Nelson, Everett J. History of education in the Sparta, Wisconsin, CCC
district, 1933-1938. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

*2453. Nelson, Neal McMaster. historical inquiry into the Civilian con-
servation corps movenwnt with special reference to the ninth corps area. Mas-
ter's, 19387 Idaho. 146 p. ms.

1)escribethe (Nation of the CCC ; its work ; educational projects; organization of CCC
camp educ tion ; characteristics of the camps, especially of the camps in the ninth corps
area.

*2454 Nestrick, W. Virgil. Constructional activities of adult males. Doc-
tor's, 1 39. T. C. Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college, Columbia university,,
1939. 28 p.

Attempts to discover whether some circumstances in the development of individuals act

I

either as deterrents to the urge to create or as motivations to participation in constructional
activities. Indicates that a large percentage of adults whose experience in constructional
activities were limited to those offered in either elementary or high school, do not desire to
participate in these same activities in adtilt life.

*2455. Parr, Lewis A. A personnel study of the school achievement, intel-
ligence, socio-economic status, and personality adjustment of Civilian conservation
corps enrollees of Northeast Texas. Master's, 1937. Texas. 78 p. ms.

rrtp,
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2456. Porter, Harold W. A training program fur adults in the worthy u.
of leisure time. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 112 p.

Finds that listening to radio programs and reading are the two most important leisurs.
activities in Two Hirers. Wis. Outlines plans for improving the use of leisure time.

*2457. Reinert, Wayne Leroy. The educational program of the Civilian
conservation corps. Master's, 1935. Chicago. 102 p. ms.

2-15S. Scannell, Alice M. The legal status of non-Werally subsidized adult
education at the state level in the United States. Master's, 1939. Chirng
$t; p. ms.

2459. Sessions, Eldon B. Eduvational work of the Civilian conservation
mrps camps in Ohio. Doctor's, 1937. Ohio State. 372 p. ms.

24V Illiteracy. Shorey, John Charles. in the United States, particularly
cfmservat ion corps, and suggestions for its elimination. Master's,

1939. George Washington. 77 p. ms.
Studies the extent and effects of illiteracy in the United States; methods used in combat-

ing illiteracy ; illiteracy in CCC camps with reference to methods of treatment. Gives a
program for native-born illiterates in the camps, discussing class schedules. type of in-
structor required, methods of arousing interest and methods of instruction, teaching
techniques, reading, writing, spelling, arithmetic; suggests textbooks; and discusses books
and study materials.

2461. Sipe, Ellen M. A survey of adult education in the Sacramento evening
high school. Master's, 1939. Oregon.

*2462. Sloper, Kirkland. The effect of individual guidance upon participa-
tion and quality of work in a voluntary Civilian conservation corps educationm
program. Master's, 1938. St, T. C., North Adams. y. p. (Published in part as :
Individual guidance in a Mt' camp. Office of Education Bulletin, 1939, no. 7.)

2163. Spain, Clarence H. A study of adult education in Virginia. Master's,
1939. William and Mary.

*2464. ToWer, Douglas Byron. The educational implications of the Civilian
conservation corps. Mastees, 1936. Niagara. 33 p.

2465. Turner, Ruth. Status of business education in the Oklahoma Civilian
conservation corps camps. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Finds that 22 Oklahoma CCC camps have a program of business education. and that
3 camps do not teach any business subjects ; that the objectives of the business education
program are uniform in most of the camps ; that 37 business classes, covering 10 difforent
subjects, were carried on in the camps during the period. October 1938 to March 1939
that 35 different instructors taught business subjects in the 22 camps; that all 25 camps
had programs of educational and vocational guidance; that 24 camp advisers stated that
they attempt to place enrollees on jobs after they have completed training; that the
camps do not have placement bureaus but cooperate with the Junior Placement Division of
the United States Employment Service.

*2466. Westley, Harry A. Education iii the Civilian conservation corps
camps of Montana. Master's, 1030. Montana. 193 p. ms.

2467. Wheelock, Harold R. The Civilian conservation corps schools as an
agency in adult education in certain Wisconsin (limps. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

2468. Wilson, Muriel Elizabeth. Factors associated with course enrolments
in a private school for adults. Master's, 1938. Chicago. 58 p. ms.

2469. Woodring, Paul Dean. An investigation of direction orientation in
human adults. Doctor's, 1930. Ohio State. (Abstract in : Ohio state miiversil).
Abstracts of doctoral dissertations, no. 29:139-47.) a

Describes an experiment in which a heterogeneous group of% 150 individuals, a homo-
geneous group of 43 college students, and a group of 15 more 'intensively studied subjects
were used to determine their direction orientation by means of a specially designed pointing

ms.
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technique. Indicates that t ba61ri is a tyndency for subject!. h I A gh iii itli:11 iii either to

will oriented or to make R 01311)0. score 11114' t to !be error made: And that
p t Orin procPsses are eoneeptua I iii nature.

*247( 1. Yenawine, Wayne Stewart. Civilian i (l)rps camp papers.

Master's, 193s. Illinois. :385 1).

Traces the development of the CCC camp papers from glorified bulletin hoard notices
to interesting chronicles of camp life and frank opinions of the enrollees. stipt.rvisory
:tat*. and the citizenry concerning nuttier-. rei:itin.. to c;inip intcrests and to public affairs.
Presents a check list of camp paper.: pu1 ikhe4I prior to July 1. 1937, and currently
rereired at the University of Illinois lil ritry.

PARENT EDUCATION

t'2471. Davis, Edith A. rind McGinnis, Esther. Parent educat ion : a survey
of the Minnesota program. Minneapolis, University Id Minnesota. 1:i:a 153 p.

Discusses the effect of attending child study groups upou pa rental attitudes toward
children's behavior; and the organization and development of a 1o:trout-ohms t ion program.

2472. Deupree. Irene Whiteside. The cooperative play school as a means of

teaching parents. Master's, 103b. Texas St. Coll. for Women.
Shows that the play c.hool may Improve child guidance technique.: and attitudes in

parents and gives plans for high school,: to organize play L;roups in connect ion with the
adult education program.

t2473. Iowa. University. Researches in parent education, IV. Iowa City,
.1939. 181 p. (University of Iowa studics, new series. no. 381. Studies in chil(1
welfare, vol. 1 7.)

Contents: (1) A revised method for the measurement of attitude, by Ralph
Ojemann. p. 5-18; (2) A stud?Pof the attitudes of colleize students in selected phases
of child development, by Vera M. Brandon, p 1 CO i:1) The effrct of certain factors in
the home environment upon child behavior. by Eva (;rant, p. 11 4 ; (41 The signiti-
ranee of a dynamic conception of knowledge, by Ralph Ii. Ojemann, p. 95-1 12 ;. (5) An
experimental study of the dynamic conception of klI)V t. (1L. ia youth. by Ruth 31usarove.
p, 113-28 ; (6) A study of the attitudes of parents of nOolescents, by Anne Gabriel, p. 128-56 ;
(7) A study of the knowledge and attitudes of' parents of preschool chiklrep, by Louise
C. Coast. p. 157-81. The tIteses Lnhl dissertations were listed in earlier editions if the
Bibliography of Research Studies in Education.

2474. O'Neill, Loretta. A survey of the buying problems Of members of
parent education study groups. Master's, 14.)9. lown.

2475. Weber, Elsa R. Treatment of aggreAsive mothers by a child guidauce
clinic. Master's, 1934. Smith. (Abstract hi: Smith college studitN in social
work, 9:141-42.)

Analyzes the type of treatment which was used with a group of aggressive mothers
hy the Worcester Child Guidance Clinic ; evaluates the methods and effectiveness of
treatment; and attempts to determine how :alienable mothers showing this personality
trait were to treatment. Concludes that the type of approach was an important factor
In the treatment situation ; and that aggressive mothers ate often able to respond to
treatment and to show improvement through it.

TEACHER TRAINING

2476. Bracy, Alfred A. A study of the general ncliinent of prospective
teachers at Massachusetts state college. Master's, 1930. Mass. St. Coll.

152 p.

*2477. Caruthers, Thomas J. An integrated program of teacher education
In a !bur-year curriculum for the preparation of elementary teachers. Doctor's,
1939. New York. 297 p. zus.

Arranges the curriculum and instruction PO that the mastery of subject matter will he
reasonably assured; provides practical, professional situations which will require that the

lie
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subject matter becilme functional ; awl differentiates till. illastvry and !unction:II
of subject mattPr and lahnratnry experien#.1-: ith rg.flp n,. ti) tb#. per.onnl qua i 1 firn ti.of the prospective teachers.

247g. Cookingham, Waldo Beale. The eliiIiI awl the curriculum ( the sy1
labus of a course for integrating teacher edu(ation). Doctor's, 193S. New York.
171 p, mm.

Works out 24 problems on tile child and the curriculum for use in normal schools find
teachers colleges in integrating teacher education,. and offers suggestions for teaching the.
I.ourse.

2479. Cowles, LeRoy E. Making education a pri4ession. Utah educational
review, 32: 297, May 19.19. ( University of Utah)

2480. Eldred, Lewis. Characterktics of Cornell university students prepar-
ing for secondary ichool teaching, Classes of 1935, 193(1, and 1937. Aiasters, 193s
Cornell.

*2481. Endicott Frank S. Selection, advisement, and teacher placement
in institutions fo/ the education of teachers. Doctor's, 1938. Northwestern.
Evanston, Northwestern university. 1939. 47 p. Nt)rthwestern university (Ion-
t ributions to education, School of education series, no. 13)

2482. Hufford, Edwin W. Training aml professional improvement In service
of Junior and senior high aschool teachers of Tampa, Florida. ,Vaster's, 19:1!!
Cincinnati. 80 p.

Recommends, on the basis of a 3-year survey. higher professional requirements. chnnue4in the present salary schedule, and a continuous survey of the training and improvementof teachers in service, as a guide in placement and promotion.

24S3. Hutchinson, M. E. A study of the academic and professional prep-
aration of teachers of the social studiPes, with special reference to Pennsylvania.
Master's, 19a9. Duke. 124 p. ms.

Finds a general trend toward State control of certificArn ; general educational requiro-!bents are comparatively uniform throughout the United Antes; and few States are specificin their special education requirements for teachers of the social studies.
2484. Jacobs, Peter G. The selection and professional training of teacher*

Master's, 1939. Coll. of the Pacific. 92 p. ms.
Studies the results of a questionnaire t-ent out by the Cnlifornia State Department ofEducation to schools and colleges in the State in 1937 'and in 193S. Concludes that a goOdteacher should be aware of the world in which she lives ; she shoold have a good personalit)

should be thoroughly grounded in he'r subject ; and should understand the techniques ofeducation.

2485. Parker, J, H. The training of white elementary teachers in West
Virginia. Master's, 19311. Duke. 130 p. ms.

Studies the supply and demand for white elementary teachers in relation to the serviceareas of six State teachers colleges and for the State as a whole. Finds a need for auincreased supply .of trained teathers to replace teachers with sub-standard training.
2486. Patrick, Charles Andrew. The equalization of educational opportunity

in Jefferson county in terms of the education and training of teachers. Master
1939. Alabama. 82 p.

1'2487. Smith, Henry Lester and Eaton, Merrill Thomas. An experimental
study of standards for the selection of candidates for teacher-training insititn-,
tions. Bloomington, Indiana university, 1939. 72 p. (Bulletin of the School of
education, vol. 16, no. 1)

Attempts to determine the pertinent factors which make for teacher success ; and whetheror not those qualities could be scientifically measured. Administers certain manures of per-sonal qualifications of teachers to 4 men and 43 wonieti sophomores, at Indiana University.and studies the results in the light of tentative stan4ards to be set up for the admission
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of candidates to teacher-training ini:titutions. Indicates that teacher-training institutions
can recruit a better type of individual for the teaching field by employing a more selective
process; that there is a constant interaction among the traits tested ; that individuals
entering cerain teaching fields differ in abilities and interests from those entering other
teaching fields; and that ability. as measured by these tests and scales. is not greatly
increased by 2 years of college work.

24s8. Smith, Russell Breneman. A survey of certain frontier practices in

(he education of elementary teachers and 11 evaiunti(1n 4)f them in the light of a
philosophy of education in accord with modern trends. Doctor's. 1939. Ohio
State. (Abstract in: Ohio state university. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations.
*9: 227-418)

Concludes that programs of teacher education generally lag as much as they did a decade
ago; that values in practices are relative to attendant circumstances; that progranis and
practices should be dynamic and the direction of growth be guided by sound philosophy ;
that there is a need for teachers college faculties to formulate philosophies of education
aild statements of purposes ; and that programs need to advance Rs consistently as possible.

2489. Treadway, Rachel. The relationship of teacher preparation to subjects
taught after graduation. Ninstees. 19;V.). East Texas St. T. C. 102 p. ms.
(Abstract in: Bulletin of the East Texas state teach(rs college, vol. 22, no. 4:
53-55)

Shows the relationship between the preparation of 517 elementary and high-school teach-
ers and their teaching assignments, studying teactters who graduated from East Texis State
Teachers College during the regular and summee sessions of 19374R. Finds that of tbe
188 high-school teachers, 57.4 percent are teaching in fields in %vhich they are fully prepared.
40.5 percent in fields in which they are partially prepared, and 2.1 percent in fields for
which they are unprepared; that of the 329 elementary teachers 43.8 percent are fully
qualified according to the recommendations of the college, and the balance lack either
recommended education courses, special courses, or both.

NORMAL SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

2490. Bragg, Louis Alderson. Normal training in Nebraska high schools.
Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll, of Ed.

*2491. Chadwick, J. E. Factors differentiating students 11S to scholastic suc-
cess in the professional division of a college for teach(brs. Doctor's, 193). New
York. 100 p, ms.

Studies the measures available for determination Of scholastic success in the last 2 years
of professional preparation for educational work, using :Is subjects the class of 193g at
Colorado State College of Education.

2492. Cornish, Edward H. Study of Cortland, N. V., normal school and its
graduates. Master's, 1939. Cornell. 92 p. ms.

Studies the institution from 1868 to 1930.

2493. Crawford, Bonner M. The relation of achievement in high school to
success in the freshman year at Central state teachers college, Mount Pleasant,.
Michigan. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

2494. Dotson, George Edgar. Student ttrvival at the, San Diego state col-
lege, 1931-1938. Doctor's, 1939. Stanford. (Abstract in: Stanford university
bulletin, vol. 14 : 203-205)

Studies the records "f 5.528 students who were in attendance between February 1, 1931,
and June 10, 1937, to determine the extent to which students failed to survive in attend-
ance until they had completed a 4-year program leading tq, a degree; to learn the reasons
given by the students for leaving before completing the program. Shows a rapid and
continuous growth in attendance at the San Diego State College which is especially notable
in the number of men students enrolling; that the rate of student mortality is abnormally
high ; that reasons given for leaving the institution were : Low sCholarship, financial prob
lems, complications arising from within the family unit. marriage, and opportunities for
work. Recommends that facilities for student loans and scholarships bib expanded, and tbat
better provisions be made for locating part-time work for students.
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2515. Williams. E. C. Teaching Iliad of home ,econtin ics silpfirvis4irs. i)f
dent teaching: a study of student teaching faeilitks in the land ((-111(.;;I,,

and universities. liaster's, 1939. Louisiana State.
Gives a complete picture of the teaching load of home economics supervisors in the Will.

grant institutions.

. TEACHER TRAINING IN SERVICE

*16. Douglass, Herbert M. A bstudy (If the professional improvement
elementary teachers in service in Chautauqua and Cattaraugus ctnnities i f No.w
York state. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 112 p. ms.

Analyzes 1.0N1 replies to a questionnaire sent to elementary school teachers in thl.,11.
two counties relative to tbeir teaching and educational experience : and replies of 94) teacht.r
to a questionnaire sent out a year later requestint: data as to their professional attitude.;
economic condition, and social and recreational activities. Indicates that the older teacher,
are not in general keeping informed on educatIonal Progress hy contact,: with teachor
training institutions or education departments in eollegeq and universities that retirs-
ment laws and regulations nre inadequate ; that tenure has had no effect on in.t4ervicA
training one way or the other ; that urban teachers surpass rural teachers in Ow pro.
portion taking further study. In the amount and study. inin the upper limits of that
membership in professional and social groups, in extension classes. and in travel.

2517. Harman, Robert Woodson. Report of an experiment on the in-servirts
education of teachers at the Sunflower consolidattA school. Master's. '19::9
Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies, 2( : 69)

Describes an experiment conducted with thi: ti'rehr uf the Sunflower Consolidatoll
School, Mitchell, Nebr., In which each teacher selected some tPachinz problem of particular
interest to her. and attempted its solution through study or experimentation during
school year. Reveals a variety in the type of problems confronting the teachers. m.11
shows a satisfactory growth for each teacher.

2518. Shaw, R. A. A study of in-service training of teachers of vocational
agriculture through group meetings in certtlin states uf the Southern regiim.
Master's, 1939. Agr. and Mech. Coll: of Texas. 24 p.

Surveys practices in eight States. exclusive of Texas. Finds no uniformity in the in-
senice training of teachers of vocational agriculture; and that meetings of teachers of
vocational agriculture are held frequently by supervisors.

2519. Smith, Bert R. The study center an in-service training. Curriculum
journal, 11: 132-34, March 1910. (Western Kentucky state teachers college)

Describes the study center work done by students' of Western Kentucky State Teacher.
College.

2520. Williams, Fanhie C. A six-year Zvoperative program ,of in-service
teacher improvement in the Valena C. Jones normal and practice school, New
Orleans, Louisiana. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

TEACHERS-STATUS

2521. Amick; Clyde T. The professional status of public-school teachers in
southern Indiana. Master's, 1939. Purdue. S5 p.

Studies the amount of training, teaching experience, degree held, and salaries 'received
in 1937-38 by 9,689 teachers. Shows that the professional status of teachers in the city
or town school systems was more favorable than it was for the teachers in the township'
school systems. Recommends that the minimum wage scale be changed to provide ti
same minim= wage for grade teachers as for high-school teachers, where experience and
training are equal; and that every teacher be required to take additional college training
during every 10-year period of teaching experience.

2522. Anderson, Harold W. A survey of the teaching-coaching combinationfiz
In the high schools of Ohio. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
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1:523. Armstrong, J. Niel. The contrart stat use t li ity school teachers
of Tennessee Master's, 1939. Michigan.

2524. Barnard, Ernest Edmund. The status of the elementary school teach-
ers of Jefferson county, Kansas for 1929-30. 1933- 40, 1937-38. Master's, 1.939.
Kansas. (Abstract in: University of Kans. Bnlletin of 'e(Iucation, 4: 57..
February 1940)

studies the age. eAperiente. training. !chid of certitiroti. held. t enure. and annual salao
ipf elementary school teachers of Jefferson County 111 fit termine whet hvr or not trends
toward the improvement of their status during the past 8 years can he found.

2%. Bassett, James Lee.. Teaclier atilt inles: currpnt attitudes of Alabama
teachers on 50 crucial world problems. Master's, 1939. Ala. Poly. Inst. .

21.1.6. Basewell, James Aulsie. The equalization of educational opportunity in
terms of education and traping of elementary white teachers of St. Clair county.
Alabama. Master's, 19392 Alabama. 74 p. ms.

2:527. Bellis, Bertha Mary. The pridilvtiis of beginning teachers and their
plications for teacher development. Doctor's, 1939. Northwestern. (Abstract
Northwstern university. Summaries (14 Petora I dissertatiinas . . . 7: 67-721

Analyzes replies to questionnaires sent t TOO graduates of six teachers (ollege and of
the schools of education of three universit ies in the sprint.: of 1937 to determine tlw prob-
1.nis recognized by teachers during their first year of teaching ; the phases of teacher
education that had been included in the priparat:im f programs ; the problems in Which
h1 had been given during the first year by the a( ministnitive supervist)ry
the systf In ; anti the pr(ddetns that still were persist ing at the end Of the first year
Analyzes plies to a questionnaire 1;lit to the s LIj3riII t endent /r principal under whom
the teacher Worked, evaluating the work of the teacher by checidng items as to its
Ifficiency. Offers s umber of recommendations for this !etter training ot teachers; for
the better selection o teachers to fill posit!ons; for the establishment of better teacher.
tommunity relations ; fo more practice toNi more in-service training.

Biggersta M. The non-professional activit ies of teachers in the
ton, North Carolina. Master's, 11139. Duke. ti7 p. ills.public schools of B

studies nub economic, religious. community. and recreational activities of
139 teachers in the' 12 Achools of Burlington.

2529. Blaisdell, Jennie P. The probiems of the begian ing teheher. Master's,
1939. Mass. St. Coll. 92 p. m.

2530. Blaisdell, John Robert. Stat ii f t he industrial arts; teacher in Colo-
rado, i939. Mastervs, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

Bloxom, Ralph W. Facts relating to the educational and social back-
ground of a representative group of Kansas educators. Inster's. 1939. Kansas
71 p. ms.

Surveys the educational and Social backaround. 44 180 representative Kansas educators.Finds that the group of men studied .s well distributed t hrough the various 1eveI of t heteaching profession.; that the greater part of their educat loud experience has been in thepublic schools below the college level: that the academic training 0( the group has twvnalmost entirely abvve the baccalaureate level; that more than two-thirds of them com-pleted undergraduate work in Kansas; that :14 percent of the muster's degrees were con-ferred by Kansas colleges oi the University (If Kansas; that 63.3 percent of the group neverengaged in a vocation ot I than education; that they average 1.73 children per home:that 81.66 percent claimed church !membership; that St) permit reporteil n u a vf i4m tilwhich they devoted iii.)me time; and practically the entire group owned cars.
62532. Brown, LeRoy. The fignalization of educational opportunity iu Cle-.hurtle county, Alabama. with reference to the education and training of white

flementary teachers. Master's. 1939. Alabama. 61) p. ms.
2583. Cannon, Eniilie Burleson. Status of the married woman teacher ofFayette county, Alabama. Mast;les, 1939. Alabama. 49 p. tar:.
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2531. Caperton, Joseph Collins. The professional history of teachers Mill
received their training at Oklahoma akricultural and mechanical college from
1932 to 1937, Inclusive. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Studies the 603 teachers who received their degrees chairing this period. Finds that a
small percentage of the teachers were unemployed ; that there was a gradual decrease in
the numher of women teachi.rs of this group etnployed in rural schools with an increaNe.
im the numb:.r employed in elementary and high schools in larger school systems. Shows
that itt numbeis of teachers must be trained to replace the women teachiTs who m3r.r
and leave the teaching profession, and the men teachers who entcr other more remunerat
occupations. Suggests that teacher turnover would he reduced if salary schedules we.re

ch as to attract and hold persons qualified to tenet).

2535. Carlin, Charles W. Faculty meetings in senior high schools of Arizona.
Master's, 1939. Arizona. 'J5 p.

2536. Christensen, H. George. Tea cher-c uninun i ty relationships in the small
communities of Colorado. Master's, 1939. Colorado. ( Ahstract in: University of
Colorado studies, 26: 41-42)

Studies the social relationships between teachers and community ani the causes for III.
dismissal of teachers in 253 communities with a population not exceeding '2.500. Find,.
tha1/4 twichers and superintendents are influenced by the community in their choice nl
activities; that teachers are dismissed for failure to maintain proper discipline, immorality,
and tencher-commimity conflict. Points out that teachers should respect the desires am:
needs of the community and govern themselves within reason by its demands.

*2537. Clark, Charles Henry. The status and problems of beginning teach-
ers 1n certain Florida high schools. Master's, 1937. New York. 55 p. ms.

2538. Crist, Harold H. Educational inequalities of the rural elementar
schools Of McPherson county, Kansas. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 95 p.

Finds that teachers in the smaller schools taught more pupils, bad more pupils. had
pupils in more grades, and had less training and experience than teachers in the largi r.0
schools.

2539. Derr, James Birney. At study of the teacher personnel of Richland
county, Ohio. Master's, 193S. Cincinns ti.

*2540. Desjardines, Lionel L. A study of rural teachers in Penobscot count,
Maine. Master's, 1939. Maine. 65 p ms.

Studies the teachers and types of schools, salaries, extra costs and incideutal income.
boarding place, community relations °and attitudes, social attitudes, and endeavors of.tbe
rural teachers in Penobscot County. Recommends that salaries be increased to form a rift- t

with the cost of living in the country, anti a iffoportion with the salaries and the cost of
living in neighboring urban sectimrs.

2541. Dunmire, Ernestine. Certain workiljg, conditions of a selected group
of Iota home economics teachers in 1936-37.

Mi-

aster's, 1939. Iowa State.
Finds that nonvocational teachers taught in a greater number and variety of academic

subject fields, had a higher &lily pupil load, and were responsible for a greater variety of
activities óutside of home economics than the vocational teachers whose time and activities
were concentrated within home economics.

2542. Earnest, Joseph Cullen. The economic atus of rural white teachers in
Lamar, Marion, and Winston counties. Master's, 1938. Ala. Poly. Inst.

2543. Edge, -William Clifford. Attitudes of teachers. Master's, 1939. Ala.
,

Poly. Inst.

2544. Garner, Donald Scott. The eduoation of athletic letter men in relation
to the subjects tkey teach. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

2545. Garrett, Frank Albert. Professional and economic status of rural and
graded school teachets, Saline and Lyon counties, Kansag. Master's, 1939. Kans.
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s, T. c., Eilliworia. 6:2 p. ( Abstract Kansas state teachers college of

Emporia. Studks edu(at ion, 17 : 26)

Compares the preparation and cxperience Of SO hill' 1.) comity rural and gr.oll ii

school teachers ith teachers in similar positions throtulhoot Kansas. Analyzes the general
economic status 41 rural awl gi ailed school !pitchers in thee counties anti discusses their
ability to maintaki themselves I brou:.;hbut the year on their present salary schedule.

2546. Greenhoe, Florence Grace. The community contacts of 9.112 teachers
selected aS a national sample. Doctor's, 1939. Ohio State. (Abstract in : Ohio

tate university. Abstracts of doctoral dissertations,-no. 30: 37-40)

Reports a survey of 9,112 teachers from all over the United States. and analyzes correlativc
data from 336 schoolboard members, :2,095 lay persons, and 3.054 students in training tu

teachers. Attempts to determine teacher mobility, social fitness for teaching. tf.acher
a (lion to community conduct codes. and teacher participation in organized COMMUIlily

life. Finds that teachers do not move far from any fixed point of reference; that then. is
:1 ast difference in the liberalism-conservatism ratings given by student s. teachers. and
.chool board members on thtisocial fitness of persons to teach : th:it teachers are restricted
in many forms of nonschool behavior ; and that teachers reveal no substantial leadership in
:Illy type of organized community life other than church work and parent-teacher associations.

2547. Hadley, Clarence C. The profes44ta1 status of public-school teachers
in northern Indiana, 1937-38. Master's, 1939. Purdue. 118 p.

Analyzes documentary data on 11.802 public-school teachers in 47 counties. to determine
years of teaching experience. weeks of college t nil n i ng. college degrees held. 3var 4if last
college attendance, and salaries.

*2548. Hankins, Carl Franklin. Extended leave for public-school teachers in
large city school systelas. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody.,, Nashville, George Peabody
college for teacherli. 1939. lo p. ( Abstract of Contribution to education, nI). 249)

Compares curry" practice in panting extended b.ave, to public schibtil teachers with
suggestions from fOoperintendents ot schools. school hinird members, and teachers in 91
cities in the United States. Offers recommendations for administerjng extended kave plans
hased on length of service. purpose of leave, method of selecting persons to take leave.
agreement to return to service, :salary and retirement protection. program of activities while
ou leave, and salary paid to teachers while on leave.

2549. Harris, Otaude. A comparative study of teacher personnel, local re-
sources, and pupil achievement in the. Seminole county dependent schools. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Attempts to determine whether pupils in t he one, two and three-teacher schools have
¡vial educational opportunities. with pupils in the more centralized schools ; to detemine
if there is any correlation between the teachers-college training. teaching experience. teach-
ing tenure, annual salary, the ability of the several types ot schools to finance the schools.
and pupil achievement in the different types_of schools. Finds that teachers in the one,
two, aud three-teacher schools hati less college training, more years of teaching experience.
shorter teacher teutire, receive less annual salary, and their pupils made lower average
scores on the 8tate accrediting test than in the more centralized distlicts ; that all of the
Seminole County schools need financial aid from outside in order to meet the national
average; and that the smaller schools are in greater need of tinancial'assistance than the
centralized schools. Recommends that the schools be father centralized.

2550. Harrison, Mary Margaret. The dominant characteristics of great
teachers. Master's, 1939. Oklahoma. 121 p.

Finds that the dominant characteristics of great teachers of all ages are the same.

2551. Hendren, L. A comparative study of rural and urban high-school
teachers in Davidson county, North Carolina. Master's, 1939. Duke. 90 p.

Studies the preparation, tenure, experience. and teaching load of 105 teachers in Davidson
County. Finds that rural teachers excell urban teachers in academIc credit, tenure. and
teaching load, and have leas iraining and experience.
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2552. Hester, Vance Cranston. A survey and analysis of teavher-puhlic r.1,1

tionships in six small Illinois cities. Master's, 1,99. Colorado. (Abstract
University of Colorado studies, 26: 71)

Atteinpts In determine the attitudes of educators and laymen in small midwestern
on the conduct and community obligations of teachers as compared to nonteachers.
the educators and laymen in general agreement as to the community obligations of thi
teachers. Considers buying and banking locally. And the keeping of regular hours strui,.;
community obligations considers drinking. smoking. and dating high-school studeni .
objectionable: tinds little objection to dating, dancing. and playing cards. shows that jh

every issue laymen placed their personal freedom above that of the freedom of teache

2553. Hoffman. Beth R. The contribution of the visiting teacher ser\
education. Master's, 1939. Boston Univ. 91 p ms.

2554. Hopkins, Wilfred Cartwright. Ratio of training costs to service 11,

'lured by graduates Of Pennsylvania state teachers colleges. Doctor's, 193.
Pennsylania. Philadelphia. 1939. 177 p.

PAP . Humphrey, Nelly Laura. The status of the first-grade teachers in 110.
state of Missouri. 11Iaster's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. Of Ed.

2556. Jones, William Bernice. A statistical comparison of experience and
tenure among' teachers and administrators in Texas for the period 1930-1!c:ii
Master's, 1939. Tex. Tech. Coll.

Finds that dvsi ra hie tenure experience relationships correlate with the size of the tit\
that independent districts have better tenure relationships than do common school distriit,

2557. Rattner, Veador Carl. The qualifications of adult education teaciwy,
Master's. 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

2558. Kennemer, Jewel D. The married woman teactir 'problem. Master..
1939. East Texas St. T. C. 237 p. ms. (Abstract in Bulletin of the East Tex;1
state teachers college, vol. 22. no. 4 : D-301

Compares tlie extent to which married women are employed in industry and in the pahlif
schools; surveys practices of local school systemg throughout the United States in regard
to the employment or married women ; studies the attitude of professional sissocinlv,
paicuts. and members of civic organizations toward the, employment of married %ow,.
teachers; studies the reasons for married women teaching and the influence employnirlit
lifts on the family relationships of such teachers; the legal *rights of married women
tI nchers: comparative teaching fticiency or married and single women teachers. Forma
bites principle's basic to the development of sound educational policies with regard to tho
employment of married women teachers.

259. McGaughy, Clifford J. An investigation of the teacher's contract in
Maine. Master's, 1938. Maine. 51 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the validity of teachers contracts in Maine; to ascertain t

types Of contracts used and the contents of the various contracts; to study the Ilphlitql
of superintendents of the value of the contracts: and to ascertain the actual value of thy
contracts in the light of the courts' di cisions and the taws of contracts. Finds that many
people connected with the schools of Maine doubt the real value of the teacher's contrail
in use: that the holding of a State teacher's certificate is the only requisite that Inns'
be fulfilled 4n order to qualify to mike a binding contract to tench : that teachers crin
dismissed only when they become unfit to tench. or their services seem unprofitable ; 11;it

valid contracts can 1st made and the courts recognize them as such; that each superip
tendent is left free to use any type or form of contract thnt he mny deAre.
o its validity ; that few of the contracts state specific subjects which theo'tenchers arr
t o tiach, or the extracurricular 310 kit leg which are to he taught that 78 percent if
the superintendents use written contracts. while only 87 percent of them believe thnt t II"
contracts can he enforced by the teacher: and thnt not nil superintendent': agree as to what
constitutes sufficient reason for dismissal under present law.

2560. McKee, Clinton Oscar. Married versus single women teswititirs in the
01Inion of pupils. liasteCs. 1939. Peabody. 10M p. ms:

Analyzes replies to n questionnaire administered to -mo pupils in the eighth and twelfth
grades of 10 Tennessee schools. Indicates that the pipils prefer married women teachers.
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*.:561. Or, Florence. The Ival.hing IIAd Mil 1:14,gisli te:1(.11(.rs lu .11:11ritina

Master's, 1939. l'eabinI.%. so iv Ills.

variousAnniyzys reports from toil English tracing.. in 79 high seliold I

dons of Alabama during the school year

2562. Patterson, Richard Wilson. .1 personnel survey of the teaching staff
of Galion, Ohio. \luster's, 1939. .late. 11s p.

Shows that the Galion teach.eys are above the avvragy in training and in many 4ther
respects, but are below the average in salary.

2563. Pierce, Alice A. Activities of teachers in graded and in one aud two
teacher public elementary schools of New York state and their implications 1*(11.
teacher education. Doctor's, 1939. Cornell. 2IS p. ms.

Analyzes the activities uf 123 teachers in graded and 105 teachers in Ungraded schools.

2564. Royster, Salibelle. The value of travel in England to teachers of
English. Master's. 193S. T. C., Col. Univ. 75 p ms.

Shows the value of trnvel in England as a part of the professional awl cultural back-
ground of the American tea(hcr 4)C DUO kh. Incluiks lists of materials obtainable in
this country and abroad for use in the English classroom.

2563. Ryan, Margaret Catherine. An investigation of the teacher load of
commercial teachers in the small high schools of Wisconsin. Master's, 1939.
Iowa.

2566. Samuelson, Leo J. The reaction Of commercial teachers to their train-
ing. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

2567. Schaff, Wafter R. Evatuation of the teaching personnel of Greenwood,
Mississippi, puba schools. Master's, J9:19. Peabody. S2 p. ms.

2568. Schiller, Charles Parker. A study of the qualifications of teachers nnd
prineipals in Holmes and Walton counties. Master's, 193S. Florida.

2569. Scruggs, Bertice Quinn. Comparison of vocational agricultural teach-
ers with principals ¿Ind other men high-school teachers as to: training and
experience, hours devoted to the work. salary, and the amount of travel done
in connection with the job. Nlaster's, 193S. Ala. Poly. Inst.

2570. Staley, N. C. Study of teacher load in 3-4-5-teacher high schools in
South Dakota. Master's, 1939. S. D. St. Coll. 150 p.

Examines the schedules and load of 145 high-school lynchers in small high schools In
South Dakota. Finds that not wort. than 50 percent Of the teachers* time in a week
is given to actual tea( Mug of classes and directing study ; that these teachers put in from
60 to'65 hours a week on duties in school and community which are easily classifiable
teachers' duties; and that the teachers consider their loads as medium to heavy.

2571. Swanner, Fannie Delilah. Social restrictions placed upon teachers in
various school communities of Alabama. Master's, 193s. Ala. Poly. Inst.

2572. Walker, Robert Newton. Procedure to facilitate the induction and
adjustment of beginning teachers. Doctor's, 1939. *irginia. 273 p. ms.

2573. Walraven, Jesse Edward. The status of the federally aided teachers
in Oklahoma. Master's, 1939. Oklahonm. 129 p.

Compares the age, experience.. tenure, training, and salary of 217 vocational teachers
who received Federal aid, with 166 English teachers. 163 history teachers, 151 science
teachers, and 174 superintendents. Finds that the vocational teachers are younger, have
had more college training, have had less experience and shorter tenure, have taught fewer
classes daily, and receive much higher salaries than teachers in the other groups.

2574. Wong, James Heen. A study of the exchange of teachers between the
public schools of Hawaii and the mainland United States school syttems, 1933-
1938. Master's, 1939. Hawaii. 89 p. ms.
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APPOINTMENT AND TENURE

*2575. Andersen, Holger Witmer. Trends hi causes of teacher dismissal a:
shown by American court decisions. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. Nashville, George
Peabody college for teachers, 1939. 10 p. ( Abstract of Contribution to edu(ation.
no. 194)

Studies legal decisions on teacher and superintendent dismissal from all the State andFederal courts from 1S:n to date. Shows that school boards have been given wide dismissalpowers throughout the years ; that patrons. city superintendents. county and State officershave seldom bcen given dkmissal powers which took away from tbe local boards theindependent power and nutSority to dismiss teachers ; that the mi* frequent reasons fordismissing teachers were: Incompetency and inefficiency. reassignment and transfer, insubordination and failure to observe school regulations, marriage and childbirth. neglect of dutyabolition or abandonment of position. immorality. lack of funds with whieb to pay teacher*.
reduced quota of pupils and lack of need for services. resignation from position. geperalunpopularity, unprofessional conduct. anticipated causes, and political activity. Indicatesthat in most States teacher dismissal k on a personal rather than a professional baskOffers constructive recommendations for improving the laws relative to teacher dismissal.

*2376. Bender, Paul F. A study of some factors affecting the appointment
of prospective teachers of physical education. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 125
p. ms.

Compares the characteristics of the early ylected teachers of physical education with agroup of physical education candidates appointed late. Finds that early appointment andhigher salary are definitely associated ; that personal appearance was the most preferred charaeteristic which principals sought in the candidates selected early ; that ail-around proficiencyin athletics was more preferred by the employing n lzents than outstanding ability in any sin-gle sport ; that ability in basketball was the most desired characteristic of the many items ofthe athletic pattern ; that early selected teachers located in larger towns regardless of thesubjects taught ; that age-weight-height had little effect on placement ; that scholarship hithe major field was a desirable quality; that leadership in student activities influenced theprincipals in their selection of teachers. Indicates that early appointed teachers of physicaleducation made greater progress than those appointed into. as shown by their salaries.locations. and promotions 5 years after graduation. Recommends that certain minimumrequilrements be established for admission to teacher training in physical education ; thatmore attention bp paid to the personal characteristics of the students ; that majors in physical education be advised to take a more active part as leaders of-student activities; thatmore attention be given to improvement in scholarship.
2577. Briscoe, Joseph Martin. The loss- of trained teachers from Alahania

through transftkr to other occupations and other states. Master's, 1939. Ala.
Poly. Inst.

2578. ChInburg, Carl H. A study of teacher placement in Wyoming high
schools for the period 1932-1937, inclusive. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 176
p. ms.

Finds that positions were filled most frequently by personal contacts and by college and* university placement bureaus ; and that the Wyoming teacher-training institution is moreeffective now than in the past hut less effective than such institutions in nelghborinastates.

2579. Hunter, Merle Wallace; History and issues of teacher tenure. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Duke. 138 p. ms.

Traces the history of the teachentenure movement as an outgrowth of the civil SP nicereform movement beginning about 1880. 'Lists arguments which have been advanced for'and against tenure. Analyses the tenure laws of the different States, and outlines 10 pointsbelonging in a good teacher-tenure law.
2580. Pinkerton, Claude O. Some Influences which affect the selection ofteachers by local school boards. Master's, 1939. East Texas St. T. C. 120 p. ms.(Abstract in: Bulletin of the East Texas state teachers college, vol. 22, no. 4 :44-46)
Analyses the effect of these factors on the appointive choices of school hoards: The home-talent teacher ; the married teacher ; teacher training and experience; and attitude of the
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higher institutions is decreasing; that there is a decrease in the number of certificatesifigued upon examination. Shows that the requirements of the different States vary woloy
both as to tnurnher of hours to be taken in certain courses and in the specific courses ti h..
taken ; and that there is a tendency to abandon life certificates and blanket certificates.

PENSIONS AND RETIREMENT

20%9. Nelson, Martin. A historical study of the teachers' retirement fund
asgociation, Portland, Oregon. Master's. 1939. Oregon.

2590. Troge, Ralph F. The status of the retired teachers in California.
Doctor's, 1939. Oregon.

RATING

r'591. Dean, Charles Delbert. Hating student teachers. Field study no. 3.
Doctor's. 1939. Colo. St. roll. of Ed.

27)92. Keller. J. Lawrence. The characteriAips of high-school teachers \\Milli
high-school pupils deem necessary for success. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

:2593. Reed, Loren T. Desirable personality trait,: of teachers. Master',
1938. Ind. St. T. e. 86 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana state teachers college.
Teachers college journal, 10: 130-31. July 1939)

Attempts to determine the personality traits shown by teat hers, which hnd the greaiNtvalue in inspiring Pupils to do good school work and which traits were less important a.incentives to the pupils. Analyzes markings pf 323 high-school pupils on 38 traits list° din a check list. Finds 7 traits common to lists checked by pupils and by teachers.
*2594. Rostker, Leon Eli. The measurement and prediction of teaching

ability. Doctor's, 1939. Wisconsin. 150 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the relationship between selected teacher traits, measured by 'rat-ing miles and objective tests applied to 'eighth-grade teachers° in nondepartmentallvil

schools and changes produced by these teachers in their pupils. Describes an experimentconducted during the school year 1936-37 in 28 eighth-grade classes offering citizenship.
nondepartmentalized schools in Wisconsin. Indicates that the intelligence of the teacheris the hichest single factor associated with teaching ability and remains so when com-bined w:th other teacher measures; social attitude of teachers is an Important factor inteaching ability; knowledge of subject matter and ability to diagnose and correct pupilmental adjustments are significantly associated with teaching ability; the relationshipbetween supervisory ratings of teachers and criteria of teaching ability are statisticallyinsignificant; personality shows no significant relationship to teaching ability.

251)5. Tschechtelin, S. A diagnostic pupil rating of elementary school teach-
ers. Master's, 1938. Purdue. 50 p. ms.

Constructs and applies a diagnostic teacher-rating scale to 1,174 pupils in grades 4-S
inclusive, in six schools of various geographical regions.

2596. Venemann, Minnie Adelle. A diagnostic study of student attittichN
toward their teachers. Master's, 1939. Purdue. 22 p.

Constructs a check list to be used as the basis for remedial effort in the effectiveness oftheir teaching, using as a basis the replies of 1,117 students' ratings of 27 teachers onthe Purdue rating scale fo? °filet ru c t o re .

*2597. Viker, Joseph H. -The pupil rating of 43 teachers in biology and
cial science. Master's, 1939. North Dakota. 118 p. ms.
Attempts to determine whether or not pupils are capable of giving reliable ratings andto deternkine whether or not a correlation exists between pupil rating of teacher nisiteacher merit as determined by standardized tests, IQII, and rating of superintendents andprincipals of these same teachers. Analyzes ratings made by 1,578 students from grades10 and 12 In high schools from all sections of Minnesota on 21 teachers of tenth-gradobiology and of 122 teachers of twelfth-grade social science. Indicates that pupils are capaiveof rating their teachers and of doing it conscientiously and honestly, and tftsit supervisor'satingm and pupil ratings agree well. Shows that pupil ratings are valuable becausee theyreveal student reactions to teaching.
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*259S. Berges, George Albert. cIniparatiNc study of salaries, training, ex-
perience, tenure, and teaching load of elementary and high-m.1104)1 teachers in
second-chtss districts of Montana. MAster's. 1939. Colllrado. + Abstract hi:
niversity of Colorado studies, 26: 27)
Analyzes 400 replies to questionnaire: sent to teachers representing elementary and !Wt.-

ondary schools in 27 cities of 1Iontana. Indicates that 22 percent of the element:tr.\
?Owl teachers have college training and experience equal to that of the high-school,
teachers, but receive 15 percent less salary than high-school teachers with the same
amount of college training and exper:ence : that high-schuol teachers have an average of
K1 percent more college training and receive iS percent more salary; that clementary
trachers exceed higb-schoof teachers in years of xperienm tenure. teaching loud. and in
quarter hours of training in education. Shows that approximately 14 percent of the
high-school teachers formerly taught in the elementary schools: that 11 percent of the
elementary teachers plan to change to hIghschool teaching as soon as possible in order
to secure higher salaries.

2599. Brewbaker. John Joseph. Salaries of Norfolk teachers. Master's,
1939. Virginia. 307 p. ms.

2600. Campbell, Theodore Hodges. Financial reserves of the white teach-
tirs of Florida and their effects. Master's. 1938. Florida.

2601. DeLay, Calvin W. Economic status of Kansas high school teachers.
1932 and 1938. Master's. 1939. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 36 p. ms. (Abstract
in: Kansas state teachei-- college of Emporia. Studies in education, 17: 12)

Compares actual sa larks and the purchasing power of these salaries for the pars 19:t1:
And 1988.

2602. Eakin, Mark William. A study (if teachers' salary schedules in illa11

towns of Texas. NIaster's, 1939. colo. St. roll. of Ed.
2a03. Green, Louie B. A study of teachers' salaries during the last 15 years.

Master's, 1939. East Texas St. T. C. sS p. Abstract in: Bulletin of the
ast Texas state teachers college. vol, 22.114P. 4 : 23-241

Attempts to determine the eeononic status of public-school teachers: the extout to which
equal pay for men and women is economically sound ; the trend of salaries of teachers
during the last 15 years: and the arguments favoring and opposing the single salary
schedule. Indicates that if present trends in teachers' salaries continue by 1940-41 the
median position for all types of school positions will equal or exceed median salaries
reported in 1930-31; and that the single salary schedule is gaining favor afid more school
systems are putting it into effect every year.

2604. Hamilton, Alvin Lee. A comparative analysk of salaries an'd qualifi-
cations of elementary teachers of Texas county, Oklahoma, 19.17*-3S. Master's.
PM. Okla. A. & NI. Coll.

Finds that more than 50 percent of the teachers of this county have a life elementary
certificate issued on 2 years of college work, or 60 hours' work ; that only 26 of the 92
teachers have degrees; that there are no master's degrees among the teachers; that
the teachers' salaries are about average for elementary teachers, and Alachers with
6 to 15 years' experience draw better salaries on the average than teachers who have
more or less experience; that more than 41 percent of the teachers are married; that
men teachers receive better salaries than women.

2605. Kelly, Spurgeon B. The economic status of rural white teachers in
Barbour, Coirington, Dale, and Geneva counties. Master's, 1938. Ala. Poly. lust.

2606. Mays, James McCoy. The econotuk status of rural wilite teachers of
VI rural counties of Alabama. NIaster's, 1939. Ala. Poly. Inst.
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2607. Mickelsbn, Peter Palmer. .1n analysis of the methods itud results uf

investigations designed to predict teaching sw,cess. hster's, 1939. coloraiii,
(Abstract in: University of Colorado studies, 2 : 95-961

Analyzes results of 1:ts inNestigations 41esigno(1 14) predict teaehitIL: aevess alai find.
evidence that student teaching as a valid measure of teaching $ueress k not coneltbiy..
hat most investigators indicate that student teaching is the most reliable forecaster ¡If
teaching success; that age and experience are not related to teaching success in a measur
able degree; that the health of the teacher does not correlate highly with his efficiency.
that personality is closely related to teaching success ; that secondary school scholarship
is related slightly to teaching efficiency; that scholarship in academic and prof4
courses in college is not a significant factor in the success of the teacher; that high ratings
are given by pupils to the teacher who is friendly, sympathetic, understanding, and Lir
and thnt discipline causes beginning tefichers the greatest trouble. Offers suggestion,
for improvement in future studies.

2608. Oberst, Kana Parks. Opinions regarding the differences in elemental.)
and secondary school teachers' salaries. Master's, 1939. Peabody. S p.

Shows that according to the opinions studied elementary and secondary school teacher,
should receive equal salaries if they have i'quivalent educational training. experienco,.
and approximately the same teaching load.

*2610. Pyle, Theresa Permelia. The teacher's dependency load. Dort or'
1939. T. C., Univ. New York, Teachers coll-ege. Columbia university. 1!)::9
11 p. (Contributions to education, no. 782)

Studies the burden of responsibility for dependents carried by men and women teacher,:
the types of dependents supported by each group. single women, married men. marritql
women, and single men ; the relationship between the,__.pendents and the teacher ; and
the manner in which support Of dependents affects tho teicher's participation in irri 'fps
sional and community activities. Analyzes replies to 775 questionnairos answered
by teachers and school employees of secondary and elementary schools. Finds that :111

of the married men, 63 percent of the married women, 52.1 percent of the single womeh.
and 33.3 percent of the single men teachers support dependents. Discusses the unfavoralile
attitudes of teachers supporting parents and siblings. and the 'favorable attitudes of Nell
married men and married women teachers toward the support of their families. Find,that teachers with dependents had a larger ayerage number of professional act ivities than
did teachers without dependents. and.that single women teachers with dependents had .1

larger average number of community activities than did teachers without dependents..
Stone, John W. The twelve-month plan for the payment of teacher'

salaries in Arizona : its history, use, and implications. Master's 1938. Arizona.
(Abstract in: University of Arizona record. 32: 58-59)

Investigates the history and status of the twelve month plan in Arizona, its advant:ig
and disadvantages as found in practice in the high schools and grammar schools, the legallimitations to the use of the plan in Arizona. and trends in its use. Finds that the plan
is growing in popularity among administrators and teachers in the State and is inereasing in use. Concludes that the advantages of the plan far outweigh the disadvantages;that the basic idea of the plan is sound. Suggests ways of avoiding legal difficulties b)adapting the plan.

2611. Turner, Ralph Smith. Factors determining teacher salaries in high
schools of representative third-class cities in Kansas from tire standpoint of
theory and practice. Master's, ,9,9. Colorado. (Abstract in :*University if
Colorado studies, 2: 122)

Analyzes replies to questionnaires sent to administrators in 153 schools and to 7111teachers in these schools. Shows the beliefs of administrators on the effect of teachers'salaries of training, experience, sex, marital status, and dependent children. Indicatesthat in practice salary increases depend on amount of professional training and on lengthof service in the same school; that opinion is equally divided on the question of highersalaries for men than for women, whereas the practice Is to pay men higher salaries, thatmarried teachers and those with dependent children receive as a rule better salaries, andin this respect only does theory agree with practice.
2612. Wald, Raymond Wilson. The economic status of white teachers in

Bibb, Green, and Mile counties. Master's, Mis. 'Ala. Poly. Inst.
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*.:63.3. Davis, Hazel. ;1I1iiiiiis1 rAtiIii 1111VV non-tenclitng Sen.

ices of the public schools. Doctor's, 19:;9. T. C., Col. Univ. NVW York, Te:tchors
college, Columbia univ1:rsity. l939. 323 4. (Contributions to cdUcution, no. 7S4 )

Attempts to determine whether or not approved personnel procedures in adminiStratiliti
tilld to he associated with evidences 11* adequate performance in attendance service. nursiut.:
service. and secretarial service in the elementary schools of 12 city school systems. Shows

;, positive relationship between adequacy of personnel administration and adequacy of
performance in the three nonteaching s nice. in the cities studied. Finds that in no one
of the cities visited was there evidence of n comprehensive prow am of personnel lidnon

ii4ration, due largely to the inadequa Is' Staff assistance available to superintendents; Chib
failure of the superintendents to tsonreive of a broad program of personnel administration
as One of their professioftal duties; and to the absence of research on certain crucial. phases
of personnel administration.

2034. Edgerton, Dene R,. .1 suggested t mit y administrative unit for Wyan-
dotte county, Kansas. Master's, 1939. Kansas.

2635. Fairing, Robert Lewis. An evaluati,ffi If the jilniIr high school pu-
pil's daily schedule. Doctor's, 1939. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in:. University of
Pittsburgh. Abstracts Id theses, researches Completed. and biblhography Ilf publi-
cations, 15; 7G--831

daily schedules of tieVelith-grade pupils in the three junior high schools ofEvaluates the
Lakewood, Ohio. Finds much irremlarity in the pupil scheiluleti. ReCOII) IM'IldS that 11111$1

Subjevts be scheduled to meet daily ; that no subject be scheduled more than live periods
weekly ; that no subject be scheduled for one period weekly ; that no subject be Scheduled
for fractional periods; that subjects be scheduled to meet during the same period of the
day each day they meet ; that a subject should not have all its meetings for the week
scheduled on one day ; that subjects should be scheduled to meet In the same room each
lime they meet and should be in n room in which lack of equipment will not hinder teach-
ing and learning ; that contiirts should not be s4,Ived by having pupils mies one or more
of their regularly scheduled class meetings; and that a different teacher should not ihstruct
a class each time it meets.

2636. Florida, H. R. The current attitude of Ohio teachers regarding dis-
ciplinary problems in the public schools. laster's, 1939. Wittenberg. 92 p.

Analyzes the attitudes of 574 secondary school teachers toward disciplinary problems in
the schools. Finds that most of them favor corporal punishment for boys but not for
girls; that detention after school, removal of privileges. and reasoning with pupils through
confidential talks are being substituted for tifirporal punishment by most teachers; and that
many teachers Kolvis problems hy a study of the pupil's home and schvol environ-
ment, a talk with the pupil, or a conference with the pupil's parent.

2637. Frostad, Erling. Survey of school population at Pleasant View school
after absorption of children from Parklawn national housing project. Master's.
1939. Marquette. 104 p. ms.

263S. Frostic, Ralph E. The problems of spacing resulting frodi changing
a K-6-3-3 to a K-6-4-4 instructional organization in a typical school district.
Master's, 1939. Michigan.

2639. Graham, Robert X. Educational publicity and the future. Publicity
problems, December 1939. (University of Pittsburgh 1

2640. Hudson, Arthur Palmer. The perennial problem of the ill-prepared.
English Journal, college edition, 27 : 723-33, November 193S. (rniversity of North
('arolina)

2641. Hutchison, Keith Randell. The development of local units of school
administration in Iowa. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

2642. Johnson, Edward Russell. School publicity in Ohio newspapers. Doc-

tor's, 1939. Ohio State. 718 p. ms
Presents a State-wide analysis of ne%%spaper publicity appearing in a selected group of

Ohio papers for one year, for all types of schools from the kindergarten through the uni-

Personnel i ii

disciplinary
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versity. Shows tbat 5.1 to 7.6 percent of tbe news in Ohio dailies is about schools, and that
of the school space 36.2 percent for the average daily and 17 percent for the average weekly
is given to sPorts. Offers detailed snggestions for improving the publicity and for institut
ing an effective public relations program for Ohio schools.

2643. King, LaFayette. The school board and its relation to present day
Audition. Master's, 1939. East Texas St. T. C. ;94 p. ms. (Abstract in: Bull,-
tin of the East Texas state teachers college, vol. 22, no. 4 : 30-32)

Discusses the organization of the school hoard. its functions and duties and its relatilo:
to the superintendent . and the benefits enjoyed by the teaeher as the result of having aboard f( education.

a

2644. Klausner, Abraham J. The history of student teacher relationship.
Master's, 1938. Denver. (Abstract in: Denver. University. Educational re-
search bulletin. I : 26-27)

AltVnlpts to iietermine ttle relationship between the "intellectual sige" of the various
periods of history and the studentfeacher relationship of the specific period. Indicates that
only those periods, in history achieve a favorable degree of intellectual attainment that aro
characterized by a relatively fine student-teacher relationship.

2645. Lucas, Charlie. The administration of public schools in relation
other agencies. Master's, 1939. Renfucky. 16S p.

Studies the relationship between the public schools and such agencies as: The radii.
newspapers and periodicals. public libraries. Public' Health Service, NYA. MC, junior place
[new and occupational aud guidance service, and the American Legion.

2646. Lux, Brother Hilary. Trends in school discipline, 190o-1936, as rt.
vealed by an analysis of periodical literature. Master's, 1939. Notre Dams.,Orb.

ms.127 p
2647. McCoy, Harold O. A. survey of the program of work offered in tilt.

public schools of Stutsman county. Master's, 1938. North Dakota. 105 p. ms.
Surveys the program of work offered in Stutsman County for the school year 1937-3s.

Discusses the organization.of the schools; length of the school day, typical class programs.length of class periods. pupil load. curricula ; the status of the teachers. their training.experience. load. activities, and certificafion ; school libraries and textbooks; extracurricular activities : and health. guidance. aud testiug programs in Stutsman County. Recom-mends the consolidatipn of Many of the smaller schools; the organization of tbe schoolsunder the 6-6 plan as a means of Oqualizingeducational opportunity ; higher educationalqualcations for rural school teachers; increased expenditures for rural school libraries.the use of traveling libraries. and some liblsary courses for teacheri in training for ruralschools ; the parchase of textbooks punished later than 1928 ; the development of healthand guidance services on a county basie; t he establishment of a placement service ; thekeeping of a check on the progress made by students in college; and the p"rovision 4)fadequate playground equipment.

2648. McGlasson, Richard. Newspaper publicity for Oregon schools. Mas-.
ter's, 1939. Oregon.

2649. McLaughlin, Vincent James. Administrative problems of Caiha
schools from 1840 to 1900. Master's, 1938. Fordham. (Abstract in: -Fordham
university. Dissertations accepted for higlier degrees in the Graduate school (Pf
arts and sciences, 1939: 64)

2650. Maggrett, Harold Irvin. A survey of the types of daily schpdulesused and the practices followed in schedule making in South Dakota high yhoolsMaster's, 1939. South Dakota. 80 p. ms.
2651. Mitchell, Horace Franklin. Some ndministrative problems itrisingfrom the ettucation of tourist or transient pupils in the white schools of Dadecounty, Florida. Master's, 1938. Florida.
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'21M. Bardwell, Jan'ies- Rorace. A, study of the laws affording tenure pr.tection to teavhers of the United State;. Inster's. 1939. Tex. Tech. cnn
95 p.

Analyzes the provisions of the teacher-tenure laws in the 4S States, including typ.,of laws, cause of dismissal of teachers, court decisiqns, and trends in tenure legislationShows that the tenure movement came into existence as a it Rauh of the unwartanteddismisgal of teachers; that tenure hiws are of two general types, some have State-wokapplication and others -local appliention ; that nearly one-fourth of all teachers havetype of protection in their position ; and that a definite procedure for removing enip1oo.4is developing.

'26s2. Berry, George Shafer." A code for the transportation of high-schoolpupils. Doctor's, 1939. Wisconsin.. (Abstrnq, in: University of Wisconsin.Summaries of doctoral dissertations . . . vol. 4! 201-Mi)
Analyzes the high school census and enrollment data in Wisconsin and the extent oft ransport a t Ion of high-school pupils ; analyzes the legal bases for the transportation Ifhigh-school pupils as found in the school laws of the 4 States; and examines e\istin,.:practices with respect to this ty:twl)ortati(m of resident and nonresident high-schoolin Wisconsin. Presents a model rode and n set of rules and regulations for the transportalion of high-school pupils.

2GS3. Briegel, Virgil J. The legal status of puhlir-sehoill advertising in tilt.48 States. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 179 p. ins.
Finds little uniformity among the different States as to their recwinquents tor pubilischool advertising. i
2684. Burchill, George E. North Dakota supreme court dedsions ttri schoIllproblems. Master's, 1939. Washington. 97 p, ins.
Studies cases concerning school problems which were referred to the North . Dakot:LSupreme Court. Indicates that much of the litigation was unnecessaoc; that there is ngrowing need for the executives of the school to know the underlying principles of theschool laws ; that the superintendent of schools should be able to analyze and intcrprt.tcourt decisions; that teacher-training institutions should offer courses in school Liwand that the school code should NI better organized.
2685. Cole, Alfred Jerome. History of health legislation affecting the pulllie schools of Minnesota. Master's. 1939. North Dakota. 113 p. ins.
Discusses legislation governing the instruction of health ; health inspection ; care of deaf,blind, crippled, and defective children: cofit'agious diseases; teachirs; and legislationelative to building requirPments. Describes -rourt decisianx hivoiving bentlh brgislat hillpertaining to health regulations of school boards; employment of nurses, dentists. andphysicians; vaccination; and liability for negligence. Suggests that Minnesota pass itlaw requiring thorough physical examinations of school children'. teachers and Janitors.aduluk attending evening schools. and preschool children. Shows that the State Department of Education should he permitted to employ. a ate director of medical inspectionWhose duties would be much more comprehensive t

1
n those of the present physicaleriiii ation inspector.

2686. Conradt, John Nicholas. Civil liability of khool boards, their officersand employees In the elementary and secondary public schools of second andthird class districts in Colorado. Master's, 1939. Creighton. S2 p. ins.
Analyzes the State lawS of Colorado In order to determine the civil liability of theschool boards, their officers, and employees. Compares Colorado laws with the basesof Supreme Court decisions fin different States. Finds the Colorado law dealing withattendance in keeping .with the better policies throughtitit the country. Indicates glutthe Colorado law regarding transportation does not encourage consolidation of schools.;thatnaws regarding responsibility for injuries and for health need to be revised andextended if they are to be brought abreast of current practtces; that laws dealing withthe appointment, rctentim& nnd dismissal of teachers agree*with those governing in allof the States; and that legal provisions for the organization of 44 strIc6 'and for theadministration of the government of such districts agrees. In all essentials. with the practice.:«gnman to the country as a whole.
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The trend in st:Itutory regul;oiou ; .rniphiyment ailministra .. vs .1:11-1IN irregulation of occupations; the nuinher ií persons gainfully employed in liconsed tie( upd
t ions and tho 4-ducational implif ations if upat i4ina i rest the. lzrolx h
4,1' forces over which the individual hi. 1141 rol and which pare aw h
in entering and pursuing any oecupn t h i hi may choose. Shows t groivinz IIH`t I t...t
vocational guidance.

2697. Johnston, R. W. An analysis of the laws and pr041ures of State tit-
partment s Of education in the inspection of private schook attemiiktl by pupil-
of compulsory,school attendance age. Niaster's, 1939. Duke. 71 p.

26:K King, James D. Laws relating to the public-school teachers I d
Nlaster's, 1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in Southern Methodist
sity. Abstra(ts of theses . . . no. 7: 24-25)

compiles laws relating to the certification of teachers, their contnwts, retirement law.and miscellaneous laws relating to the teacher. Reveals that in the study of teacher.
Cert Rica t ion the trend has been toward the complete elimination of certificates securi.dloy examination and toward certification on the basis of' college preparation; that the law-of Texas give the local board of trustees the authority to make contractual agrecm, nr,with teachers; that the teacher retirement law sets up a definite organization for i Li
collection, investment, and distribution of the funds which are accumulated from the
paymegits of the teacher and the State for the purpose of retirement.

2699. Miller, Kenneth. The Judicial powers and duties of the chief State
officials of the United States. ',1Iaster's. 1939. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 137

J. Ill .

27(X). Miller, L. Paul. State regil1ati)I1 of entrance into ()((nI):It inns in till.
State of New York. Doct()t.'s, 1939. New York. 315 1) ins.

Studies State legislation which has placed requirements of personal ualifications .111
individuals' for legal entrance into certain occupations in New York. Find; that ill held,of professional endeavor and :19 (ionpr4)fessional occupations afe affected. Lists 4 S 41c,
pations for which Stat,e legislation gives SanctiOn t4) t i i Wavily.: of personal ijnaliticati,
requirements for !oral legislation.

2701. Moore, Ormand D. The legal aspectg of teacher tenure. Master's,
1939. Wayne.

Studies the development of teachertenure legislation and analyses current tenure law.,in States having tenure legislation. Gives basic principles underlying the developmentof a sound State tefifire system. with specific application to Michigan,
-Oa

2702. Muse, Shelley. Constitutional limitations under educational legisla-
tion. 1faster's, 1939. East Texas St. rr. C. 129 p. ms. (Abstract in
of the East Texas state teachers college, 'vol. .22, no. 4: 39-41)

shows that the legislature, subject to constitutional limitations, has complete cobtrol of
Texas' educational system that in the absence of constitutional prohibitions, it may establishschool districts by special legislative enactment that it may prescribe the qualifications orteachers in the public free schools and set forth the qualifications and name the condisiolr-
under which the privilege of teaching may he exercised : and that there is no limitation
either expressed or implied to its power to assign revenue derived from the general revenueof the public-school system.

2703. Nicolay, Raymond R. A handbook of Arizona school law. Master's,
1838. Arizona. (Abstract in: University of Arizona record, 32 43)

Analyses some of thf elements of laws pertaining to education, and offers recommenda-tions relative to the,selection of lay memberrof the board of educatipn; State superintendentof public instruction and of county superintendents on a professional basis rather than onthe vresent political basis; establishment of large administrative units for schools ; estah .

lishment of a eountY-dnit system ; increased salary schedules together with increased profes-sional requirements for teachers ; revision of the taxation system ; apportionment of fundson an equated pupil basis ; use of serial bonds for the purchase of sites and the erection qfbuildiligs; and increase in the number, of members of the boards of education of the Stnteteachers colleges.
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2704. Perry, Erwood E. Legal provisions for delinquent and unfortunate
children in the various States of the Union. Master's. 1938. Arizona. (Abstract
in: University of Arizona record, :32: 45-461

Analyzes school laws of the several states to determine the lecal provision§ made for
eiplinquent and unfortunate children. Finds that in Adrizona delinquent boys are not
;..uperly cared for. Recommends that the Superintendent of public instruction be made
directly responsible for the industrial school; secure a more efficient personnel and better
living conditions for the boys; and provide a parole officer to assist the boys in making
Joistments. Concludes that the delinquent girls in Arizona are being adequately pro
tided for; and that the blind and deaf children have had better care than the other groups
fiffisidered; and that Arizona has lagged behind many of the States in her care (a teehie
minded children.

2705. Salz, Frank. Some legal implications based upon 1 tudy of cases
inN-olving the relationship of students. teachers, and boards of education in the
State of New York. Master's, 1939. St. John's. 60 p. ms.

2706. Shea, Thomas J. G. A study of religion protection clauses in State
welfare bbgisla t Master's, 1938. Pordha in. (Abstract in : Fordham university.
Dissertations accepted for higher degrees in the Graduate school of arts and
s(iences, 1938: 116)

StddiPs the statute laws intended to protect and snfcgiuird fte religious rights of children
placed out or boarded out in foster homes by the State. Finds that since 1R93. 40 States
:ave attempted to protect and preserve the relligious faith of the children under their
-upervision.

2707. Tillman, Robert Samuel. An analysis of the arguments presented to
congress for and, against the Harrison-Black-Fletcher bill. Master's, 1939. Ala.
Poly. Inst.

2708. Vanneventer, Loyd R. The effect of House fill 212 (») the common
dependent schools of Lincoln county. Oklahoma. Master's, 1939. West. 8t. Coll.

p. ms.

2709. Warren, J. S. The legal provisions for the celebration of special days
and events in the school calendars Of the 48 States. liaster's. 1939. Duke.
11;4 p. ms.

;9udies the State school codes and general coiles of the States to determine the legal
requirements for the celebration Of special days, weeks. and vents in the school calendars.
Gies differences and similarities on apt i o...hservatiMi (If Pi; commonly observed special days.

*2710. Waterbury, Kenneth Buell. Ruling case luw definitions of certain
(earlier tenure terms. Doctor's, 1939. Penn. Stnte. 103 p.

Attempts to determine the nature and character of the following teacher-tenure terms:
Incompetency. neglect of duty. violation of rules or insoonalnation, and cruelty as presented
in divisions handed down by the Supreme Courts of the different States.to superintendents,
teltchers, and boards of education for their guidance in dealing with these teacher-tenure
problems. Gives abstracqi pf numerous court cases with the findings of the court.

2711. 'White, Harold M. Teacher tenure legislation in the United States.
Master's, 1939. Lawrence. 111 p.

Points out the principles and practices of teacher tenure. Finds that teacher tenure
klislation has been declared constitutional by nil state courts; that the courts' reason
that since education is a nlatter of State control the sovereign power may limit its own
authority whenever it sees flt to do so: and that where it can be Rhown that a modification
of the tenure law is necessary for the betterment of the schools of the State, the law may not
be used as a basis for opposing the needed revision.

*2712. Williamss Thomas Chambliss. The legal justification for Virginia
public schools and the development of authotity of Virginik local school boards.
Master's, 1939. George Washington. 77 p.

Discusses court decisions In school litigation; early schools in Virginia ; statutes affecting
schools in Virginia ;. and Acts of the General assembly. Shows that the duties and
rf.tsponsibilities of the school board have betn changed*
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2713. Wilson, Dwight Lyman. Schlol attendance codes and regulation.
for their enforcement, with special emphasis to the State of Florida. Master's
1938. Florida.

1P2714. Wylie, Claude. Legal provisions for compulsory school attendance in
the United States. Master's, 1939. Duke. 66 p. ms.

Discusses the relation of child labor legislation to compulsory school attendance laws. Andthe provisions of compulsory school attendance laws and their enforcement. Finds detinittendency to extend the age limits for compulsory attendance. Offers suggestions forimproving compulsory attendance enforcement.

2715. Yarbrough, Cecil L. Legal provisions for equalization of educational
opPortunity in Texas. Master's, 1939. South. lIethodist. (Abstract. in: South-
ern Methodist university: Abstracts of theses . . . no. 7 :

Studies the effect of the rural aid laws on equalization of educational opportunity iiTexas. Shows that the curriculum has been revised. teacher-qualification requirementshave been raised, and the standards and efficiency of the school system have been raised.
*2716. Yurkewitch, J. T. Changes from local to State control iu Pennsyl-ania public education as revealed by legislation and litigation. Doctor's, 1939.

Penn. State. 1$7 p. ms.
Analyzes legislation and litigation from the passage of the -Public school act of 1834-to the last session of the legislature in 1938. F r es sing finance. training and certification ofteachers. school ti in) and course of study. pupil personnel. and buildings and sites.

SCHOOL FINANCE

2717. Adams, Cartef L. A handbook on finance for superintendents in In-diana. Master's, 193S. Ind. St. T. C. 110 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana statcteachers college. Teachers college journal, 10: 131-32, July 1939)
Explains the exact method of financing education in Indiana, and gives the method ofdistributing these moneys in detail ; gives procedures of budget making and bonding.
2718. Anderson, Carl A. The financing of extracurricular activities in Northcentral association high schools of the Upper peninsula of Michigan. Master's,1939. Michigan.

2719. Anderson, Milford Grady. A study of certain factors as a basis forpayment of travel for teachers of vocational agriculture in seven Alabama Conn-ties. Master's, 1938. Ala. Pouly. Inst.
2720. Anderson, William Louis. A study of school support in Pushulatahocounty. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Shows that Pushmatahn County has a low taxable valuationtion which it is unable to support without outside assistance.
2721. Andrews, Ralph Raymond. Variations in assessed evaluation of Ar-

, tide VI school districts.in Nebraska from 1931 to 1938, and the effect on equaliza-tion of educational opportunity. Master's, 1939. Colorado. (Abstract in: Uniersity of Colorado studies, 26: 21)

and a large school popula

Finds that the present system of school support in Nebraska is inadéquate; that uniform-ity of ability to support the public schools is lacking, and citizens vdry in theirseffort Inprovide educational opportunities for the children of the State; that the State is responsiblefor the education of children within its boundaries, but the burden of support is turnedover to the local districts. Recommends that the cost of education should be equalizedamong the citizens according to their ability to pay taxes, local districts being privilegedto extend the minimum program to their liking within reasonable statutory limits.
2722. Ansorge, Leslie C. A study of the accident benefit plan of the Wis-consin interscholastic athletic association. Master's, 1939. Iowa.*
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2723. Bee, Cárl E. Distribution of State school funds in Pennsylvania.
Master's, 1939. Duke. *61 p.

Traces the distribution of State school funds from the colonial period to 1938 in P t udyi ng
the problem of equalization of educational opportunity in Pennsylvania.

2724. Biggers, William Dawson. A financial survey of the Sudan independ-
ent school district. Master's, 1939. Tex. Tech. Coll.

Presents a financial survey of the Sudan school: for the period 1933-19324, and compare%
it with eight other school systems of comparable size. Recommends that a State salary
schedule be adopted as a minimum wage scale. atilt that a better system of records for
keeping the budget be adopted and adhered to.

2725. Boycheff, K. Cost and finance of intercollegiate athletics in Ohio mn-
ference colleges. Master's, li39. Iichigan.

2726. Bragg, Paul. A financial survey of Bryan county with reference to edu
Htion. Master's, 1938. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Attempts to determine trends in cost and the relation of expenditures for education to
¿he total amount of expenditures chargeable to government in Bryan County from 1929 to
1939. Finds that per capita cost for government is becoming more, and cost per student
in average daily attendane is becoming less due to increase in average daily attendance.

a

2727. Bridges, A. Frank. A study of the methods of financing athletic com-
petition in the larger high schools of Illinois. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

272S. Burch, Richard H. The nonpayment of taxes in Coal county, (Ala-
i

homa. Master's, 1939. Oklahoma. 78 p. ms.
studies the extent of tax evasion for the years 192s'29 and 1934 3s. inclitshe. Find%

that the operating costs of all units of county government decreased during the depression
years, and that the requirements for the government of the county. cities. and S ch oo I dis-
tricts were much greater than the tax receipts, thereby increasing the sinking fund deficits
each year-except in the cities.

2729. Carpenter, W. W. and Capps, A. G. It's up to you Uncle Sam: evi-
dences for the necessity of federal aid. School and community, 25: 23-26, Janu-
ary 1939. (University of Missouri)

Discusses the migration of people in general and students in particular. as.illustrated by
Missouri. Concludes flint the public schools of Missouri are rendering both State and
national functions. and that Missouri colleges along with those of other States are nationalin character and admissible to Federal aid.

2730. . What shall we do with eral aid? Educational law
and administration, 6: 51-54, January 1939. ( sity of Missouri)

Shows that all Federal money allocated to the States for the public schools should he
received by the State Board of Education, and should be used first to equalize educational
opportunity in every section of the State before allocating any of the funds to startspecial projects in the larger cities. Discuist:s a satisfactory program for the boysand girls of Missouri, and shows that the legislature has not yet made provision for a
sotisfactory program. Shows the need for preschools, junior colleges. and adult educatiop tobe considered part of the immediate program: and for the development of satisfactory
school districts to replace the archaic district system.

2731. Childerston, Harry Verne. Relative economy and efficiency of the
county unit system of Utah and the district system of Colorado. Master's, 1989.
volo. St. Coll. of Ed.

t2732. Chisholm, Leslie L. The shifting of federal taxes and its implica-
tions for the public schools. Madison, Wis., Journal of experimental education,
1939. 84 p. (Research monograph). (State college of Washington)

2733. Clements, Lemuel C. A financial study of Martin county schools.
Master's, 1948. T. C., Col. Univ. 24 p. ms.
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2734. Colton, Harold J. Important factors related to financial distress uf
school districts. Doctor's, 1939. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in : University of Pit
burgh. Abstracts of theses, researches completed, and bibliogruphy of publir;i.
t ions, 15: 42-0)

Attempa to locate, analyze, and classify tho significant factors contributing to the Hum'cial Oistress of those school districts in Pennsylvania most distressed financially during th.10-year period, 1927-28 to 193t1-:f7. Discusses the administration and distribution ifspecial aid to distressed school districts through the State school fund, and specialcreated by acts of the legislature. Concludes that a more equitable basis of distributilu.:State subsidies to these districts should be instituted, one which would equalize the ahilitof these districts with that of the State and which would provide these districts with aneducational program equivalent to the average of the State.
2735. Cook, Guy Wellington. A study of the South Dakota permanent school

fund. Master's, 1938. Minnesota. 97 p.
Offers recommendations for the improvement of bonding of officials. of accounting Imoflees, of audits and reports, and of methods of land appraisal.
2736. Cornutt, Hugh Anderson. The effect of House hill 6 on the school.,

'of Beckhain county, Oklahoma. Master's, 1939. Oklahoma. 89 p. iiìs. 4

Compares conditions affecting public schools in 1932-33 when there %Sus little State 3and in 1937-38 when State aid bad been greatly increased. Shows that from 1933 r.1938 valuations decreased in the districts of the county 28.4 percent ; th'at tax lion-remained about the same; that the school term had been increased an average of 11.4days; that teachers' salaries had been increased 35 percent ; and that the cost per pupilrn ;mirage dail attftdance rose from $43.32 in 1932-33 to $67.9s4 in 1937-3S._

2737. Covert, Warren Oscar. State Insurance on public-school property
North Dakota. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

2738. Crowder, Donald Farnsworth. A comparative investigation of reve-.
lines and costs in 25 second- and t hird-class school districts in Colorado. Master's.
1939. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado.studies, 26: 44)

Studies the extent of variatioRs and inequalities in educational revenuos and (wits wont:second- and third-class school districts in Colorado. Classifies school finances on two hases :School revenues, or income from taxation, with per pupil variations used as a measureof ability to pay; and proportional expenditures and per pupil costs as devoted to thedifferent items of Colorado budget classification. Indicates that as ability to pay increase,.per pupil costs tend to increase; and that districts with the heaviest tax burdens made thegreatest effort to pay, hut were motile to maintain levels of per pupil costs equalthose of districts with high valuations and h4 mill levies.

2739. Culbert, Harry Snedden. School Minute in Phial county. Master's,
1939. Arizona. 173 p. ms..

2740. Cunyus, George Grady. A decade of depressiovand the Dallas pub-
lic-school budget. Master's, 1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern
Methodist university. Abstracts of theses . . . no. 7: 12-13)

Analyzes basic law changes and tbeir effect on the Dallas public-school system.pares the sources of current revenue on a year-by-year basis from 1928 to° 1938. as wellas annual operating expense for the same period. Recommends that the Dallas puhlicschools be separated from the municipal government.

2741. Curtis, Loren S. A financial survey of Yuma county. Master's, 193S.
Arizona. (Abstract in: University of Arizona record,- 32: 19)

Studies the financing of education in tit county and the relation of school finances toother expenditures.

2742. Dailard, Ralph C. An estimate of the cost of making grades 9 through
12 of -the American common Achool effectively free. Doctor's, 1938. T. C.. jöT.
Univ. Birmingham, Birmingham printing company, 1989. 109 p.
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'2779. McCarty, Terry Elm. Comparison of t he bonded indebtedness of se-

lected consglidat ed and independent school district s of Oklahoma. NIaster's, 1939.

Oklahoma. 104 p. ms.
Finds that the bonded debt per pupil in average daily attendance of the consolidated

group is $45.5'3; of the independent group it IR $67.24 ; that the valuation of the school
plant per pupil in average dnily attendance of the consolidated group is $119.5:1, and of
the independent group it is $152.50; that the asse4ed valuation of the consolidated group
for each pupil is $1,7141.63. and of the independent group is $1,614.19; that 19 consoli-
dated schools have outRtanding judgments, and 15 independent schools have judgments
outs! anding.

-1.27s0. Meece, Leonard E. an(i Seay, Maurice F. Financing 1)1111114. a vy

and secondary education in Kentucky. Lexington, University of lientTky, W39.
179 p. (Bulletin of the I turea i of school service, v4)l. 110. 11

Describes the extremes and variety in the geographical. social. economic. and educational
situations in Kentucky ; shows decreases in support and increases in the types of services
rendered. 1:m1'111;144s the additional 11111.01IntS of State support -needed to provide certain
xpansions in the educational program.

*21$31. Milinovich, Gospaga. The movenieuit ft.ir federal grants-in-aid tothe
states for general education ( 1918-193S). Master's, 1939. California. 84; p.

Traces the movement for Federal grants-in-aid to the States for general education, wtth
special emphasis on the common schools ; studies conditions prectOitating the movement ;
and considers factors and events causing changes in the Aaracter of the Ihovement from
1918 to 1931i. Discusses the various bills which have been introduced in Congress relating
to Federal aid to education, and the action taken oi . these hills. Shows that by 193S little
progress had been made toward the realization of an aim set forth two decades before.

2782'. Mize, Gilbert. A financial survey of Finvanna independent school dis-
trict. Master's, 1939. Tex. Tech. Coll. 7P p.

Ompires the financial status of the Fluyanna. Tex.. schools. with that of eight other
sehoOi syittems over a period Of 9 years. Finds that Fluvanna ranks favorably with other
school distrIertR except for a heavier teacher pupil load and for a higher bonded indebtedmrs.
Shows that Fluvanna will have difficulty in liquidating its hotuled indebtedness and that
tax valuations should Ile increased.

:27s3. Moeller, Hubert L. Histiwy of the vertu:theta school fund In limit.
Master's, 1939. Iowa.

. :f784. Moore, William Lyndle. Trends in feqeral a id to educa t ion In the
last decade. "Alitgter'g, T939.% Washington. 78 p.

Indicates increased Federal aid in education in order io more nearly equalize educational
opportunitifbs. Shows that State departments of education will formulate the plans-. and
allot Federal funds withifi the State.

27s5.' Murray. Ray Aaron. The matching and distribution of federal fluids
for vocational education in agricurture. .Master's, 193S. Cornell. 153 p.

Analyzes the plans and methods *used by the several States in matching Federal =fund,
for salaries iof teachers, supervisors. or directors, for The year 119:16-37 ; analyzes the plans
and methods used bi the States in the difitributiob of these funds within the Static Finds'
that Federal appropriations have t4tlinulali.41 the kitatem local communities tw put. forth .

financial effort for vocational education in agriculture ; that Federal funds fail to eqtialize
educational opportunity; that a low percentage of these funds are orient for supervision.
Suggests that Federal funds should be allotted to the.littitibs 'on the basis of farnr
population.

2786. Myers, Elzie. Public-school finance in Illinois, 19,20-1936. Master's,
1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

2787. Neiville, William Vinkley. A study òf the per éÑuItat 'tor certain
functions of current expefiditures of the white sthools of Montgomery county for
the school. year 1936-37. Master's, 11)38, Ala. Poly. Inst.
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*278S. Newman, Ralph B. . study of Atate support for education in Non hDakota. Master's, 1939. North Dakota. 90 p. tus.
Discusses the historical tail.14)gal backgrounds: the property tax as a,hasis for school stipport, the obsolete tax sysTem and tax delinquency ; careless budgeting of school xpensisound budgeting procedure. lack of uniformity in general school costs. bus transportation.elimination of district lines in Cavalier and Ransom Counties. tbe small high 'school, pupilteacher ratio. valuation and expenses for the year. miscellaneous income, tuition students.pupil cost, and income; Federal aid to education in N4,rth Dakota. State and local revenuessix-point tax Program. sales tax, nonresident tuition, teacher unit and enrollment, the budgetdirector, and other agencies.

2789. Overall, M. C. The support, a public education since 1876. Nlater's, 1939. East Texas St. T. r. p. nis. (Abstract in: Bulletin of the EastTexas state teachers college, vol. 22. no. 4 : 41-421
Shows that in 1k27. Texas provided in its organic law for suitable schools even thoughit wns a Mexican State ; that in its constitution of 1833 Texas called for adequate schools:that in 1845 when Texas oined the Union its lims were more specific in their provisionsfor free schools; that in 14014; certain amendments provided for the progressive steps whichled to the establishment of the position of superintendent of public instruction and to aboahl of education. Discusses'ttw establishment nf the landed endowment for the maintewince of good public schools. Traces the rise of loca! and State initiative in school supportin Texas. Indicates that on the whole the laws are satiKtactory as shown by an analysisof the various methods used in Texas to raise school tunas.
2790. Pafford, W. C. An analysis of the schtml-bonded indebtedness of theschool districts ill the first congressional district of Georgia. Slaster's. 1939.Duke. 65 p.
Deals with method. of financing School buildings, legal limitations on school indebtedness. Finds that serial and Kinking-fund bonds are most frequently used.
*2791. Parkes, George Harry. The comparative cost of vocational industrialeducathm in certain second-class school districts in Pennsylvania. Doctor's, 199.Penn. State. 113 p.
Compares local cost of vocational industrial education with comparable costs forelementary, junior high school, high scholl nonindustrial. and adult industrial educationPresents in detail the method of accounting used. Shows that vociational industrial educational courses cost more to operate than the corresponding nonvocational courses of parallelgrade level; that State support is anipli and that the districts participating in the programof vocational industrial education in 1937-28 were able to maintain a local educationalservice for a substantial proportion of their -secondary school population at a cost whichwas considerably lower than the corresponding cost for nonsubsidized education. Sm.:gemts that the Department of Public Instruction lend these d1str1ct4 gradually to a pointwhere they spend OR much of their own money for vocational industrial education. andother subsidized fields. as they spend of their own money for parallel forms of secondareducation, which will raise tlie standards for the local programs. Shows that localsupport for vocational education varies widely. and the amount of subsidy from Outsidesources varies widely.

2792. Parrish, John Russell. A study of certain factors as a basis for pay-ment for travel for teachers of vocational agriculture in eight Alabama counties.Master's, 1938. Ala. Poly. Inst.
Pierrard, T. Arthur. Federal aid ti) and the trend in vocational edu-cation in Indiana by the Federal government. llaster's, 193p. Ind. St. T. C. 100p. ms. (Abstract in : Indiana stilt(' teachers college. Teachers (ollege Journal.10: 140, July 1939)

Shows that the Federal Government, almost -from Its beginning. has made some provisionfor the support of education: that most of this support has been to fwational education.:that Indiana has benefitcd through,Federal legislation since 1933 but that communitieswhich were unable to match Pedetil appropriations were left with no better educationalfacilities than before 1933. Suggests that the Federal Government make direct contributions .without restrictions for thp support of education.
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Purdom, Christopher Hope. A plau for fin:incing cxtrallicti(ultir
tiities in secondary schools. 1aster's, 1939. Kentucky. 1:t p. Ins.

Sets forth a plan for financing extracurricular achijie Iii seconihry schools. hased iii
4 years experimentation with plans used by other schools. seIrcted and organized.into
systematic whole the most successful parts or the 'plan. that had lien) t tied on f in
these sehliOk.

2795. Quaid, Laron W. l(ow school hoards in independent .(liAricts appro-
spriate and spend the school (14)11ar. ,1fastew's, 1939. Oklahoma. S-1 p.

Analyzes tht: budgets 711) independent districts in Oklahoma tor the year 193i: :;7.
Indicates that schuol boards do not use accurate business 1110111Pd.: their budgets:that there are too great differences between stimates and actual expenditures in many
important budgetary items.

Redmon, Roy A. A plan of determining unit cost in the small high
school. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 49 p. ms.

studies unit costs in two schools before and aftcr consolidation. Finds that unit
decrease :is the size of the school increases.

2797. Reida, George. The cost of educaticw compared with the cost. Of ()tiler
functions of government in Kingman county. Kansas. 1Iaster's, 19119. Colo.
St. Coll. of Ed.

2798. Ricketts, Robert Edward. The distribution of State aid for schools
in Missouri. Master's, 1938. Chicago. 4 p. tits

279! ). Rogge, Howard W. The operation of the Ohio state foundation pro-
gram in Fulton county. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 911 p.

2800. Rou, Henry Jennings. A study of insurance plans for school.; and
other public building.. Master's, 193.s. Florida.

2801. Schmidt, Clayton. A survey of the abilities of school districts in
Roberts county, South _Dakota. to support schools under the present district organ-
ization. Master's, 1939. South Dakota. 69 p.,ms.

2S02. Sims, H. H. Local, county, state and fe&ral support for
Creek county, Oklahoma. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & NI. Coll.

Se ools of

finds that the State government of Oklahoma provides on the average two-thirds of6 the funds to operate the schools of creek County. with the local government providingonly 22 percent ; that the schools are receiving their income from nt least 16different sources ; that the schools are being restricted mon alid more in the use of funds
$O that financial evitrol im being centralized; that school boards are becoming merelyfiscal agents of tbeittate so far as finances are concerned; and that the Stale is obligatedto centralize school areas, reduce expenses, and enrich the school offerings.

2803. Southard, Orby. Some effects of the school reorganization program
in West Virginia on costs and educational services aud facilities. Doctor's, 1939.
Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of these, re-
searches completed, and bibliography of publications, 15 : 332-39)

Compares educational conditions in five counties of West Virginia in 1932, which wasRim. to the reorganization, with conditions in .4935 to determine the effects of thereorganization on the amounts paid in school taxes and on tbe value in terms of costof the educational services and facilities provided in these counties. Finds that schooltaxes In Wyoming and Mingo Counties were substantially reduced, but were not materiallyaffected.in Jackson, Logan, and Brooke Counties; that the value of the increases in educa-tional services and facilities was more than $7 per enumerated pupil in Jackson, Wyoming,Mingo, and Logan Counties, but were not greatly affected in Brooke County. Indicatesthat school taxes in counties having from 8 to 20 elementary pupils per square milewere substantially reduced ;sthat there was little change in the amount of school taxes paidby the residents of the mot' sparsely nod the mire densely populated areas; thatincreaaed educational services and facilitiea were provided in all imt the most thicklypopulated areas. which were not materially affected.
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1:SO4. Staubus, Roscoe Karl. A stud.% of Ili(' methods used in himting t Li
ost oLinterscholastic athletic injuries. Master's, 1939. New Mexico. 72 p. rn

:280.1. Stegall, Lester Ray. A compa.rative study of the effect of House bill
6 and House bill 212 upon school finance in Pontotoc county, Oklahoma.
ter's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Finds that great inequalities exist in areas of common schools causing one-room
to be maintained ; that average daily attendance is better in consolidated schools: thw
variation of ability to support the schools is shown by tbe per capita cost ; and Ow
maintenance of all types of schools is greater under House bill 6.

2806. Steinhauer, Milton Henry. Fire insurance on public-school property
in Pennsylvania. Doctor's, 1939. Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, 1939. 124 p.

Attempts to determheeivhether the school districts of a State can economically operate
and maintain a system of intprance which would he consistent with established principle%
of sound insurance. Indicates that school districts of the State can and should organizp
and operate a cooperative insurance association.

2807. Stephens, Edwin Grady. The influence of school bonds on the tax
rates in Pittsburgh county, Oklahoma. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Attempts to summarize the laws governing the issuance of school bonds from the tin)»
of the creation of sinking funds to the. date of the maturity and the redemption et the
bonds, for the purpose of purchasing school mites and the erection of school buildings.
Shows that it would be more economical if the policy of assessing an a'nnual or a periodic&
building fund levy as provided by law should be pursued, whieh would create a cumulative
building fund to be used in repairing, making additioni, and erecting new school buildings

2808. Stephens, Jesse Gordon. The effect of House bill 6 of the sixteenth
legislature upon the schools of Stephens county. Oklahoma. Master's, 1939.
Oklahoma. 5 p.

Attempts to determine tbe effect of extensive State aid on tbe schools of Stephen.
County. Finds that real estate, personal property, and corporation property declined 50
percent in assessed valuation from 1933-34 to 1.037-38; that 'average daily attendance
increastd at the same time; that State funds for local scbools increased from 44.13 percent
in 1933-34 to 53.38 percent in 1937-38; and that the school budgets of Stephens County
increased 93.88 percent in 1937-38 over the budgets of 1933-34.

2809. Surratt, Isaac Webb. The practice of charging tuition in Virginia
Master's, 1939. Virginia. 110 p. MS.

2810. Swinburn, W. Vance. Historical development of the equalization fund
in Texas. Master's, 1939. Tex. Tech. Coll.

Traces the development of each of the several equalization funds from their beginning til
1938. Shows that they were designed to promote local initiative, hut that recently directgrants in aid are typical.

2811. Taylor,lbiary T. Philanthropic cOntributions to secondary education
in Pennsylvania since 1830. Master's, 1939. Duke. 100 p. ms.

Describes gran% for the organization and operation of schools and contributions toward
libraries and fine arts made by various philanthropic organisations in Pennsylvania. Findsthat the major contributions have been for technical instruction, vocational education, and
the development of school libraries.

2812. Weinerth, Clarence Cam The cost of education in Greeley County.
Nebraska, compared with the costs of other functions a government. Master's.
1989. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

281& Williis, Charles H. A study of school property Insurance in Clinton
county, Ohio. aster's, 1939. Cincinnati. 58 p.

Reports the amount of insurance prótection carried on school property in this couhtyand the practices followed in securing it ; and recommends improvements in dealing withsuch insurance problems.
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62814. Wilson, A. L. PreparatIon of the 1)ublic-Auln,4'1 budget. in Texas.
11aster's, Texas Coll. of Arts and Inds. 57 p. ms.

Oefinet:. and lists tbe aims, and benefits of the budget ; discustfes the responsibility for the
budget its pit.paratii.n. evaluation. and its presentation and adoption. Recommends that
!.pecial training in budget practices be rewiired Pv y superintendent ; that the State
adopt a standard sYstem for the keeping of school accounts; that a State auditor audit
the books of ach district ; that the laws of Texas be changed to male the fiscal year of
all departments begin on July 1; that yearly reports to the va,.rioutrdepartmentn be combined
into one report serving all departments; that a centralized taxing system be set up and
the independent district tax collectors and assesgrs be abolished; and that State aid be
increased.

2S15. Wyse, Alvin R. A comparison of the unit costs of instruction in tile
high schools of Fulton county. Ohio. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 1622 p. ms.

Finds that the size of the classes. expensive laboratory courses, and expensive floor space
il re the major causes of high unit costs for small schools.

2816. Young, John Julian. A study of obrtain factors as n basis for pay-
ment of travel 'for teachers of vocational agriculture in nine Alahatna %counties.
Master's, 1938. Ala. Poiy. Inst.

2817. Zarfoss, L. H. An analysis (if tuition costs for nimresident pupils in
public high schools of Lancaster county, Pennsylvania. Master's, P.K. Duke.
71 p. ms.

Analyst's various tuition costs for nonresident pupils and the methods ot calculating these
costs from 1934 to 1938. Offers suggestions for equAlizing educational opportUnity and for
reducing the large number of irregularities.

RURAL EDUCATION

*2818. Barron, John F. A study Of educational efficiency of the schools of
Cameron county, Texas, of districts of less than :ill() scholastics. Master's, 1939.
Texas Coll. of Arts and Inds. 54 p. ms.

Analyzes data on average daily attendance and enrollment : pte361 distribution by grades:
training and tenure of teachers; grade and pupil load; distribution of tax burden ; taxes
per pupil in average daily attendance; and administrative costs.

2819. Bateman, Edward Allen. Development of the county unit school
district in Utah : a study in adaptability. Doctor's, 1939. T. C. Col. Univ. New
York, Teachers college. 414,111m1)ia university, 1940. 94 p. ((ontributions to edit.-
cation, no. 790)

Studies the process of change involved in the development of the county unit system of
-school districts in Utah. including the history of the emergence of pie idea, its develop-
ment. the first adoption of the county unit district. its diffusion. and its final maturity as
a result Of mandatory law.

2820. Beeson, Dewey. The progress of education in Mown county during
the nineteen hundred thirties. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Studies the drift in population and its bearing upon the sm.411 school districts during
the depression, the effect of Federal and State aid on the physical equipment and teaching
personnel of the tbehool system. Finds a marked and steady decrease in the rural districts:
la tendency to discontinue the small districts and move the pupils to the larger centers ;..a
steady decrease in assessed valuations: due to Federril and Mate aid the schools are in
better physical condition than at the beginning of the period null the teacher personnel
hi better trained and the curricula broadened. Pol-nts out that there is an ectnomic
need for larger centers, for continued Federal mill State participation in fiscal matters
and a continued Increase in State supervisory functions.

2821. Blackard, Joseph Wayne. Teaching conditions in Patrick county,
Virginia. Muster's, 1939r Virginia. 141 p. ms.
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Boyd, Demaris Osborne. The del elopineut of an integrated ion gt.:1ur experiences in connection With ani school, Franklin comity, Mfibs:Ild.
dimity.: a three-year period. 193G-39. liaster's, 19:0. Alabama. 1112 p.

2S23. Brown, Ray D. An administrative survey and iiroilosed plan of I.,.
t t iza t i4m for the schools of Hamilton P411110 Texas. 1Iaster's, 1939. SouthMethodist. (Abtract in: Southern Methodist university. Abstracts of theses

. no.7: 8-9)
'Analyzes nnd compares the costs and efficient y tif various school distrirts ulAhe roufli

guild
;Atempts to determine the relative ability and 'efforts the districts to ninichools. Proptiseq a plan for the reorganization of the stbool system which will ihsuregreater economy and efficiency in administration nnd givo the rural Its netirl a,vossilde. the same educational advantages as the town pupils. Recommends that the 441n-I il t 83ste1ii 4of the county be organized iiito one independent school district mifirrthe direction of oii . school superintendent and one school board ; that t he county buidivided into tvo attendance areas with three sub-areas of attendance; that the two attendance areas teach elementary and high-schoor pupils, whereas the three sub-areas teach onlyelementary pupils:* nnd that all flnancvs be handled through the superintendent's ottios

Bunnell, Clifford P. A proposed plati for reorganizing the schools andschool districts of Nipreer couilty, Ohio. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 102 p
2S25. Burgess, J. E. Development and present status of public education inGlynn county, Georgia. Nlaster's, 1939. Duke. 131 p.
Traees the development of public education front the earliest years to date. Find.that the school system is vastly improved, and that it surpasses the average county NI' hisdsystems in Georgia, and compares favorably with the hest.
2826. Cameron, Deryl J. Rural aid In the Hooks independent school di.-trict. Master's, 1939. East Texas St. T. C. 114; p. ms. (Abstract in : Bulletinof the East Texas state teachers college, vol. 22, no. -4: 13-14)
Compares the ward system of schools applied to rural areas with a typical consolidatedschool. Proposes that rural aid in Texas should be based not On tqualittatitm. hut 'on Illyeffort to provide initlirfinni standards of plant, equipment. and accassihility. Suggests theestablishment of areas of 4.5 square miles in each of which a one-teacher school for pupilsfrom 6 to 12 years would be established; and lawns over 12 would at tend the central.higlischool, with those living within a walking distance of 3 miles walking to school and tbosoliving more than 8 miles reimbursed by the State for private transportafton.
2827. Davis, Orin Walter. A study of the public schools of Jackson countywith recommendations for their future organization. Master's, 1939. OhioState. 133 p.
Recommends a reduction in the number of districts and the 4 WI:Hid/A t bon of larger schoolunits for the county.

2S2S. Dawson, Edgar V. Growth of education in Muskogee (!ounty.ter's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
rinds that the growth of education has been gradual and constant and that there hasbeen no time, except during the Civil War, when the educational institutions have not'been commensurate with the times. te

2829. Day, Leah Minim. A study of the young child in 4;7 one-teacherschools in New York state. Doctor's, 1939. Syracuse. iNne p. ing.
Attempts to ascertain facts about the school environment of the first-grade child; IIIanalyse the individual child while in the school environment ; and to ascertain facts aboutithe typical school dny of the young child.
2830. Edwards, Sara Jane Savage. A study of some phases of the countyunit system of school administration. Master's, 1938. Texas St. Cull. fm.Women. 53 p. ms.

2831. Freshcorn, Lester Dale. Reorganization of the school system of Galliacounty, Ohio. Master's, 1938. Cincinnati.
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2s42. hicCowen. E. O. The evolution and reorganization of an Ohio (Sciott)
county school system. Master's, 1939. Cincinnati. 172 p. ms.

Recommends, on the basis at a historical study and a survey of this county, the enlar.:.nwut of school districts to eliminate one- and two-teacher schools. to lower the number ..ftuition pupils, to decrease trani;portation costs, and to provide a more adequate basis filrschool support.

2S43. Miller, Arthur R. Au analysis of the problem of one-teacher schoilldistrict reorganization in Kansas with special reference to Douglas county. MN,
ter's, 1939. Kansas.

2g44. Miller, Loren V. kii age:grade study of the Darke county, Ohio'.schools. Master's, 1939. Ohi State.
Studies the 4re-grade status of 5,291 pupils of the coltity. ranging in grade from 1 toFinds that 7.6 percent of the total were under age, f40.2 percent we're of normal age, andpercent were overage for the grado.

2845. Moore, Vivien Dennis. Silverhill school : an experiment in ruraldemocracy. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 130 p. nts.
Describes an experiment conducted in a rural school. showing that a rural IRe.,0h 1reorganized and changed from n formal to an informal school which serves its communo
2S46. Peer, Vera Enid. Programs in one-teacher rural schools. Master's,

1939. California, L. A.
Finds that teachers in one-teacher schools in 35 States have from 7 to 37 classH day; that the amount of time devoted to the skill subjects varies from 34 percent to (1!percent of the day. Proposes a two-part-day school program during one-half of which t),..pupils work together on different phases of a social studies area according to maturityspecial abilities; and during the pther half of which the pupils play, sing, paint. read, (lane..model, enjoy the beauties of nature and art, and conduct hobby clubs, thus learning to n.etheir leisure time constructively.

2847. Porter, Arthur Paul. The reorganiziltio.n of the school districts ofWarren county, Ohio. Master's, 1939. Cincinnati. 1,49 p. ms.
Recommends, on the basis of a county survey, the reduction of the number of schooldistricts in the county.

2848. Prior, Orville J. Educational and financial inequalities in the schoolsof Custer county, Oklahoma. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Shows the need for foreorganization of the present f3g school districts Into 9 administratire units. which would be more conomical and would provide more equal educationalopportunitks for the boys and girls in Custer County.

2849. Richmond, John D. Educational trends in Tazewell county, Virginia,
1927-1938. Master's, 1939. Duke. 126 p. ms.

Studies trends with respect to finance, pupil population, school buildings, and teacherstatus.

850. Roderick, Donald Maurice. A comparison 9f social participation ofrural and city pupils. Master's, 1939. Stanford.
2851. Seacat, William McKinley. Inequalities of educational opportunityin Ford county, Katisas. Master's, 1930. Colorado. (Abstract in: Universityof Colorado studies, 26: 112-13)
Recommends that tbe county be divided into six education units. %each supporting n6-year elementary school and a 6-year secondary school; that transportation-be provairdfor all who live moist than DA miles from school; that a uniform tax be levied over theentire county, which would equalize the tax burden. Shows that this plan would equalizi.the educational opportunity for the pupils enrolled and the tax burden for the taxpayer..of the county as a whole.

285e. Shepherd, William S. Personnel administration In selected Iowa coun-ties. Maiter's, 1939. Iowa.
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`..473. Squire, Fred C. A study of the conditim of the rural schools of Mid
land county and the possibility of making larger units of administration

'Master's, 1939. Michigan.

2854. Thompson, Matthew R. School district reorganization in Polk county,
oregon. Master's, 1939. Washington. 60 p. ms.

Recommends that the number of school districts be reduced from more than 70 toiII that princiOles be established for the reorganization of the schools.

'855. Vaughn, William C. A proposed educational organization for each of
the 14 counties in Arizona, including the office of ,county school superintendent.
Master's, 1938. Arizona. (Abstract in: University of Arizona record, 32: 61-62)

Finds that the financial ability of the school districts varies to a marked degree ; thatthere is a need for a revision of taxing units on a scientific basis in order to equalize and
increase the tviucational opportunities of the children ; that the tax rate can be reduced inthe commutates where it is now the highest ; that consolid!ation of school districts would
timer ihe cost of the schools. Offers suggestions for imaroving the schools in Arizonaond for enlarging the financial base of school support.

2856. Wheeler, Arville. Some rural school problems. Colorado education
association journal, January 1940A (Western state colleges

2'657. Willis, Wylie Richard. An experimental study of integration in one
teacher schools. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 96 p. rns.

Compares formal and inform& organization of two groups of one-teacher schools as toattainment and interest of siudents. Finds ttuit the informal schools showed definite
advantage in achievement of pupils, -intercst and enthusiasm of pupils, and approval of
school officers.

2858. Wilson, -Raymond. A study of recent educational trends in Donley
county, Texas. Master's, 1939. Tex. Tech. Coll. 126 p. ms.

Analyzes educational trends in Donley County, Tex., for a period of 7 years, and com-pares these trends with those of four adjoining counties. Finds that the scholastic popula-tion, school enrollment, and averake daily attendance have decreased rapidly and propor-tionately during the period; that The number of teachers and the teacher-pupil load havedecreased.; that the number of pupils Transported has increased ; that the number of schools.having fewer than s¡x teachers, the number of schools teaching above the seventh grade.the amount of money received, from the State per capita apportionment, and tax valueshave all decreased; and that the trends are typical of those in adjoining countiew
2839. Young, Alfred Raymond. Appraisal of 30 rural schools of 'Atchison

county, Kansas. Master's, 1939. Kansas.

CONSOLIDATION

2860. Andrews, Earnest E. The consolidated school in Clinton county.
Master's, 1939. Iowa.

2861. Chigum, Lonzo Lee. A proposed plan for consolidation of eight small
school districts in Tillman county, Oklahoma. Master's, 1939. Colorado. (Ab-.stract in: University of Colorado stuaie;, 26: 40)

Demonstrated the advantages to be secured by consolidation.

2862. Cuiiningham, Walter C. A 'Ilan for regrouping of schools in Knox
county, Texai. Master's, 1939. Tex. Tech. Coll.

Investigated the causes of the unequal educationak opportunities in Knox County, andoffal; a plan for regrouping the schooh to facilitate equalization of educational oppor-tunities.

2863. Freeman, John Marshall. The consolidated school movement InBuchanan county. Master's, 1989. Iowa.
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2864. Golden, Joe Bob. A plan. for schúol reorganization in Wichita county
Master's, 1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist. university
Abstracts of theses . . no. 7 : 17-18)

Traces briefly the development of scbools in Wichita County up to the present time
Proposes u plan of reorganization of the schools of the county and gives comparative (1818
on the present and proposed plan Of schools. liaLcates tbat it would he more economical
to place into operation the proposed plan of reorganization than to continue under the present
educational set-up. which wouhl more nearly equalize educational opportunities for the
children of the county.

2s65. Hammonds, Colonel. A proposed program for the reorganization of t ist.
Garrard county schools. Mastei.':i, 1939. Keptucky. 128 p. ms.

Presents pertinent information concerning the present school system as i basis tilt-
formulating a more economical and efficient school system.

2866. Indall, F. J. A proposed plan for reorganizing and administering the
public schools in Minnehalut county, South Dakota, as a county unit. Master'..
1939. South Dakota. 8-14ft ms.

2867. Kleinert, Erwin J. A .

Masters's, 1939. Michigan.
2868. Long, Frank. A oposed larger school unit for an area in Qlark

county, Ohio. Master's, :49. Wittbilberg. 89 p.

V of the efficiency of a consolidated sc1I901.

Proposes the con on of the rural districts Pike, German, and Tremont. Finds. fromthe analysis of plies to a questionnaire, that the parents fgvo.r the proposal.
Lucas, Burley E. Consolidation as viewed by the patrons of. the

¡leading, Iowa, school district. Mager's, 1939. Iowa.
2870.,Mack, Fred Merrill. A reorxanizat-ion plan for Cass county, North

Dakota, public schools. Master's, 1938. Minnesota. 159 p.
Shows that in order to provide more equal educational opportunities, it will be necessary to enlarge attendance areas and to establish larger schools with like regulations awlidentical standards. Offers a plan for reorganizing the public schools of the entire county.
2871. Martin, Morris C. The consolidation ff schools in Washington county,

Iowa. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
*2872. Miller, Tom R. Some social implications of the central rural schools

of New York state. Doctor's, 1938. Syracuse. 387 p. ins.
Traces the 118 years that it took to develop legislation making the central rural schoola possibility; discusses the location of the 2E2 central rural schools. Describes. the genAralmethod of centralization. Discusses the social implications of the schools in the com-munities both as schools and as social organizations. -Shows that the central rural schoolhas not developed equally in all parts of the State but that certain sections of centraland southeastern territory have developed the greatest number; thatyin most communitiesthe leaders for centralization used the idea of better educational facilities as the drive tosecure favorable action; that the facilities include a modern school building and organiza-tion designed and administered to serve as a community center, a curriculum partlyadjusted to the needs of the community, ,a wen-rounded health and guidance progrtim. awell-developed extracurricular program, and a wéll-pnid faculty.
2873. Morris, Maud Alice. The effect of consolidation on the s(toois of

Jefferson county, Oklahoma. Master's, 1939. Oklahoma. 221vp.
Finds that under consolidation deficits in the districts were decreased by *26,163.32;that appropriations per pupil increased about 40 percent ; ttat trunk' transporting pupilsincreased from 3 in 1923 to 30 it; 1930; that in 1928 45 per ut of the children attendedaccredited schools, while in 1930, 78 percent attended su schools ; and that schoolbuildings were much improved by 1930. qb

2874. Newsom, W. R. A survey of the South Lockett school, Master's, 1939.Tex. Tech. Coll.
Compares the school distsietli and cost of education before and after consolidation.Finds that better facilities were offered by the consolidation, but Mk the consolidation,
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together with the depression, caused a heavy financial burden on the (woo le in the Con-

solidated districts. Points out that teacher turno'et Is too great, that salaries are in
arrears, and suggests that the school term should be shortened in order tti get the district
out of debt.

2875. Shepoiser, Lawrence H. Patron evaltitatipn of Consolidation in the
Gfine )Wa S" " Pi district. laster's, 1939. Iowa.

S76. Spiering, Emil James. A consolidation stad tif lo elempit:iry schimi
districts, Humboldt county, California. N1 aster's, 1939. Sta i s ford,

2877. Taylor, George T. A reorganization of Altildenberg county schools
Master's, 1939. Kentucky. 114 p.

Describes the present school Eltuation lu Ainhienlwrg County, and gives important data
population trends and geographic features of the county, its natural resources, indust

and financial resources.

2878. Temple, Ben L. A plan for the reorganization= of the school systek
of Huron county. laster's, 1939. Nlichigan.

2!)79. Wambgldt, Henry. Elementary school consul idat ion poss i bil i iesI ri n

Washington county, Colorado. Master's. 1939. Colo. St. Coll. 125 p.

Proposes 24 consolidation units with an etii illiat (Id saving of 20 percent in operating costs;
And includes a plan for financing the ;!ost pf additional capital outlay.

2880. Wiggins, Harold M. The riborganizat ion. of the Perrysville. school
district to meet the emergency problems created hy 1 I i.k inoin watersla.(l
project. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. SO p. ms.

Shows the way a reorganization of districts. bus routes, adjustments of territory. will
rxchange of pupils would increase the efficiency of Perrysville School and reduce the Cost
If transportation.

2881. Wymore, Warren L. A study of con sol i da I ed schools in Mali t ska
And Keokuk counties. lUaster's, 1939. Iowa.

TRANSPORTATION

2882. Amis, Otis C. An analysis of certain factors affecting the cost iC
transportation in the central rural sebool districts of NeW York state. Doctor's,
1939. Cornell. 245 p.

Finds the two* moiit important Moors affecting cost are the Aze of the vehicle and the
length of haul.

2883. Baxter, Dean V. A survey of Elmore county's' transportation system
with proposals for more economical routing' of scbool busses. Master's,
Ma. Poly. 'list: - a

2884. Berry, Flay. A study of (rangers and bus transportation in Rock-
wall county. Master's, 1939. East Texas St. T. C. 102 p. ns. (Abstract n :
Bulletin of the East Texas state teacluIrs eolleg(', vol. 22, no. 4 : 8-10)

Traces the history of kus transportation; analyzes the county's transporting facilities
as well as the effect of the roads on bus travel within the county, emit of bus transporta-
tion, legislative ruling passed for the sch-ol year 1939-40 affecting the transfer and trans-
portation of the school children of Texas. Finds that about 30 percent of the pupils of
Royse City and Rockwall County are in favonvf sending their children front their home
that parents in Rockwall County are in favor of sending tbeir children from their home
district sto another district In order that the children may have better opportunities for
getting an education ; that the salaries of the bus ()rivets are too low for their responsibility :

that more tAreful selection should be shown in engaging bus drivers ; that no bus routes
should he maintained that f9ree children to ride n distance of 25 miles a day; and that. all
school districts should be (iinhInati into Mlle independent county district.
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2885. Cox, William C. Pupil transportation in the United Stateb. Aaster
1939. South. Methodist (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university. Ab-
stracts of theses . . . no. 7 : 11)

Shows the phenomenal growth of pupil transporeation since '1928. and a trend toward
district-owned bpses, larger and safer buses, more frequent and rigid inspecilon f trans-
portation equipment, adoption and use of modern accurate records and reports. and im
provement of methods for administering State aid for pupil transportation.

4 *2886. James, Bernard Paul. A study of transportation of school children
in North Dakota. Master's, 1939. North Dakota. 88 p. ms.

Discusses the growth of transportation in the United States, and State, aid for trail,
portation ; North Dakota and school transportation ; population density ; public-Rehm.]
transportation trends; the legal basis for transportation in North Dakota ; laws governim:
school buses; roads in North Dakota; methods of transportation ; transportation by public
rrthicle; cost of vehicular transportation ; and cost of family transportation. Finds that
present practices in trapsportation are wasteful and inefficient Recommends that the
State department of education require more definite information about transportation from
4he counties; that transporation be authorized for all elementary and high-school pupils;
that districts be reimbursed by the State for I% cent per pupil mile of transportation in
addition to all other aid now given ; that insurance should be authorized for the protection
of the children. Shows that educational opportunities of the 'children cannot be equalivtd
without improving transportation facilities.

2887. Johnson, Chesley Roscoe. A study of transported pupils in the Al-
berta, city schools, Tuscaloosa county, Alabama. Master's, 1939. Alabama. SA

P. ms.

2888. Lariwe, Maurice E. Pupil transportation in the state of Oregon durs
ing the school year, 1937-38. Master's, 1939. Oregon.

Michael, Edgar W. Pupil transportation in Kansas. Master's, 1939.
Wic ita. 115 p. ms. t.

2890. Portman, George. The scholastic achievement of transported and
local pupils. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Attempts to determine the relative efficiency of the dependent and the independent
schools. Indicates that children in independent districts represent a higher socio-econorui
status thazi those in the dependent districts ; and that pupils from the independent
districts are 1.06 of a grade ahead of those from dependent districts.

28A1. Schumann, Walter Alvin. Public ownership versus the contract sys-
tem in scbool bus transportation. Masterts, 1939. New Mexico. 58 p. ms.

2892. Smith, Elmo L. A comparison of scilool transportation in school dis-
tricts in southwest Oklahoma owning their transportailon systems apt school dis-
tricts contracting for their transporfation in the school years-935 find 1936-37.
Master's, 1939. West. St. Coll. 78 p. ms.

2893. Stepkens, David Dudley. The Jefferson county, Alabama, *school bus
drivers. 6 Master's, 1939. Alabama. 43 p. ms.

_ .
2894. Tully, Glover Emerson. Pupil transportation Alachua

Master's,, 1938. Florida.

2895. Van Ausdal, Gerald. A critical stuqy of school bus insurance in Ohio.
Master's, 1939. Miami. 45 p. ms.

Presents a State-wide survey of iisurance practiCes iaa the accident record for school
-buses in 4stricts receiving State funds for transportation. Finds that 236 buses catry-
Lag 9,711 pupils have no insurance protection for the pupils; that insurance of 7 buses
carrying 46 pupils exceeds $10,000 per pupil; that of 4,116 buses reported, 236 have ,no
insurance of any kind, 416 have other insurance but no property damage insurance, and
3,464 bare property damage insurance ; that 27.1 percent of the pupils have_ accident
protection, and 53.8 percent have the notection of liability insurance slime.
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:'S96. Walker, Vernon C. Transportation :Ind attendu wit (If pupils in SI I-.

teted schools of Oklahoma. Master's. 1939. Oklahoma. 69 p. ms.

(glum-weft t bp attendance reem-ds I 2.s49 transported pupils with those lb( 1.114 non
transported pupils. Finds that rural nontransportmg schools averaged 3.5 percent lower
in attendance than nearby transporting schools, and nearly 8 perrent lower than
-Awls in average daily eittendance.

2897. West, William Kibler. A study of contract versus board ownership
(If school buses in Ohio considered from the standpoint of economy. Master's,

1939. Miami. 67 p. ms. -4/0

Finds that in the school districts owning buses, the reduction in cost per pupil per
inonh was greater in the period from 1935 to 1938 than in the districts using the con-

'flirt system ; that there k a definite relationship between percent of board-owned bust..

and reduction of cost.

SUPERVISION AND SUPERVISORS

2898. Carter, Robert T. Preferences of superintendents in Tennessee re-
garding the ratio of men and women teachers. Master's, 1939. Tennessee. 5.5

p. ms.
Deals with the actual number of men and women teachers in Tennessee public schools

on various grade 'levels and in high school. Analyzes preferences of superintendents as
shown by the replies of 73 superintendents to a questionnaire. Compares actual condi-

tions with the stated preferences of the superintendents. Shows that men are preferred
for chemistry, physics, agriculture, manual training. business education, general science,
mathematics, biology, physical education, citizenship, history, and as teachers in the seventh
:Ind eighth grades; that women are preferre.d for home economics, for the first five grades.
music, English, foreign languages, typewriting, and in one-room schools. Finds that the
number of men employet in 'most of the high-school subjects is less than that desired by

the superintendents.

*2899. Chaffee, Charles E. The evolution of school supervision and admin-
istration in Pennsylvania under the county superintendent. Doctor's, 1939. New

York. 165 p. nis.
Analyzes the historical development of the office of the county superintendent ; discusses

the present school law pertaining to county supervision; compares the qualifications and
xperiences of the county sukrintendents and their assistants to those of the district guper-

intendents ; considm salaries, duties, and powers of the office, lind current praellPe in
administering and supervising the county schools. Shows the need for a larger' unit of ad-
ministration in the Pennsylvania schools and the effects of the Merger law of 1937. Offers
suggestions for a more equitable distribution of State subsidies.

2900. Cohen, David. The development of the office of chief state school ex-
executive in the State of New York. Master's, 1939. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

273 p. ms.

2901. Colbaugh, Maude. A study of the suitrvisory programs carried on

by the comity superintendents of northeast Oklahoma. Master's, 1939. Okla.
A. & M. Coll.

Gives a brief history of rural supervision in Oklahoma with emphasis on the program car-
ried on in this district. Finds that factors affecting supervision are: Wide variation
in ihe status of rural teachers; density of population; the area of unit of supervision ;
the number' and types of schools; and the amvt of time the county superintendent can
'devote to supervisory work.

2902. Cole, Louise Phillips. A study of local supervision of home economics
in a selected group of vocational schools. Master's, 1939. Tennessee.

Studies the functions of the supervisors of vocational home economics in Arkansaft,
Georgia, Indiana, Pennsylvania, Tennessee. Texas, and Virginia.. Finds that 33 of the 34
supervisors held bachelor's degrees ; that 19 held master's degrees; that thPir professional
experience included teaching in many subject-matter fields In addition to supervisory work ;
that the teacher group had spent more time In formal study and bad studied more recently
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than the, supervisory' group ; that the median number of schools supervistd by each sup. r
Visor was 15 white and 6 Negro schools that supervisors and teachers taught a larg, r
number of Adult than out-of-school youth classes; that the percentage of adult and out.- f
school youth classes wits low in comparison with the day-school program. Shows that IN
responsibilities of the supervisors included home visits, curriculum revision, organizing !I.!
conducting conferences, and making recOmmendations for placement of home economic.
teachers; that their term of employment averaged 11 months.

2903. Helms, Hubert L. Supervision in consolidated schools of norther!'
:Ind central Indiana. Master's, 1938. Ball St. T. C. 36 p. ms.

Finds that from the standpoint 'of the teachers. supervision was inacioquate in 14.1
Amount and tyPe.

2904. Herrin, Birney. A jiling system for the county superintendent of,
schools. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Presents an experimentally proved filing system, with a suggestive index, cross-referenci.
;Ind code procedure for filing and finding documents efficiently.

2905. Jackson, F. M. The tenure of the superintendents of the exempted vil-
Inge schools of the State of Ohio. Master's, 19N. Cincinnati. S1 p. ms.

Surveys the tenure of such school officers from 1914 to 1935. and recommends a plan for
improvement of tenure conditions.

2906. Mouldin, Willie Grace. Need for more efficient rural supervision
Mississippi. Master's, 1939. Penbody. 17 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the extent to which more efficient supervision is needed In the
rural and small town school systems in Mississippi.

2907. Peterson, Irvin Leroy. A supervisory program for the village school
Master's, 1939. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Coloi.ado studies. 26: 104 i

Attempts to devise a supervisory program suitable for the village school in which tht:
superintendent is the only supervisor of instruction.

2908. Slack, George W. The clerical responsibilities of the superintendent
Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. roll.

Attempts to show the need for a school ()Bite secretary and for a uniform system of filing
in school offices. Finds that superintendents. even in small schools, are attempting too
much clerical work, which is especially true of those teaching three or four classes daily ;

that it would be better if future kgislation provided for a full-time office secretary in the
smaller schools rather than an extra salary for the principal : that most of the office equip
ment is inadequate or obsolete; and that the Slate department of education should issue a
bulletin giving uniform school file headings and that a uniform sstem of filing should Is.
worked out and maintained.

2909. Spitler, Charles. A study of the professional duties of the commercial
department supervisors in the city high schools of Ohio. Master'A, 1939. Ohio
State. 67 p. ms.

Finds that in many city schools adnilnistrators are not sharing responsibility with the
persons in charge of commercial education; that the commercial department personnel
in some schools are not improving their departments: that in some schools the personnel
are handicapped in performing their duties by teaching loads, school finances, lack of an
administrator, and lack of community knowledge of the purposts. objectives, and serviA
afforded a city by the commercial department personnel.

*2910. Stewart, Benjamin Donald. The professional and academic qualifier'-
tions of the county superintendents in Ohio. Master's, 1938. Florida. 41 p. ms.

Investigates the academic and professional qualifications of each of the RS county superintendents in Ohio, and studies the school laws to determine the law on certification, qualifi-
(Litton'', and duties of county superintendents. Finds that 95.45 percent of the county super-intendents hold the bachelor's or more advanced degree; that 97.73 percent of them havehad administrative experience as principals in the public schools; that 98.80 percent havehad-experience in classroom teaching; that 30.69 percent have had experience as assistantcounty superintendents; that 75 percent are certificated under the life high-school certificateand the other 25 percent are certificated under some type of supervisory or superintendent's
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rrtificat; that their salaries range-from $:!,t)ou to $5,500. with a median autroal salary of
$3,000; that their median tenure is 6 years : that 68.18 percent receive coutracts for the
maximum period allowed by law, 3 years; and that there has been a markt.d improvement
in the academic preparation of the Ohio county superintendents since 1927. Offers recorn
mendations for improving the educational and experience qualifications I.f the huperiii
tendents, for extending their tenure. find for placing their salaries on an equitable:
with those of county superintendents in other .tates.

Willitts, ¡Wilson N. Recent developments in the responsibility of the
city school superintendent. Master's.

PRINCIPALS

2912. Blackwell, Luther Fulton. Status of the clement)) ry principal in
souri. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

2913. Douglass,.Harl R. Changing concept of the high school principalship.
High School Journal, 21 : 285---91, December 193S. (University of North Carolina )

2914. Dugan, Russell Randolph. A study of the official and community re-
lationship of the Florida supervising principal. Master's, 193s. Florida.

2915. Elkins, Delmas. Status of the elementary school principals of south-
eastern West Virginia. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 102 p.

Studies the status of the white and Negro elementary school principals in Mingo.
and Raleigh Counties. Finds that his salary is not commensurate with his training and
experience, and that he participates actively in community activities in an effort to interpret
the schools to the community.

2916. Fabrizio, Frank N. Relation of training, experience. and tenure to
salaries of high-school principals in Colorado. Master's, 1939. ( 'olorado.
stract in : University of Colorado studies, 26: 53)

Analyzes data on 187 high-school principals. Finds that in 1936 salaries ranged from
$810 to $4,330; that the average salary was $1.510; that training is restponsible for
greater percentage of increase In average salaries than either expert.'nn or teture.

2917. Gammill, James Rankin. The status of the elementary school princi-
pal in the State of New Mexico. Master's, 1939. Tex. Tevh. Col1.

Analyses replies to a questionnaire received from 62 of the 91 principals of elementary
schools. Discusses tbeir educational qualifications, tenure, foamy. nirmhership in educa-
tional associations, and their social, civic, and other activities.

(Ab-

*2918. Harris, Robert. The elementary principalship of Corpus Christi
schools. Master's, 1938. Texas Coll. of Arts and Inds. 94 p. nis.

Presents a picture of the eight elementary school principals in their daily professional
work based on interviews with the principals and on diaries kept by tnem. Discusses
their activities; relations with the community, and with the superintendent and tbe
supervisors; relations with other principals of the same school system ; relations with
the teachers and with the janitors; relations with public officials ; clerical work; and
the relations with the pupils; administration of in-service training of teachers; and the
relation of the principal to the curriculum.

*2919. Hilbert, Lyle Warren. A study of the status of the rural high school
principal in Kansas. Master's, 1939. Kans. St. T. C., Emporin. Topeka, Kansas
state printing plant, 1938. 27 p. (Kansas state teachers college of Emporia.
Bulletin of information, vol. 18, no. 10. Studies in education, no. 16)

Discusses the salary, experience and tenure of rural high-school principals of the different
lass high schools; educational training of tbe rural high-school principals ; administrative
factors pertaining to them.

2920. McGhee, Mildred Vera. The status of the elementarp school princi-
pal, with speciaj reference to the new curriculum. Master's, 1939. Tex. Tech.
Coll. 79 p. ms.

Finds that tbe modern principal devotes 41.3 percent of his time to supervision, 32.3
percent to administration, 10.2 percent to clerical duties. 5.4 percent to teaching, and 10.7
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percent to other duties; that the principal is recognized for his leadership in curriculiiin
revision waft ; that 49.39 percent bold a bachelor's degree. 39.75 percent n master's degre
1.2 percent a-doctor's degree, and 9.63 percent hold no degree; and tbat the large mafority
of principals desire to continue in the elementary principalship.

2921. Messinger, Mark G. The non-teaching elenientary school principal
in the State of New Jersey. Doctor's, 1938. Temple. Camden, N. J., 193i.
226 p.

2922. Moberly, Russell Louis. The functional activities of supervising prin-
cipals in Wisconsin school systems having from 1 to 14 teachers. Doctor's, MO.

(Abstract in: University of Wisconsin. Summaries of doetora 1

(ligrwriations . . . vol. 4 : 210-13)
Attempts to dIsc4)ver the duties performed by the supervising principals of bli1311

school systems; to develop a classification of functional activities broad enough to cove.,
the entire field of possible activities engnged in by local chief school executives; to discovp:
the activities most actively executed by supervising. principals in schools with from 7
to 14 ¡leachers; to determine where the principals obtain their authority for engaging
in these Tit HOUR activities. when the authorization is given, and whether the salar
ryceiveci by the local chief executive Is any indication of the extent to which certaiii
activities are executed.

2923. Shelton, Landon Gordon. An analysis of the major jobs of a rural
high school principal. Master's, 1939. Va. l'oly. Inst. 75 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the major jobs of a rural high-school principal, and what eisi
stitutes good practice in performing them, as shown by replies of 30 principals to a
check list.

'2924. Stanice, Albert Milton. Study of the principals in the Upper peninsula
of Michigati and their duties. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

2925. Williams, R. A. The functions of supervising principals in accredited
senior high schools in northwestern Florida. Master's, 1939. Duke. 81 p. ms.

Surveys the administrative, supervisory. extracurricular, and extraschool functions of
54 principals in 20 northswestern Florida counties.

SCHOOL MANAGEMENT

ATTENDANCE AND CHILD ACCOUNTING

2926. Ball, Leonard T. The present status of Ohio's county attendance offi-
cers. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 92 p. ms:

Analyses replies to a questionnaire received from 63 of the 88 counties in Ohio
Describes a typical attendance officer.

2927. Bell, Lewis Ermon. The relationship between distance children live
from school and school attendance in Elmore county. Master's, 1938. Ala.
Poly. Inst.

2928. Callaway, Annie Edna. Relation between socio-economic status, health.
and school attendance. Master's, 1939. Emory. 55 p.

Studies attendance records for the school year 1938-39 in two Atlanta. Ga.. schools :
analyses reports of the school doctor and school nurse. Finds that children having physical
defects reported by the school doctor were absent more often than those not having
defects ; that diseased children were absent longer periods of time than those Ill oceasionally; that home conditions were controlling powers in school attendance and health :and that there was an inverse relationship between socio-economic status, health, and
school attendance.

2929. Couch, Gretchen Palmatier. Au analysis of school attendance and
hild welfare services in the Glendale city schools. Master's, 1939. Southern

California.
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*.:930. Curry, Robert P. .1 tli(1y attendanco hi Withrow high school.
M:ister's, 1938. Cincinnati.-

DeBenning, Murrell Jefferson. Comparative attendance of trans-
ported and non-transported children in selected svhools of Oklahoma. Master's.
1939. Oklahoma., 104 p. ms.

Compares the attendance record of 1,181 transported children with that of 1,17.8 non-
transported children, all of whom attended schools having 9-month terms rinds that
the children who were conveyed to school by bus bad a higher average attendance as a
group than the nontransported group.

s

2032. Enisinger, Charles W. The relation of attendante to classification
and promotion of children in the public schools of Caddo county. Master's, 1939,
Oklahoma. 104 p.

Studies the pronwpAon and attendance records of 2.608 pupils. Finds that a large num-
ber of pupils leave school before completing the eighth grade; that boys were slightly
wore retarded than girls. Shows a general trend of elimination starting in the fifth grade
and reaching Its height in the seventh grade. Indicates that children in independent
districts progress faster than those in dependent high-school districts who progreT4s faster
than do children in rural districts: that the percentage of failure was greatest in the rural
schools, leu in dependent high schools, and least in the independent high schools.

Gottnied, Franklin Jay. In analysis of high-school attendance in
Wyandot county. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 68 p. rns

Offers suggestions for improving attendance in the various hig schools of the county.

42934. Horney, Howard William. A study of pupil bsenteeism resulting
from communicable diseases in the schools of Paulding unty, Ohio. Master's,
1939. Ohio State. 65 p. ma

Finds that 56 percent of all absences during the school year 1938-39 were attributable
to communicable diseases, of which 78 percent were due to colds and influenza; that only
14.6 percent of tbe pupils had been vaccinated against smallpox and 6.9 percent immunised
against diphtheria. Indicates a need for an efficient county health program.

2935. Kiser, Florence Hixon. An investigation concerning absence in the
Harris township consolidated school, St. Joseph county, Indiana. Master's, 1930.
Ind. St. T. C. 76 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana state teachers college. Teachers
(ollege journal, 10: 144, July 1939)

Attempts to determine the causes of the low percentage -of attendance in the Harris
Township Consolidated School as compared with the other schools of St. Joseph County.
Finds that foreign parentage caused a decrease in the percent of attendance and that
tetardation was closely connectekwith absences. Offers plans for making the school work
wore interesting, for arousing a spirit of competition as an aid to improving,, attendance,
and for impressing upon the parents the importance of attendance.

2936. Ponte, Edward P. The relation of persistence to academic success.
Master's, 1939. Mass. St, Coll. 55 p. n.

2937. Union, Nan Woods. Public secondary school attendance in Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvanialegal bases and lesent practices. Doctor's, 1939. Pitts-
burgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches
completed, and bibliography of publications, 15: 295-8o3

Discusses the organization of the compulsory attendance department in Pittsburgh,
stressing the personnel and their training, work of the home and school visitor, and forms
and reports used; the tYpes of records kept by the teachers; absences and excuses for
absences, early dismissals, and reasons given for them; reasons given by pupils for their
absences; disposition of rises reported to the attendance department, and juvenile court
records. Shows that teachers feel that student and parental interest is of. more importance
to good attendance than teacher interest or high scholarship, and that rewards or punish-
ments have little effect on attendance. Offers suggestions for improving attendance-
records, and for clarification ei die legal and illegal reasons for absence and early
dismissals,

2933.
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2838. Settles, Fred L. A study of attendance in the one-teacher schools of
Franklin county, Kansas, for the first four months of the school year, 1938-3P.
Master's, 1939. Kansas. (Abstract in: 'University of Kansas. Bulletin of edil
(ation, 4 : 66-67, February 1940)

Attempts to determine the major causes for tardiness and absence from the one-roomrural schools of Franklin County. Finds the percentage of attendance relatively high:that the major cause of absence is sicknessusually the common cold ; that excuses givenfor. nonattendance are fairly reliable; that age has little effect on attendance; that therelation between school attendance and distance pupils live from school is negative ; andthat $ex bas uo appreciable effect on attendance.
2939. Shepherd, Robert Allison. Prdgress aud attendance in centralized and

decentralized schools of Pottawatomie county, Oklahoma. Master's, 1939.
Oklahoma. 101 p. ms.

Compares the progress and attendance of the pupils in 77 one-, two-, and three-roomrural schools with the progress and attendance of pupils in 15 centralized schools for theyear 1936-37. Finds better attendance and fewer failures in the centralized schools.
2941). Snyder, Oscar Lee. A study of the causes of absence in an elemen-

tary school. Master's, 1939. Ohio State.
Studies absences from grades 1 to 8 of an elementary school from 1934 to 1939. Findsthat 75.7 percent of all absence was due to the illness of the child, and that the conimoncold was the single cause responsible for the greatest amount of absence.
2941. Walter, E. Worth. Attendance and its relation to retardation, accel-

eration, and normal classification in the El Reno city schools. Master's, 193t1.
Oklahoma. 101 p.

Finds a positive relationship between classification and attendance; that acceleratedpupils have the best attendance records; followed by normal age and by retarded pupils;and that promoted pupils have a better attendance record than nonpromoted pupils.
2942. Wontland, William L. The relation between attendance and progressof the students of the Seminole high school. Master's, 1939. Oklahoma.

p.

Compares attendance and progress data for 780 students for the years 1936-37 and 1937-38. Finds that girls tend to be more accelerlted than boys and have n slightly betterattendance record.

CLASSIFICATION AND PROMOTION

2943. Brown, Elmer. The relation of pupil adjustment to school progress.
Master's, 1939. Oregon.

2944. Scherkenbach, Frances Agnes. A study of the promotion history of
retarded ninth-grade boys compared with achievement and intelligence. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Marquette. 84 p. ms.
'2945. Swearingen, George D. Promotion in the elementary grade& Mas-

ter's, 1939. East Texas St. T. C. 91 p. ms. (Abstract in: Bulletin of the EastTexas state teachers college, vol. 212, no. 4; 52-53)
Presents a critical study of grading and promotion in the elementary school, givingthe historical background of the problem, and discussing various types of promotion planswhich have been tried out in rations cities.

2946. Tyler, A. E. Some factors conditioning the progress of school pupils.
Master's, 1989. East Texas St. T. C. 155 p. ins. (Abstract in : Bulletin of t4eEast Texas state teachers college, vol. 22, no. 4: 55-56)

Attempts to determine the effect of attendance, type of school, and individual differenceson the quality of school work. Concludes that the better the attendance percentage thehigher tbe promotion rate; that the type of school organisation has a positive relationto tbe achievement of the pupils enrolled so the one-teacher school could not adequatelymeet the demiids of junior bigh school students; and that the utilisation of generalintelligence tints is essential to coping with the problem of differential instruction.
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12947. Arnold, &Sister Estella. Diocesan systems of uniform elementary school
examinations. Master's, 1939, Fordham. 125 p.

Finds that 55 percent of the dioceses have some form of diocesan elementary *school
examinations; that (these systems were inaugurated during tbe years 1910-1938. Implies
that diocesan superintendents are convinced that there is a need for and a value-in uniform
elementary school examinations.

2948. Barry, Robert F. Au analysis of two new statistical methods for se-
lecting test items. Master's, 1939. Rochester. 99 p. ms.

Proposes two new methods for evaluating test items, and determines the validity of these
methods by comparison with the method of bi-serial r. Finds that the new methods have
the advantage of speed and are as effective as bi serial r in the selection of valid test Ltems

2949. Brown, Francis V. The qualifying examination in English at the Uni-
versity of Arizona. Master's, 1938, Arizona. (Abstract in: University of Arizona
record, 32: 13)

Attempts to determine the types of error most frequently revealed by the EnglIsh test
given to entering students at the University of 'Arizona ; to indicate to the English teachers
of the State the deficiencies in English in the preparation of pupils for college English; and
to determine the fitness of the English X course, at the University of Arizona for eliminat-
ing these deficiencies. Analyzes 638 papers written by entering students in 1936-37.
textbooks. and examinations given in English X for the same year. Finds that the greatest
percentage of errors was made in punctuation, and that the English course was well fitted
to meet this and other revealed weaknesses.

2950. Courtney, Josephine R. Length of essay-type test answers, grades
4-7. Master's, 1939. Duke. 57 p. ms.

Describes an experiment in which an essay tpe test on a unit of geography was adininis
tered to 21 elementary school classes, and test answers ou 837 papers were assembled.
counted, and classified according to grade, class, and scholastic ability. Finds that pupils
in grades 4-7 tend to write about 50 words in answer to an essay-type question of n broad
and general nature; that wide variations exist in the length of answers; and that the
relationship between the number of words written and the number of thoughts expressed
is high, though it tends to decrease with grade level.

2951. Henderson, Thomas Howard. The relative motivation of essay and
objective examinations in high-school chemistry. Master's. 1938. Chicago.
26 p. ms.

2952. Johnson, Bess Eleanor. The effect of written examinations on learn-
ing and the retention of learning. Field study no. 3. Doctor's, 1938. Colo. St.
Coll. of Ed.

2953. Johnston, Charles J. Analysis of the 1936 Iowa every pupil biology
test. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

2954. Heathfey, Snyder Belt. Tentative standardization of éxamination in
plane geometry. Master's, 1939. Tennessee. 88 p.

Develops an objective examination based on the second semester of plane geometry.

2955. McInturf, Dwight L. A study of the April 1938 every pupil test in
scientific thinking in Ohio schools. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 75 p. ms.

Analyzes 650 test papers from 17 Ohio schools, to determine accuracy of scoring, pupil
responses on age grade and sex, basis, and comparison of abilities of University high-school
pupils with those of otber pnpila.

2956. Nutman, Dorothy Leah. Analysis of an examination in college
chemistry. Master's, 1939. Brown. 29 p. MR.

2957. Stewart, Duane M. Item analysis if the 1i139 every pupil test in
American government. Master's, 1939. 'Iowa.
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EDUCATIONAL *AND VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

2»58. Addington, Luther Foster. Guiclance in the Southern associatiiVirginia secondary schools. Master's, 1939. yirginia. 136 p.
2959. Allard, Hollon B. A study of the counselor and his place in the mod-ern public school organization. Master's, 1939. East Texas St. T. C. 126 p.(Abstract in: Bulletin of the East Texas state teachers college, vol. 22, no. 4 :6-4) O

Analyzes conditions creeing the need ifor a counselor; analyzes his duties and functions :gives the results of a questionnaire to parents of secondary school pupils; and discussesthe administration of the guidance program. Concludes that the teacher is not the agenrthrough which the counseling program can be most effectively administered.
2960. Arnds, Frederick W. A survey of the inidance needs of boys in a high-school suburban to a second-class city. Master's, ltia.1.9. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

71 p. ms.

2961. Bailey, Carl Matis. guidance program for Lubbock junior highschool. Master's, 1939. Tex. Tech. ,

Surveys the various departments of Lubbock Junior High School to find courses and tic.tivities which have guidan6e value, and investigates the need for an organized guldancvprogram in the school. Shows the need for an organized program and suggests a Program.
2962. Barry, Cora Miner. Guidance service in the publIC secondary schools

of Massachlusetts, 1938-39. Master's, 1939. Boston Ilia 196 p ins.
Attempts to determine the extent to. which the public secondary schools of Massachusett-.msponded to the need for guidance, the prevailing practices. how extensively guidance Ken-ices are provided, and how effectively they function. Analyzes data iecure& from 356junior and senior schools. Finds that articulation functions beiter betweif jultilor andsenior high schools than between the elementary school and the Junior high scliool. Show-the value of the case-study technique AR an old in guidance; that guidance has improvvdin-school relations but has bad little effect on post-school relations ; that members of tIstaffs of senior high schools assigned guidance duties nre better equIpped -for them thanare those in junior high schools ; that about half of the schools are concerned with theestabllshmetit of guidance service in their programs. Indicates that a limited guidance.service is available to the youth of Massachusetts.

2963. Beiard, Theodore H. A study of the guidance needs of 100 boys who
are planning on continuing thkr education. Master's, 1939. Clark. (Abstract
in: Clark university bulletin no. 145: 141-43)

Analyzes the guidance needs of boys in the junior and senior years of high school whoavailed themselves of the guidance service organized by the Department of education of(lark University. Shows that most of the boys bad plans which were in keeping withtheirabilities; that engineering was the most popular profession, but that many of theboys who wished to enter this profession were not equipped to be successful in this field.
2964. Burger, Alice. Vocational guidance in the light of recent technologi-cal social changes. Master's, 1939. Southern California.
*2965. Callaghan, Thomas A. A survey of guidance practices and instru-

ments among 48 publiç secondary schools in Connecticut. Master's, 1938. Maine.
73 p. ms.

Analyses replies to a questionnaire on the most significant features, mcwt useful instru-ments, and most effective practices in guidance in public secondary schools in Connecticut.Shows the need for developing a comprehensive State guidance program in order to put intopractice the desirable and useful functions of pupil guidance ; that school administrators arewilling to carry further the guidance phase of their school program if more proved methodsand devices can be shown that have demonstrated educational values ; that a large numberof Connecticut secondary schools do little wilt' the vocational phase of their program; that100 few loch téls have a definitely assigned person to direct the guidance program.
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'2966. Conklin, Marguerite D. . statistical study of applicants and their

placements by the Vocational j)10.ement bureau, Portland, Oregoin, from Septcnt
her 1, 1929 to June 1, 1937. Master's, 1938. Heed. 164 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the factors which enter into the placing of applicants in positions.
and to determine wbetber training received in secondary schools prepares applicants to enter
industry. Shows the need for continuous counseling and guidance service, for continuous
.orvey of occupations; more systematic procedures in selecting students for training; better
training for occupational versatility ; more systematic procedure in determining the fields
in which there will be the greatest demand:- and the provision of adequate information ou
occupational specifications, opportunities for employment, and trends.

2967. Cummens, Clytis. An effective high-school pupil accounting record to
he used in guidance. Master's, 1939. Arizona. 104 p. ms.

296R. Cunningham, Matte Rose. The history of pilditnce in American sec-
ondary schooLs. Master's, 1939. Stanford.

2969. Demarjian, Aram. A study of the common elements in occupational
pursuits. Master's, 1939. Clark. (Abstract in: Clark university bulletin no.
1-15: 148-50)

Studies the occupational requirements described in 17 represeatátive sources on occupa-
tions with a view of determining if certain common elements can be discovered among a
variety of occtipations oi within groupings of occupations. Studies and rates personality
and character traits, abilities, and interests required by 39 occupations. Finds that nearly
all of the occupations studied require common demerits among personality and character
traits; that there are definite families of occupations; that there is a general tendency for
occupational ability patterns to coincide with occupational interest patterns. Concludes
that vocational guidance should guide a young person toward the proper family of occupa-
tions which compare to his abilities and interests, and then encourage him gradually to
make his vocational choice more specific as he gets more experience in the basic skills and
knowledges required in the general field.

2970. Elam, Burton Norwood. Relative importance of self-placement tech-
nique in vocational adjustment. Mastees, 1939. Peabody. 54 p.

Examines the adjustment program uf 10 large cities. Show that pelf-placement technique
can be taught in the classroom., and that this training should be included in the curricu-
lum of the secondary school.

2971. Emerson, Van Waldo. A survey of the educational needs in the Hazel-
ton, Idaho, high school with special reference to a program of guidance. Master's,
1939. St. Coll. of Wash. 66 p. ms. ,

Surveys the educational needs of the small high school for guidance, and formulates a
program based on the needs. Indicates that unless a conscious effort in planning for guid-
ance needs is put forth by school officials, guidance provisions in the school will be meager.

2972. Fishel, William A. The status of guidance in the Junior high schools
of the State of Ohio. Master's, 1939. Akron. 61 p. ms.

Surveys a representative number of junior high schools to determine what is being done
in the field of guidance and counseling.

2973. Foy, Zed Lee. Implications for guidance and curriculum in a study of
Boise high school graduates aud nongraduates. Doctor's, 1939. Stanford.
(Abstract in: Stanford university bulletin, vol. :14 27-42)

Studies 887 boys and 1,124 girls who graduated from tbe Boise High School during the
years 1930-1938, and 884 boys and 996 girls who would normally have graduated during
these years had they remained in school, to determine their education beyond high school,
their place in civic life, and their record of experiences in and omit of school. Shows that
greater proportions of boys are attending the secondary schools, greater proportions of
students are enrolled in the upper years, larger numbers from the older-age levels are In
school, and greater numbers and increasing percentage of the total population are gradu-
ating from the secondary schools: that there are, wide differences between the graduates
and nonkraduates of recent years; that there is a need for a more adequate cumulative
record system; that the mobility of the student population has definite local and national
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Implications; that pupils Should be trained in homemaking; that Its. Allan 40 percent tifthe graduates went to college and two-thirds of this number attended college 2 years I"less ; that there is a positive correlation between high-school and college achievementRecommends that guidancte services be concerned with Oa whole life of ih.. child :Indhe based on the immediate and future needs of young people.
*2974. Fredenburgh, F. Alvah. Au analysis of certain theories of personnelbevice in education. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 271 p. ms.
Finds trends with respect to general theory,. principles, techni(jues, methodology, andadministration.

2975. Garrity, Dorothy. Case study of guidance in small Illinois higli schook
Master's, 1939. Iowa.

2976. Garvin, Rey. William F. A pglem of vocational guidance for rural
boys. Master's, 1939. Catholic Univ. p. ms.

2977. Gerisch, Myrtle Catherine. A plan for educational and vocational
guidance ft4lr junloryhigh school boys and girls. Master's, 1939. Wayne.

Plans a course of study in occupational information for the seventh grade designed todeelop community.and school Cooperation.
2978. Gore, Norman J. Emphasis given to educational guidance in Wb .

lished courses of study for secondary schools. Master's, 1931). Iowa.
2979. Haley, George P. An analysis of significant differences -fn certainpersonality and mechanical factors at different IQ levels for adult males kndfemales. Master's, 1939: Boston Univ. 85 p. ms.

Gives a brief history of the') Vocational Guidance Institute of Fall River, Mass., whichattempts to analyze the fundamental aptitudes; personality, interests, and abilities of eachindividual, by means of an adequate testing program; to analyte his training, education,and experience in tbe light of presentday occupational demands; to lay out a specificprogram for the individual in order that he may use his ability and training more effectively ;to make specific recommendations to each individual in regard to avocational pOssibilitiesin order that.he may better organize his leisure time; to effect placements in gainful occu-pations for as many of these individuals as possible; to counsel each individual about train-ing and educational opportunities that will aid him in becoming more occupationally effective ;and to follow up each individual o that the Institute will know how well each has followedout his kogram. Analyzes data collected by the Institute to determine the significantdifference, if any, between individuals with tin 1() of 110 and above, an IQ between 90 and110, and those with an IQ below 90. both men and women, in emotional stability, self-sufficiency, extroversion introversion, and dominance-submission aad in motor control andvisual perception. using 287 cases. Finds that people with higher IQs have better motorcontrol, better personality traits. are more emotionally stable than those with average orlow I(Pr.

*2980. Hardiman, Gertrude Page. An analysis of 1,000 letters addressedto the President or to the United States Employment Service asking for employ-mient or for vocational counsel. Master's, 1939. George Washington. 63 p.
Attempts to paint a picture of the letters of this type which are received at the Whit..House and other governmental units and of the way in which they are answered; and todiscuss the value of such data to the government or to the educational system. Showsthat the majority of the applicants could uot wkite a good letter of application; thatjheyhave no understanding of the functions or limifations of the Government ; that only 7 per-cent sought jobs in the Federal Government, and only 8 of the 70 persons had a Civil Service*ratifig; that the largest number of complaints was against the necessity of political pull.Adv9catea education for the awareness of vocational possibilities and limitations ; a betterunderstanding of where and to wtom to turn for various kinds of advice and help; a betterutilization and coordination of facilities which already exist ; and a continuing gulaanceservici to the individual.

2981. HOUChiffe, Charles C. A guidance program for the, secondary schoolsof Summers county, West Virginia. Master's, 1939. California, L. A.
Surveys social, economic, and educational conditions in Summers County. Suggeststhe use of. a county unit program with the central authority vested in the assistant countysuperintendent who would direct the program through the head counselors of each highschool.
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21,b2. Hutson, P. W. Si!lected references on guidanco Srhool review, 47
MO-46, September 1939. (University of Pitrburgh)

2983. Johnston, Geraldine M. The educational implications of occupational
change. Master's, 1939. Chicago. 131 p.

2984. Juckett, Charles A. An occupathmal surviy of the town of East
Hampton as a basis for planning for vocational guidance and vocational (Aura
tion. Master's, 1939. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 49 p. ms.

2985. Kerrey, Thomas H. Bases of guidance for pupils electing vocational
agriculture. Master's, 1934. Cornell. 98 p. ms.

Studies pupils In agriculture to determine the effectiveness of guidance. consideration of
opportunities for placement, and breadth of agricultural courses for guidance purposes
Deals with the influence of the home and farm on pupils' desires to farm and, on theb
desire for advanced work after graduation from high school.

2986. Kinkead, Frances Willard. The function of the Young Women's
Christian Association in the field of vocational counseling and employment in a
community welfare program. NI/aster's, 1939. Southern California.

*2987. Lahr, John M. Guidance programs in rural communities: a study of
the progress of guidance developed in the Sew York State rural elementary and
secondary schopl in its relation to the community. Doctor's, 1939. New York.
153 p. ms.

Surveys the existing guidance programs in 110 rural elementary and seconda4 schools.
rinds that 15 percent of the schools did not we t and unlized tests, 35 percent did not
systematically gather and record the information concerning the family background of tbe
pupils; 57 percent did not provide for the pupil who graduated or who left school for other
causes; that provision for vocational guidance was inadequate : and that the medical service
provided for the rural school pupils was insufficient.

*2988. Lewis, Hazel M. ,An investigation of facilities for vocational adjust-
ment and proPosals for a guidance program for out-of-school young women in
Boston. Doctor's, 1939. Harvard. 303 p.

Studies trends in the development of community guidance programs ; surveys present
resources in Boston'for vocational testing, counseling, and placement ; and analyzes and

aluates the vocational guidance program in the Y. W. C. A. Describes briefly the various
youth guidance and placement organizations in many cities throughout the United States.
Lists Boston agencies offering vocational testing, counseling, and free placement. Analyzes
records of all applicants to the Y. W. C. A. between the ages of 18 aud 25 interviewed by
vocational counselors In the department between January 1, 1937, and July 1, 1938, a total
of 1,178 cases to whom a questionnaire was sent asking ,for additional information about
herself and for comments, suggestions, and criticisms concerning the counsl ling service.
Often suggestions for improving the counseling service of the Y. W. C. A.

2989. Link, Floyd L. Vocational guidance courses in Iowa high schools.
Master's, 1939. Iowa.

2990. Long, Ena. Case studies in the guidance of secondary school
Master's, 1939. Indiana. 251 p. ms.

2991. Lynds, Clarence Wiley. The operation of guidance program and serv-
ices in nine high 'schools in Kansas, 1938-39. Master's, 1939. Kansas.

McCann, Isiargaret. Development of a course in personal and sociali
adjustment through an eighth-grade class in group guidance. Master's, 1939.
N. Y. Eit. Coll. for Teach. 77 p. ms.

2993. Maternal', Jane Cusack. The aims and development of vocational
guidance. Master's, 1939. Fordham. (Abstrvt in: Fordham university. Disser-
tations accepted for higher degrees in the Graduatp school of arts and science,
1939: 98)
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2994. McWilliams, Earl Milton. The need for (1it ributive guidance in till.
Wilmerding high school Master's, 1939. Pittsburgh.

2995. Maloney, Loretta. A stuody of guidance in the Washington Sta
schools of education. Master's, 1939., Washington. 99 p. ms.

Finds a marked similarity of guidance practice in the five schools studied ; well-developedprograms for the placement of graduates, for the insurance of high standards of *living foilstudents, for orientation of entering students, and for keeping records.
2996. Miller, Eleanor Olmstead. A scientific basis for counseling. Journalof higher education, 10: 182-89, April 1939. (Illinois college)
2997. Morris, Duffrin A. A plan of guidance and organization for the

Wellston, Ohio, high school. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 81 p. ms.
Studies the homeroom activities of the senior high school, and finds that It is a good cen-ter for guidance activities.

2998. Neff, Julius C. A study of devices and methods used by the industrial
arts teacher "for vocational guidance. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 78, p.

Shows the need for simplified recording devices, and that new methods of conductingguidance courses will be needed in order to make the system beneficial.
2991). Niven, Jorma Iltanen. A survey of job-placement facilities in the

City of Worctster, Mass. Master's, 1939. Clark. (Abstract in: Clark universitybulletin no. 115: 165-67)
Compiles a directory of Jobplacement facilities, and analyzes the data ptatistically in orderto depict the nature, quality, and quantity of employment work beidg done in Worcester.
3000. Orr, Cora I. Counselor's conferences on individual students. New

Concorcli Ohio, Muskingum college, 1939. 6 p.
Defile with methods of coordinating counselling procedures at the college level.
3001. Patterson, Victor F. A program of guidance for Franklin county,

Ohio, secondary schools. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 114 p. ms.
Finds the guidance programs of the county schools inadequate for the needs of the pupilsand of the communities.

3002. Pels, Grace VanLaar. A survey of four guidance .areas in Grand
Rapids Christian high school. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

3003. Policastro, Anthony G. The motivating factors cbntributing towardthe interest of junior high school graduates in a vocation. Master's, 1939. Coll.of the City of N. Y. p. ms. (Abstract in: College of the City Qf N. Y. Ab-stracts of theses . . . 1939: 107-108) -0
Attempts to determine the factors which influence the vocational interegs and choicesof Junior high-school students by administering a questionnaire on vocational interests iftidchoices to 433 boys in four New York City junior high schools. .Concludes that, pnruntillinfluence, expected earnings, higher education, and good social clubs, hobbies, recreations.specialists in the field, and friends play a 'minor role in influencing vocational choice.
3004. Pratt, Stanley F. A home to school guidance survey of Lancaster city'schools. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 65 p.
Surveys grades 7-12 in the Lancaster, Ohio, public schools. Finds that parents and pupilsin general were satisfied with the school system ; thatt.parents felt that the school shouldprovide more vocational, industrial, and commercial training as well as vocational, Moral.and educational guidance ; that most of the pupils expect to finish high school, and thattheir chief interests were sports.

3005. Price, Joseph filt. Clair. Improving freshman achievement through
guidance. *Doctor's, 1939. Harvard. 234 p. tns.°

Describes an experiment conduCted with 121 freshmen at Howard University in 1987 todetermine the value of guidance in improving freshman achievement. Concludes tbat It ispossible by proper diagnosis and counseling to avitt -Probation or failure.
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3006. Rounds, Howard G. A guidance program for high-school seniors.
Master's, 1939. Kansas. Abt tart i H : University of Kansas. Bulletin of e(1uca-
tion, 4: 66, February 1940)

Developt a differentiated guidance\ program for high-school penlors based on their OW
ties, interests, and purposes, for use in the high school at Ottawa, Kans.

3007. Runyon, Marion E. The relation of the guidance movement to other
pducational trends. Master's, MS. Texas St. Coll. for Women. 87 p.

3008. Schultz, George Carl. An 6eva Ina t ion of guidance activities in the
secondary schools of Iowa. Master's, 1 939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

3009. Slacum, E. P. The Niaryland youth survey and its implications for a
guidance program in the rural high schook of Maryland. 'Master's, 1939. Duke
115 p. ms.

4

3010. Soph, Armin Edward. Provisions for guidance in the first- and second-
class cities of Kansas. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

3011. Stringfield, Permelia Ann. The development of a guidance program
for Seminole county. NIaster's, 1939. Okla. A.& 1. Coll.

Shows that a guidance program organized on a county-wide basis and built aconite the
vital needs and interests of the community is one of the best means of providing guidance
for the boys and girls in the rural schools.

3012. Terrill, H. .'An analysis of the personal ftidance needs of girls In a
sviall town as a batils for the provision of guidance through home economics
classes. Master's, 1039. Ohio State.

Attempts to discover some of Ole fundamental guidance problems which might be taken
care of in how. economics classes, particularly in small high schools which are not able to
afford special workers in guidance.

3013. Tissue, Dorothy M. A survey of three guidance areas in Moat Hope
high school, Mount Hope, West Virginia. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

3614: Tolin; Ernest Henry. The status of guidance in the secondary schools
of the second-class cities of Kansas. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

3015. Wagner, M. Edward. A manual on gnidance for the secondary school
administrator. Master's, 1939. Colorado. ( Abstract in:University of Colorado
studies, 26: 124)

Presents a problem manual which involves Irganizing, developing, executing, and evalu-
ating a guidance program in tither a large or Sian school system.

3016. Walker, Doris E. History of,the development of the guidance move-
ment in public high schools. Master's, 1939. Oregon.'

3017. Walker, May A. A study in human relatiopships or a study of parent,
pupil, and teacher guidance. Master's, 19119.- OgleThinip.

Shows the need of guidances especially in Atlanta, and offers suggestions for expanding
the program.

*8018. Watkin, Earl Parry. COunSelling .of .ijecondary school ptudents in
Ilion, New York. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 191 p. Ins;

Finds that scholastic adjustments were facilitated by the use of achievement and
intelligence tests which were used by the counsellor to advise with studeiits, in curriculum
selection, differentiated assignments, marking and promotion, remedial work in reading,
arithmetic, and *study 'habits.

3019. Wessels, Marjorie Nadine. Investigation of the status of miar4e0-ne
grouping on the basis of interest during 1937-38. Master's, 1939. Drake:
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3020. Williams, O. Y. A proposed guidance program for a small high school
in _Pennsylvania. Master's, 1939. Duke. 101 p. ins.

Surveys Marianna, Pa.. to determine the need for a guidance program, and suggests
a program to meet these needs.

*3021. Wolf, Ralph'Itobfnson, jr. Differential forecasts of achievement and
their use in educational counseling. Doctor's, 1937. Yale. Columbus, Ohio
state university. 1939. 53 p. (Psychological monographs, vol. 31, no. 1; whole
n"C;. 227, 1939)

3022. Worthington, Edward Humphrey. Vocational and educational
choices of high-school pupils in relation to their subsequent careers. Doctor',
1938. Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, 1938. 253 p.

3023, Yeo, John Wendell. Guidance in American secondary sehoole Doc
tor's, 1939. Yale.

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

3024. Bechtold, Conrad B. Spare time and school interests of Cleveland
high-school boys. Master's, 1938. Stout. 80 p. ms.

3025. Bell, Clifford C. A suggested program of extracurricular activities for
the three- and four-tenclwr high school. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Suggests a program of extracurricular activities for the three- or four-Macher highschool and sets 'up a point scale for the evaluation of participatton in these activities.and suggests a method for handling the finances derived from extracurricular activities.
3026. Blume, Lawrence A. The relationship of participation in high school

activities to participation in leisure time activities after graduation. Master's,
1938. Minnesota. 78 p. Ms.

Describes a follow-up study of 275 pupils who graduated from high school from 1920 to(i 1930, inclusive, and finds considerable relationship between types and nature of participationin high school and later life.
3027. Bronson, Zola. Boys' club membership turnover and mentality :

social factors affecting boys' club membership in an interstitial area. Doctor's,
1935. New York. 535 p. ms.

3028. Brown, Luther D. A suggested plan of Boy scout and school coopera-
tion. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Analyzes replies to inquiries, made of 13 Boy Scout councils in Oklahoma to determine the extent of school-scout cooPtration. Finds that programs in school-scout coopers-tion afford opportunities for instruction and training in citizenship not readily availablein regular school curriculum.

*3029. Byler, Emma Shumway. The out-of-school activities of ninth-grade
girls. Master's, 1939. George Washington. 46 p.

Analyzes replies to a questionnaire given to 625 ninth-grade girls in seven junior hig4schools fu Washington, D. C., to determine the economic. social, and civic activities of them.girls. Indicates that these girls hirmile considerable amounts of money which they securein a variety of ways; that they have a large share in selecting their clothing; that theyhelp with the housework and make many of their clothes that they attend many movingpictures, and lkten to the radio as hobbies; that their chief activity with thq family groupis church attendance. Offers suggestions for revising the home economics curriculum tobetter meet the needs of junior high school polls.
3030. Coates, James Dorland. The program of extracurricular activities of

the high schools of Kentucky. Field study no. 2. Doctor's, 1989. Colo. St. Coll.
of Ed.

3031. Cobb, Frank J. Prospective teachers and their extracurricular activi-
ties in high school and college. Matter's, 1939. Wayne.

Analyzes the relation of participation in such activities to *electives for admission tocollege and placement. Studies the continuation of participation in spcfcitle activitINthrough high school and college.
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3032. Dayenport, Frances. The.role of a girls' club in a local urban are:1.
Master's, 1939. New York. 118 p. MS.

Studies the needs of tbe girls of a slum area. and the prilions madr hv Ai girls'
dab to meet them. Offers suggestions for improvvinetlt.

3033. Eddy, Margery L. A survey of the leisure-time activities of the Man
junior and senior high school pupils. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

*3034. Fudge, Helen Gilchrist. Girls' chil of national organization in the
United States: their development and present status. Doctor's. 193`4. Pvnii.yr
vania. Philadelphia, 1939. 349 p.

3035. Gachet, Rochelle Rod& Organization and administration of extracur-
riculum activities in colleges of the North central association. Master's, 1938.
Chicago. 62 p. ms.

3036. Hahn, William Parsons. The leisure-time activities and interests of
the boys of Spencer high school. Master's, 1939. West Virginia.

3037. Hendricks, Arthur William. A survey of extracurricular activities
in the exempted village high schools of Ohio. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 58
p. ms.

Offers recommenda.ftons for improving the present program, and .hows that stracurricular
activities should be more carefully administered.

3038. Hodgers, Robert W. A comparative study of the out:of-school activi-
ties of city boys and -country boys. Master's, 1939. Ind. St. T. C. 49 p. ms.
(Abstract Indiana state teachers college. Teachers (ollege journal, 10: 137-38,
July 1939)

Compares the home life of 100 boys from Terre Haute, with that of 100 boys from Jefferson
County, Ind., to determine whether there is anything in their home life and leisure time
that would contribute to or detract from the success of either group. Finds that all of the
boys interviewed were from average middle-class families; that 31 percent of the city boys
and 24 percent of tbe country boys were engaged in hobbies that would afford them a means
of earning a livelihood in later life. and that the other boys had hobbies of an educational
nature ; that both groups of boys had religious affiliations; that 93 percent of both groups
bad made a choice of occupation which they wished to pursue.

3039. Johnson, Bess Eleanor. An evaluation of normal school sororities.
Field study no. 2. Doctor's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of.Ed.

3040. lUdo, blitsuyuki. A study of the leisure-time activities of tenth-
grade stut.'ents at Farrington high school. 'Master's, 1939. Hawaii. 127 p. ws.

3041. Kincaid, Arthur C. A survey of the Boy Scout movement in its relit-
tion to the development of character. Master's, 1939. Coll. of the Pacific. 74
p. ms.

Studies the Boy Scout movement in Humboldt County, Calif. Finds that the sticeekis of
the movement depends on the scoutmasters; that scouting reuches only a selected few ;
mnd that its chief contribution is in the field of recreation.

3042. LeValley, Roy R. A survey of the home and extra-classroom inter-
eats of toys who fall in the ninth, tenth, and eleventh grades. Master's, 1930.
Michigan.

3043. hicAtee, Anne Cecilia. Extracurricular activities in the Houston ele-
mentary' schools with special emphasis on May fetes. Master's, 1939. Tex. Tech.
Coll.

Traci* the origin and development of the cocurricular activities. Shows the great amount
of work involved in the annual May fete program of the entire city. which is justified
because of the accruing educational vahies.

3044. McGrath, Marie. Analysis of activities of clubs and their relation
to the activities of classes. Master's, 1838. Minnesota. 298 p.

Lists club activities in the Minneapolis high schools which occur also in club rooms,
and the club activities which teachers believe sho'uld he a part of class work.
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3045. Meyer, Winfred Adolf. A demonstration of a method of determiniti;:
an extracurricular program for a high school. Master's, 1939. Indiana
135 p.

3046. Mitchell, Earl. A summary of the literature on extraclass activities
Master's, 1939. Cincinnati. 140 p. m.

Covers the years 1932-1939, and includes a bibliography of 310 references.

3047. Moore, Eoline Wallace. Survey of women student membership hi
(limpus organizations of Alabama colleges. Journal of higher iedu a.tc.011.
10: 275-76, May, 1939. (Birmingham-Southern college)

Surveys the number of women students belonging to the various extracurricular organiza
dons in the 12 colleges of Alabama, and studies the overlapping of memberships. Corn
pares memberships in local and national organizations and investigates the cost of
membership. Indicates that the organizations serve too small a proportion of the student'.
Finds that a total of 20S different campus organizations in the 12 colleges cost the.
women students $5,542.65 in local dues and initiation fees; that the money stayed oil
tbe campuses and was presumably used for college activities; that in addition to tb:tt
amount $3,586.80 was sent away to tbe national headquarters of the different organization

3048. Newburn, G. E. Evaluation of Future farmers of America activirie
in Illinois iu terms of educational objectives of vocational agriculture. Master*-.
1939. Colo. St. Coll. 122 p. MS.

Finds that three-fourths of thC300 boyd wbo were active in chapter work were ill
some occupation directly related to farming, while only 40 percent uf the inactive membvi
were in farming or related work.

*3049. Noble, Margaret Kunza. Seasonal activities of fifth-grade children.
Master's, 1939. George Washington. 30 p.

Studies the out-of-school activities of 42 pupils in the fifth grade of John W. Maur
School, Washington, D. C.. and the variance of those activities during the school year.
Finds that the children participate in a variety of leisure-time activities; that they spend
a great deal of time listening to the radio, especially to serials; that they read a good deal :

that they attend neighborhood motion picture houses twice weekly; that there is
/4 fa da rd for judging the motion pictures attended; that they do not have enough
guidance or direction from their parents in their out-of-school activities ; that they are
mainly interested in group games even though their play space is limited; that tare
group games should be taught at school; that few of the children study at Dome.

*3050. Ormsby, Persia. A survey of
schools of eastern Connecticut. Master's,

Studies the extracurricular activities in 22
enrollment ranges from 100-200 to 1,000-1.500
musical organiutions, publications, assemblies,
and financial management.

extracurricular activities in the high
1938. Maine. 56 p. ms.
high schools in eastern Connecticut, whrise
pupils. including student government. clubs.
athletics, honor societies, social activities.

3051. Parham, Lillian Chappell A survey of the out-of-school activities
and the home environments of Stuart junior high school .pupils. Master's, 1939.
George Washington. 109 p.

Studies tbe location of the school, the home environment of the pupils, their religions
affiliations, bobbies, home duties, musical instruments played, attendvce at moving pic-
tures. radio programs chosen, sports and pastimes, reading interests, clubs, time of retiring,
occupational choices, money earned by pupils and the work they do, language spoken in
the borne, and the else of the family.

3052. Parker, Ninetta Kimball. The Brownie movement, with special ref-
etence to west Texas. Master's, 1939. Tex. Tech. Coll.

Traces the development of the Brownie movement, and shows that the philosophy of
the movement needs to be redefined and the aims and objectives made clearer; that a
closer cooperation is needed between the different age groups; that better trained leadersare needed; that long-time planning Is essential; that packs should be limited to smaller
numbers; and that the west Texas region is too large and should be divided for better
supervision.
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3053. Peak, L. B. A critical analysis of extracurricular activities in the sec-
ondary schools of Ok laholuia>° Master's, 193D. Okla. A. M. Coll.

Finds that in most cases care has buen token ; objectives definitely set up; intelligent
pinions developed in the plannitiy... selection. organization. and unification of the extra

curricular activity program ; that s43 percent 4)4f the schools have a r gular scheduled
activity period in the daily schedule; that in most Cast's one pet soil Inis the direct I I sponsi
hility for administration of the program : that nil st nf the school» keep a permanent record
of extracurricular participation aud make provr awards; that in most sclivls some form
of accounting system is used in the handling of .xtrat articular activity funds.

3054. Pommerening, CarAtEdward. A stiRly of extracurricular activity
values in Burkburnett high school. Master's. 1939. Tex. Tech. 52 p. ins.

Attempts to evaluate the benefits resulting from extracurricular activities in one high
school on the basis of the extent to which they realize their professed objectives. Finds
that pupil participation in extracurricular activities has a noticeable effect on attendance,
discipline, scholarship. withdrawals, employment. and college failure of participants;
that faculry participation in actrvities had some effect on mobility, discipline, class spon-
Aorship. guidance, community activities, and faculty appraisal problems of the participants;
and that apprakal of activities through community reaction was va

30:5. Propps, Ila Mae. The out-of-school interests and activities of the girls
in Fayetteville high school. Master's, 1939. West Virginia.

3056. Pylman, Jay L. Au evaluation survey of the pupil participation in
extracurricular activities at South high school. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

3057. Shafenberg, Meryle W. A plan for an extracurricular activities pro-
gram in certain small Iowa high schools as determined by- a study of the nature

Ilkund operation of the present programs in these schools. Master's, 1939. South
Dakota. 50 p. ms.

305S. Smith, Edyth Leola. The Girl reserve club as an agency for group
guidance: Master's, 1939. 'Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorailo
studies, 26: 116)

Evaluates the Girl reserve club program in Kansas; studies the areas of guidance which
ro emphasized; and describes the methods of presentation of program materials. Indi-cates that;i0 percent of the advisers answering a questionnaire believe the program does

not adequately meet the needs of the girls; that 87 pevent of the girls think that the
(bib experience has been valuable, and that the principal benefits have been gained in the-N
areas of social and character development. Offers recommendations for the improvement )
of the program.

31Z9. Smith, Nova A. The organization and administration of extracur-
ricular activities. Doctor's, 1939. Pittsburgh. (Abs6.act in: University of
Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches completed, and bibliography of pub-
lications, 15: 317-325)

Attempts to determine the status of extracurricular activities; the educational benefits
derived from participation in them; ways and means of improting them as shown by astudy of empert opinion and preferred practice in 105 selected schools. Finds that some
(it the extracurricular activities in these high schools are becoming more and more a partof the regular curricular work ; that high-school authorities recognize the value of etracur-rkular.activities; that high-school principals and teachers are assuming the responsibility
of encouraging and promoting participation tn activities.

3060. Sweden, Bernard Francis. An analysis of the personality of the
memberi and non,member of the National honor society of secondary schools.
Master's, 1939. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies, 26: 121)

Compares the personality traits of the members of the National Honor SOciety with thoseof a group of pupil" who were eligible Pehillamtically, but who bad not been elected tomembership. Indicates that member boys were more stable emotionally, less self-sufficient,
more dominant, more self-confident. and more sociable than were the non-member boys;that member giris.were more stable emotionally. more self-sufficient, more dominant, more
self-confident, and leas sociable than were the non-member girls; that dominance and
sOciability on the part of the member girls were the only traits which were consistent and
Puliciently marked to be of any particular significance.
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*3061. Thompson, Ruth L. Supervision of Girl scouting: an original study
onalyzing the principles and practices of supervision in education, in social agen-
cies, and in Girl scouting. Master's, 1938. New York. 123 p.

Discusses the philosophy and goals of Girl scouting, principles and philosophy of super
%islet), and methods used; and traces its history. Shows tbe need for more thorough and
more concrete planning for supervision, and offers suggestions for planning.

3062. Thrasher, Lillian Bell. Living and growing happily together with
Atlanta's extracurricular activities. Master's, 1939. Oglethorp.

DisCusses values created through a progressive program.

3063. Umbach, Roy D. The influence of participation in extracurricular
activities upon the curricular achievement of the students of the Sayre, Oklahoma.
junior high school. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Finds that a balanced program of extracurricular activities does not retard the academic
achievement of the students; that ns extracurricular participation increases academic achieve-
ment increases; that students should be encouraged to participate in extracurricular
Nctivities in order that they may develop those desirable characteristics which, are not
provided for in the regular program ; that administrators, teachers, and students should
work toward the integration of extracurricular activities ''-and the curricular program
hs a means of developing the student into the best citizen possible through guidance and
constructive leadership.

3064. Vail, Clyde Edgar. An evaluation of high-school clubs in the lower
Rio Grande valley. Master's, 1939. Kans. St. T. C., Pittsburgi 58 p. ms.

Analyzes tbe organization, purposes, and values of clubs in 21 high schools, and studies
intensively the clubs in 6 city high schools. Finds that the 21 schools hnd 158 clubs with
a membership of 4.485 pupils; that in 3 schools membership in some club is compulsory ;that in most schools membership is voluntary an+ based on pupil interests; that secret
societies are forbidden.

3065. Watts, Benjamin Christopher. The out-of-school activities of pupils
as related to the elementary school curriculum. Field study no.
1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

2. Doctor'$.

3066. Weeks, Frederick H. A study of the relationships between participa-
tion in extracurricular activities and scholastic achievement. Master's, 1939.
Michigan.

3067. West, Harry A. The effect of club work on the Boy scout and the
Roy scout program. Master's, 1939. Oklahoma. 45 p. ms.

Compares 851 Boy Scouts who had been cubs with an equal number who had not beenubs. Finds that the boys who bad not been cubs attained a higher rank and continued
as Scouts longer than boys who had been cubs.

3068. Wilson, Marion Allen. Some aspects of the. extraciiiricular program
in high schools of five Indiana counties. Master's, 1938. Ball St. T. C. 88 p.

Studies some of the effects on the teaching profession of the extracurricular progrufnin the high schools of five Indiana counties. Concludes that better trained teachers and n
re-evaluation of the extracurricular program are desirable.

FAILURES

3069. Conklin, Agnes Marie. Failures among mentally gifted high-school
pupils. Doctor's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ.

Compares 45 members of a group of high-school stu&nts who had failed in at least twomajor high-school subjects. with 42 members of a group of high-school students who hadfailed in no major high-school subjects, the members of both groups haying IQs of at least
130. Finds the greatest differences in the two groups to be in personality traits.

3070. Dwyer, Herbert A. A study of the influence of a blighted area on the
failures of high-school pupils. Master's, 1938. Cincinnati.

tits.
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:071. Emerson, More lie J. .1 the practices relative to failures
in the secondary schools nf South Dakotn. Master's. 1n39. South Dakotn
7,1 p. ms.

3072. Evans, Gladys Mary. Causes 41* failure of French-speaking children.
Master's, 11139,.. Peabody. SO p. ins.

Studies the causes of failure 4)1 French-speaking children in five elementary s4h4441:
Acadia parish, Lt.

t3073. Heaton, Kenneth L. aml Weedon, Vivian. The failing student : a

study of academic failure and the hIn fiu- education. chicago,
of Chicago press, 1939. 286 p.

Discusses academic grades of failing students ; relationship of psychological test scores
to academic success; rending ability and its significative among failing students ; study
habits and skills ; the student at the time of college entrance; the problem of finances null
remunerative work ; vocational motivation; practical health : the importance of personal
and social factors ; the relationship of sex to a( mimic sum ss college experiences as
appraised by students.; and a basis for :nor.) effective guidance.

3074. Mathews, B. R. Factors present in the failure of high-school pupils.
Master's, 1939. Peabody. St; p. ms.

Analyzes standardized tests, urecords, ppilschool htstionnaires. lit uiu visit. and statistics
un school achievement. IQ, and ba4kground of pupils. Finds conclusive evidence of the
influence of certain home, pupil, and school factors on school achievement,

3075. Phillips, Swain D. A comparative study of mathematics failures in
the high schools of Gindewater, Longview, and Kilgore, Texas, for the fall semes-
ter of 1938-39. Master's, 1939. East Texas St.. T. C. 139 p. ms. (Abstract in:
Bulletin of the East Texas state teachers college. vol. 22. no. 4: 42--44)

Shows that of the l.716 pupils enrolled in mathematics in the high schools of the three
cities studied, 267 failed during the fall semester of 1938- :t9; that second-year algebra
and commercial arithmetic were responsible for the greate.t amount of pupil mortality;
that approximately 45 percent of the boys and girls who failed were overage; that pupils
who failed in their work in mathematics were apt to fail in other subjects; that the major
causes of failure were lack of study. lack of ability. pm)r study habits, laziness, and
irregular attendance.

MARKS AND MARKING 4

3076. Allison, Glenn Lee. A statistical analysis of the psychological test
scores of the 1938-39 freshman class of Trxas technological college. Master's,
1939. Tex. Tech. Cull.

Analyzes the scores made by freshmen on the American Council ou Education psychologi-
cal examination for MS. and relates the seores to the various sizes of high schools from
which the students came, and lo the divisions of the college in whichthey enrolled. FIiidi

positive correhttion between psychological test scores aud high-school enrollment ; that
the engineering division attracted the best ranking students. followed by the division of
arta and sciences, agriculture, and home economics in the order named.

3077. Baillie, Harold O. A study of the high-school records of 100 repre-
sentatives from each of five occupational groups. Master's 1939. Iown.

3078. Bakken, Joseph Ingman. A study of nipil marking sytems Iii the
public secondary schools of Honolulu. Master's, 193K Hawaii.

3079. Bennington, Raffle. A case study of 45 students who made I) :Old is'

marks in Kansas state teachers college of Pittsburg. Master's, 1W19. Kans. St.
T. C., Pittsburg. 78 p. ms.

Analyzes data obtained by personal interviews, psychological test scores. and diagnoses
made by the instructors who gave the T) and 141 marks. Indicates that intelligence was
probably the only factor in the low marks of 111014t of the subjects.
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3080. Brooks, Lloyd Lincoln. A study of the grading system in relatilinto the pupil in grades six. seven, and eight. Master's. 1939. Stanford.
3081. Christianson, Marvin Ingar. Marks of lichievement converted in!,

absolt4e mprks on the basis of University of Arizona standards. Master's, 19:t9
Atizona. 66 p. ms.

3082. Clark, P. E. and Rice, C. H. A comparison of grades in college sciencpwith the students' own estimates. School and society, 50: 447-48, September :to.
193A. ( Muskingum, college)

Attempts to determine the ability of science students at Muskingum College to estimatetheir own grades and to compare their estimates with the marks given by their instratorIndicates that the students estimated their marks reasonably well in their science coursvs
3083. Conover, William Harrison. School marks as relatell to studentability in Vancouver high school. Master's, 1939. St. Coll. of Wash. 61 p.
Studies the relationship between tested mentn1 ability and student achievement, andfinds a low relationship between the two factorR
3084. Curnutt, R. D. A study of the relationqAps which exist between pupils'marks and the following factors : Collegiate preparations of the teacher; yearof experience of the teacher: physical equipment in the schoolroom : classroom

management. Master's, 1939. West. St. Coll. 40 p. ms.
3085. Geoghegan, 'Sister Barbara. A comparison of reading scores, intelli

giince quotients, and eighth grade marks for the prediction of ninth grade schola.-
tie success. Master's, 1939. Loyola. 101 p. ms.

Finds the correlations between reading scores, IQs, eighth-grade marks on the one hand,and ninth-grade marks were useful for purposes of prediction ; and that reading Remiss ranbe used as the basis for the best estimates.
3086. Grayson, Herbert. A comparison of school marks with standard normsMaster's, 1939. Mass. St. Coll. 99 p. ms.
3087. Griggs, Vernon. A study of traditional grading in secondary schools.and an evaluation of the system of marking used by the junior-senior high schoolsin Fayette, Missouri, as a part of the guidance program. Master's, 1939. Colo-rado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies, 26: 63)
Studies traditional krading methods, their purpose, and the desirable and undlbsirabit,results from such markings. Finds that Fayette has developed a dual system of marking'by which a letter mark indicates achievement, and a nunierical mark indicates attitudes anddiligence.

3088. Hartung, Arthur William. Achievement In general information, thedetermining factors and their influence on college grades. Master's, 1939. Kans.St. T. C., Emporia. 39 p. ms. (Abstract in : Kansas state teachers college ofEmporia. Studies in education, 17: 5)
Investigates the relationship between general information and college marks, such factorsas intelligence, vocabulary and reading. and general achievement. and attempts to determinewhat environment shows the highest general information achievement.
3089. Holmer, Earl Cyril. The relationship between scores on the Americancouncil psychological examination, 1936 edition, and college marks in chemistry.Master's, 1939. Hawaii. 61 p.

3090. Lazure, Bazil N. Simplified method of averaging as adapted1 gradingsystems. Master's, 1939. Creighton. 33 p. ins.
Presents a simplified method for the averaging of grades in schools using marking andranking systems.

3091. MeMasters, Donald R. The value of high-school records for predictingcollege success. Master's, 1939. Lawrence. 84 p. ms.
Compares high-school and college records of students who graduated from East HighSchool in Green Bay, Wis., during the years 1930-34, and attended a college or university.
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Finds that the Mudents who attended colleges made s better records in high
school than those who did not attend ; that the students who gradu m college made

65 percent of the graduates were boys although boys predominated in the drop
thatsignificantly better records in high school than those who dropped out or w

groups; that there is a significant relationship between ihe high-school records and the
grade point averages earned at the various colleges and universities; and that by combining
the percentile rank in the high-school graduating class with psychological test data, chances
of graduating or failing can be closely approximated for the upper four and lower two
(leciles.

3092. Neitzke, Ernest H. Teacher marks in achievement nnd ci t izensh i p.
Master's, 1939. Michigan.

3093. Paul, J. B. A study of tejle grades assigned to students by the faculty
of the Iowa state teachers college during the 1937-38 academic year in courses
giving college credit. Cedar Falls, Iowa state teachers college, 1931). 23 p. ms.
(Iowa state teachers college research report no. 33)

3094. Prater, Ina Glover. Comparative scores of Lamar (bounty, Alabama,
junior high school. Master's, 1939. Alabama. 37 p.

3095. Rawls, Avondale. The prediction of course marks in the experimental
junior college. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 42 p. ms.

Studies the use of selected tests in English, mathematics. and science as prognosticators
of success of 130 freshmen in the Experimental Junior College of George Peabody College
for Teachers. Finds the tests of little or no use in predicting marks in science or math-
I'matics, and of more value in pre4icting English marks.

3096. Roy, Eric Arthur. Correcting high-school marks as a means of better
predicting college success. Master's, 1939. Clark. ( Abstract in: Clark university
bulletin no. 145: 170-72)

Gives a formula for correcting high-school mail!: so that they can be used to predict
college success.

3097. Schrammel, H. E. and Rasmussen, O. M. A comparative study of
grades given by departments and by instructors of the Kansas state teachers
college of Emporia for the 1937-38 school year. Emporia, Kansas state teachers
college, 1938. 28 p. ms.

Gives distribution of marks given by departments and by instructors for each semester
and summer term; and presents distribution of marks separately for junior nnd senior

lfolleges.

.3098. Sherman, Horace A. A study of grades and ratings received by stu-
dents at the Mullins school and their relative value in predicting success in
college. Master's, 1939. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 36 p.

3099. Smith, J J. Reliability of scoring an academic test to which the exam-
inees responded by writing sentences. Journal of educational research, 33: 81-88,
October 1939. (Muskingum college)

Sets forth the findings of an experiment in scoring a test in general psychology, in which
two methods of scoring the papers were used.

3100. Stewart, Estella Burns. The comparison of pupils' marks in citizenship
and achievement of school subjects with the ratings of their best and poorest
elementary teachers. Master's, 1939. Sum Houston St. T. C. 108 p. ms.

3101. Wey, Herbert. A study of the correlation of high school English marks
and the marks made on college English entrance examination at Indiana state
teachers college. Master's, 1938. Ind. St. T. C. 1R p. ms. (Abstratt in: indiana
state teachers college. Teachers college journal, 10.: 126, July 1 )

Finds the correlation of a composite score of the high-school English ke made by
pupils during the first 3 years of high-school work with their scores made on the freshman
English entrance examination at Indiana State Teachers College; the correlation of 11-B
English grades made by pupils in Wiley, Garfield, and gerstmeyer Technical High Schools
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with their scores made on the freAliman English entrance examination at Indiana StateTeachers College; and the correlation of the public-speaking or debating marks made bypupils in high school with their scores made on the freshman English entrance examine tie hsit the college. Indicates that a student who makes high marks in high-school Englishprobably will make a high score on freshman English entrance examination.
3102. Wrinkle, W. L. Six years of experiment in marking and reporting ii

the secondary school of Colorado state college of educaiion. New York. Educa
t ional records bureau, 1939. (Educttional records bulletin. 28: 86-114. Colorado
state colleg(b of education)

'REPORTS AND RECORDS

3103. Armacost, George H. High-school principals' annual reports. Doctor.,
1938. T. C., Col. Univ.

Analyzes 197 annual reports from various settions of the United States. Finds thatannual reports are usually addressed to the superintendent or the superintendent and hoardof education; that purposes were definitely stated in only 50 percent of the reportsxamined ; that there were wide variations in the general plan, the addition and eliminationof topics from year to year, change of theme. method of presentation, and the addresseeRecommends that high-school principals issue annual reports, the nature of which shouldbe determined by the persons addressed and the purposes to be achieved; that the reports beconsidered ns a cooperative project hy the principal in which he interprets tbe work of thestaff, their problems, and needs to the superintendent and to the public; that sequences otreports for the same school should not follow a prescribed pattern, but should vary intopics, methods of organization, and presentation according to variations in purposes.
3104. Coy, William Victor. An evaluation of parents' understanding of

school reports on pu'pll progress. Master's, 1939. Colorado. (Abstract in:
University of Colorado studies, 26: 43)

Studies the attitude of parents in the Bolckow. Mo., School District, and in four othernearby districts on reports on pupil progress. Finds that parents. nc n aroup, do notiindersta d the report cards and want ntore information sent to them concerning theirchildre

3101 aniel, William Percy. Periodic reports of Mississippi superintendents
to boards of trustees. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 80 p. ins.

Gives information on the preparation of periodic reports, pointing out desirable pr.'(pdure and good practice in their preparation.
3106. Eisenmenger, Sister Mary Petrona. Recommendations for improve-

ments in the records and reports used in the elementary schools under the direc-tion of the Community of poor sisters of St. Francis Seraph of the perpetual
adoration. Maker's, 1939. Loyola. 126 p. ms.

Attempts to evaluate present systems of child accounting and to construct a systemof uniform records and reports to be used in the 49 schools under the direction of a certainreligious order engaged in teaching. Finds a tendency toward duplication of items; thatcertain phases of child accounting were often omitted; and that there was too wide avariation in form.

3107. Hartley, Henry H. Reports to parents. Master's, 1089. Oregon.
3108. Janni, Joseph Anthony. The 11. B. Ellison junior high school, schoolmarks, and progress sheets. Master's, 1939. Washington. 106 p. ms.
3109. Keating, Francis X. Analysis of the health cards of 100 pupils in the

Longmeadow public schools. Master's, 1939. Mass. St. Coll. 75 p. ms.
3110. King, Mary Franpes. A comparative study of follow-up procedures inhigh school and college, including a study of Clark college graduates. Master's.1939. Clark. (Abstract in: Clark university bulletin no. 145: 155-58)
Recommends that seniors in college be given pre-follow-up information; that follow-upcards be brief, concise, and of the till-in type; that alumni organizations play an importantrole In gathering follow-up data ou tbe graduates; that annual questionnaires be sent to allalumni only when the nuiterial cull imb utilised effeetively.

4.
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3111. Martin, Charles Knox, 7r. state control of school accounting. Doc-
tor's, 1939. Yale.

3112. Terrell, Andrew Jackson. Practices of 142 Oklahoma high schools in
reporting to parents. Master's, 193.9. Oklahoma. 70 p. ms.

reporting, airs- included, and symbols used...Studies the physical features, frequency of
with their implied or designated values, of report cards sent- in by 0klahorna high school*.
Finds that the cards varied greatly.

RETARDATION AND ELIMINATION

3113. Burns, J. Forrest. Does the junior high school as it exi:As affect elimi-
nation? Master's, 1939. Miami. 20 p. ms.

Studies enrollment and withdrawals in grades 7, 8, and 9 throughout the United States
from 1926 to 1938. Shows a constant improvement in holding power for the separate
school, and tbe schools with the junior high school organization; that the junior ,high
school delayed the period of rapid elimination for 1 year, from the end of the eighth to
the end of the ninth grade; and that from the seventh-grade enrollment. :systems with the
Junior high school graduated one and one-half times the percent graduated from system*
with the 8-4 plan.

3114. Caudill, Millard N. Spanish-culture Withdrawals, sixth-grade level,
Texasnpublic schools. Premont, Texas. Master's, 1939. Texas ( 11 )1 1. of Arts and
lnds. 67 p.

Studies the relationship between withdrawal and labor at home, adolescent complexes.
lack of interest on the part of parents, loss of pupil interest in school. retardation. and
Spanish social customs. Describes the11'remont School District, its industries, the large
proportion of Spanish-Americans in the population and in the schools. Shows that in the
school years 1936-39, 47.2 percent of the Spanish-culture pupils of the sixth grade withdrew.
2:1 of whom were from homes economically able to send them to school ; that 82 percent
of the Spanish-speaking children were retarded; that all withdrawals were retarded from
1 to 4 years according to grade placement ; that 70 percent of the girls had been.forbidden
to speak to the older boys and would be punished if they talked to them ; that 47 percent
of these pupils admitted that they had difficulty in understanding Englkh ; that 38.2 percent
of the pupils withdrew because they wanted to, 23.5 percent were withdrawn because they
were interested in courtship, 17.7 percent withdrew because of poor, economic home condi-
tions, 17.7 percent withdrew because parents did not believe in education. and 2.9 percent
had to withdraw because of transportation. Suggests the introduction of manual training
classes for the older students, organization of competitive athletics for the larger elementary
school boys, and a study of the interests of the adolescent Spanish-speaking children as
means of keeping more of them interested in school.

3115. Hill, Jewell W. Retardation and acceleration in the Amarillo ele-
mentary schools. Master's, 1039. Tex. Tech. Coll.

Covers retardation by grade and by subject for the year 1938. Finds that the per-
centage of retardation increases gradually from the first grade through the sixth; that
the percentage of acceleration shows a gradual increase exce Ittwe in the second grade; that
the percentage of retardation is high while that of accelerati is low; that the largest
number of pupil failures occurred in subjects requiring reading ability ; and that the per-
centage of failures shows an increase over a 9-year period.

3116. Myers, Will P. The withdrawals in Vermillioh county township high
schools from 1934 to 1937. Master's, 1939., Ind. St. T. C. 61 p. ms. (Abstract
in: Indiana state teachers college. Teachers college Journal. 10: 140-41, July
1939)

Analyses data on the age of the pupil at time of withdrawal, grade placement in school
nt that time, year of withdrawal, occupation of parent or guardian, average or general
scholarship, scholarship in particular subject fields required of the students in all of the
high schools, extracurricular activities engaged in, aud reasons for withdrawal as given
by the school official who had khown the pupil the best. Finds that no particular school
had a marked degree of elimination greater than any of the others; that the greatest
number of withdrawals came from the farming group followed by the unskilled laboring
group; that the greatest number withdrew on reaching the age of 16; that the scholarship
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of the group was below average and includes many failun s ; that few of these pupik,
engaged in any extracurricular activity ; and that lack of interest in Aool was thppredominate reason for withdrawing, with marriage in second place.

3117. Pearson, Hulda J. A study of retarded pupils in the seventh grad,.
Master's, 1939. Kansas. ( Abstract in : University of Kansas. Bulletin of vdii
cation, 4 : 64-4r), February 1940)

Finds a close relationship between economic handicaps of the child's family and thf.
educational backwardness and retardation of the child; that attendance was irregular ;and that the boys outnumbered the girls two to one in the retarded group. Shows that tho
retarded seventh-grade group approximately equalled a normal fourth-grade group in spelling
achievemeht.

*3118. Porrata, Oscar Emilio. Retardation in the elementary urban schook
of Puerto Rico. Master's, 1934. Chicago. Rio Piedras, University of Puerto
Rico, 1939. 63 p. (University of Puerto Rico bulletin, series 10, no. 1)

3119. Reagan, Frank Alexandra. A study of puUI1e1lnhinatiorì in the Emilia
Sansom h/gh school, Alabama City, Alabama. Master138. Ala. l'oly. Inst

3120. Reid, William Carlyle. A comparative study of the number and causes
of pupil eliminatiorf from the Byrd Prillerman high sctiool for 1936-37 and
1937-38. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

STUDENT SELF-GOVERNMENT

*3121. Clement, Stanley L. The status of student participation in govern
ment in Maine secondary schools with special reference to student councils.
Master's, 1939. Maine. 88 p. ms.

Surveys the general status of student government, the values claimed. functions, criti-cisms, handicaps, organization. procedure, sponsoring, and success of student government;
determines the extent of student government in the secondary schools of Maine ; determines
the methods of procedure used by student councils in carrying out their duties, and thehandicaps the councils face in their work. Offers suggestions for improving the methodsof procedure of student councils which will serve as guides for the formation of newcouncils. Finds that 'about 60 percent of the secondary schools of Maine have studentcouncifli; that control of schools with student councils is divided between the facultyand the council; that student participation through class organization, student body asso-ciations and home rooms occurs in most schools which do not have student councils;that the chief functions are formulation of rules and suggestions tor running the school,promotion of school spirit and morale, supervision of social affairs, and the control andcoordination of school activities ; that the chief handicaps are overworking of naturalleaders, lack of motivation and preparation, pupil irresponsibility, the dislike to tattle, andpoor choice of members.

3122. Curington, O. V.., A study of the statue of student participation in
school control in the senior high schools of Florida. Master's, 1939. Duke.
130 p. ms.

4Studies 10 three-year high schools, 27 four-year high schools, and 162 six-year high
schools to determine the amount of student participation in organization, administration.
and supervision, the faculty relationships, and the activities of the organizations. Finds
that in 38 percent of the senior high schools in Florida students participate in the manage-
ment of the schools, largely through the student council; that most of the schools devote
their efforts to activities relating to general problems of the school and to the promotion of
school spirit.

3123. Dickey, Julia Carter. Some high-school student councils in Arizona.
Master's, 1939. Arizona. 64 p. ms.

3124. Edwards, Martha Kate. The student participation association in Tal-
lassee high school. Master's, 1939. Ala. Poly. Inst.

3125. Gabel, John W. Probable effect upon the student body of placing cer-
tain responsibilities under the control of a student government Master's, 1930.
N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 52 p. ms.

3
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3126. O'Reilly, Francis Leo. Student part icipat ion in t he government of t

.1.114)ol and its present status in the State of Wisconsin. Master's, 1939. lar-
¡pieta% 140 p. ms.

TEXTBOOKS

3127. Ausmus, David Julius. Personages in college and high school history
textbooks. Master's, 139. Peabody. 6

I Studie%i the number of personages common to history textbooks on both the college :mil
high-school levels. Concludes that the college textbooks had more personages common tohoth levels than were found common in all 13 of the high-school texts.

31. Auxier, Desmond V. An analysis of American history textbooks since
1s20 with special reference to the elementary sell( wls of Min. Blaster's, 1939.
Ohio State. 6$ p.

Traces this changes in purposes, organizat ion of materiAl. and methods :mil devices iisi1
ir the realization of aims hi representntive elementary histury textbooks. Shows a

gradual change in purposes, organization and methods, and reeent trends front a traditional. academic subject to an attempted integration of historay, geography. and civics into
a social science course relegating history textbooks to use ns a type of reference material.

*3129. Bearer, Irvan J. An a milys.s of text and an experimental evaluation
of general language. Master's, 1939. Penn. Sfate. 49 p. ms.

Describes an experiment conducted in the nth grade of a school on the 8- 4 plan, inwhich the control group studied Latin 5 days a week, and the experimental group studiedLatin 4 days a week and general language on the fifth diVy. the periods of the control groupwere 50 minutes while the periods of the experimental group were 55 minutes long. Indi-cates that while the experimental group spent less time at studying Latin than the controlgroup it made better marks on tests of comprehension and° vocabulary and achieved signitlcantly in general language. Indicates that general language has a place in the curriculum.Analyzes the 10 published texts in general language.

3130. Berry, Mildred Alicea. Grammar for reading seven French texts.
Master's, 1939. Southern California.

3131. Binnion, Ralph E. The state adopted textbooks for (M I )1101111CS. Li s
ter's, 1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university.
Abstracts of theses . . no. 7: 6)

Analyzes the content of the economics textbooks adopted by Texas in order to determinethe objectives of the authors for the teaching of economies in secondary schools. Findsthat the five textbooks analyzed Tary little in the type of approach to topical information ;that there is a lack of consideration given 40 the it!terests and experiences in eachof the texts; that there are many desirab:e features in each of the textbooks. Recommendsthat teachers of high-school economics study all of the texts.

3132. Bolls, Julia Louise. Concepts of atomic structure in high-school chem-
istry. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 75 p. ins.

Compares the amount of space and the place given to atomic theory in high-school(hemistry textbooks. Finds that textbooks published since 1920 have given more space tothe subject add distributed its discussion more evenly than in the earlier textbooks.
3133. Boyd, Beulah Rebecca. The classification and evaluation of the geo-

graphic t s In 'seven geography textbooks used at the fourth level of inseruction.
Masjef, 1939. Pittsburgh.

3134. Bragg, Santha Bell. A study of the scientific terms in the adopted gen-
eral science textbook Obourn-Hess. Master's, 1939.- -Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Attempts to determine the relative difficulty of the scientific terms in the general sciencetextbook in relation to the comprehension of ninth-grade pupils. Finds that this textbookis overloaded with scientific words, many of which the student will probably never ace again.
3135. Britton, Edith Myrtle. A study of the vocabulary burden in A twrican

literature by Blankenship, Lyman, and 11111. Mast,er's, 1tX9. Michigan.

p. ins.
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3136. Burke. Jane Macau ley. First-grade books and curriculum changi..Master's, 1939. George Washington. p. ms.
Stud les the informational content, provisions for work type material, general them..found in the readeta, and their mechanical features of 60 first-grade readers now In use IiiWashington. D. C., 40 of *hid, nre on/the approved list, and 20 in use as supplementarynotterial. Finds that the prokressive readers are in step with the changing curriculumand the newer philosophies of educhtion.
3137. Canfield, Evelyn. Rommie and Rovie: a travel book, to be used as :1supplementary reader in sixth grade, based on author's ONVII travels and interview .with natives of countries vkited. Master's, 1939. New York. 125 p. ms.
3138. Chaplin, Mildred. Itiogniphical and vocational literature for the juniurhigh school : its selection and use. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 306 p. ms.
Evaluates 267 vocational and biographical selections in 10 series of Junior high schooltexts, and selects an approximately equal number of books. articles, and excerpts dealin::with biography and occupations and meeting the requisite criteria.
3139. Colby, lie L. An analysis of kinds of illustrated inaWials foundin arithmetic text ok. Master's, 1938. Minnesota. 53 p. ms.
3140. Coltharp. Raymond. Textbooks in industrial arts education. Master's.1939. Kans. St. T. C., Pittsburg. 77 jp.
Evaluates industrial tirts textbooks by means of definite criteria.
3141. Cooper, Lois Crane. Grammar for reading comprehension of certainFrench works on sociology. Master's, 1939. Southern California.
3142. Cory, Hazel. -An analysis of five high-sehool arithmetic textbooks.Master's, 1939. Iowa.
3143. Cox, Jesse Wilbur. The management of free textbooks the publicsecondary schools of Cuyahoga county. Master's, 1239. Ohio State.
Describes several different plans of management of free textbooks. and suggests n planfor use iu the public secondary schools of Ohio.
3144. Craig, Gladys M. Influences that have changed the content of priiiiersand ilo.t readers in America. Master's, 1939. East Texas St. T. C. 223 p.(Abz act in: Bulletin of the East Texas state teachers college, vol. 22, no. 4:14-16)
Examines 103 primers. spellers. first readers, and preprimers published during the threecenturies of American education, divided arbitrarily into six periods.
3145. Cretzinger, John Irvin. AR analysis of principles (;41- generalizationsappearing in biological textbooks used in the secondary schools of the UnitedStates from 1800 to 1933. Doctor's, 1939. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: Universityof Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches completed, and bibliography ofpublications, 15: 51-54)
Analyzes changes in conceptions held by the various authors, in chronological order, andtheir effect on the content of biological tehbooks used in secondary schools during thatperiod. Traces the development Of biology as a subject ; the development of biologicaltheories and principles ; the relattion of scientific methods to scientific findings; and religionand the .theory of evolution.

3146. Early, Ray Marcelle. A critical analysis of 10 series of first-gradereaders. Master's, 1639. Michigan.
3147. Ekstrom, Bernice. A critical analysis of social studies lexthooks forthe elementary school. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Surveys the subject-matter content and aids to learning In the elementary soaai itudiet,textbooks.

*3148. Ely, Margaret H. A comparative study of the Gregg shorthandmanual of the 1929 edition with that of the 1916 edition. Master's, 1930: NewYork. 284 p. ins.
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3149. Erpenbeck. Sixtcr Louise Joseph. .1 tuily of .1 hlb vocabulary of three
high-school physics texts. Master's, 1939. Catholic 3s p.

Evans. Marguerite. An analysis i)f fi ur text bio ks in dronint¡e art
for seeondary schools. 1Iaster's, 1939. Iown.

3151. Evans, Richard D. A conutannivepunalysk of rive geography textbooks
ith respect to readability. Master's, 1939, Michigan.

3l52. Ferguson, Minn B. o A study eit the content of modt3rn third-grade read-
es. Master's, 1939. East Texas St. T. C. 14(; p. Abstract in: Bulletin
of the East Texas state teachers c('llege, vol. 22, no. 4 : 19-20)

Analyzes the contents of 21 readers. All of were copyrighted sÎIb 19:to.

31.13. Gates. Lloyd Eugene. How well do our general. science texts facilitate
the attainment of major objectives': Master's, iti39. Marquette. S4 p.

3151 George. Helen. An investigation of the change and development Of

textbooks suitable for elementary levels. laster's. 19:;11. OgitIthorp.
Discusses the develo.pniP nt of textbooks from early t in ies ; texts in ust after the Reudul!"

iiitnary War ; changes after the Civil 'War ; and modern standards, practices. and probltins.
.1/

3155. George, Lowell Neville. A comparative analysis of high-school eco-
nonikl textbooks. Master's, 1939. Pibabody. 7-1 p. ms. '

compares and analyz.s 1 high-s( howl economics textbooks to determine tbe relative
emphasis plated on major phases of economic activity. and the type of organization used.
Finds that the textbooks began with n discusAion of the nature and scope of conomics,
and dosed with a discussion of proposed economic reforms.

3nd. Gibbons, Beatrice Cruze. A limited vocabulary edition of Jules Verne's
Michel Strogoff. -Master's, 1939. Tennessee. 193 p.

Prepares a controlled study of the novel suitable for use as a high-school reading text.
3157. Gilliland, Ruth. how have the high-school textbooks In American his-

tory during the twentieth century changed their treatment of war and peace?
NIastees, 1939. Fla. St. doll.

3158. Gooden, Don. A comparakive and comprehensive study of eight high-
school biology textbooks. Master's, 1939. Kans. $t. T. C., Pittsburg. 135 p. ms.

Studies the relative space devoted to the Various types of subject matter contained in
eight approved by various State depart ',wilts of edm ation for use in high scho41
biology courses.

3159. Hall, Albert Lee. comparative study` f eight seventh-grade geog-
raphy textbooks. MastOr's, 19W. Ciaorado. ( lbstract : University of Colo-
rado studies, 26: 63-64)

Reveals differences in current geography textbooks. sand gri:atee differences between
present textbooks and those of 1896 and 1910. Shows that the trend is away from presen-
tation of mere geographic facts to the presentation of lorger concepts showing relationships
and toward industrial -geographies which present the material through industries; that
all geographiee contain words beyond the comprehension of the average seventh-grade mil.

3160. Hamilton, Ray H. A study of the vocabulary burden of an economies
textbook. Master's, W39. Michigan.

3161. Haworth, E. Howard. A score card for the rating of first year high
sehool bookkeeping texts. Masrer's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Devises a score card and evaluates it by ratin 'nine bookkeeping textbooks. rinds the
wore card valuable as a means of analyzing each book for its aonstituent parts, for calling
attention to a large number of features pn which Judgment might be passed, for providing
oil objective basis for evaluating tests, for providing weighted values for each item. and for
presenting detailed information as to the relative values of each test, as rated by the
judges. Recommends that the score card be applied to bookkeeping textbooks by the
teachers and administrators who use them.
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3162. Haywood, Florence Anna. An analysis of the topics about which
stories in primers and first readers from 25 series were written from 1!129 1( )

1939, Mastees, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
3163. Hebert, Si8te7 Louis Bertrand. The influence of the reports of the

Modern language associatiorf on high school texts in French. Master's, 199
Catholic Univ. 105 p. ms.

*3164. Heller, Robert Franklin. Concerfiing the evolution of the topic
factoring in textbooks of elementary algebra published in England and the United
States from 1631 to 1890. Doctor's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ. Berwick, Pa., 194u
165 p.

'Traces the evolution of textbooks in algebra in England and America. Determines gi lcral trends of subject nutter and the influences which operated to put so mUch empha.l.
on the manipulation of so few forms.

3165. Holliday, Clara Ruth. A study of some recent primary readers
Mastei's, 1938. Cincinnati. -

3166. Hough. Joseph W. A grammar of meaning. Master's, 1930. Okta-
homa. 146 p.

Presents a plan for functional analysis of English and a code for rapid parsing; a tech-nique for illustrating the meaning of words; and a technique for the statktical
and recording of the meanings of words, including all necessary forms and procedures

3167. Hurd Jerome Rusiell. An evaluation of certain general sciencê text-
books on the basis of their contributions to health education. Master's, 1938
Cornell.

3168. Jacobs, Chauncey D. A study of the development of school textbooks
in United States history from 1795 to 1885. Doctor's, 1939. Pittsburgh. (Ab-
stract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches completed,
and bibliography of publications, 15: 132-38)

Describes the background of early United States history textbooks; their prefaces. subjectmatter content, picture-illustrated content ; their study and teaching aims; their organiza-lion ; and their mechanical conistruction..

3169. Johnson, Albert C. A study to determine the vocabulary burden of a
certain arithmetic textbook. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

3170. Johnson, Elizabeih Ann. A study of realia found in French textbooks
used in the second year of high-school courses. Master's, 1938. Mt. Holyoke
53 p. ms.

rinds that authors have made substantial improvements in the liature and distribution'of mina during the past 10 years. due to the influence of previous investigations.
3171. aohnson, Florence Marcella. The scientific study of the structural

design of first-year Latin textbooks. Master's, 1939. Iowa. It*
3172. KOttman, Sister X. Rita. Analysis and comparison of eighth-grade

arithmetic workbooks. Mister's, 1939. Notre Dame. 92 p. ms.
3173. Kindley, Madge Hayman. An investigation of five widely used

American history textbooks at the junior high-school level. Master's, 1939.
George Washington. 62 p. ms.

Finds that four of the five textbooks studied were mitten by to-working authors, six Ofwhom were professors of history in universities and colleges, one a retired professor ofpolitics, two were professors of education in untversities, one was a former public-schoolteacher and administrator, and one wa u Junior high-school teacher ; that the vocabularyof the Ilvst,textbo'oks baci a wide range of vocabulary difficulty. Concludes that textbooksshould Gi written-with definite grade levels in mind to eliminate overlapping and to reduel.confuslon.; that textbooks should state for what level the hoot is written; that the organizaHon of textboqkt should be simple, logical, and easy to understand; that the vocabularyshould be Within the reading comprehension of the students for whom the book is written.
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3174. Kneale, M. R. The analysis arid select ion 4if elementary textbooks.
laster's, 1939. Colo. st. coll. of Ed.

3175. Kunkel, Paul Vance. The vocabulary of high-school algebra : a study
uf the technical and semitechnical words and phrases most commonly used in
certain recent elementary and intermediate algebra textbooks, Doctor's, 1939.
T. C., Col. Univ. Allentown, Pa., 1939. 168 p.

Studies the words and phrases in 11 elementary, 9 intermediate. and 4 combined ele-
mentary and intermediate high-school algebra textbooks. published in the United States
between 1928 and 1936. Finds that the technical and semitechnical vocabulary of high-
school algebra is more extensive than ordinarily believed; that it is not standardized; and
that it has growl rapidly in recent years.

3176. Lee, Lois. The speech content of secondary school textbooks in Eng-
lish. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

3177. Linneman, C. C. The administration of textbooks in North Carolina.
Master's, 1939. Duke. 128 p. ms.

Analyses current practices in textbook administration in North Carolina and othir
States. Finds that there are no universally accepted criteria for the selection of textbooks
in the United States. and that the ,wlecting agency in North Carolina is a professional
agency.

3178. Maas, Grace L. Formulation of a score card and the evaluation of
three hygiene textbooks. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

3179. McCaslin, Phoebe E. A qualitative analysis of selected topics from
lecent seventh and eighth grade mathematics textbooks with the opinion of busi-
ness men and others. Master's, 1939. Duke. 76 p. ms.

Finds little agreement among textbook writers, laymen, and community experts as to
what concepts on banking, bank savings, investments, and insurance are most important,
or as to4what methods should be used to develop these concepts.

3180. McClure, Vivian Anice. A study of the vocabulary content of the
textbooks in ninth grade mathematics published in the years of 1937 and 1938.
Master's, 1939. Kentucky. 128 p. ms.

3181. bicCubbins, Sylvia Glentzer. Mathematical abilities involved in cer-
tain ninth-grade general science textbooks. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Analyzes five modern ninth-grade general science textbooks to determine the mathematical
concepts and abilities used and emphasized..

*3182. McMahon, Paul J. The effect of Dashiell's Fundamerbtais of general
pvehology on the vocabulary growth of Fitchburg state teachers college freshmen.
Master's, 1939. St. T. C., Fitchburg. 51 p. ms.

Concludes that this textbook la difficult for the average student to understand due to
the fact that the vocabulary of the text is unnecessarily large.

*3183. Marshall, Grace Merle. An analysis of nine bookkeeping textbooks
published in the period 1924-1929, inclusive. Mastes, 1929. New York.
89 p. ms.

3184. Matheson, Mary Anderson. The rise of zoology as a itecondary school
subject as reflected in representative t-extbooks published during the period 1797
to 1897. Master's, 1939. California, L. A.

Analyses 82 representative textbooks, stressing the authorship of the books, their
mechanical and topical content, and the general organization of subject matter. Finds
that by the end of the century high-school biology teachers had come to write the textbooks
of highschool zoology ; that illustrative devices had improved in quality, but were used
more sparingly except In tbe case of the wood cut; that by 1897 the high-Pchool text
bad teased to be a abort replica of tbe .college text and bad an Identity of its own in
keeping with tbe better understood, fuitition of tbe high school ; and tbat the subject
matter bad come to be so organised that the pupil's environment received major emphasis.

-
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931. Moore, Clarence E. A study of the voenbuNtry burden of a (whin
textbook of civics. Master's. 1939. Michigan.

*3186. Mork, Joseph Martin. A study of the word usage and page distOu
don of all the words used in 10 primers of recent publication. Master's, 1939.
North Dakota. 134 p.

Presents a definite picture of tlx4ord usage in each of the 10 primers studied.
that In theme primers are found some words which have been placed by writers
eighth-grade reading level; that the tendency is to use between 240 and 2140 woids.

Shows
in Ow

3187. Murray, Katherine Xavier. The biological content of 20 general sci-
ence textbooks. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 56 p.

3188. Neagiey, S. M. An analysis of early American pedagogical textbooks.
Doctor's, 1939. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstract.
If theses, researches completed, and bibliography of publications, 15: 240-46)

Analyzes pedagogical textbooks written fq American authors and published in the
United States prior to 1870. Disco lkses the nature and end of education.; the organization
and supervision of schools; the curriculum; principles and procedures of teaching and
learning: the teacher and him work; women in education ; school government ; and school
buildings. Shows that the authors of textbooks of this period were influenced by thir
religious philosophies and experiences; that the authors were intensely toncerned with
the educational problems of their day and advanced views and theories far beyond the
practice of the times; that a reaction against Pestalozzianism set in about the middle
of the nineteenth century ; that by the middle of tbt century most of tbe elementary
school subjects found in the modern curriculum bad been proposed by the writers of
pedagogical textbooks; and that books on education voiced the opinion that teaching was
one of tbe noblest and most important callings. but that the teacher was not receiving
the public recognition and support commensurate with the importance of his work.

3189. Neddo, Mary E. The evaluation of texts in family relationships.
Master's, 1939. Syracuse.

Studies the difficulty of the vocabulary of '4h-school textbooks on family relations.

3190. Nolan, Irene Angela. A comparative study of the language habits of
mathematical and nomnathematical writers. Master's, 193s. Louisiana State.
(Abstract in: Louisiana state university. Abstracts of these, session of 1937-3s
Bulletin, 31: 155-56)

3191. Olson, Carl Harold. A classification of the new series adult church
school material of the Universalist publishing house of the Universalist church.
Master's, 1939. Pittsburgh.

3192. Palmer, P. R. Social applications of arithmetic found in recent upper
grade textbooks. Master's, 1939. uke. 59 v. ms.

Compares the social content for each of 14 categories, of eight textbooks. Finds a close
similarity in amount of social content among the textbooks, that social applications exceed
abstract applications, and that much value Is placed on social pictures in present
day texts.

3193. Pardee, Bernard Leland. Experimental investigation of the changes
in aims and content of geometry textbooks from 1930 to the present time., Mas-
ter's, 1939. Drake.

3194. Perkins, Ralph. An analysis of the consumer education content of 21
social studies textbooks, 1918-1938. Master's, 1939, Michigan.

8195. hilUpi, Paul Z. The manufacture of natural gasoline. Master's.
1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Presents a textbook on the production of gasoline for use by adult evening school classes.

'3196. Radykowski, Sister Mary Leocadia. An evaluation of first-year Latin
textbooks in the light of a proposed score card. Master's, 1989. Marquette.
99 gi ma.

ms.
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3197. Richardson, Edmund Arthur. A study of the vocabulary content of
Spanish grammars for high schools published since 1930. Master's. 1939.

Brigham Young.

*3198. Richardson, Mary Fulton. Activity materials in first grade readers.
Master's, 1939. George Washington. 66 p.

Analyzes 40 first-grade readers in USE' in the public schools of Washington, I). C., tu
determine the amount and kind of acitivity material in them. Finds a total of 92 afferent
activities in the word content of the readers ; a total of 86 different activitiea in the picture
content of the readers; caring for pets is the activitly which leads all the others.

3199. Rupper, Dorothy G. A study of the vocabulary burden of a textbook
United States history. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

3200. Sample, Hazel Martha. Composition and rhetoric in school text-
books. Master's, 1939. Obio State. 125 p. ins.

Finds that textbooks for the most part assume a mechanistic approach to the learning
of language; that they ignore the purpose of the individual in his speaking and writing;
and that the whole gystem as demonstrated' in textbooks is based on the learning of pruden-
tial rules by mechanical exercises.

3201. Sargent, Abby Louise. An analysis of Latin textbooks in the second-
nry schools of Maine. Master's, 1939. Maine. ;ii p.

Analyzes 17 Latin textbooks used in the first and second-year Latin classes in the Maine
high schools, published in the last 9 years. Finds that the amount of classical Latin
required to ')e rend in the secondary schools has been reduced; and that functional rather
than formal use of Latin has been emphisizeo; that vocabularies tend to include only
those words which are of immediate use to the pupil ; that the textbooks were deficient "fh
maps ; that many of the textbooks introduced visual aids and projects of various sorts;
that the textbooks emphasized the historical-cultural value of Latin ; and thut all of the
authors consider that Latin is of value in the study of Eng uffers suggi..4t ions for
improving Latin textbooks. and for impreing the teaching of the subject.

3202. Scofield. Marygloria. Comparison of primer vocabulary and Aperi-
puce chart vostbulary in relation to child's needs. Master's, 1939. Marquette.

p.

3203. Sexton, Donald James. The formula I ion *of criteria and of the analy-
sis of 10 junior high school history textbooks to select the best book. Master's,
1939. Michigan.

3204. Skinner, Kate. Semantic variations in fifth-grade texts. Master's,
1939. Iowa.

3205. Sloan, Eugene H. A study fif emphasis on personages in American
history textbooks. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 57 p. ms.

3206. Smith, Emma Mae. Life-situatioits in textbooks on secondary school
mathematics. Master's, 1939. Chicago. 84 p. ms.

3207. Stephenson, Waymon A. The free textbook movement in New Mexico.
Master's, 1938. New Mexico. 89 p.

3208. Strong, Fred E. A study of the vocabulary burden of A history of the
United States. Master's, 1989. Michigan.

3209. Sturdevant, Virginia. Grammar for reading 10 French texts. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Southern California.

3210. Tetzlaff, Glen S. Textbook trends in secondary school biology. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Marquette. 129 p. ms.

3211. Thompson, Howaril E. An slimly:4k of the ill t4st nit ive matet lai in
general science texts. Master's, 119. Iowa.

ms.

If

ms.
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*3212. Triplett, William Grady. A critical vocabulary comparison of Texas
1938-39 adopted readers, the preprimer to the second reader, inclusive. Master's.
1939. Texas Coll. of Arts and Inds. 189 p. ms.

Compares the vocabulary content of the five textbooks in each of the four primary ro.,Iti
ug levels supplied by the State department of education to the schools of south Texas ffir

the school year 1938,39. Compares these words with those in the Thorndike vocabulary
list and with those in the Minimum basic vocabulary for Spanish-speaking children.
that the books on each of the reading levels vary widely in the total number of differeht
words included in them ; that there is a great variation in the number of total running
words in each book on the four.reading levels the books on each reading level vary Con
siderably in the number of words that are comibon to the Thorndike word list ; and time
the vocabulary of each book found common to the Minimum basic vocabulary does not van
so widely as might be expected on tbe four reading levels. Concludes that the teacher 4) f
spanish-speaking children should place emphasis upon the building of a reading vocabullw
in other reading situations.

3213. Veit, Si8tcr Mary Domitilla. Directed studies in chemistry for nurses :
a vorkbook. vaster's, 1939. Marquette. 395 p.

3214. Wakeham, Irene. Grammar for reading 10 Freuch texts of the Heath-
Chicago series. Master's, 1939. Southern California.

*3215. Wallick, Ray G. Variability in criteria and content of high-school
social science texts in problems of democracy and interest indices. Doctor's, 193S.
Temple. Philadelphid, 1939. 90 p.

3216. Wheeler, Harriet R. An analysis of the rules and principles of index-
ing as presented in commercial textbooks. Master's, 1939. Iowa. P

3217. Wollett, C. E. State-wide free textbook plans with special reference to
Georgia. Master's, 1939. Duke. 84 p. ms.

Compares the laws of 13 States governing the supplying of free textbooks from State
funde. Finds that the laws are of two types: those providing for State selection and uni-
flainity ; and those providing for local selection and variety.

SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT

321s. Austin, Walter S. A strvey of playground areas and equipment of
central rural schools in New York state. Master's, 1939. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
38 p. ms.

*3219. Blair, Herbert. Certain physical education facilities in eastern junior
and senior high schools, years 1927 and 1928: criteria for gymnasiums, ottier.
and service rooms. Doctor's, 1937. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, A. S. Barnes
and company, 1938. 174 p.

3220. Bowers, Mildred. A study of 12 school cafeteria floor plans and a
discussion of elements in floor planning, equipment layouts, and equipment speci-
fications. Master's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ. 48 p. ms.

3221. Budlong, Carl C. An analytical summary of the literature concerning
criteria for the selection of school sites with especial reference to the central
rural schools. Master's, 1939. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 81 p. ms.

3222. Carpenter, W. W. and Viles, N. E. School Illumination. Review of
educational research, 3: 399-407, 477-80, October 1038. (University of MkeiThuri)

Analyses the available literature on school lighting, and concludes that there hp re-
cently developed a new consciousness of tbe interrelationship of illumination. seng, and
learning; that higher levels of illumination for classrooms seem inevitable; and that more
adequate controls of light intensities, glare, and diffusion are essedtial.

3223. . School site survey for the Benton junior-senior high
school area, St. jimeph, Missouri. Colutmbia, UniVersity of Missouri, 193s.

p. ms.

Find-
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3224. Christopherson, Oscar N. .1 visual and sight ponserNotilm survey in
nleretuse to lighting in the Cavalier public schools. Mnster's, U139. North
lakota. 104 p.

udies the eyes of the pupils iu the public schools of cavalier. N. Dnk., tiv means or
a telebinocular and Betts' virtual safety and analyzes the fighting conditions in the
Cavalier Public School. which was built in 1937. Finds that in spite of the fact that the
school had more lighting surface than required by law, the lighting was inadequate in the
,lassrooms during most of the school year. Indicates that pupils who must sit continu-
Ously in the seats.farthest away from the windows are at a disadvantage in this school,
and the eye strain may harm their vision in a number of ways. Suggests a frequelit
interchange laf sea t

3225. Cunningham, Harry A. Material facilities needed in the training of
intermediate grade teachers in science. Doctor's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ.

Analyzes science curricula and laboratory manuals appropriate for the teacher of inter-
mediate grade science; studies material facilities used in teaching in 17 teachers colleges,
and facilities used in teaching intermediate grade science in 25 grade schools. Finds little
uniformity in equipment and supplies used by the various teachers colleges studied; in
the equipmOnt and supplies used by the various grade schools studied; in the materials
used in the colleges in training intermediate grade teachers, and in the materials used in
teaching intermediate grade science, and in the materials ranking high in the curriculum
analysis and the most frequently used materials in either the teachers college study or the
grade school study. Shows that the colleges studied plac t. pester emphasIs on the teaching
of biological science than on the teaching of physical science; that in the elementary
schools studied tbe percentage of material facilities for teaching physical science is slightly.
higher than fur teaching biological science. Offers sugLrestionik for the type of ro.im Ub
be used, the necessary furnishings, and service items necessary for training intermediate
grade teachers in science.

*3226. Dennis, James Franck. Vocabulary of architectural terms for school
administrators. Master's, 19300. Penn. State. 61 p. ms.

Describes an experiment in which a list of architectural terms was prepared and used in
a multiple choice objective 'test which was given to 26 school administrators, 41 teachers,
and 29 seniors in high school. Reveals tilst many of the terms are known by school ad-
ministrators and that they feel that many more should be in their ivading and speaking
vocabularies.

3227. Engelhardt, N. L. Jr. School building costs: au analysis of the costs
of 52 school buildings constructed in New York state between 1930 and 1937.
Doctor's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ. New York city, 1939. 95 p.

Studies the cost of general construction, heating and ventilating, plumbing, electrical
service, and architectural service in the construction of 8 elementary, 6 secondary. and 38
combination elementary and secondary school buildings. Finds that there are wide varia-
tions in the types and materials of construction, design, types of plans, and services of the
buildings studied ; that analysis of variations in initial costs of buildings should be related
to the analysis of variations in maintenance and operation costs of the same group of
buildings; that there is need for an appraisal of building design in terms of the educational
needs.

3228. Farmer, Don L. A study of policies and practices in the use of school
buildings by outside organizations. Master's, 1930. Kans. St. T. C., Pittsburg.
tt7 p. ms.

Shows that school buildings are used extensively for such activities as vocational classes,
Parent-teacher association iineetings, Boy Scout meetings, basketball, and 4-H club meetings.
Concludes that the use of school buildings for such activities causes a closer relationship
between the school and the community.

3229. Fields, Myron A. Blackboards in the elementary school. Master's,
1939. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 45 p. ms. (Abstract in: Kansas state teachers
college of Emporia. Studies in education, 17: 9)

Traces briefly the history of the use and kinds of blackboards. Describes the types of
blackboards now in use, the care they should be given. Establishes by experiment the
height and width best suited to children's use in the various elementary grades.

ms.
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:3231 I. Flower, Howard William. A study i if the preparatiou requisite for
!zelling athletic equipment tfl secondary schools. Master's. 19314. Iowa.

3231. Graham, Robert X. Buildings also teach. Tonvher education jouril:11
1 : Doeember 1939. ! University of Pittsburgh

32432. Graham, Ross. A classroom illumination study of the public-sch(Hil
system of Jeffersonville. Indiana. 1Iaster's. 1939. Louisville. 168 p. ms.

studies the illumination of one room in each of the ight buildinas comprising the Jeff, rsonville public-s(hool system. Discusses improvements in the 11:: ht i conditions. whio,¡loth! b.. made without involving additional czpense.
*3233. Harman, Arthur W. A-- high-school building program for Plymouth

Pennsylvania. Master's, 1939. Penn. State. 142 p.
Attempts to determine population trends in Plymouth and to estimate the high-5030,dpopulation growth for the next 10 years : to plan a high-school program which will Miminate present congestion and meet the needs of the school population for a period of atleast 10 years; to plan a high-school building on the bales of a modern educational program:and to estimate the cost of a new high-school building.

3234. Haydis. Hyman. State aid and vontrol of public building projects with
.zpeial reference to the policies of Alabama. Minnesota., Missouri. and (.'alifornia
Doctor's, 1938. Stanford. !Abstract Stanfor.d university bulletin. vol
14 : 218-23)

Attempts to &fermi) the. strIt up of State aid nnd control of putlic-school bitl!dniz
projects. Indicates thit State divisions sif schoolhouse planning in State departments Iieducation should be established by law ; that a division of schoolhouse planning shouldstudy State schoo Wing needs. recommend a program of State aid to equalize schoolplant tablish and modify school building standards; that a division shouldestablish regulati miming employment. certification and training in service of janitor-ond custodians p (Lc-school buildings': and that all school building authority exercised
by a §tate and at present vested in various branches of its government should be trail..!erred and centralized in a division of schoolhouse planning.

32:15. Johnson, Homer L. Relation of light in the schoolrootn to scholar-
ship. Doctor's. 1939. Missouri. 121 p. rns.

Compares the scholarship of pupils located hear the windows with that of pupils fartheraway from the windows. Concludes that scholarship is improved hy better lighting ihthe schoolroom; that in rooni.4 which have natural lighting only. the scholarship ranking,are higher for the pupils in the half of the room next to the windows; and that tb,presence of artificial lighting in the fwboo1 coon I tends to equhlize the scholarship of pupil.
throughout the room.

lennerly, Paul C. School plant standards for rural and elementary
whools. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Attempts to show the varying degrees of emphasis which different regions of the UnitedStates place on various phases of the school plant. Finds that some States do not haveschool plant standards for rural and elementary schools; that the Ptandar& in some Statesare old and out of date. Considers 100 items pertaining to rural and elementary school
buildings. Finds that of the 19 States considered in the study. Oklahoma has includestmore of these items in its standArds than any of the others.

*3237. Ladd, Robert Boyd. Relationship of intensity of illumination to per-
formance of a simple visual task. Master's, 1939. Texas Coll. of Arts and Inds
79 p. ms.

Studies the relationship of six levels of illumination to the efficiency of performance
in a cancellation of letters test, using as subjects 80 freshmen and sophomores. and 3 upper-_ (lawmen at Texas College of Arts and Industries. Indicates that there is significant»superior time performance at the higher Illumination intensities. and that the slowur
students benefited most by increases in illumination intensity.

3238. Lund, Elsie Marie. The educational effectiveness of a school cafeteria
in relation to food selection, social customs, and civic responsibilities.. Master's.
1939. Iowa State.

251-74,
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Itlahakian, 8. John. A plan for a ystem of cooperwive purchasing
Among school districts of Los Angeles county. Nlaster's, 1939. Southern Cali
fornia.

3240. Napier. Talton Gerald. The adMinistration of heating and ventila
non of public-school buildings in Tulsa county and vicinity. Master's, 1939.
Okla. A. & M. Coll.

3241. Owen, Victor. Au analysis of the New York school building require-
ments with respect to the classroom and its heating. lighting, and ventilation.
Master's, 1939. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 105 p. ms.

3:42. Reuter, Helen M. A study of equipment in commercial departments in
uhio high schools in cities of 6,000 to '.3.000 population with special reference
to such equipment in Fremont high school. Master's, 1939. uhio State. 1-10

3243. Seal, Ruby Lee. Community and home conditions affecting the selec-
tion of equipment for homemaking departments. laster's, "193N. Texas St.
coil. for Women. 129 p.

3244. Stinnett, Rufus Martin. Utilization of high-school buildings in Socorro
county. New Mexico. Master's, 1939. New Mexico. 63 p. tips.

324. Sutton, James B. The lunch room in the Arizona elementary schools.
Master's, 1939. Arizona. 110 p. ms.

:te.46. Thurston, Lee M. Public-school interiors should be beautiful. Na-
tion, schools, 24: 1S-21, October 1939. (University of Pittsburgh)

3247. . State aid for construction. Nation's schools, 23: 29-30, May
:939. f University of Pittsburgh)

:24s. Watson, Loyd Ray. A study of combination auditorium-gymnasiums
in the small high schools of east central district. Master's, 1939. Okla. À. & M.
Coll. s

Atumpnit to determine the type of combination anditorium-gymnasiuut in most counumi
use. and to discover tbe best types of units and features for the district. Finds that the.
vuditorium-gymnasium built as a (separate unit is the most poptatr combination and meets
the tweet; of a large number of schools in the area.

3249. Wyman, Dorothy Allen. The genesis of the American schoolhouse
and its architectural development. Master's. 1939. Tufts. 283 p.

JANITORS

3250. Huff, Talmadge. Status of the school janitor in Kentucky. Master's,
1969.*1* Kentucky. 93 p. ms.

Discusses the selection &nil tenure. qualifications. adaptability, personal data, amount of
wink. kinds of tasks, frequency of performance, inservice training, and salaries paid for
Janitorial service..

3251. Blase, Wayne E. A self-rating scale for school custodians. Master's,
1939. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. Topeka, Kansas state printing plant, 1939. 24 p.
(Kansas stnte teachers college of Emporia. Bulletin of information, vol. 19, no. 10.
Studies in education, no. 18)

Constructs self-rating scale for custodians as a basis for fielf-evaluation and improve-
ment in cooperation, personal and sotial traits, duties in the care of school property and
in connection with the economical operation of the school.

'3252. Olson, Olger Marvin. A janitorial survey of the classified high schools
of North Dakota. Master's, 1939. North Dakota. 78 p. ms.

Attempts to determine common practices in the janitorial services in classified schools
having enrollments between 67 and 2,400. Shows that 48 percent of all the classified

a

ms.
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schools in North Dakota 'have enrollments of fewer than 450. Analyzes replies ofhigh schools to a questionnaire inquiring as to the administration of janitorial employ.Went; administration of janitorial schedule; extent of use of records and reports; janitormiservice pertaining to buildings and grounds; the work and duties of the janitor; personaldata pertaining to the janitor ; and bis pay and tenure. Concludes that the janitor shouldbe required to take special courses to qualify him for his position ; that these Coliresshould be given during the summér in order that the employed janitors might enroll ; thatdefinite qualifications should be required ; that a written examination should be given toprospective applicants; and that a written contract more specifically designates the urhl-of the agreement and duties of tbe janitor.
3253. Pulliam, Walter L. Janitorial personnel. Master's, 1939. Peabody.

61 p. MS.
Studies school janitors by population groups in Missouri, Kansas, Colorado. audsota. Finds that undesirable methods are often used by school authorities in selectini:custodians; that boards of education and ihe public in general fall to realize the responsihieposition filled by the janitor; that the median salary paid custodians in Missouri iB u.sufficient to provide adequate living conditions; and that many janitors should lwin janitorial training schools.

3254. Stone, H. C. A study of janitors and janitorial service in the publit.
schools of North Carolina. Master's, 1939. Duke. 83 p. ms.

Studies the functions, personal data, and administration of the janitors of 448 schoolbuildings, and offers suggestions for improving janitorial service in the public schools.

SOCIOLOGY, EDUCATIONAL

3255. Aldrich, Julian C. Teachers' guide to comniunity study. Doctor's.
1939. New York. 100 p. Ms.

Studies the objectives and techniques 'of community study in high schools, and evaluates it
*i256. Anderson, Nels. The social antecedents of a slum : a developmentalstudy of the East Harlem area of Manhattan Island, New York city. Doctor's,1930. New York. 205 p. Ms.
Traces the early history of New York, discussing settlement by the Dutch; occupation bythe British; private estates and wayside inns; recreation and amusements: road buildingand real estate ; the railroad, horse cars and rapid transit ; real estate development ; the expansion of urban authority ; the church and the school; health and sanitation;the shanty town slum; and the migration of the tenement slum.
3257. Avey, Ann Cornuelle. Case studies in the emotional attitudes anddevelopment of the writer's three daughters. Master's, 1939. Ohio State.138 p. ms.
Gives a family history of the parents and three daughters over a period 16 years offamily life, with personality tests and evaluations of changes in attitudes d adjustmentsGives reasons for specific perSonality difficulties, lietter ways of ehildh development, andparental attitude toward personal evaluations.

3258. Boester, Florence Elizabeth. Methods and tech ques for the self-evaluation of a character building agency with special reference to YoungWomen's Christian Associations. Master's, 1939. Southern California.
3259. Carpenter, Jean Alice. Some factors relating to the method and out-come of case work treatment of adolescent girls. Master's, MO. Smith. (Ab-stract in: Smith college studies in social work, 10: 114-15)
Studies 31 adolescent girls who were referred to the Illinois Institute for Juvenile Re-search between 1934 and 1938 and treated by social workers, to determine the methods used,whether th4 were determined by a consideration of some of the basic problems and reartions of adolescent girls in general, and some of the difficulties met by the case workerstheir attempts to treat these girls. Finds lack of harmony in the homeoltuations and theundesirable character of their early environment the moat outstanding factor and mistime'.toward treatment by both the parents and the girls.
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3260. Christian, Mabel Deas. The study of homes in a rural industrial area.
with implications for a school program. Master's, 1939. Ala. Poly. Inst.

*3261. Cimilluca, Salvatore. The natural history of East Harlem from Vigo
to the present day. Master's, 1931. New York. 126 p. ms.

3262. Clarke, Louise. A critical survey of the educational possibilities of
the inmates at the State training school, Winfield, Kansas. Master's, 1939.

Kansas.

3263. Dukette, Rita. Attitudes 44 a group of Catholic parents toward child
guidance treatment. Master's, 1939. Smith. (Abstract in: Smith college studies
in social work, 10: 101)

Studies the attitudes of parents whose contact with the Institute for Juvenile Research,
Chicago, had terminated during 1937 and 193S, who stated their religion as Roman Catholic.
Finds that the type of problem, age, sex. and intelligence of the children were typical of
the total clinic population ; that there was little relationship between the parent's attitude
toward the clinic and his religious beliefs.

3264. Fitzharris, Cletus James. Factors determining transiency in a selected
number of boys in residence at the Junipero Serra boys' club. Master's, 1939.
Southern California.

3265. Flaherty, Kathryn Bernadette. A survey of the development of the
c4

course in educational sociology. Master's, 1939. Boston Coll.

3266. Gaertner, Miriam Luise. A ease study of 59 transient girls stranded
In Los Angeles. Master's, 1939. Soutiptrn California.

3267. Haan, Aubrey Edwin. Teacherie units on depression problems. Mas-
ter's, 1939. Stanford.

3268..Hartin, Ruth E. Parents' attitudes toward child guidance treat-
ment. Master's, 1939. Smith. (Abstract in: Smith college -studies in social
work, 10: 103)

Studies the parents' attitudes toward child guidance treatment by the Berks 4 'Minty
Guidance Institute in 47 Calle8 opened by the clinic for treatment during the year 1937 3s,

3269. Hay, Jack F. National youth administration.
A. & M. Coll.

Analyzes the causes of unemployment and lack of training, and the solutions suggested in
this country and abroad, studying. especially the National Youth Administration program
in Oklahoma.

Master's, 1938. Okla.

.0

3270. Herkimer, Jessie K. The relation between parents' attitudes toward
mining to a child guidance clinic and the outcome of treatment. Master's, 1939.
Smith. (Abstract in: Smith college studies in social work, 10: 104)

Indicates that a parent's initial attitude toward the referral had no appreciable influence
on the outcome of the case.

3271. Higgins, Fannie George. Leisure-time activities of children in an
industrial community. Master's, 1939. Ala. Poly. Inst.

8272. Hodgson, Julia. A comparison of three Tennessee urban centers,
Goodlettsville, Franklin, and Clarksville. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. Nashville,

rge Peabody college for teachers, 1939. 15 p. (Abstract of Contribution to
ucation, no. 240)
Compares the historical, commercial, industrial, and cultural factors affecting the growth

of the three Tennessee towns. Shows that the three towns have experienced a gradual,
normal, and consistent growth; that they differ from each other more In the number and
size of activities going on within the limits of each than in the kinds of activities found ;

and that at% the towns grow, more schools must be provided.

,$
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*3273. Larson, Cedric Arthur. Educational activitits of the Federally
planned community of Greenbelt, Maryland. Master's, 1939. George Washington
215 p. ms.

Describes the town life of Greenbelt. financially, administratively, socially, and educttionally. Discusses tbe Maryland educational structure and Greenbelt schools; the cowlmunity centered elementary school of Greenbelt ; the course of study of Greenbelt school:the Greenbelt high school and its curriculum ; the educational and quasi-instructionalactivities of the community ; the adult education program. Describes briefly the educationalactivities of two comparable Federally planned commtrities, Greenhills, Ohio, and Nnrri,Tenn.

3274: Lazard, Flora. Child workers in street trades in Los Angeles. Ma.
ter's, 1939. Southern California.

*3275. Leonard, Caroline W. A descriptive study of the social settlementsof East Harlem (a preliminary survey). Master's, 1930. New York. 166 p.
3276. Marsh, May Case. The life and work of the churches of an intersti-tial area. Doctor's, 1932. New York. 674 p. ms.
*3277.. A study of the relationship to the life and welfare of EastHarlem of the following churches: PresbyterianAscension; Roman CatholicOur Lady of Angels; MethodistJefferson Park Memorial; Roman CatholicLady of Mt. Carmel; EpiscopalGrace Emmanuel ; LutheranSt. John's. Mas-

ter's, 1931. New York. 159 p. ins.
3278. Norton, E. Virginia. A study of cooperation between the school andthe social agency. Master's, 1938. Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordham university.Dissertations accepted for higher degr(es in the Graduate school of arts andsciences,. 1938: 114-15)
Studies case records of 40 problem children known to a social agency in Brooklyn, N. Y.,and the social welfare program of 10 Brooklyn public schools. Finds thnt teachers refittbut the school should take the leading role in assisting the student with problems, eventhose of an extracurricular nature and origin; and that the social worker ,is aware of theadvantages of correlating ber work with that of the teacher, and that she uses the schoolas a community resource whenever possible. Suggests that tbe social worker and theteacher exercise care not to usurp the prior right of the parent in the education and trainingof the child.

3279. 'Pence, Owen Earle. The Y. M. C. A. and social need: a study ofinstitutional adaptation. Doctor's. 1939. T. C. Col. Univ. New York, Associationpress, 1939. 360 p.
Examines the entire 88-year history of the Y. M. C. A. in North America. Finds 11established forms of group activity in the history and current practices of the organization:selection of constituency; formulation of aims; formalization of program ; organisation ofassociations; national structure and control ; standard buildings ; methods of financingarticulation of lay and professional leadership relations with the community; protestantchurch identification ; and definition of social policy.
3280. Prough, Ivan Dale. The buying habits and home conditions of peo-ple in small towns. Master's, 1938. Ball St. T. C. 71 p. tits.
Studies 195 families of Middletown, Ind., to discover their home conditions, buying habits,experiences, and consumer consciousness. Shows that a $500 increase or decrease in Incometends to move a family. from one group to another.
3281. Raas, Ernestine. A study of treatment methods used by child guid-ance clinics in work with parents. Master's, 1938. Smith. (Abstract in:Smith college studies in social work, 9: 140-41 )
Reviews the literature on the subject, and studies case histories of 40 cases closed bythe Child Guidance Department of the Jewish Board of Guardians, New York City, duringthe year 1937. Finds that case work treatment of parents in child guidance clinics hasbeen influenced by theories of education, psychiatry. and psychoanalysis.
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3282. Rodin, Charlotte S. The social adjustment of adolescent girls who
had lived in a study home. Master's, 1938. Smith. (Abstract in: Smith college
studies in sodal work, 9: 132)

Presents a follow-up study of the Z4 adolescent girls who had lived in the study home of
the Girls' Service League, New York City, prior to 1935-36 and whose cases were closed by
the agency during that year. Finds that 45 of the girls had completed the eighth grade
and had some high-school work, varying from 1 to 4 years, and one girl had completud
years of college. Finds that the girls left the study home better able to take care of
themselves.

3283. Salkover, Ethel. An analysis of 404) cases served by a preventive
agency for adolescent girls. Master's, 1939. Siiilth. (Abstract in: Smith college
studies in social work, 10: 138):

Finds that two-thirds of the girls served by the Girls' Service League of America, in
New York City, were 16 to 18 years old, 49 percent were of normal or dull normal intelli-
gence; 12 percent were borderline defectives or feeble-minded, and 12 percent had superior
intelligence; half of the girls had had some high-school training. hut only 13 percent had
graduated ; 91 percent had been born in the United States but a large proportion of theta
had foreign-born parents; that their major problems were unemployment. need for shelter,
family difficulties, and broken homes; that potential ilelinquency, mental depression, and
personality and behavior problems were especially frequent in this group.

3284. Samuels, Marian Weinman. A study of the effects of foster home
placement on a selected limber of "rejected" children. Master's, 1939. Souther')
California.

3285. Schefen, Rose. The use of the environment in treating adolescents.
Master's, 1938. Smith. (Abstract in: Smith college studies in social work,
10: 115-16)

Analyzes case studies of an unselected group of adolescents of both sexes between the
ags of 14 and 18 with whom some form of environmental treatment had been used to
determine the kind of problems treated in this way. the factòrs ente tg into the use of this
treatment approach, and the way it was used. Indicates that in som f the cases environ-
mental treatment was used as the primary treatment approach. and th in others it was
combined wilt& psychotherapeutic methods. Concludes that the environmental approach
has a definite place in case work with adolescents.

3286. Shawley, George E. A sociological survey of the River Rouge, Michi-
gan, school district. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

3287. Skiles, A. F. A survey of social agencies dealing with school age
youth in Allentown, Pennsylvania. Master's, 1939. Duke. 159 p.

Surveys 41 agencies dealing with morals, community services, child welfare, relief,
auxiliary educational services, health, and juvenile delinquency.

3288. Spradlin, John J. "The educational and economic status of relief
clients in Wilbarger county, Texas. Master's, 1939. South. Methodist. (Ab-
stract in: Southern Methodist university. Abstracts of theses . . . no:7: 37-38).

Presents a short history of Federal relief in the United States and the way it was handled
in Wilbarger County. Describes the Imlucational and economic status of a cross section of
relief clients and of employed groups selected at random from different types of workers
in the county; and a few case histories. Shows that the relief clients had spent 3.7 less
years in school than the employed groupe, and that the relief clients had made lower wages
both before and after 1929; that the relief clients were older, more of them were married
and' had more dependents than did the employed men. Indicates that 00 percent of the
relief clients had not gone beyond the seventh grade in school.

3289. Stark, Dorothy L. Some factors relating to the adjustment of ado-
lescent girls to foster homes. Master's, 1938. Smith. (Abstract in: Smith col-
lege studies in social work, 9: 132-33)

Analyzes case histories of girls ranging in age from 12 to 18 years, who were placed in
foster homes. Indicates that the girls tended to carry over into the foster homes the
behavior and attitudes which they had shown In their own home situation.

4
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3290. Thom, Burton Peter. Sociological aspects of morbidity and mortality
in an interstitial area. Master's, 1931. New York. 74 p. ms.

*3291. Timmons, William Murray. Decisions and attitudes as outcomes of
the discussion of a social problem : an experimental study. Doctor's, 1939. T. c.,
Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1939. 106 p.
tributions to education, no. 777)

Attempts to determine experimentally whetlwr information on and discussion of n ocial
problem contributed cumulatively to appropriate attitudes and appropriate solutions. DP
scribes an experiment conducted with 672 high school juniors and sen1on,4. ones group (II
whom studied and restudied data on the Ohio parole system. find the other group studied
and discussed data on the same subject. after which both groups were given attitude tests.Finds that both groups made reliable gains in ranking the given solutions to the parole
problem, with the discussion group making the greater gain.

*3292. Tsou, George Yu-Ch4h. The Chinese organizations in NeW York
City:. a social study ofthe cultural, educational, social, and weliare organizations
in New York City. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 102 p. ms.

Describes the Chinese community in New York City, the students organizations. thccultural organizations, and the social, recreational. and welfare organizations. Contrast.the social clubs and activities of the boys and gir1s.4 and of the students who have comefrom China to attend the colleges and universities with those of the older Chinese peopleliving in New York, and of the American-born Chinese. Recommends that Americans work-ing with the Chinese in the schools, churches, and social and welfare organizations attemptto understand the Chinese and their culture, and that they cooperate with each other andwith the Chinese.

*3293. Tucker, A. C. Some correlates of certain attitudes of the unemployed.
Doctor's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, 1940. 72 p. (Archives of psychology,
no.. 245)

Investigates the relationships between variability in certain expressed attitudes regardingemployers, industry, government, religion. social change, and personal optimism of agroup of unemployed, and their age, intelligence, length of unemployment, maximum salaryearned, education, and sex. Uses a cos i 4. ntial inventory of opinions", corisisting of-Aldogmatic statements in colloquial langu::-. .to test groups of men end women clientof the Adjustment Service in 'New York City. Fiji& their attitudes largely iflc:length of time unemployed has almost no relationship to variability of express attitudes; older people were more favorable to employers religion and our form of gover mewthan the youager peop:e; the more successful men tend to have favorable attitudes, whilethe more succesiful women tend to have unfavorable attitudes toward employers, cap-italism, and our fórm of government : attitudes of a large part of the unemployed arefavorable to the present system; the more 'intelligent and the more educated unemployedtend to favor fundamental economic and social change.
3294. Tufts, Edith Miller. A census of dependent children in foster care

supervised by children's organizations in Allegheny County as of December 31,
1935. Doctor's, 1939. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Ab-
stracts of theses, researches completed, and bibliography of publkAtions,

78-84)
Analyzes data on 5,649 children ranging in ,age from new-born infants to young menand women nearing their twenty-first birthday. Compares children living in institutions.with those living Ili free foster homes, boarding homes, work or wage homes, and adoption'homes; compares care given to legitimate and to illegitimate children.
*3295. Williams, Edward Ainsworth. Federal aid for relid Doctor's,

19396. Columbia. New York, Columbia university press, 1939. 269 \i).
Discusses relief administration prior to 1933; granti-in-aid applied to relief .niajoi.objectives of the Federal Emergenct Relief Administration; s control devices and sanetions; its allocation problems. Appraises the grant metbod as applied to relief.
*3296. Wilson, Ben F., fr. The economic history of Kleberg county. Mas-

ter's, 1939. Texas Coll. of Arts and Inds. 100 p. ms.-
Traces the development of Kleberg County. Tex.. from its creation in 1913 *to dale.Describes development of the King Ranch from its purchase in 1852 to 1938, and, twitcultdre and dairy Industries in the county. Traces the .development of the railroad in.
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Jpii ivanty and its Iffevt on the comm11nitiet4 ; tile .161 ¿Ind L:as Ilb'scrit4-
the zrowth of the public schools from 19( 04; tu (bite, anti cnmparies tilt. :zrowth, 40* thaP
Mexieiin and the Anglo American srhoo'. t ti, Texas Mexican Industrial institute for the
training of young Mexican boys; TeLls college of Arts and Indus'tries Which was opened
in 1925 with an enrollment of 114 stwients. Describes the Kleberg County road prorjeets.
and the recent WPA and PWA projects,

3297. Wilson, Ruthanna. Effect of attitudes toward child guidance treat-
ment and its outcome. Master's. 1939. Smith. ( Abstract in: Smith college
.tadiet. in social work, 10: 104-105)

Concludes that if the attitudes of both parents and child are favorable toward treatment
there is great likelihood that the ease will be7continued and that tlw child's adjustment
will improVe; and that if the attitudes of both are unfavorable and not amenable to
modification, little can be accomplished by a clinic.

3298. Wolfe, Lloyd M. Occupational ()port unities'for the youth of Jackson.
Master's, 1939. Michigan.

3299. Wright, George Oliver. Social learning and the problem of conflicts :

the implications for the teaching of the social studies. Mlkster's. 1939. Ohio
State. 83.p. ms.

Presents democracy and authoritarianism as alternative wuys of life, one of which
the child is asked to choose tentatively. The historical facts of the period under con-
sideration are presented in order to sharpen conflicting standards of judgment, so that
the student will be brought to the realization that to live intelligen ly one must learn
to resolve conflicts in terms of a single overall value that introdue s order into differ-
ences. and that the achievement' of this unity is a responsibility of each individual.
Emphasizes the reflective process as a technique for resolving conflicts. Attempts to clarlYy
the concept of democracy and to instruct pupils in such a way that demo-cracy will
become operative in wider and wider areas of living.

RACIAL GROUPS, EDUCATION

3300. Allegrezza, Tore S. Historical survey of the changing. character of
Indian schools. Master's, 1939. Colorado. ( Abstract in : University of Colo-
rado studies, 26: 20-21)

Shows thftt the character of Indian education, as it is represented in the various
types of Federal and State educational enterprises today, has been a slow and gradual
process of development and not the outcome of a deliberate or carefully conceived plan,
but mainly the result of missionary and ,governmental endeavors. Considers various
types of mission and Government schools. tki, gradual elimination of boarding schools:`
the increasing use of day and public schools, and the gradual assumption on the part
of States of the responsibility for the administration of Indian education. Describes the
Minnesota State plan of Indian education. and hows the way problems are being attacked
and solved.

3301. Brueggen, Sister Mary Dolores. The role of the Franciscans in bring-
ing Christianity to the Navajo Indians. Mas(er's, 1939. Notre Dame. 89 p. ms.

Discusses educational as well as missionary activities.

3302. Chue, King-Ho. The education of Chinese childrep in Washington,
I). C. Master's, 1939. George Washington. 47p1 ms.

Attempts to determine the tuiture of the education the Chinese children receive from
the American public schools and the Chinese school ; to tind out how their education may
affect their living. Gives a brief higtory of the Chinese immigrants in Washington. Shows
that by 1936 the Chinese population in Washington had grown to 800, of whom 172 were
children in 69 famillils; that 26 children are in high school, 75 are in elementary school,
and 36 are of preschool age. Describes the work of the Chinese school which was estab-
lished in Chinatown in 1931, to give instruction to Chinese children in addition to their
public-school work, to hold evening classes to teach Chinese children to understand their
own language; to acquaint them with the ways and customs of the Chinese people; and
to give them a knowledge of Chinese culture. Describes the contribution of the Chinese
community church to the education of Chinese children.
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3303. Costiloe, CAries R. History 41f Rogers cf)iinty, Oklahoma. Niaster's,
IMS). Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Touches on the early Indian tribes, religion. laws, and t uMoms of the Cherokees, border
warfare, pioneer settlers, railroads, the cattle industry, admission to the Union, organization
of the coUnty, schools under tribal, Federal and State Government, natural resources. :Ind
agricultural development. Finds that the Cherokees through intermixture with the white
have produced a high grade of citizenry, who have developed an excellent school system
have exploited the agricultural lands, tnd have produced some outstanding citizens.

3304. Cronk, Leslie M. Indian education in terms of pupil and comnInnily
needs. Master's, 1938. Arizona. (Abstract in: University of Arizona record.
32: 18)

ProposeR a more practical education for the Indian based on his real interests and

3305. Gordon, Laura. The misMon schools of the Five civilized tribes in
Oklahoma.* Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

P,

Studies the educational activities of missionaries among the Five Civilized Tribes from
thc- first endeavors to the present. Deals with the mission school's first establishment in
.4outheastern United States. its translation to western territory as the tribes were removed,
Its growth in Oklahoma, and its eventual decay. Shows that the work of the missionarie
brought important results; that it gave the Indians a taste of civilization, a knowleciceof American customs and language, and a set of ideas and ideals entirely different fromtheir old religious and ethical forms; that the missionaries and their schools helpedstart the Indians moving. and to establish them again in western country with a minimumor difficulty.

3306. Grout, Paul Asbury. Trends in scholastics, enrolhnent, average
daily attendance, and age-grade distfibution, of Spanish-American pupils iii
Lyford, Texas, public schools, 1913-1938. Master's, 1938. Texas (loll. of
and Inds. 68 p. ms.

Compares the Spanish-American pupils with the nglo-American pupils in the Lyford
public schools. Shows a gain of 132 percent in enrollment, whereas the census gained btu55.2 percent between 1933-34 and 1937-38; that the average percentage of the censii .
enumeration enrolled during the years 1933-1937 was 61.3 ; that pupils enrolled in thepre-primer and first grades range in age from II to 15 ; and that few Spanish-American pupikcontinue in school until they reach the upper grades.

3307. Heagd, Marvin Eugene. Three centuries of formal and informal edit
cational influences and developnwnt among the Pima Indians. Master's. l93!)
Arizona. 175 p. ms.

3308. Jerden, Cecil M. A study in racial differences in the El Paso public
schools. Master's, 1939. South. Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Mgthodist
university. Abstracts of theses . . . no. 7: 23)

Presents data concerning the racial differences found in the Anglo-American and Spanish-American children, the sex differences within the races, and the possibility of establishini;A psychologically sound basis for classification for instruction. Concludes that the /banish-American children are older chronologically than the Anglo-American children ; there wat,no apparent difference between the Anglo-American boys and girls; the Spanish-Americangirls are older chronologically than the Spanish-American boys, but are inferior in bothmental age and IQ; and both boys and girls are inferior on these points to Anglo-Americanchildren.

3309. Knepler, Abraham Eleazar. The education of the Cherokee Indian.
Doctor's, 1939. Yale.

3310. Lavin, Lottie. Jewish education in Chicago. Master's, 1938. Chicago
p. ms.

3311. Lee, Mabel Sam. Tbe recreational interests and participation of a
selected group of Chinese boys and girls in Los Angeles, California. Master's,

. 1939. Southern California.
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Fonrose Reader. Th intelligence 44. Jewish wino')
Master's, 193:t. Chicago. p.

3313. MacLean, Harold S. Edueat ional guidance for Osage Indians in the
public schools. Master's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Finds that Osage Indian students come from bilingual. predominately Catholic bonier,
half of which have been broken by the death of one parent, and in which musical instru-
ments, magazines. and other incentives for a college education are present that they are
honest and cooperative. their conduct is desirable. they lack industry and are poor leaders :

that educational and vocational guidance are difficult to offer due to racial prejudkes and
the economic condition of the Osages. Shows that the junior and senior high schools should
provide guidance service of a simple but effective type ar the Indian students, and that
such guidance could be provided at moderate cost.

3314. Sandercock, Grace A. Culturo chflict and the behavior difficulties of
adolescent Italian boys. lIaster's, 19:i9. Smith. ( Abstract in: Smith college
studies in social Nork, 10: 159-60)

Analyzes the reputed cultural conflict betwoon foreign-born Italian parents and their
American-born children to determine the relationship of this conflict to the poor adjustment
of a group 6f adolescent boys. Studies 31; cases, and finds that half of the families had
adequate incomes: that few of the boys were mentally inferioj ; that a large number of
families were not interested in the services of the Institute for JUvenile Research. Chicago:
and that there was a tendency for the parents to minimize the boys' difficulties.

3315. Skinner, Carl Harrison. A plan of education for the Gila river Pima
Indians. Doctor's, 1939. Stannml. Abstract in: Stanford university bulletin.
vol. 14: 253-59)

Describes the Pima Indians briefly. Suggests a plan of education for them from nursery
school through high school, stresszing training in health, tool subjects. training for leisure.
vocationnl traitting. and extra cnrricu la r activities. and adult edit at ion based on t he cultural
characteristics of the Indians.

3316. Smith, Gerald Arthur. The influence of the white man upon the cul-
ture of the Indians of the San Bernardino valley. Master's. Milt. Redlands.
lOs p. ms.

3317. Summers, Helen. An evaluat ion of certain procedures used in'teaching
the non-English-speaking Metican child. Mastks, 1939. California, L. A.

Compares complete segregation from English-scwaking children, and part segregation
(during certain hours of the day) Studies 115 cases of non-English-speaking Mexican
children in the east section of the Los Angeles schools. Finds these children to he chrono-
logically older and intellectually Inferior to the elementary school population as a whole.
but that by the end of the third grade, this group's reading achievement was only slightly
below that of the total elementary school population.

3318. Templeton, Flossie B. Indian children's interests as revealed by their
drawings and paintings. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 34 p. ms.

Studies the interests of the children in the first seven grades of the Indian training school
near Tahlequah, Okla.

3319. Vaughan, Portia Loyetta. An investigation of music as taught in
government Indinn school in. Oklahoma. Master's, 1939. Kansas.

NEGROES. EDUCATION

3320. Anthony, Irving F. Factors associated with truancy in Harlem. Mas-
ter's, 1938. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 78 p. ms. (Abstract in : College of the City
(,f New York. Abstracts of theses . . . 1939: 102)

Surveys briefly the socio-economic conditions of Harlem to help explain the acute truancy
problem in this neighborhood. Recommends an extensive program in adult education cen-
tering around child psychology and mental hygiene, a system of slum clearance, economic
readjustment, and greater opportunities for vocational training.
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3321. Atwood, Rufus Ballard. Adult education progranis for Negroes HI
Kentucky. Master's. 139. Chicago. 9g p. ms.

3322. Bond, Frederick W. The direct and indirect contribution which the
American Negro has made to drama'and the legitimate stage, with the underlying
(bonditions responsible. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 147 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the elements which motivated and inspired the American Negroto enter the field of drama as a profession ; to determine his contribution to the drama andto the legitimate stage by acting. writing. and producing plays; and to consider his con-tribution to folklore. mimicry, music, dancing and radio, the Little theater movement, lootthe Federal Theater Project.
3323. Bonner, Oscar Trent. A survey of Negro education in Bedford county.

Master's, 1939. Virginia. 176 p.
3324. Boone, A. B. Analysis of the homemaking education needs of Negro

girls in a Virginia community. Master's, 1939. Ohio State.
Presents a follow-up study of Negro girls who had either dropped out of high school, orwho had been graduated, in an attempt to discover more adequate bases for curriculumplanning.

3325. Bracey, Earle L. A study of the status of Negro high-school teachers
and principals iu Negro high schools in Maryland outside the city of Baltimore.
Master's, 1939. Michigan.

3326. Brandford, Pat. Training and opportunities for Negro women in the
field, of physical education. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

3327. Braxton, Robert A. The relationship between the vocational interest
and the intelligence, scholarship, and vocational opportunities of twelfth-grade
Negro students. Master's, 1939.- Wittenberg. 47 p. ms.

Finds marked evidence of a poor adaptation of high-school work for Negro students totheir varied abilities and intellectual needs: and shows the need for an enlarged programin industrial training courses to equip larger numbers for vocations which offer them thebest opportunity.
3328. Cabell, Foraker A. The history of public secondary education for

Negroes in Louisville, Ky. Master's, 1938. Ind. St. T. C. 64 p. ms. (Abstract in:Indiana state teachers college. Teachers college journal, 10: 129, July 1939)
Shows that secondary education for Negroes in Louisville began in the fall of the year11473 with 1 teacher and 3 pupils; while the teaching force has grown to more than 125individuals, and the student body has increased to nearly 3.000 members; that the poorlyconstructed early school buildings have been replaced by modern structures adequatelyequipped; that the establishment of Negro junior high schools has greatly increased theeffectiveness of the teaching process; and that increasing emphasis is being placed onindustrial education in these schools.

t3329. Canaday, Herman G. Psychology in Negro institutions. Institute,
West VITginia state college, 1939. 24 p. (West Virginia state college bullelln,
series 26, no. 3. Contribution no. 1 of the research council)

Discusses the status of psychology in the curriculum; the nature and length of theintroductory course and experimental wink in the course; courses offered iu psychologyin Negro inbtitutions; laboratory and library equipment for psychology, teaching personnel,and research in psychology.

3330. Cole, William blaccune. Study of Negro and white elementary schools
under centralization. Master's, 1939. PeAbody. 85 p. ms.

Attempts to determine whether transfer of control of the public schools in North Carolinafrom the counties to the State resulted in an improvement of the instructional servicerendered by the elementary schools and equalization of educational opportunities betweenthe white and Negro schools. Indicates that tbe change in control improved the qualityof Instrnctional service and tended to reduce the inequalities between the white and Negroschools.

3331. Coleman, William Garland. Negro education. in Fauquier county, Vir-ginia. Master's, 1939. Virginia. 226 p. ms.
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3332. Cotton, June Rose lla. The historical development of United Presby-
terian schools for southern Negroes. Master's, 193s. Cincinnati.

3333. Craig, Levi. A comparative study (4 motor ability of Negro and white
boys of secondary school age. Master's, 1;139. lowa.

3334. Crossley, Mildred McCracken. A history of the Negro schools of Okla-
homa City, Oklahoma. 3Iaster's, 1939. oklahoma. p.

Shows that separate schools for the Negroes were established in Oklahoma City simul-
taneously with those for the whites; that they are under the administration of the Okla-
homa City board of education, but are dependent on the county for their financial support.
Traces tbe development of the schools from 1891 to 1939. and discusses their administration.
curriculum, and extracurriCular activities.

3335. Curry, Willa Clothilde. Educational and vocational guidance of Ne-
groes. Master's, 1939. California, L. A.

Shows that there is a need for a specialized technique of counseling minority racial
...:roups, a guidance machinery which will meet normal vocational needs ;Ind will ade-
quately overcome additional barriers of race. Finds that few Negroes are engaged in
skilled occupations and that there is inadequate provisions made for Negroes to receive
such training; that counselors need especially reliable and statistical information regard-
ing occupations, occupational trends, occupational opportunities. H n d community resources
for Negro youth ; and that schools should cooperate with interested individuals and
groups in making contacts with employers for the purposo of opening up more occupa-
tional opportunities for Negroes and of assisting them to enter the new fields that are
being developed.

3336. D'Alessandro, John. The correlation between general intelligence and
reading achievement as indicated by results of standardized tests given to 72s
colored boys of the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades of a New York City school.
Master's, 1939. St. John's. 30 p. ms.

Finds a positive correlation between reading achievement and intelligence. Shows that
progress in reading is influenced somewhat by the level of intelligence of the learner ; that
after the fourth grade the children studied advanaced in reading more slowly than was
normal; that strict adherence to the course of study in reading as prescribed by the
board of education presents actual difficulty in this school ; that the grade in which a child
i$ found is not always an index of his ability; and that teachers cannot be expected to be
held to uniform standards of achievement.

3337. Deane, Velma S. Diagnosig of the reading difficulties of Negro children
In Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 31aster's. 1930. Iowa.

3338. Dove, Nannie Myrtle. The occupational needs of Negro high school
girls with home economics training. Master's, 1939. Penn. State. 132 p. Ins.

Attempts to determine whether or not adjustments might be made in the home economics
curriculum of the,Lockerman High School, Caroline County, Md., to meet the occupational
needs of Negro girl students. Studies the type and extent of employment af in-school
girls in the high school; the remuneWlve occupations of women graduates and former
students of the school from 1930 to late ; and the wage-earning opportunities of Negro
women in the town of Denton and In Caroline County; and the requirements for certain
types of jobs a.s given by employers in the community. Recommends that the pupils be
trained for homemaking and for household employment ; that special emphasis he played
on personality development, social «relationships, letsure-time activities, equipment, manage-
ment of time and energy and child development ; that evening classes be inaugurated to
'meet the needs of the girls who have left school ; and that students should be guided into
vocations suited to their aptitudes, employment possibilities, and economic status.

t3328. Evans, J. C. Resident youth training project sponsored and operate!
by West Virginia state college National youth administration of West Virginia.
Institute, West Virginia state college. 193S. p. (West Virginila state college
bulletin, series 25, no. 4)

Covers the operation of a resident project offering occupational training in agriculture,
home economics, and mechanic arts to Negro youth at West Virginia State College in
1937-38.
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*334o. Gore, George W., f. The in-service professional improvement ofNegro piblicichool teachers in Tent!essee. Doctor's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ..New York, Teachers college, Columbia uiliversity, 1940. 142 p. (Contributionsto education, 786)
Describes the status of Negro teachers and the supeevisory services and teacher-trainingfacilities available to them. Evaluates them and offers a constructive State program forthe improvement of Negro teachers in service.
t3341. Greene, Harry W. An adventure in experimental cooperative teaching :a general account of recent work in progressive education conducted jointly bymembers of the Department of education of the Ohio state university and theWest Virginia state college. Institute, West Virginia state college, 1938. 36 p(West Virginia state college bulletin, series 25, no. 6. Contribution no. 9 of theDepartment of education)
Describes an experiment in progressive education conducted for Negro students at acollege for Negroes by white and Negro professors jointly.
3342. Hall, Egerton Elliott. The Negro wage earlier of New Jersey. Doc-tor's, 1933. Rutgers. New Brunswick, N. .1.. Rutgers university, 1935. 115 p.(Rutgers university bulletin, series 11, no. S. Studies in education, no. 6)
3343. Hasty, John Bruner. A study of the admission practices of Negrocolleges and universities. Master's 1939. Cincinnati. 84 p. ms.
Analyzes the catalogs of 73 instittktions. and covers methods Of admission, and academicand personal requiremehts for college entrance.
*3344. Heningburg, Alphonse. The teacher in the Negro college. Doctor's,1939. New York. 133 p. ms.
Evaluates the preparation and renimieration of 570 teachers in Negro colleges. Recom-mends that the attainment of the master's degree be made the minimum academic stand.iiiiestablished in Negro colleges ; that holders of the doctor's degree head departments:that equitable salary scales be developed ; that early attention be paid to teacher tenurein these colleges; that satisfactory retirement programs be developed : that administrator.of Negro colleges provide a greater sense nf nca(h)mic and personal freedom for theirteachers; and that an attempt be made to establish regional study conferences in whichpresidents of Negro colleges might have the opportunity to study and discuss the morepressing problems facing Negro colleges.

3345. Hill, Hines L. Negro education in rural Georgia. Master's, 193!1.Emory. 120 p.
Alitempts to determine the extent of support of Negro education in rural Georgia, andto determine existing Inequalities in educational opportunities for whites and Neg1.oes.Analyzes data on the total receipts and expenditures for white and colored schools, peri-odically, from the organization of the public-school system in 1871 to June 30, 193s.naming especially expenditures in 10 selected counties. Discusses current' receipts and ex-bnditures, capital outlay, cost of operation, transportation of pupils, maintenance of schoolplant, instructional services, qualifications and salaries of the teachers, general control cfeducation, and support of school libraries.

3346. Hodges, C. V. Contributions of philanthropic foundations to Negropublic secondary education in Georgia. Master's, 1939. Duke. 100 p.
Finds that philanthropic foundations have rendered valuable assistance in the develop-ment of secondary education for Negroes in Georgia.
3347. Hough, Clara. Case studies of 13 Negro girls infected with the pueriletype of tuberculosis. Master's, 1939. tlincinnati. 109 p.
Discusses the schools' responsibility and educational procedures for the puerile typereulous child.

3348. Jackson, -Raymond H. A curriculum study of the accredited Negrohigh schools of Kentucky. Master's, 19:40. Michigan.
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3349. James, Al lee Winifred. The homemakink activities )f a selected grimy
of Negro homemakers in East Texas. Master's, 1939. Kaus. St. Coll.

Analyzos the homemaking problems of 100 ij rill and 1114) stun It-town women liviow
within a radius of -to' iniIi of Crovkott, Prpv. woo .11. AV h.$111 wore. isn1.111.41 in Ault
homemaking classes.

3350. Kirkwood, Herbert B. The extent to which the Negro high schools of
Kentucky meet the needs of the graduates as determiNed by the occupational
status 'of the graduates. Master's, 1939. Ind. St. T. C. 51 p. ins. (Abstract in:
Indiana state teachers college. Teachers college journal, 10: 146, July 1939)

Compares the graduates present oceRpations with their training in high school to deter-
mine what the high schools have done and what they should do in preparing their pupils
for successful participation in adult life. Finds that the girls received more value from
their high-school training than the boys; that tbe occupation of his father has little
influence on the occupational level of the graduate tlmt his occupational level is much
higher than that of his parents; that more boys are engaged in teaching than in any other
occupation ; that homemaking ranks first with the girls and teaching second; that insurance
seems to be a promising field for the energetic Negro.

3351. Langdon, Elva M. A comparative study of the adjustment of 53 pairs
of Negro and white girls of junior high school age. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

3352. Loop, Mrs. Anne S. The nature of the relationship between education
and careers of Negroes living in Manhattan covering the years 1929-1937. Doc-
tor's, 1939. New York. 235 p. rns.

Studies the nature of the relationship between their educational hackground and initial
employment, past employment, and job referrals. Finds the professional and government
project positions the only ones in which there was a direct proportional relationship be-
tween amount of scholastic training and job placement ; that educational background played
little part in determining job placements in the industrial field ; that there was an inverse
proportional relationship between the amount of scholastic training and domestic job place
ment ; that in commercial lines. vocational. technical. or butikesgi training proved more
valuable than any other type of training; that many cases gravitated to domestic work
after starting out in other work ; that following initial employment, there was a downward
trend in industrial positions and a decrease in job referrals of this type.

3353. McCain, Virgil BoNyden, jr. Private philanthropy in Negro education
in Alabama. Master's, 1939. Alabama. 98 p.

*3354. McCuistion, Fred. Graduate instruction for Negroes in the United
states. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for teach-
ers, 1939. 172 p. (Contribution to education, no. 255)

Examines the existing needs for instruction on the graduate level. Examines and
evaluates the graduate work being offered, defining graduate instruction as instruetion
beyond the bachelor's degree generally leading to the degree of master of arts. Analyzes
data in reports of 31 institutions enrolling Negro graduate Studentm in nonprofessional
courses during the year 1938-39, reports front State officials. visits to the graduate insti-
tutions, and opinions of persons having extended experience in dealing with graduate
instruction. Finds that agraduate instruction for Negroes is of relatively recent develop-
ment ; that seven Negro Thstitutions reported an enrollment of 976 nonprofessional gradu-
ate students during 1038-30 ; that the type and number of graduate courses in Negro
institutions are similar to those In other graduate institutions, hut with the exception of
education do not show a vital relationship to the occupations in which Negroes are engaged
that the leading occupations in which Negro graduate students hope to engage after
graduation include teaching, social work, and business ; that most of the Negro graduate
students depend upon special grants or on employment for support during the period of
graduate study. Offers suggestions for improving graduate instruction.

3355. McMahan, Mary Bond. The development of elementary education in
Tennessee with specific reference to Negro education. Master's, 1938. Cincinnati.

3356. iderriwether, Mary Olivia. Sociólogy in Negro institutions of higher
learning in the United States. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
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3357. Moon, Frederick Douglas. Accredited secondary schools for Ngi'i'-
ill Master's. 1938. Chicago. 124 p. ms.

3358. Netterville, Rebecca F. Development of honw economics for Negrov,
ill the secondary schools of Louisiana. Master's, 1939. Iowa State.

Finds that the program has grown in size and scope since the appointment of Stnt.Supervisors of Negro schools and of home economics in 1916: that 88 percent of the teacher-have had 4 years of training; and that the curriculum has been expanded to include unit.in all phases of family life for boys and girls.
339 Oglesby, Isador Boyd. A study of the high-school commercial train

ing of Negroes in Durham, North Carolina. Master's, 1939. Iowa.
3360. O'Neal, Edmund J. The rise anddevelopment of State teacher train-

ing for Negro elementary teachers in Alabama. Master's, 1939. Cincinnati. 81
p. ms.

3361. Pqrch,Itiarvin E. The Philadelphia main line Negroa social, evil_
nomic and educational survey. Doctor's, 1938. Temple. Philadelphia, 1938:
128 p.

Describes the location, and the social and economic status of a surburban area of Phi ladelphia, and the growth of the Negro population in this wealthy residential area. Show,that the Negroes settled in this area for economic reasons, many of them coming from t114South with the idea of bettering their occupational status. Discusses housing, delinqueriohealth problems. Negroes on relief, religious activities, Civilian Conservation Corps, enrollwent in school, age-grade distribution, retardation in school, intelligence. subject failure,.and high school graduation.

3362. Proctor, Moe H. Attitudes of Negroe boys on NYA work projects con-
cerning such relief and their vocdtional outlook. Master's, 1939. Smith. ( Ali
stract in: Smith college studies in social work, 10: 158-59)

Studies a random sample of 32 Negro boys employed on NYA work projects In Hamiltoncounty, Ohio, ranging in age between 18 and 24, unmarried and unemployed. &lows differences between the attitude of the more and the less educated youths in their general com-ments about the Negro youth problem, in the way they spent their time. in their readinginterests, in the home and the use of the library, and in their attitudes toward relief.
3363. Randall, Thomas H. A study to discover the development in oppor-

tunity for public secondary education for Negroes in the State of Alabama from
1927-28 to 1936-37. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

3364. Ray, Lillian Beatrice. A study of the socio-economic, intellectual, and
cultural status of Negro college students. Master's, 1939. Colorado. Abstract
in: University of Colorado studies, 26: 108-109)

Finds that the largest percentage of Negro college students are of the manual labor.professional, and farming groups, in which the annual median income is $1,136.64; thatthey are attracted to a college because of the superior quality of work offered. and forvocational and professional reasons ; that student mortality is caused by poor scholarship.discipline, and 'lack of finances ; that students from the clerical, skilled, and professionalgroups have the highest levels of scholastic aptitude, and those students from white highschools are superior to those from Negro high schools ; and that Negro students select anoccupation on the basis of belief in their ability in the field, and a desire to serve; that mostof the Negro college graduates studied are employed in teaching, medicine, and dentistry :and that Negro students prefer to read books and articles written by and about Negroes andthose which relate to wholesome personality development.
3365. Reedy, Sidhey Joseph. English composition in representative Negro

teacher-education institutions. Field study no. 2. Doctor's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll.of Ed.
3366. Reid, Ira DeAugustine. The Negro immigrant: his background, char-

acteristics, and social adjusment, 189R-1937. Doctor's, 1939. Oolumbia. New
York, Columbia universiy press, 1939. 261 p.

Discusses the approximately 150,000 Negroes legally admitted to the United !Pates bkween1899 and 1937, most of whom came from the Caribbean area ; the problems they face in
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social adjustment and in group adjuttofa.: their loyalty to the country from which they
emigrated ; the carry-over of religious. social. andtpolitical interests and affiliations. Indi-
cates that Negroes. both foreign and native, have developed an almost exaggerated interest
in higher education as an avenue of escape; that the racial amalgam represented by American
and West Indian Negroes is probably the most heterogeneous stock in the world.

3367. Robinson, William Hannibal. The socio-economic composition of the
1938 freshman class of Huntington high school. Master's, 1938. Hampton.
125 p. ms.

Studies the 74 Negro girls and 51 Negro boys who entered Huntington High School in
1938 as shown by replies to a questionnaire and marks on intelligence and achievement tests.
AnalyL-s the educational, occupational. economic, and cultural backgrounds of these stu-
dents. Finds the class a subnormal group on the basis of intelligence tests; that the par-
ents of these children had received little formal education ; that the fathers were employed
as skilled or unskilled laborers tha# the pupils wen, from extremely inferior economic
backgrounds and from low cultural surroundings.

3368. Ross, William C. The economic status of Negro teachers in Colbert
and Lauderdale counties, Alabama. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 91 p. ms.

Finds that tbe salaries of the Negro ,teachers of these counties were below the minimum
salary schedule for Alabama ; that there was no pension or retirement system for these
teachers ; and that no provision was made for them during periods of illness.

3369. Russell, Joseph D. M. Factors influencing the health of the Negro in
Columbus, Ohio. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 84 p.

Finds that the Negroes have the highest illiteracy, delinquency. and arrest rates. the largest
number of relief cases. the lowest monthly rental rates for houses. the highest death rate
from tuberculosis and the social diseases. and the smallest average number of persons per
family.

3370. Rust, L. The home and swial background of the women students at
Samuel Huston college for Negroes during 10a7,-3. Master's, 1938. Kans. St.
Coll.

Recommends that the home economics curriculum he planucd more in relation to the
hackground and needs of the students ; that it should troin for better use of leisure time :

that some training should be provided for students who earn money by working in homes;
that more instruction should be given,in relationships, personal and family finaiices.
the use of time, energy, and standards in performing various home activities. and in
leaders') i

3371. Snow, Thomas Garr. The status of Negro secondary education, public
and private, for the school year 1937-38, with historical interpretations and
critical evaluations. Master's, 1939. Mercer. 100 11. Ills.

3372. Sorrentino, Anna Blanche. A psychological study of Negro girls using
the Mathews questionnaire and Mailer's test of trustworthiness. Master's, 1938.
Columbia.

3373. Spencer, James Preston. A study to determine the development in
opportunity for Negroes in the public secondary schools of Virginia, 1927-2$,
1938-37. Master's, 1939. Michigan.

-3374. -Summers, Nancy May. Arithmetical disabilities of 184 seventh and
eighth grade Negro pupils. 31aster's. 1939. Wittenberg. 47 p. ms.

Finds that most of the pupils studied do not have adequate knowledge of the funda-
mental skills° in arithmetic.

3375. Swint, M. L. The Northern teacher in the South, 1862-1870. Doctor's,
1939. Vanderbilt. (Abstract Bulletin of Vanderbilt university, vol. 39, no.
10: 32-33)

'hues the work of the Northern teacher in the South during tbe priod of recoustrutlion
:LK& Tarpley, J. A. The nature and scope of guidance activities in the ac-

redited high schools for Negroes in North Carolina. Master's, 1939. Michigan.
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3377. Thompson, Myrtlé E. Trends in nursery school education in the
United States with special reference to the Negro schools. Master's, 1931.1

Cincinnati. 105 p. ms.
Shows the changes that have been made in nursery school education for Negro children

since 1920.

3378. To liver, Frank A. A study of the occupational, health economics, and
social status of the 253 graduates of a North Carolina Nep.0 high school.
ter's, 1939. Michigan.

1379 Van Deusen, John G. The black man in white America. Washington,
D. C., Associated publishers. MS. 338 p. (Hobart college)

Discusses race inferiority ; the Negro as a farmer, a wage earner in business and in poi it ics:
the Negro woman worker the Negro criminal ; the Negro in the public school, college.
(bunk press, and his contribution to music, literature, and creative art.

3380. Weaver, Edwina Elizabeth. Cause and effects of commitments to Okla-
honm training school for Negro girls. Master's, 1939. Kans. St. T. C., Pitts-
burg. p. ms.

Attetnpts to determine the causes of the commitments of girls to the Oklahoma Training
School for Negro Girls; to find out the effect of these commitments on the girls; and to
offer suggestions for use in the school and community which will reduce and prevent
delinquency and incorrigibility.

3381. Williams, Ophelia Clemintine. A study of the leisure activitlis of
Negro women in Oradgeburg county, _South Carolina. Master's, 1939. Penn.
State. 168 p. ms.

Studies the occupation. age. marital status. income. educational status, and lei-Aire-0ml.
activities of 240 Negro women :11 pears of age or over, in Orangeburg County. Discusses
the relationship between home demonstration and Farm security programs and leisure-tijo..
activities. Shows the need for inatruction in the use of money, in equipping homes eco-
nomically, and in beautifying the home so that leisure spent there may be more enjoyable:
that college students should be trained to assume leadership or to participate in the leistirc
time program of the county; that formal training in the use Of hAture time should begin
in the secondary school.

EXCEPTIONAL GROUPS

GIFTED

3382. Boston, M. Virginia. Some factors related to the expression of fear
in a group of average and superior children. Master's, 1939. Smith. (Ab
stract in: Smith college studies in social work, 19: 1013-107)

Studies 43 children under 9 years of lip. whose !Qs were between 94-104, or between
115-154, who were patients of ih41 Pittsburgh Child Guidance Center to determine whether
the incidence of fears and fantasies itmong superior children was greater than that among
children of average intelligence: and whether there was any indication of a relationship
between intelligence and fears and between the disturbing factors in the home and the
fears regardless of intelligence. Finds that 36 percent of the children of average ability
had (earls or fantasies as compared with 61 percent of the children of superior intelligence.
indicates a relationship betwetn superior inteiligenm and the awareness of possible danger
and the presence of fear.

3383. Cowles, Ruth Cecelia. A survey of the gaidance programs and edu-
cational procedures for the gifted in 40 elementary schools of Nassau county.
Master's, 1938. Fordham. (Abstract in Fordham university. Dissertations
accepted for higher degrees hi the Graduate school of arts and sciences, 1939: 95)

Finds that only Kt percent of the Nassau County schools report any type of work for
the gifted; that extracurricular activities and enrichment of the curriculum are the pro-
visions in these schools; that the children to whom these advantages were given developed
no undesirable personality traits. and have a feeling of responsibility for making use of
opportunities and developing their talents; that all schools reported that the gifted excelled
the average child in leadership and discipline.
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:t384. Kokes. Azils Summers. A six-year stndy I If Hint' children
entered in kindergarten and first grnflo on the iinsk ¿if nulutal nuo. NEnster1:4,

fina Purdue. 78 p.
Studies the adjustments of the children durin' their tirt year 4,1 school. Finds that

the adjustments of these children during the tirst year of school ere good both at school
and at home; that their school marks were above average for the most part ; and that
their educational achievement nil through the grades corresponded to or was above the grades
in which they were placed. Indicates Unit the educational achievement of the gifted chil-
dren MIR similar to that of their classmates. although their chronological ages were much
younger.

3385. Lewis, William Drayton. A study of superior children in the elemen-
tary .school. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for
teachers, 19-10. 164 p. (Contributions to e(1ucation, no. 266)

Studies the upper 10 percent of 47,000 elementary school children from 455 schools and
MO communities io.30 States. Finds that gifted children are characterized by desirable
personality traits to a greater degree. and by undesirable traits to a lesser degree than
average children that they are not, on the whole. superior in interest in extracurricular
activities ; that gifted girls show a grenter interest than boys in extracurricular activities;
that superinr children come from homes with a higher socio-economic rating than the
average. rind the occupational levels of the fathers are higher ; that every ocenputioltal level
and socio-economic level provides an important group of gifted children ; that superior
children are more apt to come from small families than normative children, and they are
more apt to he only children, or first or second born that children selected by the teachers
as "geniuses" are oldor than the test-selected superior children and :ire superior in person-
Ality traits, interests in extracurricular activities, and school achievement.

3386. Schrader, Beunah Vesta. A critical examination of principles and
proposals related tò the teaching of superior children. Mast ees. 1939. rob ira
( Abstract in: University of Colorado studles7213: 112)

Studies children who are intellectually sUperior fu ttrms of !wore': on tests designated
as tests of general intelligence, and children who are not only highly gifted intellectually
hut nre exceptionally talented in one or more special fields, such as music, art, or mechanic4.
Studies critically 10 plans providing for individual differences. Considers the Morrison,
the Dalton, and the Winnetka plans founded on principles most likely to benefit the superior
pupil. Analyzes especially the program of the Speyer School of New York which attempts
to provide for the particular needs of the gifted.

3387. Simmons, Rachel McKnight. A study of a group of children of ex-
ceptionally high IQ in situations partaking of-the nature of suggestion. Doctor's.
1939. T. C., Col. Univ.

Describes an experiment conducted With a group of 47 children ranging in IQ from 130
to 200, paired in sex and chronological age with a group of children ranging in from 72
to 101, to wbom a eries of tests were given to measure their suggestibility. Finds that
in all the suggestion situations, the gioup of high IQ yielded to fewer suggestions than
dld the group of low IQ. but that some individuals overlap in each situation, even though
these individuals differ widely in IQ.

33hts. Tedaldi, Madeline M. L. Methods of educhting the gifted child in the
.ecoudary school. Master's, 1939. Fordham. 120 p.

Analyzes and evaluates the literature dealing with methods of educating the gifted child
in the secondary school from 1925 through 1938. Shows the need for more careful selection
of pupils and for better understanding and application of the principles underlying indi-
vidual differences in the education of the gifted child. Indicates that little has been done
for the educating of the gifted child in the secondary school.

DELICATE

3389. Newton, Clarence Albro. A limited survey of elementary and sec-
ondary educational facilities in tuberculosis sanatoriums in t he United Stqtes to
which children are admitted. Master's, 1939. Syracuse. 171 p. ins.

Surveys the educational facilities on the elementary and secondary levels as they are
found in the sanatoriunis of the United States to which children and adults are admitted
as patients to discover the nature and extent of the administrative organization of the
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hospital schools. the nature and Pxtl'Ilt 4)f : The elemental.; and secondary
1programs, the teaching personnel. the schoil plants and their physical facilities. and ot-special facilities. Finds that half of the hospital schools are branches of a local schoolsystem ; quit public sehools finance less than n quarter of the hospital schools and approximatøly another quarter are financed Jointly ; that for the most part hospital school pupilhave about Or same schedule as the public-school pupils and the pupils are ready to enterthe same graaes AR their old classmates of prehospital days on returning home; that halfof the sanatorium schools offer adult education in classes separate from children; thatteachers in the hospital schools have worked in their present position an average of 4 years ;that more than half of these teachers hold degrees ; that nearly all of the school work forchildren is conducted in a separate building; that library service for children is found innearly all of the schools; that guidance service is emphasized at the adult level in connection with rehabilitation :.that many of the institutions provide occupational therapy forpatients in addition to the regular school work. Offers suggestions for more nearly equaliz-ing educational opportunity for these children%

3390. Teagarden, Florence M. The intelligence of diabetic children withsome case reports. Journal of applied psychology, 23 : 337-17, 1939. (Universityof Pittsburgh)

PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
3391. Cruickshank, William M. A history of Michigan. institutions for thecare of the handicapped child. Master's., 1939. Chicago. 181 p. rms.
3302. Faivre, Beatrice Marie. The psychological effect of the handicappedchild upon the family group. Master's, 193i3. Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordhamuniversity. Disiertations accepted for higher degrees in the Graduate school ofarts and scienCes, 1939: 110-11)
Finds that families are deeply influenced by either mentally or physically handicappedchildren. Shows the worie which the family case worker can _do in these cases.
3393. Gugginsberg, John. The nature of the response pf the abnormal heartto exercises of graded iutensity. &aster's, 1939. Iowa.
*3394. Hill, Mary A. Physical defects and mental abilities of school chil-dren. Master's, 1938. Kansas. 61 p. ms.
Studies the defects of he-aril:14 vision, teeth, throat, and posture in relation to IQ andschool performance of pupils of fte fourth. fifth. sixth, and seventh- grades of the JosephS. Chick School of Kansas City, Mo. Finds that posture defects are the most serious andhave the greatest effect on mental performance and school marks, followed by defects inhearing,.teeth, throat, and vision.

3395. Lorenzi, Louise Lucille. The home adjustments of 50 physically handi-capped children discharged from the Los Angeles county general hospital.Master's, 1939. Southern California.
3396. Miller, Eleanor Olmstead. Understanding the handicapped. AnnArbor, Mich., Edwards brothers, 1939. (Illinois college)
3397. O'Sullivan, Sister Mary Leonle. A study of 40 physically handicappedchildren in the boarding homes of Angel -guardian home, Brooklyn, New York.Master's, 1988. Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordham university. Dissertationsaccepted for higher degrees in the Graduate school of arts and sciences, 1938:113

Shows that boarding home care was a favorable means of meeting the needs of thesechildren.

CRIPPLED

3398. Aufranc, Gertrude. Missouri's service for crippled children with amanual for public health nurses. Master's, 1939. Peabody. 60 p. ms.
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3399. McInturff, L. Rose. A study of crippled children in East Tennessee.
Master's, 1939. Tennessee. 71 p. ms.

Studies tbe nature, extent, and distribution of defects. and school attendance of crippled
children in 33 east Tennessee counth* entered at tbe clinic for crippled children. Finds
28 types of defects. Indicates that educational leaders have little information on crippled
children and do not recognize the problem of crippling. Shows that emphasis should be
placed on maternal and infant welfare, proper nutrition. accident prevention, and tubercu
lasts and venereal disease control, early. recognition and proper care of poliomyelitis and
better social and economic conditions for the lower income groups in order to prevent
crippling; and that better educational facilities and transportation must he provided for
crippled children.

MOO. Miller, Loretta Maude. Special problems in the education of t1nirLp-
pled child (as found at the Country home of convalescent crippled children ).
Master's, 1938. Chicago. 120 p. ms.

3401. Weatherly, Mardie Lenore. Evaluation of a school programu for crip-
pled children through a follow-up study of graduates. Master's, was. Cincinnati.

BLIND AND PARTIALLY SFEING

3402. Blake, Lewis Leslie. A study 'of the resources for vocational and
avocational training now available to blind persons in Los Angeles county.
Master's, 1939. Southern California.

3408. Brown, P. A. Responses of blind and seeing adolescents to a neurotic
inventory. Journal of psychology, 7: 211-21, April 1939. (University of Pitts-
burgh)

3404. Dennis, Flavius Elias. An investigation of the mental ability, educa-
tional achievement, and neurotic tendencies of, a group of partially seeing pupils.
Master's, 1939. Colorado. (Abstract in : University of Colorado studi(s, 26: 48)

Describes an experiment in which the Henmon-Nelson test of mental ability, the New
Stanford achievement tests, and the Bernrenter personality inventory were administered
to partially seeing pupils in grades 7 to 12. Finds low achievement in comparison witb
grade norms; the highest achievement was found in language usage; strong emotional
insability. Suggests that agriculture and certain other vocational fields be substituted
for conventional academic subject matter in which visual acuity is necessary.

3405. Hudson, Roland V. A coMparison of two methods for measuring the
resolving power of the eye. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 76 p. ms.

Describes an experiment conducted with the Weiss focal variator ald the Renshaw acuity
measure to determine the comparability of these two methods for measuring visual acuity
or the resolving power of the eyes. Finds that the same pattern of responses were obtained
in the use ottititeh method; and that visual acuity cannot ht) fully accounted for due to
changes in the size of the test object, the brilliance of the illumination, or the processes of
accommodation and divergence; and that there are distinct psychological factors which
enter into the resolving power of the eye.

1'3406. Kornitzer, Henrietta Goldsmith. Sight conservation in the United
states. Master's, 1939. George Washington. 72 p. ms.

Describes the origin and development of sight-conservation classes in the United States.
present day practices, and the requirêments for carrying on an efficient sight-conversation
program. Discusses Standards of admission, methods of locating, children, *erection of
the sight-saving classroom, equipment necessary, and methods of chdticting a sight-saving
class, tbe selection o'f the sight-saving class teacher, and sighVsaving class supervision.
Shows that sight conservation in the United States was an outgrowth of the sight-saving
movement of England; that 24 States and the District ofitolumbia have sight-saving
classes; that present enrollment in sigpt-saving classes in the United States is 7,231 in 469
classes; that the average cost of educating partially sighted pupils is double that of educat-
ing normally sighted pupils; and that sight conservation Is accepted as an important part
of any modern progressive school program.

,
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3407. McHugh, Ann Georgia. Principles of instruction in sight-saving andtheir applicability in regular classrooms. Master's, 1939. Stanford.
3408. Niday, W. Raymond. Nation-wide survey of braille reading in rote and

comprehension. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 103 p.
Finds that sighted readers rebid 212 times as fast as Braille-readers.

DEAF AND HARD-OF.HEARING

3409. Beck, John Elliott. Hearing impairment in the Emporia city sehool
Master's, 1939. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 73 p. ms. 4.1110 met in : Kansas stati.
teachers college of Emporia. Studies In education, 17 : 171

Attempts to find relationship between hearing loss and IQ ;ma between bearing lossand school marks. and to analyze the cause of hearing loss studying school childrenfrom the third to tlic twelfth grade. Tries to determine ways of equalizing educationalopportunity for children with deficient hearing.

3410. Brown, J. Henry. A study of certain aspects of personality among
hard-of-hearing school cpildren in Wolf public schools in Seminole county, Oklii
homa. !%laster's, 1939. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Attempts to find differences in personality between hard-of-hearing children and childrenof normal hearing in Wolf public schools. Finds that boys with de:ficient hearing aremore submissive and more introverted than boys of normal hearing; that girls with de-ficient hearing become more introverted as they grow older ; that there is little differenc4.in emotional balance between bard:of-hehring and normal children although there is atendency for the hard-of-hearing children to be weak. in one or more personality traits
3411. Cathey, Esther. A history of the Georgia school for the deaf. Ma.",ter's, 1939. Emory. 107 p.
Gives a brief description of the preliminary steps in the education of the deaf inGeorgia, starting in 1833. Describes the building and equipment, curriculum, the students.teachers, and officers of the qeorgIn School for the Deaf, carrying the study to 1939.

Marshall. Clarence. .1. study of certain aspects of personality amonghard-of-hearing school children in 13 sctiofols of Pittsi)prg,coutity. Master's, 1939.Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Studies hard-of-hearing pupils in grades 4 to 12 of 13 schools in Pittsburg County.Okla. Finds that hard-of-hearing children are more introverted. and more submissivethan are normal children. and that these personality defects becqme more pronounced as thechild grows older ; and that there is little difference in emotional qtability between normaland hard-of-hearing children.

3413. Paula, Miriam Dorothy. An analytical study of the learing loss of100 chtldren nt the New Jersey school for the deaf. Master's. 1939. Wayne.
Finds only 4 percent of the children totally deaf; thatrapproximately 50 percent of thewhear better by bone conduction than by air conduction; that approximately 60 percenteau be aided by acou%tie training and the Use of hearing aids. Concludes that the mostforward step in the education of childPen with defective hearing should come through lb..use of acoustic devices.

SPEECH DEFECTIVE

3414. Barber, Virginia X. A. statistical study of the effect of specific,. I"distractions" on frequency of stuttering. Doctor's, 1939.. Iowa. (Abstract in:'University of Iowa. Series on aims and progress of research, no. 63)
Describes two studies of the effect of certain dtstractiong on the frequency of stuttering.Describes a study in chorus reading In which the subjects read fourteen 500-word passagesin a series of situations including variations of the factors involved; and finds a signific.ptreduction in frequency of stuttering in all of the distraction situations except in the onewhere the stutterer read nonsense syllables While the subject read meaningful material.Describes a study cif the distractions effect of various rhythms the subject read in 15 situ-ations which involved synchronizing his reading with bodily rhythms, speech rhythms.and rhythmic sensory stimulation ; and *Inds that all of the distraction situations effecteda significant reduction in frequency of stuttering.
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*3415. Bender, James Frederick. The personality structure of stuttering
with special reference to college tnalc stutterers. Doetofs, 19').9 'I', C., Col
rniv. New York, Pitman publishing corporation. 1939. 189

Attempts to determine whether or not stutterers have more disturbanm's of personality
than do nonstutterers: and whether or not stutterers fire afflicted characteristically with
cs.rtain specific pecularities of personality. Describes an experiment conducted with 249
mali college stutterers to determine whether they differed significantly as a group from a
ontrol group of nonstutter«48 on six measures of personality traits. Finds that stutterers
reveal more neurotic tendencies; tend to be more introverted and submissive; reveal less
self-confidence.; and are less sociable than nonstutterers. Indicutes that the ideal corrective
program can no lonver be conceived in toms nf photh.tic drills and breathing. xercises
alone.

3416. Colley, William Henry...? Relation of frequency to duration of mo-
ments of stuttering. Master's, 19314. Iowa.

3417. Connett, Maribel Hopper. Experimentally produced change!: in the
relative frequency of stuttering on the sound "T". Master's, 1939. Iowa.

3418. Cunningham, Charlene Gilman. The status of the speech defective
in education texts. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 45 p.

Surveys 500 education textbooks published since 1900 in the elementary and secondary
&ids to determine what the prospective teacher is told about the speech-defective child.
Finds that illy 4 percent of the textbooks dim.uss some phase of the problem presented
by speech de

3419. Hamstra, Hollis. Central and peripheral rhythms; their relation
to moments of stutter Master's, 1939. Iowa.

3420. Irwin, Herbert Sam el. Some personality characteristics of stutter-
rs. Master's, 1939. ',gout ier California.

3421. Major, Charles C. omparison of the iwrformance of speech defec-
tives and normal speakers on certain motor tests. Master's, 1939. Purdue.
33 p. ms.

Attempts to determine if there were statistkallrw significant differenCes beiween the
activity of speech-defective students registered in the Purdue University speech clinic,
and normal speakers cbosen at random from the gradupte and undergraduate bodies of
Purdue University, on certain tests of motor ability devised in the Laboratory of Applied
Psychology o( the University. Shows a difference between the' speech-defectives and the
normal group tested with these tests.

3422. Rehkopf, M. Virginia. A survey of speech cases in a child guidance
clinic. Master's, 1939. Smith. (Abstract in: Smith college stadies in social
work, 10: 120-21)

Attempts to determine for what speech pfoblems children were referred to the Pittsburgh
Child Guidance Clinic, and what treatment was being catered, by studying 167 speech-defect
cases which were closed between the organization of the center in 1931 to January 1, 1939,
-and by studying 18 cases examined by the special speech correctionist between December 1,
1938, and-March 30, 1939. rinds that In 93 percent of the eases the speech problem was
one gf the primary 'reasons for rekrral. although it every case there were behavior ,or
educational problems as well. Finn that treatnient services included regular interviews
with psychiatrist or case worker, specific stwevh drill, remedial . rending. school adjustment.
and group therapy in the workshop.

3423.4 Tanberg, ,Iderritt Clay. An exiwrimental stucly of the role of inhibi-
tion in the moment of stuttering. Mastees 1939. Iowa.

3424. White, Alice. A study of treatment and results with children with
speech defects. Master's 1E48. Smith. (Abstract in: Smith college studies attl
social work, 9: 160-61)-

, Studies 36 children, ranging in age from 4 years to 16 years, with speech defects who
had received study treatment at the Worcester hild Guidance Clinic. Indicates that
eertain personality types are amenable to certain types of treatment.
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MENTALLY RETARDED

3425. Althaus, Cleon C. Suggested changes in the training id special clas:
boys. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 88 p.

Presents a 2-year program for special class boys at work, based on a follow-up -tufly
of special class boys.

3426. Baldwin, Ruth G. An evaluation of short-contact service for parents
of feeble-minded children. Master's, 11,3S. Smith. Abstract in: Smith
lege studies in social work,' 9: 149-50)

Studies the reults of three interviews with the parents of 15 mentally retarded Chihli., n
referred to the Pittsburgh Child Guidance Center during 1936 and 1937. Concludes Ow
the interviews were beneficial to the parents arid changed their attitudes toward thi.
children.

)1 -

3427. Boone, George C. The administration of a special class program fur
the mentally retarded in the elementary school. Doctor's, 1939. New York
163 p. ms.

Discusses the problems of the special class; the intelligence and social backgrounds of
special class pupils; and the organization, status, and supervision of the special class
program. Shows that 19 of the 20 largest cities in the United States provide speciai
classes for the mektally retarded ; that special class pupils are recognized and placed at
or before they read' years of age and adjustments made at the first-grade level ; that thi
range of intelligence of special class groups in the 20 largest cities of the country is from
30 to 95, with most groups from 50 to 80; that 13 of the 20 largest cities in the Units.ii
States require special certification for teaching in special classes; and that responsibilit
for inaugurating special class education rests on those who determine the policies tit
organization.

3428. Cornelius: Susan Iola. Effort in subliormal.ehildren as shown in special
and ungraded classes. Master's, 1938. Columbia.

*3429. Coxe, Charles. A study of special education for mentally handicapped
children in third class school districts in Pennsylvania. Doctor's, 1939. Penn
State. 94 p. ms.

Studies the organization, administration. instruction, placement, and followup of special
education for the mentally, handicapped. Indicates that the organization of special classes
has not been the result of careful, intelligent, long-range planning_by the school authorities
of the districts ; that the teachers are all certified, but that there are definite lacks in
their training for this type of work; that there is need for a general testing program in
the schools to find and assign pupils to the 'special classes; that housing of special classes
hi largely a matter of chance; that educational offerings are limited to elementary know!
edges and skills; that there is a wide range of manual and vocational activities with Ho
connection between what the children do in school and what they may have to do after
they leave school; that while some of the pupils have found Jobs in homes, business, and
industry, there has been no effort made by the' schools at placement ; that there is no
follow-up service. Shows the improvemett that is being made in the organization, adminis-
tration, arid instruction in special classei as finances permit.

3430. Dabney, Patricia. Attitudes of middle-class parents toward their
feeble-minded. children. Master's, 1938. Smith. ( Abstract in: Smith college
studies in social work,' 9: 150-51)
..Studies 18 cases selectea from the closed files of tbe Institute for Juvenile Research,

Chicago. to determine the parents' ability to accept emotionally and intellectually their
child's deficiency. Shows that most of the children were referred by the schools; that
the parents' ability to accept the diagnosis was inversely related to the degree of retarda-
tion; that they accepted custodial care only as a last resort.."

3431. Dick, Anna. The attitudes of educated parents ¿o their children of
limited intellectual capacity. Master's, 1938. Smith. (Abstract in: Smith college
studies in social work, 9: 151-52)'

Studies the attitudes of 80 parents who were college graduates or professional people
toward the educational achievement and performance of their children wjth Igit of U0

,or less. Ands thai 10 parents refus4 to recognize the child's true mental capacity ; that

I
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15 parents admitted verbally that the child waN slow but did accept the clii1Fs difference
from themselves and from other children. and were. mit guided by their iculwledge of the
.nild's limitations; and that parclit recocnized flit. true state and Warmed tor
him accordingly ; that the level of tho chikis retardation produced no appre.wiable variation
in the pArents attitudes.

*3432. Escalona, Sibylle Korsch. The erfevt of Success and failure upon the
level of aspiration and behavior in manic-depressive phychoses. Master's, 1938.
Iowa. Iowa City, University of Iowa press, 1940. ( University of Iowa studies,
new series no. 380. Studies in child welfare, vol. 16. m. 3. Studies in topological
and vector psychology 1 : 197-3(Y7)-

3433. Gibby, Robert Gwyn. A clinical study of :;2 special class sehl) frically
retarded children. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 140 p.

studies the behavior problems of mentally retarded children. Concludes that scholastic
roardation is due to mental retardation. defective physical condition, conduct difficulties.
and specific school disabilities or the child: to the teaching personnel or to conditions in
the school system; and to factors in which the homp conditions play an important part.
Recommends that a clinical psychologist bo inellideit in the stnff of each school system.

3434. Hill, Iverna. A survey of reading difficulties of mentally retarded
children in Schenectady, New York. Master's. 1939. N. Y. St. roll. for Teach.
34 p. ms.

3435. Hodge, Edith. A study of what teachers of the intermediate grades in
Indiana are doing with subnormal children in buildings Where no special facilides
such as opportunity rooms are available. Master's. 1938. Indiana. 50 p. n.
(Abstract in: Indiana state teachers college. Teachers college journal, 10: 132,
July 1939)

Analyzes data on 101 replies to a questionnaire sent to 200 uf 4he lamest cities and
towns of Indiana. Indicates that case study records were not kept in the majority of cases;
that pictures, games, and visual instruction were used in most of the cases teported; that
individual instruction rather than class work was more helpful tomost af the children;
that most of the teachers gave some form isf intellienee test ; that normal children acted
118 helpers and assisted with the instruction of the subnormal children.-

3436. McEntegart, Catherine J. A plan for the mentaq slow high-school
student. Master's, .1939. Fordham. (Abstract in: Fordham university. Dis-
sertations accepted for higUer degrees in the (raduate school of arts and sciences,
1939: 98)

Describes a business and practical arts course devel4)pe4 hy the Bryant High .School for
mentally slow girls, stressing the formation of correct hahits of work. and modifying the
class work.

*3437. McGehee, illiam. A study of retarded children in the elementary
school. Doctor's, 1939. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for jeachers,
1989. 128 p. (Contribution to education, no. 246)

Analyzes the mental statvs, academic achievement. personality Interests.. social adjust-
ment, and environment bf retarded children in 415 schools in 310 communitie4 lb 36 States.
Finds that teachers designate children as being mentally retarded on the basis of scholastic
achievement and personality traits; that teachers make errors in judgment wfth respect
t4 children of superior as well as of inferior mental ability. Shims the need of criteria
other than those now used by teachers in judging whether or not a child is mentally
retarded.

3438. Rose, Barry. A stsudi- of psychotic individuals by an informal sam-
pling method. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 05 p. ms.

3439. Shallenburg, ?Lyle M. The value of rhythm in the training of the
subnormal .child. Master's, 1939. Ohio State. 197 p. lits.

Describes experiments conducted with 60 subnormal children. ages 14-10, in the Test
Junior High School, Richmond. Ind. Finds that rhythmic activities have imotliliar attraction
for subnormal children andaerve dt:finite function in training ami education.
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3440. Sisiky, Frances. Follow-up study of the sodal adjustment of a group,.
If boys who wert 1'e4ide1ts of the Oaks school for borderline defectives. Master',
193s. Swith. (Abstract in: Smith college studies in social work, 9: 158-59)

Attempts to determine whether the prognosis made by the Oaks' staff tallied with th.
boys' later adjustment and to discover what factors influenced success or failure to adjust
after release from the school. Finds that the Oaks' prognosis tallied with present adjust
mw in 16 out of the 20 cases studied; that factors related to 'favorable adjustment %%Tr*

improved home conditions and responsible jobs and hobbies.

, SOCIALLY MALADJUSTED

3141. Albert, Harriet G. Some factors related to running away among ado
11scents. Master's. 1938. Smith. (Abstract in: Smith college studies in soci:d
work. 9: 128)

Analyzes 45 case histories of adolescent children referred to the Illinois Institute tiI
Juvenile Research for i tinning away from home between 1933 and 1937. Finds that tbc
hildren came from homes in which the parents had little education and Uttle economit

security, and that in almost half of the cases the homes were broken. Indicates that most
of the children were trying to escape an unpleasant situation caused by parent-child rela
tionships, and child-sibling relationships; and that the running away from home had deep
emotional significance.

:412. Baum, Betty. Factors relating to the later adjustment of children
unimproved by child guidance. Master's, 1939. Smith. (Abstract in : Smith
college stu(lies social work, 10: 116-17)

Studies the subsequent social adjustment of 50 chiloren who mceived treatment at the
Worcester Child Guidance Clinic and who were classified as "unimproved" when the cases
uere closed. Finds that in 1939, 28 children were still considered as unimproved, 8 werc
classified as "successful," and 14 as "improved." Shows that the characteristics of the
homes as shown by their emotional tone, the parents' attitudes toward the children', andthe marital adjustment bore a relationship to changes in the child's later.djustment
concludes that the psychiatrist's prognosis was a fairly accurate forecast ofter adjust-
ment if the provisos that he inserted in his staterpents transpired (luring the interim period

3443. Belser, Thomas Arvin. .A study of relationships between ,child be-
havior and juvenile delinquency. Master's, 1938. Ala. Poly. Inst.

3441. Bevan, Eel Ray. A siudy of some personality deviationg of delinquent
and noudelinquent boys. Master's, 1939. Kansas.

3445. B9ylan, Lorne M. A history of this educational department of the
Iowa training school for boys. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

*3446. Buchen, Bayard K. A survey of untie juvenile delinquency in Corpus
Christi, 1936-38. Master's, 1939. Texas Coll. of Arts and Inds. 92 p. ms.

Analyzes data on the Anglo-American, Spanish-speaking, and Negio male juvenile delin
Iluents of Corpus Christi; presents case histories of several typical delinquents. Discuss t
police and court data Concerning delinquency in Corpus Christi. Studies school data con
cerning these delinquents and data relative to.tbose sentenced to the State Training School.
Discusses the work of sotial agencies in Corpus Christi dealing with juvenile delinquents.

3447. Burns, Beatrice M. A study of juvenile delinquency in the eounty of
Oswego, New York. Master's, 1939. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 29 p. ms.

3448. Burts, Mary Fawcett. Some factors associated with juvenile delin-
quency. Doctor's, 1938. New York. 75 p. ms.

Studies the relationships between the occurrence of delinquency and such environmental
factors as home conditions, school and other social institutions, companionship and play
life. Studies three grout»; of 500 children in Spartanburg, S. C., divided into a delinquent

...group, and two control groups of normal children. Finds that there were 307 white and
193 Negro delinquents which is a greater proportion of Negroes than there wore in the
total population of.the city ; that the delinquent children were slightly below the other #groups in intelligence; that about two-thirds of the delinquent children play with children
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of their own kind, N bertha s HOW' of the children in the normal groups playud with delin-
quents; that about oue-tbird of the delinquent chihireu had to %%tick after bc hou 1 while the
nt her children did' not have t ii work : that fe%% of the delinquent (bildren lived within reach
of a playground. whereas most of the norui:tl children engaged in sutAkrvised play ; that
the delinquents were indifferent to chtireh. school, club!, anti other social organizations
and received lower scholarship, attendanee. and deportment grades than the noormal grOupS
that broken homes were more prevalent among delinquents than among normal children.
Suggests a project to coordinate all the social agencies in an attempt to correct conditions
leading to delinquency and to emphasize character

3449. Campbell. Naomi Lorene. C;ie
Master's, 1939, Kansas.

Of Ili predelin(1uent girls.

3470). Caroline, Zelda Stearns. The childhoull peronality traits of young
persons who attempted suicide. Master's. 193S. Smith. ( Abstract in: Smith
college studies in social work, 9: 12S-30)

Studies the childhood personality traits of 7 wales Hilt] 12 females ranging in age frotm
16 to 23. who Wert adMitted t the BOA( .1 I 'syvhopat hit Hospital n result of a suicide
attempt. Finds tl la. most of these Individuals during chiblhomd utilized many mechanisms.
such as running away, playinglrnant. and hysterical attacks for denying or avoiding
reality, so that it seemed tbe suicide attempts followed in general the behavior patterns
adopted by these individuals early in life.

3431. Chornyak, John. The child i t I 410t 'i i t li i i ;IS V(411 by I psychiatrist
with scale remarks On the written "own story" method of interviewing. Pitts-
burgh, University of PittsbUrgh, 19'39.

3452. Crystal, Pearl. A histry of juvenile deli.inittenc the city If New
York, 1609-1900. Master's, 1938. Columbia.

3453. Erbe, Fred O. study of the social backgrounds of the life inmates
at Fort Madison penitentiary. Doctor's, 1939. Iowa. (Abstract. in: University
nf Iowa. Series on aims and progress of rtiseardi, no. 63)

Studies the life backgrounds of 150 lite inmates of the Iowa State Penitentiary to ascer-
tain the conditions under which they grew up. Finds that most of these mvi cawe from
a poor heritage, from homes of low economic level. received little education, had few oppor-
tunities for adjustment to the Complexities of their surroundings, received low wages due
to laek of capacity and training.,had unhappy domegtic relations, and were emotionally
unstable.

3474. Fogarty, James William. The catholic juvenile delinquent: a study
of the religious, social, and educational background of 56 Atholic male delin-
quents in Brooklyn. Master's, 1938. Fordhaw. (Abstract in: Fordham univer-
sity. Dissertations accepted for higher degrees in the Graduate school of arts
and sciences, 1939: 111-12)

Finds that the delinquent is [n41111.11113 the product of an environment in which religion
has played kale part.

3455. Friedman, Max Jay. A personality 4 t hit' juvenile delinquent
and his brother. Master's, 1939. Southern California.

3456. Gomberg, M. Robert. A et unparkon ttf helm% ior symptoms of 200
problem and nonproblem children. Doctor's, 1939. New York. 1:22 p. ms.

Studies behavior 1:yniptoms 'if 100 problem and 100 nonproblem children, Nvith 75 boys
and 25 girls in each group, at the ilehrew Stnolttoriug Guardian Si.eiety Home in Westchester
county, N. Y. Finds that the nonproblem children manifest all of the symptoms of problem
behavior, such behavior varying from that of problem children only in intensity.' Shows
that the vast majority of children presenting behavior difficulties can he adequately handled
by the parent and teacher.

3,457. Goodwin, Jeanie. Juvenile delinquency in dependent families. Blas-
ter's, 1939. Southern California.
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345s. Greyson, Rebecca Coonen. Broken homes as a causative factor iu the.
maladjustment of young girls. Master's, 1939. Southern California.

3459. Hamilton, Helen. A study of the transient hoy in Los Angeles county
Master's, 1939. Southern California.

3460. Hamilton. Maurine M. Parochial versus public-school training among
delinquent Catholic children. Master's, 1939. Creighton. 97 p. ms.

Attempts to evaluate the parochial school training for Catholic children by comparing
the number of delinquent Catholic children attending parochial school with the delinquent
Cathidir children attending public schools. using 225 Catholie children as subjects. Find-
that only 30 percent of these children itt end parochial schools. Indicates that the paroctna
schools are training children satisfact ly. and that few of the pupHs nppor in th.
juvenile court.

3461. Hostetler, Melwood D. Delinquency in the junifir high schools of
Massillon, Ohio. A1aster's,`1939. Ohio State. 186 p.

Presents case studies of 25 delinquents in three junior high schools. Finds that 11 cases
were mentally defective, 17 were physically defective. 24 were irregular in school attend-
ance. nearly all were mentally unstable. most of them showed anti-social attitudes, all

C. had irregular and poor work habits, and 14 showed a tendency toward delinquency in early
childhood. Indicates that many teachers are harsh and unsympathetic toward delinquentthildren: that the curriculum needs to be revised with more stress placed on guidance and
Ocational training; that greater cooperation is needed between the homes, schools, and

community enterprises; that teachers need to be trained to recognize individual difference,.;
and that the child should he taught to live with- himself as well as with other people.

3462. Howe, Elizabeth. Runaway girls in New York : a study of cases known
to the Girls' service league. Master's, 1938. Smith. (Abstract in: Smith col-.lege stu(lies in social work, 9: 130)

Studies the causative factors in the running away of 31 girls between the ages of 14and 21 who were clients sof the Odds' Service League, and whose cases had been closed
between 1934 and 107, Finds that the girls were a normal group, above the averag-in physical appearance and average in intelligence. Shows that the services of the agency
included case work, psychiatric examination and treatment, psychological tests, physical
examinations. vocational guidauce. shelter, and recreational services. Indicates that 4 of
the girls were making a good adjustment, that the adjustment was extremely poor in 4ases. and that the situations of the remaining girls had improved and they seemed 141
have a better understanding of their problems.

*3463. Jacobi, John E. Statistical-sociological study of juvenile delinquency
in Manhattan. Doctor's, 1932. New York. 230 p. ms.

3464. Jarrell, Temple R. A studY of juvenile delinquency, automobile street
'accidents and.recreational facilities in the central area of the District of Columbia.
)4aster's, 1939. Maryland. 104 p. ms.
\Implies n relationship between lack of recreational facilities, delinquency, and accidents.

alitough such factors as race and standard of living appear to be more significant. Recommeds additional playgrounds, clubs for children, and more extensive use of existing
tacilktielV

*34\a4 Jasspon, Ethel Reed. Case study of nine truants in a public school.
Masteiss, 1930. New York. 2 vols.

3466. +Tenney, Frances D. Factors affecting child guidance treatment and
later adjastments of truants. Master's, 1939. Smith. (Abstract in: Smith col-
lege studies in social work, 10: 120)

Studies the problems, treatment in the Worcester Child Guidance Clinic, and lateradjustment of O girls and 29 buys ranging in age from 4 to 17. Finds that the types oftruancy or of other problems bore no relation to outcome of meal.
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3-167. Joelson, Miriam. Adobtsctintst who atteniptcd suici1146. a sillily 4)f their
personalityktnd home environment. Master's, 103S. Smith i Abst rnet :in Smit h
college studies in social work, 9 : 139-32 )

Examines the home background. personality. and apparent meaning if the suicide at
tempt of the 12 adolescents who were referred to the Illinois Institute for Juvenile Research
during the years 1930-1937 for attempting suichle. Finds that all of the home situation,.
wore sufficiently unhappy to provide rational. external motives for the suicide attempt ; that
mixed elemental of escape and hostility were found in all the cas4.

3468. Jones, William Bunyan. The treatment of Juvenile offenders in Ten-
nessee: a study in integration. Doctor's, 1939. Vanderbilt. i Abstract i.n:
Bulletin of Vanderbilt university, vol. 39, no. 10: 20-21)

3489. London, Riva E. The attitudes of Jewish aitd Italian parents toward
the behavior problems of their children. Master's, 1938. Smith. (Abstract in:
Smith college studies in social work, 9: 146-48)

Compares 34 Italian children and 28 Jewish children referred to the Providence Child
Guidance Clinic between January 1935 and June 1938 because of mental retardation, delin-
quency. truancy, behavior outside of the home and because of personality and family rela-
tionships. Studies the attitudes'of t he Jewish and Italian parents toward these problems.

3470. Lunden, W. .A. Juvenile delinquency in the United States. Pittsburgh,
University of Pittsburgh, 1939.

3471. . The treatment of juvenile delinquents in Sweden. Pittsburgh,
University of Pittsburgh, 1939.

*3472. McCullough, J. Clair. The interrelationship between characteristics
of delinquent youth and types of delinquency. Doctor's, 1930. New York.
140 p. ms.

Analyzes the status and relationships between various lending characteristh s in the
social, educational, and personal backgrounds, experiences, and attitudes of delinquent
youth to determine how they may be related to types of delinquency. by using the records
of.1,200 young men who were committed to a reformatory of the industrial school type
during the period from July 1934 to March 1936. Associates various social and personal
characteristics with special types of delinquency.

3473. McKivergan, Vincent Andrew. A study of 190 case; of juvenile delin-
quency with emphattis on causative factors. Master's, 1939. Brown. 47 p. ms.

*3474. Martin, Robert E. Relations of juvenile delinquency in areas with
and without playgrounds. Master's, 1930. New York. 50 p. ms.

Studies the types, extent, and the relationship of juvenile delinquency in certain areas
of New York City with and without playgrounds from 1930 to 1938. Indicates not the mere
presence of a playground has no close bearing on the amount, types, and fluctuation of
juvenile delinquency in Rill immediate neighborhood. .

3475. Milne, David pencer. Facto/es conditioning success or failute of 839
boys paroled from tlit Whittier state school. Master's, 1930. Southern Call-

s&mail.

*3476. hiolleS Caroline. Problem children their behaviortitliculties in rela-
tion to their mental status and their health habits and practices at school and at
home. Master's, 1929. New York. 55 p. ms.

3477. Noffsinger, Doris A. A study of the recreational habits and recrea-
tional needs of 100 delinquent girls committed to the Industrial schools for girls
Lancaster, Massachusetts. Master's, 1939. Boston Univ. 05 p. ms.

3478. Paris, Agnes R. The young delinquent. Master's, 1939. T. C., Col.
Univ. 42 p. ms.

Studies 37 girls committed at tbe age of 10 or younger to the State Training School for
Girls at Middletown, Conn., to determine their reactions to life and training in the institu-
tion and their success *or failure when paroled. Shows that there is little chance of ulti-
mate successful adjustment of the very youog delinquent girl wbo has been subjected to
degrading experiences *hen 8 to 10 years of age.

e
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t3479. Schroeder, Clarence W. Delinquency in Peoria : a study of juvenill.
kibatior problem cases in an urban area, Peoria, Illinois. Peoria, Ill., Bradle
polytechnic institutefit39. 91 p.

Presents a WPA study of the social, economic, and environmental causes of juvenilo
delinquency in the census areas of Peoria.

34SO. Snyder, Lillian. Some factors associated with the variation in the
present social adjusetment of 30 boys who had been delinquents. Master's, 19:19.
Smith. (Abstract in: Smith college studies in social work, 10: 123)

Studies the present adjustment of 30 boys from a high delinquency area to detenuiliu
factors associated with the present social adjustment. Finds that both parents of
three-fourths of the boys had bN-,n horn in a foreign country; that at the time the boys
were sent to the Illinois Institute for Juvenile Research all but 4 of the boys were from
families with marginal incomes or were dependent ; that two-thirds of the boys were below
normal in intelligence, were incorrectly placed in school, and disliked school; that anof them needed medical attention ; and that they were highly suggestible in their be-
havior patterns. Shows that 11 of the boys were making if good social adjustment at the
time of the follow-up study, and had slightly more education than the rest of the group;
that all of them had jobs which seemed to increase their self-esteem; and that according
to their mothers their behavior dopended on whether or not they had jobs; that 6 were
classificd as making a fair adjustment, and 13 as being poorly adjusted, none of whom hall
a job and tended to be moody and dissatisfied.

34s1. Stevens, John Ashland. Juvenile delinquency, some treatment methods
and agencies, especially the Y. M. C. A. M:istves,1939. Boston Univ. 154 p. ms.

3482. Templeman, Margaret Louise. Some implications of the results of
child guidance work with juvenile delinquents. Master's, 193S. Smith. (Ab-
stract in: Smith college studies ln social work, 9: 15940)

Attempts to determine the type of delinquents most amenable to treatment in *a child
guidance clink by studying the case records Of 25 eases referred to the Guidance Institute
of Reading, Pa., over an 18-month period. Indicates that factors influencifig results of
treatment were the extent and depth of personality deviations, family relationships, social
pathology, and the length of time the delialimnt pattern had been established.

34S3. Thomas, Leona M. An analysis of mobile and perseverative tendencies
in juvenile delinquency. Master's, 19:19. Ohio State. 30 p. ins.

Studies the mobile tendencies of 125 families with respect to delinquency areas and to
the extent to which delinquency tends to run through families. Finds that families of
delinquents tend to move into and within delinquency areas as often as they move outside;
that families of deltnquents tend tO Move into the same type of neighborhood as that in
which they lived initially ; that delinquency tends to run in families; that more than half
of the families had more than one delinquent child; that the extent of delinquency varies
with the size of the family, with large tamilies and families of two children having a
greater proportion of delinquents than do families of three, four, or five children.

3484. Tolson, Andrew. The handling of problem cases in Tucson senior high
school. Master's, 1939. Arizona. 71 p. ms.

3485. Walsworth, Barrier May. Comparison of the emotional stability of
delinquent and non-delinquent girls. Master's, 1930. Peabody. 71 p. ms.

Compares the emotional reactions aa the two groups as measured by Pressey X-0 test,
B. P. C. personal inventory, Rogers test of emotional adjustment, Bernrenter personality
i -y, Mailer personality sketches, Horseback ink blot test, using as subjects 47 reform
ti . girls and 50 high-school girls. Indicates that it is inadvisable to use any single
Air

measure as a basis of diagnosing emotional stability.

3486. Wose, Carolyn E. The later social adjustment of 11 choreic children.
Master's, 1938. Smith. (Abstract in: Smith college studies in social work,
9: 162-63)

Presents a follow-up study of the later social adjustment of a group of 11 children
diagnosed as having Sydenham's chorea who were originally referred to the Illinois Iditi-
tute for Juvenile Research for study and treatment. Finds that after treatment 4 children
were well adjusted, 5 were less satisfactorily adjusted, and 2 were definitely maladjusted.
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344 RESEARCH STONES IN EDUCATION

11498. Hanley, Edna Ruth. Copege and university library buildings. Chi
cago, American library associatioli, 1939. 152 p. (Agnes Scott college)

Gives floor and section plans or eleVation drawings of 42 college and university library
, buildings, including good and bad features vf buildings; and includes a description of smile11. essentials in college library planning,

3499. Hensleigh, Albert D. A study of school libraries in selected Iowa
t.chool districts. Master's, 1939. Iowa.

*3500. Hirsestein, Bertha T. A sociological study of a public library in an
interstitial area. Doctor's, 193:t. New York. 22.1 p. ms.

3501.. Hulbert, James Alexander. A survey of the services of the Atlanta
university library. Master's, 193S. Columbia.

3502. Johnson, B. Lamar. Vitalizing a college library. Chicago, American
library association, 1939. 122 p. (Stephens college)

Tells the storw of the development of a new library program at Stephens College. Shims
the relationship between the library and instruction. Discusses instruction in the use
of books. reading for pleasure in dormitory and personal libraries: broad concepts of librar
materials and the uses made of pictures. music, visual education; the administration of
the library; and the keeping of re(ords. Shows that the Stephens College library adapted
its library service to student needs.

3503. Mannoni, Ruth Adair. A program for the improvement of the Wallace
high-school library, Wallace, Kansas. Master's, 1939. Kans. St. T. C., Pitts.
burg. 86 p. ms.

Gives a report of the program carried out during the school year 1938-39. Attempt,
to show what can be done to bring a library into systematic order and usefulness hv
someone with a minimum of library experience.

3504. Muhleman, George W. The departmental library. School science and
matheinatics, 39: 954-86, December 1939. (Hamlin( university)

Shows the need for a departmental library to provide adequate reading during the 4
years of undergrAluate study in chemistry.

3505. Norton, Bessie Amanda. The development of the library in the sec-
ondary schools of Florida. Master's, 1938. Florida.

3506. Rowe, Wilbur D. The devtAopment Of the Oregon state library and
its contributions to the public schools. Master's, 1939. Oregon.

3507. Scott, Lelah. Significant (iactors in the selection of reading materials
for a children's library. Master's, 038. East Texas St: T. C. 80 p. ms. Abstrml
in : Bulletin of the East Texas state teachers college, vol. 22, no. 4 50-52)

Studies the qualifications for an efficient librarian. Sets up criteria for evaluating reading materials. Discusses means of obtaining necessary funds and equipment. and the
utilintion of available aids in selecting books for a school library.

3508. Stoneham, Frances Mildred. History of the county library movement
in Texas. Nlaster's, 1939. Sam Houston St. fr. C. 118 p.

3509. Storie, Catharine Penniman. What contribution did the American col-
lege society library make to the college library? A supplementary chapter in the
history of the American college library. Ilaster's, 1938. Columbia.

3510. Stribley, Vernon. A study of tl* relationship between library facilities
and vocabulary reading in the rural scliools of LOuisa county. Master's, 1939.
Iowa.

3511. Tinklepaugl, Doris Kellogg. School libraries in New York state ; their..
history of the American college library. Master's, 1938. Columbia.

.
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3:")1'2. Walker. George Arlington. An f.\;1111;itifill rural 1111)Iii. library
,ervice in'Ohio. Master's. 1939. Akron. 72 p. ms.

3513. Westerfield, Marguerite Smith. .tlidy (4° 1In 4.1.04t . of the Ken-
tucky library commission. Master's, 1938. nneinaati.

3514. 'White, Carl M. Is the relat hn f th, ,...11,4e library I., the college
program that of implement or adjunct? Educational revord, 20: (;0---77, January
1939. (University of North Oarolinal

3515. . Trends in eollege and university library statistics, 1935-3S.
American library association bulletin, 33 : 2, February 1939. (University of North
(arolina)

et-3516. Wright, L. Mary Belle. A survey of the wading materials in the homes
f)f fourth-, fifth-. and sixth-grade pupils of Jackson school. mo.teres, 19:K rill-
cinnati.

BOOKS AND PERIODICALS 6

3517. Andrews, James Gordon. An :analysis of educational articles in non-
professional publications. Master's, 1938. Cincinnati.

37)1s. Baker, Frances Neally. the ntIrmal school libraries
in New York state. Master's, 1938. Columbia.

3519. Bentley, Phyllis Dyson.. The book reviewing adequacy Of certain
chemical journals for college library book selection. Master's, 1938. Columbia.

3520. Cain, Genevieve Shepart. Sociological mat pri:11 Mimi in five current
magazines. Master's, 1939. Kansas.

3521. Capuzzi, Renelda. Children's books as a medium for dev.bloping
Oable attitudes toward world friendliness. 111J1ter's, 1939. Iowa.

352'2. Chargin, Madeleine Violet. History of the hornbook and its use in
America. Master's, 1939. Stanford.

3523. Chase, Virginia. The World war and children's books; a study of a
selected group of books published 1902-1930. Master's, 1938. Columbia.

3524. Chou, Si8ter Mary Adolph. The Chinese translation of The highway
to heaven series. _Master's, 1939. Marquette. 1:16 p. ms.

3525. Clark, Hester Kathryn. Magazines available in vocational homemak-
ing departments of Nebraska and the use made of them. Master's, 1939. Ne-
braska. 80 p.

Analyzes data obtained from 59 of the 65 schools offering vocational homemaking pro-
grams. Finds that the most general practice in securing magazines uam for schools to
subscribe for them by the year ; that in more that, SO percent of the schools, no deflaide
amount of money was allowed for the purchase of magazines in the homemaking department ;
that pupils took magazines home from school In more than 95 percent of the schools; that
it was a common practice for other high-school departments to borrow magazines trom the
homemaking department ; that the department enrollment for homemaking seems to have
no bearing on the number of magazines taken for use in the work; and that there is a direct
relationship between the size of the town and the number of magazines available in the
public library:

3526. Collins, Beatrice Alice. The historical significance of Robinson Crtt8W,
as an influence in the desert Island pattern it"' children's literature, 1719-1937.
Master's, 1939. Wayne.

Represents a type of critical writing that is greatly needed in Ow field of childret's
literature.
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3.142. McLaughlin, Madge. The selectitm of anthropology
undergraduate liberal arts college. laster's. 1938. Columbia,

3543. Pfessly, William Laurens. An analysis of the artiele relating to sci
cute in 66 consecutive issues of the Rutiderx* digcmt, July 1933- December 193s.
Master's, 1939. Ala. Poly. Inst.

:i544. Rademacher, Eva Nelson. A tudy and evaluat ion of aut hiirit a t book
list of children's literature. Master's, 1939. Stanford.

3-15. Roe, Ida A A ,tudy uf iS won-known peri( )dirals olid iti evaluation of
their uses in the teaching of tliterature. Master's, 1939. Ohio Stale. 211 p.

Finds i ha t contemporary zi lies'. rye a niii i Ten . piaia4.1. in t he 1011ttla I')
program.

Sampson, 'Chester J. An investigation of the scientific vocabulary ap-
pearing in thy Scout Handbook f'n boys. Master's, 1939. lichigan,

3,541. Silvers, Josephine Lois. A study of the science collections in the State
teachers college libraries of Nebraska. 1Iaster's, 194N. Columbia.

hooks for the

:LAS. Stewart, PatLicia Luckey. An inquiry into the %aloes of certain rofer
ence materials foie the library i f a teacher-training institution. 1;Nter's,
Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.

3549. Strickland, Harold Silas. A sf wee hook for high-schmI science Wadi-
ers in the field of chemurgical development. Master's, 193S. Ala. Poly. Inst.

3550 Van Ornum, Alden Earle. An investigation of the scientific vocabulary
Dppearing in scientific articles of Seicnee ni ii letter. Master's, 1939. fichiglin.

35t1. White. William C. An investigation of the technical vocabulary of a
scirnee magazine. Master's, 1939' Michigan.

Whiteman, A. ttepresentative New York iii)vels of the depressitm,
1932 -36, with the extent olf their valne for :4011 /( 1 USe. 1939.
rol. Univ. 57 p.

Finds several of them suited for school

3553. ulfing, Gretchen. Technique or the of children's encyclo-
pedias. Master's, 1939. Stanford.

READING INTERESTS

3554. Blish, Isabel Steele. .1 study of the reading interests of deaf children
as compared with those of hearing children. MasteCs, 1938. Smith. 78 p. ms.

compares the reading interests of a group of 128 deaf children with those of hearitnz
children, as found' in sevpral scientific studies of the author and carefully prepared book
lists of recognized merit. Finds that (nlichildren read fewth. books than hearing children
of the same chronological age; that deaf girls read more than deaf boys at every age level:
that the books enjoyed are far below.the chronological age levels of the subjects. both In
the age level of their popularity with normal children and in their degree of difficulty ; that
the reason given for not liking a hook was almost invariably its difficulty ; and that
reading retardation aN indicated by the books read and .snjoyed increased quite.ronsistentlY
with chronological age and educational retardation.

3555. Davis, Jessie Emory. The effect of home environment on the reading
interests, reading abilities, and oral expression of first-grade children. Master's,
1938. T. C., Col. Univ. 84 p. ms.

Studies case histories of 150 first-grade children over a iwrlod of 4 years showing the
effect of home and school on children's rending. Finds that children's reading interests
and abilities are influenced by home environment : their 0r41 expression reflects the home
envIronment; the average (4111(1 in school today is not exposed to good reading material
in the home as the reading tastes of the parents are low ; eldhiren spend more time listening
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Os the radio thau reading ; the average parent does not know the reacting interests orchildren ; percent oft the children went to the moving pictures onco a week ; parents arpnot willing to spend money on good books for small children : and the richer the bowlnvironnient the more varied ar0 the reading interests of first-grade children.

3550. Hatfield, Hamilton. A study of the reading hatlits of Greeley publiclibrary patrons. Master's, 1939. Colo. St. Coll. of Ed.
3357. Jeske, Walter Herman. Incidence of reading interests of shop boys.Master's, 1939. Wayne.
Surveys the reading interests of 1,000 shop boys. and' offers recommendations for stimolilting instruction in connection with their reading interests.
368. Keller, Lester E. Free rending of junior high school pupils during :Isingle year. Master's. 1939. Iowa.\ 3769. Xennedy, Cheter Barrett. Children of a town that does not read.Master's, 1939. Stanforl.

LaBrant, Lou L. and Heller, Frieda M. An evaluation of free readinggrades 7 to 12. inclusive, the Ohio State university school. Columbus, Ohl()state university, 1939. 158 p. (Ohio state university studies. Graduate schoolContributions in e(lucation, no. 4)
Indicaten that the consistently growing attention 8h4iwn by these adolescents to seriousreading as shown by their tendency to substitute poetry. drama, and books of prose discussionfor narrative, their lack of hero worship as evidenced by growing attention to drama. andtheir persistent interest in the present rather than in romantic eras, suggests that a dynamicschool program. operating through a free reading experience may produce thinking markedly.in advance oi the passive acciTtance charucteristic of many adolescents.
3:61. Maher, Sistcr M. Gerard. A survey of the reading interests of tlwninth- and tenth-grade pupils in four small high schools. Master's?, 1939. Ind.St. 'T. C. 9g p. nu. (Abstract in: Indiana state teachers college. Teachers col-lege. journal, 10 : 141-42, July 1939)
Surveys the,reading ability and reading interests of 198 ninth- and tenth-grade pupilsof four small high schools in northern Indiana, and compares the results of the surveys withthe home environments, teacher ratings, and IQH of the same group. Shows a significantrelatiorfihip between the silent reading comprehepaion ability and general literature informa-tion alAlity ; 1 low relationship between the pupil's ability to appraise hk own readingdifficulties and his actual rending difficulties; a low relationship between the nverage numberof fictihn and nonfiction books read and the scores made on the New York English surveyliterature information.; a high relationship between the number of books read andmagazines read each month and scores made in the silent reading comprehension andgeneral literature information; that high-scoring pupils, came from homes in which theaverage number of children was a.s; that there was little difference between thesaveragenumber and kinds of bolts read by children living in the city and those living iin thecountry; and that in nearly every instance the high-scoring bóy and girl in each grade ineach school came from a home above the average in educational attainment for the parents.3562. Monahan, Frances. Reading interests of early adolescents in the paro-chial schools of the City of Omaha. Master's, 1939., Creighton. 77 p. ms.Finds the early adolescents interested in mystery stories, western stories, and blographr-3763. Munger, Elizabeth X. Preferences for various newspaper comic stripsas related to age and sex differences in school children. Master's, 1939. OhioState. 102 p. ms.

Finds decided sex differences in the preferences of boys and girls in comic strips, withthe children preferring adventure and romance and adults preferring more philosophicalcomic strips.

3564. Schreiber, Sixter M. Godfrey. Study of tho reading interests of Catho-li(' children in grades three to .eight. Master's. 1939. Notre Dame. 31) p.
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Schwartz, si.q g- Mary Irene. IZe:t I ing interests :Ind nistIlical 41f cri,nl-ing interPst in rending in the seventh grades. 1:ister's, 19:0 N1)1 v..

Dame. fil p.

351;6. Wentz, Beulah E. Rending interests of seventh-grade children. Alas-
t(sr's, 1939. Iowa.

*351;7. Williams, Alice. Children's choices in science books: a study to I i s-
el aver some elenpents of a book in the field of science that appeal to children.
Doctor's, 1939. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college, 0)111110)i:a univer-sity, 1939. 163 p. (Child development monographs. Alotiograph. 1w. :271

Analyzes the circulation of science books ili nine different chijdren's libraries. and theuse made of the most popular of the books; observes the behavior of children 'when freeto use as they wished books cif their own choosing from a select group of :35 different books.iepresenting each of the fields of lcience and each type of book discovered in the firstpart of the study. observing 96 fifth- and sixth-grade ckildren in groups of 15 to :20 twicea week for a period of 9 weeks; interviews with each of the 96 children whose overtbehavior. had -buon observed, in.an attempt to find those characteristics of the hooks thatapkaled- to each child. Studies the reactions of adults to these 35 books which tlieyrated as they thought children would like them,. and. as they themselves liked t he books.Studies' published book reviews of these 35 books. Finds similarity in the circulationof the books in two or more libraries; that children like hooks that approach the subjectdirectly; that the text of a book is more important than the format to a child readerthat children prefor colored and photographic illustrations Ito other types; tlwt therewere no sex differences in preference for books ; that adults Judge a trook for cbildr(:nby the format, the number of illustrations, and the presence or absence of a narrative.all .of which factors are secondary in importance to children ; and that prof.ess.onareviewers give molie attention in their articles to the content of a book, but frequently failto mention those factors in a book to ivhich these children responded.
3368. Wills, Howard Boise. Factors which condition reading interests ofstudents of Watertown, Wisconsin, senior high school. Master's, 193s. Minne-sota. 1,41 p. ms.

3569. Zeller, Dale. The relative importance of factors of interest in readingmaterials for junior high school pupils. Doctor's, 1939. T. C., Col, Univ.
Analyzes replies of 2052, girls and 1,995 boys ifrom grades 7, 8, and 9 in 9 junior highschools, to a check list of 48 books. Finds wide differences and only slight similaritiesbetween the sexes in reading interest of .junior high school boys and girls. Indicates thatall reading lists for junior high whool boys and girls should include boys' books and gIrls'hooks; that factors of reading interest that attract and repel an adolescent indicate therestricted range and quality of experience that characterizes him; that his re8ponsegto actions, materials, and settings in which these experiences take place are conditionedby the experience he has had.
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2070; Barbour county, 2605; Bibb
county, 2612 ; Birmingham, 854, 1783:
Blount county, 560; Camp Hill, 1870 ;

Chambers county, 1882; Cleburne
county,- 2332 ; Coffee county, 1856;
Colbert county, 3368; Conecuh county,
35; eovington county, 2605 ; Dale
covty, 2605 ; Elmore county, 2883,
.29R ; Fayette county, 2533 ; Florence,
176 ; Franklin county, 2832; Frisco
City, 1484 ; Fyffe, 2244 ; Geneva
county, 2605 ; Green county, 2612;
Hale coinity, 2612; Jefferson county,

_2486, 2893; Lamar county, 698, 1849,
1859, 242, 3094 ; Lauderdale county,
3308; itatshali -county, 1857 ; Mobile,
2186; Montevallo, 1952; Montgomery
empty, 2787 ; Mt. Hope, 1853; New
Bratkton, 1187; Pickens county, 1859;
St. glair county,* 6754 2526 ; Talladega
ounty; 1194, 2226; Tállnpópag county,
1838 ; *caloosa 20748* tiscaloosa
county, 1/359:- 2887 ; Tusiegee, 178;
Weogiltka, : 1848 ; Winston county,
2542.
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Alaska, educat ion, Fairbanks, 241 ;

Matanuska valley, 190.
Alcott, Bronson, 311.
Alfred the Great. 2003.
Algebra, 524, 553, 1023-1046. See also

Textbooks.
American legion, 2645.
American Sanioa, education, 1866.
American students in Paris, 2361.
Answer sheets, 1001.
Ant4ropometry, 593, 595, 604,
Anthropology, 3542.
Appointment of teachers. See Teachers

-appointment and tenure.
Apprentice teaching. S e e

teaching.
Apprentices, 1763, 1766, 1808.
Aquinas, St. Thomas, 321.

Practice

Archery, 1576.
Arithmetic, 779, 806, 979-1022, 3374.

See also Educational medsurements
tests and scales. Textbooks.

Arizona, education, 513, 1184, 1577, 1923,
-2533, 2585, 2587, 2610, 2703-2704, 2760,
2776, 2855, 3123, 3245; Coconino
county, 97 ; Jerome, 2040; Maricopa
county, 1481, 2100; Pinali county,
2739; Tucson, 1864, 3484 ; Yawapai
county, 2763; Yuma county, 2741.

Arkansas, education, 202, 232, 2743,
2902; Conway, 88.

Arnold, Matthew, 314, 900.
Art-Appreciation and interpretation,

1377-1378, 1380, 1388.
Art education, 886, 1562-4388.
Articulation (educational) , 1024, 1462,

2308, 2962.
Arts and crafts, 277.
Asilemblies, 1401, 2109, 2144, 2252, 2652

2667, 3-060.
Assembly work, 1764.
Assignment-study-report method, 1219.
Assignments, lesson; 1011, 1413, 1672,

t1763, 2151.
Associations, athletic. S e e Athletic

associations.
Associations, educational, 8, 17, 24, 92,

129, 186, 201, 218. See *also Parent-
teacher associations.

Astronomy, 1092.
Athearn, Walter Scott, 840.
Athletes, 595, 1581, 1008146041 2544.

Athletic associations. 234, 1460, 1592,
2722.

Athletic costumes. St.(' Gymnasium
suits.

15.;3-161.7. 2667, 2727, 2725
Athletics, interscholastic, 1571-1752,

1588, 1601, 2725, 2746.
Athletics, intramural, 1462, 1559-1560,

1576-1577, 1583, 1598-1599. 16 19-1610.
Attendance and child accounting. 2042,

2083, 2146, 2494, 2067, 2678, 2686,
2713, 2726. 2754, 2774, 2805, 2818.
2823, 2833, 2858, 28.)6, 2926-2942.
3117, 331)9.

Attendance officers, 2633, 2926, 2937.
Attitudes, 3, 171, 173. 206-207, 231, 233,

361. 365, 375, 414, 4421, 509-510, 526
560, 900, 902, 908, 1075, 1249, 1290
1473, 1636, 1S33. 1847, 1893, 1942
1989, 2025, 2095-2096, 2099, 2114
2142, 2171, 2189, 2193, 2219, 2291
2323, 2471-2173, 2496, 2499, 2525,
2543, 2552, 2596, 2676, T257, 3263,
3268, 3270. 3289, 3291, 3293, 3297,
3362, 3426, 3430-3431, 3469, 3521.

Audiometer, 7=.
Auditoriums, 3248.
Authorfty, 3299.
Automobile industry, 1762.
Automobile mechanics, 1777.
Aviation. Sec Aeronautic education.
Avocations. Ree Hobbies.
Awards. See Rewards and prizes.

Bach, Johann Sebastian, 1285.
Backward children. Sec Mentally re-

tarded.
Badminton, 1576, 1587.

Bands, school, 1279, 1281, 1298, 1300,
1309, 1319-1320, 1327, 1340, 1348-1349,
2652.

Banks, school, 144&
Baptist Church, education, 21)8, 2325.
Barat, Rt. Madeleine Sophie, 331.
Barbers, 1771.
Barnard, Henry, 341.
Baseball, 1614
Basketball, 598, 1557, 1563, 1565-1566,

1580, 1595, 1507, 1608.
01
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.
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Beauticians, 622.
Beauty culture, 1771.

Beers, Henry Augustin, 158.
Behavior, 436, 446, 454, 461, 472,

518, 714, 1504, 1516, 1934, 202.1, 2033.

2036, 2054, 205T, 2074, 2077, 2079,

2095, 2102, 2473, 2627, 3432, 3443,

3456, 3469, 3476, 3479-3480.
Bentipm, Jeremy, 329.

Benzidine, 498.
Bible, 1693, 2019.
Bibliographies, 434, 1149, 1763, 23S0,

3046.
Bilingualism, 732, 769, 863, 870, 931,

1004, 1221, 1367, 1965, 2040, 3072.

3114, 3212, 3302, 3306, 3308, 3313.

Biography, 893, 1223, 3127, 3138. See

also Educational biography.
Biological survey, 237.
Biology, 405, 1058, 1100-1133, 1158, 2597.

Sec also Textbooks.
Birthrate, 205.
Blackboards, 990, 3229.
Blanchterd, Frank Nelson, 156.

Blind-printing and writing systems,
3408.

Blind and partially- seeing, 1306, 2685,
2704, 3402-4408, 3394.

Blocks, 2028.
Blueprints, 1809.
Boarding homes, 3397.

Boarding schools. Sec Private schools.
Boards ahd foundations. See Educa-

tional boards and foundations.
Boards of education. 175, 686, 2575,

2580, 2625, 2629, 2643, 2653, 2655, 2662-

2863, 2665-2666, 2671-2672, 2675-2676,

2686, 2703, 2705, 2712, 2789, 2795, 2802,

2823.
Body mechanics. See Posture.
Bonds school, 2782, 2807.
Bookkeeping, 561, 1650-1651,

1720 1726, 1729, 3161.
Book lists, 3544, Star...°
Book selection, 1220, 8174,

i507 3519, 8542.
Books and periodicals, 1041,

3517-45.53.
Bosanquet, rnard, 834.
Boxing, 1589
Boy scouts of

8067.
Boys'.elubst

1673, 1709,

3203, 3494,

1375, 1440

erica, 237, 3028, 3041,

389

Braille system. See Blind-printing and
writing systems.

Brazil, education, 1993.

Briggs, Thomas Henry. 160.

British Columbia, education. 267.
Brownies, 3052.
Browning, Robert, 900.
Budgets. school, 2717, 2740, 970), 2788,

2795, 2808, 2814.
Bugenhagen, Johann, 6.

Bulletin boards, 1202.

Burger, Edward, 159.
Burma, education, 259.
Buses, school. Sue Tra nsportatkm.
Business depression. 135, 2740. 2748,

2874, 3267.
Business education. See Commercial

education.
Business letters. See Letter writing.
Business management, 1714.

Cadet teachers. Sec Practice teaching.
Cadets. See Military training.
Cafeterias, 3220, 3238.
Calculus, 946, 971.
California, education, 101, 177. 232, 1306.

1406, 1419, 1519, 1873, 1957, 2424, 2590,
2663, 2693, 2743, 2766, 3234 ; Béverly
Hills, 2178; Eureka, 2163 ; Fresno
2425: Glendale, 2929; Iiumboldt
county, 2876, 3041; Long Beach, 992;
Los Angeles, 714, 2394, 3239, 3266,
3274, 3311, 3317 ; Los Angeles county,
3402, 3459; Oakland, 1728; Palo Alto,
1630; Sacramento, 992, 2461; San
Diego, 447.

Camps and camping, 779, 1625, 1627,
1645, 2008.

Canada, education, zoo 284, 287, 1542,
1981, 1993.

Canasins, St. Peter, 29.

Capitalization. See English language-
grammar and composition.

Carbon paper, 1662.
Caricatures and cartoons, 3061, 35a.
Cartoons. See Caricatures and car-

toons.
Case studies, 461, 463, 474, 757, 771, 774,

781, 784, 795, 991, 1407, 1493, 1503,
7 1627, 1833, 1850, 2078, 2095, 2116, 2122,

2149, 2233, 2238, 2366, 2429, 2975, 2990,

WI.
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3079, 311T. 3266, 3279, 3281-3283, 3285.
3289, 3347, 3390, -3430. 3435,1440 -3-141,
3446, 3449, 3461, 3465, 3473, 34S2.

Ca t holic church, education: Sec Roma n
Catholic church, education.

Census. school, 2682.
Centralized schools. Scr Consolidation.
Ceramics, 1787.
Character education, 300. 339, 1258,

1516, 1528, 1671, 1959-197.5, 2171. 3(41.
Charity schools, 54, 153.
cliartsdiagnostic. 989, 1022.
chautauqua literary and scientific

circle, 6s.
Cheating. 504, 506.
Chemistry, 352, 396, 1058.

2961, 2K/41, 3089. See a Txo Textbooks.
Chemurgy, 3549.
Chickens. Sec Poultry.
Child care. Stu.' Childrencare and

hygiene.
Child guitfince clinics, 463, 475, 779,

2068, 2071, 2472, 2475, 3259. 3263, 3268,
3270, 3281, 3297, 3382, 3422, 3426. 3430.
3441-3442, 3466-3467. 3469, 3482. 3486.

Child labor, 3274.
Child study, 436-478. See alRo Excep-

tional groups. Negroes, education.
Preschool education.

Child welfare, 273, 2929.
Children, adopted. See Foster children.
Children, backward. Sec Mentally re-

tarded.
Childrencare and hygiene, 447.
Childrencharities, protection, etc., 467.

1522.
Children's interests, 464.
China, education, 255, 274, 292.
Chinese children, education, 3290, 3302,

3311.
Choice of college. See College, choice of.
Chopin, Frederk! François, 1285.
Choral musk, 589.
Choral speak*, 3414.
Choral reading See Choraj speaking.
Chorus singing, 1296, 1299.
Christian education, 274. See also Re-

ligious educatfon.
Church schools. See Parochial schools.

Religious education, Sunday schools.
Citizenship education. See Civics.
Civics, 531, 1232-1246, 1400, 2957, 3028,

3092, 3100, 3185.

Civil service, 261, 2394.
Civil See Liability, legal.
Civilian conservation corps, 237, 2424-

'1-425, 2428, 2430-2431, 2433-2434, 2437-
2439, 2441, 2452-2453, 2455, 2457, 2459-
:246o, 2462, 2464-2467, 2470, 26-15, 3361.

Class periodslength, 1072, 1658, 1902.
2109, 2216, 2647, 2652.

Class size. 40, 1072, 1902.
Clasicat education, =88.
Classical languages, 918-929.
Ciassifloo t ion and promotion, 2932,

29 43-2946.
Clerical work, 2904, 290-2909, 291S,

2920.
Cb.rks. See Office workers.
C:eveland plan, 933.
Clinics. See Child guidance clinics.
Clothing and dress, 1446, 1938, 2266.
Clubs, 3044, 3030-3051, 3064.
Clubs, glee, 2(662.
Clubs, mathematical, 970.
Clubs, science, 1055, 1061.
Coaches and coaching, 1165, 1542, 1579,

1594.
Coaches and coaching (academic). Sec

Tutors and tutoring.
Coaches and coaching ( dramatics). Sec

Dramatization in schools.
Co-curricular activities, 2105.
Coeducation, 1517, 1529, 1633.
College, choice of, 2297.
College algebra. See Algebra.
College entrance requirements. See Col-

'egos and universitiesentrance re-
quirements.

college libraries. See -.Libraries, col-
lege.

College professors and instructors. 1540,
1542, 2396i2618-262O, 3344.

College itudentsadjustment, 2358,
2362, 2384.

Colleges and universities : Add-Ran, 102 ;
Akron, 509; Alabárna, 14 ; Albion, 528,
2296-2299; Appalachian state teach-
ers, 1534 ; Arizona, 1633, 3081 ; Ari-
zona state teachers, 2495; Atlanta,
3501; Augustana, 58; Barnard, 2379;
Baylbr, 845; British Columbia, 267;
Calvin, 2339; Central state teachers,
975, 2493; Chicago, 2365 ; Cincinnati
couservatory, 1344; Clark, 506, 1805,
2963, 3110 ;Coe, 14 88; Colby, 1748;

11.'!1-1161,

liability.
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Colorado, 424 ; Colorado s:ate college
of education, 2491, 3102; Cornell.
1869, 2480; Dartmouth, 134-,1h.nver.
520; Drake, 2324 ; East Carolina
teachers, 1796; East Texas .iatt.
teachers, 1676, 2357, 24S9 ; Easiern
Illinois state teachers, 2500; Eastern
Oklahoma, 1739; Evstern gull

normal, 1127 ; Emory, 2396 ; Florida.
2949 ; Hiram, 644 ; Hollins,. 2316 :

Howard, 3005; Howard Payne, bNr),)4
Indiana, 2487; Indiana central, 121 ;

Indiana state teachers, %%4:2. 230.
3101 ; Iowa, 1155, 1407, 1124, 232S,
2355; Iowa state, 373; Iowa state
teachers, 562, sn5, 1213, :1093 ; Kansas,
SO7 ; Kansas state teachers, Emporia.
2371, 3097; Kansas state teachers,
Pittsburg, 1150, 2499, 2079 ; Kentucky.
2290; Louisiana state, 512. 19-1::
Lolisville, 2308; Marquette, 525;
Mary Sharp, 45 ; Maryville, 2; Massa-
chusetts state, 1550, 2476 ; Massa-
chusetts state teachers, Fitchburg, 822,
31 ; Menminger, 124; Michigan,
2317, 2327, 2332, 2377 ; Michigan stat(
normq11, 170; Minnesota, 11)51, 2326.
2268 ; Mississippi, 69 ; Mount Mary, 46 ;

Muskingum, 1118, 1137, 3682 ; Nat ional
normal, 65 ; New Mexico, 2294 ; New
York, 762, 1497, 1536, 16-V, 2:130 ;

North Carolina, 538; North Dakota,
1333, 2334 ; North Dakota state teach-
ers, Bemidji, 1333; ohio Northers,
1643; Ohio state, 405, 1543, 1944, 2337,
2504, 3341; Ohio Wesleyan. 2295; Ok
lahoma agricultural and mechanical,
627, 1937, 2300, 2303, 2382, 2534 ; 4 'Id

Halsell, 51 ; Pennsylvania,
2416 ; Pennsylvania state, 4S7, 615,
2194, 2415 ; Pittsburgh, 992, 2302 ;

Prairie View, 2292 ; Pberto Rico, 1387 ;

Purdue, 1219, 3421 ; Reed, 2323; Riu
Grande, 2306; Rochester, 2340 ; St.
Joseph, 507 ; Sam Houston state teach-
ers, 1325, 1361, 3370; San Diego state,
24P4 ; Smith, 741, 2335 ; South Caro-
lina, 39; Southern Methodist, 2320,
2343 ; Spanish-American normal, 2497 ;

Stephens, 3502 ; Syracuse, 2384, 2395
Tennessee, 2, 1949 ; Texas, 198 ;

Texas Christian, 102 ; Texas college of
arts and industries, 3237; Texas tech-

391

oll)gical, 52, 1361, 1S90. 3071; ; 'Fran-
.'by1 va ilia, :IS ; hula ne, 512 ; usculum,
'2, 27); U. S. Naal academy. 21, 00;
Va1ena C. Jones. 2520; Washington,

625; Wayne, 2333; Wellesley. 32.
1 1(4,7 ; Wesley. 67 ; West Virginia, 1565,

: 'West irginia -tale, 1339,
)1! )1 Western Kentucky state teach-

2.7019 ; Wichita. 793-791:
:111, 796; Wkeunsin

ers, 511; Yale, 158.
Colleges and universities- -administra-

tion, 84, 90. Ser also Higher educa-
tion.

Colleges and universit ies--eurrieul U m.

re Citrricnlum-colleges and univer-
sities.

'olleges and universities--ent ranee ex-
nminations, 3101.

lollyge and universitks entrance ro-
quirements. 90, 947. 954, 9(14), 22S4,
2301, 2333, 2348. 3343.

Colleges and nnivcrsities finance. 2280,
242S7, 2336, 2502, 2751.

Colonna, Aegidius, 315.
Colorado. education, 1433, 1615, 1770,

1908, 1924, 2274, 2442., 2530, 2.136, 2625,
2686, 2731. 273S. 271:4, 2916, 3530;
Boulder, 174 Deilver, 211. 992, 1444,
1516. 1715 ; Fort CuUns, 1905; Fre-
mont county, 2582; Greeley, 3556;
Mown, 14u-inlet. ellunty, 1471 ;

Louisville, 2151 Mont rose. 2155 ;

Montrose county. 12665; Washington
c.minty, 2879; Weld county, 2749;
Yuma, 1768.

( 'muffins, Juhn Awes, 6.
*NI

Comic strips. Scc Caricatures and car-
toons.

Commencements., 2141, 2237.
olannercial arithmetic. See Arith-

met ic.
Commercial credit, 1752.
Commercial education, 262, 1648-1756,

2107, 2191, 2465, 2.141.1-250q, 2586, 2588,
3242, 3359, 3436. Sue ohm Textbooks.

Commercial law, 1745.
Community and school, IN, 2642, 2657,

2918.
Community use of school buildings. See

School buildings-use.
Comparative education. See Educa-

tion, comparative.

0

Or:
::3-I5. 2:17S

:

ers, wIscw._
sin. Stite teach-

.

wink
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it i011. 2102.
Compulsory education, 1SO4, 2714,
Conduct. Sr(' Behavior.
Conference plan, 1213.
Connecticut, education, 1341, 1472, 294;5,

3050; Meridien, 788; Ness' Haven,
2429; Not walk, 2062 ; Old Lynw, 72;
Windsor, 44.

Consefvntion of resources, 237, 1053,
1060, 1062, 1086-1087, 1114.

Cont:ervatirm, 1269.
gonsolidation, 64, 119, 233, 249, 2860-
2881, 3330.

Consumer cooperative movement, 1941.
ronsuiner education, 214, 1151, 1445-

1446, 1653, 1897, 1900-1901, 1906-1907,
1922, 1930, 1939-1941. 1946, 1949, 1951,
2474, 3194, 3280.

Continuation schools. See Education
extension.

Contract plan, 35f-335, 867, 11)33, 1068,
1195, 2337.

Cooperative dormitories. See Dormito-
ries.

Cooperative education, 211, 1703, 1774,
1814, 2344, 3341.

Coordination, 2344.
Core curriculum. See Curriculu rn

studies.
Corporal punishment, 2636.
Correctional schools. Sec Reforma-

tories.
Correlation of school subjects, 704, 743,

831, 867, 871, 874, 901, 906, 950, 959,
992, 1052, 1076, 1193, 1195, 1228, 1291,
1339, 1384, 1399, 1702, 1800, 1802, 1918,
1928, 2075, 2477-2478, 2822, 2857, 3063.

Correspondence schools, and courses,
1655, 2446.

Cost and standard of living, 2355, 2540,
2542.

Cottoh, 1883.
Counselors. Sce Student advisers and

counselors.
County libraries. See Libraries, county.
County superintendents, See Supervi-

sion and supervisors.
County unit plan,-119, 187, 403, 2703,

2731, 2764, 2819, 2830, 2835, 2866, 2868,
2981.

Creative activttlei,a1101.
Creative education, 872, 886, 1390, 1920,

2082, 2089, 2278, 2834.

4

Creative writing, 869, 895, 2072, 2261.
Credits and credit systems, 678, 1690,

1697, 1739, 1869, 1958, 2194.
Crippled, 2685, 3398-8401.
Crutches, education, 981.
Cuba, education, 275, 291, 1976.
Current educational condition s, 7.

United States, 168-253. Foreign
countries, 254-303. See also Rural
education. .

Current events. See Civics.
Curriculum-colleges and universities,

678. See also Subjects of the cur-
riculum.

Curriculum revision. See Curriculum
studies.

Curriculum studies, 40, 233, 674-705.
1767, 2680. Sec also Education-his-
tory. Higher education. Junior col-
leges. Secondary education. Sub-
jects of the curriculum.

* D
Daily program. See Schedules. school.
Dalton plan, 87, 3386.
Dances and dancing, 593, 1576, 1620.

1626, 1629, 1632, 1642, 1644.
Dana, Hollis Ellsworth, 142.
Deaf and hard-of-hearing, 999, 2685,

2704, 3394, 34094413, 3554.
Deans, high school. See Student ad-

visers and counselors.
Deans of women, 2285.
Debates and debating, 1405, 1415, 3101.
Degrees, graduate, 1424, 2409, 2417.
Delaware, education, 2743.
Delicate children, 33894390.
Delinquent children. See Socially mal-

adjusted.
Democracy and education, 168, 176, 180,

202, 208, 213, 221, 320, 2443, 2445,
2674, 2845, 3188, 3215, 3293, 3299.

Demonstration lessons, 1096.
Demonstration method, 1047, 1116, 1130,

1143.
Demonstration schools, 170, 204, 878,

445, 724, 1052, 1945, 2026, 2028, 2043,
2045, 2054, 2112, 218g, 2507, 3102,
3500.

Denmark, education, 277.
Denominational colleges, 29, 39, 41, 46,

70, 75, 90.
Dentists and dentistry, 2891, 2418, 2423

.
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Departments of education, 101, 232.
Dependent children. $ce Children--

charities, protection, etc.
Dpression. See Business depression.
Design, 1810.
Dewey, John, 159, 305, 318. 339, j059
Diabetes, 3390.
Diaries, 887.
Dickens, Charles, 899.
Didactics, 312.
Dietitians. 493.
Digitalgraph, 480.
Di sabled-reha bil I ta I ion, 108, 1829,

2442, 3389, 3402.
Disciples of Christ church, education.

2014.
Discipline, school, 1997, 2180, 2265. 2621,

2636, 2646, 2661, 2667, 2670, 30S4.
Discussion method. Sec Conference

plan.
Dissertations, academic, 624-W25. 627-

628.
District plan, 187.
Dormitories, 2289, 2371.
Dramatics, 1389-140 f. 31r10. 3322.
Dramatization in schools, 1389, 1392.

1400, 1403.
Drawing. See Art education.
Drill, 990.
Drills-arithmetic, 997.
Drop-outs, 1766, 1768, 1890, 1932, 210g,

2116, 2121, 2127, 2140, 2156, 2188,
2191-2192, 2222, 2226, 2236, -2246,
2320, 2426, 2834, 2973, 3091, 3324.
Sec also Retardation and elimination.

Dwight, Timothy, 158.
MOW,

Eaton, John fr., 138.
Economic depression. Sec Business de-

pression.
Economic geography. See Geography.
Economics, 1247-1248, 3131, 3155, 3160.
Education-aims and objectives, 8, 216,

336, 678, 686, 696, 859, 867, 943-944,
1162, 1171, 1228, 1972, 2993, 3188.

Education-history, 1-137, 254-2745, 269,-
270, 272, 280, 299, 817, 342, 569, 670-
677, 2364, 2993, 3154, 3168, 3184,
3188, 3249. See also Administration
of schools. Junior colleges. Pro-
fessional education. Racial groups,
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e(1 twat ion. Rural educat ion. School
finn nee. Seconda ry educa Sub-
joet s of the curriculum. Supervision
and supervisors.

Education-theories and principles. 6.

30 II-4 2, 1278, 1751, 1964-1961, 2276,
2488.

Education, adult. See Adult educa-
tion.

EducatiOn, comparative. 219.
Education arid social trends, 183-184,

213, 224, 258, 264, 2.72, 281, 2941
Education and the state, 64, 176, 1S3.
Education courses. Sec '1' t% :Leber

training._
Education+(nsion, 1740, 184)-1, 62(X)6,

2042, 2109, 2156, 2211, 29-1, 2418,
2443, 2496. See also Adult education

Education of women. Sec Women-
education.

Educational 'administration. Sec Ad-
ministration of schools.

Educational and vocational guidance,
357, 359, 361, 575, 615, 617, 783, 1064,
1347, 1401, 1688. 1690, 1723, 1756, 1766,
1786, 2012, 2255, 226.5, 2287, 2357, 2401,
2645, 2847, 2659, 2667, 2696, 2958 -3023,
3313, 3335, 3376, 3383, 3530. See also
Adult education. Secondary educa-
tion.

Educational articulation.
lation (education).

Educational associations.
tions, educational.

Educational biography, 138-167.
Educational boards and foundations, 37,

127, 2202, 2811, 3340, 3353, :3375.
Educational laws and legislation, 4, 107,

261, 1524, 1804, 2274, 2287, 2516, 2575,
2579, 2581, 2674, 2679-2716, 2740, 2756,
2771, 2781, 2788--27 ,:t! 2793, 2807, 2814,
2854, 2884, 2899, 2908, 2910.

Educational measurements-tests and
scales, 521-591. See also xarnina-
Hons.

Educational philosophy. Scc Education
-theories and principles.

Educational psychology. See Psychol-
ogy, educational.

Educational reconstruction, 182.
Educational research. See Research.

-7educational,

See Arden-
es

See Associa

1112,

.
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Educational sociology. See Sociology,
educatioRal.

Educational surZ-eys. See Surveys, edu-
cational.
lect Hefty, 1763.

Electroencephalogram, 497.
Elementary education, 207, 302, 343,346,

353. 42S, 203.: -2106, 3273, 3389. 3427.
3437. See also Current educational
conditions : Foreign countries. Cur-1

riculum studies. Education-history.
Gifted children. Negroes, education.
Principals. Rural education. Sub-
jects of the curriculum.

Eliot, Charles William, 146.
Employees training, 1803, 1807.
Encyclopedias, 3553.
Endowments. See Colleges and univer-

sities-finance.
Engineering education, 1771, 179i, 1823,

2392-2393, 2410-2411, 2415, 3076.
England, education, 20, 87, 219, 280, 288,

294-295, 297, 300, 329, 771, 1228, 3164.
English. grammars. See Textbooks.
English language, 387, 82N-892. 2417,

2949, 3101, 3365. See abro Education:, I

measurements-tests and sc a i e s.
Textbooks.

Enrichment of the curriculum. See Cur-
riculum studies.

Enrollment, 248, 926, 1655, 1657, 1711,
1766, 1771, 1789, 1795, 1905, 1945, 1956,
2146, 2169, 2468. 2637, 2658, 2tks2,
2754, 2758, 2818, 2849, 2858, 2973, 3076,
3306, 33, 3354.

Environment, 505. 2531.
Equalization, educational, 183. 213,

221, 245-246, 248, 2486, 2526, 2632,
2647, 2691; 2715, 2721, 2723, 2730, 2734,
2738, 2748, 2756, 2758, 2766, 2780, 2802-
2803, 2805, 2808, 2823, 2848, 2851, 2855,
2862, 2864, 2872, 2884, 2886, 3345, 3389,
3409.

Equivalent education, 2211.
Essay examinations. See Examinations.
Ethics, 1935, 1975.
Eugenics, 1468.
Eurhythmics. See Rhythm.
Euthenics, 1468.
Evening schools, 11, 684, 876, 1766, 1834,

2156, 2203, 2211, 2241, 2420, 2436, 2461,
3338.

Everett, Edward, 150.

Examinations, 40, 976, 2947-2957. See
al.lo Educational measurements-tests
and scales.

t.ceptional groups, 87, 3382-3486.
Exchange of teachers.. See Teachers.

interchange of.
Excursions, 1S4, 402, 1055, 1072, 1119,

1130, 1725.
Exhibits, 1819.
Experience curriculum, 685, 701-702,

844.
Experimental education. See Progres-

sive education.
Experience units. 1946, 1948.
Exploratory courses, 1832.
Extension educa t ion. See Education

extension.
Extracurricular activities, 62, 1221, 21s4,

2218, 2297, 2647, W79, 2718, 2744, 2794,
30244068, 3116, 3383.

Eye, 2049, 3405.
Eye-diseases and defects, 711. 713, 72'2,

754.
Eye movements, 715, 721, 735, 137, 741._
Eyedness. Ste Eye.

Faculty meetings. See Teachers' meet-
ings.

Failures, 837, 854, 1785, 2194, 2320, 3042,
3069-43075, 3361.

Fairs, 1819.
Family life, education for. See Home-

making.
Farming. Sec Agricultural education.
Farm security administration. 1187.
Federal aid for education, 192, 248, 1804,

1896, 2115. 2440, 2573. 2729-2730, 2732,
2743, 2772. 2781, 2784-2785, 2793, 2802,
2820.

Federal emergency relief administra-
tion, 1531, 3288, 3295.

Federal government and the state. sr!
Education and the state. Federat
aid for education.

Feeble minded. See Mentally retarded.
Feet, 1483, 1608, 2387.
Fellenberg, Philipp En' nuel von, 149.
Pénelon, Francois de lignac de la

?clothe, 335.
Fiction, 300, 3156, 3540, 3552.
Field trips. Ree Excursions,

.

21;,:,

2315,

,
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Files and filing. 2904. 2908.
Film libraries. See Libraries,A:rn.
Fine arts. See Art education.
Finger gymnastics. 1705.
Finnish children, education, S63.
Fisher, Dorothy Canfield, 154.
Flarimeter, 613.
Flash cards, 834.
Floriculture, 112Z, 1889.
Florida,_ education, 202, 922, 938, 1146,

1342, 1675, 1975, 2056. 2074, 2202, 2537.
2600, 2713, 2765. 2914. 2925. 3122, 3505.
Alachua county, 2894; Dade county,
1520, 2651; Daytona, 2215; Holme
County, 2568 ; Leon county, 1499;
Marital county, 82: Martin county,
2733; Miami, 2053; Monticello, 1236;
Newberry, 2159; Orlando, 2058. 2154;
Palm Beach county, 2630; Seminole
county, 85; Starke, 2260; Tallahassee,
681. 78-4 ; Tampa. 2482 ; Walton county,
2.1°S. Winter Park, 2058.

Folklore, 914.
FolliculosiF, 1499.
Follow-up studies: 170. 1496, 1676. 1694,

1733, 1748, 1756, 17V.) 2107, 2121. 2136.
2161, 2167, 2175. 2207. 2221, 2226, 2234,
2236, 2251, 2258, 2267, 3026. 3110, 3401.
3425, 3440, 3486.

Food selection, 3238.
Foods, 1894, 1902, 1929, 1933, 1955, 1957,

2031.

Football, 1555-1556, 1566, 1582, 1606-
1607.

Foreign countrieseducation, 254-300.
Foreign longuages, 918-943.
Foreign study, 2361.
Forestry, 2378.
Forums. See Open forums.
Foster children, 3284, 3289, 3294.
Fox, George, 6.
France, educatloo, 20, 87, 254, 269, 317.
Free reading. See Reading, supple-

mentary. Reading interests.
Free textbooks. See Textbooks, free.
French language, 538, 930, 933-934, 937,

939-942. See also Textbooks.
French-speaking children, NM
Friends, Society of, education, 6, 54.
Functional education. See Creative

education.
Functional mathematic% 97IX
Furniture, irtg, 1824.
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Fusion courses. Sre Con elation of
school subjects.

Future farmers of Amerka. 1074, 3048.

Games, 1576, 1639.
General language, 3129.
General mat hema tics. & e Ma t he-

unities.
General science, 1047-1099.
Genetics, 1258.
Gentile, Giovanni. 2081.
Geographies. See Textbooks.
Geography, 397, 776. 827, 1197 -12/tt

2950. See aixo Textbooks.
Geology, 1117-1119.
Geometry,' 1023-10 '16, 2954. See oleo

Textbooks.
Georgia, education, 184, 202, 1342, 1835,

1891, 2208, 22133, 2282. 2791 2902, 3217,
3345-3346, 3411 : Atlanta, 292*, 3017,
3062: Glynn county, 2825; Tallulah
Falls, 1828.

German language, 935.
Germany, education, 20. ST, 219. 293.
Gifted children, 471, 971. 2177. 2179.

3069, 3115, 3382-338.S.
Girl scouts, 237, 3052. 3061.
Girls' clubs, 3032, 3034.
Glee clubs. See Clubs, glee.
Godowsky, Leopold, 1281
Golf, 1586.
Gorgias, 324.
Government. See Political science.
Gradel igacement, 792.
Graduate school, 2408-2409.
Graduate work. 3314. See ql#4o Re-

search, reports.
Graduates, college. 492. 1621-1622, 1643,

1676, 1937, 1943, 2320, 2332, 2343,
2346-2347, 2396, 2420, 2492, 2554,
3110, 3364,

Graduates, high school, 520, 699, 842,
1023, 1038. 1661, 1694, 1711, 1715,
1733-1134, 1743. 1873, 2107-2108, 2111,
21164 2129. 21.32, 2136, 2140, 2146,
214fi. 2152-2153. 2155, 21 it5 2178,
2186, 2191, 2196, 2207, -2222,
226-2228, 2234, 2238, 2248, 2248,

: 2251, 2426. 2973, 3022, 8026, 3324,A
3338, 3350, 3378. See also Higher
education. 4

.
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Graduation requirements, 2115, 2145.
Graphs and graphic methods, 1(}41.
Greece, education, 282.
Group instruction, 879.
Gymnasium suits, 1513, 1585.
Gymnasiums, 3219, 32-18.

Handbooks. Sec Manuals and hand-
books.

Handedness. Sec Left and r i gh t
handedness.

Handwriting, 814-818.
Harmony, 1312.
Harris, William Torrey, 148.
Hawaii, education, 81, 198, 228, 618, 693,

870, 1084, 1799, 1976, 2060, 2104, 2574,
2617, 3040, 2078.

Hawley, Gideon, 147.
Head injuries, 1252.
Health cards. See Reports and records.
Health education, 581, 1450, 1455, /458-

1500, 2685. Sec aLgo Physical abil-
ity-tests mid scales. Physical edu-
cation.

Health examinations. See Physical
examinations.

Heating. 13 e e School buildings-
heating and ventilation.

Hebrews, education. See Jews, edu-
cation.

Hegel, George William Friedrich, 7, 334.
Ilebart, Johan Friedrich, 1961.
Heterogeneous grouping 343, 345.
Higher education, 255, 262, 279, 411,

2288-2348. See also Current educa-
tional conditions: Foreign countries.
Ed u cat 1 on history. Educational
measurements-tests and scales. Ne-
groes, education. Subjects of the
curiculum.

IIinsdale, Burke Aaron, 161.
History, 827, 1211-1?41. See also Edu-

cational measurements-tests a n d
scales. Textbooks.

History of education. See Education-.history.
Hobbies, 1221, 1847, 2056, 2174, 2581,

28016, 3029, 3038, 3051.
Hocking, William Ernest, 1949.
Hockey, 611.

41°

Home economics, 493, 585, 1051, 1445,
1797, .1890-1958, 1924, 2301, 2378,
2427, 2515, 2541, 2902, 3012, 3029,
3076, 3338, 3358, 3370, 3531.

Home economics for iloys, 1920-1921,
1027, lío36, 1952, 1954, 1956.

Home m a nageme nt houses. Sec
Houses, practice (honi economics).

Home projects, 1908, 1923.
Home rooms,' 356-363, 2109, 2148, 2667.
Home study, 365, 1013, 2273, 2298, 3049.
Home work. See Home study.
Homemaking, 370, 373, 1891, 1893, 1895,

1898, 1903, 1905, 1909, 1914-191 5,
1917, 1924, 1927, 1933-1934, 11)42.
1948, 1954-1935, 2248, 2427, 2444,
244A, 2451, 2505, 2973, 3189, 3243,
3324, 3338, 3349, 335S, 3370, 3525.

Homogeneous grouping, 343--S1/6, 597.
971.

Honesty, 504.
Honor pupils. Sec Gifted children
Honor rolls, 2652.
Honor societies, 3050, 3060.
Hornbook, 3522.
Hookworm, 1475.
Hopkins, Gerard Manley, 900.
Horticulture, 1125.
Hospital schools, 199, 3380.
Houses, practice (home economics),

1953.
Housing, 1947.
Howells, William Dean, 893.
Human relations. See Ethics.
Humanities. See Classical education.
Humboldt, Wilhelm von, 310.
Iiumor, 2041.
Hungarian RefOrmed church, educa-

tion, 1993.
Hutchins, Robert N., 316.
Hygiene, 1479, 3178.
Hygiene, mental. See Mental hygiene.

I.

Idaho, education : Boise, 2973 ; Hazel-
ton, 2971.

Illinois, education, 379, 1120, 1165, 1290,
1412, 1523, 1553, 1571, 1852, 2210, 2552,
2695, 2727, 2746, 2786, 2975, 3048, 3489 ;
Chicago, 702, 717, 992, 996, 1719, 2068.
2131, 2068, 8310, 8314; Chicago'
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Heights, 1898; East Moline, 1722 ;

Forest Park, 996 ; Galesburg, 1718 ;
Hancock county, 103 ; Henry county,
123 ; Marseilles, 1928; Peoria, 3479 ;

Potomac, 2108 ; Roanoke, 1927 ; Stock-
ton, 1648.; Warren county, 28.

Illiteracy, 283, 2460.
Immigrants in the .UnIted States, 3366.
Incentive, 425, 2102.
Indexes, 3216.
India, education, 266, 268, 278, .283, 285,

290, 298.
Indiana, education, 153, 357, 40S, 547,

1350, 1438, 1681, 1837, 2014, 2521,
254;4 2717, 2745, 2793, 2902-2903, 3068,
3435, 3538, 3561 ; Brazil, 2066, 2004 ;
Crawfordsville, 2066; East Chicago,
2066; Fort Wayne, 2066 ; Gary, 2066 ;

Greene county, 1603 ; Hammond, 2066 ;

Indianapolis, 2066; Jefferson county,
3038 ; Jeffersonville, 914, 3232; Knox
county, 7; Kokomo, 1240; Macomb
county, 2677 ; Middletown, 3280; Rich-
mond 1494, 3439; St. Joseph county,
2935 ; South Bend, 2066; Terre Haute,
3038 ; Valparaiso, 2066; Vermillion
county, 3116.

Indians, education, 2, 602, 3300-3301,
3303-3305, 3307, 3309, 3313, 3315-3316,
3318-3319.

Individual differences, 227, 230, 306, 364,
367, 983, 1162, 1407, 1526, 1682, 1919,
1943, 2030, 2084, 2091, 2946, 2979,
3386.

Individual instructioh, 364, 879, 3435.
Individual laboratory method, 1116.
Indoctrination, 258.
Industrial education, 69, 107, 281, 402,

952, 1757-1833, 2791, 2793, 2984, 2998,
3328, 3339. Bee ako Textbooks.

Industrial schools. See Reformatories.
Industry and education, 173.

Infants, 458, 460, 468.
Ingersoll, Robert Green, 162.
Injuries. See Accidents.
Insane-care and treatment, 1306.
Insight method, 1006.
Instruction sheets, 1795.
Instrumental music, 1239, 1304, 1317-

1318, 1321, 1342, 1843, 1346-1347,1350,
1359.

Insuralice, 8350.

Insurance, accidept, 27,45.
Insurance, automobile, 2895.
Insurance, fire, 2737, 2755, 2800, 2s06,

2S13.
Intagliography, 1711§.

Integrated curriculum. Sec Correlation
of school subjects.

Integration, 1097, 1218, 1291.
Intermediate education. See Junior

high school.
International education, 301-30.3.
International relations, 3521.
Interneship training, 2394, 2413.
Interscholastic athletics. See Athletics,

interscholastic.
Introversion, 2350-2351, 2375.
Iowa, education, 361, 370, 960, 11M, 1243,

1412, 1435, 1531, 1665, 1677. 1736.
1845, 1930, 1997, 2092, 2116, 21s0, 2196,
'2=8, 2541, 2632, 2641, 2744, 2772, 2783,
2852, 2989, 3008, 3057, 3445, 3499 ;

Buchanan county, 2860; Burlington,
1713 ; Chickasaw county, 98; Clinton
county, 2860; Council Bluffs, 122;
Davenport, 694 ; Des Moines, 1566,
1743, 2435; Geneva, 2875; Hardin
county, 1446; Keokuk county ; 2881 ;

Liberty Center, 763 ; -Louisa county,
3510; Mahaska county, 2881; Milo,
723 ; New Hampton, 1.726 ; Reading,
2869 Sioux City, 1925; Somers, 3490;
Wapello county, 838; Washington
county, 2871.

Iran, education, 255, 273, 276.
Ireland, education, 264.
Isle of Pines, education, 291.
Italian language, _931.
talian-speaking children, education,
3314, 3469.

Italy, education, 87, 172, 2S6.
Itinerant teachers, 17-12, 2449.

397

Janitors, 3234, 3250-3254.
Japanese children, educatfon, 870, 1957,

2212.
Jesuits, education. Sec Roman Catholic

church, education.
Jews, education, 270, 475, 491, 1833, 2055,

3310, 3312, 3469.
Job analOis, 623, 2420.

_

1
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Journalism, 1428-1441.
Joyner,-Jame'A Yadkkn, 163.
Jumping, 599, 605. 1564, 1574-1575, 1591.
Junior colleges, 69, 227 ;-22!17. See also

Subjects of the curriculum.
Junior high schools, 345, 356, 368, 20(0,

22.;4-227.3, 3328, 3351. Sue al8o Ad-
ministration of schools. Curriculum
studies. Edlicationa,1 and vocational
guidance. Subjects of the curriculum.

Kansas, education, 131, 196, 232, 674.
773, 905, 1055, 1171, 1300, 1412, 1428.
1477, 1524, 1594, 1729, 1750. 1895, 1929,
2169, 2531, 2601, 2611, 2692.12889, 2919,
2991. 3010, 3014, 3058, 3262; Atchison
county, 2859; Barton ciointy, 277S;
Belleville, 1068; Blue Mound, 1244 ;;
Chanute, sco, 1785 ; Chase county,
1914; Douglas county, 2843 ; Ellis,
1955; Emporia, 510;1356, 3409; Ford
county, 2851 ; Franklin county, 2938;
Harper county, 89 ; Jefferson county,
2524; Kingman county, 79, 2797; Lar-
tied, 23 ; Lawrence, 753; LeRoy, 2128;
Lyon county, 2545; McPherson county,
2538; Newton, 590; Ottawa, 3006;
Pawnee county, 23 ; Rawling county,
125; Reno' county, 2160; Saline
couniy, 2545; Sedgwick county, 2168
Sumner county, 2150; Wallace, 3503
Wyandotte comity, 2634.

Kansas state teachls association, 17
129.

Kentucky, education, 202, 679, tk, 696
891, 972, 1345, 2126, 2434, 2506, 2771
2780, 3030, 3250, 3321, 3348, 3350 ;
Boyle county, 242; Christian county,

es 100; Covington, 1305 ; Floyd county,
48 ; Frankfort, 2240; Garrard county,
2865; Jenkins, 524 ; Letcher county,
109; Louisville, 976, 1812, 3328; Muh-
lenberg county, 2877 ; Newport, 30 ;
Owsley county, 50.

' Kerschensteiner, Ggorg, 318.
KindeigaKindergarten, 2037, 2057-2059, 2087,

2102, 2106, 3384.
AKirkpatrick, Edwin A., 139.

Korea, education, 262.

Libor and education, 132.
Laboratories, school, 2145.
Lohor:ftory method, 1152.
Laboratory technicians, 2414, 2423.
Ldhoratory schools. see Demonstration

schools.
1.:Iiilisca1)e architecture, 1124.
Lai,tern projection, 390, 394, 402.
Latin language, 918-929. See al.so

'k

Text-

1,111;:. 1Vs.ilhelm A.. 318
Leadt.rship, 265, 1391 )2 L 2292, V364,

2385, 3063.
League of nations, 301.
Learning and scholarship, 2149.
Lect ure-demoustnit ion n let hod. 1c67,

1072, 1152.
Lecture-discussion method, 1127.
Lecture method, 1068,1127.
Lecture-quiz method, 1213.
Left and right handedness, 429, 439.

2043,
Legal education, 2392, 2396.
Leisure, 37S, 1390, 1605, 1616, 1628, 1631.

1635, 2118, 2205, 2209, 2257, 2430. 2444,
2456, 2846, 3024, 3(129, 3033, 3036, 3038,
3040, 3188, 3.271, 3362, 3370, 3381.

Lesson assignments. Sr(' Assignments,

Lesson plans, 1026.
Letter writing, SA 862, 873, 1659.
Letters of application, 2980.
Liability, legal. 2745, 2686.
Libraries, 3487-,3516.
Libraries, band, 13(40.
Libraries, C. C. C. camp, 2438.
Libraries, college, 3498, 3501-3502, 3504,

3509, 3514-3515, 3518.
Libraries. county, 3508.
Libraries, film, 392, 413.
Libraries, home, 3490-3491, 3516.
Libraries, public, 2645, 3495, 3500, 3512.
Libraries, school, 243, 248, 1439, 2145,

2220, 2647, 2652, 2811, 3345, 3487-3489,
3493-3494, 3499, 3503, 3505, 3510-3511.

Libraries, state, 3506.
Librarles-tifie, 3492.
Library of Congress,1539.
Life activity curriculum. See Creative

activit ies.

;

;

lesson.
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Lighting sehool buildings, 1800, 3222,
3224, 3232, 3235, 3237, 3241.

Lincoln, Abraham, 1977.
Lind. ley, John Berrien, 167.
Listening habits, 1288.
Literacy. See Illiteracy.
Literatuie, 789, 893-917, 31:35.
Livingston, William, 327.
Logan, Deborah, 6.
Lomax, Paul S., 1754.
Louisiana, education. 4, 43, 135, 202, 212,

935, 1605, 1S60, 2015, 2172, 2427, 2509,
3358 ; Acadia 'parish, 34)72; Baton
Rouge, 49; Lake Charles, 2083 ; New
Weans,( 13, 114, 128, 1806, 2520

Lunch rooms, school, 3245.
Lunches, school, 2023, 2678.
Luther, Martin, 6.
Lutheran church, .education, 10, 3277

X
Niccolo, 335.

Maine, education, 772, 925, 2109, 2501,
2559, 2615, 2667, 3121, 3201 ;'Ellsworth,
2107 Knox county, 91 ; Lewiston, 1913 ;

Lincoln county, 01 ; Livermore, 55;
Penobscot county, 2540 ; Piscataquis
county, 3; Waldo county, 3.; Willi-
-Thant ie, 2192.

Mann, Horace, S6.
Manual dexterity. See Skill.
Manual training. See Industrial edu-

cation.
Manuals and handbooks, 362, 398, 1134

1392, 1474, 1698, 1731, 1742, 1962, 1983
2628, 2666, 2703, 2717, 3015, 3148, 3225
3255, 3398, 3529-3530, 3546.

Marks and marking, 489, 520, 525, 547
557, 644, 842, 855, 1030, 1034, 10?i6
1044, 1077, 1221, 1387 1395, 1570, 1767
1926, 2049, 2084, 2099, 2115, 2117, 2194
2290, 2303, 2308, 2322, 2330, 2332, 2340
2343, 2371, 2374 419, 2652, 2678, 3073,
3076-3102 3384, 3409, 3437.

Married omen teachers. See...geach-
ers, married women.

Maryland, education, 90, 1185, 1899, 3009,
3325; Baltimore, 876, 092; Caroline
county, 3338; Cumberland, 1223 ; Elk-
ton, 2156; Greenbelt, 3273 ; Prince
George county, 200 ; Rockville, 1239.

399

Nlasachusetts, education. 59, 692, 2147,
Ley 2962 ; Boston., 2988 ; Everett,

1392 ; Fall River, 2979 ; Greenfield,
1158 ; Lancaster, 3477 ; Medford, 720;
New Bedford. 1112; Newton, 1767 ;

Springfield. 680, 2020 ; Wayland, 907 :

Worcester, 2211, 2999 ; Worcester
eounty, 535, 2174.

Mathematics, 354, 317:1. .«
Os° Text books.

Alay fetes, 3043.
Mo7,es. 1262, 1270.
Mechanic arts. Nee Industrial educa

tion.
Mechanical drawing, 1797.

education, 2392, 2396, 2416.
Mental hygiene and psychiatry, 1302

1303,, no I -1512, 1902, 3320.
Mentally retarded, 775, 965, 1302, 2071,

2685, 11283, 3 i25-3440.
Merchandising. See Retail selling.
Metabolism, 456.
Metal work, 1778, 1750, 1808.
Methodist church, education, 259, 2020,

3277..

Methodist Episcopal church, education,
D94.

Methods of study, 365-J68, 1230.
NIetron-o-scope, 752.

Ernst, 318.
Nlexico, education, 258, 281, 1993, 3206,

3317.
Michigan, education, 9, 199, 232, 919,

1242. 1279, 1469, 1538, 1737, 1843, 1855,
2123, 2176, 2679, 701, 2718, 2924, 3391 ;

Albion, 1732 ; Allegan county, 2839 ;

Ann Arbor, 2258, 2264 ; Battle Creek,
36; Crystal Falls, 2199; Detroit, 717,
766, 1078, 2211 ; Eaton county, 2206;
Flint, 1762 ; Grand Rapids, 765, 3002;
Grayling, =07 ; Hastings, 2175 ; Hu-
ron county, 2878; Ionia, 2272; Jack-
son, 3298 ; Ludington, 1734 ; Macomb
county, 2655; Midland county, 285g;
Milan, 3033 ; Mount Clemens, 2018;
River Rouge, 3286; Rockford, 2367,;
Rogers City, 2097 ; SanOusYy, 253 ;

Sanilac county, 1640; Sturgis, 1661 ;

Tuscola county, 252 ; Vermontville,
2118 ; Wakefield, 1544.

2893.

Machiavelli,

11ili1al

Wilma 1111,

Microfilms,

91A--9,..
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Migratory school children, 2035, 2044,
2100, 2651;2729, 2820, 2973, 3264, 3266,
3459, 3483.

Military training, 2229.
Minnesota, education, 846, 1027, 1071,

2471, 2597, 2685, 3234, 3300; Bemidji,
851; Minneapolis, 851, 992; 2448, 3044 ;

Polk county, 243 ; Winona, 847.
Minorities, 3335.
Mirror drawing, 441.
Niirror writing, 815.
Mission schools, 10, 263, 265, 298, 3300,

3305.

Missionaries, 545.
Mississippi, education, 6ii--,1;2, 202, 589,

726, 1340, 1649, 2325, 2688, 2906, 3105:
Cleveland, 15 ; Greenwood, 2567 ;

New Ulm, 2134 ; Pike county, 1909.
Missouri, education, 232, 363, 1053, 1218,

1317, 1412, 1521, 2555, 2729-2730, 2798,
2912, 3234, 3398; Bolchow, 3104; Car-
roll county, 1060; Fayette, 3087 ;

Jackson county, 56; Kansas City,
3394 ; St. Joseph, 3223 ; St. Louis, 2050.

Modern languages, 930-943. Sue also
Educational measurements-tests and
scales.

Money, 1442, 1444, 1446.
Montana, education, 1863, 2466, 2598 ;

. Roosevelt 'clarity, 244.
Mdinuments, i100.
Moral education. Sec Character edu-

cation.
Mormon church, education, 2016.
Morrison, Henry Clinton, 330.
Morrison plan, 3386.
Motion pictures. .See Moving pictures.
Motivation, 840.
Moving pictures, 387-388, 392, 391-307,

399-404, 407, 409-411, 413-420, 1211,
1620, 3029, 3049, 3051.

Museums, school, 116, 1102.
Municipal surveys. See Surveys,' mu-

nicipal.
Music *appreciation and interpretation,

243, 1282, 1296, 1331, 1335, 1357.
Music education, 142, 496, 1278-1361,

2011, 3319, 3538. See also Educa-
tional measurements tests and
scales.

Music reading, 1280, 1316, 1336.

Narcotics, 1485.
Nwsh plan, 217.
National Catholic educational associa-

tion, 186.
National educaticiii assOciation, 8, 201,

819.
National forest seriice, 237.
National honor society, 3060.
National parks service, 237, 1109.
National youth administration, 237,

2115, 2313, 2645, 3269, 3339, -3362.
Native races, 263.
Nature study, 1100-1133.
Naval education, 21, 60, 1818.
Nebraska, tbducation, 232, 1588, 1599,

1637, 1989, 2490, 2721, 3525, 3547 ;

Bayard, 240; Cozad, 1781 ; Greeley
county, 2812; Hamilton county, 719;
Mitchell, 2517 ; Omaha, 2129, 3562.

Negroes, edUcation, 573, 595, 718; 8119'
2047, il15, 2434, 3d05, 3,120-4381, 3446,

-3449. See also Education-history.
Nevada, education : Yerington, 2191.
New deal. See United States-eco-

nomic policy.
New Hampshire, education, 1063.
New Jersey, education, 19, 232, 2071,

2921, 3342, 3413; Jersey City, 1548.
New Mexico, education, 554, 932, 1683,

2144, 2181, 2310, 2753, 2917, 3207
Socorro county, 3244.

New York, education, 147, 223, 251, 327,
936, 1072, 1081, 1125, 1457, 1811, 1871,
1934, 1998, 2055, 2140, 2249, 2563, 2584,
2675, 2687, 2700, 2705, 2743, 2775, 2829,
287Z 2842, 2900, 2987, 3218, 3241,- 3511,
3518; Albany, 115, 2203 ; Brooklyn,
3279, 3307 ; Cataraugus county, 2516;
Chaqtatiqua county, 2516; Dunkirk,
1316; East Hampton, 2984 ; Fredonia,
1316; Hempstead, 210; Ilion, 3018;

--- Ithaca, 1749, 2184 ; Lockport, 95 ;
Nassau county, 3383 ; New Rochelle,
2270 ; New York, 336, 351, 396, 537, 749,
766, 943, 1006, 1252; 1355, 1305, 1448,
1480, 1804, 1965, 1970, 2041, 2047, 2099,
2221-2222, 2256, 2631, 3003, 3256, 3261,
8275, 3277, 3281, 3283, 3290, 3293, 3320,
3336, 3452, 8462-8463, 3474 ; New-
burgh, 33; Niagara Falls, 95; North

_
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Tonnwanqa, 95 ; Nyack, 1694; Olean,
2228; Oneida 'county% 31 ; Oswego
county, 3447 ; Queens, 821 ; Roches-
ter, 780, 2095-2096, 2436 ; Schenec-
tady, 3434; Spencerport, 2250; Syra-
(lisp, 4(X) ; Van Hornesville, 189;
Westchester county, 1658, 3456.

New Zealand, education, 261.
Newspapers, 963, 3534.
Nichols, Frederick O., 1688.
Nobility, education, 335. :
Non-English speaking children. Sec

School children, non-English speak-
ing.

Noon hour, 2626, 2632.
Normal schools and teachers colleges,

364, 852, 818, 1251, 2;90-Z503. 2554;
2615, 2995, 3225. See also Educa-
tion-historN

North Carolina, education, 163, 192, 202,
887, 981, 1103, 1304, 1817, 2235, 2662,
2743, 3177, 3254, 3330, 3376, 3378 ; Bur-
lington, 2528; Catawba county, 2110;
Columbus county, 2840; Davidson,
county, 2551 ; Durhani,-33..59; Greens-
boro, 1638; Swain county,

North Dakota, education, 1333, 1860,

2280, 2431, 2449, 2652i 2684, 2737, 2788,
2886, 3252; Cass founty, 2870 ;0 Cava-
lier, 3=4; ('avalier county, 248; Stuts-
man county, 2647.

Norway, education, 277.
Notebooks, 11'36.
Nova Scotia, education, 296:
Iovels; Sec Fiction.
!Curse, school. See School nurse.
Nursery schools, 892, 985, 023--2026,

2029-2031, 3377.
Nurses and nursing, 485, 2388, 2400--

2402, 2419.
Nutr1t1ou, 1465; 1492-4493,- 1495, 1499.

1894, 1928, 2217:

0

Objective examinations, 2951, 2954.
Observation of teaching, 2507-2508.
Occupational therapy, 1829.
Occupations, 1263, .1434, 1653, 1661,

1676,1685, 1694, 1700, 1711, 1713, 1732,
1758, 1762, 1766, 1790,4793, 1813, 1826,
1843, 1800-1861, 1873, 1, 1 7, 2012,
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2038, 2107-214r" 21:14, '2127, 2129,
2148, 2153, 2150,-2163, 2167, 2178, 2191,
211KI, 2200, .9221, 2"°7-2"°8, "347, 2373,
2380, 2385, 2388, 2390, 2411, 2696, 2700,

42969, 2973, 2983-2984, 3022, 3048. ::077,
3298, 3327, 3335, 3338, 3342, 3350, 3352,

'3378-3379.
Office appliances, 1685, 1706, 1724.
Office of education, 237.
Office practices, 1658, 1668, 1686, 1691,

1724.

Office workers, 1746.
Ohio, education, 110, 118, 375-376, 4i6, stik

817, 1056, 1330, 1353, 1579, 1582, 1596,
1598, 1618, 1690, 2122, 2193,-2318, 2400;

2459, 2522, 2636, 2642, 2725, 2'796, 2S9:5-,
2897, 2905, 2909-2910, 2926, D72, 3(07,
3128, 1512 ; Akron, 385; Alliance, r45 ;

Cincinnati, 2200, 2747; Clark county,
2868 ; Cleveland, 933, 3024; Clinton
county, 2813; Columbus, (176, 1(117,

1132, 2624, 3369 ; Cuyallop
3143 ; Darke county, 2S-14 ; D4er, 691 ;

Fostoria, 2132; Franklin counfy, 3001 ;

Freinont, 3242; Fulton county, 2799,
2815 ; Galion, 2562; Gallia county,
S31 ; Greenhills, 3273 ; Guernsey

county, 577, 2188; Hamilton, 3362 ;

Ilamilton county, 15, 439, 2007 ; Jack-
son county, 2827 ; Kenton, 1793 ; Lake-

, wood, 2635; Lancaster, 3004; Loudon-
ville, 834 ; Massillon, 1759, 3461 ; Meigs
cottnty, 1036; Mercer county, 224 ;

Monroe County, 1539; Norwalk, 3.195 ;

Norwood, 1724 ; Paulding county, 2934 ;

Perrysville, '2880; Pioneer, 1225 ; Put-
4nain county, 1152 ; Richland county,
2539 ; Rushylvania,. 1386 ; Sandusky,
2111, 2153 ; Scioto county, 2063, 2842 ;

S. Toledo, 1766; Van Wert, 2121 ; War-
ren, 1402, 1708; Warren county, 2847 ;

Wellston, 2998 ; Williams county,
2767 ; Wyaindot county, 2933.

Oklahoma, eduction, 51, 363, 378, 401,
823, 868, 1298, 1349, 1439, 1748, 178a,
1839, 1893, 1912 1939 1950 2044, 2086,
2465, 2573, 2656 2678 2690 2743, 2779,
2795, 2892, 2896 2901 2931 3028, 3053,
3112, 3236, 3260, 3305 3319 3357 ; Bar-
tlesville, 1013; Beckham county, 2736 ;

Bryan county, 2726; Caddo county,
29321 Canadian county, 2035 ; Carter

è.
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county, 2748 ; Coal county, 2728; Creek
county, 1788; 2802; Custer courRy,
2848; Earlsboro, 175; El Reno, 1657,
2035-, 2941; Grant county, 71 ; Guthrie,
2171; Harper county, 47; Heavener,
2120; Jackson county, 2761 ; Jefferson
county, 2873; Klowa county, 2820;
Lincoln county, 246, 2708; McClaine
county, 2130; McIntosh county, 2146;
Muskogee county,. 2774, 2828; Oche-
leta, 503; Okfuskee county, 1473;
Oklahoma City, 3067, 3334, 3337; Ok-
mulgee county, 1788; Ottawa county,
2768; Panama, 2243; Payne county,
246; Pittsburg county, 2807, 3412;
Pontotoc county, 2805; Poteau, 2243;
Pottawatomie county, 2939; Purcell,
1; Pashmataha county, 2720 ; Rogers
county, 3303; Sallisaw, 2165.; Sayre,
3663; Seminole, 2942; Seminole
county, 1473, 2549, 3011, 3410; Spiro,
2243 ; Stephens county, 12, 2808. Still-
ivater, 346; Texas county, 2604 Till-
man county, 2861; Tulsa, 494 683,
1623 ; Tulsa county, 2835, 3240; Wash-
ita county, 806; Woodward, 857.

Olympic games, 1573.
One-teacher schools, 2082, 2829, 2842-

2843, 2857, 2946.
Only ghild, 449, 1507, 2330.
()pen forums, 2435.
Operettas, 1396, 1403.
Opthalmograph, 715.
Oral reading. See Reading.
Orchestias, 1283, 1295, 1322, 1332, 1337,

1340, 1352.
Oregon, education, 261, 394, 1346, 1821,

2628, 2648, 2680, 2888, 3506 ; Corvallis,
2031; Lane county, 121; Polk cmunty,
2854; Portland, 2366, 2589, 2966.

Orientation courses, 1108, 1127, 1775,
1830, 1837, 2173, 2278, 2469.

Orelians and orphan asylums, 40, 935.

Pageants and pageantry, 1397; 1809:-
Painting. See Art education.
Parent-child relationship. See Parents

and children.
Parent education, 2571-2475.
Parpt teacher associations, 204, 209,

220, 228, 2680.

Parents, 705.
Parents and children, 474, 1507, 2(157,

2096, 2149, 3441.
Parker, Francis W., 313.
Parochial schools, 10, 15, 110, 749, 2046,

2134, 2201, aloG, M60, 3562.
Part-time education, 1766, 2000. 2109,

2379.
Patmore, Coventry, 900.
Pearse, Patrick H., 144.
Pendleton, Ellen Fitz, 32.
Pennsylvania, education, 6, 54, 70, 392,

1443, 1450, 1636, 2409, 2483, 2554, 2616.
2657, 2716, 2723, 2734, 2750, 2791,
280q, 2811, 2899, 2902, 3429; Alle-
gliany county, 3294; Allentown, 3287;
Altoona, 207; Blair county, 80; Cam-
bria county, 1156, 2218, 2755; Lan-
caster county, 1583, 2817; Lebanon
county, 1074 ; Luzerne county, 1495;
Marianna, '3020; Millersburg, 62;
Philadelphia, 1790, 1833, 3361 ; Pitts-
burgh, 2937, 3422; Plymouth, 3233;
Reading, 3482; Ridgway, 352; Se
wickley, 2002; Shamokin, 1933; S')ni-
erset county, 2676.

Persia, education. See Iran, education.
Persistence in school. gee Attendance

and child accounting.
Personality adjustment and develop-

ment. See Social adjustment and de-
velopment.

Ptirsonality traits, 207, 449, 517, 714,
766, 892, 1221, 1360, 1394-1395, 1504,
1510, 1g33 1999, 2032, 2053, 2057, 2128,
2154, 2292 2330, 2357, 2364, 2375, 2484,
2487, 2499 2550, 2593-2594, 2969, 2979,
.3060, 3069, 3383, 3410, 3412, 3415, 3420,
3424, 3437, 3444, 3450, 3455, 3467, 3472,
3482.

Personnel service, 173, 2200, 2349 2368,
2974.

Pharmacy schools and education 1157,
2399, 2411.

Phelps, EdWard J., 158.
Philippine Islands, education. 27, 1874.
Philosophy, 1774.
Phonetics, 706, 716-717, 1417.
Phonograph records, 701.
Photomicrography, 1100.
Physical ability-tests and scales, 592-

613, 1550.

,
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Physical education, 268, 399, 1478, 1494,
1513-1552, 2378, 2345, 2576, 3326. Bee
also Physical ability-tests and scales.

Physical examinations, 594, 596-597,
601, 606, 600, 1513, 1524.

Physical fitness index. See Physical
ability-tests and scales.

Physical science, 1052.
Physically handicapped, 1641, 2928,

3391-3397. See also DisAbled reha-
bilitation.

Physics, 1058, 1134-1161. Sce also Text-
books.

Piano-instruction and study, 1321,
1343, 1355.

Ping-pong, 1576.
Placement, 1655, 1723, 1748, 1756, 1852,

2107, 2163, 2394, 2465, 2966, 2979, 2988,
2999, 3429.

Placement, teachers, 2481-2482, 2510,
2578, 2614, 2902.

Plastics, 1372, 202S.
Plato, 309.
Platoon pity), 87.
Play and recreation, 1503, 1507, 1531,

1616-1647, 2028, 3448, 3477.
Play schools, 2472.
Play yard. See Playgrounds and equip-

ment.
Playgrounds and equipment, 351, 1617,

1623, 1634, 1638, 2196, 3188, 3218.
Poetry, 566, 896-897, 900, 912-913, 917,

1380.
Poland, education, 270.
Politics and education, 135.
Political science, 1249.
Population, 214.
Posture, 1470, 1487, 1497, 1518, 2376,

8894.
Pottery, 1787.
Poultry, 1872, 1879.
Practice (music). See Piano-instruc-

tion and study.
Practice teaching, 757, 772, 1063, 1326,

1690, 1870, 2043, 2501, 25044515, 2591,
2607.

Praise. See Incentive.
Premedical education, 2403.
Preparation ( recitation ) , 2640. See also

Home study.
Preparatory schools. See Private

schools.

e
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Presbyterian church, education, 2, 41,
70, 1982, 2204, 3277, 3332.

Preschool educa t ion educa t ion, .2(12.?-

Piimary education, 1366.
Primers. See Textbooks.
Principals, 1859, 2109, 2450, 2568-2569,

2912-2925, 3325.
Print shops, 821. ,

Printing, 623, 1771, 1831.
Prisons and prisoners, 108, 1306, 3453.
Private schools, 677, 1071, 1459, 1653,

1657, 1702, 1736, 1741, 1771, 1967,
2015, 2131, 2235, 2335, 2360, 2468.
2694, 2697, 3371. See also Educa-
tion-history.

Problem solving, 169, 437, 979-980, 994,
996, 1010, 1012, 1080.

Professional education, 2012, 2390-2423.
Prognosis of success, 267, 483, 495, 507,

509, 524-525, 529, 532, 560, 590, 734,
738, 740, 761:778, 973, 1031, 1034, 1036,
1135, 1141, 1515, 1707, 1709, 1971, 2032,
2084-2085, 2254, 2324, 2335, 233s,
2392, 2594, 2607, 3021, 3085, 3091,
3095,3096, 3098.

Progress in sohools, 178, 207. S01. 998,
1043, 1046, 2036, 2043, 2063, 2067,
2080, 2083, 2094, 2099, 2103, 2115,
131, 2221, 2836, `2341, 2.846, 2891).

2936, 2939, 3100, 3235, 3384.
Progress sheets. See Reports and rec-

ords.
Progressive education, 87, 92, 113, 189.

207. 217, 235. 310, 319, 338, 520, 1067,
1127, 1130, 1172, 1225, 2005, 2031,
2061, 2066, 3341.

Progressive education aKsociation. 92.-
Project method, 912, 1055, 1208-1209,

1672.
Projectors. Sec Lantern projection.
Promotions? teachers, 2482:
Proofreading, 550? 565.
Propaganda, 375, 36, 1183.
Protestant churches, education, 90, 1981,

2012, 2181, 2331.
Protestant Episcopal church, education,

2015, 3277.
Psychiatry, 2017. See also Mental hy-

giene and psychiatry.
Psychological tests, 479-503, 788, 1515,

2032.
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Psychology, 1250-1277, 3182, 3329. See
al8o Psychology, educational.

Psychology, educational, 421-445, 762,
1045, 1318, 2-452. See also Psy-
chology.

Psychology, gestalt, 1271, 1801.
Public relations program. See Com-

munity and school.
Public service, 2394.
Public utilities, 1807.
Public works administration, 2772.
Publicity, 223, 240.
Publicity educational, 1548, 2639, 2642,

2648, 2654, 2656.
Puerto Rico. education, 138, 732, 1917,

2.105, 3118.
Puerto Rican children, education, 1965.
Punctuation. Seo English language-

grammar and composition.
Pupil load, 2647.
Pupil progress. See Progress in schools.
Pupil-teacher relationship. See Teach-

ers and students.
Puppets and puppetry, 1393, 1398.
Purchasing, 3239.

Quakers, education. See Friends, So-
Olety of, education.

Questioning, 2076.
Questionnaires, 61.41.

'Quest ions, 813.

Race prejudice, 2142.
Race relations, 2047, 3379.
Racial groups, education, 290, 3300-

3319. See also Negroes, education.
Radio in education, 369-485, 1771, 2056,

2645, 3029, 3049, 3051.
Rating. S e e Marks and marking.

Teachers-rating.
Read, Daniel, 155.
Readers. See Textbooks.
Reading, 375, 400, 497, 644, 706-813,

821, 8085, 3317. See also Educa-
tional measurements-t ests and
scales.

Reading abilities. See Reading-
habits and skills.

Reading comprehension. See Compre-
hension in reading.

Reading difficulties. S e e Reading
habits and skills.

Reading-habits and skills, 563, 582,
590, 710-715, 719, 722, 729, 735, 746,
755, 758, 768, 774, 769, 779-781, 788,
788, 791, 796-797, 805, 810-811, 860,
906, 978, 1044, 1221, 2056, 2305, 3434.
3510, 3554-3556, 3561.

Reading interests, 380, 789, 2448, 3a51,
3362, 3364, 3554-3569.

Reading readiness, 740, 767.
Reading, supplementary, 773, 860, 2022,

3558, 3560.
Recitation method, 352.
Recitation plan, 1033.
Recitations, socialized, 1224, 1672.
Records. See Reports and records.
Reddie, Cecil, 338.
Reform schools. See Reformatories.
Reformatories, 692, 3262, 3380, 3445-

3446, 3464, 3468, 3472, 3477, 3480.
Regents examinations, 943,
Registration. See Enrollment.
Relativity, 172.
Religious education, 40, 25D-260, 285,

340, 1294, 1976-2022, 2706, 3191, 3276-
3277.

Religious orders, 13, 27, 286.
Remedial reading. SetRemedial teach-

ing.
Remedial teaching, 400, 644, 714, 717-

718, 721, 723-725, 728, 731, 736, 739,
749, 751-753, 756, 760, 762-763, 772,
774-775, 777, 780-781, 788-789, 792,
794-795, 799, 807, 820, 826, 831, 852,
975, 980, 988, 991, 997, 1011, 1016, 1037,
1108, 1682, 1751, 1755, 1767, 2097, 2147,
2337, 2366, 3422.

Report cards. See Reports and records.
Reports and records, 40, 2109, 2157, 2339,

2614, 2724, 2814, 2937, 2967, 30M,
3103-3112.

Reproof. Bee Incentrve.
Research, educational. Reports, 630-

673.
Techniques, 624-629.
Research workers, 2390, 2394, 2420.
Reserve officers' training corps, 2171.
Rest, 427.
Retail selling. See Salesmanship.
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Retardation and elimination, 736, 743,
787, 792, 795, 2071, 2223, 2295, 2494,
2935, 2941, 2944, 3113-3120, 3361.

Reviews, 1274.
Rewards and Prizes, 3053.
Rhode Island, education, 53, 9071, 926,

1825; Providence, 2161.
Rhythm, 332, 2024, 3439.

Rice culture, 1874.
Rickets, 432.
Rollin, Charles, 317.
Roman Catholic church, edueation, 149,

186, 220, 230, 286, 686, 864, 1305, 1657,
1970, 1978, 1996, 1998, 2046, 2110, 2253,
2331, 2649, 2947, 3106, 3263, 3277, 3301,
3319, 3451, 3460, 3562, 3564. See also
Education-history.

Ruffner, William Henry, 78.
Runniug, 1587, 1602.
Rural education, .183, .189, 4275, 703,

2818-2859, 2901, 3260. See also Ad-
ministration of schools. Current ed-
ucational conditions-United States.
Education-history. Educational and
vocational guidance. Elementary ed-
ucation. Negroes, education. School
finance. Seconotary education. Sub-
jects of the cWrficulum. Surveys,
educational.

Russia, education. See Union of So-
cialist Soviet republics, education.

Safety education, 576, / 2256.
Safety legislation, 1451.
Salary schedules, 2482, 2521, 2534, 2540, .

2545, 2602-2603, 2703, 2724, 3344.
Salesmanship, 389, 616, 1649, 1674, 1687,

1695, 1703, 1710, 1721, 1749.
Sarmiento, Domingo Faustino, 323, 333.
Scheduled, school, 2109, 2197, 2208, 2635,

2650.
Scholarship. Bee Learning and scholar-

ship.
Scholarships and fellowships, 2394.
School bands. See Bands, school.
School boards.. ¡See Boards of educa-

tion.
School buildings and equipment, 5, 40,

243, 245, 1525, 2139, 2145, 2218, 2220,
2223, 2658, 2677, 2693, 2716, 2772-

405

2773, 2826, 2832, 2849, 3084, 3188,
3218-N1249, 3345.

School buildings-cost, 2750, 2754.
school buildings-heating -and ventil:i-

t ion, 1800, 32627, 3240 3241.
School

school buildings.
School buildings sites, 3221,
school buildings-use, 62,

3228, 3244.
School census. See Census,

See Light-

:3'223.

2657, 2872,

school.
School children-adjustment, 1504, 2106,

2125, 2149, 2260, 2360, 2366, 2424, 2943,
`3282, 3314, 3351, 3384, 3395, 3422

3442, 3462, 3466, 3480, 3486.
School children-expenditures, 2762.
School children edictal inspection,

1524, 2685.
School children-non-English speaking,

863, 870, 1004, 2080.
School day-length, 40, 2647.
School codes. Sce Educational laws and

legislation.
School finance, 202, 245-246, 248, 293-

'294, 403, 1300, 1615, 2115, 2140, 2146,
2202, 2218, 2549, 2658, 2677, 2879, 2689,
2702, 2716, 2717-2817, 2823, 3025, 3053,
3227, 3345, 3353, 3375, 3389, 3406. See
also Colleges and universities, finance.
Education-liistory. Rural education.
Transportation.

School laboratories. See Laboratories,

School libraries. See Libraries, school.
School lunches. See Lunches, school.
School nurse, 2633.

School savings batiks. See Banks,
school.

School year length, 40, 62, 135, 266, 806,
1655, 2086, 2109, 2145, 2716, 2736, 2874,
2931.

Schoolmasters, 288.
Science, education, 271, 407, 409, 801,

950, 1047-1161, 3082, 3225, 3518, 3547,
3549, 3551, 3567. See also Textbooks.

Score cards, 2507, 3161, 3178, 3196.
Scotland, education, 299.
Secondary education, 360, 2107-2253,

3273, 3388-8889, 3436. See also Admin-
istration of schóols. Current educa-
tional conditlons--foreign countries.
Curriculum studies. Education-his-

4
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tory. Educational and vocational
guidance. Extracurricular activities.
Negioes, education. Rural education.
School finance. Subjects of the cur-
riculum.

Secretarial training. See Commercial
education.

Secretaries, school. See Clerical work.
Self-appraisal, 2970.
Self-help, student. See Student em-

ployment.
Senior privileges, 2141.
Service schools,
Settlements. See Social settlements.
Seventh-day Adventist church, educa-

tion, 1697, 2012.
Sewing, 1771.
Sex differences, 449, 504. 510-511, 519,

537, 554, 822, 873, 969, 1255, 1536, 1547,
1669, 2028, 2030, 2032, 2066, 2069, 2099,
2117, 2311, 2351, 2357, 2932, 2979, 3117,
3308, 3410, 3563, 3569.

Sex education, 227.
Shaker movement, 93.
Shakespeare, William, 894, 908-909.
Sheep farms, 1875.
Shipmasters, 1813.
Shops, school, 1447, 1450, 1781, 1783,

131.
Shopwork, 1791, 1795, 2410.
Shorthand. See Commercial education.
Shot-put, 1578.
Siam, education, O.

Sight conservation, 3224, 3406-3407.
Silent reading. See Reading.
Silliman, Benjamin, 158.
Sites for school buildings. Sec School

.huildings sites.
Six-year high &shook See Secondary

education.
Skill, 1760, 1765.
Slavic speaking children, 2080.
Slow-learning children. See Mentally

retarded.
Soccer, 1576.
Social adjustment and development, 449,

477, 999, 1390, 1600, 1671, 1828, 1833,
1910 1933 1968-1969, 2029, 2048, 2060,
2071 2087 2103, 2119, 2128, 2133) 2148,
2179 2353 2363, 2385 2455, 2850,
2979 2992, 8017, 8058, 7, 8283, 8388,
8366, 8437 3440, 3442, 8480, 3486.

Social consciousness. See Social psy-
chology.

;Social hygiene, 1489.
Social intelligence-tests and scales, 493,

504-520, 1283, 2128, 2353, 2357, 3251.
Social psychology, 874, 1636, 2367, 2445
Social elations. See Social adjustment

and development.
Social settlements, 1512, 3275.
Social studies, 383, P:2, 758,- 785, 827.

1162-1196, 2483, 2597, 3299, 3527, 3540.
See also Textbooks.

Social welfare, 3279, 3287, 3392.
Social workers, training, 2397, 2404-

2406.

Society of Friends, education, 96.
Socialized recitations. See Recitations.

socialized.
Socially maladjusted, 2071, 2077, 2704.

283, 3441-348G.
Sociology, 1163, 1191, 3141, 3356, :1520.
Sociology, educational, 1768, 325.5-3299.
Soil conservation stbrvice, 237.
Songs and singing, 412, 1284, 1286, 1293,

1296-1297, 1301, 1330, 1351, 1353.
Sororities, 3039.
Source book, 3549.
South America, education, 323,
South Carolina, education, 37, 39, 202,

1103, 1175, 1342, 1432, 1900, 2231, 3487 ;

Orangeburg county, 3381 ; Spartan-
burg, 3449 ; Union county, 2138.

South Dakota, education, 74, 1460, 2237.
2432, 2502, 2570, M0, 2735, 3071 ;

Barnard, 247 ; Butte county,. 250;
Lake county, 137 ; Minnehaha county,
2866 ; Roberts county, 2801.

Southall, Joseph W., 77.
Southern Baptist church, education,

1979.

Spanish language, 548, 932, 938, 943,
3197.

Spanish-speaking children, 1004, 1367,
1886, 1965, 2065, 3114, 3212, 3306, 3308,0
3317, 8446.

Spearman-Brown prophesy formula,
532.

Special classe& See Special education.
Special days, 2709.
Special education, 36, 182, 170, 203, 688,

1378, 1826, 3425, 3427-3429, 3438.

;%!
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Speech defectives, 461, 1417, 1422, J '11;-
3424-

Speech educatioh, 448, 516, 1405-1.427.
2435, 3421.

Spelling, 534, 567, 579, 714, 779, 812, 819-
827, 836, 3117.

Spencer, Herbert, 337.
Sports, 1605.
Stage design, 1369.
Standards, 2145, 2287.
State aid for education, 110, 126, 248,

2146, 2287, 2692, 2f23, 2734, 2736, 2743,
2756, 2765-2766, 2768, 2780, 2788-2789,
279T, 2798-2799, 2802, 2808, 2810, 2814,
2820, 2886, 2899, 3234, 3247.

State departments of education. Sec

Departments of education.
State libraries. See Libraries, state.
State teachers associations. See Asso-

ciations, educational.
Stearns, Eben Sperry, 165.
Stiles, Ezra, 158.
Stimulants, 1485.
Student achievement's, 175, 837-8.3if 843

845, 945, 969, 977, 1117, 1147, 1158
1224, 1515, 1559, 1581 1603, 1767, 1828
1869, 1958 2107, 2117 2120, 2125, 2130
2134, 2157 2165, 2201 2206, 2214, 2303
2308-2309 2311, 2315 2327, 2330, 2334
2340,. 2359 2371, 2378-2379, 2384, 2476
2491, 2493, 2498, 2500 2549, 2942, 3005
3063, 3066 3083, 3092, 3364.

Student advisers and counselors, 2141
2265, 2438, 2659, 2959, 3000.

Student councils. See Student self-
government.

Stulent employment, 25, 2354, 2356,
2359.

Student load, 2354.
Student loans and loan funds, 2494.
i;tudent mortality. See Drop-outs. Re-

tardation and elimination.
Student newspapers and publications,

1430-1433, 1436-1438, 1441, 2470, 3050.
Student personnel problems, 2176, 2349-

2369, 2426.
Student selection, 485, 495, 1172, 1702,

1766, 1852, 2333, 2446, 2481, 2487, 2501.
Student self-government, 1246, 2109,

2652, 3050, 3121-3126.
Student self-support. See Student em

ployment.
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t ude n t teacher relationships. See
Teachers and students.

student teaching. See Practice teach-
ing.

Student tours, 2123, 2190. See a/do Ex-
cursions.

Study centers, 2519.
Study-discussion method, 1219.
Study guides. See Workbooks.
Study habits, 998, 21156, 2112, 2147, 2305,

2337, 3073, 3075.
Stuttering. See Speech defectives.
Subnormal children. See Mentally re-

tarded.
Substitute teachers. See Teachers-

subst it utes.
Summaries. See Abstract writing.
Summer schools, 11, 1425.
Sumner, Charles, 157.
Sunday schools, 1988, 1993, 2021.
Superstitions, 1490, 2051.
Supervised study, 355, 365, 2109, 2148,

2652.

Supervising principals. See Principals.
Supervision and supervisors, 5, 747,

1063, 1329, 1345, 1791, 2139, 2395, 2504,
2515, 2575, 2623, 2674, 2703, 2855, 2898-
2911, 3188, al40.

Supplementa ry reading. Sec Reading,
supplementary.

Survey courses. SCES rient a t ion
(gausses.

Surveys. educational, 241-253.
Surveys, municipal, 1164.
Sweden, education, 277, 279, 3471.
Swimming, 593, 60s, 15s, 1561, 1580,

1601.

itztrland, education, 20.

Tachistoscopes, 1266.
Talking pictures. See Moving pictures.
Talleyrand-Perigord, Charles Maurice

de. 254.
Tardiness, 2938.
Taxation for education, 2679, 2732, 2773,

2775, 2788, 2803, 2818.
Teacher training, 233, 336, 364, 530, 925,

932, 938, 947, 1050, 1056, 1150, 1292,
1326, 1412, 1521, 1523, 1530, 1584,

1576, 1649, 1665, 1712, 1780, 17

.
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1792, 1817, 1859, 1896, 1916, 1950,
2042, 2115, 2145, 2322, 2391, 2476-
2489, 2615, 2647, 2716, 30S4, 3188,
3225, 3360. Sre also Education
history. Normal schools and teach-
ers colleges.

Teacher training in service, 1895-1896,
2482, 2501, 2:46-2320, 3340.

Teacher turnover. 'gee Teachers-ap-
pointment and tenure.

Teachers-appointment and tenure, 233,
281, 1030, 2516, 2524, 2534, 2549, 2556,
2575-2583, 2598, 2674, 2681, 2686,
2701, 2710-2711, 2818, 2874.

Teachers-certification, 938, 2483, 2524,
2559, 2523, 2559, 2.,84-25s8, 2604,
2614, 2647, 2698, 2716.

Teachers-dismissal, 2536, 2559, 2575,
2681, 2686.

Teachers-experience, 925, 938, 1030,
1712, 1789, 1859, 2521, 2524, 2531.
2538, 2545, 2547, 1% 2556, 2569,
2574. 2580, 259S, 2647, 3084.

Teachers litave of abseneil, 2548.
Teachers-married women, 233, 1030,

2533, 2558, 2560, 2580, 2609, 2611.
4 Teachers-pensions a n d retirement.

2516, 2589-2590, 2614, 2698.
Teachers-placement. See Placement,

teachers.
Teachers-qualificaithIns, 40, 938, 1030,

1146, 1329, 1360. 1712, 1723, 1795,
1800, 2489, 2584. 2557, 2558, 11104,
2702, 3345.

Teachers-rating, 2546, 2j91-.?597.
Teachers-rating by pupils,.2151, 2592-

2593, 2595-2597, 2607.
Teachers-recreation, 1616, 1618.
Teachers-salaries, 233, 938, 1859, 2042,

2146, 2396, 2521, 2524, 2540, 2542,
2545, 2547, 2549, 25119, 2576, 2580.
2598-2613, 2750, 2754, 2773, 3345,
3368.

Teachers-selection,' 2484, 2580.
Teacliers-status, 53, 62, 66, 175, 1532,

1065, 1817, 1837, 1859, 1931, 2126,
2521-2574, 2647, 2677, 2849, 3325,
3375.

Teachers-substitutes, 2617.
Teachers-supply and demand, 2485,

2501, 2614-2616.
Teachers and community, 2536, 2546,

2552, 2571.

Teachers and students. 474, 2119, 2644,
2660, 4.'918.

Teachers' associat ions. See .1 ssocia.
tions, educational.

TeacheN' colleges. #slee Normal school:
and teachers' colleges.

Teachers' contracts, 268.
Teachers' meetings, 2535.
Teachers' promotions. Sce Promotions,

teachers.
Teachers' travel. 1S59, 2719, °Tr, 2816.
Teaching aids and devices, 387, 3.

410-411, 963, 1181.
Teach i ng combinations. See Teaching

load.
Teaching load, 248, 925, 938, 1165, 10671.

1712, 1789, 18Q0, 1931, 1950, 2208.
221.0, 2231, 4)2(s)."), 2515, 2.522, 2;38,

2544, 2561, 2565, 2569-2570.
2598, 9(47, 2754, 27sq, "7ss.

2s18, 2846. 2S58, 2902, 2908.
Teeth-care and hygiene, 1465, 1498.
Television, 382.
T( nnessee, education, 2, 138, 184, 202,

467. 999, 1742, 1897, 2115, 2217, 2325,
2434, 2523, 2560, 2672, 2898, 2902,
3272, 3340, 3355, 3399, 3468; Chat-
tanooga, 1669, 2127; Franklin county,
45; Grundy county, 2223; Knoxville,
1669, 1915; Memphis, 1669; Nashville.
811, 1669, 2426; Norris, 3273 ; Overton
county, 2042.

Tennis, 593, 607, 1566, 1568, 1576.
Tennyson, Alfred Lord, 900.
Tests and scales ; Achievement, 540-541,

578, 620; Algebra, 584, 553; American
council on education-Cooperative
test service, 562; American council on
education-Psychological, 479, 491,
3076, 3089; Aptitude, 493, 1333; Atti-
tude, 421, 512, 2193, 2473 ; Audiometer,
722; Beauticians, 622; Bellevue in-
telligence, 502 ; Bentley analytical
profile, 496; Bernreuter personality,
485, 507, 516-517, 3404; Betts ready
to read, 711; Betts visual sensation,
722, 762; Brace motor ability, 610;
California behavior, 692; California
mental maturity, 722 ; Columbia uni-
versity algebra, 1034 ; Cozens athletic
ability, 2434 ; Detroit intelligence, 590 ;
Diagnostic, 523, 997 ; Dunlap academic
preference, .520 ; English language,

2541,
2.176,
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549--531, 558 ; English placement, 543; I
Every pupil, 571-572; Foreign land
guage aptitnde, 546; French language,
538, 574 ; Gates reading diagnosis, 482 ;

Health, 581 ; Henmon-Nelson, 3404;
Home economics, 585; Interest-atti-
tude, 519; Iowa algebra aptitude,
1034; Iowa every pupil, 1207, 2953,
217; Iowa high school content, 525 ;

Iowa placeinent, 533, 546 ; Iowa silent
reading, 797 ; Kansas reading, 719 ;
Kent-Shakow formboard, 490 ; Key-
stone telebinocular, 796 ; Kloos book-
keeping, 561 ; Kwalwasser-Dykema,
1333, 1355 ; McCurdy-Larson organic
efficiency, 613 ; MacQuarrie mechan-
ical ability, 618; Maier reasoning, 481 ;

Mailer's trustworthiness, 3372; Math-
ew's, 3372 ; Mechanical ability, 615 ;

Merrill-Palmer mental, 483 ; Metropol-
itan achievement, 560, 722 ; Metropoli-
tan reading readiness, 740 ; Metropoli-

r tan readiness, 590 ; Minnesota, 535;
Minnesota preschool, 483 ; Minnesota
reading, 2339; Minnesota speed of
reading, 715 ; Multiple choice, 519, 532,
544, 579 ; Music notation, 589 ; Nel-
son-Denny reading, 543 ; New Mexico
achievement, 554 ; New Stanford
achievement, 3404 ; Newton motor
ability, 600; Ohio college association
psychological, 495 ; Ohio every pupil,
2955; Ohio general scholarship, 2187 ;

Ohio state psychological, 414: ; Okla-
homa agricultural and mechanical
college mathematics placement, 529;
Opthaimograph, 715 ; Placement, 839;
Poetry appreciation, 566; Printing,
623; Proofreading, 550, 565; Purdue
rating, 2596 ; Push and pull, 603 ;

Reading, 725, 782 ; Rogers motor abil-
ity, 600; Rogers personality, 2053 ;
Rogers physical fitness, 602, 610;
Rorschach, 477 ; Rorschach ink blot,
573, 580; Safety, 576; Salesmanship,
616; Sargeaut Jump, 605; Seashore,
1333; Seashore musical talent, 521,
530, 568; Spanish language, 548 ;

Speed, 614 ; Spelling, 584, 567, 579;
Stanford achievement, 559; Stanford-
Binet, 499; Stanford-Binet intelli-
gence, 740; Stanford scientific apti-
ude, 556; Suri;ey, 591; Tannahill self-
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analysis, 513 ; TeaChers college per-
sonnel association cooperative testing
program, 542 ; Terman marital happi-
ness, 2374 ; Terman-Merrill, 499; Ter-
man- Miles masculinity-femininity, 519
Terman mental ability, 797 ; Telehi-
nocular, 786; Thurstone-Droba, 2291 ;

Thurstone multiple factor, 489; Thur-
stone primary mental ability, 487 ;

Thu rstone psychological, 525 ; Tolman-
flenzik multiple T maze, 481 ; Trax-
ler, reading, 784 ; Troyer index, 495 ;

Typewriting, 614, 621 ; University of
Kansas personality; 508; Viennese,
499 ; Yerkes multiple choice, 481.

Texas, education, 16, 117, 204, Z32, MO,
410, 967, 1292, 1309, 1329, 1362, 1368,
1462, 147g 1611 1672, 1776:1834, 1858,
1861, 1875 1880 1884, 1886, 1916, 1919,
1956, 2185 2265 2285, 2455, 2514, 2602,
2694, 2698 2702 2715, 2743, 2756, 2777,
2789, 2S10 2814, 2902, 3052, 3131, 3212,
3508 ; Amarillo, 871, 1832, 3115 ; Bailey
county, 106, 119-120; Beaumont,
2284 ; Bishop, 136 ; Brown county, 64 ;

Bryan, 1872 ; Burkburnett, 3054 ; Cam-
eron county, 2818 ; Carson county, 249 ;

Colorado county, 2757 ; Corpus Christi,
2918, 3446; Crockett, 3349; Crosby
county, 83; Dales, 1623, 1711, 1771,
2740; Donley county, 2858; East Col-
lins county, 1867 ; El Paso, 3308;
Fluvanna, 2782 ; Fremont, 3114 ; Glad-
water, 3075 ; Greenville, =20 ; Gregg
county, 5, 2451 ; Hamilton county,
2823 ; Hearne, 1872; Hooks, 2826;
Houston, 66, 1617, 2205, 3043 ; Hunts-
ville, 1733 ; Jim Wells county, 2065;
Kilgore, 3075 ; Kingsville, 990 ; Kle-
berg county, 2065, 3296; Knox county,
2862 ; Live Oak county, 2754 ; Lock-
ney, 2770; Longview, 3075; Lubbock,
2961 ; Lubbock county, 2833 ; Lyford,
3306 ; McAllen, 1168; Millsap, 365;
Motley county, 42 ; Nash, 217 ; Nueces
county, 2065; Rockwell county, 2884;
Russell ounty, 2773 ; San Jacinto
county, 2759 ; Sudan, 2724 ; Talco,
2139 ; Thrall, 226; Tyler, 1357; Van,
2658 ; Waco, 1413 ; Webster, 699;
Wichita county, 286.4 ; Wilbarger
county, 3288.

.)
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Texas week, 215.
Textbook method, 1211.
Textbooks, 40, 243, 281, 785, 923, 925,

1059, 1129-1130, 2170, 2652, 3127-
3217.

Textbooks, free, 3148, 3207, 3217.
Themes, 855.
Theological education, 2, 2396, 2421.
Theses. See Dissertations, academic.
Thompson, Francis, 900.
Thompson plan, 229.
Thoreau, Henry David, 32S.
Thorndike, Edward Lee, 326.
Thrift education, 1432-1446.
Time allotment, 1050, 1055, 1462, 1840,

2498
Tours, educational. See Student tours.
Trade education, 284, 2424.
Trade schools, 1771, 1785, 1806.
Traffic accidents, 1453.
Transfer students, 2290, 2320.
Transportation, 2146, 2223, 2682, 2686-

2687, 2842, 2858 288Z--2897, 3345,
3399.

Travel, 2564, 2569.
Truancy, 461, 3320 3441, 3450, 3462,

8465-3466.
Tuberculosis, 3347, 3389.
Tuition fees, 5, 40 1655, 2690, 2756,

2788, 2809, 2817, 2842.
Turkey, education, 271.
Tutors and tutoring, 2522.
Twelve month plan, 2610.
Twins, 477.

Typewriting, 614, 621, 848. See also
Commercial education.

Unemployment, 1653, 2422, 2583, 32
8288, 3293.

Ungraded classes, 713, 718, 3428.
Union of Socialist Soviet Republics, edu-

a,- cation, 87.
United States: Arwy posts, 2247 ; eco-

nomic conditions, 1839; 2094, 8070,
8256, 3260-8261, 827242711, 30, 3286,
8288, 3290, 8298, 8296, 8320, 8861,
8367; economic policy, 192; social
conditions, 1839; Works progress ad-
ministration, 185, 816, NS, 2429.

Unit costs per student, 2726, 2738, 2750.
2752, 2754, 2760-2761, 2767, 2775.
2787-27x, 2796, 2805, 2815.

Units of work, 172, 217, 359, 689,
724, 862, 903, 914, 917. 1013. 1'17,
1052, 1062-1063, 10f9, 1085, 1094,
1105, 1111, 1115, 1124, 1151, 1183,
11930 1205, 1208, 1214, 1216, 1247,
1363, 1388, 1620, 1752, 1773-1774,
1823, 1883, 1894, 1901, 1933, 1942,
1990, 2070, 2427, 2419, 2451, 3267.

Utah, education, 1568, 2731, 2764, 2819:
Emery county, 1498.

V

Vacation, 1865, 2239.
Vacation church schools, 2013.
Vacation schools, 1993.
Venereal disease, 1477.
Venezuela, education, 257.
Ventilation. See School buildings-

heating and ventilation.
Vermont, education, 1888, 2614; Brattle-

boro, 1850.
Vetable, Francois, 145.
Veterinary medicine, 2398.
Violin, 1359.
Virginia, education, 77-78, 202, 218, 703,

1338, 1158, 1879, 2281, 2463, 2712,
2809, 2836, 2902, 2915, 2958, 3324,
3373 ; Bedford county, 3323; Bruns-
wick county, 104; Culpeper county.
2832; Danville, 94 ; Dickenson county,
105; Fauquier county, 3331; Fre
erick county, 2834 ; Greenville co
26; Manassas, 99; Norfolk, 25 Pat-
rick county, 2821 ; Petersb g, 18;
Roanoke, 718; Tazewell co ty, 2849:
Warren county, 111.

Visiting teachers, 780, 2095-2096, 214553.
Visual defect& See-Eye--diseasPs and

defects.
Visual Instruction, 386-420, 1029, 1^11,

1448.
Vitamins, 1492.
Vocabulary studies, 450, 470-471, 478,

52, 527, 1536-587, 558, 575, 583, 708,
714, 721, 748, 750, 758-759, 705, 800,
805, 80 8, 827, 834, 836, 850, 853, seo,
806, 1381-882, 888, 890, 964, 979,
994, 1027, 1051, 1095, 1148, 1198-1190,
1201, 1217, 1 1709, 1727, 2040,

(.
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22t4, 2319, 2710, 3134, 3149, 3159-
3160, 3169, 3173, 3175, 3180, 3182,
3185-3188, 3190. 3197, 3199. 3201-
3202, 3208, 8212, 3226, 3510, 3527-
=8, 3546, 3550-3551.

Vocational tests, 614-623, 2174, 296).
Voice training, 1284, 1299, 1330, 1411.
Volleyball, 592, 1566.

Wagner, Julius, 318.
Wales, education, 294, 297.
Walpole, Horace, 151, 904.
War and peace, 2291, 3157, 3523.
Washington (State), education. 1454,

1935, 2691, 2995; Bellevue, 1985; Cou-
lee Dam, 2664; Cowlitz county, 239;
"Ellensburg, 1135; King. county, 1769;
Seattle, 2032 ; Tacoma, 688; Vancou-
ver, 30S3; Wenatchee, 1691.

Washington, D. C., education, 40, wit9,
717, 1073, 1221, 1453, 1496, 1600, 1604,
1655, 2038, 2087, 2106, 2271, 2273, 2447,
3029, 3049, 3051, 3136, 3198, 3302, 3406,
3464.

Week-day church schools, 1982, 1993,
2007, 2016.

Weight, 2376-4377.
Wells, Herbeit George, 325.
West Virginia, education, 57, 187, 601,

1287, 1532, 2110, 2141, 2485, 2743. 2803,
3339; Cabe 11 county, 2440; Faxette-
ville, 3055; Logan county, 1486; Mc-
Dowell county, 1795 ; Mount Hope,
3013 ; Spencer, 3036 ; Summers count'',
2981:

West Virginia state teachers association,
24.

a
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Wheelock. Eleazar, 153.
Wickersham, James Pyle, 140.
Wieland, Christoph Martin, 335.
Willard, Frances, 143.
Williams, Elisha, 158.
Winnetka plan, 87, 3386.
Wiscomin, education. 2'12, 12,96, 1412,

1692, 1794, 2119, 2197, 2444, 2467, 2565,
2682, 2722, 2758, 3126; Green ,

Bay, 2251, 3091; La (*rosse, 2232; Mil-
waukee, 2224 ; Sparta, 2452; Two
Rivers, 2456 ; Watertown, 3568; West
Allis, 1720,

Withdrawals. Sec Dropouts. Retarda-
tions and elimination.

Women, education, 6, 278, 5:o3, 598, 609,
1510, 1513,,,15331543, 1552, 1560, 1570
1580, 1585, 1587, 2370- 23,39, 3047, 3370.

Wumen in education, 2898, 4)88.
Wood*ard, Calvin Milton, 152.
Workbooks, 574, 726, 930, 998, 1093, 1177,
451196, 1220, 1222, 1226 1227, 1335, 1491,

1717, 1940, 3172, 3213
Woodworking. 1772, 1797.
Wright, Sophie B., 1641.
Wyoming, education, 2578 ; Midweest,

'219S.

Young, Owen D.. 189.
Young Men's Christian associt tion, 2211,

3279, 3481.
t.

Young Women's Christian associat ion,
2986, 2988, 3258.

Youth education, 703.

Zoology, 1077, 1121, 3184.
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